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The Korea Magazine
JANUARY, 1918
Editorial Notes.
TO daily seek and find another with more knowledge than himself
would be an easy task for almost anyone here in the East. Even
before he leaves the house he is under obligation to the Korean who
prepares his rice for breakfast. It is true that he or his wife learned
how to cook rice before coming here, but he will be the first to
acknowledge a woeful lack of skill when his efforts are contrasted
with the savory bowl of rice which finds its way daily to his table.
Of the making of breakfast-foods there is no end, but the Korean
cook surpasses the experts in preparing a dish that is staple for old
and young every day in the year. And when his week-end guest is
departing he is at the mercy of the jiggie-coolic, for without him his
trunk will never reach the station. It may take two or three men to
lift the trunk and place it on the jiggie, but once there the jiggiecoolie will stoop to his knees, carefully adjust the straw ropes over
his shoulders, grasp his stout stick with both hands, stiffen his back,
and with veins like whip cords slowly rise to his feet, then trot off a
mile to the railway station with a burden the owner with all his
knowledge and skill could not lift from the floor. He himself may be
a college graduate, and at one time the honor-man of his class in
both Greek and Hebrew, but now he finds a need for knowledge he
does not possess and asks a Chinaman to whom he speaks in
English to interpret his words to another Chinese who knows no
English. And the interpreter in turn calls a third Chinaman who can
speak a different dialect, and makes himself understood by his own
countryman. In the meantime the coolie-boy on the street without
the privilege of a single day in a school of either high or low degree
will follow him from shop to shop and explain to mystified
Japanese tradesmen what this foreigner cannot
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explain for himself, and then in turn translate for the foreigner the
strange hieroglyphics that must surely have a meaning but which
are worse than Choctaw to him. The morning is but commenced, yet
he has not met a person to whom he could not bow as to one having
superior knowledge, certainly knowledge he does not possess, and
perhaps for him beyond possibility of attainment.
ANTIQUARIAN STUDY.
There is always a door of opportunity open to those who live
in Korea for the making of the acquaintance of many ancient
remains. While Korea is not ancient in the sense that Egypt and
Greece are ancient, it is, compared with our countries, a very old
land indeed. Its real greatness, too, pertains to the past, and
evidences of it are seen in the ancient foot-prints that remain to
invite investigation and to delight the passer.
New comers may ask what to look for, and the writer would
suggest in reply: Buildings, Keui-ja’s temple in Pyeng- yang stands
to-day firm on its base though built in 1325 A. D. To think that in a
land where posts rot so easily, and where eaves break and give way,
that any form of wooden structure would outlast the slash of wind
and weather for 600 years is astounding. What master-builders they
must have been in those days. This house takes us back to the Battle
of Bannockburn when Edward II was on the throne of England.
Marco Polo had only been dead a year when it was built. Could it
but speak, what a story of the yellow East it could tell.
Older than this house is the pavilion that stands over the
Pyengyang River in the Park, the Poo-pyuk Noo. It has been
repaired at times, but the main pillars and beams have evidently
been there since about 1100 A. D. Kim Poo-sik writes poems about
it and he died in 1151. It saw the days of the first Crusade and the
good St. Bernard. Koryu must surely have been a powerful nation
with hammer and trowel to build as she built.
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Still older is the Po-tong Gate recently restored in
Pyeng-yang, one of the beautiful gates of the Far East, built in the
days of Sung-jong 982-997 A. o.
In Seoul the South Gate carries 500 years of weight upon its
head, a master-piece of ancient architecture, while the Temple to the
God of War outside the East Gate is 317 years old.
These buildings tell the story of Korea as an architect in
days gone by. They are interesting footprints that mark the way
from 900 to 1600 and offer their gentle invitation to a closer and
more careful view.
Another class of interest is Monuments. How old some of
these are! One just beyond the upper reaches of the Yalu on the
Chinese side, a great rough block of stone twenty feet high and six
feet across the face was erected in 414 A. D. and is the most ancient
Korean monumental stone known today. What it talks of cannot but
be of interest to students of Korea. It gives first an account of the
founder of the Ko-ku-ryu Kingdom, King Choo-mong, son of God
(so it says) telling how he crossed opposing streams on the backs of
fishes and turtles who joined hands to aid him; and how he rode on
the back of the yellow dragon all the way to heaven.
Then it takes up the story of King Kwang-tai whose stone it
is. “Peace-loving, Great King” it calls him. “He became ruler at
eighteen and was known as King of eternal joy. His graces and
virtues reached up to heaven. His power and light filled the whole
world. His reign was full of peace. The state was rich with abundant
harvests. But God was sparing of His blessings for at 39 he went
peacefully away and left the earth. On the 29th day of the 9th moon
of the year kap-in (414 A. D.) his remains were interred in this tomb,
and this stone was erected on which his virtues and good deeds are
recorded, so that it may long bear witness to future generations.”
Now this, the oldest Korean monument yet discovered, is
surely interesting as recording the thoughts and beliefs of that
ancient day.
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Other stones there are, the one outside of Seoul on Pi-pong
(555 A. D.), the one in Ham-heung (568 A. D.), Queen Suntuk’s
Observatory, a house rather that a monument, erected in 641 A. D.,
the pagoda at Pool-gook Temple erected about 751, and the great
bell al Kyung-ju made in 770 A. D.
From this date on many monumental stones, containing
biographies of great Buddhist priests, mark the passing centuries.
Very few of these have ever been read by any foreigner, and yet
they have inscribed upon them many of Korea’s best thoughts.
There are besides these, Ancient Tombs. The Imperial
Government has opened up many of these for free inspection so that
they can be studied in detail. Did a Chinaman paint the mural
pictures in the tomb in O-hyun-ri, Kang-su. If a Chinaman, his
paintings differ from the best of China of that day; if a Korean then
he must have been a master of Confucian symbolic art in the early
days of Ko-ku-ryu.
Other tombs are being unearthed, each having its tale to tell.
Again there are trees that form ancient landmarks and tell
something of the past. The ancient ginkos, seen here and there in the
city, have watched the generations go by with a calm and staying
power most wonderful. Those in the Confucian court-yard were
planted by Yoon T’ak who graduated in 1501 A. D.
The writer has heard it said, how true it is he knows not, that
the large ginko tree before the Governor General’s Residence was
marked by the Japanese general who occupied the city in 1592.
Older than these is the ancient dried stub that stands in front of the
Temple of Suk-wang Sa, near Won- san. It is said that King T’ai-jo
planted it when he was a boy about 1345 A. D. How far these old
trees look across the age;.
Then we have ship masts here and there throughout the
country, and ancient mast holders such as we see to the north of
Pyengyang City. Some of them like those near An-yang Station on
the way to Kwan-ak Mountain have long inscriptions down the face
worth deciphering.
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Finally there are dolmens. What are they? Who can solve
their mystery, tell the time of their erection, and what impulses
possessed the earth to set up a long string of them all round the
planet?
Such are a few suggestions. The reader may be able to add
many more and in his investigation of them throw much light on the
history of this ancient people.

CHESS.
by
CHANG YOO (1587-1638 A. D.)

Korean Chess Board
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“Chess is a game that represents military operations on a
marked board. The board is prepared by drawing nine lines from
north to south, and ten lines from east to west. On the two sides to
the north and south there arc “palaces” with nine rooms in each,
marked by cross lines. In the centre of this sits the general.
“There are sixteen pieces on each side, one called, chang,
known as the general marked Han (漢) on one side, and Ch’o (楚)
on the other. Back of the general are two sa, (士) one on each side,
his aides. There are two ch’a (車) or war-chariots, two p’o (包) or
big-guns, two ma, (馬) war-horses, two sang, (象 ) or fighting
elephants and five chol (卒) or soldiers.
“The general takes his place in the middle of the palace; the
aides stand behind on each side. The elephants stand on each side
one square removed from the aides. The horses take the next places
one square removed from the elephants. The elephants and horses
may change places at will. The chariots stand at the extreme corners.
The big-guns take their places on the second cross just in front of
the horses. The soldiers take their places on the line in front of the
big-guns standing at the two outside limits and on every other cross.
“The general moves only one space at a time, forwards,
backwards, to right or left, but always within the palace enclosure.
The aides move just as does the general
“The chariot moves straight ahead, or at right angles, as
many spaces as it pleases that are clear. The big-gun moves just as
does the chariot, but it must have some one piece to jump over in
any line that it moves. A big-gun can never jump over a big-gun. A
gun, also, can never take a gun
“The horses move over two lines at once and always across
the corner.
“The elephant moves across an angle of six squares (a
quadrangle of three by two), any of the six that stand before it. If the
cross line immediately in front of the horse is occupied he cannot
move; nor can the elephant if there is a piece immediately in front
or in the middle of the second line.
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“The soldiers move one space forward or one space to the
side, but never backwards.
“If a piece gets in the way it is taken, and the player who
first takes the general wins the game. When both sides fail it is a
draw; also, when the generals face each other with no piece between
and no move possible, it is a draw. The varieties and possibilities of
the game rest with the player.”
Hong Yang-ho (1724-1802 A. D.) writes. :
“Chess and draughts represent low forms of diversion. The
ancients said that they were the amusement of pig-keepers, and fit
only to be cast into the river. But the Sage, Confucius, maintained
that a game played was better than doing nothing, how about that?
When God (Ch’un) made man he gave him his special work to do
wherever he happened to be. Yet if men merely eat well and dress
warmly without a thought in mind, their souls will wander off into a
thousand extravagances. Unless there is an effort put forward to fix
the attention on something up goes the imagination to heaven, or
down again to the depths beneath, till what the eyes see and the ears
hear, become a snare and a temptation to the soul. Therefore thought
must have something to rest on if one would continue master of
himself, and not suffer the spirit to wander aimlessly about. Those
who play chess and draughts, though they be low games have
constantly before them the matter of winning or losing and so find
in them that which occupies the attention. Thus it was that the Sage
referring to chess and draughts taught us to keep the mind well
occupied. But his words are by no means an exhortation to play
games. The Superior Man finds a thousand other ways better than
these to occupy his time. Can you not see it?”
Oriental chess, if we judge at all from tradition, is much
older than ours. Granting this, we can easily see how our chess has
been modelled from the Eastern board, and made within the
Christian era, sometime during the Middle Ages.
We have, first of all, changed the general into a king, which
was most natural in an age when the ruler combined kingship with
leadership.
Instead of aides we have a queen, who is his most powerful
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helpmeet. Woman had already come to a measure of her own in
Europe when chess was decided upon, though she has no place on
the Chinese board.
Instead of a cart, or chariot, we have a castle—how like the
age of chivalry. It seems very absurd, however, for a castle to go
moving about with all freedom toward the four points of the
compass, until we remember that the castle borrowed the powers of
the Chinese cart, without troubling about the inconsistency of the
thing.
Our knight is like the Eastern horse and moves in the same
irregular way. The prominent place won by knighthood in those
days would easily account for its place on the board.
We, in Europe, had no idea of elephants, and so, of course
the chess elephant had to go. What more natural than to fill his
place with a bishop? As the elephant had to do with the splendor
and imperial movings of the East, so had the bishop in the West. He
naturally had to appear on so comprehensive a field.
A glance at the board will soon show that our bishop gets his
powers from the Chinese elephant, for he crosses the squares
diagonally, six at a time, of the shortened group or the elongated.
Our gun-powder is supposed to date from the 14th century
and as the beginning of our chess is much earlier than that we
would not know at that time, what to do with pieces of Chinese
artillery that used gun-powder, so we did away with them and
blended them into the rank and title of the soldier (pawn).
A Christian age, the age of chivalry, antedating gun-powder,
evidently modelled our chess game after the Chinese. How our
forefathers got it, or by what route it came to them seems unknown.
The Oriental game is more difficult than Western chess from
the fact of the board having the two pieces, the gun, and the
elephant. Good Oriental players use these two with great effect, but
they are very hard for an Occidental to handle. The irregularity that
attends them both is where the
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difficulty arises. With the exception of our knight all our pieces run
on straight ways and avenues with much regularity, but it is not so
with the elephant and big-gun.
The pieces number thirty-two on each board, and as to shape,
our love of regularity would make the oblong board at once into a
square, so we have sixty-four squares, while the Korean, or Chinese
board, has seventy-two crosses or corners. Faithful to the spirit of
doing things in the other way, we move on the squares while the
Oriental moves on the angles.
The Chinese board differs from the Korean in this that it has
what they call a river running down the middle of it where you see,
on this board, the sentence “The generals ride forth under the red
and blue flags.” This sentence, as a mark, is common to many
boards.
The Korean scholar looks askance at chess, not because he
is averse to a good game, but because chess suggests military
operations, which he, a man of the pen, regards as beneath his
dignity as a gentleman and scholar.
A SPELL AGAINST THE TIGER
BY
HONG YANG-HO (1724-1802 A. D.)
(This article illustrates a very interesting fact, namely that
Koreans in the old days thought they could charm away evils like
epidemics, or tiger raids, by means or written incantations. This Mr.
Hong, a very enlightened scholar, who was head of the literati in his
day, and had been more than once to Peking as special envoy,
evidently believed in the same, and so lent his power of the pen to
drive away the tiger from the Tumen River region).
“Near the sea-coast of Kyung-heung a terrible man-eater had
made his appearance, and had gone about for a month or more
carrying off numbers of people and devouring them. A great fear
fell upon the district and anxiety indescribable. A prohibition
against fire-arms at the time increased the anxiety, and cut off all
means of taking the beast, so I wrote the following
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incantation, and carved it upon a tree where it could be seen by the
tiger. From that time forth the place was delivered from the ravages
of the creature.
THE INCANTATION.
“Glaring-eyed monster, king of the hills, with awful
countenance and wildly twisting tail, horribly bedecked with black
stripes and lightning flashes of the eye, before whom a thousand
beasts stand in fear! Revolting! Who fiercely, when he whistles,
calls the winds to rise, and makes his mane to stand on end.
Dreadful! Born of the brazen spirit So-ho, under the constellation In
(the Dragon)! Ugh! Sitting grimly on the rocks or lying hidden in
some shaded forest, keeping far aloof from men! Abominable!
When once he fixes his hold there is no escape, and his teeth are
stained with blood. Fearsome! His tracks and his bristling mane are
not seen among men. Ugh! How he loves the bones of the tender
child, and the flesh of the fat old man. Sickening! The widow weeps
for her husband and the orphaned child for the parent. Alas! He
travels not by day, but, demon-like, awaits the night, to crawl forth
from his loathsome lair. Shocking! With awful face of a madman,
the flashing eyes of an ogre, and a roar that shakes the heavens, he
creeps forth, till the spirits he has devoured pipe and wail from fear.
“God in heaven made all the creatures of the earth, beast and
man, and gave to each its nature and its appointed place. Winged
creatures he destined for the trees, and scaly creatures for the sea, so
that there should be no confusion.
“In ancient times king Soon commanded Paik-ik to set fire
to the hills and clear out noxious beasts; also Heui-wha had
destructive vermin expelled from his kingdom. A virtuous king is
now born to the East, whose light shines forth as the sun making
righteousness and harmony to rule the land. Wild hawks arc
changed to pigeons by virtue of the king. All the woes and anxieties
of humanity depart. The gates of the devil and the distant sea of the
barbarian are changed to places of sweet refinement. The dwellers
on earth partake of his favour and become his faithful people. How
is it then that
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you, you awful monster, have not been changed? King of the hills,
the hills are your home, and not the dwellings of men. Yonder is the
Tumen River beyond which the Yo-jin people live. God has placed
unlimited bounds before you, and wild tracts of uninhabitable forest.
Under the Ever White Mountains there is no end of far-reaching
space. There is the Amoor River with its pearls and its slimy deep.
Scores of wild hogs, bears, fat deer and stag! You may take your
choice and still have heaps to spare. There are nine-tailed oxes and
other delightful dainties. Go there, I command, live in peace and set
up a home for your young. King of the hills away with you! Delay
not but be gone! The spirit of the king has arisen to destroy all who
do not yield obedience. His spears are like a forest and his swords
gleam in the sun. His fierce guns roar like thunder to blow you up
flesh and bones. He will set fire to your home and break up your
den, till you have no place to hide your tracks. Deadfalls and traps
are round about you, and soon escape will be impossible. Though
you hold onto trees and weep like a climbing monkey it will not
avail. Like a pig bound by thongs and on the way to slaughter so
will you be. What will all your far-famed valour do for you then? Or
your wisdom? You may shake your tail and plead for your life but
who will take your part or speak for you? Your head will come off
to serve as a pillow, and your skin for a mat to sit upon. Your bones
will be ground down for hat-string beads, and your whiskers will
ornament the head-gear of the soldier. Then all resentful ghosts will
dance for joy, and scold your disembodied spirit. Though your
nature be fierce still you love your young; and though you like to
kill, still your own life is precious to you. I give you three days
grace, yes, ten days to take yourself out of this. Take your family,
one and all, and go at once. As birds start in flight, or fires flash up,
away with you to the far north. Don’t stop your ears but hear what I
have to say. King of the hills delay not! Though men may not take
your life yet God is watching. I say again, away with you. Now that
spring has come and the hills are green, and the soft clouds gather
over the dark forest, where no huntsman is,
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wild sheep and pigs abound and a hundred other dainty creatures
await your coming. Let the winds be your wings and the rainbow
your banner, and off with you! Good luck to you! King of the Hills!
Away! Away!”
THE NEGLECTED WIFE
BY
YI TAL-CH’OONG (died 1385 A. D.)
I once gave you a folding fan, and you gave one most dear
to me; but now your heart is changed and all your love has turned a
thousand times away. No further joy have I, but thin and worn I
think the long nights through. And yet, though I am cast aside, I do
not blame you, for your new wife has so many graces, dear. But
think, how long does outward beauty last? It flies, yes, swifter than
the arrow’s shaft. Can you not see that she that blooms a flower today will yet regard you through a twisted wrinkled face?
TO A BUDDHIST FRIEND.
BY
YI KYOO-BO (1168-1241)
There was a Buddhist once who intended making a journey
to the south for pleasure to see the hills and streams. He came to me
and told me of his intended trip and asked if I would write him a
verse as introduction to his going.
I said to him, “The world of the Buddhist should be a void
and empty one, with no east and no west. His disciples, too, should
have their minds emptied in like manner, as a ship without cargo is
empty, or as the footprints of clouds arc invisible to the eye. He
ought not to think of whether he goes east, or goes west. Now you
have come to tell me of your proposed journey; you are, therefore,
according to the law of your religion, an offender. Also my
accompanying you with any sort of good wish ought to be from
your view point a flaw and a defect; how much more my writing
verses for you. Still, you wish it, and so I cannot but comply and
give you
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something, therefore let me say: Whatever there is in the world that
I treat with forgetfulness, even though it be a thing greatly loved,
still the love has disappeared. Whatever on the other hand I treat
with remembrance, even though I think I never loved it, still a love
is evident. You imagine that the hills and streams are well worth the
seeing, and you especially think the scenery of Kang-nam (Chulla)
the finest of all. That is why you are now starting off for pleasure.
Evidently your mind is given over to these things and inclined in
their direction. As you now go to see them the mountains will be
lovelier than ever, and the streams more seductive than you have
ever known them. Their beauty and magnificence of form will be
beyond expression. The clouds on the hill-tops will be like dainty
eye-brows that bend lovingly toward you, and the clear streams in
their grace like your mistress’ comely head-dress. Your band of
music will be the babbling of the waters; and the branches of the
pines will be the strings of your harp. You will be at a loss how to
take them all in, will forget to sleep, forget to eat, and though you
desire later to renounce them and go away, they will bind you fast a
prisoner and not let you go. What will you do then? What will be
the difference, too, between you and the man of the world who
loves pretty faces and sweet music?
Whatever captivates the heart is similar in kind. When you
go to see them if you find the hills and streams are too evidently
taking prisoner your eyes and your heart to bind and hold them fast,
remember my word and renounce them once and for all, regard
them as the vilest refuse. Give up all thought of them, regain your
independence and come back to the world of living men. Join us in
our pleasure, and look upon the dusty world as just as interesting as
the green mountains and blue water. If you can once do this you will
be said to be a man who has got religion.
Here is my verse to you :
A little puff or idleness,
Was blown upon the hill,
But since it had no east or west,
It went and came at will.
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A JOURNEY TO SOUTH KOREA (1200 A. D.)
BY
YI KYOO-BO (1168-1241 A. D.)
I have a burning desire to travel, and wherever my horse’s
feet tread I propose to write down the strange things I see and hear,
write verses about them or essays, and put them aside for future
enjoyment. This is my wish.
When old, and my legs are no longer fit for service, my back
bent low, and my life confined to a little room, with all my interests
limited to the mat on which I sit, I shall take what I have written
when I was young and strong, and have it recall to me all that has
passed, so as to be my recreation and relief from close confinement.
Among my poems I find several that refer to a trip to south
Korea. As I look them over I call back in imagination all that
happened lo me then.
Again I went a second time as an official to Chun-ju, and for
two years visited many places in that neighbourhood. Whenever I
came upon a specially fine view, or saw the wind or moon, I wanted
to write out fully my feelings, but I had no end of correspondence
and lawsuits to see to that took my time, so that I scarcely wrote
anything; and what I did write I hardly ever finished. For this reason
I find only about sixty short poems with a few records of the
districts that I visited regarding their customs, habits, etc.
At the close of last year, kyung-sin (1200 A. D.) I returned to
the capital. I then ran over what I had written and found that there
was any quantity of useless stuff that could not be read. Though I
myself had written it I could not but laugh at such rubbish. I threw
the whole thing into the fire, keeping back only a few of the better
specimens that could be deciphered and these I now rewrite.
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The city of Chun-ju which is also called Wan-san was a part
of the old kingdom of Paik-je. It has a dense population for the
houses sit shoulder to shoulder. Many old-fashioned customs
prevail, and the people are gentle in all their ways. Even the ajun, or
official recorders, are men of superior worth and models of good
behaviour.
There is a hill called Choong-ja, (Middle Son) high and
densely wooded which is the guardian of the place. The hill called
Wan-san is a lower spur of the same ridge, and yet strange to say the
county has taken its name from this rather than from the other.
A short distance from Chun-ju there is a monastery called
Kyung-pok Sa, (Great Blessing). I had heard many times that
attached to this monastery there was a hall, that had flown across
the peninsula by flight of wing and alighted there, but being so busy
I had never had a chance to go and see it. At last on a certain
holiday I went and found its name to be Pi-rai Pang-jang (Flying
House). Associated it is with a priest called Po-tuk who also came
through mid-air from the Pa1-ryong Hill of Kokuryu. Now Po-tuk,
it seems, was a great priest who lived in the Yun-bok Temple of the
Pal-ryong Hills. He once said to his disciples, “Kokuryu regards
only the worship of Taoism, not that of the Buddha; destruction will
assuredly overtake her. Where shall we go to escape the terrors that
are to come?”
A disciple named Myung-tuk (Bright Virtue) made reply,
“The Ko-tai hills of Chun-ju are a safe and quiet retreat from all
life’s troubles.” The day on which he said this was the 3rd day of
the 3rd moon of the year Kun-bong (668 A. D.). He then opened the
door to go out when he found that the whole house had already
taken flight and landed on the Ko-tai Hills though the distance from
Pal-ryong is a thousand li.
Myung-tuk further said, “This hill is indeed wonderful but it
has no good spring of water. If I had only known that the master
was going to transport us hither I would have brought along the
spring we had in our’ old home.”
It is Ch’oi Ch’i-wun who tells of these things as he writes in
praise of the master Po-tuk.
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On the ki-sa day or the 11th moon I set out to travel through
the counties adjacent to Chun-ju. Ma-ryung and Chin-an are located
in the hills. The people are savages and wear faces like monkeys.
All sorts of unsavoury smells accompany their dishes and their
general habits are worse than those of the northern barbarian. I
attempted to reprimand them for their ways but they looked like
frightened deer and seemed inclined to run at my approach.
Circling the hills I at last reached a place called Oon-je.
From there to Ko-san are many high peaks and precipitous ways
that overlook sheer drops of a thousand feet. The road was
exceedingly narrow so that I had to dismount to make my way.
Among the various counties Ko-san is somewhat cleaner and more
enlightened. I then left Ko-san and went to Rye-yang and from there
to Mang-san, sleeping one night at each place.
The day following I intended going to Keum-ma (ln-san)
where I had heard that there was a dolmen stone. Now a dolmen is,
according to popular tradition, a stone that the Sages set up in
ancient times. A very strange and wonderful thing a dolmen
assuredly is!
The next day I went on to I-sung (Chin-joo) where I found
the huts of the people in a horribly dilapidated condition, with the
palings and fences all falling away. The kaik-kwan or official guesthouse was not even tiled but only thatched. The recorders, four or
five of them, too were all badly dressed.
In the 12th moon I received a royal command to proceed to
the Pyun Hills and see to the cutting of wood. Now the Pyun Hills
are a great centre for government timber supply. If the palaces are to
be repaired, or new ones erected, as is the case almost every year,
great trees that could swallow up an ox or reach to heaven, are
selected here and cut. Because I had oversight of this timber cutting,
I was called Chak-mok-sa, Woodcutter Plenipotentiary. I wrote a
poem on this interesting fact.
True glory must be his indeed,
Who musters troops and leads to war,
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But I am called the Chak-mok-sa,
The Lord who cuts and piles the wood.
In the first moon on im-jin day I first entered the Pyun Hills
whose sharp points and horns are piled up in wondrous heaps. I saw
them for the first time. The heads and tails of the hills, as well as
their heels and elbows run out in all directions beyond my power to
tell. On one side is the open sea in the midst of which are islands,
Koon-san, Wi-do, (Porcupine), Koo-do (Pigeon Island), all quite
close to the shore and easily reached morning and evening. The
people on the coast say, “If there is a favourable breeze the trip is as
easy as a flying arrow, yes, even to China.”
In the hills I saw many chestnuts. The poorer people make
this their staple and live thereby.
In some parts there were groves of bamboo like arrows
standing thick on end. A fence about them, however, forbade
entrance.
Passing on we reached a wide road and finally came to a
town called Po-an (Poo-an). When the tide comes in, the smooth
road that we saw is deeply flooded with water. The people then have
to wait for it to recede in order to make their way. When I first
passed, the tide had just come in and I was cut off by some fifty
paces from getting by. But I was determined to cross over and so
laid on the whip. The servant who followed me, however, gave a
great shout and called on me to desist. I did not listen to him but
went straight ahead. Then all of a sudden the water came on like an
avalanche, charging in fury with great leaps and bounds like an
army rushing to battle. The force of it was very terrible. With a
sense of fear I drew back and escaped with my life, just managing
to climb the hill and save myself. The water chased me and rose in
its might as far as my horse’s belly. The green hills were reflected in
it and rose and fell with the approaching and receding water.
The scene here varies in appearance with shadows and
sunshine and with the morning and evening. The clouds and water
at times reflect all the colours even to a peacock green.
The view was like a beautiful piece of embroidery. As I
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looked and looked upon it I was sorry that I did not have all my best
friends with me so that we might have written it down in verse. The
view embraced me and entranced my soul. I could not write, but
could only gaze in wonder. We passed a place called Choo-sa Pa
that lay spread out before us in the moonlight with the white sands
shining soft and clear. My soul was wrapped away by it, so that I
dropped the reins and let the beast go as it pleased. Ahead was the
measureless sea toward which my soul hummed its flight while my
horse boy looked on in astonishment.
On the 12th of the intercalary moon I again received a royal
command to make another circuit and see if there was anyone
imprisoned unjustly. I went first to Chi-re where the hills are very
high. As I entered the deep echoing valleys I felt as though I were
entering another world. About noon of that day I reached the official
town but the magistrate and his assistant were both away. About the
second watch of the night they returned in haste, panting for breath.
They tied their horses to the post at the gate and ordered that no
food be given them. When horses have been driven hard this is a
care that one must take if he would not injure his beast.
I pretended to be asleep but heard it all. How anxious these
two were to show me honour! They had wine brought at once which
I could not well refuse. A dancing-girl too, was summoned for my
entertainment, who played on the harp very sweetly. Usually I did
not drink wine but here I indulged freely and enjoyed the music. I
suppose it was because the way I had come was specially long, and
because the place I had reached was cut off from the ordinary
haunts of men that I did so.
The 20th day of the eighth moon was the anniversary of my
father’s death. On the day previous I went to the So-rai Monastery
in the Pyun Hills. HereI found posted on the walls a verse written
by the hermit Cha-hymn. I, too, wrote one to correspond.
On the day following with the magistrate of Poo-an and six
or seven other friends I went to the Wun-hyo temple to which a high
stairway leads over a giddy entrance. I made it
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with the greatest of difficulty. The place hangs out over the trees. I
have heard that frequently tigers have tried to make their way up to
it but turn back in fear.
At the side there is a small temple where people say that
Sabo came once and lived. Sabo desired some tea for his master, as
Wun-hyo was ill, but there is no spring of water near. Suddenly to
his surprise water burst forth from the rock that was fresh and sweet
as milk. By means of it he made the desired tea.
The Wun-hyo Room is some eight feet wide. In it we found
a priest whose eye-brows stood out like those of the genii. His
clothes were threadbare and worn. This room was divided across by
a partition, on one side of which was an image of Wuil-hyo. There
were beside this a bottle, a pair or shoes, a tea-pot and a box of
sacred books. There was no other dish or means of preparing rice
visible, and no servant about. From the temple of So-rai I find they
bring a table of food each day.
The secretary who showed me about said quietly to me, “I
first met this priest in Chun-ju where he was a great rough fellow, a
terror to all the people. In view of his evil ways the town folk
regarded him as an unspeakable plague. Suddenly he disappeared,
and lo, I found him in this place practising religion.”
I replied, “People of all classes have their peculiar gifts and
calling. One who has power to inspire fear in others is gifted
beyond the ordinary. When such reforms he becomes a person of
special merit as in the case of this man. There was in ancient days a
noted robber who met Oo-too (Ox.-head), the second Patriarch of
the Church. He reformed and repented and became a man of great
virtue. A priest by the name of Myung-tuk once met a hunter with a
falcon on his arm who finally became a noted disciple. These are
illustrations of reform like the case of the priest we have just met.
One must not consider these things strange.”
I asked. as to the Impossible House (Pool-sa Eui-pang-jang)
and expressed a wish to see it. It was high up and hard to reach, a
thousand times more difficult than Wun-hyo’s
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place. There was a wooden ladder a hundred feet long leaning
against the wall that led to it. The three sides of the place
overlooked a bottomless pit.
Going up the ladder rung by rung we made our way. One
slip and all would have been over. I am a man who fears even a
height of ten feet, and when going up a steep place feel ill and dizzy.
For the life of me I dare not look down. I was desperately afraid of
this venture till my legs trembled and my head swam even before 1
undertook it; but being most desirous of seeing this interesting place
that I had heard of, and for which I had specially come, I was
determined to venture. If I did not succeed in getting to it and
making my bow before the picture of Chin-pyo I would have felt for
ever humiliated, so I got down on all fours and went most
tremblingly. My feet touched solid ground but my body seemed
already floating through space. At last I got there.
We went in and by means of a flint and steel made a fire and
bowed to the picture.
Chin-pyo was a man from Tai-jung village, Pyuk-kol County.
He came here at 12 years of age and began his studies on this rock.
With a sincere heart and burning desire his one wish was to see the
Loving One and the Chi-jang Bodisat. But days went by and no
Chi-jang came and in his disappointment he threw himself over the
rock. Two blue- coated angels caught him, however, as he fell and
said, “Your attainments in the Law are yet insufficient; that is the
reason why you have not met the Holy Ones.”
Thus he entered more diligently than ever into his work and
before three weeks were over in the trees, before the temple, he had
a vision of the Loving One and the great Chi-jang. Chi-jang gave
him certain commands, and the Loving One gave him two volumes
of the Chun-chai Sutra and also 199 tablets to serve as tokens to his
disciples.
This temple is made fast to the rocks by chain . The tradition
is that a dragon came forth from the sea and built it.
On my way back the magistrate had wine brought out and
awaited me on a hilltop called Mang-hai-tai (Sea-view Hill).
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Said he “I wished to have you rest here and so sent out men
with mats, etc., to await your coming. Be seated please.”
I went up and had a view of the great sea circling around on
the west not more than a stone’s throw from where we were sitting.
As we drank the wine I wrote verses. The view seemed so
clear and free from all the defects of mortal existence that it was as
though I had been a worm and had suddenly put off my degraded
form for wings and flight. I was like a cicada soaring on high and
calling to the fairies to come, come.
The ten or so who were seated with me all drank deeply. But
it was my father’s sacrificial day, so I had no violin or pipe music
played.
These are a few of my notes among many others.
lf we regard Seoul as the body and the outlying districts as
members thereof the world of my travels would not measure more
than the little finger on the hand. What interest will anyone ever
have in these poor notes of mine I wonder. Let me put them away
till I travel more widely and make further notes. Then I shall gather
them all together and make a big book so that when I am old I shall
not forget.
I write these on the 3rd moon of the year sin-yoo (1201 A.D.)
CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the December number.)
NOTE:- The Editors have been asked if this is a literal
translation of Choon-yang and they answer, Yes! A story like
Choon-yang to be added to by a foreigner or subtracted from, would
entirely lose its charm. It is given to illustrate to the reader phases of
Korean thought; and so a perfectly faithful translation is absolutely
required.
XI. THE MAN-EATER.
The governor heard this and replied furiously, “I order her to
come! What do I care for her notions? Chastity! Whew! If they
should hear of that in my women’s quarters, ,
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my wife would have a fit. A common dancing-girl talking about
virtue! Go and call her at once.”
The office bell sounds “Tullung,” and the chief runner
answers.
“Yea-a-a! Yes sir!”
“Go at once and bring Choonyang.”
“Yea-a-a!”
So the chief runner goes. At the top of his voice he shouts,
“Kim Number-one!”
“What is it?”
“‘Pak Number-one!”
“What are you calling me for!”
“She’s caught, caught for sure.”
“Who’s caught, you idiot?”
“The woman Choonyang is caught. She’s under the paddle
now all right. Too proud altogether, she and her husband of the
gentry. It doesn’t do for one to show off over much. We who have to
carry the message to her, however, are dogs, both of us, you are a
dog and so am I. But it’s all right.”
They had their wild-hair felt hats on, with red linings and the
character for “Brave” pasted on the front. They wore soldier’s
uniforms and red belts, and so they started forth, fluttering in the
wind like evil birds of prey, or hungry tigers glaring through the
brushwood. They reached her place and then gave a great shout,
“Choonyang...!”
Just when they called her she was engaged in reading a letter
from her husband that she had spread out before her. It ran thus:
“A thousand lee of separation and endless thoughts of thee
day and night! Are you well, I wonder, and your mother? I am as
ever, without special cause to murmur. My father and mother, as
you asked, are well. In my heart too, I’m so glad. You know my
heart and I know
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your heart. What more can I say? I have no eight wings or I would
fly to you. A single hour seems like a long season but how can it be
helped? What I have in mind are just two characters, one, chol,
meaning a noble woman’s virtue, and the other, soo, to guard, keep
or hold to. Hold fast to your faithfulness just as we swore in our
contract. Under the good guidance of Heaven will not the day come
when we can meet? Rest in peace and wait. I cannot say the
thousand and one things I would like to. All that confronts me fills
me with unrest. That’s all, my love, just now.
Year__; moon__; day__, Yee Dream-Dragon.
P. S. Is Hyangtanee well?”
Said Choonyang “This letter comes, but why does not my
love come too? Why may I not go?”
At the bamboo gate the dog began to bark and on opening it,
there were two of the yamen floggers seen. Choonyang stepped out
softly toward them saying, “Kim Number-one, is it you? and Pak
Number-one have you come as well? Were you not tired with your
long journey to Seoul and back? Your coming thus kindly to call on
me is certainly beyond all my expectation.”
She invited them in much deference. “Please come in,” said
she, “come in.”
These two rough fellows, in all their lives, had never before
been treated so by a lady. When she spoke so sweetly to them the
goose-flesh came out over their astonished bodies
“But,” said they, “Young Mistress, why have you come out,
when you are not well? You will be the worse for it, go inside
please.”
They entered the room and sat down. The two yamen
floggers’ hearts beat a tattoo inside their breasts, and for once the
daylight before them seemed turned to darkness. Just then
Choonyang’s mother came in.
“Well, boys,” said she, “are you not footsore in coming so
far to my house? You meant to call on an old wife like me too,
didn’t you? Hyangtanee...! There are no special dainties on hand but
bring some sool, plenty of it.”
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The sool-table was brought in and they were urged to drink.
After they had tasted, they said “Let’s speak the truth now. The
governor wants you for his concubine, and has sent us on this
errand with no end of haste; but still, if we have anything to do with
it, we’ll see that you get off.”
Choonyang replied, “ ‘Metal makes the best sound,’ they say.
I trust you two good men to stand by me.”
“You may be sure of that,” replied they, “no need to say it
twice, lady.”
An extra runner now came hurrying after to hasten them.
“Are you coming?” he shouted.
“Keep quiet will you,” replied Kim and Pak.
“Are you not coming?”
“You beast you, stop the row. We know all about it, come in
here and have a drink.”
So the three sat all together and drank till the sky-line
narrowed down to a ten-penny piece, and all the world turned
yellow.
Choonyang gave them three yang of money besides, saying,
“On your way in get some refreshments for yourselves.”
“What do you mean by this?” they inquired. “Iron eats iron,
and flesh eats flesh, what right have we to receive money from you?”
Still they fastened the string of it securely to their belts,
remarking meanwhile, “I wonder if all the pieces are correctly
counted out and none lacking. Let’s go.”
Choonyang said good-bye and waited at the gate, while the
three hand in hand started on their way. “Let’s sing a song.”
“Good! Let’s.”
And so they sing :
“Never mind my sea-gull, so don’t be frightened now.
“I’ve left the service of the king and come to make my bow.
“All you brave chaps that ride white steeds,
“With golden whips in hand,
“And pass my willow silken blinds,
“Across the tipsy sand,
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“Is it because you play the harp
“That you are feeling glad?
“Or is it when one really knows,
“The Soul is rendered sad?
“If you don’t know, come list to me,
“I’ll teach you how to play,
“With koong and sang and kak and chee,
“And all the gamut gay,
“Until your notes will rise up high,
“And move the clouds to tears,
“And shake the heaven, and thrill the earth,
“And hush the demon spheres.”
“You go in first,” says one to the other when they reached
the yamen. “You go first yourself,” is the reply.
“Let’s do it this way,” said the third, “We’ll hold hands and
go in together.” “That’s the way,” say they all.
The three of them went, each holding to the other’s topknot,
dancing in to the governor.
They shouted, “Choonyang has captured the floggers and
brings them to your Excellency.”
The governor was at his wits’ end to know what this
meant、
“You rascals, you,” roared he, “what have you done with
Choonyang? What do you mean by Choonyang’s arresting you? To
the rope with every one of you.”
Then one of them explained, “Choonyang is very ill, at the
point of death, sir, and she earnestly made request of us. She filled
our hungry souls, too, with good drink and savoury sweets till we
are most ready to yield up the ghost. She gave us a yang of money
as well, and so, according to the law of human kindness, we had no
heart to arrest her; but if Your Excellency says we have to, even
though I have to fetch my mother in her place, I’ll do it. By the way
my mother is a beauty who far surpasses Choonyang.”
“If your mother is such a beauty,” asks the governor “how
old is she, pray?”
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“Why she’s just ninety nine come this year, sir.”
“You impudent idiot,” replied the governor, “go now at once
and if I hear of any loitering on the way, your death warrant will be
written out and executed. Bring her now without delay.”
The floggers heard the order. “Precious,” said they, “as a
thousand gold pieces is one’s own body, and beyond this body what
is there? Even though we would like to spare Choon-yang, still,
since it is death under the paddle for us otherwise, we’ll fetch her.”
XII. INTO THE JAWS OF DEATH.
They arrived once more at Choonyang’s house, pushed
inside the gate and called, “Look here missus, never mind about
your Seoul connection, but come along with us. The governor says
we’ve disobeyed him, and he’s had the head-steward put under the
paddle, and the head-beater and head-constable are handcuffed and
locked up. We can’t help the matter, come along with us, come now.”
There being no help for it, she started for the yamen. Her
hair was somewhat in disorder, and with her trailing skirt gathered
up, she went like a storm-tossed swallow, sadly step by step, but
prettier far than Wang Sogun of ancient China ever was.
Into the yamen enclosure with its ornamented walls and
shady groups of willows she was pushed, and there she waited.
The head-crier came out and shouted,
“Choonyang, appear at once before His Excellency.”
The governor looked upon her and said, “Surely the most
beautiful woman of all the ages! Come up here.”
Choonyang dared not refuse, but went up, scenting the
anxious atmosphere as a frightened kitten does the smoke. She
stepped modestly inside and trembled. The governor looked with
greedy eyes upon her helpless form.
“Pretty she truly is! Sure as you live! She’d make the
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fishes to sink and the wild-geese to drop from the sky. I thought
they had over praised you, my lady, but now that I see you, the
moon may well hide her face and the flowers drop their heads for
shame. I have never seen your equal. I left all the better salaries of
Milyang and Sohung, and made application for Namwon in order to
see you. I am somewhat late, I understand, but never mind that, I’m
in time enough still. I hear that the student son of a former governor
had your hair done up for you. Is that so? Since he left I don’t
expect that you have been quite alone, you no doubt have some
lover or other. Does he belong to the yamen here, or is he some rake
about town? Now don’t be ashamed, but tell me the truth.”
She replied firmly but modestly, “I truly am the child of a
dancing-girl, but I have never had my name on the roll of the
keesang. I grew up here in the village. The former governor’s son
out of love for me came to my house and earnestly sought me by a
marriage contract. My mother consented and so I am forever his,
and in the contract that we made I took a faithful oath. The spirits of
evil have separated us, and I have lived alone dreaming and
thinking of him night and day, and waiting till he comes to take me.
Please do not say ‘a yamen lover.’ I have never had such.”
The governor heard this and gave a great laugh and
applauded.
“When I see your words. I find you are equally remarkable
inside as well as out. But since ancient times outward beauty means
some defect somewhere. Women with pretty faces have little virtue.
To have a flawless face and a flawless heart is indeed impossible. I
recognize your purpose, but when young Yee really gets married
and passes his exams, will he ever think again of a nameless girl, a
thousand lee off in the distant country, who constituted for him a
moment’s delight? It seems hard, I know, for your lot is like that of
the plucked flower, and your ridiculous contract is worthless. They
say you are educated. Let me remind you of some of those from
history. Yee Yang, you remember, was the second wife of Cho and
yet her chastity is renowned the world over. If you are virtuous in
my behalf you will be just like Yee Yang.
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I’ll dress you out well and give you no end of delights, so you will
begin by taking charge of this office of mine to-day.”
Choonyang replied, “My purpose in this matter differs from
that of Your Excellency. Even though the young master should
prove faithless and never come to take me, my model would still be
*Pan Chopyo, and I would rather watch through all my life the
fireflies go by my window, than be faithless. When I die I shall seek
the resting place of *Yo Yong and Ah Whang, and dwell with them
among the shaded bamboos of the nether world. To marry a second
time is something to which I can never consent.”
The governor when he began his interview did not know
definitely what kind of person he had to deal with, and so had
addressed her lightly; now, however, that he had met and seen her,
he recognized that she could not be won thus. If he had said to her,
“Well done,” had commended, and sent her safely home, all sorts of
good will would have resulted from it, and his praises would have
been sung throughout the land; but his determination was fixed and
he thought to terrify her into yielding, so he used her virtue as a
catch-word of contempt and roared at her. “What times we’ve
landed on! When keesangs talk of virtue, my virtuous sides will
split with virtuous laughter. Your virtuous desires to see your
paramour make you virtuously break my orders do they? Your
virtue lands you under the paddle where you may virtuously taste of
death for it.”
Choonyang in a sudden rush of anger, caring not whether
she lived or died, said, “Your Excellency is a gentleman, and you
know what you ought to do. To take a helpless woman by force, is
that the part of the governor of his people? Those who destroy
virtue, man or woman, I despise and abhor.”
*Pan Chop-yo. A famous keesang who lived about 20 B. C., and who was
faithful in her remonstrances to the Emperor against a life of ease and pleasure.
*Yo Yung and Ah Wang. These were two sisters, daughters of the Emperor
Yo, (2238 B. C.）who like Leah and Rachel were given to his successor as his
faithful wives. Tradition relates that they journeyed south with him till he reached
Chang-oa where he died. They wept and their tears falling on the leaves caused to
come into being the spotted bamboo.

(To be Continued)
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the December number.)
CHAPTER XX.
AN ENCHANTED RIVER.
The annual rainy season had burst upon the country with
unusual severity, razing to the ground the homes of many people. In
the town of Standing Stone the nights were made musical with the
falling of compound walls, while these sounds were occasionally
punctured by the collapse of a tiled roof or a mud hut. The victims
of such disaster would be dug from the debris by their neighbors;
some escaping with their lives while others went out with the flood.
Such was the spirit of the time that these disasters were viewed with
nonchalance. “Sorry,” they said, “but what could be done during
such a time as that.”
A chain of precipitous mountains half encircled the town. At
its base a stream had worn a deep channel, so deep that an ordinary
house placed in the bed of the stream would find its roof many feet
below the top of the embankment. The town had long been jealous
of the space occupied by the river, so houses crowded its banks till
some of them had been jostled out over the water so far that half
stood there on long stilts. Peering down into the flood their backs
seemed broken and their joints dislocated.
Each day and each night through the years of the past the
people had listened to the murmur of the water and were contented.
But during the last few days this stream had been a thundering
torrent and on this particular day it had been rising from early
morning and had reached a point far above that known by any living
man. The people trooped out to See the river. Old men shook their
heads dubiously. But then, old men, when their legs become feeble,
always shake their heads at threatening danger.
This was a night for the Christians to gather, and Mr. Kim
had attempted to preach to the dozen faithful members who
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had braved the storm. The noise of the rain drowned his voice and
after a few moments of futile effort he sat down on the mat below
the pulpit and joined them in listening to the storm. At times it
seemed as though the church was located beneath a waterfall and
the little company turned its attention to the roar with a feeling of
awe, and they huddled closer together for companionship. Suddenly
there was a shock as though some mighty force had seized the
house by the four corners and picked it from its foundation and
shook it. A bundle of dust-laden herbs was hurled from a shelf upon
the heads of the company. Then the house came to a stand and the
storm roared on.
“What was that?” they asked each other with scared faces.
“An earthquake,” ventured Mr. Kim. “An earthquake?” repeated
several voices with a quaver of fear, and their faces whitened in the
uncertain light.
On the east side of the building the rain was driven up under
the eaves and a flood swept down over the mud walls. As the water
soaked through the wall it gradually darkened in the lamp light, and
a bit of plaster crumbled off. Then a tiny stream crept in and hastily
slipped out of sight in the dry earth of the floor. A few moments
later they were startled to hear the plaster fall from the outside of
the wall. Mr. Kim placed his hand against the plaster where it had
darkened the most and when he removed it a sheet of mud fell
inward leaving the lath bare like so many grinning teeth. The candle
flared before the wind and the dark night looked hungrily in. The
little company narrowed their circle and looked at the dripping wall
apprehensively.
Suddenly there was a rattling at the door, and a persistence
in it that raised it out of the general hubbub and gave the sound a
personality. Some one lifted the catch and a man from a neighboring
town stumbled in, the water streaming from his oiled paper coat,
which had been torn to shreds by the wind. The man stood a
moment shivering at the door.
“Oh!” cried some one, “It is farmer Yi.”
“Where did you come from, and how did you get here?” was
asked by a chorus of voices.
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“Get here?” he replied, looking a moment at the group and
turning a ruthful glance at his wet suit. “Have traveled the road for
fifty years, that is how I got here. Came to hear the preacher of
course. What did you come for?” he asked taking the company in at
a glance. “Perhaps you want to know if it rains. Perhaps you want to
know if it blows on the top of the cliff. Blows? I lay down and
crawled over the pass, nor did I breathe till I got half way down the
mountain.”
“But the river, man, the river. How did you cross the river?”
they asked again.
“River,” he repeated slowly and a wondering look came into
his eyes. “Why, I did not think of that. Why, yes, I walked across
the usual stepping stones.”
“What!” one shouted, “I saw the river just before dark and it
was chafing its banks nearly to the top, fifteen feet above the
stepping stones. Why, man, you didn’t come from home tonight.
“But I did,” stoutly affirmed the farmer, “and there is no more water
in the river than there is in May. Dry, I say, dryer than is usual
during a drought.” The company looked at the man and into each
other’s faces uneasily. Some one touched his forehead significantly.
Others nodded their heads. The storm had been too much for the
poor farmer.
Mr. Kim had been silent, now looking at the hole in the wall
where the stream increased in size, then back at the late comer.
The farmer wrung out his clothes the best he could and sat
down near the door that he might not wet the mat on the floor.
Some present began to chaff him, saying that he had become
lost in the storm while wandering about the town. Probably he had
crossed nothing greater than an open sewer. It was evident, they
said, that he had not come from home and was really trying to
hoodwink the company. Such undignified behavior ill-became a
man who has the name of being a full member of the Church.
“Sewer,” said the farmer, “Not three hours ago I watered my
ox, and fed him boiled beans and chaff. If you believe
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it not go ask the ox. As you all know, my ox lives with me on the
other side of the river. I was on that side three hours ago. I am now
on this side. I can’t fly, there are no bridges, nor can I swim. Figure
it out yourself.”
Mr. Kim got up and pulled off his coat. “Going out,” he said
simply to the surprised look of enquiry, and he glanced doubtfully at
the farmer. “Sure, find it with my eyes shut,” said the latter, and he
lead the way into the driving storm.
The farmer’s instinct of direction was unerring. He took Mr.
Kim’s hand and fifteen minutes later they were feeling their way
down the long winding path that led into the deep river-bed. They
splashed through water half way to their knees, climbed the
opposite bank. A flash of lightning lit up the town, showing the
shallow stream, the high banks and the storm-beaten roofs or the
houses. They again felt their way down through the river-bed and
back to the waiting company. On hearing confirmation of the
farmer’s statement, the group of men stared at each other and
listened to the increased thunder of the storm.
“What is it?” one asked, pushing his frightened face close up
to Mr. Kim. “Don’t know,” was the reply. “I know,” said the man,
“It is the Water Devil.” He arose and edged toward the door. “Sorry
I came,” he added, “The Water Devil is mad because there arc
Christians in town. I only came to Church last Sunday and just a
sight-seer, just a sight-seer,” he mumbled, “that is all, just a sightseer.” He went as far as the door and looked out at the howling
storm, shuddered, and came back to the company and trimmed the
candle and sat down close among the group.
Finally members of the group began telling stories of great
storms of previous years. According to those traditions there was
once a time when the river overflowed its banks and brought
disaster to the houses along its margin. A narrator took up the tale
and before he had finished the whole town had been swept away,
but the people had been saved by the simple appearance of a dragon.
“You haven’t outgrown those childish tales?” asked Mr. Kim. The
man looked abashed al his pastor’s glance of disapproval.
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“Fool I was to join company with men who so easily despise
the teaching of a hundred generations,” said the man who had
declared the storm was the work of the Water Devil. “If human
testimony is of value then surely the existence of the Dragon, the
Water Devil, Ghosts and Spirits of the hills is an established fact.
Multitudes have seen them, been cursed by them and blessed by
them. Who are you to defy them? You take heavy responsibility
when you imperil the people of this town with your atheism.” The
man again arose and went to the door, only to return and take refuge
close to the center of the group.
After a long silence the farmer ventured to explain. “You
see,” said he, “water comes from holes in the ground. Our limestone
mountains are perforated with holes, and streams that are almost
rivers in size flow beneath these mountains. Now if water can come
out of the mountains as rivers why can not rivers return to the
mountains? I am sorry our friend here has such an ancient brain.
This is an age of science and reason, and also of revelation. Why,
man,” said he, and his words sounded much like the discourse of Mr.
Kim, “there are square miles of gold, and copper, and iron, and coal
under the soil of our wonderfully rich country but you and I live in
rags and starve because of the traditions of our fathers, the idle tales
of the Dragon, Water Devil and a multitude of other spirits. No, sir,
I had rather believe in God, possess a clean conscience and have the
privilege of digging into every mound and mountain without fear of
wounding devils or ghosts. Then may I have wherewith to cover my
nakedness, satisfy my hunger, to honor my God. Now my
explanation of this strange phenomenon is that the shock you heard
earlier in the evening was not an earthquake at all. It was a hole
opening up in the mountain, and the river is being lost.”
“Ah!” exclaimed the previous speaker, with a long drawl of
dissent. “Who but the Water Devil could open the hole in the
mountain? Tell me that now, who—” At that moment a sharp zigzag
of lightning and a crash of thunder stopped the debate. Suddenly a
distant roar assailed the town as if all the waters of centuries were
bellowing down this valley. The
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company listened with mouths agape. With the roar was a high
shrill note, an eager whining sound, like the voice of many wild
things seeking their prey. The recent tumult of storm was lost in this
new uproar.
There was an instant of stupefaction and then Mr. Kim
awoke and with a bound was at the door. The church was on a much
higher elevation than most of the town, and from the door an open
space could be seen far up the valley. A flash of lightning revealed a
sight which for a moment fixed him where he stood. Far up the
valley a mass of water was roaring upon the town. On its crest were
houses, trees, and a great mass of debris; they were hurled about in
the wildest fury. Mr. Kim called to his friends.
“For your life,” he shouted. “Out of this; Run!”
He ran for the elevation beyond the church, with the farmer
at his heels. The two men driven by fright paused not till they were
far beyond the reach of the flood. Finding themselves among a
crowd of people who were looking toward the river and moving in
that direction they faced about. Twilight was breaking through the
darkness, revealing to their astonished eyes nature in wild
destruction. There were no falling of buildings, for they were picked
up and hurled bodily heavenward, and crumbling to pieces in
seeming mid-air, spread out like sand from a sieve. People were
rapidly gathering from that portion of the town located above the
reach of the flood. There was no outcry. Amazed terror had sealed
their lips. The sight of this fear-stricken people stirred Mr. Kim to
action. He remembered the friends left in the little church. His eye
sought the place where it stood. There it was half submerged,
bravely buffeting the flood, but swaying, and every moment on the
point of going to pieces. Other buildings formed a line in the
direction of the on-coming flood, and offers a partial protection. Yet
they staggered and swayed at every fresh impact and occasionally
the heavy tiled roof would slip into the water and the timbers of the
building being let loose would spring into the air and then rush
away with the flood. At that moment a man was seen riding by on a
mass of wreckage; he may have called for help, but no voice could
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be heard above the noise of the flood. The sight sent Mr. Kim on the
run to the water’s edge. He plunged in to the stream with the
purpose of reaching the church for the rescue of his friends.
Immediately he was to his shoulders in water and was in imminent
danger of being swept out into the flood. With the aid of the farmer
he returned to the bank. Tongues that had been paralyzed by the
enormity or the disaster were now let loose. There was shouting and
crying. A woman was pulling her hair out in handfuls and wailing at
the top or her voice. Her home had gone, she only had escaped. Mr.
Kim looked from one to another, then out to the buildings still
standing above the reach of the flood, and then his eyes rested for
an instant upon the people who were crowding the roofs. He
motioned to the farmer, they ran in that direction. Before reaching
that point he paused and again his eyes searched the river. To the
right and some distance beyond where he stood was the imposing
roof of the most pretentious house of the town, the home of Mr. Cho,
the author of all his troubles. The house was under water nearly to
the eaves. A curve in the bank partially deflected the current, or that
building and others in the immediate vicinity would have been
carried away with the first onslaught of the flood. On reaching the
line of houses covered with people he called for a rope. Many
looked at him with faces of helpless inquiry. His head was nearly
even with the eaves. “A rope!” he bellowed. He ran the length of the
short street calling for a rope and returning grew frantic at the stupid
stares he received. A pair of legs were dangling from a roof while
their owner gazed at the flood. Mr. Kim seized them and pulled the
owner down, shook the man, and bellowed for a rope. The man
gasped and said he had none. Mr. Kim in exasperation seized the
fellow by an arm and one leg and with a mighty heave flung him to
the ridge of the roof. “A rope,” he again shouted, some one bring a
rope!” There was a stir at the place where the man had landed on
the roof and some one slid to the ground and entered a house.
Presently he returned with a long rope used by farmers in tethering
cattle. Mr. Kim and the farmer without a word ran back to the bank
opposite the
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house which held his friends, while a crowd followed at their heels.
He hastily tied the rope about his waist and giving a few directions
to the farmer placed the other end in his hands and struck out into
the stream. When he reached the corner of the building he was flung
up against it with violence. The shock stunned him for a moment
and he was dragged under but coming to the the surface he seized
the post that supported the front of the building and snubbed the end
of the rope there; he then worked himself inside. His companions of
the night were standing shoulder deep in water and nearly dead with
fright. They responded at his call and all moved at once. As they
approached the door he chose one and forced the others back,
shaking one and choking another till they submitted to his direction.
They worked their way ashore by clinging to the rope one by one.
Mr. Kim came last with the rope around his waist. On reaching the
bank he was besieged by the multitude for aid.
“That house, there!” called a woman pointing to a thatched
building rapidly going to pieces, “My family is there, sir, save them,
oh, sir, save them!”
“In that building there!” called another, “As you love your
father, sir, save mine! Ah-a-a! there it goes! It’s breaking up, gone!”
he screamed, as the building toppled over and hastened off in a wild
race down the stream.
He ran opposite the half submerged houses with their tiled
roofs where lived the man who so eagerly sought his life. The
buildings on the outer fringe were rapidly going to pieces, while the
inner circle was also being weakened as the current tore off huge
flakes of lath and plaster. Holes could be seen through the rain
covered walls into the dark interior of the whole line of buildings.
At the farther end of the row of buildings and somewhat less
exposed to the fury of the torrent was the home Mr. Kim sought.
The people now understood his purpose and were eager to help.
More rope appeared at the feet of Mr. Kim, and uniting it with the
other, eager hands seized it, and shout was added to shout as all
tried to direct affairs and all getting in the way one of another. Mr.
Kim paid no heed to the uproar of voices and
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the multitude of suggestions and commands. He measured the rope
with his arms as he hastily coiled it on the bank. He had a purpose,
spurred on by a feeling that none there could have understood. He
chose a dozen sturdy men from the crowd and placed one end of the
rope in their hands and tying the other about his waist moved
quickly into the stream. Deep holes in the water, funnel-like,
whirled about him, one here, another there, and while one
disappeared new ones took their places in the mad rush. He glanced
back at the rope. A score of self-appointed men had run it out on the
shore and were holding it.
How fast he sped toward the nearest building. A massive
tiled roof held the building in place which served as a partial
protection to the buildings below. He was swept past it and the
current carried him to the opposite side; he attempted to seize the
projection of roof timbers but failed. The farmer seeing his plight,
called for help and with more zeal than prudence, they pulled him
ashore; so that his head was under the flood more than half the time.
For several moments he lay on the bank exhausted. Suddenly a
great shout from the watchers brought him to his feet. The house
was going to pieces, one corner had been undermined, dislodging a
corer post, and half the roof toppled over; then the whole structure
sank from sight under the enormous weight of tiles. Suddenly the
roof timbers of the sinking house, relieved of the weight of tiles,
shot to the surface; some of them sprang end-wise against the
adjoining house and were held there by the mass of wreckage
beneath. That building swayed under the impact and an avalanche
of earth and tiles slid into the river. Mr. Kim saw his chance at a
glance and slipped into the water and made for the mass of
wreckage under the eaves of the tottering building. At that moment
he was startled by a huge splash at his side, and turning his head
looked into the face of the man called the Devil. He was swimming
with a mighty stroke without the aid of a shore-line.
“Go back,” shouted Mr. Kim. “Take the rope and go back. It
will be death, man, go back!” For reply the creature parted his lips
in a dauntless smile and in an instant he had shot
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past the preacher, he grasped a projecting timber of wreckage, and
climbed to the roof above and stood waiting for Mr. Kim.
Immediately they stood side by side on the ridge of the tiled roof.
Mr. Kim looked his companion over.
“What did you do it for?” he shouted, pointing to the boiling
flood and back at the trembling building beneath them. “It is death,
sir, don’t you know it is death? Take the rope and go back.” Mr.
Kim took him by the shoulder and shook him. “You still have a
chance, back!” be commanded.
The hermit opened his mouth, and for a moment his voice
bellowed deep in his chest, and with a motion of deep disdain at the
flood he said, “A hundred li in that is but a morning swim. Did I not
know where you were? I have raced the flood many a mile to be
with you. Death? Why, man, I am here to give my life for the man
whose lips speak kind words.” For a moment Mr. Kim looked into
the face so ugly, so ingenious, and forgot the river, the falling
houses and the drowning people; a choking sensation seized his
throat, then he turned and bounded to the next roof, with the hermit
at his heels. At the farther end of the row of buildings was the home
of Mr. Cho. Mr. Kim remembered the prison, the cruel beatings, the
bitter taunts, he also remembered a temptation that crossed his mind
at the first sight of the beleaguered house that morning, and in a
panic of self condemnation he sped for the house of his enemy.
When he and the hermit stepped upon the roof it shook beneath
their tread. He hastened to the gable at the farther end and those
holding the rope on shore kept pace with him. He motioned the men
on shore to hold steady; they stood fast as the native rock. Down
over the gable he slid till he was waist deep in the water. In this
position he was hid from view on shore. His face came to the level
of the top of a window that had been covered with slats; it was the
window through which he once looked, and had so nearly cost him
his life. He looked at the slats in dismay, then he seized one and
bracing his feet against the wall flung himself backward with
abandon. It gave away with a crash and he fell back into the water.
The shock loosened a tile from over head. In falling it struck him on
the head and, half
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stunned, he again climbed up the slats. This time he was more
cautious and after a moment’s struggle he removed another, then
another; soon he was able to crawl through the aperture. There was
no sign of life and when he lowered himself to the floor he was in
water to his neck. With a shock of disappointment and keen regret
he recognized what must have happened. Mr. Cho was a small man
not reaching to his shoulders; he must have drowned, and half
unconscious of the act, Mr. Kim waded about the room reaching out
into the corners with his foot expecting to confirm his fears. The
room was dark except the dim light that struggled through the
opening Mr. Kim had made. He called aloud, then thought how
foolish it was.
That part of the house was an ell from the main building and
had only two rooms connected by a low door, which in the warm
season of the year would naturally be left open. These were the
sleeping quarters of the family and the place to which Mr. Cho had
withdrawn since he had driven Martha from his doors, It was
slightly less exposed to the violence of the flood than the rest of the
house. All this Mr. Kim knew.
As he moved about the room his hand passed through the
opening into the other apartment. Without a moment’s hesitation he
plunged beneath the surface and came up on the other side of the
door. A scream greeted him as he flung the water from his head. He
looked hastily about, but could see nothing but bits of floating
furniture that rocked here and there from the commotion he had
stirred on plunging into the room. A dim light filtered between the
cornstock lath the length of the room where the plaster had been
removed from the wall. Following the sound Mr. Kim raised his
eyes to the roof. On the farther end of the room, on the top of a shelf
lay a man looking out at Mr. Kim with eyes filled with terror. When
Mr. Kim approached him he screamed and flattened himself against
the wall.
“Afraid of me!” cried Mr. Kim. “I am here to save you, Mr.
Cho. Come now, let us out of this.”
At the sound of Mr. Kim’s voice the little man half raised
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himself on his elbow and gazed intently at his visitor, “Why it’s a
man,” he gasped, “But you came out of the water.”
“Come, come,” said Mr. Kim, “Don’t you see the house is
falling.
To make this narrative plain it will be necessary for the
reader to enter the home of Mr. Cho the evening before the flood.
For some time Bali had been a frequent visitor of Mr. Cho.
The latter’s plans of revenge on the Christian community
contemplated the service of Bali.
Considerable money had exchanged hands and Mr. Cho was
in a chronic state of exasperation that the gigantic outlaw had not
really committed himself to the task of destroying the hated
preacher.
On this particular night the robber took refuge from the
storm under the roof of Mr. Cho. Since driving Martha from his
door the little man had grown more morose and irritable than ever.
Most of his servants left him from sheer aversion of a man of such
irritable temper. He scorned the aversion of his servants and
neighbors. It was an acknowledgment that they all feared him. That
was his consolation.
Bali was the only man who dared to treat him with
familiarity, indeed he never felt so small and of so little account as
when listening to the mocking voice of this redoubtable enemy of
the magistrates. The latter always addressed the little man in a spirit
of mocking raillery; it suited his temper to prod and puncture the
vanity of his host. This whimsical habit was stimulated by the
knowledge of the other’s delight in humbling and terrorizing others.
On this night Mr. Cho welcomed the huge robber. He was
not sure that his visitor had not come to make another demand on
him for some unholy deed for which he had already been paid two
or three times, but it was a time when he did not want to be left
alone. During the early part of the evening he had called for his
servants, but they were not to be found. Muttering dire revenge
when next he could lay hands upon them, he withdrew to the inner
quarters and lighting extra
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candles trimmed them till they burned up brightly, then sat down to
listen to the storm.
When Bali knocked, he met him with real pleasure in his
little heart though he covered his feelings with an imperturbable
face. Bali laid off his oiled coat kicked off his wet sandals at the
door, and mopping his wet face with a huge cloth he drew from his
sleeve, took the proffered seat, the seat of honor over the fire-place.
He smiled at the unwonted courtesy on the part of his host ; it
presaged a request to execute some plan of cupidity for the
humiliation of others.
“Well, well,” was Bali’s first remark, “Fearful storm for any
one to be in to-night. Think of a man wandering homeless in such a
storm. Bad wouldn’t it be, eh? Hard enough
on a man however strong he might be. It made me pant to
breast that wind. Ah, a jolly breeze it is!” His host nodded his
appreciation. “Yes,” continued, Bali, “Hard on a rough chap like me,
but what would a weak little woman do in this storm, eh? one who
had lived in silks and sat at ease all her life; one for instance who
had lived all her married life under the loving protection of an
indulgent husband. I have no doubt that there is one such daintily
clad woman, a mere lass, with a pretty face, offering her own frail
body to shield her sweet faced baby from this cursed storm. But
then, she despised her husband’s unselfish love and in sheer
wantonness left his roof, eh,” he added after a pause looking
solemnly at Mr. Cho. “To ignore such a huzzy or even to turn her
from the door would be just and right in every way. It could but
inspire a feeling of contented satisfaction in the gentle heart of the
much injured husband. Yes, my dear sir,” he continued musingly,
“the feeling of revenge must be sweet to know that the helpless little
thing is staggering about in this storm trying to protect her baby, her
silks torn and blackened with mud; hungry and nothing to feed the
crying baby; perhaps anon sitting beside the storm-swept road in
helpless misery. Wives must obey, and the satisfaction of having
made an example of the little huzzy must make the home of that
husband cheery this stormy night,” and Bali glanced at the second
lighted candle.
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“Stop your noise,” shouted Mr. Cho, his face black with
wrath, “What business have you talking of my—” Here he paused,
for it had not been long since he had in great wrath cursed the
mocking Bali for hinting that he now had a wife.
“Eh?” said Bali in an assumed wonder, “You did not finish
your sentence. I do not wonder your wrath is kindled against this
unfortunate lady. You have my sympathy. She was gentle and
gracious till the neighbors called her the queen of the country, and
yet she was that naughty as to run counter to your wishes. Queer
how so gentle a breast could carry so much evil. Notwithstanding
all this I hope she is under shelter to-night. Yet I would not want to
appear disloyal to you, my friend, in wishing her that shelter. I do
not blame you for driving her out when the whole country-side
wondered how such a fiend as you could get so virtuous and
glorious a woman. To call her glorious and you a fiend was bad and
she ought to starve by the wayside. No doubt she ought to perish if
she did not think just exactly as her all-wise husband thought; did
she not bow in the corner and declare her love to her maker just
exactly as her husband thought best, or if she neglected to worship
the devil that had inspired her husband to throttle a man, she ought
to be punished. Sure, she ought to have prayed to you and not to
God. Such an almighty creature are you that you ought with the aid
of that gentle, refined heart of yours to satisfy her hungry soul for
love and protection. Any one could see even on the day you drove
her forth that you were unselfish and good. Her gaping wounds
proclaimed to the neighbors your love for her.”
Experience had taught Mr. Cho that resentment and protest
only inspired Bali to torture him farther, so he writhed on his mat in
impotent rage .
“ Yes,” Bali mused while watching his host out of the corner
of his eye, “Martha and baby would like to rest their weary heads on
that husband’s protecting breast to-night. Why, man,” he added
leaning forward and tapping his host on the knee, “Do you know
that a delicate woman like Martha would drown out in this storm as
surely as she would had you thrown her in the river.”
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“Drop it,” shouted the little man jumping to his feet and
flourishing a fan over his head as if it had been an executioner’s axe.
“Ah,” interrupted Bali, soothingly, “You seem unwell, my
friend; I fear the storm has got on your nerves. What a pity Madam
Cho is not here to—.”
A distant roar choked the words in Bali’s throat. Bali sprung
to the door and listened attentively, but could see nothing but
blackness. A flash of lightning cut the darkness but he could see
only the roofs of the sleeping town. A moment later there was a
crash and the cries of men mingled with the turmoil or flood. The
outer buildings of the Cho compound crumbled at the first
onslaught. The central structure, covered with many tons or earth
and tiles, and partially protected by its situation on higher ground
stood but shook
like a reed in the flood. The door was wrung from Bali’s
grasp and hurled away in the darkness, the room immediately filled
as would a vessel that had been thrust beneath the surface. Mr. Cho
was fairly carried across the room, and the water plunged through
the door of the adjoining room and carried the door with it. Bali
steadied himself by placing his hand against the wall. When he
removed his hand the plaster fell off and slid away in the whirling
current. The room filled with frightful rapidity.
Mr. Cho cried out in wild fear, “Bali, help, I am drowning!”
Bali reached his long arms out in the darkness and lifted the
little man, who was indeed already choking, his mouth barely above
the water, which was rapidly deepening. Bali held him for a
moment in his giant arms then thrust him as he would a wet
garment on top of a long shelf that ran lengthwise with the building.
There he lay, shivering with fear and occasionally calling to Bali for
help.
The water had reached to Bali’s shoulders and fearing that
he would himself be drowned as a rat in a hole he made his way to
the door but found the water above the top of the low entrance, and
to pass out would require him to dive beneath and then work his
way beyond the long eaves of the house
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before he could come to the surface. In the mean time where might
the current carry him, and what of Mr. Cho, for he had no idea of
deserting the man to his fate without first making a struggle to save
him. He took note of the height of water as it rested on the point of
his shoulders. He waited to see if it was still rising, and had time to
reflect on the cause of the flood. He knew the stream every foot to
its head waters; there was no dam nor any kind of obstruction its
whole length. Perhaps no man in the land was as little the victim of
superstition as was Bali, yet he shivered at the thought of the
strange phenomenon; it seemed causeless, uncanny.
Mr. Cho still called for help. “Shut up!” Bali commanded
roughly. “Close your mouth or I will choke the life out of you,” and
he made his way across the room in the dark and placed his broad
hand over the mouth of the frightened man. “I will kill you, you
vermin, if you don’t stop that racket,” he shouted. “Use your brain,
you have wit enough; think how we are to get out of this.”
Soon the blackness within was relieved by a thin streak of
light running the length of the room. It gave Bali an idea and he
pulled off the plaster and a strip of cornstock lath from the wall. The
light was sufficient for Bali and Mr. Cho to see each other. Instead
of allaying the small man’s fears the sight of the water only revealed
to him their desperate situation. Bali also took note of the alarming
manner in which the house shook and swayed under the battering of
the river. He knew that unless the water immediately subsided the
building must collapse. He could not estimate when that would be,
as he had not the slightest idea of the cause of the flood.
He turned quickly to Mr. Cho whose face was blue with fear.
“Come, now,” said Bali, “You must plunge into the water and out of
your own door and swim for it.”
“But I can’t,” he wailed, “I can’t swim, indeed I can’t.”
“Can’t,” repeated Bali with scorn, “You know the way well
enough. You have traveled it many years; you drove your wife out
of ii, now go yourself.” Bali seized him as if to hurl him into the
water, while Mr. Cho begged piteously and
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clung to his huge arm. “I can’t,” he whispered, “mercy, I can’t!”
With an imprecation of disgust, Bali thrust the man back on
the shelf. “Drown! a rat like you ought to drown. What, a thing like
you drown and die like other men? A coward should be destroyed as
you would destroy any other vermin.” He stood a moment looking
at the man, still hesitating to leave him.
“Ah-a,” he drawled, assuming the old tone of mockery. You
will float easily, such a bag of vanity, so much pride could not sink,
and then, too, my dear friend, so much virtue could not be washed
out by this little stream; the world simply could not spare you;
surely, some good devil of the deep would bear you safely ashore.
Any one of the many devils for whose sake you beat your wife from
the door would certainly be tickled to float by your side. So just
trust to your own worth and the work you have done for the devils
and strike out.” Remember and dive deep,” he added, dropping his
bantering tone, “You must swim beyond he long eaves before you
come to the surface.” He reached out to seize the terror-stricken
man. At that moment the head of Mr. Kim shot above the water and
called forth a scream from Mr. Cho.
The dim light had prevented Mr. Kim from seeing Bali, till
the latter arrested Mr. Kim’s onslaught on Mr. Cho with a long
laugh, “ Why,” he said, “the preacher has more wit than Bali. Of
course it was the hole in the gable in the opposite room. An
advantage of viewpoint, friend, you looking from the outside and I
from the in.”
For an instant Mr. Kim released his hold on Mr. Cho with a
violent start, then pinching his arms to his side by wrapping his own
about the small man, and with a hand over Mr. Cho’s mouth he
carried him rapidly to the opposite end of the room and plunged
with his burden through the low door and rose to the surface on the
other side, Mr. Cho coughing and spitting and begging to be taken
out of danger much as would a child beg for aid.
In the window clinging to the slats sat the hermit, the
picture of the winter demon, and as the heads of the three men
appeared above the water his teeth showed in a long grin, but
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whether the look was from pleasure or dissatisfaction could not be
told.
“On to the roof,” shouted Mr. Kim as soon as he could shake
the water from his eyes, “On to the roof and take the man.” The
hermit obeyed instantly and swung himself on the roof with
astonishing agility and ease. Reaching down his long arm he seized
Mr. Cho by the arm and swung him to the ridge as he would have
deposited a bag of sand, and without glancing in his direction, he
again slipped down into the water below the open window and
motioned Mr. Kim to precede him out of danger. The preacher
motioned the hermit to lead the
· way, but with a dogged shake of the head he slipped
further into t:he water. It was with difficulty that Mr. Kim worked
his way through the narrow aperture and up on to the roof by the
side of Mr. Cho. As he looked back Bali was trying to follow
through the narrow opening with many a sputter and fierce
imprecation at the smallness of the hole. The heavy slats held his
burly form.
“Curses upon the monkey Cho and the preacher too,” he
called as he strained at the frame that held and suspended him in
mid-air. At that moment he glanced down and saw the hermit
beneath him clinging to the rope with just his head above water.
“Ah, the devil is down there,” he announced soberly. “Now
you be a good devil,” he said as if he were trying to soothe an irate
fiend. “By the way did your satanic majesty raise this delightful
shower and start this gentle brook, eh? See here, friend devil, you
mountain of muscle, how did the preacher get through here? Was it
a trick, a sleight of hand, learned from his profession? My sides not
being greased I can not play the crab neither forward nor backward.
If you will take time from staring at me you will note the fact that
this rat-trap is going to pieces, and I have just a faint suspicion that I
shall not be able to swim off with the whole of it like a snail over
the slime of a paddy field. Come now, muscle mountain, give a
heave at these bars and I will give you the best chance to be
pummeled you have ever had. Give a heave here and I will wallop
you as soon as we get ashore, I swear it, I will lick
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the life out of you. Isn’t that inducement enough? Stop your
grinning and come up, do you hear? Were it not raining I would spit
on you. Five minutes and this old box will go to pieces. A fine way
for Bali to finish his course.”
The hermit gazed back into Bali’s face, his tusks showing
but whether in a grin of amusement or in hate Bali could not tell.
Slowly he climbed to the window and thrusting one hand between
Bali’s yielding body and the frame, placed a foot against the
building, and straightening himself backwards, tore the frame from
the building. In a moment Bali was out on the rope. At that instant
shock from a crumbling house above shook the building to which
they were clinging and the tiles at the end slipped into the water.
Bali saw the rain of tiles and tried to shield his head with one arm
but they swept him from the rope down upon the hermit who was
carried into the water with Bali but still clinging to the rope. Bali’s
head appeared for a moment three yards away and then disappeared.
Instantly the hermit slipped into the water and sped after the dark
patch of hair that started for a moment just above the surface of the
water and then disappeared. A dozen yards away was the leafless
trunk of a gnarled and crooked pine, its distorted branches and
knotted limbs pushing their way aggressively out of the water. In
this direction the eddies spun in miniature whirlpools, till within a
few feet of the tree, when they would disappear in the churning
dancing waters about this obstruction and then beyond, away they
whirled in a merry race for the center of the raging flood. These
gyrating funnels of water bore the unconscious Bali and pursuer
toward the half-sunken tree.
Before Mr. Kim on the house-top and the people on the
shore could realize the threatened tragedy a long arm shot from
beneath the surface and a mighty hand closed about a limb of the
tree. It was immediately followed by the head and shoulders of the
hermit who shook himself as a huge mastiff. From this position of
advantage he drew up the other arm and the body of the robber
chief was balanced across his shoulders. In another moment they
were in the tree, the hermit holding the unconscious Bali. It was the
work of a moment
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for Mr. Kim to reach the tree with his rope and effect a rescue. A
little later, on the muddy banks of the river, Bali looked up into the
faces of a score of men and women and then scowlingly got to his
feet. He put his hand to his head where a strip of white cloth, torn
from his own jacket, had been fastened. Removing his hand he
looked at the red stain and then at the back of the Hermit who was
helping Mr. Kim rescue other imperiled villagers. A little later he
was working with astonishing energy, leading another group of
villagers in the help of rescue, but quite apart from Mr. Kim and the
hermit.
In the afternoon the flood subsided rapidly and when night
set in the foundation stones of the little church could be seen, and
the home of Mr. Cho had been nearly drained of water though the
portion of the house where Bali and Mr. Cho had been imprisoned
had collapsed and presented a sorry sight of ruin.
All day the hermit kept close at the heels of Mr. Kim,
watching his every move and often forestalling the latter in the
performance of some task. In the lifting and removal of wreckage to
liberate some imprisoned sufferer he performed prodigious feats but
always with the air that Mr. Kim wanted it done.
When darkness came and nothing more could be done the
group of rescuers turned their steps towards a village ten li away to
secure shelter for the night. None of them had had food since the
previous night.
(To be Continued).
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The Korea Magazine
February, 1918
Editorial Notes.
IT is a pleasure to us to call attention to two or three features in this
number of the Magazine. The two articles on the Korean and
Japanese languages will appeal to many of our readers, especially
those pursuing studies in one or both of these subjects. Many will
be gratified to learn of still another Korean invention, the kang floor;
while others will take more or less delight in the knowledge of how
the chang is manufactured.
THE following verses are chosen from a poem addressed to the
“Flag of My Country,” written by one who is now doing service in
France, son of a missionary: For thee I live, for thee I’ll die,
For thee my last life’s blood I’d shed ;
Or, glory, ‘neath the starlit sky,
To lie on battle’s gory bed.
When I shall reach death’s darkened shore,
Flash, thou, through gloom and flutter there;
Then go, wave on for ever more
O’er God’s blest land, my country fair.
WHEN Mr. McLeavy Brown, at that time Commissioner of
Customs, commenced the work of removing the native buildings
surrounding the Pagoda, and started what is now known as Pagoda
Park, he builded better than at that time he was aware of, and in
these recent years literally tens of thousands are annually benefitted
by having free access to this open-air garden near the centre of
Seoul. Not only do the people flock there by thousands, gratefully
enjoying the
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refreshing shade and the beautiful flowers, but the trees also entice
many birds, and their joyful antics bring more joy to the children
who can escape there for a little time during the hottest part of the
day. But Pagoda Park, beneficial as it is, cannot suffice for a large
city like Seoul. Small breathing spaces should be provided in
various parts of the city, but these small places are not sufficient.
The suggestion made by The Seoul Press that the open space near
the Oriental Development Company building should be made into a
park is most heartily seconded by THE KOREA MAGAZINE, and
we trust the Yi Household will at once take the matter into
consideration, realize the real service it is in their power to render to
this great city, and with suitable restrictions set apart this large open
space whereon may be developed a first-class Park. If the land is
contributed by the Yi Household, certainly there can be found
public-spirited men of means who will supply the funds for the
development of this unoccupied ground into a beautiful Park. The
ground is mostly vacant now, but the location could be considerably
enlarged and made far more valuable by the purchase and removal
of a few small buildings, and then there would be access to the Park
from four different streets. If this work is to be done this season it is
high time to commence. Very much can be done by public-spirited
citizens, and we hope to be able to record next month that a most
substantial start has been made.

FOUR IMPORTANT FEATURES THIS MONTH
1. The Korean Language
2. Schools of Seoul
3. The Kang (On-tol)
4. The Study of Japanese
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KAN CHANG
(Soy).
Koreans are great users of soy with their food. Always, on even the
poorest table, will be found this dish, salty as the brine and dark in
colour as black molasses. It is the ordinary seasoning for every food.
Meat always cut up into small pieces when served is dipped into the
soy and then eaten. Vegetables and greens are dipped in likewise.
Korean soy lacks the suggestion of sweetness that goes with
Japanese soy. It is somewhat crude and harsh and yet it suits this
people, who have lived and flourished all these years without ever
having made the acquaintance of sugar.
In the making of soy me-joo is used. Now me-joo is bean
pulp rolled into the balls that are frequently seem hanging from the
ceiling of country homes, made fast by wisps of straw.
The process of making me-joo runs thus: Korean white
beans are soaked over night, and then taken out and placed in a
cooking kettle, barely covered with water and boiled.
At first by a very hot fire they are made to boil quickly.
Little by little the fire is decreased and they are cooked more and
more slowly for half a day. The lid being firmly placed on the kettle
the water remains at just about the amount put in.
They remain in the pot for another half day and are then
taken out and placed in a mortar and beaten with a wooden pestle
till they are thoroughly pulverized.
After this they are rolled hard into balls and dried in the sun
till the outer coating has well hardened. They are then placed in a
warm room and left till a white mould gathers on them. This takes
several days more or less according to the heat of the room.
When they have taken on this white furry bloom they are
placed in the sun for several days more till they have dried hard,
after which they are put in a bag and left for a month or so till the
inside of the ball turns perfectly black. The longer they are left the
better. These are called me-joo.
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In the making of soy the me-joo balls are placed unbroken in
a jar. Brine is then prepared, one tongeui of water to three t’oi of
salt, and poured into the jar till it just covers the me-joo. This is left
for some three months with the cover off in the sun. It must be
covered at night, however, and protected well from the rain.
After this a common long narrow basket, to serve as a
strainer, is pushed down into the jar, thus separating the pulp from
the liquid. The liquid then dipped from the jar is called new soy
(hait chang). It is of a yellow colour and represents the poorest
quality. The longer it is left the better its flavour becomes and the
richer its deep brown tint. Soy that has been left for thirty years
uncovered in the sun during the day takes on a rich colour and an
excellence of flavour that rates it number one.
A PROPHECY FROM THE DIAMOND SUTRA.
The Buddha said to Soo-po-ri, “All that we see of the
material universe is vanity, and so we must view it as nothing if we
would see the Coming One.”
Soo-po-ri said to the Buddha, “Thou, Highest, if mortals
hear such a word as this can we ever expect them to come to the
faith ?”
The Buddha answered, “Soo-po-ri, do not say such things.
Five hundred years after my death there will come One who will
bring the law, with glory and blessing, and, understanding what
these words mean, know their truth. This One will not only plant a
virtuous seed through one, two, three, four or five existences of the
Buddha, but, planting it through eternal ages including all the
Buddhas, will know my words and with a single heart and undefiled
faith accept them. Soo-po-ri, I know it all, have seen all, and all
mortals will thus likewise receive endless blessing.”
NOTE:-The Buddha was born 658 and died 479 n. c. Some
scholars regard this as a prophecy referring to Christ.
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THE KOREAN LANGUAGE.
Various influences have been acting toward a change in the
Korean written language so that in the short space of ten years
almost a new method of recording speech has come into being,
One influence comes from the elimination of the Chinese
Classics from Korean life. In olden days ordinary native script was
loaded with the endings arid connectives used in the reading of the
Chinese character, sse, ie, hayokom, karatai, etc. They have gone
out of use almost altogether and we see them no more. A long
farewell has been spoken between the native script and the old
classic Wun-li.
Another influence that has come into being is the increasing
power of the colloquial. In old days the colloquial counted for
nothing, or next to nothing with the written speech. They might
almost have been the languages of two different peoples. To attempt
to put colloquial down in the written character, in its bald and naked
form, called forth a look of amazement from all the learned pundits.
It had never been heard of; no man had ever tried it, and assuredly it
could never be done. The writer remembers squeezing into a church
paper once a story, I think it was of George Washington and the
apple tree. The father talked to George in plain colloquial
George answered in like style 몰나서
It was turned over and examined much as I saw two
Frenchmen once aboard ship examine a piece of English
plum-pudding on the point of a fork. When they had looked it well
over with a “Qu’est-ce que c’est que ca?” they laughed and chucked
it into the sea. So these learned men smiled a deep smile at this
benighted story of the first president of the United States.
Now, however, George Washington’s story holds the field
and books and papers contend for first place in out and out
colloquial.
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For this reason a thorough knowledge of it on the part of the student
is even more necessary than it used to be, for it holds a wider field.
But !he colloquial can be learned only by speaking, not by reading,
no matter how many books we may have printed in that form.
The common phrases pitched and tossed and tumbled about
the streets by all sorts and conditions of men are the things to learn
first and foremost, and they can only be acquired by coming into
touch with the conditions where they live, and move, and have their
being. Across the table with a teacher, or out of a book before the
fire, your phrase is a dead phrase; but where it arrests you, delights
you, astonishes you, or makes you feel like taking to drink, there the
sentence lives and there you truly learn it.
Colloquial to-day like other democratic forces has arisen and
possessed itself of the whole world of the written language.
A third influence is that of the modern world that comes in
through Japan loaded with thoughts and expressions that the old
Korean never heard or dreamed of: modem philosophic and
scientific terms, terms pertaining to government and organized
society, business, education, and a thousand other things. Korea did
not need these in the old days, but now that she has become a part
of the modern world they are already here and here to stay.
It would be foolish for the ordinary Western student to learn
them unless he expects to use them. We arc pilgrims and strangers
and can only touch the fringe of the language at best. To attempt to
learn all the words and phrases that pertain to modern life would be
quite hopeless.
One of the greatest difficulties that the student meets,
however, is with words that are common coin of the realm at home
that have not yet found their place out here, such words as
“character,” a man of character; “ideals,” a high ideal; “influence,”
many influences bear upon us, “manhood,” the manhood of the
nation, etc., etc. It will take time for such words to find their just
equivalents in Asia.
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Since the world of Korea has widened the task of acquiring
the language to-day is even greater than it was in the early days of
the missionary, but with these influences bearing upon it new helps
and opportunities for study come.

THE SCHOOLS OF SEOUL A SURVEY
BY
E. W. KOONS.·.
1. The Soh Dang—a Vigorous Survival of the Old Days.
Seoul presents to the observer a tangled skein of schools, such as no
other city of 200,000, and few cities of far greater population, can
show.
There are schools for Koreans, for Japanese, for Chinese,
for Westerners, one for the blind, deaf, and dumb, one for training
Roman Catholic Priests, and a Theological Seminary for Protestant
Ministers. There are Bible Institutes for men and women, training
schools for Salvation Army Officers and Buddhist Priests. There are
Kindergartens public and private, and Colleges of Medicine, Law,
and Technology. We find an orderly system from Kindergarten to
Colleges, turning Korean and Japanese boys into Doctors, Lawyers,
Mining Experts, and Teachers; and making Korean and Japanese
girls ready for Teaching, Business, or Home-making.
Outside this system we find a bewildering number of Private
schools, some of them almost duplicating the Government Courses,
some “recognized” as giving the equivalent of the regular schools,
and some almost independent. Each school varies from the others
according to its purpose and the source of its support, though more
and more the ordinary private school is approximating the
Government standards, and official supervision of text-books, rules,
teachers’ qualifications, and general affairs of the school, make the
private Schools more a part of the Government system each year.
The writer on Seoul’s Schools stands bewildered by the
wealth of material, but searches in vain for a satisfactory
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principle of classification. There are natural lines of racial cleavage,
as suggested above, but Korean boys are studying in schools for
Japanese, from the Kindergarten to the Middle School; and in the
Government Colleges Korean and Japanese students are side by
side. This is true of many other schools as well.
The distinction of Public and Private Schools is made much
of in all official publications, but as shown above, this also is
largely a difference of nomenclature and financial support.
The purpose of instruction, if carefully followed, might
afford a satisfactory basis of classification, but the result would be a
score or more of minute divisions, practically a catalogue of various
sorts of schools, or else so general a division as to amount to
nothing. For example, every Higher Common School for Korean
boys gives a large part of its time to vocational training, in
Agriculture, Commerce, or Manual Work, yet it cannot be classed
as a Vocational School, for its graduates go directly into the
Colleges of Law or Medicine, or into the Normal Training Course.
The purpose of this series of sketches of the Schools in
Seoul will be neither an exhaustive study of all the schools of the
City, nor a rigidly exact classification of the system of education.
Instead the most prominent and important typical schools will be
taken up one by one, and described as individuals, while with these
“high lights” in the educational picture there will be given from
time to time figures and other information about the general
problem of educating the young people of the City, and the
thousands of students who have come up here from the whole of
Chosen, and what is being done by various agencies to solve the
whole problem.
Outside the whole graded system of schools we find an
institution that is anomalous, that has no recognized place, but is the
predecessor of all other educational organs not alone in Chosen, but
in Japan and China. The Soh Dang, Kul Pang, or Soh Chai, as it is
variously termed, is the “school” where the Chinese Classics are
taught as the main subject, to boys large and small, and,
occasionally, to a girl or two as well.
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The Soh Dang is as much a survival of a past age as is the
Sequoia of California, and while the giant trees may be too stately
for comparison with the humble schools, yet even in Seoul, the Sob
Dang has a large place, and throughout Chosen, China, and Japan
Proper, tens of thousands of students get their only education within
its walls.
No one who wants to see for himself what the Soh Dang is
need wish in vain. Unless he is deaf, a walk of 15 minutes through
the narrow streets of the residence parts of the city, between 10:00
of the morning arid 3:00 or 4:00 of the afternoon, will bring to his
ear the murmur of boyish voices repeating at desperate speed the
stately syllables of “Thousand Character Classic” or the “Hundred
Year Pattern,” with occasional assistance from the teacher, in the
form of correction, and possibly verbal or physical castigation.
It is easy to enter the school-room, which is usually a single
8 x 8 foot room, with no marks of its scholastic uses beyond some
strips of used copy-paper hung on the wall, and a good supply of
inkstones and pens. The students are bright-eyed little chaps, in
Korean clothing, instead of the uniforms required by many other
schools, and some even have the long braid that was only a few
years ago the mark of every Korean boy. Writing the complicated
characters is hard for them, as writing is for any normal lad, and
their clothes are usually well marked with ink, while their hands and
faces, by the end of the day, show signs of the conflict with the
brush pen.
The teacher is a polite, often a stately gentleman of the old
school, whose heart is wrapped up in the Classics, and who is glad
to spend hour after hour and day after day driving strings of
syllables into the heads of his little charges, in the expectation that
some day some of them may come to appreciate the great thoughts
that are embodied in the words of the Sages. Many teachers receive
no pay of any sort, and most of them find from teaching a scanty
living. But the title of Sunsaing, literally “Elder Scholar,” is
compensation for anything that lacks.
At the end of May, 1917,（Taisho 6th year) there were in
Seoul 171 Soh Dang, with 171 teachers, and 2,310 students, of
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whom 5 were girls. The annual expenditure was Y12,146, making
an average of more that Y5 per student, with less than 14 students to
a school. Many of the schools enroll 25 or 30 students, and those
with the smallest enrollment are not necessarily the least lucrative,
for often a rich man has a teacher for his own son, and perhaps a
neighbor boy or two, and in this case the “Honorable Teacher” has a
good home, and wants for nothing. Last year 17 schools reported an
expenditure of less than 20 yen.
Soh Dang are not evenly distributed all over the City. Note
that the term “City” is used here, and will be in all these articles, to
denote all that is under the jurisdiction of the Kyung Sung Pu, that
is, from New Ryuzan and Mapo east across the city proper, and
even some villages outside the East Gate and the West Gate, with a
total population, at the end of 1916, of 183,866 Koreans, 67,030
Japanese, and 2,172 foreigners, in which Chinese are the most
numerous.
Soh Dang are thickest around the Independence Arch,
outside the Great West Gate, and next numerous along Koganecho.
The Soh Dang is the poor child’s school. As a rule the children of
the rich and well-to-do are in regular schools, though many a lad is
grinding the classics at home outside school hours, to supplement
the course in Chinese characters and literature in the regular school
curriculum.
This table shows the comparative strength of Soh Dang year
by year, as far as records are available. The figures are those
gathered by the Educational Department annually on the last day of
May, for the year then closing.
1914 1915 1916 1917
Soh Dang 80
88
144
171
Teachers 80
91
151
171
Pupils, Boys 914 918 1953
23015
,,
Girls 2 -2
5
Expenditure ¥5160 4419
9633
12,146
The increase coincides with the Government’s more rigid
requirements for Primary Schools, and this, taken with the fact that
some of the larger Soh Dang are adding to the Chinese elementary
Arithmetic, and some even a little Japanese
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and Geography, usually taught by a lad who studies in one of the
Higher Schools in the city; makes it clear that some of the one-time
Primary Schools have discreetly retired behind the sheltering name
of Soh Dang.
The Soh Dang is showing its right to survive, even in these
days of newer ideas, and while at its best it is far short of a real
Primary School, and at its worst it is poor indeed, yet all honor lo
the veterans who would rather wear out teaching what they know
than rust out in idleness. Let us hope that the lads who drone the
characters that often mean nothing more to them than irksome tasks,
may come to understand the finest things of the old philosophy, and
that the beginning they make in the Soh Dang may be a start that
shall carry them on to modern education, with all its fuller content
and wider range, yet not make them lose what is best in the ancient
heritage of the Eastern World.

THE STUDY OF JAPANESE.
F. HERRON SMITH.
It is often said in missionary circles that the ordinary man or woman,
who takes up language study earnestly, may preach in Chinese in
two years, in Korean in two and a half years, and in Japanese in
three years. The comparative study of the three chief Oriental
languages has never been taken up scientifically, and there are such
differences in the abilities of the students and the teachers and the
methods of instruction, that it would be difficult to prove absolutely
which is the most difficult. The Chinese is certainly the most
difficult to pronounce, but it is said that the composition so nearly
resembles English that it is very easy for westerners. Japanese
pronunciation is very easy, the long and short vowels being the only
serious stumbling blocks for foreigners.
One is willing to risk this statement even though he often
hears new-comers talking of Kobe and Hakodate, and calling out to
the rikisha men to mate instead of mat-te (wait). It is
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one of the simplest tasks in the world to get a smattering of
Japanese and scarcely anyone goes through that charming country
without acquiring at least “Sayonara” and “Ohayo.” The
distinguished editor of a famous Boston paper insisted on greeting
all whom he met with “Illinois” instead of “Ohayo,” saying that
from Massachusetts all those Western states looked pretty much the
same anyway. A Korean missionary met a much-travelled man at
home who was proud of the fact that he still remembered the most
polite Japanese salutation. On being asked to produce his treasure,
he brought out the phrase “Ikura desu ka!” (How much is it !)
That which makes Japanese difficult is the composition and
the vocabulary. The general make-up of a sentence is as different
from English as is possible. It is never safe to use a word with a
certain sense unless you have heard some Japanese use it that way.
Many words have special meanings and special uses. Then the
particles are the bane of one’s life. In this respect Japanese most
nearly resembles Latin.
Korean seems to be about midway between Chinese and
Japanese. The pronunciation is more difficult than Japanese, but the
composition is not so trying nor are the words so numerous.
In English we have a fairly abundant supply of words. For
example we may say “very,” “exceedingly,” “extremely,” “terribly,”
“awfully,” etc. In Japanese there are words for exceedingly,
extremely, terribly and even for awfully, with several to spare, and
in addition “taihen,” “taise,” “goku,” “hanahada,” “nakanaka,”
“shigoku,” “itatte,” at least, that can be translated only by “very.”
This is but one simple illustration of the wealth of the Japanese
vocabulary, and all these words must be mastered if one would
understand what he hears. He must study till he knows “narau,”
“manabu,” “benkyo suru,” “kenkyu suru” and “keiko suru,” all of
which are common words meaning “to study.”
The Japanese language includes not only the pure speech of
ancient Nippon but also great numbers of Chinese words that came
with the ideographs and many Korean and Western importations.
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One great advantage is that Japanese can be easily Romanised, that
is, the sounds can be expressed accurately with our “a, b, c”
alphabet, and there are splendid Romaji books and grammars,
which make the way easy for the beginner.
During recent years the interest in the study of Japanese has
greatly increased in Chosen. That being the language of the
government, the schools, the post offices, railroads and most of the
banks, it has become a necessity, and we are witnessing something
here that may not be seen on any other mission field on earth. There
are no doubt many places where the missionaries learn more than
one dialect and there are certain individuals who master several
languages. But here in Korea we have men and women, who can be
numbered by the scores, who after mastering one difficult Oriental
language, are undertaking to master another that is only slightly
related to the first. In a few cases, we have those who are taking up
both languages from the beginning at the same time. Surely these
are difficult tasks and we have only the greatest admiration for those
who are attempting them. During this transition period, it is
necessary that many, especially those who are engaged in
educational work, shall know both Japanese and Korean.
The classes carried on at the summering places gave a great
impulse to the movement and served to introduce the Lange and
Chamberlain Grammars and the Rose-Innes books to the uninitiated.
As is fitting, the capital is setting the pace for the rest of
country. The second year class, after one and a half years of work,
has still seventeen members who are studying faithfully. They meet
twice each week, on Monday and Thursday evening. The first hour,
from 7:30 to 8:30, is spent on the school readers, the chief teacher
being Mr. Ueda, one of the most efficient of the educational experts
in the government Service. He is now school inspector for the
peninsula and often away. At such times his place is taken by Mr.
Ando of the Girls’ Higher School or Mr. Okuyama of the Genera1
Educational Bureau. The second hour, from 8:30 to 9:30, is under
the direction of the writer. Lange is supplemented
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with exercises in idiomatic phrases, and with useful sentences from
the new Rose-Innes book and from other sources. Difficult
examinations are given two or three times a year, and a high
standard of work is being maintained. The members of the class can
already talk with some degree of freedom,
The first year class at this date numbers fourteen, and in the
short four months of its life has already registered many changes.
No doubt a sufficient nucleus will be left so that good work can still
be done. It meets from 3:30 to 4:30 on Wednesday and Friday
afternoons. Many of the individuals in the class are studying the
Japanese reader with Japanese teachers, but as a class they are using
only the Romaji books with the foreign teacher. Most of the time is
spent on the Lange Grammar and sentences, this being
supplemented with the Ross-Innes and other exercises.
Taikyu is just in the process of organizing a class that is to
use the same text-books and course of study that are used in Seoul,
and with the expectation that the writer shall have the general
direction of the class and conduct the examinations.
The Southern Methodist Mission has adopted a Course of
Study in Japanese which their educational missionaries will be
expected to take.
We venture to prophesy that in two more years there will be
numbers of men and women in Korea who can speak three
languages and speak them well, and to those who are now engaged
in such language study we extend our best wishes.
THE KANG (ON-TOL)
The name kang for heated floor is Chinese, not Korean, the
Korean name being on-tol.
For a maximum of comfort with a minimum of outlay,
surely the Korean kang takes a very high place. We admit that a
good kang is hard to make, and that a badly constructed one is
enough to drive the owner thereof to suicide; but a kang that rightly
takes the draught, does not emit smoke; and
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has above it the oil-paper floor, the embroidered mat, the screen and
other accompaniments of a good Korean room, constitutes one of
the best and cosiest methods of civilization known.
A few days ago a friend who called informed me that the
kang had come by way of the Mongols, and that they were the
inventors of this most useful means of heating. He said it was not
known in China before their day, but that since then Korea had
profited by it as well.
On mentioning this to a Korean friend, one of the best
posted men I know on Things Korean, he brought me the following
extract from the Tang-su or “History of the Tang Kingdom” written
by a distinguished literati Yop Hoo about 940 A. D.
It reads: “In the way of games Kokuryu loves patok, dartthrowing, and shuttlecock. Among her utensils she uses bamboo
ware, wooden dishes of various kinds, ornamented tea-pots for wine,
and flat basins.
“As for house sites, she favours the shade of the hills, and
tucks herself up into the valleys. She covers her houses with grass
thatch; only palace halls, official buildings and monasteries are tiled.
In winter the people make a long hollow under the house, build a
fire here and so heat the room.”
There is no mention that it resembles anything of the kind
already in use in China. We conclude that while patok, shuttlecock,
and such things must have existed in the Tang Kingdom, this kang,
being a peculiar and somewhat extraordinary invention, had no
counterpart in his own country. Otherwise the writer would have
mentioned it. As far as this little piece of evidence goes, and it is
very definite, it would show that to Kokuryu goes the invention of
most economical and satisfactory way of heating. As this was
written about 940 A, D. and the Mongols did not come to a place of
rule till the middle of the Thirteenth century they can have no share
in it.
We thus reckon the on-tol as one of the great inventions of
ancient people.
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THE KWAGA.
W. CARL RUFUS.
The national competitive examination for official rank, like many
Korean institutions, came from China during the palmy days of
Silla’s supremacy. King Wun Sung (784-799) is credited with the
honor of introducing “The Kwaga” into this country in order to
surround himself with the ablest scholars and to strengthen the
bonds of union between his realm and the Celestial Kingdom.
At the time of its inception and later during honest
administrations the state examination provided an open door for the
humblest subject of the realm to aspire to the highest position by the
side of the king himself. Like all other Korean institutions it
suffered a checkered career, sometimes during a corrupt reign even
sinking to a means of showing favoritism by trickery and fraud.
Frequently its use was discontinued and it dropped out of
sight for years. Indeed so soon was it discountenanced in Silla that
we are told competitive examinations were renewed by King Kyung
Chong in 976. In 1024 candidates were admitted according to
population, three from a thousand-house village, two from a village
of five hundred and one from a smaller place. So numerous did the
candidates become that several examinations in succession were
necessary.
Although the kwaga was fundamentally Confucian, King
Sun Jong in 1084 instituted an examination Buddhistic in its
essential elements. He attended the exercises in person and in the
procession had a Buddhist volume carried in front of him. So highly
honored were the successful candidates or so low had military
prestige fallen, that military rank was conferred upon some
unsuccessful candidates as a consolation prize.
The Chinese Classics, however, continued to assert their
supreme importance and formed the back-bone of the
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examination system. About the middle of the fourteenth century
King Chung Mok added to the ordinary procedure by requiring the
exegesis of obscure and difficult passages and made excellence in
penmanship an additional criterion of scholarship. His most striking
innovation was the requirement of an essay on “The Most Vital
Current Issue.”
At times during the Ming influence successful candidates in
the Koryu kwaga were required to go to Nanking for further
examination. Near the end of that dynasty the institution fell into
disrepute on account of questionable practices in connection with it.
At this time mere infants were sometimes decorated with a literary
degree, which Mr. Hulbert fittingly designates the “Pink BabyPowder Degree.”
Sindon, the monk raised to power by General Yi, founder of
the last dynasty, practically did away with the kwaga for several
years during Koryu’s decline; but it was restored and became a
prominent feature or the new regime. King Chung Jong, patron of
learning and literature, emphasized its value and instituted the
decennial examination, a measure designed to give special
prominence and reward to the best scholars of the country. During
the latter days of the Yi dynasty the institution suffered decline and
it was discontinued in 1894.
The following stories typify the memory of this age-long
national institution that lingers in the Korean mind.
JUSTICE IN OFFICIAL EXAMINATIONS.
King Se-chong encouraged learning throughout his realm
and was kind and compassionate toward all his subjects. Frequently
at night he visited the homes of the people to learn their condition
of life and find out if there were any just causes for complaint. Truly,
he was a virtuous and illustrious sovereign,
One dark night he went out on the street. Nothing could be
seen but the sparkling stars; no sound could be heard but the
barking of the dogs. About midnight he saw a bright light shining in
a small hut. He approached quietly and listened. Looking through a
crack he saw two young men discussing composition. He went in,
bowed to them and looked around
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the room. On the eastern side he noticed an inscription: “This year
there will be sorrow, because two frogs are lacking.”
Failing to understand the meaning he enquired of the
scholars, but they pleaded their ignorance. The King repeated his
request so eagerly, that they explained the meaning of the
inscription.
Once upon a time there was a contest between an oriole and
a heron as to which possessed the more beautiful voice. Each one
was proud of its own ability and there seemed to be no end to the
contest. At last they decided to refer the matter to the eagle, the king
of the birds.
The heron, thinking over the affair, began to realize that his
voice was inferior; but he greatly desired to win. He pondered the
matter through the night. At daybreak he flew away. Where do you
suppose he went? Up from his nest into the sky he soared; then he
came down near a lake where there were many frogs. He caught
two frogs and went joyfully to offer them to the eagle. The greedy
eagle accepted the gift and promised his assistance. Poor oriole,
what will be your fate!
When the time came for the judgment the two birds sang
with loud voices before the eagle. The sweet notes of the oriole
came out clearly from his swinging perch on a willow branch. The
heron stood on his stilt , stretched his long neck and uttered a few
harsh notes.
The eagle plumed himself and said gravely : “Since you
have honored me by selecting me to act in this capacity, I must
judge righteously. The oriole’s song is sweet, but it is not true. The
heron’s song is not sweet, but it is cheerful. I decide in favor of the
heron.”
Then the scholar said: “Our inscription is like the oriole’s
complaint ; ‘This year there will be sorrow at the time of the
examination, because we do not have two frogs.’ Although we have
sufficient knowledge, we are poor and can not offer gifts to the
examiners; so other candidates will receive favor and secure
positions of rank, while we can only chant our sorrow.”
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The King, surprised by this complaint, returned to the Palace.
The next day he ordered an examination to be held for all the
scholars. He gave the subject for composition. “A Complaint, two
Frogs are Lacking.” The two scholars previously visited were
present and wrote excellent compositions, but no other candidates
could understand the meaning of the subject.
The king gave them good marks and raised them to a high
rank as officials. Afterward he was very judicious in the choice of
scholars for official positions.
A STRANGE HOUSEHOLD.
Many years ago a young man, who had lost his father, sat in
the evening twilight playing on his flute. A friend passing by chided
him for his apparent unfilial conduct during the season of mourning.
The dutiful son, however, showed that his mouth was gashed and
full of blood, as a proof of his fidelity. So he continued his lonely
pastime.
A Buddhist nun attracted by the plaintive notes came and
took up her abode in the mourner’s hut back of Back Oak mountain.
Similarly an old man bereft of friends and home joined the strange
household. The three kindred spirits without other occupation
passed their time with flute and dance and mournful chant. Their
lonely surroundings lent an added charm to the sense of sorrow. In
the night they could hear only the sound of the water of the
mountain brook, and they could see only the light of the silver
moon. Yet the heart of the mourner remained unsatisfied. In vain his
tears unchecked flowed down his cheeks. His sigh was like a storm.
Reading the classics or composing lamentations gave him no relief.
His troubled mind knew no passion but sorrow unalloyed. How
beautiful were his mourning days! How pure the service for his
father!
One evening the sun set in fiery glory under the western
mountains. The dark night settled down and enshrouded the little
cottage. The biting wind mingled its doleful noise with the sound of
the rushing water like the voice of an angry
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beast. The fir trees swayed as specters ogling the dismal scene.
King Chul-chong, walking out at night incognito, as was his
custom to learn the condition of his people, reached the little hut.
Quietly he approached and looked thru a hole in the paper window.
The scene surprised him: a mourner was piping, a nun was dancing,
and a white-haired man was chanting. He entered the room and was
taken for a traveler. They ceased their mourning and asked him why
he was out so late. Presently the King enquired concerning the
strange things he had seen, and the old man replied :
“To-day is my birthday; but we are so poor that we had no
food for a feast, so my dutiful daughter-in-law cut off her hair and
sold it. My son here had no new clothes, so he put on this mourning
dress. When you came we were playing at merrymaking.”
When the King heard this pitiful story he was very sad and
thoughtful, Finally he asked, “Why have you not tried the official
examination ?”
The old man continued : “Our family has always been illstarred. I often tried the examination, but never met with good
fortune. I spent all my property attending them, but always failed to
pass. It seemed like the disappearance of flies in the mouth of a toad.
Finally, I was reduced to these circumstances.”
The King consoled the pitiable old man. “Kang Tai-kong
who fished with a straight hook, met with good fortune. Kan Yung,
altho he was only a farmer, became renowned thruout all China for
his righteousness. I believe that your exemplary family will meet a
change of fortune.” He then bade them all farewell, and returned to
the palace.
After a few days he sent a servant to this poor house with
new clothes, a sum of money, and other necessities for attending an
examination. They were delighted with the presents, but they did
not know the donor. It seemed like a pleasant dream.
The King appointed an examination day and scholars
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flocked in from every province. The subject set for the examination
was: “Mourner play, nun dance, old man chant.” The mourner of the
little hut immediately recognized his opportunity. His hand fairly
danced as his brush traced the characters of his inspired
composition. His feet merely touched the air as he flew with his
production to offer it before the king. His gracious majesty accepted
it and ordered the chief authorities to award him the first place. He
rapidly arose in rank and finally became prime minister. All his
trouble and sorrow ceased and good fortune favored him forever.

CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the January number.)
XIII
UNDER THE PADDLE.
When the Governor heard this defiant speech, his two eyes
grew dim, his nostrils closed with smothering tightness, his headband cracked from pressure, and his topknot stood sharp on end
while his chin quivered.
“Here !” shouted he.
“Yea-a-a, Yes sir,” answered the Boy.
“Haul this wench out.”
“Where’s the crier ?” called the Boy.
“Here!” answered the crier.
“Have Choonyang out.”
“You runners, haul Choonyang out of this.”
“Out with her,” roared the governor.
The runners rushed in, caught her queue, twisted it round
and round the hand, gave her a jerk, dragged her forth and fastened
her securely into the torture chair.
“Director of Torture are you there?” shouted the Governor.
“Yes I am here,” was the response.
“This wench is to be beaten to death, write out a statement
of her offence “
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“All right, sir.”
He wrote it out and thus it ran:
“You, an insignificant keesang, dare to disobey the strict
orders of your governor, pretending that your wretched self is
exercised over the virtues of womanhood. For this a thousand
deaths would not suffice. You shall be beaten till you die, that your
punishment may be a warning to all others. Die, you wretch, as you
deserve, and no complaint about it.”
The Director of Torture, having written this out, went to
Choonyang and told her to affix her signature to it, which she did
without in the least showing any signs of submission. With a soul
like iron she wrote the character ONE, and beneath it the character
for HEART or MIND. “Of one and the same mind am I” is what it
said. With that she threw down the pen and remained silently
waiting.
The rough head-beater, with an arm like an arrow quiver,
bared from the shoulder, brought in a bundle of bastinados, which
he threw down with a clatter at Choonyang’s feet so that even a
heart of stone would have quailed before it. He then selected from
their number this one and that. Any that had a flaw, or was weak in
the back, he cast aside, and thus he made ready.
The Governor called out, “You may beat this creature to the
breaking of her bones, but if you beat her lightly you will pay for it
with your own life.”
The beater bowed low and said, “Shall I look with any
favour on such a wretch as she? I’ll see that she gets a breaking in.”
When the command came “Beat her,” he jumped well back,
came to attention, and then sprang forward giving a fierce blow on
the front of the legs just below the knee. With a sharp snap like the
crack of a rifle the broken paddle went spinning off through the air.
Dull and dead, and yet fiery as the acupuncture needle was the
effect on Choonyang, so that a great trembling came over her as if
her soul would melt. To support her self-control she counted off the
blows, one by one, as one might dictate sentences in the
Examination arena.
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“.....one long departure separates me from my husband;...
one hour seems like three autumn seasons;....one master only shall I
love and serve;...one hour’s beating I shall laugh to scorn; ....one
thousand times though I die...one jot or tittle change I never shall.”
A second blow! Two!
“.....second moon with its soft plum blossoms and our sweet
contract;.....two names united; two thousand lee divides us....two
minds never, never shall I have;...twice eight green summers have I
seen;.....two, God and the King, will surely avenge my wrongs.”
A third blow! Three!
“...three chances of life to nine of death;....three bonds I hold
to like the.....three great lights of heaven;.....three relationships of
home hold fast;.....three existences of my soul are bound in our
happy contract.”
A fourth blow ! Four !
“....four years old when I first began to study; four Classics
and three Sacred Books all teach the same;....four Virtues
and.....four Deeds of Worth such as a good governor would long for
in his people;....four seasons with their never failing virtues.”
A fifth blow! Five!
“....five ranks that wait upon His Excellency;....five virtues
that he should show forth;.....five punishments that he will not
escape;......five and fifty counties, and yet the worst of all is he.”
“Does not this woman know something of the Great Law?”
Choonyang replied “What is the Great Law, please I wish to
know?”
The Governor them called to the Director of Torture to bring
the Great Law, and to read out to her her sins.
The Director bows and says, “Yes, sir.”
“Choonyang, listen, the Great Law reads, ‘Rebellion is a sin
for which men are beheaded and quartered. Disobedience is a sin
for which exile is fitting. Don’t bemoan your lot, you simply get
according to the law.”
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Choonyang replied, “I know it reads thus, but what docs it
say, please, in regard to those who force their way between husband
and wife?”
The governor gave a great start.
“Be quick with your paddle and lay it on to this impudent
creature.”
A sixth blow! Six !
“..six kings who did evil and were remonstrated with, so
reads the story; *Six Boards lock up the helpless Choonyang, and
lay on torture;...six portions of her body torn in agony.”
A seventh blow! Seven!
“...seventh evening the Herdsman and the Damsel meet year
by year;...seven hundred lee, when will he come to me?.... seven
years, how can I pass them?...seven feet long, the keen headsman’s
knife will be my lot;....seven chances to ten and I shall be among
disembodied spirits.”
An eighth blow! Eight!
“....eight tens of years great Kang Takong had lived when
his good word of warning saved the king;...eight deformed monsters
of all antiquity, none ever equalled this.”
A ninth blow! Nine!
“...ninth heaven is where the fairies live. Could I become a
heron bird I’d sail off through the.....nine reaches of the sky, and tell
my nine woes in the palace of the king.”
A tenth blow! Ten !
“....ten births and nine deaths could not make my soul forget
its woes;.... ten times have they tried to beat down my spirit;....ten
and eight years cannot long withstand this agony, but must go soon
into the shadows of forgetfulness.”
Fifteen and more they beat her.
A twentieth blow!
“Oh that the Young Master could come to me and help me
bear my pains.”
A thirtieth blow was given with a stinging force that seemed
to break its way through the tender flesh and bone.
• The Six Boards. Civil Office, Revenue, Ceremonies, War,
Punishments, and Works.
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The Governor in disgust said, “Who could dream of the
determination of this wretch? Like a poisonous viper she is, sharper
than pepper-sauce. Put a cangue on her neck, her feet in the stocks,
and lock her up in prison.”
“Yea-a-a, Yes, sir,” replied the beater.
*Cangue. A wooden collar of great weight that is locked on
to the neck of the prisoner.
XIV.
IN THE SHADES.
They dragged her out and threw her underneath the terrace.
She was unable to get her breath and seemed all but dead. The
prison guard, cried over her as he fastened the cangue upon her
tender neck, calling the governor a hundred evil names, whistling
out his horror with wild glaring eye; grumbling to himself. He put a
seal upon the. cangue, and bore her gently out beyond the yamen
gates.
At this Choonyang’s mother came rushing forward and
taking her daughter in her arms, cried, “Oh dear me, he has killed
my daughter.”
She put her arms around her neck and fondled and caressed
her.
“Oh, God,” cried she, “Who seest and knowest everything,
my daughter is dying. Save her, save her! Alas! she is dying, what
use for me to live?”
She jumped up and down, and fell over gasping for breath,
and gurgling like imprisoned water.
“I say, Governor,” continued she wildly, “why have you
killed my daughter? You put no store on her being a faithfu1 and
virtuous woman, but in a brutal and horrible way attempted to
destroy her. You have beaten her to pieces under your frightful
paddle. In the face of death I thought her spirit might have given
way. God seems to have no mercy and the Buddha is soulless.
Hyangtanee! Go at once to the drug-store and get me a restorative.”
The medicine was brought and after a little Choonyang
seemed to revive. The mother wept aloud and Hyangtanee
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bewailed her lot also. Servants, runners, attendants, crowds of
people heard and came in to see. They stamped with their feet,
stormed and imprecated, for who could look on unmoved. Had
Choonyang really been a dancing-girl, the ordinary keesang would
have called to condole with her at such a time as this, but because
she was not, there were no such callers.
In pain and suffering she lifted the cangue while Hyangtanee
helped her. The old people of Namwon and the widows wept for her,
as they said to each other, “Noble girl! Wonderful!”
Thus they extolled her virtues as they helped to bear her
gently to the prison. The jailer went ahead and the Director of
Torture walked behind. When they reached the entrance, the great
gates, like the barriers of a city, opened with a creaking, grinding
noise, and she was taken in and the place locked. Then the mother
fell in a faint, and Hyangtanee beat the ground with her little fists.
“Oh, my dear mistress,” said she, “what shall I do? What
shall I do?”
The crying of the women that followed made such an uproar,
that the jailer stamped with his foot, and said to the Director,
“Shameful! Pitiful! Stocked, and locked, and cangued! The thing
will die yonder if left so.”
He heaved a sigh, and went in where Choonyang had
recovered her consciousness somewhat.
“Don’t cry, mother,” said she. “Be careful of yourself. I am
innocent, I shall not die. Water, fire, swords and spears cannot kill
me. Don’t be anxious. Please go back home. If you stay here and
cry so, (it’s an unfilial thing to say,) but I shall surely die. So, please
go home. I cannot bear to see you so.”
There being no help for it, Choonyang’s mother left her
daughter in the prison, made her exit, and staggered away, while the
women who had followed her, helped her to her home.
Choonyang, thus left, moaned to herself, “Alas, my mother,
who brought me up without help from my father. How many
kindnesses have entered into your faithful years.
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So tenderly you regard me, finding no enjoyment for yourself but
giving up everything for me. I can never repay it even though I die.
What a wretched creature I am!”
“Hyangtanee !”
“Yes I am here,” said Hyangtanee.
“Don’t be anxious for me but hurry home and ask the friends
that they help to comfort mother. Have something specially nice
prepared for her in the way of food. In my jewel letter case you’ll
find some ginseng, have it steeped and give her some morning and
night. Tell her not to worry. If you do this I’ll not die but shall get
well and reward you. I know you will. I cannot stand the crying, it
will break my heart, so dry your tears now and go.”
After she had sent Hyangtanee away Choonyang was left
alone. She looked about the prison. There were only slats in the
front door, and only the outside part of the rear wall remained, so
that the cold wind came searchingly through like pointed arrows,
blowing up the dust from the old matting.
“What is my sin?” said she. “Have I robbed someone that I
am here? Have I counselled murder? Why am I fast with neck
pinioned and feet in the stocks? A mad world surely! But what is the
use of complaining or crying?”
Wishing for death and hopelessly confused, she beat her
head on the wooden block and cried.
In his dreams *Changja became a butterfly, and again the
butterfly became Changja. While his soul was thus transformed, it
rode away on a breath of air and on a cloud till he reached a region
where the heaven was void, and earth had passed away. Into the
mountains and valleys of mystery he went, and there found in a
fairy bamboo grove a Picture Palace
*Changja. A great teacher of Taoism who flourished about 300 B. C. He
wrote many things about elfs, fairies and the genii. One of his verses runs thus ;
There is a fish in the great North Sea Whose name is Cone,
His size is a bit unknown to me.
Though it stretches a good ten thousand lee,
Till his wings are grown,
With an endless back and a ten-mile tail
And he covers the heavens with one great veil,
When he flies off home.
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on which the night rain was falling. This is the manner in which a
spirit travels about on the wind and through the air, mounting high
up into heaven or going deep down into the earth. Thus the spirit of
Choonyang in the flash of a moment, had gone thousands of lee to
the *Sosang River. She dreamed not where she was, but went on
and on, till she was met by angels dressed in beautiful white
garments, who came up to her and bowed courteously, saying, “Our
Lady Superior invites you, please follow.”
They trimmed their lights and led the way, while Choonyang
accompanied. Arriving at a raised terrace with an inscription on it in
large gilded letters, she read “The Whang-neung Temple of Faithful
Women.” Her soul was filled with dazzled wonder as she looked
about her. Upon a raised dais she saw two queenly ladies, holding in
their hands, each, a jewelled sceptre. They invited her up but
Choonyang being a cultured woman, and acquainted with the proper
forms of approach and salutation said, “I am a humble dweller in
the dusty world, I dare not mount to the place of honour to which
you invite me.”
The ladies hearing this replied, “Wonderful! Beautiful! We
always said from ancient times that Chosen was a land of courtesy
and faithfulness. The teachings of *Keeja remain still with you, so
that even one born of a dancing-girl is chaste and true in life. The
other day when I entered the glorious portals of heaven, I heard
your praises being sung filling the celestial spheres with music. I
longed to see your face and could not further resist, so I have called
you all this distance to the Sosang River. I am greatly anxious, too,
for having given one so good and dear so great a trouble. Since the
beginning of time glory ever follows in the wake of the bitter pains
and crosses of this life. The same pertains to women as to men.”
Choonyang bowed twice before the dais and said, “Though
*Sosang River. The place where the Emperor Soon died and where
the two faithful wives Yo Yong and Ah Whang were left to mourn.
*Keeja. The first civilizer of Korea who arrived in this
country1122 B. C. bringing the literature and the laws of China.
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I am untaught, I have read in the ancient books the story of Your
Ladyships, and my wish was ever to remember it waking and
sleeping. I had even wished to die so that I might look upon your
faces. To-day l now meet and see you in this temple of the Yellow
Shades. So let me die and I shall have no murmurings any more to
offer.”
The Ladies hearing this said in reply, “You say you know us.
Come up here and sit beside us.” The waiting women saw her up
and when they had seated her, one said, “You say you know me, let
me tell you now: The Great Emperor Soon went on a tour through
the south lands, till he reached Chango mountains where he died.
We two, his consorts, having no longer hope in life, went into the
bamboo grove hard by, and wept tears of blood. To-day still you
will see on each branch and leaf the marks of our sorrowing souls.
Till the Chango Mountains fair and the Sosang River dries away, the
marks of our tears on the bamboo will never cease to show. For a
thousand years we have had no place to tell our sorrow, till at last
we meet with you, and our souls find companionship.”
She had scarcely finished speaking when her sister broke out
into tears, and all the ladies to right and left were greatly moved.
Then the lady lifted her hand and said, “Choonyang, you will know
all those who are here, this is †”Tai-im; this is Tai-sa; this is Taigang; this is Maingkaing.”
Again a spirit was heard sobbing by the south wall, and at
last a lady came forth, who stroked Choonyang lovingly on the back
and said, “Are you Choonyang? Noble, beautiful! You will not
know me. I am ‡Nangok who played on the flute in the ancient
Chin Kingdom , and became an immortal; the wife of Sosa I was.
We bade each other goodbye in the Flowery Mountains, and he
became a dragon and I a flying phoenix. I played out my sorrow on
my flute hoping for his
*Your Ladyships. Ah Whang and Yo Yong referred to above.
†Tai-im, Tai-sa, Tai-gang, Maing-kang are all famous Chinese women
mentioned in history.
‡Nangok. (6th century B. C. China). She was the wife of Sosa the most
renowned of all China’s flutists. She learned from him and when they played
together it is said that they brought down angel-birds (phoenixes) from the sky to
hear them.
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return, but have never learned where he has gone. Spring comes
back and the plum blossoms bloom but he returns no more.”
Before she had done speaking, from the east side there came
in a very beautiful woman, neatly dressed who took Choonyang by
the hand, “You are Choonyang, I know, but how could you know
who I am. I am Nokjoo, wife of Sok-sung, for whom he gave ten
grain-measures of jewels. The awful Chowang-yoon, out of hatred
toward me, threw me out of the pavilion into the trampled snow.
But flowers have their time to fall, and jewels their time to crumble
into dust, so beautiful women, too, who have lived and died for
virtue, fade and disappear.”
When she had finished speaking an uncanny wind suddenly
rustled through the place, and a chilling air settled down; clouds
gathered over; the lights burned low, gave sputtering gasps, and
then went out. Then something came creeping forward through the
shadows. It was not a human being, nor did it seem a spirit either.
Dimly it appeared and then a great outburst of demon crying
followed, “Look here Choonyang, you will not know who I am. I
am the wife of the founder of the great Han Dynasty. After my lord
was dead, Queen Yaw poisoned my son and severed me member
from member, dug out my two eyes, called me a swine and threw
me into a cesspool. For a thousand years I have had no place to tell
my woes, till I found you and my soul is rested.”
Before she had finished this, the two wives of Soon called
Choonyang saying, “The place where you now are is the place of
the dead. Its ways are different from those of the living, and so we
must part, you must not stay longer.”
They called the attendants, had her say a hasty goodbye, and
urged her to be gone quickly. When Choonyang had taken one or
two steps toward the east side of the room, the crickets were heard
chirping in the prison of Namwon, and it was a dream from which
she awoke with a start. The distant village cock crowed and the bell
in the watch-tower beat Deng, deng!
To be Continued.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the January number.)
CHAPTER XX.
AN ENCHANTED RIVER.
Around their tables of rice, in a crowded inn they rehearsed
the scenes of the day. “I told you it was caused by the Water Devil,”
said the man who had insisted that such was the cause of the stream
drying up in the midst of a rain storm. “The devil closed his first
and the river was dry, he opened his hand and the town was
destroyed. I tell you the river is enchanted, and the Water Devil is at
work; ah, but I don’t see how you Christians escaped when so many
faithful people were drowned.” The Hermit looked around the circle
and for a moment his voice thundered deep in his chest, and then he
spoke with his eyes on Mr. Kim. “Two miles above here the two
ranges of mountains nearly close in on the valley by projecting two
huge spurs from their sides, eh, you have seen it?”
Mr. Kim nodded in reply. “The whole mountain side gave
way and an avalanche of earth and rock filled the valley at this point
Creating an enormous dam and an ocean of water. The water
pressure broke the dam and all villages in the way are gone. I felt
the earth shock in the early evening and raced miles to find the
cause, and finding it I tried to warn you but was too late.”
A babel of voices took up the discussions and pressed the
Hermit with a score of questions, but he only shook his head and ate
ravenously. He finally leaned against the wall in profound slumber
while the clatter of excited conversation raged around him and
tobacco smoke darkened the air.
When Mr. Kim arose early the next morning to return to
the stricken village the Hermit had gone and he saw nothing of him
for many days.
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Mr. Cho was the first one to secure workmen to rebuild his
wrecked houses. Part of the buildings required only the
straightening of a post and the replastering of the walls while others
needed to be entirely rebuilt. The work was pushed with such vigor
that in three weeks no one visiting the place would have known that
any thing unusual had happened to the place.
Mr. Cho had been very quiet; he spoke kindly to his
workmen and to his servants and he had been surprised in the act of
carrying food to the destitute after dark. The people remarked upon
the change in the man but did not trust him, nor would they even
under the great pressure of need go to him for aid. Every thing he
did was noted and faithfully reported to the gossips of the village. It
was told how he had opened up the boxes of wet wearing apparel
and from the disarray he had carefully selected the garments of his
discarded wife, had them re-ironed and packed exactly as they had
been before the flood.
The Christian church was a complete ruin. The foundations
had been so undermined that all that had not fallen must be taken
down. There were no funds to rebuild and Mr. Kim visited the place
every day as he would visit the grave of his loved dead. During’ the
restoration of Mr. Cho’s house he had not seen that gentleman, nor
had the latter expressed any appreciation of the service Mr. Kim had
rendered in saving his life. On one of his daily visits to the ruined
church Mr. Kim was standing looking at the heap of ruin, working
over oft repeated estimates and plans for a new building.
He was startled at the sound of Mr. Cho’s voice at his elbow.
“Bad, eh, could’nt be much worse?” Mr. Kim turned on his visitor a
cordial look and immediately launched forth on the problem of
restoring the church building. He ended by pointing out a post that
was on the point of giving way. “I must call men to pull that post
down or some one prowling around for wreckage of doors and
window frames will stumble against it and there will be another loss
of life or a man maimed for life.”
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“Right and just would be his suffering did such a one while
pilfering fall beneath yonder death trap,” was the sharp rejoinder.
“Did he escape then should he find justice beneath the Magistrate’s
paddle.”
“It would be poor satisfaction to me should such a man
suffer for taking lumber not his own. When your Magistrate’s
paddle falls not only does the victim’s flesh quiver beneath its blade,
but there is a sob wrung from the lips of wife and children, while
the clan and often a whole village feels the sting of pain.”
“That is the best argument I have heard for our method of
administering justice,” said Mr. Cho. “A whole village or clan
should feel pain from the wrong of one of its members and if
sometimes the innocent man gets under the paddle the benefit to the
many in admonishing them against crime justifies the suffering of
the innocent. I have heard you yourself in public discourse affirm
that every man, some time, some where, must meet the just reward
of his deeds.
“If you practise as well as preach then I am persuaded that
were you a Magistrate your paddle would find much to do.”
“If I were a Magistrate,” said Mr. Kim slowly, “I would
punish every man who became convicted of wrong doing. I would
pardon no man the law forbade me to pardon, I would punish with
mercy and justice, as God would teach me justice, but,” he added
steadily looking full into the eyes of Mr. Cho, if violent wrong was
done and the matter concerned me and that man alone, I would
forgive him, however great that wrong, yae, I would, indeed,
forgive him.”
“Ah-a-a!” exclaimed Mr. Cho, and his voice ended in
something like a sob; he turned his back on Mr. Kim and walked
away in the direction of his home.
CHAPTER XXI.
A STRANGE COMMOTION.
At last the church was rebuilt. Funds had come from strange
sources. It was whispered that Bali, the Hermit and Mr. Cho knew
something of the matter. Mr. Kim was questioned
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but was as silent as a stone Buddha. The building was nearly twice
the size of the old one and the members were content. Two months
after the flood the town had made wonderful strides towards
recovery. True in many places where tiles once darkened the town,
the straw thatch glistened in the sun, long prosperity alone would
replace the tiles on the roofs of the town; the East is always patient.
On a certain night the people in the neighborhood of the
church were astonished at the sounds of wailing that issued from the
church building. This continued for some time and the people
concluded that death had visited the Christian ranks. It was
observed that “Did the Christians suffer sudden distress and evil, it
was what all had expected, and proved that none could deny the
Spirits with impunity.” When the wailings continued for days
without abatement the town became alarmed at the enormity of the
calamity, and some gossips at the markets hinted of dark things of
which the Christians were undoubtedly guilty. At last curiosity
prevailed over their caution, and one by one then by scores, they
crowded the church and the compound eager to see and listen to the
strange events.
Mr. Kim stood before the people as a denunciatory prophet.
He was preaching with great vigor and the congregation yielded to
his sway with abandon, and made public confession bewildering in
variety, and terrible in character. “Madness,” the people said, “Sheer
madness, search history and tradition as far as you will, and you can
find no precedent for such conduct. Confessions of envy, malice,
hate and hypocrisy are bad enough, and cost any man his face; but
what words are there to describe the folly of confessing a theft, and
to confess murder is madness. It must be the work of the devil.”
After due investigation the town concluded to stay away
from the Christian gatherings, agitation is dangerous, too much
levity is not good and too many tears is worse, they always bring
painful results. Confucius’ ideals were self control, imperturbable
calm. Alas, the decay of the people! But when finally the
congregation voluntarily turned out to call from door to door of
their acquaintances, and in
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paroxysms of grief confessed all manner of evil perpetrated against
those to whom they came and insisted on making restitutions, the
town was thoroughly alarmed. They were glad enough to have
stolen property returned but did not want it returned in that manner.
Why should these Christians recall deeds of irresponsible childhood?
It was uncanny.
Sleeping memories awoke and they were painful. What if
they also should be seized with this new madness and feel
compelled to make similar public confession, and restitution! Some
among these agitated citizens left the town for a season and tried to
lull their conscience back to quiet and forgetfulness. But the time
for sleeping seemed to have passed and soon they were back
crowding the church doors.
As this period of religious commotion continued three men
of remarkable appearance were discovered sitting in these nightly
gatherings. In the center of the room sat the Hermit of the salt marsh.
So ugly and fearful in appearance was he that the people shrank
from him, till the church filled and they crushed up against his
rugged person. He took no note of those about him, and seemed
utterly oblivious of all but the face of Mr. Kim. On the pastor’s face
the Hermit fixed his eyes and only withdrew them when the people
were dismissed, then he would rise and leave immediately, nor
would he return a salutation.
On the floor opposite the Hermit and at the side of the
building sat the gigantic figure of Bali, the robber chief. His head
and shoulders towered above all those seated around him. His
handsome face turned continuously from preacher to the people.
Bali watched with mocking quizzical interest. He too would
immediately disappear at the close of the service. At the farthest
point from the pulpit, near the door, was the dark face of Mr. Cho.
He was so nearly hidden by those around that Mr. Kim could get
only an occasional view of his face nor could he tell from the
sparkle of his eye that he was not there for the purpose of some
mischief . Down in the heart of Mr. Cho a battle was raging. Good
resolutions in the past had often sprung up in the heart of this much
dreaded man, bitter battles had been fought. There had
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been victory but it was not his. The struggles of past periods for a
better .life, however, were different; then the desire for good was
itself meritorious, so he thought, and, while after a brief struggle, he
returned to his old deeds of evil and perhaps surpassed the past in
their turpitude, he congratulated himself on the fact that he had
desired good. Now he was disillusioned, he hated himself, he hated
the complacency he once had; he desired the good, and utterly
loathed himself. The evil deeds of the past came to life as personal
entities and were jeering and mocking him. In another way his
experience was different. Before, while the contention lasted, he
seemed to improve and spoke more gently to others, but now he
grew more irascible and his neighbors fled from him. He arose each
morning with the sun resolving to drive these days of remorse to
their kennels forever, and in a measure he succeeded but at the
approach of the evening hour their fangs settled within. his soul.
Under the influence of these Christian gatherings, men
braved his presence in his home and kneeling, confessed the sin of
long regarding him with feelings of hate, and then they asked for his
forgiveness. Forgiveness? the word was a sword thrust. He would
forgive if there were aught to forgive. But the word challenged his
relations with men. If he were to forgive then he must seek
forgiveness. This moral demand filled him with terror, and the
approach of a neighbor started the cold perspiration over his face
and stirred within him the spirit of panic.
During this period, Mr. Cho often walked the streets through
whole nights battling against the remorse that burned in his soul.
While passing the streets, the confessions he had heard in the
church, which had named vices and crime, was the touchstone that
called to life similar and greater deeds of wrong hidden in his own
life, Many of these evil deeds had been almost forgotten, still their
shadow had ever been on the horizon of his memory; they had not
in the past really risen to mock and condemn him, but their distant
shadowy presence filled his mind with unrest and irritation, and
under their haunting presence his irate disposition found
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new avenues for inflicting suffering upon his weaker neighbors.
One wrong was pregnant with a multitude of others and brought
forth a swarm of violence and excess. He strove to forget his evil
deeds in the multitude of his excesses. Now, these specters of
forgotten crime drew aside the curtain of the past and stalked
uncompromisingly before him, awful, hideous.
On one of these vigils his footsteps led him to the front of a
thatched house, on the outskirts of the town; darkness made it
indistinct and shadowy. During the passage of time it had undergone
many changes. He was not thinking of it as it would now appear did
the light of day stream out upon it; his imagination pictured it as it
was long ago when he entered it and a man had perished. Mr. Cho
would have passed on, but the fascination of the scene once enacted
held him as with a vice and his mind relentlessly traveled over its
details. He was conscious of a surprise that he had never observed
the building so closely; there were the worn door steps; the marred
door frame; the hinge swinging loose from the door, the discolored
thatch roof; on the ground lay a tool with a nitched edge, cast there
by some careless workman. He again saw the wife of his victim and
heard her weeping; the face of the ruined man looked out at him
with its appeal for mercy. He had schemed to secure the man’s
property and had done his work well.
During this review of his past, he had been unconsciously
fingering the front of his rich silk coat. Suddenly he was aware of
the feel of the garment as a flame and it scorched his fingers; he tore
the garment from his back and flung it from him and ran from the
place. The horror of his soul drove him on; chased him into new
terrors of awakened remorse.
The population of that section was composed of not more
than half a dozen clans. Suffering inflicted upon one family was felt
keenly by the whole clan which the family represented, therefore,
Mr. Cho’s walk was lined with the homes representative of those
whom he had wronged. His mind unbidden by his will traced out
the relation of each family to
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some one of his unholy deeds, and he marked to a nicety the
proportion that each had suffered.
His course through the town led him by the Christian chapel
and suddenly it loomed up before him and brought him to a halt as
if arrested by a blow from out the darkness. He saw the faces of the
penitent congregation and heard the eloquent uncompromizing
sermons of the pastor. The pastor! his face, his glance, how he hated
them! He was the incarnation of the new movement; the one
responsible for the ruin of his home and a long train of suffering.
For months he had been humiliated with the knowledge that
Mr. Kim was a mightier man than he, and he knew that in the long
struggle to dominate the other he himself must suffer defeat, as he
was contending with forces of which he knew nothing, and so much
the more did he hate his opponent; but all that appeared to lay in the
past and seemed to be bound up with another personality. Perhaps
he would some day return to his own and then he would take up the
old contest. Feeling thus since the awakening of his conscience he
had not sought for the author of his torment. It was knowledge that
had plunged him into darkness and remorse; he saw his heart and
understood the exceeding sinfulness of sin.
Now, however, as he looked up at the dark outline of the
church building he had a vision of the preacher. So real was it that
long after he was still uncertain whether he did not gaze upon the
face and form of Mr. Kim. As he looked, words that he had heard
took on meaning; he saw for the first time that escape from his
sufferings could be had only by baring his soul to the gaze of men;
his mind staggered in revolt against that man with his message of
this inexorable necessity:
The hallucination passed and a revulsion of feeling swept
over him; there was the church building, representing the cause of
all his woes. Bitterness and hate scorched his heart anew and a
delirium of rage seized him. At that moment, as if to invite an
expression of his hate, his foot touched a stone; in an instant he had
it in his hand and ran for the church; with the fury of a mad man he
beat the closed door from its hinges, dragged it into the yard and
tore at the light frame
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with his bare hands, then with a wolfish snarl buried his teeth in the
soft wood. Presently he sprang to his feet and fled from the town; he
hurried toward the river fifty li away with a fearful purpose burning
in his mind.
Many of the sages had taught that a man’s life is his own,
and when for any reason it becomes unbearable or in his judgment
best for the satisfaction of creed or cult he may throw it away. Mr.
Cho had taunted his wife when he drove her from his door with her
unwillingness to comply with this doctrine. He now hastened on
with the one idea that there is more pain in living than in death; he
would speedily end it all and be at rest; he repeated again and again,
“Peace, peace and rest.”
Before he reached the river bank the dawn arose and shook
out its gilded draperies, awakening the denizens of forest and field
to song: the glad music of a golden morning burst upon the
wanderer. Mr. Cho paused and leaning against a rock by the way
rested his aching eyes upon the glories of its new day, and listened
to its throbbing life till its music stirred his heart, till the wild
passion, half hate, half despair, lifted from his soul as a mist from a
fetid pool. Then nature again strove to gain rational control.
Mr. Cho turned to retrace his steps, realizing that a change
had come over him ; he seemed numb from the effects of the long
contending passions, a welcome calm settled over him yet strange
fantacies flitted back and forth in his mind as might a shuttle in a
loom long after the noise and clamor of the machine has ceased. He
reviewed his recent furor of soul and came acts of violence without
emotion. With the calm a clearness’ of vision that he had not had
before. Quiet had come to him but not deadness, his thoughts sped
on; without willing it his mind picked up many details of the past
which he did not remember during the period of his recent passion;
they did not startle nor worry him.. How long it seemed since first
arose that mental remorse and suffering; it seemed as though it must
have been that of another person in whom he took but casual
interest. It is amazing that one should become excited over an idea.
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All the past pother, foolish battlings over an idea! or was this
strange calm rather a cause for marvel? However, he was glad for
the release from pain, and yet he felt a distant sense of
disappointment, for during all his suffering there had been a ray of
hope that with the lifting of the crushing sorrow, guilt, its source,
would be destroyed. The travel in prodigious pain had been bootless.
He would like to have laid his head down with the feeling of
innocency as he did many years ago—it must have been ages—
when he placed his head in his mother’s lap. Perhaps that wish was
also a part of his recent madness, however, he would now be
content and take up life at the point where he laid it down two
weeks ago. Two weeks? Ah-! two years! nay, a life time! He stood
in his tracks and tried to measure the vast stretch of time
represented by his experience. But it was at last gone and he still
here, the people of the town still his neighbors, and his old relations
still the same. Yes, he would seek contentment with his lot, nay, he
would glory in it and rule the town as he had always done. True,
new ideas had taken possession of some of the people, and perhaps
these ideas would seek to trouble him, but what mattered. It was
unthinkable that he should journey over the way of misery again
simply from the force of an idea. He almost smiled at the thought.
Why should one be overwhelmed by the force of an intangible
creed? Houses, land, and such material things are the ones that
endure: these and one’s fellows with warm flesh and blood are the
things that make one secure. Peace is found in the substantial
presence of one’s friends and family. Family! Again Mr. Cho
stopped in the middle of the street and a groan escaped his lips. It
was an idea, a creed that had led him to drive Martha from his home.
During this period of remorse a multitude of scenes of his
past had relentlessly marched in condemnation before him, but in
all this review Martha had not been among them. Now, last of all,
she stood before him, her sweet face lifted to his. He again saw the
red clot in her hair and the marble face lying so still on the mat and
the dark circle widening around it. As he stood there an icy chill
passsed over him and he tried to
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turn his head aside. Then Martha’s white face was at his knee
begging for mercy. Again her parting words rang in his ears. “If you
will it, we shall live together, forever, forever.”
Mr. Cho had stopped on the outskirts of the town, opposite a
thatched house. Suddenly a burst of song, of thanks-giving and
praise, poured out into the street and filled the air; it was the hymn
Martha had sung in the early morning of the day he attempted to
destroy her. The great calm that had reigned in his heart for the last
two hours was swept away. It seemed to him that he had just struck
Martha to the floor. He looked at his hands and loathed them. When
did he pronounce those curses against her, was it but now? He could
bite the tongue from his mouth for the words he had spoken. The
old nameless horrors settled upon him again as he staggered down
the street.
Once for all be would go to the Christian minister and
confess the deeds of his miserable life．There seemed no other
place of escape, however secret, in all the world. A few moments
later he found himself at the front of the house that sheltered Mr.
Kim, and for the third time that morning he stood still in the street
while war surged through his soul.
The challenge he had seen written on the face of the pastor
many months ago stirred his hostile being to the depth. He would
not allow that man to triumph over him, then too there was that last
act of violence; he would have to confess to the destruction of the
church door. Such humiliation to a man who had ruled the town for
fifteen years was intolerable. What fool impulse was this he had
entertained at the behest of an idea? He would go home.
Through the long hours of the day, Mr. Cho sat on the floor
of his home in a delirium of remorse, and as the shadow of evening
settled over the town he lay down on his mat and slept from
exhaustion; his dreams were filled with the frightful struggle. He
thought he was standing by the side of an enormous tree such as are
cared for in all villages, sacred to the abode of evil spirits. At his
elbow was a large cavity going down into the roots. He listened and
heard ascending voices, confused, unhappy murmurings, and
bickerings:
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picking up a handful of pebbles he dropped them into the cavity and
the murmurings redoubled. He leaned over the opening and listened
to the multitude of voices. Each one was distinct with an
individuality. He recognized them all. Each one was recounting with
many imprecations the wrongs and injuries inflicted upon him by
Mr. Cho. Some were wailing at the grave, some pleading for food
he had snatched from their lips; others were screaming under the
Magistrate’s paddle; he heard the death rattle in the throat of others;
then suddenly the cries, moans, imprecations, died down into low
murmurs, sobs and sighs. Then there was a hush as if a multitude
held its breath. Mr. Cho. strained his ears with new terror; he
wanted to flee but was held to the spot by grizzly fear. Suddenly
from the dark depth was the sound of a blow, followed by Martha’s
wild scream of anguish. Then pandemonium was let loose. Mr. Cho
awoke with a scream and sprang into the middle of the room. He
wiped the cold sweat from his brow and strove to quiet the
throbbing of his heart. The sound of singing came faintly into his
room. He knew the people were gathering for the evening worship.
In the sound was a call and a promise, a promise of
forgiveness and peace.
A half hour later Mr. Kim was surprised to see Mr. Cho
down in front of the congregation within a few feet of where he
stood. The evening service began as usual without formal
introduction. The reading of the Scriptures had a large place. It was
followed by a brief explanation and amplification. At the conclusion
a score of people rose to their feet and waited that each in his turn
might rehearse the story of his dark life as the only means for
forgiveness and healing. Finally, Mr. Cho arose; staggered as if on
the point of falling. He rested one hand on the pulpit for support,
then turned his face upward, and tipped it to one side and waited,
his face drawn and old. He was seen to grip the pulpit in the effort
to steady himself to meet the shock of the coming moral cataclysm.
He closed his eyes and the specters of evil deeds trooped before him
in a long procession. They had haunted him for many days, yes, for
many years they had troubled him. As soon as he had a
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chance he would name them one by one, all of them, for in so doing
he would banish them and would find forgiveness and peace from
Him who said “Though your sins be as scarlet they shall be as white
as snow.” He lost the sense of time and while waiting the voices of
others making their confessions seemed to come to him from a great
distance and was a part of the great conflict going on within him.
Midnight passed and he still stood rigid waiting for his turn; then
the early cock crew and Mr. Kim turned to Mr. Cho and in a quiet
voice said, “Now my Brother tell the Master what is in your heart”
A hush fell on the congregation. Bali was in his usual place. He
arose and leaned heavily against a post. The Hermit fixed his great
eyes more earnestly on the face of the pastor.
Mr. Cho’s lips parted and be seized the sides of the pulpit
with both hands for better support, then they fell to his side and he
stood rigid while his breath came in sudden explosive gusts; his
words were not loud but penetrated the whole house, and cut the air
with sharp knife-like stabs.
“Oh, the guilt! the guilt!” he exclaimed. Then in the midst of
a paroxysm of grief that threatened each moment to overwhelm him,
he recounted the scenes of wrong he had enacted against his fellows,
many of whom sat gazing at him. “Forgive me” he pleaded. He
paused and his lips tried to frame a name and refused; finally he
said just above a whisper, “Our pastor, I tried to kill him.” His voice
arose, writhing, as the voice of a man under torture. “Four times I
tried to kill him; once under the Magistrate’s paddle; once Bali
refused my money to kill him; I set fire to the town to enflame the
people to kill him, but they killed the school master; innocent Moon;
his blood is on my head. Once I struck the preacher to the ground
and thought him dead. Oh, I wanted his death.” There was a long
pause. Mr. Cho’s lips moved without making a sound, then in a
whisper he said, “My wife.” Hardly had the word fallen from his
lips than he tottered and was only saved from a hard fall by a pair of
kind hands at his back. His face whitened and he lay still. Some said
he was dead. A half hour later the unconscious man was carried to
his home and with kind sympathy laid on a warm.
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place on the floor. When he came to himself his visitors, from a
feeling of delicacy, immediately withdrew.
The violence of Mr. Cho’s remorse was not a surprise to the
Church members, since they had seen many overwhelmed with
grief during the last few weeks. The non-Christian community was
greatly perturbed over the matter of his excitement. It did not argue
well for the peace of the town. That he had been a hard man all
agreed, and it would take many sobs to atone for all the wrongs he
had inflicted upon others.
His nearest neighbors wondered at the sounds of grief that
filtered through the thin walls of his home. None dare approach the
irrascible man, for years of association had taught them that he was
never so dangerous as when laboring under great excitement; so
they fastened their doors more securely and measured the extent
that some one would suffer by the amount of weeping they heard.
They made many a shrewd guess as to who the victim might be, and
strained their ears to catch a word that would declare his purpose
and assure each listener of safety.
Early dawn brought the denizens of the town into the street
and the news of Mr. Cho’s confessions flew from lip to lip. Bali, the
robber, had spent the night with Mr. Kim and had become a
Christian, they said. The world had become topsy-turvy. The Devil
was following the preacher wherever he went as a dog at his heels
and no one dare wag his tongue against the Church for fear the
Devil would take revenge; he was therefore, no doubt d Christian.
Mr. Cho had stated he would restore all property he had wrongfully
taken from any one, any where, at any time; sure he must be a
mighty rich man. Bali will make right all the wrongs of which he
was guilty: indeed he must expect to live forever. The Devil
proposed to be like other men, only better. At this the people
laughed. “What is this new religion, would it make the Devil’s face
like the face of other men?”
The people forgot to open their shops that day and they
spent the whole time in listening to tales of eye witnesses to the
scenes of the previous night.
Just before the dawn, Mr. Cho checked his grief and
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reaching for a candle carried it to a huge iron bound box in the
corner of the room and unlocked it. He swung the door wide open
and carefully drew out several women’s garments made of delicate
fabric. One of the number be held long in the light. It was a light
blue silk and had the appearance of having been worn many times.
He touched it tenderly then drew out others and lay them in an
orderly pile on the floor. At the bottom of the box he drew forth a
pair of delicate sandals made of hemp. Inside of each was a tiny
sandal made for a baby’s foot. He held them in his hand a long time,
turning them over and over before the light; then placed them on the
floor side by side; the heels of the baby’s sandal by the side of the
larger one; the toe of the smaller reached only to the instep of the
other. He looked at them for a long time, then knelt with his head by
the side of the sandals in a paroxysm of grief. Suddenly he raised
himself from the floor and laying the silk goods together carefully
replaced them in the iron bound box and locked it. He wrapped the
sandals in a bit of soft paper and hid the bundle in his bosom; rising
to his feet he reached overhead to a shelf under the rafters and took
down a dust laden bundle. He carried it to the light and unwrapped
it with trembling fingers. A much worn Bible and hymn book lay in
his hands. Some of the leaves were stuck together and the white
pages were stained red: as he looked them over his face became
drawn and pinched; again he placed his head to the floor and sobbed.
When his grief was spent he took from another box a bundle of coin
and strapped it around his waist, and opening the lining of his under
jacket he slipped many silver coins into the lining. He bound the
books in a bundle of clothing and strapped them to his back. He
stepped out into the street and lifted his face to the star-lit heavens
of the north and faced the road taken by Martha many months ago.
Silence reigned about Mr. Cho’s house all day and his
neighbors’ curiosity was raised to fever heat. They wanted to see the
man who had so long exploited the town and now begged for
forgiveness and promised to make restitution. They were not sure
that it was really safe to present their
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bills. Would he really do it or could he really make right, could he
blot out years of suffering? Could he raise the dead? As the sun fell
into the west a crowd stood on the opposite side of the street from
his house and discussed the matter with great animation.
“I was there and heard it all,” exclaimed a young man who
had assumed the position of spokesman. “His crying was nothing,
that was easy, they were all crying, and I felt like it myself, though I
don’t know why. But he stared around at those who were sitting
there whom he had wronged and calling them by name said he
would restore all their property. He lied I think, though rich he may
be he can’t do that, unless, indeed, he squeezes some one else to get
the money.”
“Fool,” some one replied, “don’t you see that when a man
begins the new religion that he loses all his skill to squeeze other
people. Sorry am I for the old fellow but it looks as though he
would, indeed, starve.” Mr. Cho starve! the thought was
preposterous and was greeted with a shout of merriment.
As the twilight deepened there was a stir at one side of the
jostling crowd and Bali’s tall figure was seen pushing his way
through the company. He glanced neither right nor left, and the
people gave way in recognition that he was master; a homage they
always had paid this remarkable man. He strode without pause into
the Cho compound and the street crowd pushed up to the doors.
Bali found the house empty. The frightened gate keeper
informed him that his master ceased weeping just before dawn, but
since then he had heard nothing from him and knew nothing about
him, however the gate was ajar and he was sure that it was well
fastened on the inside the night before. If Mr. Cho were not in the
house, he, no doubt, had left the place early in the morning. Bali
looked the man over sternly. The latter earnestly protested that he
had not been negligent. “I beg you,” said he, “do not suspicion me,
for no man dare enter his presence unbidden, and I have waited here
faithfully for his call all day.”
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Bali was by profession a hunter of men. For many years he
had hunted them to inflict some savage wrong or in a spirit of
generous caprice he would hunt with equal energy to redress a
wrong or to bestow a magnanimous favor. He stepped from the door
and sniffed the air, and his quick glance took in the details of the
place; the roofs of the houses and the distant hills. Like a mastiff on
the trail, he shook himself and began the circle of the town. He
searched every nook and corner, every house, and then extended his
search in widening circles. Report came to him that Mr. Cho had
sought the river and ended his troubles there. Bali ran the report to
its source and dismissed the fabrication from mind. At last he struck
the trail and sped northward. On a certain midnight he entered a
village and sought out an inn well known to him. Sharp inquiries of
the inn keeper followed, then Bali entered a room where the light of
a tallow dip burned low. The tread of cat could have been no lighter
than his. In the corner was a bundle. He trimmed the candle and
held it low; there lay the man he sought, his face turned away and
his head resting on a wooden pillow; the front of his jacket was
open and there peeped out the toes of a delicate sandal; by his side
lay a red covered Bible with the white leaves stained red. Bali stood
many minutes, solemnly looking at the figure before him, then the
sleeper moved and Bali blew out the candle. A puff of fresh air
announced the opening of the door and Bali stood on the outside. “It
is well,” said he to the inn keeper, who protested at Bali leaving
before morning, “he is my friend; treat him kindly and say nothing
of my visit.” The inn keeper knew better than to ask questions of
this dread man of the highway and breathed freely when Bali had
disappeared down the village street.
When Bali returned without Mr. Cho it was said that if the
Robber Chief could not find him then search was useless. Bali took
charge of the deserted house and effects, and no one dare question
his right to do so.
(To be Continued)
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BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
The Japan Salesman is a new monthly publication intended as
“the commercial bridge across the Pacific,” with offices in Yokohama and
New York. Its pages will put American business men in closer touch with
the leading commercial houses in Japan. In connection with the magazine
is also “The Japan Sales Service Bureau” which will serve firms wishing
to either buy or sell in Japan. The department is in charge of an American
businessman and the interests of a number of important firms are even
now being looked after by this bureau.
The Bank of Chosen sends us a 50-page book Economic Outlines
of Chosen and Manchuria nicely bound in silk manufactured by Korean
workmen from Korean cocoons. There are excellent illustrations of the
exterior and interior of the Bank premises in Seoul, a map showing the
location of the various Branches in Japan, Chosen, Manchuria and China.
Much information concerning Chosen and Manchuria, Situation, Climate,
Area, Population, Traffic, Cities and Towns, Finance, Agriculture, Forestry,
Mining, Marine Industry, Manufactures and Trade, may be found in the
various chapters, in addition to the distinctive work of the Bank of Chosen.
A publication comes to our desk this month as No. 1 of Vol XIV
having nothing but the name Korea Mission Field to identify it with any
publication previously issued. It not only has an enlarged page, but the
engraved title, the colored cover, and two-column arrangement of most of
the contents entirely differentiates it from any Korean periodical bearing
the name Mission Field. A hasty glance reveals but two things that might
in any way connect the new publication with the old, the names of A. F.
DeCamp as Editor-in-Chief, and Gerald Bonwick as Business Manager. A
year ago when the first number of THE KOREA MAGAZINE appeared
one would hardly have supposed that it was blazing the trail before its
staid contemporary, but now we see the latter adopting the plan of an
enlarged editorial board, a heavier paper, a page devoted to table of
contents with talks by the publisher on the reverse side, an illustration
insert facing the first page, Editorial Notes and all appearing in large type.
We arc only too glad to have had features which commended themselves
to our friends as they undertook the task of rejuvenation. The work has
been well done and we extend hearty congratulations to the Korea Mission
Field and its Editor-in-Chief, Editorial Board, and Business Manager, and
wish for the enlarged and improved publication an ever-widening circle of
readers.
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The Korea Magazine
March, 1918
Editorial Notes.
IT seems to be definitely settled that a large flour mill will be
established this season at Chinnampo. The company has been
formed and machinery ordered. This may make more difficult the
work of cornering the flour market in this part of the world, a matter
which is now being investigated by the authorities.
PARTICULAR attention is ca1led to the suggested pilgrimage to
Songdo in June, as noted in the article “A Thousand Years.” There
must be a number in Korea who would like to visit Songdo for the
purpose of learning more about that ancient capital, and especially
to honor the name and fame of one whose reign was established just
one thousand years ago. Further suggestions for making the
occasion memorable, and applications for membership in the party,
should be sent soon to the office of THE KOREA MAGAZINE.
THE Seou1 Chamber of Commerce has done a good work in
investigating the reasons for the high price of coal and its scarcity in
Korea. Improvement in conditions has not been very marked, but
we may expect further action. We would like to see the Chamber of
Commerce interest itself in the movement for additional Parks in
Seoul, and especially in the suggestion that the ground opposite the
head office of the Oriental Development Company should be set
apart for a Park. If this influential body of men will devote some
attention to this constructive work we may expect soon to see
definite plans made for improving and beautifying the city in a way
to be of benefit to the entire country.
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KINDERGARTENS IN SEOUL.
Considering the attention this branch of education has received in
Japan Proper, one can hardly say that a beginning has been made in
Chosen. This is not because there are no children to attend, for the
country swarms with youngsters of the proper age. Nor is there any
lack of desire for instruction; any visitor will be struck with the zeal
and enthusiasm of the children in any of the few kindergartens now
in operation. In the case of the few who can afford to maintain such
a school for their own children, there is often only indifference and
lack of appreciation of any plans for modern education of small
children. And in most cases, bitter grinding poverty makes it out of
the question for parents to furnish any private facilities, and often to
take advantage of what the Government provides for the older
children, to say nothing of educational luxuries like this.
The resources of the Government and of the Missions are
already taxed to the limit, and while Primary and Secondary
Education is still unprovided for a great share of the population,
there seems small chance of any general provision of kindergartens
in the near future.
Outside Seoul there are private kindergartens in some of the
larger Japanese centers, and the Women’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist Church (North) maintains two for Koreans,
one in Chinnampo, and one in Chemulpo. There may be others also,
concerning which information has not come to the writer. In any
case, it is safe to say that the bulk of this work, for Japanese and
Korean children alike, is in the Capital.
The Government reports two classes; Private, and
(supported by the Japanese School Association of Seoul) Public. In
addition, there are schools doing kindergarten work, though not
officially recognized, in connection with three of the Missions in
Seoul. With this elaborate classification, one is scarcely prepared for
the total under instruction to be 400 Japanese and 255 Koreans, with
17 Western children in a little home kindergarten that is open only 3
days a week. Just here we might refresh our memory with some
figures. The population of Seoul is (roughly) 160,000 Koreans and
60,000 Japanese. The old-style Soh Dangs alone enroll 2,010
students. On the Emperor’s Birthday, the procession of school
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children of all ages and grades, that went to pay its respects at the
office of the Governor-General, was estimated at 12,000 or 15,000.
There should be in Seoul fully 30,000 of school age, that is, from 7
years to 15, and there might be 6,000 more eligible for the
kindergartens. The task of providing school facilities for the
growing population of this city is a staggering one.
All the kindergartens but one are Private. That is for
Japanese, has a staff of 4 teachers, and enrolls 82 boys and 58 girls.
The tuition is Ɏ 1.50 per month, and the running expense totals Ɏ
2,688 a year. The writer visited this school just as they were
preparing for the “Dolls’ Festival.” Some 30 youngsters were gaily
decked in ceremonial costumes of various sorts, and practicing
diligently a complicated marching figure. The music was furnished
partly by a bright lad in his eighth year, whose chubby fingers
pounded out a lusty melody on the piano, though to get the volume
of sound, he had to put two fingers together for the sake of strength.
How many American kindergartens have a boy pianist of this tender
age? It was pleasant to note the freedom of action and opportunity
for initiative in even this large and crowded school. It seems that
there is a movement in this direction, compared with a visit to the
same school some time since. The change may make the work of
the teacher harder, but surely the advantage of an opportunity to
learn by one’s own efforts is a distinct gain to the pupils.
There are 3 kindergartens privately conducted for Japanese
children. The total enrollment is 82 boys and 78 girls, with 6
teachers in all. The fee is Ɏ 1.00 per month. It must be more than a
coincidence that as the fees are less, the enrollment of girls
increases. The annual expense is Ɏ 2,289, and the amount not
received from fees is made up by private subscriptions, from
patrons and friends of the school.
With a single exception, all the kindergartens for Korean
children are Mission institutions. The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church has three; one at the
East Gate, one at Chong No, one at Ewha Haktang. The total
enrollment is 50 boys and 40 girls, with 7 teachers, in addition to
the Directress, Miss Brownlee, who gives her
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full time to this work. The annual expense, including her salary, is Ɏ
2,150. The first school was opened in January, 1914, and since then
10 have finished the full course of 2 years, and graduated, while 9
more will graduate this spring. Since 1915 the Presbyterian School
for Girls, Ching Sin Hakkyo, has maintained a kindergarten. The
organizer and first teacher, a daughter of the Vice-Governor of
Kyung Keui Province, studied in Peking. She has done much
original work, particularly in translating from English into Korean,
and has produced material of permanent value, with a freshness of
style, and adaptation to the Korean mind, beyond the hope of any
but a Korean. The school enrolls 20 boys and 30 girls, with an
annual budget of Ɏ 25.00. The two teachers are not paid for their
work in the kindergarten as they are also regular teachers in the
school itself.
In connection with Paiwha Haktang, the Southern Methodist
school for girls, there is a kindergarten, now in its second year. It
enrolls 65 girls, and no boys, with two teachers, and involves an
annual expense of Ɏ 480.00.
Only the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society schools
mentioned above have any fee. They charge 10 sen per month, and
the Directress says of this “Some pay, and more do not.”
Though the number of graduates from the Mission schools is
small, their influence is not confined to these. More than a hundred
students are reported as having taken part of the course and dropped
out, and as shown above, there are now over two hundred in
attendance. Even a short contact with the new world of songs and
games and directed self-expression cannot fail to make a decided
impression on a plastic little mind. The change that comes to the
Korean boys and girls while they are attending is marked. Cleaner
and better clothing, attention to care of the hands and face, general
neatness, and a habit of obedience to authority, are all “outward
signs of an inward grace.” The reflex effect they have upon their
families and home life is less evident, but possibly more lasting.
Any of the schools mentioned above is well worth a visit,
but for those who have little time, the most picturesque, and most
accessible kindergarten in Seoul is the Kyung Sung Yuchiwon,
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at 34 Insa dong, immediately behind the Pagoda Park. “Yuchiwon”
the happy translation of Kindergarten, it means literally “Garden of
little children.”
This is a private school, recognized by the authorities as
being of the same grade as the public schools. It is maintained for
the children of wealthy citizens of Seoul. The fee is Ɏ 2.00 per
month, and out of the 60 students, only 9 are girls, one of them a
Japanese. All the boys are Korean. There is an endowment that
yields a good sum, and private gifts also help to bring the total
annual revenue up to Ɏ 1,910. Of the 3 teachers, 2 are Japanese, and
all the teaching is done in the National Language. Some of the little
girls are dressed in Japanese style, and the visitor was hopelessly
puzzled when he was asked to pick out the one little Japanese girl
from among them.
The children bring their lunch., as they do in many other
schools of the same grade. But there is one feature of this school
that all the others lack, a bevy of Korean nurses in attendance on the
younger children. The building is a new one, in Korean style, the
equipment is lavish, and the children themselves, coming from the
best homes of the city, leave nothing to be desired in clothing or
appearance. There seems also to be more of personal liberty and
attention to the individual than is found in some other schools. This
is due partly to the smaller enrollment as compared with the number
of teachers, partly, doubtless, to the fact that the age limit is higher
than in the Japanese schools.
E. W. KOONS.
A THOUSAND YEARS.
It is a matter of interest that the dynasty that gave us the
name Korea, the name that finds itself on the cover of THE
MAGAZINE, came into being just a thousand years ago, 918 A. D.
It was Ko-ryu. In all the history of the peninsula where some fifteen
names of different kingdoms appear, none attained to a higher place
of honour than she.
In literature, in religion, in arts, in sciences she finds no
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equal. Her pottery alone, before which the world stands in wonder,
is but a single witness of what her skillful brain and hands could do.
A Chinaman, Su Keung, (1031-1153 A. D.), who came as
envoy in the days of Ko-ryu, tells many interesting things of this
kingdom. He writes, “The people of Ko-ryu are very deft at
handicraft, and show a skill most wonderful. Their special workers
are singled out and rewarded and encouraged by the state.”
This would explain the law of competition by which she
rose to fame.
The writer possesses a quaint old set of books, published in
1241 A. D., that show how the people of Ko-ryu understood the art
of paper-making and printing. Two old pictures, as well, that have
come down on thinnest tissue-paper from 1138 A. D., tell of how
they built and made to stand the wear of time.
Among all Korean writers, poets, essayists who can equal
the men of Ko-ryu?
This will suffice to say how great the kingdom was, that
came into being in 918 A. D.
As an answer to how it came about, and who was its founder
some notes gathered from the writings of An Chung-bok (1712-l791
A. D.) will serve;
Wang Gun we are told was a native of Song-do, whose
father, Yoong, lived at the foot of the Sonak Mountains.
Once the famous priest To-sun, on passing his home,
stopped for a moment to rest. He was heard to say, ‘In this house a
great sage will be born.’
Yoong, hearing this, hurried out to greet the passer, and
together they climbed the hills at the rear of the village and looked
out over the landscape.
Here To-sun wrote a letter, sealed it and addressed it thus:
“To the Lord of the Three Hans, yet to be born, the Great Prince.”
He gave it to Wang Yoong and said, “Next year you will
have a son, and very precious he will be. When he grows up give
him this.”
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The time came about and Wang Gun was born, it being then
the year chung-yoo (877 A. D.)
On that day lights and haloes encircled the home, and finally
ascended by a long sweep of the dragon up to the sky. From his
earliest youth Wang Gun showed special gifts. He was marked in
feature as well, for he had a ‘dragon’ face, a ‘sun-horn’ on his brow,
a square jaw and a wide forehead. His cheerful broad minded soul
spoke through a deep and mellow voice. His one great purpose was
to be a blessing and a help to the rest of the world.
When he was seventeen years of age To-sun called again.
“Your young Excellency,” said he, “has fallen on happy fortune; for
the people of the state in their distress look to you.”
To-sun taught him military science, geomancy, astrology. He
had him offer sacrifices at noted places in the hills, and taught him
how to get into touch with the spirits that rule from the world of the
unseen.
At nineteen he became a military officer under the usurper
Koong-ye, who ruled in Chul-wun, now one of the stations on the
Wonsan railroad. A horrible monster he was, seemingly a small and
badly ordered edition of Herod the Great, or Nero of Rome. Every
fit of temper that took him cost scores of lives. His wife, his sons,
his best friend were speared to death with red-hot irons, till his
name became a stench and a terror throughout the land. Wang Gun
was given service under him, but soon his name in contrast rose
high in public esteem.
In the third moon of the year 918 A. D. there came by a
Chinese merchant from the Tangs, Wang Chang-keun, who had in
his possession a very ancient mirror that when turned to the light,
revealed a number of characters from its depths, which said, “God
will give to Chin and Ma a son, who will first catch the Chicken and
finally possess himself of the Duck.”
It also read, “Two dragons, one hiding away in the pines,
and one under the shadow of black metal toward the east.”
There were in all 147 characters in the mirror, a mystery
surely, and so Wang presented it to King Koong-ye.
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Koong-ye called three of his wisest men to have them make known
to him the meaning of the inscription.
They counselled together, “Chin-ma means Chin-han and
Ma-han” said they, “or Korea as a whole, Pines mean Song-do—a
man of Song-do it will be. Dragon means King. This can refer to
none other than General Wang.”
“To catch the Chicken, means conquer Silla or Kerim
(Chicken-forest) and the Duck is the Yaloo River or Duck River.
Black Metal means Chul-wun (Metal Capital) Koongye’s home. It
points without question to Wang Gun as destined to the throne but
we dare not whisper this to His Highness Koong-ye,” so they
improvised an explanation of quite another sort to suit the ears of
the king.
Three months later, as the shadows had grown darker still
over the state of Tai-bong (Korea), four generals came one night to
see Wang Gun.
Said they, “Our country is ruined; the King is a brutal
murderer, bloodshed and slaughter are his handiwork. We ask Your
Excellency to do as the heroes of China have done. Rise and save
the state.”
Wang Gun gave a start of terror, “Far be it from me to act
the traitor. I have given my oath of allegiance to the King and, good
or bad, I must stand by it.”
But they reasoned, “He is no king. He is a usurper. Already
his jealous eye is on you, and it is only a matter of time till we all
come under the knife.”
When they came to call, Wang Gun, in order to get his wife
Yoo-si out of earshot, told her to go to the garden and get some
melons.
Yoo-si pretended to go, but instead, took up her position in
the rear room behind the thin paper partition where she could hear
everything. Suddenly she hurried in and said to her husband, “Up
man, to do the right is always right. My soul too awakens to this
occasion. Should yours do less than mine?”
With her own hand she had out his coat of mail and fastened
it on him while the generals eagerly watched.
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When day dawned he took his place on a heap of rice bags
while his courtiers circled round to do him honour. They summoned
their soldiers with a shout, “King Wang has raised his righteous
flag.”
The rush from all quarters was so great that even the drums
in the palace gates beat to announce his welcome.
King Koong-ye, hearing the uproar, said with a start “Prince
Wang has got it, and so there is an end to me.” Disguised in civilian
dress he made his escape from the palace and ran for his life.
The chamberlains and others set the palace in order to
receive King Wang.
Wang then ascended the throne and announced the name of
his kingdom as Ko-ryu. He issued the following proclamation: “The
past king has played the tyrant in his rule, has employed cunning
and deceitful ways, has found delight in the torture of his subjects,
has loaded burdens on men heavier than they could bear. The
population has diminished, the land lies desolate. Kingship has
failed in his hands and thus the end is come.
“I am here by compulsion of my ministers seated on the
throne with a new world before us and joy and hope our portion. Let
us be glad and let the sea shine with light.”
The ministers bowed saying, “We have come to a great and
enlightened king whom we shall serve with all our might”
Koong-ye fled and hid in a cave. To satisfy his hunger he
stripped heads from the wheat and ate them till at last the farmers of
Sam-bang found him and speedily beat him to death.
Wang Gun was a great and gifted king. His revolution was
accomplished without bloodshed and his reign was blessed. He won
over Silla and later Paikje and made Korea one kingdom. The
defeated Kings, Kyung-soon and Chin-hun, he treated kindly and
called his brothers. He built temples and received missionary priests
from India. He travelled here and there in the interests of his
kingdom. He welcomed ambassadors from the Tangs. Long
caravans of camels from
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the Ki-tan Tartars came bringing gifts and goods to do him honour.
He built the walls of Pyengyang, called it the Western Capital and
established schools for her youths.
Thus was begun the kingdom of Ko-ryu that lasted nearly
500 years, a great and enlightened state, whose honourable memory
has lived a whole millennium.
We would suggest a pilgrimage to Songdo, say June next,
under the auspices of THE KOREA MAGAZINE, on the part of all
those interested in Things Korean.
There they could fittingly pay their respect under the same
old hills and on the old palace site to the memory of her great dead,
and her achievements that have outlasted all the wear of time.
KOREAN CUSTOMS OF THE YEAR
BY
KWUN SANG-YONG (written about 1840).
Custom requires that on the first day of the New Year breadsoup be offered before the ancestral shrine.
People rise early on new years and take the greatest care to
avoid sneezing, as sneezing is a sure sign of sickness to come.
On this day a new suit of clothes is donned and the wearer
wends his way to make his bow before father, older brother, senior,
calling it New Year Salutation (Pai-sin-se, Se-pai) .
The women send greetings to one another, and special good
wishes for the year to come.
At evening time the hair that has been gathered from
combing the head during the past year is burned. The burning is
supposed to drive away evil spirits.
The shoes of the children must be safely hidden away for
this night as the Spirit of Darkness (Ya-kwang-sin) or other
Emaciated Spirits (Chuk-pal) travel about from house to house.
They try on the children’s shoes and thus bring sickness. This spirit,
however, has a mania for counting objects that are
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alike and numbering them off. If it meets a sieve, for example, it
begins diligently counting the meshes. So a sieve is hung on a post
beneath the eaves where it may count to its heart’s content, and so
lose the opportunity for dispensing evils.
With the festival called the Opening of Spring (Ip-ch’oon),
poems of good luck arc written in the Palace and sent to the various
official homes. These are posted up on doors and pillars. Pictures of
the two spirits Ool-loo and Shin-ch’a are also posted on the main
doors. Sometimes three falcons are pictured instead, as guardians of
the home against misfortune.
On the first myo-il or Rabbit Day, of the year, no wood is
ever brought into the house. The reason for this is that myo for
Rabbit, and mok for Wood fall into the same class in the
philosophic table, and this custom is observed in order to keep
Wood from gaining predominance over the other Primal Elements.
On this day cotton strings are looped and hung to the belt or
pocket. These are called Rabbit Strings and are a charm to insure
long life.
On Rabbit Day the outside gate is kept firmly closed to keep
out women. If a woman by any chance should enter to see to her
natural wants, a great evil will assuredly overtake that home.
One the 14th day of the 1st Moon it is customary to bind
straw into shapes to represent the different members of the
household, and the mannikin thus made they call a che-yong. A
little money is placed inside and it is then thrown out on to the road
before the door at eventide. Beggars pass from home to home on
their way seeking che-yong. On being given one they greedily tear
it open to find the money. Thus do they rid the home of evils, for in
this process the evils are supposed to pass from the members of the
household to the beggars who possess themselves of the che-yong.
Children buy nuts on this 14th day and eat them early on the
morning of the 15th. They call this “biting away their boils” and
hold that if any eat thus, no boil will trouble them for the year to
come.
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On the 15th day early in the morning people take a drink of
sool (wine) and call it ch’ung-i-choo (Wine for clearing the ears).
This is a charm against deafness and also a cure for it.
On the same day glutinous rice and other grains are steamed,
mixed with dates and honey and called yak-pap) (Medicinal Bread).
It is offered to the ancestors at the spirit shrine. This was a sacrifice
to the crows in the days of Silla that finally became a fixed ancestral
custom.
Dried greens are eaten on this day, such as sliced melons,
radishes, etc., as a safeguard against diseases caused by heat during
the summer.
On this day if you meet anyone and call them by name they
will suddenly reply “Buy my heat,” or “Take my fever.” On this day
too, people dig earth from the roadway and scatter it in the kitchen,
and at the four corners of the house calling it Lucky Earth.
They throw clothes out into the street also as an offering to
good luck.
No food is given to the dogs on this day, for if a dog eats on
the 15th of the 1st month he will fall a victim to a vomiting sickness.
Paper kites are made at the new year season, square in shape,
and held by three strings, one from each ear-tip above the face, and
another from the pit of the stomach. These kites have no tails, for a
kite with a tail cannot be made to do tricks, and so is never used in
the lists.
Those who enter the arena have their string covered with
glue and then coated with ground glass, or porcelain filings to make
it rough and sharp. Thus they strive each to cut the string of the
other. In these kite contests people lose thousands of yang without
any hesitation.
Another use made of the kite, is to write on its face an
inscription asking it to bear away all the ill-luck of the year, and
then let it go. Anyone flying a kite after the 15th day is called a
butcher or basket-maker.
At this time boiled millet is prepared, pan-ryong，Food for
the Dragon, and thrown into the river, or well, to
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propitiate this great spirit. The Dragon must ever be satisfied if all
would go happily aboard ship, or on the sea.
At night the children take torches and go up the hill, to await
the rising of the moon. They bow to it and call this act yung-wul,
Greeting the Moon. They also judge of the probabilities of the
season on this first sight of the moon. If it is red it presages a dry
season; if white, great rains; if yellow, a rich harvest.
People of the Capital walk over the bridges on this night. All
night long they are out in the streets to have a good time, the most
popular resort being the Kwang-tung Bridge.
Each year, as well as each day, has a cycle name. To guard
against ill-luck from the birthday’s having the same name as the
birth year, a piece of red paper is cut round, inserted into a stick and
stuck on to the roof of the house on the 16th day of the 1st Moon. If
the birth month of the year happens to have the same cycle name as
the year itself that is also considered unlucky. The Natural Element
is then taken as a guide, so that if it is Water, the Dragon is fed; if it
is Wood, a bath is taken, and one bows toward the East which is
associated with Wood. If it is Fire the wearer buns his outer garment
in the agoong, (kitchen fire). If it is Earth he goes up to the top of a
hill and scatters boiled millet about. If Metal be the Element, he
bows to the T’ai-baik star (Sirius).
If the Na-hoo star be met with on the birthday of a man he
makes a straw image, while a woman makes a paper pocket. A piece
of money is inserted in each and they are then thrown out into the
street. If the Ke-to star threatens one, a picture of a pair of socks is
made on a piece of paper and is stuck up as a protection. All these
customs are more than useless and yet the ignorant people put
implicit faith in them.
Stone-fights, yoot-throwing, tethering, Buddhist drumbeating and begging, are all customs that begin with the new year
and last till the 15th after which date they gradually cease. Stonefights are carried out by reckless youths who go forth in crowds to
throw stones at each other, or fight with clubs. Many die at this
sport, and officials have tried to put a stop to it but have failed thus
far.
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Yoot is a game in which four pieces made of ssari wood are
used. They are thrown and if one falls on its back the throw is called
a to (Pig); if two it is called a kai (Dog); if three, it is called a kul
(Hero); if four, it is called a yoot (Scholar). If all fall on their faces
it is called a mo (Archer).
A yoot board is made with 29 points in the circumference
and the diameter in form like the character for field. It is said to be
modelled after Hang-oo’s camp before Tong-sung. Sides are taken,
the sticks thrown and credit given accordingly. The effort is to get
quickly round the course. If one can but cast a mo every time, he
gets around quickly.
A see-saw board is balanced over a rest so that it can go up
and down. A girl takes her place on each end. As one jumps, up
goes her end and down goes the other, and vice versa. A common
saying is, that this is the way a girl glimpses her lover over the wall,
while the lad on the other side rises on a swing. So the lad swings
and the girl see-saws.
Begging priests go dancing about the streets during this
season of the year like ordinary actors, dressed in black and wearing
grass caps with a peacock feather or artificial flower stuck in the top.
They carry drums and cymbals and wear a yellow robe. Thus they
go about begging money or grain and offering their Buddhist
prayers as people may require. They also move about at night
tinkling triangles.
At this season, also, wind mills and shuttlecocks appear.
Some of the windmills are made like swallows, some like cranes,
some like umbrellas, some like kites.
The shuttlecock is made of earth, rolled round like a marble
having pheasant feathers stuck in to it, or pieces of paper.
It is kicked through all the seasons of the year.
On the 1st day of the 2nd Moon everything in the room is
carefully dusted.
On the 6th day the Pleiades are looked at to see if they are
before the moon or behind it. From the position of these two, people
judge as to the coming season whether it will be a year of plenty or
not. The moon is called rice and the
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Pleiades children. If the children are hungry and are seen running in
haste to catch the moon, it will be a year of want. If, on the other
hand, they are satisfied and are going sweetly along with the moon
behind them, it means a year of plenty. If they both journey together
it will be just a common year. To see a white butterfly in this month
means trouble ahead. On Han-sik or Cold Food Day, all repair to the
graves of their ancestors to sacrifice.
On the 3rd day of the 3rd Moon, worship is offered with
cakes made of azalea flowers.
The night of the 8th day of the 4th Moon is the Feast of
Lanterns. On the 1st day of the month, posts are erected and
lanterns of various shapes bought or made. For lantern stands
bamboo poles arc bound together with a tuft of pheasant feathers at
the top. If no pheasant feathers are available then a bunch of pine is
used instead. On the top a coloured flag is hung with a short crosspiece fastened below having rings at each end and a string attached
to each. By this means the lanterns are raised and lowered. When
one has no bamboo pole available the lantern may be hung to the
end of the eaves, or to the limb of a tree. In the market streets and
outside the anxious as to the coming luck of the year. Even
sightseers arc interested in it, and made glad if all goes well, but
upset if aught goes ill. In the market streets there is the greatest
display of lanterns.
In the hanging of these lanterns various groupings are
followed, for example the ha-do form, the nak-soo, the p’alkwai,
the hong-bum, also the 28 Constellations and the 12 Hours. With
each year the order changes.
Lanterns are made of various shapes with pictures painted
on them, drums, be1ls, gourds, fish, boys.
One form with many on one frame is called kon-teung
(Cluster Lantern). Silk lanterns are also made but not according to
any set pattern, fairy lanterns, Buddha lanterns, butterfly
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lanterns. Birds, hills, flowers, grass, all have a part. The aim seems
to be for each to make his as different as possible from everyone
else’s. Some are made in the shape of cranes. some like turtles,
some like lions, others tigers, etc. These are not real lanterns
however, but objects of amusement only.
On this day cake is made of the leaves of the Salisburia, and
eaten with black beans parched. When night falls the lanterns are
lighted. The smoke and dust that rises in the excitement of the
occasion hides the moon. In the three main streets, and the nine
market squares of the capital, crowds of men and women appear
beating drums and singing songs. Such a row you never heard.
Lanterns are hung according to the members of the family,
men, women and children. As they shine brightly or look dim
people estimate the luck of the year. If the lanterns are bright all the
family will be happy, but dim there will be sorrow, at the thought of
which the women of the house sigh and shed tears.
On tan-o (5th day of 5th Moon) written mottoes are sent to
the official homes from the Palace and offerings of cherries are
made at the family shrine.
The children, with their faces washed in chang-po perfume,
and a chang-po pin in the hair, and dressed in new clothes go with
their mothers and sisters, who are specially dressed out with all the
ornaments possible, to enjoy the sport of swinging.
In the 5th Moon the Governors of Kyung-sang and Chulla,
as well as the military chiefs and admirals, send gifts of fans to the
king, and to the high officers and ministers of state as well as to
their special friends.
On the yoo-too day (15th day of the 6th Moon) vermiceli,
melons, apples, etc., as well as soo-tan cake is offered at the
ancestral shrine, while the children have yoo-too balls made for
them to play with. Soo-tan cake is made of cooked rice, beaten,
rolled up into lengths and then cut into pieces and mixed with honey.
Yoo-too balls are made of wheat flour rolled round and hard like
marbles. They are dyed scarlet, strung on a string and hung at the
waist.
During the Sam Pok (Dog Days) dog-meat soup, and red
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bean porridge are eaten as a preventative against harm from the heat.
The 15th day of the 7th Moon is called paik-choong (Middle
Day of the Hundred) and on this occasion special prayers are
offered to the Buddha. Great preparation is made for this day in all
the temples.
On the choong-ch’oo (Mid Autumn) day, the 15th day of the
8th Moon, sacrifices are made before the graves.
On the 9th day of the 9th Moon chrysanthemum cake is
offered at the family shrines.
The first o-il of the 10th Moon, called Horse Day, is
observed by a sacrifice to the spirit of the house. The reason for this
sacrifice is that o is the Positive Principle in nature, and so the day’s
sacrifice is intended to aid this positive or vital principle.
On tong-ji (Winter Solstice) Day red bean porridge is made
and with it sacrifice is offered before the ancestral shrine. Some of
the porridge is thrown outside the front gate as well, to guard
against the demon of disease. This particular demon is the spirit of a
wilful son of a Chinaman, called Ko Yang-Si.
On this day the calendar for the coming year is given out.
In the 12th Moon officials residing in the country and their
relatives give gifts to one another which they call se-chan, ClosingYear Dainties.
Nap-il is the day on which bird flesh is eaten.
On the last day of the year all the members of the family
bow to each other and say, “A bow for the old year.”
This is Masker’s Day in the Palace when fire-works are let
off. Lights are kept burning in the homes of the people all night,
before the shrines, in the bedrooms, at the outer gate, in the kitchen,
in the stable, in the water-closet.
Children are afraid of this night and say you must not sleep
or your eyebrows will turn gray. Some children never sleep a wink
all the night through.
Besides these there are throughout the year many occasions
for rejoicing that are not necessarily attached to a special moon or
day. Most of these pertain to the world of the women and children.
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TEETH.
The question of teeth is one that interests the whole wide
world. From the time that they come in with their fever and fits or
temper, till they drop with a wrench into the dentist’s gruesome
receptacle, they are among the oddest riddles that confront human
experience.
The day may come, let us hope so, when human beings will
be able to dispense with teeth altogether and take their nourishment
by some kind of concentrated tablet that will but touch the tongue
and leave the recipient with a satisfied feeling of soup, and fish, and
entree, and pudding and all the rest, an abundant meal. Under such
gentle tutelage teeth may resolve themselves back into the original
dark elements from which they sprung and leave the earth free of
one of the worst evils bequeathed it by old Adam.
They are a contradiction all the way through. Naturally their
presence should spell health and cheer. A man with good white teeth,
all sound, should be as strong as Ajax, and hale and hearty as
Michael Angelo’s David. But this is by no means so. Some of the
worst cases we have ever seen of dilapidation, dyspepsia, yellow
blotches, and no end of bilious eructations, have had back of them a
perfect set of ivory teeth, the envy of the gods. Truly they are a
great and insoluble mystery!
But if I were an Oriental and should set about explaining the
defects and ailments of the foreigner, I should start with the tooth
and conclude that there must be some devil or other who sowed
seeds of infection in every foreign baby’s mouth, and then dances
with glee over the pains and aches that follow, till he sees his prey
drop finally into the dentist’s box, What a world of expense, of
misery, and of humiliation teeth are!
Three Korean friends, who happened to be sitting by when
these notes were made, were inquired of :
“Kim, how old are you, please, and how many teeth have
you out?”
“I am fifty-one,” said he, “and all my teeth are sound,”
opening his mouth to show.
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The next man was Yi, fifty-one also. He has two unbroken
rows of molars. They can crack walnuts and peach stones with an
echo like a small revolver shot. Of late, however, I have noticed a
twinge across his countenance that tells me he fears there is a
‘worm’ working at the root of one of his teeth, that the tooth-devil
has planted at some unwary moment. Let us hope not.
The third friend is Yi also, forty-three years of age, and not a
defective tooth in his head, all sound and well. “When a Korean’s
teeth go,” says he “he dies.”
I ask them what they make of us in this respect and they tell
me that foreigners eat sweets. and the flavour sweet is associated
with Earth, and earth devours water, and Water has to do, not with
liver, lungs or kidneys, but with the teeth. So you have it: Sweet,
that has to do with Earth, eats into the teeth that are in the category
Water, Earth’s sworn enemy.
Here we are in the region of the Five Elements with a large
measure of proof in favour of what they say.
As I peer into the oriental world I feel that teeth are a greater
mystery than ever.
We saw exhumed once on a time the bones of an ancient
lord from a mound that had adorned the hillside a hundred years.
The bones were all counted, every one of them, and from the skull
not a tooth was missing. The ancient record said that he died at 60
years of age.
I had just come to the conclusion that Asia was blessed with
sound teeth above her kind, especially Korea, when I found the
following poem by Yi Kyoo-bo written about 1200 A. D.
“Man lives by eating, and he eats by means of his teeth. If
his teeth ache he cannot eat. It looks as though God intended that I
should die. If you have them pulled out, you get relief from the
agony, but the toothless gum that shows, puts me to shame. The few
I have left are all loose, and have no grip at all upon the jaw. These,
too, begin to ache and my whole head suffers, for tooth-ache goes
clear up to the crown. With it, one cannot drink cold water, nor can
he drink hot. Even with rice gruel he has to wait till it cools before
he attempts it, and then he eats it, not with his teeth, but with his
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tongue. As for meat it is quite out of the question and has to be left
untouched in the dish. This is all a proof of age, One really must get
rid of the body altogether to be well.”
It is not wholly as I thought, for this extract proves that there
were toothless woes in ancient days. Still, taken all in all, Koreans
are as superior to us in the matter of teeth, as soldiers on the
“western front” are superior to a loose flung Chinese mob.
Hard chewing and salt wash every day they live, have kept
them strong and white as ivory, so that you could marshal an army
of a hundred thousand men in Korea without a missing tooth. Would
it be possible anywhere else in the world?
The coming generation, however, what with sugars, and ices,
and ami’s and chocolates, and the thousand other accompaniments
of the 20th Century, will soon develop aches any pains and a “worm”
for every tooth inside their head, till they know all the ills and woes
that the West is heir to.

KOREAN LANGUAGE STUDY.
(REGARDING THE NOUN).
J. S. GALE.
Nouns, if we except words of Chinese origin, are made up of
one syllable, two syllables, three syllables, and sometimes of four
syllables.
The ordinary work-a-day nouns, so many of them, are of but
one syllable like mouth (입), ear (귀), eye (눈) , hand (손), nose
(코), as well as rain (비), snow (눈), water (물), fire (불), etc.
Marching along after these come a host of nouns of two
syllables like breast (가심), shoulder (엇 ), leg (다리), back
(허리), wind (바람), frost (서리), thunder (우뢰), lightning (번 ),
and so on.
There are also a great number or words of three syllables
like coat (조구리), pig (되아지), frog( 구리 ), stick (막닥이),
club (몽동이) etc.
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A few of four syllables suggest themselves like robe
(두루악이), valley (산짜구니), hunchback (곱 동이) etc.
It looks very much, in passing, as though these nouns of
three syllables had been so fashioned by the addition of a
nominative ending, that in process of time had become a part of the
noun. In the case of the four syllable nouns they are usually made
up of two simpler forms joined together, as 두루 around and 막이
enclose the robe that encloses one round about.
From the simpler forms to the more complex these nouns
have grown through the long ages of the past, but just how, and
from what component parts, it remains for the student to find out.
From old Poo-yu, and out of the shadows of the Yu-jin
kingdom, they doubtless have come in their long wanderings, but
the lack of definite records leaves us hopelessly in the dark.
In thinking over some oddity or irregularity that
accompanies these nouns, the question of case suggests itself.
Nouns have ordinarily nine case endings, if we make the plural one
of them; but the oddity I was thinking of, appears where the cases
are again added to, and themselves go through a partial round of
inflection.
Let us look at this for a moment, as it is a peculiarity that we
do not find in English.
Supposing we take the word strength (능력), then
(능력으로) would mean by his strength, or with his strength. But
the Korean has a way of bringing out the force of the word much
more emphatically by making a compound ending and adding 는,
능력으로는 그일을 일우지 못 겟소 With such
strength as that man’s, you can never do that work.
This little 는 gives a dynamic force to the sentence that is
quite lacking when it is absent. The same may be said of 셔.
It gives an added force where it occurs properly. From being a
humble man he became a man of note,
.
In some cases 는 may possibly be added to 으로셔 but
that would not in any special way change the force.
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The dative case 의게 may take the same forms. We would
say: Don’t give it to that man, 그사람의게는주지마러라. You
may give it to some other, but not to him, is a thought implied.
Almost the same force is given by 셔 when we say,
I heard it from that man. To this again
may be added a 는 as in the sentence, 일본사람의
, which could be translated We specially
learn skillof-hand from the Japanese . . .
The views are specially fine from the mountains,
산에셔는경치가좃소, not so good from the lower plains, being
understood.
It may be useful to the student to notice these peculiarities
and see how far they enter into the common language of every day.

THE STUDY OF JAPANESE—II.
THE USE OF ROMAJI
F. HERRON SMITH.
Oriental languages are fundamentally languages of the eye
and not of the ear. They are all based on the ideograph, which is the
picture of an idea and does not correspond to a sound. In case of a
misunderstanding or a dispute, the final court of appeal is invariably
the written character. It is this fact, more than any other, that
accounts for the failure to Romanize the Japanese language. Such a
change would not merely revise the way of writing the language,
but would make of Japanese, like English, a language of the ear and
mouth, where the spoken word has final authority and the sound is
all in all.
It is an easy task to write Japanese in Romaji, i.e. Roman
letters. Japanese lends itself more readily to our alphabet than does
English itself. The long, short, broad and other various vowel
sounds are a great stumbling-block to foreigners who learn English
from books. By simply looking at a vowel
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you can get no idea of the way to pronounce it, but the vowel
sounds in Japanese never change. The “a” sound is always the
sound of “a” in father; the “e” as in pen; the “i” as in machine; the
“o” as in more, and the “u” as in put. These are the pure, the
original Italian or Roman sounds of these vowels, and Japanese, like
Italian, is one of the very best languages in the world to sing in. The
consonant sounds too, can be expressed perfectly with our alphabet
and still have l, q, v and x left over.
For many years there has been a great effort made by certain
progressive Japanese to secure the adoption of the Romaji system.
The Romajikwai (Romaji Association) is to-day a strong
organization with many branches and including many representative
men in its membership. It issues several papers and magazines and
is conducting a propaganda. Even though their minds, through the
influence of heredity, take in the ideograms much more readily than
ours, it is said that Japanese students lose at least two years, because
of the necessity they are under of mastering such an awkward
instrument of reading and writing. Educational authorities have
been trying for years to reduce the number of the characters that are
used, to the minimum, and they assert that if one knows 8,000, he
can read all ordinary literature. However, this estimate is far too low,
and one must master at least 6,000 or better 6,500 to be able to read
freely the ordinary literature of the educated classes.
To become in any sense a master of Japanese, one must be
able to read it as well as speak it, but for the first two or three years
it is a great loss for the foreigner to confine himself entirely or even
chiefly to the kana and ideographs. The ordinary student had best
begin with the kana and use them exclusively for a few weeks till he
fixes his pronunciation. Even then the exactness of the
pronunciation will depend on the ear rather than on any other factor.
It is invariably true that a person with a good musical ear will
acquire the best pronunciation. This applies not only to the
individual sounds, but also to that which is far more important, the
rhythm and swing of the language in motion as it is spoken.
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If the writer had his way, he would have the many in Korea
who are taking up the study of Japanese spend the first month on
the First Reader with a good Japanese teacher. After that he would
have five-sevenths of the time and effort spent on Romaji books.
Good teachers are rare and those that have had experience in
teaching Japanese to foreigners can scarcely be found outside Tokyo.
In the Romaji books the student will find excellent vocabularies,
useful sentences and clear explanations of grammatical points, and
he can succeed with a very mediocre teacher.
This plan recommends itself, too, from the fact that the
spoken language, or colloquial, and the written language, are still
quite different. One might secure quite a thorough knowledge of
books and master the words and forms he found there, and still not
be able to speak. In books he would find neither the most useful
idiom nor the verb forms. On the contrary the Romaji books are
made for foreigners, who have not inherited the colloquial and
known it from childhood, as have the ordinary reader of Japanese
books. The newer Romaji texts contain the vocabulary and
sentences that one wishes to use every day. In some Missions it is a
rule that a young missionary must be able to preach before he takes
up seriously the study of the character, and in almost every Mission
there are those who succumbed to the fascination of the ideographs
and reading before they learned to express themselves, and
consequently have never been able to speak with any degree of
freedom .
The ordinary student will find it much easier to memorize
Romaji words and phrases than those written in kana or the
character. It is impossible to do too much memory work. The more
words, and especially phrases and clauses, one can master, the better.
Bishop Harris has only one bit of advice to students of Japanese and
it is this: “Learn words.” He contends that if one knows the words
they are sure to find expression in an understandable way.
The student who eschews Romaji will have great difficulty
for years in using a dictionary. It requires more then a modicum of
knowledge to be able to use an ordinary Japanese
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dictionary, but the Romaji editions can be used by anyone who
reads English. The old Brinkley dictionary or the small and cheap
Inouye book will be found most useful from the very beginning.
There are four points at least that will require some special
care on the part of the foreign students. It is not always easy to add
the diacritical marks, as the Korea Magazine proved, when it left
out the long vowel marks over the “o” in Kobe and the “a” in
Hakodate, in the last article on Japanese study. The foreign student
must make a distinction between long and short vowels, especially
the long and short “o” and “u.” The quality of the vowel is the same
but the length differs as does the length of a quarter note and a half
note in music. For example puki with a long u means courage, while
with a short u the meaning is snow. Kokyo means the Imperial
Palace while kokyo means one’s native place. Koko is here, and
kōkō means filial piety. Such example are numerous.
Where double consonants are used both must be pronounced.
In the word “letter” for example in English, we really use only one
consonant. In Japanese oto means sound and otto means husband. In
the second case the foreigner must be careful to sound the two “ts.”
Geka means surgery, while gekka means a moonlight night. Yoka
means the eighth and yokka means the fourth of the month.
A clear distinction too must be made between e and i at the
end of a word. Thus sake means rice-wine while saki means before
or in front of. Take is bamboo and taki is a water-fall; yume is a
dream and yumi a bow.
For all ordinary purposes one may say there is no accent in
Japanese. Occasionally a scholar arises who will try to show the
difference between hana which means nose and hana which means
flower, or the hashi which means bridge and the one that means
chop-sticks. But no one has succeeded very well and it must in
almost all words every syllable has equal value pain our able
Superintendent of Education to hear himself called Mr. Se-Ki-ya,
with a great stress on the “Ki.” Each syllable should have the same
force. Thus endeth the lesson.
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CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the February number.)
XV. HONOURS OF THE KWAGO (Examination).
Cold sweats broke out upon her body, and her mind seemed
all confused. It was the fifth watch of the night and the moon was
setting over the western horizon; wild geese, too, were flying
toward the south. They were in a flock with outstretching flanks
calling to their mates as they went clamourrng by.
“Whither ye wild geese? Are ye those messengers who
carried letters from Somoo when he was taken prisoner by the
northern hordes? Are you the geese who left the tender grass, the
blue waters and the white sands of the Sesang River from fear of the
crying spirits? Listen till I speak to you and give you a message for
my master.”
When she looked, however, the geese were already gone,
and were lost in the distant clouds, among the stars and moon and
once more she turned stunned and dazed to the actualities of the
prison. She wept afresh and so passed the time till the day began to
break. The moon had set and the sun had risen. The gate-keeper of
the prison came briskly out.
“Jailer!” shouted he.
“What do you want?” asked the jailer.
“To-morrow after salutation you are to have Choonyang out,
and she is to be killed, the Governor says. Make ready
*Somoo. A faithful courtier of the the founder of the Han
100 B. C. He went as an envoy to the Tartar Huns, and while there
tried to kill a renegade Chinaman who was in league with
barbarians. For this he was arrested and exiled for nineteen years to
tend the Tartar flocks in the wilderness. He carried along with him
his wand of office and used it as a shepherd’s staff this signifying
that he was a sever faithful to his rightful king. In his efforts to get
into communication with his own state he caught a wild goose and
tied a letter to it. As chance would have it, it was shot by the
Emperor of Han himself and thus he discovered where his faithful
courtier was.
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the paddle bastinados. What a pitiful, poor thing! She will die under
it. Tell her to write to Seoul.”
The gate-keeper returned and the jailer said to Choon-yang,
“Write a letter to Seoul, why don’t you? If they know of this in
Seoul, will they not do something?”
Choonyang replied, “That’s so, get me a messenger.”
He called the Young Master’s former Boy, whose name was
Bolljacksay, Halfwit, and Choonyang spoke to him.
“I’ll give you,” said she “ten yang now, and when you come
back from Seoul I’ll give you a suit of white clothes.”
Halfwit replied, “Never mind about what you’ll give me,
write the letter please, Miss. I’ll go double distances night and day.”
As Choonyang wrote the letter the borders of her dress-skirt
were wet with tears. The paper, too, was marked and the writing
blurred. A heart of stone would have melted to read it. To conclude
it she bit the third finger of her left hand, and let her blood mark the
page drop by drop, and then she sealed and addressed it. A hundred
times she counselled and warned Halfwit, “Hasten, hasten on your
way ; but while the Master writes his reply do not hurry him. Go
and come quickly.”
After despatching him, she drew a long, painful sigh and
said, “The letter goes, but why not I? How far Seoul seems away.
What a lot of hills to climb and how many streams to cross! If I
could only be a heron with its graceful wings, I would rise and
speed through space, till I could look my loved one in the eyes and
tell him my sorrows o’er and o’er, but I am not. If I were dead and
in the quiet mountains, I’d become a *Tookyon bird, and flit among
the flowers and shadows neath the silvery moon, and I’d whisper
my callings into my master’s ear, and he’d know me I am sure.
While she laboured through her sorrows thus, the young
Master had meanwhile gone to Seoul, and had set diligently to work
at his studies, waiting impatiently for the Examination came at last
and he entered the arena for the Alsongkwa (Special Examination).
His entry was worthy of
*Tookyon bird. The whip-poor-will.
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note. He had his book of selected Korean sayings, his dictionary, his
tent, an awning, a lampstand, an umbrella, a felt carpet, pickets
wrapped in bundles and carried before him by his servants. On
entering the ground he saw the notice place for subject erected
under the lamp-stand, and as he looked he descried underneath the
main pavilion, the snow white royal dias, high perched, with
waving awnings reaching out like clouds. He lifted his eyes toward
the Royal Presence, and the sight was thrilling and inspiring. The
canopy, the embroidered umbrellas, the green and red coats, the
banners, the fans, the dragon and phoenix flags, the tiger-tailed
spears and ornamented battle-axes, the three-pronged tridents and
curved sabres, were all at the service of the Minister of War. A great
sight! Officers, police, officials had fallen in order. In shining caps
and ceremonial robes, they stood in splendid array, wearing hornbelts and belts of tortoise-shell. The special head-gear they wore
indicated their rank as did also the embroidered breast-plates of
double stork designs and whiskered tigers. Numerous underlings
were about in felt-hats and green coats, carrying quivers full of
arrows. Palace stewards, too, were in evidence through the crowd.
In front was the general of the vanguard; midway the lieutenantgeneral of the mid corps; and behind, the general of the rear.
Subordinate officers, detectives and police were present everywhere.
A hundred palace guards had charge of the Examination. Around the
outside were mounted soldiers, ordered there by the Six
Departments. Following these were paddle-bearers, runners, etc.,
each in his place, and so the Examination was proclaimed opened.
“Attention!” was the call.
The officials prostrated themselves before His Majesty and
then the deputy-herald posted uµ the notice which ran as follows:
“The Sun all Bright; the Moon all Clear.”
“The Stars all Brilliant; the Sea all Calm.”
Two or three times was this called forth, to the immense
excitement of the crowd and the commotion and confusion of the
palace.
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A beautiful form and handsome as the gods was
Dream-Dragon. Especially when dressed afresh in ceremonial robes,
and as he stepped forth with the government runners escorting him
on each side. He was the winner of the contest, whose praises were
now to be specially celebrated by the King’s own hand; and who
had been appointed by His Majesty to the office of DeputyGuardian of Literature. He comes forth from the Hong-wha Gate
wearing the champion’s wreath of flowers and the blue robes of
honour; carrying the silver wand and shaded by the green umbrella.
Silk coated flower-children lead the way, playing on jade pipes of
which the music rings out delightfully. Crowds dance to do him
honour, and thousands of the literati push and tug to get a glimpse
of him, falling and tumbling over each other. Hearing his praise
who would not envy him? Prizeman Yee however had his
disappointments. He was not yet made a member of the Hallim, not
being of the 5th Degree, but said he, “What can we say about it,
when it is all through the favor of the King?”
Just then the palace steward, who introduces guests, came
with orders that Yee Dream-Dragon, Deputy-Guardian Of Literature,
champion of the Kwago should enter at once the Royal Presence,
such being the King’s command
He entered. Said His Majesty to him, “The Palace is deep
and shut away. The *Four Seas are far, far off and the people greatly
to be pitied, so I am sending you as my secret Commissioner to the
eight provinces. Evil influences are abroad among official classes.
Seeing you and what you have written, I take it as a gift from the
gods, and a blessing to my nation that you are at my service. You
are young and can, therefore, enter more readily into the sorrows
and joys of the common people by this office to which I appoint you.
I want you to go to the south as my special commissioner, in behalf
of my subjects, to sec how magistrates and governors rule, to take
impartial notes of who are faithful sons, and who are chaste and
loyal women, to write me out a report and send it. So take care of
yourself and return in safety.
*Four Seas. A synonym for the Chinese Empire, used also
for the Kingdom of Korea.
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His Majesty gave him the “Horse” seal, and his wand, the
insignia of office. This appointment to the Hallim and the high
honours of Commissioner, overpowered Dream-Dragon. He
prostrated himself in gratitude before His Majesty and said, “I am
so young and have no ability. I cannot do as did Pompang, who took
command and made a clear sweep of it. Still I shall follow in his
faithful steps in seeing that the wicked are punished and the faithful
rewarded. With all my might I shall try to repay the gracious favor
of Your Majesty.”
He said good-bye and made his kowtow, and depa1ted
bearing the mandate of the king. He left the city with all speed,
passing the South Gate by fast post-horses, by ferry over the river,
and then by climbing the shoulder of the hill, past Kwachon where
he took his mid-day rest and changed horses. On he went past this
town and that, leaving behind him Buddha Hall and Devil-Height
Pavilion. Into the North Gate of Soowon he dashed, crossing the
city, and spending his night outside the south wall. Passing
countless post stations, he reached Chinwee, where the noon-day
repast was taken. Here he again changed horses, and crossing the
broad plain of Pyongwon, on and on and on he went till he arrived
at Pyong-myong. Here he did away with post-horses, changed his
dress, called his servants and attendants to him and made a special
agreement with them giving to each his separate orders saying,
“You will go by way of Yawsan, Iksan and such and such places,
and on the 15th of the present month, meet me at noon at the
Moonlight Pavilion in Namwon District.” “Yes, sir!” answered the
soldier.
“You, too, will leave here and go by way of Impec,
Okkoo，and such and such places and meet me this month, 15th
day, at noon at the Moonlight Pavilion. I, myself, shall go by way of
Chunjoo, Imsil, Moojoo, through such and such places, shall inspect,
one by one, the various townships of Namwon District, noting this
and that, and shall finally arrive at the county-seat. You hurry along
to meet me, always remembering that one seeing is worth ten
hearings.. Don’t trust to what others say. Official avarice,
maltreatment of the people, lawless acts, disloyalty, lack of filial
piety, take note of these. Take note, too,
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of those who wrong others, of drunkards, of those who do murder
and hide away the dead, of those who are disrespectful to their
seniors，of those who steal from government supplies, of those
who separate husband from wife, of those who steal grave-sites, of
those who disgrace their home by unfaithful living, of those who
beg while having enough to live on, of those who lose everything
by drink and gambling, of those who set fire to other’s houses.
Make notes of all such things and meet me, every one of you, on the
15th day at noon in the Moonlight Pavilion.”
“Yea-a-a!” answered they all.
XVI. INCOGNITO.
Thus having instructed them he sent them off. He himself,
dressed in the garb of a common tramp, went first to Yusan District,
and from there on he took note, section by Section, ward by ward,
village by village. The various officials got wind of the fact that a
secret commissioner was on the way, and hastily took cognisance as
to whether all was right regarding government accounts, etc.
And now the Commissioner has dismissed his post-horses,
post-servants, secretaries, attendants, and is wholly alone, making
his way through a narrow defile, when he meets an uncouth
countryman coming toward him, a rough dishevelled fellow with
hempen garters tied about his legs, and his feet in
wraps instead or stockings. He has around his waist a long
pocket of white cloth, and in his hand a hard-wood gad, trimmed at
the ends, with which he goes swinging along, singing a sad kind of
refrain that agreed with his non-mirthful cogitations.
“How shall I go? Alas, alas, how shall I go?
“ A thousand lee to Hanyang (Seoul), how shall I go?
“The road is long, so deadly long, how shall I make it, tell
me, pray,
“With stones, and streams, and mud, and miles, where is this
Hanyang anyway?
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“Some kinds of luck are great and good, glory and riches,
drink and food,
“But this chap’s luck is beastly mean and so he’s tired and
poor and lean,
“And goes by day a long stage pull, to get his hungry
stomach full.
“My luck and Choonyang’s, what’s the cause? Most
desperate luck that ever was:
“This new born Governor is most inhuman, and doesn’t
prize an honest woman.
“But wants by everything that’s coarse, to down her with his
brutal force.
“While she has stood her ground sublime, just like the
bamboo and the pine.
“How shall I go, how shall I go? For me it’s pain, for her it’s
woe.”
The Commissioner resting under a tree listened to the song
of the lad. On hearing it his eyes started from their sockets, and his
heart beat a scared tattoo, his spirit melted and his senses well nigh
took their departure.
When the boy came opposite to him he said, “Youngster,
look here.”
The boy, however, was a country lad with a stiff neck and
stubborn disposition.
“Why do you call for me?” asked he, “Who are you, you
callow kid, to call a man of my age ‘Youngster ‘?”
“Oh I beg your pardon, I made a mistake. Don’t be angry
please, but where do you live, anyway?”
“Where do I live? Why I live in our town.”
“I don’t mean that, I told you before that I had made a
mistake. Don’t be cross now! Where do you live?” “I live in
Namwon.” “And where are you going?”
“I am taking a letter to the home of the former governor.”
“Let me see the letter, will you?”
“See the letter? Would you ask to see someone else’s
correspondence, and that from the woman’s quarters, too?”
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“Right you are,” said Dream-Dragon, “and yet you display
your ignorance of literature in saying so. Have you never read the
saying, ‘The man on the road meets us and opens our letters?’ It’ll
be all right I am sure.”
The Boy laughed, “Ha! ha!”
“The saying runs that important information may be found
in a hempen pocket,” says he to himself. “His looks are not up to
much, but nevertheless, let him read it.”
He gives the letter.
Dream-Dragon takes it, breaks the seal, and sees to his
amazement that it is in the hand of Choonyang. It reads :
“Since your departure three years have already gone and
letters have ceased to come. No little azure birds* bear me messages
over the thousand lee, and the wild-goose carrier has failed me. I
look longingly toward heaven, but my waiting eyes find nought to
see; the haloed mountains have moved off into the distance, and my
spirit is breaking. The tookyon bird cries in the plum forest, while
the midnight rain falls on the odong trees. I sit alone and think, and
think, while the earth seems lost and empty, and the heavens old and
gray. This sorrow is too hard to bear. In the butterfly-dream one
goes a thousand lee, and yet never breaks away from love.I dare not
think of my lot. I pass the flowery mornings and the moonlight
nights in tears and sighing. The new governor on taking office
ordered me to be his concubine, and this has brought me very low
even to the gates of death. I have been tortured but my soul refused
to die. Still under the paddle my spirit will shortly take its flight. I
pray that my dear husband may live long and enjoy health and
blessing. In the eternal future ages, when this poor life is over, and a
thousand years have borne away its memory, may we meet again
and never, never part.”
*Azure birds. The great Mother of Taoism Queen Su-wang-mo is
supposed to have dwelt on Mount Kwenlun at the head of the troops of genii. For
hundreds of years she has been regarded as one of the greatest divinities. She
abides on the Lake of Gems near whose border grow the peach trees of the fairies.
Anyone eating of its fruit will live forever. The gentle messengers that carry her
royal despatches are the azure pigeons mentioned here.
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Like the wild-goose foot-prints upon the silvery sand, there
were blood marks, drop, drop, drop, upon the letter. Dream-Dragon
read it in bewilderment, fell forward on his face, and cried, “Alas!
Alas!” while the carrier looked at him in speechless amazement.
“I say, Boss,” said he, “your cryings have soiled the letter. If
in reading this woman’s epistle, you take on as one would at the
three great sacrifices. for the dead, what would yon have done had
you read of her death? Pulled down your hair I suppose. Are you
some relation of hers?”
Dream-Dragon said, “What do you mean? As I read her
letter her case is pitiful and her sentences are marked with blood.
Wood or stone itself would be moved by it, wouldn’t it?”
Now the carrier lad, Halfwit, was the same boy who had
acted the part of messenger for Dream-Dragon when he was in
Namwon, and had gone and come with letters to Choonyang’s
house. After a little inspection there was no mistaking in his mind as
to who this stranger was, but still he acted his part for a time, and
then at last he made a rush toward his former master, bowed very
low and inquired as to his honourable health. He once more gave
the letter from his pocket, told all about Choonyang and what had
befallen her, till Dream-Dragon ground his teeth with rage, and
forgetting that Half-wit overhead him declared what he would do, “I
shall dismiss this rascal from his office and send him flying.”
The Boy had drunk yamen waters for twenty years or so and
was not slow to guess what such a speech could mean. When this
was said, he himself chimed in, “If I could only be the attendant
soldier-guard to Your Excellency, just as soon as we get into
Namwon I’d help to break his bull-beast head.”
“What do you mean?” asked Dream-Dragon, “If I were the
King’s Commissioner I said I would do so and so, but how could I
ever expect to be that?”
The Boy laughed a broad grin, saying, “I know this, and I
know that, please don’t deceive your humble servant, sir!”
To be Continued.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the February Number.)
CHAPTER XXII. A NAMELESS WOMAN.
Long after the hermit had said farewell, his words echoed in
Martha’s mind, like the sound of some machinery that droned on yet
arrested not her attention. She was thinking of the man who had
beaten her; and she prayed fervently for him.
During the following days, as she lay under the canopy in
the center of the boat, in the place assigned her, she watched the
shores wistfully for some familiar sight by which she might
recognize the way. Her recent experience on the salt marsh warned
her to make no inquiries of strangers. On the morning of the fifth
day they reached the town called White Lily. Martha remembered
the stop her husband made with her on their journey to his home
years ago because the name had suggested the lilies that grew near
her mountain home. She remembered how keen had been her
disappointment when she entered the dust laden town, and at the inn
how she had been pestered by miriads of flies. She now picked up
her babe and bound it to her back, and from the little bundle of coin,
offered the boatman a sum to pay her fare. He courteously waved
her aside and in a kindly voice bade her farewell. She stepped down
from the boat marveling greatly at the hermit’s power to make her
secure in her journey and close the lips of the boatman, equally
against gossiping but her past, or making inquiries regarding her
plans for the future. Well she knew, that did they talk, word of her
lonely journey would outspeed their slow moving boat and cruel
hands would meet her on the way. Again she thanked her Master for
the friendship of the hermit and turned her footsteps to the ferry that
led westward across the river.
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While waiting, the boat filled with a string of passengers
with their donkeys, horses and bundles of firewood and grain
destined for that part of the town situated on the opposite side of the
river.
Among the number that interested her most was a group
who came streaming down the bank just before the boat pushed off
from shore. They looked much worn from a long journey. A man led
the way carrying on his back a great load of household goods; after
him followed another with an equally large load; two women
walked in their rear with large bundles on their heads, one of whom
carried a baby on her back; they, in turn, were followed by two
small boys each carrying a small bundle like their elders. There
were no seats in the boat and these last sat down on the bottom and
took no interest in their fellow passengers. Martha watched their
movements with great interest, and finally made her way to where
the party stood, crowding past horses, donkeys, and piles of brush
wood. Martha singled out the elder woman of the two and enquired
in the usual formal manner where she was going, and where she
came from.
“We have come a long distance,” she replied, with a dull
look at Martha. “We have walked three hundred li and the road is a
weary one.”
“And where are you going?” Martha persisted.
“Going, going?” she repeated, “let me see, we arc going,
you, there, where are we going?” she asked turning her head in the
direction of one of the men near her, and without waiting for a reply
added in a garrulous voice, “We are leaving poverty and traveling in
poverty and going to poverty: that is where we are going. There
were no rains last season and we starved, and we have been starving
ever since and we are going to starve when we get to the end of our
journey. Better die now, a good deal better, than make our friends
bury us when we get there. I suppose they would bury us. He says
he has friends at that end,” she added looking scornfully at the man
whom she had just addressed. “I wonder if he thinks they will feed
us. Bigger fool than he was when he sowed rice instead of millet
last year. He knew that it was
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only an occasional year when there is water enough to grow rice;
always dreaming about getting rich and always sowing rice on dry
land. Fool enough to dream that he can get a living out of those
distant mountains, nothing but rocks, and I am a fool to follow him.”
Again she looked at the man as she might at a culprit from whom
she had suffered great wrong. The man was evidently her husband;
he ventured no reply, and turning his back upon her, looked down
disconsolately at his hard rough hands as if wearied of an old
subject that he was unable to dispose of. As the boat touched the
shore the sharp faced woman picked up her bundle with many a
grunt and groan.
You look worn and ill,” said Martha, “and I am sorry to see
you so.”
“Humph! Not worn, nor ill, just hungry, that is all.”
“Why, you are not traveling without money?” said Martha,
in wonder.
“Money, child,” said she turning and looking Martha over,
“this is a heavy load, but the load is growing lighter; so are all their
bundles; he sells something every day,” she added with a jerk of her
head in the direction of the man ahead of her.
“Got to eat,” he said without looking up.
“Eat! When we get there, if we don’t die by the way, we will
not have a rag left: understand, now, I will not allow another scrap
sold though you all starve. Better starve now and have something
with which to bury your carcass.” Evidently encouraged that she
had a reply from her husband, she started off in a tirade against the
things she had endured on the long journey. She had had a half bowl
of millet that morning, having had to divide the bowl with that other
woman; a half bowl the morning before, and not even hot water to
make the insipid stuff go down. She kept her eyes on the back of her
husband. He made no reply, evidently repenting that he had so far
forgotten himself as to reply to her at all. At last her voice trailed off
into many a puff and grumble.
For some lime Martha walked silently at the rear of the
column of wanderers, fearing again to speak to this sharp
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tongued woman, but finally the necessity of looking ahead for
shelter for the night compelled her to again approach the irascible
woman.
“Pardon me,” Martha said timidly, “You did not tell me the
name of the place where you are going; I have special reasons for
wanting to know.” The woman turned abruptly on her questioner
and balancing her load on her head, said,
.’Tell you, sure I will tell you. Our destination is 800 li from
here on the Yalu River. Do you understand? Eight hundred li,
Falcon Peak is the name. Why do you ask?”
“May I go with you?” Martha asked with a fear at her heart,
“I am quite alone and perhaps I shall have to travel farther even
than you.” The woman put the load down from her head and sat flat
on the ground, and looked Martha over from her head to her rough
sandals.
“Igo!” she exclaimed, “ You don’t live here? Where is your
husband? Running away from him, eh? Why, you pretty fool. Walk
eight hundred li and carry that baby too?” “No,” said Martha, “I
have not run away as you think.
Indeed my husband sent me forth on this journey. You say
you have had trouble. We have bad trouble also and I am compelled
to return for a while to my father’s family. They live in a village
called Pine Tree Knob.”
“Igo!” the woman said again and looked up into Martha’s
appealing face. “‘Igo!” she repeated with half commiserating
wonder, and scrambled to her feet, placed the load on her head, and
hastened to overtake her companions, occasionally giving vent to an
explosive, “Igo!” Martha followed with a strange beating of the
heart; she had banked her safety on the loyalty of this irascible
woman whom she had known for only an hour. When they overtook
the party the woman addressed her husband.
“See here, you, this young woman is going with us all the
way, nor is she running away from her husband; do you understand?”
and she looked defiance into the other’s face. “She is going with us
and will carry her baby. Move along, I say, what you staring at!” she
commanded when the company stopped and turned slowly with
their heavy bundles to look at
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Martha, who had shrunk close to her champion. After a brief stare
the company moved on without a word, while the woman repeated,
“Igo!” every few breaths. A little later the husband muttered, “No
money?”
“Of course she has no money,” said the woman, “What use
has she for money? I want to tell you one thing—this bundle is
getting mighty heavy and I shall sell it so fast the inn-keepers will
stare. Do you understand?” Again her voice dared any one to
dispute her. Later when the woman fell behind, for her load was
exceedingly heavy, Martha said,
“I have a bit of money, and I would not allow you to sell
anything from your pack for me, no, not for the world.”
“Hush,” said the woman, “you have no money, of course
You have none. Will you remember you have no cash? Mind, I am
the treasurer of this party: he gets drunk sometimes, especially
when I scold, and I am going to do a lot of that The other man is his
younger brother and is a fool; that woman is his wife and knows
less than he, and you know less than any of them. See that you keep
your money out of sight. If you are very rich, indeed, but your
jacket does not declare it, why, you can sometimes slip a bit of cash
into my hand when the rest are not looking, but mind, you have no
money, Igo!” she repeated again.
Martha longed for the close of the day that would compel
the wanderers to find shelter for the night. Her head had scarcely
healed and the black marks of her husband’s beating were as large
as ever over her whole body, and she had hard work concealing
them from the sharp eyes of her protectress. During the mid
afternoon her strength nearly gave out; her friend noting her fatigue
complained to the company that she herself was simply played out
and must have a rest Martha’s gratitude brought tears to her eyes. In
spite of these frequent rests that followed it seemed as if the sun
would never reach the horizon. As they were directed to the
women’s quarters, at the inn that night, Martha crawled across the
floor on hands and knees; removing her babe from her back, she lay
down by its side and was immediately lost in the profound sleep of
exhaustion. Two hours later she was
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awakened for the evening meal, and again she fell into a deep sleep.
Early the next morning she was awakened by the presence
of some one bending over her; she looked up into the eyes of her
recent friend, “Hush,” said the latter, “how much money have you “
Martha had not counted the coin the hermit gave her, so the
two women withdrew from the proximity of the other women guests
who had chosen various places on the bare floor for rest, and sitting
down in a corner, silently counted the bright silver and nickel pieces.
“Seventy yang,” announced the woman, “very good, very good,
indeed; twenty days, three yang a day for the expense of the inns
and a bit each day for the price of sandals. There will be a bit left,
that is well. Shall I care for it, and pay your bills? I fear it would not
be well for you to pay separate from our company. Should it be
learned that you were a stranger to us and had no legal claims upon
us, no magistrate in the country would protect you. You are a
Christian, you say, and are truthful. I am not a Christian and I lie. It
seems good to lie in the defense of a sweet little face like yours. On
this journey, I am your mother, do you understand? Your husband is
following on after us. If you think it wrong to lie you needn’t; I will
do it for you.” Martha handed her the little bundle of coin with a
feeling of relief to see it in the hands of the other. “But,” she said
after a moment of agitation, “I beg of you, do not lie on my account;
surely an evil deed can not bring good; the thistle seed won’t grow
rice,”
“Now see here,” replied her friend, “I don’t expect my lie to
grow a truth, if it would I would not tell it. I want them to think the
lie to the end. Truth or no truth, this is not your business; I don’t
want you to meddle with mine. Understand? this is my business.”
When the party left the inn the woman produced a bundle
for Martha to carry on her head. She looked at it in surprise and
dismay; for on the previous day she had all she could do to keep
pace with the company with only her baby on her back. “It is right,”
said the woman in sharp commanding
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tones, “right for you to bear part of the burden of the road.” The
bundle looked heavy; Martha meekly reached for it, secretly chiding
herself for the lack of gratitude for the protection the woman was
giving her. Her companion did not allow her to take it but herself
fastened it to Martha’s head band. Martha looked up into the sharp
featured woman’s face and the tears of thankfulness moistened her
eyes. The bundle was filled with nothing heavier than a bunch of
very loose cotton and she felt no sense of weight at all. “There you
must carry loads with the rest of us,” she repeated, and the others
nodded their heads in approval. She struggled to get her own huge
load on her head, and Martha trudged at her heels. When they had
passed out of the town Martha’s hand timidly sought that of her
friend’s as it swung down a moment from the heavy load.
“Igo! Igo!” the woman exclaimed, “You must carry loads
with the rest of us, indeed, you must,” and a severe look settled over
her face, but her hand rested long in the hand of Martha.
Each day of the long journey was a repetition of the
previous. Martha remembered it through the years, for the dusty hot
days and chill nights; the continuous tramp; the curious stare of a
stranger; the sweating, toiling burden bearers; the whimper of her
babe; the ache of body and the thirst; and amidst it all the sound of
the sharp tongue of the garrulous woman who was so faithfully
defending her. At night the inns were a cause of gratitude and
among the scenes most impressed upon her were the inviting doors
open and the men of their party with their bovine faces setting down
their ponderous loads. She formed a great attachment for the rough,
half fierce woman who always carried on her lips a rebuke to cover
some act of kindness, or as a tigress at bay was always at Martha’s
side to fly out at over-bold strangers they met on the way.
As the days passed, Martha’s endurance increased, and the
expense of the road lightened the loads of her companions, and they
made better progress. As they approached the end of their journey
Martha watched the mountains, their wooded
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peaks, and long fiords for familiar landmarks. At last they were told
that it was a hundred li to the town known as Pine Tree Knob. “Two
days more,” Martha murmured to her baby, “only two days.” Hope
put elasticity into her steps, and a feeling of buoyancy into her
bosom. They would receive her kindly, and then, too, word must
soon come from her husband. God would answer her prayer; he
would come for her and it would be a joyous ride back in a richly
covered chair with husband and servant to make the journey
pleasant. Ah, yes, he would be a Christian and they would attend
church and read God’s Word together. Thus she dreamed as she
approached her childhood home and her eyes sparkled with delight
over the sweet picture. The following evening she knelt longer than
usual over her prayers, and her companion watched her with interest.
“Martha,” she said, “that is a strange name, but better than none;
strange, isn’t it, how a name gives a woman an individuality. Does
your husband call you Martha?” and without waiting for a reply she
added, “My husband says, ‘you,’ ‘inside-the-house,’ or when in
haste even though not angry, hurls at me some epithet of contempt. I
am a nameless woman. Millions of us in Korea. Some protected by
their own shrewd wit and savage tongue, but you poor soft baby,
how did you withstand your husband even with your name?”
“What!” cried Martha in astonishment that her companion
knew anything relating to her trouble.
The nameless woman gave a sniff and continued, “What?
did you think I did not know. Poor innocent fool! did you think I did
not see the black marks the day you asked to go with us. Why, child,
I could tell with my eyes shut that you were fleeing from cruelty,
but your baby-eyes were full of innocence and I cared for you.”
“Oh, no, no,” cried Martha, “I did not flee from my husband.
You guessed right when you said he beat me, but I would not leave
him though he killed me,” she paused and the brightness all faded
from her face and she half whispered, “He drove me from his home,
drove us out, baby and me.”
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“Ah, I see,” said the woman, “you set up your new religion
against his.” Martha nodded.
“Yes,” said Martha, with a faraway look on her face as she
gazed out of the open door at the gathering darkness. “When you
obey the Christ, He is with you. No, He, Himself is in you and
makes you endure cruelty and death with sweetness in your heart.
You have heard me say no ill of my husband, no, nor could I have
other than tenderness for him.”
“And you say it is only to believe?” asked the nameless
woman after a long pause, and not waiting for a reply she called for
their hostess and made some enquiries about their evening meal, the
character of the road ahead of them, and the distance to Pine Tree
Knob. She saw to it that Martha had the largest bowl of millet and
dainty bits of salt fish.
About noon the next day, the wanderers passed around the
foot of a large spur of a mountain and suddenly they found
themselves looking up a beautiful mountain fiord. It stretched away
before their eyes a seeming interminable distance. At the end of the
fiord a mountain buttressed the sky, beyond it was another peak
majestic, grand, and far beyond that the blue spires of God’s
temples pierced the sky.
Martha stood a long time looking upon the scene with a
feeling of its familiarity. She was good to look upon as she stood
with parted lips and flushed cheeks and animated eyes. I know it, I
know it!” she exclaimed pointing up the fiord.
“See,” she called, “there it is, that village up there on the
mountain side. There, do you see, back of those tall pines? That is
my old home.” She laughed a soft silvery laugh, clasped her hands
and still gazed at the mountain.
“Igo!” exclaimed her companion, looking earnestly into the
face of Martha, “Igo, you pretty thing, why don’t you pray?”
“Pray for what?” asked Martha in surprise. “Because you are
safely home.”
“I will.” said Martha, and seizing both hands of the older
woman pulled her down on her knees; she prayed while her friend
gazed at her pretty face, then closed her eyes and continued to
repeat softly “Igo!” “Heaven1y Father I thank
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you,” Martha prayed, “for bringing me safely home and for raising
up for me this kind friend. May she know you as I know you and
repent of all her sins. Amen.” “Igo!” said the nameless woman.
They arose to their feet, and Martha still holding the hand of
her companion walked slowly to the point where the road divided.
The other members of the company had preceded them to the forks
of the road and had set down their loads for a rest. They were
surprised that Martha had reached the end of her journey, and
expressed their regrets for having to part from her company. They,
however, took the matter with the same nonchalance with which she
was received into their company. Life had been hard with them,
friends had come and gone, gaunt famine and death had stalked
through their families and clan, leaving behind only painful
footprints, and memories of hushed voices. Tragedies were so
frequent that the scene had become commonplace. They had wept
their eyes dry, and, what advantage is there in a moan that neither
brings relief or awakes attention? As the dumb beast of burden
receives the lash with patient endurance and closes his eyes at the
flash of a descending blow, only to open them with a dumb look
through blurred vision at the cause of the smart and hurt, so these
toilers suffered and endured and knew not why life was bootless.
Martha had come and was going, what mattered? Had one of their
number fallen by the way and a little mound alone been left to mark
the spot, they would have simply bent the head lower under the
blow, and, without understanding, toiled on.
Tears were in Martha’s eyes when she turned from them up
the long fiord. Her heart had been knit into the heart of the nameless
woman, and she understood something of the world tragedy that
rested upon the lives of them all.
The party, immediately on Martha’s departure, lifted their
loads to their backs and started off on their toilsome journey. After a
few moments Martha looked back at her friend who still stood
gazing in Martha’s direction with the heavy load balanced on her
head; as Martha nodded a final farewell the woman beckoned her to
wait, and putting her load down she
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came swiftly to where Martha was standing, and, half out of breath,
she abruptly asked,
“Does it bring you peace and rest when you are weary and
lonely, and hungry, does it now? It is a strange name you have; does
it, Martha?”
“Yes,” said Martha, “you will always be at peace when God
is within you.”
“Ah-a, believe and pray, is that all? You arc sure the Christ
would listen to me?”
“Assuredly he would. Believe and pray,” said Martha.
The nameless woman laughed softly to herself, and looked
down at her rough hands and soiled clothes, and repeated, “Me?
listen to me?” She laughed again while she brushed a tear from her
cheek.
Martha watched her as she retraced her steps and again lifted
the load to her head and hastened on to overtake her comrades, then
Martha turned and hurried up the long fiord to her childhood home.
Her mind echoed with the question that had been on her lips since
the day she had turned her face to the north, “Would they receive
her?” And her doubts and trepidations increased as she approached
her old home.
THE TOWN OF PINE TREE KNOB.
There was a general stir in the village of Pine Tree Knob
when Martha arrived. Her marriage had been the wonder and the
envy of the citizens of the town. While her father’s family had been
thrifty land holders, they in no wise compared in wealth with the
rich Cho. What a disgrace to the family of Martha! Would they ever
dare lift their heads from this shame? They would not have thought
such a deed as leaving a husband possible to one of that honorable
clan, but then women are women and one can never tell what they
will do, especially a pretty woman. Before many hours had passed
gossip had said many things not complimentary to Martha. It was
unthinkable that any thing but moral delinquency on her part could
have caused the separation. “Of course,” they said, “now that the
deed was done there was no help for it, and they felt sorry for the
excellent gentleman, Mr. Cho. As
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for the woman, she could probably be consoled by some widower
who was too poor to secure a wife in the regular way.” They began
suggesting the names of different ones in the neighborhood who
might condescend to accept of such a hussy, provided she could
prove her skill in washing and cooking.
When Martha had explained that she was driven from her
home because of her new faith the town was filled with
consternation. “Well it was,” they said, “that her husband had dealt
with her summarily. Who but the husband has a right to dictate the
form of religion that shall be used in his own home. Better would it
have been, had he first of all dealt with her as is proper for husbands
to do. A shallow woman as she has proven herself lo be could have
been speedily punished into shape and obedience; strange how
weak some men prove themselves when there is a crisis. The whole
thing was unreasonable, wholly insane. Perhaps this young woman
would have the presumption to attempt to teach the people of Pine
Tree Knob her new faith; persuade her brothers to practise the new
cult.” The idea amused the villagers hugely.
All who had seen her admitted that she was pretty and
wholesome to look at, and it was curiously interesting to see her
read books like a man, but what use was there in women reading
books. It only served to pit the woman against her husband, and
moreover, made the mothers of the people disloyal to the teaching
o[ the sages.
“ I have seen,” said the elder brother while talking with a
sympathetic neighbor over the calamity that had befallen their home,
“the seed of a parasite fall into the bark of the most beautiful tree,
and spread its roots till the ugly shrub had sapped all the life of the
tree. Such is the case with my beautiful sister; her mind is brilliant
and her face winsome, so much so that I am sometimes almost
persuaded that she is innocent and good, but a Christian idea has
settled in her mind and, now, see what has been the result; a ruined
home, a world of trouble for her, and trouble for all our clan.”
It disturbed her family not a little that Martha mixed freely
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with all the women of the town, meeting them at the mountain
stream where the daily washing was done; keeping her voice in tune
with the rat-a-tat of the ironing stick, behind a closed door at night.
She was so gentle and filled with so many acts of kindness that she
was soon a favorite with the women of the village, and faces always
brightened when Martha appeared. She was so unselfish and
industrious, one could not reproach her. Her conversation was so
queer one could not understand it. Martha was so interested when
she told the story of her new faith that her cheeks were wet with
tears and if she cried and laughed thus while discoursing, how could
one help but be interested? It was not so pleasant. however, to listen
to her telling one that one was a guilty sinner. Sinful? Who does not
sin? But it was not pleasant to be reminded of it. Her visitors often
asked her questions. Martha would answer and quickly propound
another that staggered her questioner. The interest in Martha’s
teaching became general. They laughed at first and repeated her
talks for each other’s amusement, then they went to their husbands
with many of the questions. Unsatisfactory answers piqued them to
further inquiry. Finally, Martha announced that she would ask and
answer questions at a certain house during an evening of each week,
and as the room adjoined another with a small opening between, if
the men wanted to sit there out of sight but within range of her
voice she would be willing.
Thus on each Sabbath evening Martha’s discourses were
listened to by a room crowded with women, and from the opening
in the wall the clouds of tobacco smoke testified to
the numbers of men who had come, as they told each other,
just to hear the strange creature talk. The people were not aware of
it but Martha was preaching and the interest of her women
companions was deeper than it had been in any thing since their
first baby was born. They giggled and asked questions; swung their
babies on their backs, and when Martha knelt to pray, they laughed
aloud, talked about their fall pickle making, and gossiped about
their absent neighbors． They were astonished to hear Martha
quote teachings from a book just like a man and a scholar. They
returned to their
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homes chatting and repeating distorted fragments of what Martha
had told them.
Martha fervently wished she were old and wrinkled so that
she could sit in company with the men and teach them the truth as
she had learned it. Then she sought out a pool of water and looked
at the bright reflection, and laughed, and knelt in prayer for her
husband.
At last, there was singing in the town each Sabbath morning
and evening, and Martha went out on the mountainside above the
town and listened. The noise was an inharmonious roar, but what
mattered, men and woman were trying to sing Christian hymns.
Months past, the winter’s cold, the spring’s balmy air and
life-giving hope, the rainy season and its dismal downpour passed
and there was no news from her husband. She waited patiently,
refusing to join other Christian women on their pilgrimages to other
Christian communities for the privilege of prosecuting their studies
of the new faith. News would certainly soon be at hand, for God
had promised to answer prayer, and how earnestly she had prayed.
(To be Continued ).
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The Korea Magazine
April, 1918
Editorial Notes.
THE coal situation is not greatly improved, except as the returning
spring and warmer days lessens the demand for fuel. Briquettes are
unobtainable, and the available supply of coal is largely dust, of
poor quality, and abnormal price. We had hoped to be able to report
good results from the efforts of the various Chambers of Commerce,
but that report is delayed for a later issue, if it becomes at all
possible to make it.
EXPERIMENTS have been made by Dr. Sawayanagi, president of
the Imperial Educational Society of Japan, and he is reported to
have stated that as a result of these experiments it seems to have
been demonstrated that pupils entering school in September show
superior mental growth as compared with those who enter in April.
He asks the public to carefully study the question, and consider the
advisability of changing the entire system of schools, so that all
schools will open in the autumn instead of in the spring.
WHILE Korea has not actually suffered as yet by having cases of
pneumonic plague within its borders, there is much disarrangement
of business because of the near approach of the dread disease. No
one will object to the use of any legitimate means for stumping out
the plague, and stopping its further progress, no matter how much
inconvenience there may be. All reports to hand indicate that
wherever pneumonic plague develops the victims die. There are
many brave heroes facing the horrors, and in time they will discover
a method of relief.
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OVER 10,000 purchasers attended the vegetable market opened by
the Prefectural authorities in Tokyo, and during the first day there
was much confusion; but the sales amounted to more that 1,600 yen,
and the profits were 560 yen, a saving to the people, the producers,
and the municipality. Other public markets will be established, and
it is thought that control of the price of rice can be gained in the
same way.
MODERN MANUFACTURING
IN KOREA.
Some very great surprises are in store for the one who has thought
of Korea as the most backward of countries, with people absolutely
lacking in knowledge of machinery, without initiative, and with no
opportunity for the development of mental ability or manual skill.
A representative of THE KOREA MAGAZINE recently had the
privilege of inspecting the works of the Chosen Leather and Shoe
Manufacturing Company at Yong Dong Po, across the Han river
from Seoul, and a very lively suburb.
For years there has been a brisk trade in Korean cattle with
Vladivostok as one of the large receiving stations, and there has
been some demand from Japan, but it remained for a few business
men with a little ready capital to grasp the possibilities of an up-todate tannery and leather manufactory, to utilize not only the hides of
the superior Korean cattle, but also the oak bark and tannin
produced in Korea, together with the many by-products incidentally
produced.
In 1911 a stock company was formed with a capital of
20,000 50-yen shares, of which 60% or 600,000 yen has been paid
in.
The plant now covers an area of 16 acres, nearly all the
buildings being one-story structures, designed each for its particular
purpose.
Mr. N. Kada is president of the company, a resident, and
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gives the business his direct personal attention. Mr. H. Sawatari is
the Chief Expert, and one of the directors, with training abroad,
while the adviser is Mr. K. Kada, all of them directly interested in
making the business a success.
There has been a steady growth, and in addition to the main
office and works at Yong Dong Po there is an Agency at Tientsin,
China, a Sales Office in Seoul, in charge of Mr. S. Kawabata, a
courteous gentleman who has traveled extensively in Europe and
America, and who is just now establishing a branch Agency in
Manchuria to look after the development of business in that field.
No government subsidy or assistance of any kind has been
required, but business sagacity in open competition with other firms
has secured profitable contracts both from the Russian government
and the military authorities in Chosen, these contracts being chiefly
for military boots, shoes, and knapsacks. In three years goods
valued at over 6,000,000 yen were manufactured and delivered to
the Russian government alone, besides largely supplying the needs
of the men in the army barracks in this country.
To secure work of this kind it is necessary to fully meet
every requirement of minute and definite specifications as to quality
of hides; methods of tanning; kinds of thread, tacks, nails and
buckles to be used; shape, size, quality and quantity of finished
goods; size and quality of packing boxes; all subject to thorough
inspection of qualified men anxious to find flaws.
Many of the finest leathers are produced, from the heaviest
sole leather to the fine soft black leathers for the upper parts of
ladies’ shoes.
While hides produced in Korea are large when compared
with those from other countries, they have a peculiar quality not
often found elsewhere. The heavy cross-bar resting on the neck of
the Korean ox doing heavy work causes a material thickening of the
hide at that particular place, and that has to be reckoned with and
taken care of in preparing the hides for use.
The number of employes varies from seven hundered to
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seventeen hundred, according to the urgency of contracts, Koreans
being usually about nine tenths of the total number employed, most
of the officers and foremen being Japanese, but with positions open
for Koreans as rapidly as they become qualified to fill them. Most
of the Japanese employes live in dormitories provided by the
management, while nearly all the Korean employes come from their
own homes in the village, sometimes several members of the same
family being employed in the works. Korean married women make
up about fifteen per cent of the total Korean employes, and Japanese
women about six per cent of Japanese employes.
Heretofore the Company has relied entirely on securing a
sufficient supply of hides from Korean producers, but recently a
start has been made toward securing a herd of cattle, which will
insure a steadier supply of hides, and incidentally assist Koreans in
getting a better grade of cattle. The Company is a constant
purchaser of the cattle hides produced all over Korea, and has
largely increased the direct cash payments to Koreans for hides, and
has opened a market for oak bark for which there had been no
previous demand. At the beginning it was difficult to get any of the
raw materials in sufficient quantity, and even yet it is necessary to
import some of the tanning materials from the United States and
from South America and India.
All markets have been investigated in order to secure the
best and most modern machinery, as evidenced by machines for
even the most difficult processes, and especially a series of five
large machines each with a gas jet for heating specially prepared
glued thread for stitching wear-proof and water-proof military boots.
A producer gas plant manufactures the gas just as required for these
machines, while electric lights and some power are supplied by the
Seoul Gas and Electric Company.
Ample precautions against fire are taken by the installation
of water mains and hydrants. Only one fire of any consequence has
occurred, this being at night, in the drying room, and then the
flames were speedily extinguished with but slight loss to stock only.
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Another evidence that this Company is thoroughly modern
is the installation of a specially-built furnace for the utilization of
waste material, and now part of the power is supplied by steam
produced from the furnace fires kept going by waste from the
tanning vats.
Nothing is allowed to go to waste. Large quantities of
fertilizer are produced, and a use is found for even the small parings
and scrapings from the leather as it passes through its various
processes. Just now a Seoul inventor has perfected a machine for
weaving cloth from hair, using materials provided by this Company,
and its resourcefulness in getting a profit out of the by-products
seems to be as great as that of the Chicago packers who have
succeeded in canning the “squeal” and sending it to the East for the
delectation of waiting thousands.
It has not been the intention of the Company to exploit the
people and make abnormal profits. At the beginning there were no
dividends, and they never have exceeded 13%, but there has been a
constant effort to safeguard the investment by providing a good
healthy reserve, which now amounts to Y441,475, according to the
last published report
Great credit should be given for the development of Korean
resources, and providing profitable employment for hundreds of
Korean men and women not only directly connected with the
factory but scattered all up and down the hills and the valleys of
Chosen.

THE NEW KOREAN DOCTOR.
We are not one of those who think that the old Korean
doctor was wholly a failure, or that there is nothing whatever in his
pharmacopoeia that has ministered to Asia for all these centuries.
Quite the reverse, the doctor of the Chinese school has done much
for his people, and long ages of experiment have taught him the us
of valuable herbs and drugs for the alleviation of human ills and
pains. The line of reason that
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connects the drug with the ailment may perhaps be open to question,
or even seem from a Western point of view most ridiculously absurd.
Results, however, are what are wanted, and while there were, as
there are in the West, lamentable failures on the part of practitioners,
there were also great and good results from their ministrations.
Still with all due regard for the attainments of East Asia in
the field of medicine and surgery, we will have to admit that modern
medicine is in most respects superior and must bring unlimited
blessing to such teeming populations as these.
An argument that any layman can see and understand is the
fact that horrible epidemics in the West that used to come like
Jerusalem grasshoppers, all of a sudden, darkening the sky, and
carrying off their human prey by the tens and hundreds of thousands
have ceased to be. Cholera, typhus, small-pox, plague and a host of
smaller fry, ever lurking in filthy holes and corners ready to leap
forth and reduce the world to blinding tears, once had their day in
the Western world. Out they came when least expected, and on to
young and old they pitched scattering the dying and dead all about,
till medicine finally tightened its belt and said, “By the God that
made me I’ll smite this beast hip and thigh or die in the effort” It
was a brave and valiant venture. No knights of old ever merited the
applause of their fellows more than these medical men, who,
counting life but a little thing, stepped forth to down this brood of
evil that has preyed upon humanity for six thousand years. These
valiant ones died many deaths so that all along their “western front”
we find scattered the graves of these who gave their life, scalpel in
hand, with vial and stethoscope, faithful to the last.
The fight has been won again and again till small-pox is
gone from the West, and cholera does not dare to show its head.
Yellow fever, after a lively tussle, was kicked out, bag and baggage,
from Cuba and the whole region of the Canal Zone where it had
held high-jinks since the days of Balboa.
Black-plague, that more than once picknicked across Europe,
aided by devils, rats and marmots, dares not squeak, lest some
hawk-eyed Esculapius be upon it with gas, or bomb,
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to blow it into oblivion. Back to the Gobi Desert it goes, or into the
steppes of Asia or some forgotten corner where no modern doctor
has ever been heard tell of.
These are among the greatest victories of earth. V. C.’s and
D. S. O.’s are not sufficient to express the gratitude we should feel
for these knights of a modern age who have died to save helpless
humanity from such unwonted woes. Looked at broadly from these
lines, Oriental medicine will have to yield the palm to Western
science.
Into this world has been and is being introduced a company
of the brightest young men that Korea has to offer. Trained
according to the laws that not only know how to administer relief to
the suffering, but, best of all, know how to safeguard and protect the
sound and well, they are going out to all parts of the land. Graduates
from the Government School and from Severance are to be found
to-day in towns like Kapsan and Samsoo, far off places on the rim
of the world.
Scattered over the land are these men carrying a kindly
manner, a fund of useful knowledge, an appreciation of neatness
that must be of untold service to the untutored folk of the more
remote parts of the country.
One thinks of the many ways by which they become a help
and blessing to the people among whom they go.
Let us think of the world of little children. Judging by a
passing look the East, in days gone by, seemingly got on very well
without any need of help in this department if we reckon up the
millions of their generations that have come and gone. A clearer
examination, however, will tell another story. The writer sees still in
mind the wondering little faces that looked at his first arrival,
marked and pitted and robbed of all the freshness and beauty of the
child’s young face by the demon small-pox. To-day this fiend is
gone and the generation of children smile at your inquiry and show
the little mark on the arm that forbids his approach. He used to be a
great and awful ogre that needed cajoling and pelting and what not,
like some horrible Polyphemus ready to devour the whole earth. But
the young doctor scares him away as does the lamplight a brood of
bats.
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Then there are scarlet fever and measles, and other
epidemics that the old East could not handle. All their knowledge of
the Five Elements, or the Four Seas, or the Three Powers of Nature,
or the Two Primary Essences or the T’aigeuk itself, stood helpless
before these onslaughts upon the little children. Beneath a gaze of
helpless fatalism went this beloved procession off into the shadows.
Now, with the coming of the young doctor a new era has dawned,
for while he cannot save all the children, he can safeguard and
segregate them, and tell parents what to do, so that he becomes a
veritable messenger of light to these far-off peoples.
Then again there is the old question of motherhood. Surely
the East knows all about that for what part of the world has ever
seen so many mothers? Still the simplest lessons of life are ever the
hardest to learn, and motherhood remains to-day largely a mystery
throughout this great Asiatic continent. In most cases all goes well,
but it is just that last and fated case where nature finds itself
crisscross and the mother prepares to die a dreadful lingering death.
Suddenly the young doctor makes his appearance. With coat off and
sleeves rolled up he sets to work in a way that makes the East lift up
its hands in holy horror. He is master, however, for the time being
and takes no vague suggestions. His is the determined purpose to
see the case through and save life. By evening time as so often
happens, the mother is safe, a little child is born into the world and
Kim’s home rises from the dead.
It would be an endless story though a most grateful one to
tell of all the ways and means by which these young doctors are
agents for comfort and safety in the world where their lot is cast.
Without belittling in any way the good things that find their
place in the old world of medicine, we can say that the young
Korean doctor has a whole realm his very own in which he is master,
a knight of the modern age.
We think or him as one of the best blessings that the
Twentieth Century has brought to Korea. May God bless him and
attend his footsteps ever.
SPECATOR.
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THE KOREAN LANGUAGE.
Bishop Harris’ advice to students of Japanese to learn words
is equally applicable to Korea. The dearth of nouns in the soul
accounts for nine-tenths of the barrenness of speech that attends the
foreigner’s way.
The question of nouns seems more difficult than that of
verbs, for a few verbs and adverbs go a long way, while a noun does
work only within a very narrow sphere.
Speech, too, is changing constantly, with fresh nouns from
the munitions factory pouring in in close formation like tidal waves.
A friend inquired “I don’t understand that chuk and sang that
you wrote about in the July Magazine. What does chuk mean
anyhow? Chuck it out I say.”
이오
If we regard the Bible from a literary point of view it is
merely a book; but if from a spiritual point of view it is God’s Word
샹이만흔쟈요
He is a man of many ideas concerning government.
이라 .
This world’s civilization is purely materialistic.
가급뎍슈단으로치료 엿소
He treated him to the best of his skill.
Chuk in combination with its noun forms an adjective. Put
the 으로 to it and it becomes adverbial.
However, nouns were the question on hand. Supposing you
were suddenly ushered into a company of people talking finance,
how many words would you understand?
One an asks 일년동안슈입슈츌이얼마나딤닛가 What
does he mean?
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Another says
만흡대다 Could this be
translated Business was very lively?
날마다시셰가올낫다 러졋다 오.
Every day’s report shows that exchange rises and falls.
Does this translation cover all possible meanings?
What does this sentence mean? 금
Translate :
What are his assets, what his liabilities?
Do you keep a debit and credit account?
What are the receipts for the day?
오
각은 에젹립 엿소
샹당 돈이잇서야평안히지냄니다
The student should mark down n list of nouns that are
commonly used in keeping accounts. In whatever walk of life he
may be, he constantly needs to have a few of these on hand so that
they are ready for immediate use when called for.
J. S. GALE.

TO-WUN, PEACH GARDEN OR FAIRY’S PARADISE.
Two hundred and thirteen years before Christ the first socalled Emperor of China, Chin-si, built the Great Wall that still
elicits the wonder and admiration of the passing tourist. To do this
he had his General, Mong Nyum, whip into line hundreds of
thousands of unwilling subjects to cut and carry and bake and build
bricks and stones that would have done honor to the Pyramids.
This kind of forced labour went beyond the ordinary
Chinese patience of soul and deserters sloughed off in all directions,
some coming to Korea by way of the South Sea where they set up
the kingdom of Chin-han near the site of the later kingdom of Silla.
Another group supposed to have come in by the north
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found a place called To-wun, the Peach Orchard, known to future
generations as the Fairy’s Paradise. People who were fortunate
enough to find this place discovered a world free from care. All the
annoyances of debt and poverty, and cold, and stinted fare were
gone and every wish of the heart found ready fulfilment.
So happy they were that they did not wish others to come in
and mar their joy. We are told that they planted peaches out beyond
the ordinary bounds of the way and the limits of the state in order to
throw possible seekers off the scent.
Here they lived in a world quite unique, Sir Thomas More’s
Utopia set to Oriental music—the world of the fairy.
Was it the Diamond Mountains, we wonder?
Chin Wah a noted poet who was living in 1200 A. D., a
friend and compatriot of Yi Kyoo-bo wrote of this To-wun as
follows:
“The tangled grasses with the horny lips point me the way
off to the east amid the smoky blue, where fairy flowers encircle all
the world.
“This is the place where refuge found its hold against the
rough compulsion of King Chin-si’s day, the fairy’s choicest garden
is its name.
“Fresh limpid streams enclose it round and round, its land is
rich, its waters fresh and clear.
“Red fluffy dogs wake to its day and bark when clouds go
by.
“The blooming flowers kissed by the passing breeze, drop
one by one and cover deep its sward.
“We planted peaches out beyond the road to throw men off
the scent and keep the world away. And now we talk of things that
happened ere the state was burned and all its sacred books.
“We watch the grass and trees to tell how time goes by and
seasons of the year. We laugh as with our children we forget the past
and think not of the days to come.
“Sometimes a fisher wanders in and sees our joy and goes to
call his kind but later finds the way confused and hopeless never
sees our world again.
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“Have you not heard of Kang-nam with its bamboo gates
and hedges wreathed in flowers, its silver streams that ceaseless
flow beneath the moon, its quiet groves where chirp the little birds?
But even there the world finds life a trial and labour toils and food
is spare. The agents of the state with bamboo thongs beat hard upon
the door and ask that tax be paid. If these did not exist the whole
wide world might be a garden fair.
“May this my song be sweet, forget it not but write it out in
every record of the state, and let your children and your children’s
children see and hear.”

THE OFFER OF THE FAIRY.
BY
YI SAIK (1328-1395 A. D.)
A fairy comes to sell me herbs, and hangs his gourd before
my market square. He points me to the Pong-nai Hills that lie off in
the misty east. “If you could only quench those greedy fires,” said
he, “you’d be a champion knight above the dragon. I’ll teach you
from my book the Chung-ok-kyul and give you of the fairy’s
‘moonlight gem,’ and then the lusts of earth and empty show you’ll
leave long miles behind, and sing us songs of loftiest cheer. You’ll
climb the early heights of T’ai-san and behold the round disc of the
sea. You will bend down and read the footprints of the past, and
gaze upon the markings of the land. You’ll know that all things pass
as in a dream; that victory and defeat are but the squares upon the
checker-board. The sun and moon are wheels that run so fast, but
you’ll not fear how time may go. So far above the world you’ll be
of human thought and mortal strife. The changeless pine upon the
river brink are you, while worldly men are but the reeds that fade.
God holds creation in his mighty grasp, none but the fairy can
escape his hold. If you but once share in this magic draught, you’ll
ride the crane and sail the cloud-lit sky.”
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TRANSLATOR’S NOTE:
Yi Saik, better known as Master Mok-eun, is one of the greatest
lights of Korean literature. By many scholars he is regarded as their one
high chieftain.
His collected works are not easily obtainable. The writer has seen
only one set, and that was marked 35yen. He offered 28 but failed to get it.
Yi Saik was a Confucianist of the most orthodox type, and yet he
deals frequently, as in this letter, with the thoughts and teachings of the
fairy (Taoism).
Pong-nai as mentioned here is the fabled land of the East where
beautifu1 and sinless immortals’ are said to dwell. While Korea in old
days knew nothing of Europe and little of Asia, she had talked familiarly
for a thousand years of Pong-nai, where you may eat the fruits of the fairy
and enjoy unending bliss. The Chung-ok-kyul or Book of Blue Jade is one
of the sacred writings of the fairy or genii that tells how immortality may
be won, so the “moonlight gem” is another name for their elixir of life.
One reads through this poem those longings after immortality seen
so frequently in the long round of Korean literature.

THE SCHOOLS OF SEOUL.
PRIMARY EDUCATION FOR JAPANESE CHILDREN.
Every Japanese child, girl or boy, is required to enter the
Primary School (Chinjo Sho Gakko) at the beginning of the school
year after becoming 6 full years old, and to finish the 6 Year course.
After this, there is a further course of two years in the High
Primary School (Koto Sho Gakko) which may be taken or not, at
the discretion of the parents, but the first 6 years is compulsory. In
Japan Proper, it is sometimes necessary to really compel parents to
send their children, but in Seoul, at least, this is not the case, though
in some instances poverty has made it advisable to “forgive” the
payment of tuition.
Students from outside Seoul, who have no school facilities
in their own towns, attend the Seoul schools. Those in the Primary
Grade travel free on the trains, those in the Higher primary pay a
Yen each month for a student’s ticket. All pay 20 sen more than the
regular tuition, to offset the fact that their parents pay nothing for
the support of the school.
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Including Ryuzan, there are 8 Primary schools. Three of
them have also Higher Primary schools; one is for boys alone, one
for girls alone, and one (at Ryuzan) for girls and boys. In the First
and Second years of the Primary Grades, boys and girls are in the
same division; in the higher grades, they are in separate divisions,
but the course is the same in the first 6 years. In the two higher
years, girls have sewing and boys carpenter-work, and girls are not
given the Commercial Course.
The present enrollment is 3556 boys and 3343 girls in the
Primary, and 447 boys and 252 girls in the Higher Primary. The
total Japanese population of Seoul is 66,565, in 17,578 households,
so the children of Primary School age (6 years to 12) are about 10
per cent of the population, or 2 to every 5 households. The entering
class for 1918 will be about 1500.
The oldest school for Japanese children in the city was
founded in the 22nd year of Meiji (1889) and the second, at Ryuzan,
in 1905. Another was opened in 1908, one in 1910, two in 1911, one
each in 1914 and 1917, while another is planned for 1919.
Most of the expense of these schools is borne by the
Japanese School Association of Seoul. Similar Associations in other
centers maintain schools also. All of them are Public Schools, and
conducted by the Government, and all aim to give the same
education that children receive in Japan Proper.
Every Japanese in the city belongs to this Association, and
every household is assessed annually for the school fund. The
amount is divided in 40 grades, from ¥940.00 down to ¥1.00. One
name only appears on the list opposite the highest amount, while
there are 2,479 of the one yen class. His Excellency the GovernorGeneral is in the tenth class, at ¥300.00. Payment is made quarterly,
and the collection is made just like the collection of taxes. The
Prefect of Seoul is ex-officio Administrator of the Association.
For the current year the total is estimated at ¥156,540,
making an average per household of a little less than nine yen. The
fund is aided by the Government to the amount or over 25,000 yen,
and also receives all penalties paid for delinquent
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taxes. In addition to this there are other receipts, and Tuition, at 40
sen per month for the Primary and twice that for the Higher Primary,
brings in over ¥25,000 more. The total for last year was ¥ 274,278,
of which ¥ 172,685 was expended on the 8 Primary and 3 Higher
Primary Schools (an average of about ¥22.70 per pupil. The balance
went for the Girls’ Higher School, the Kindergarten, and night
classes.
After completing the required 6 years, the brightest boys
sometimes pass directly into the Academy, from which they go to
Government employ, or to one of the Colleges in Chosen or to
Japan Proper for further study, Others take one year of the Higher
Primary, and then enter the Academy, and many take both years of
the Higher Primary, then going into business, or into some other
school, often a technical one. In the Higher Primary there is a
Commercial Course, which substitutes for Manual Training either
English or Korean. This last is the only important difference from
the course in Japan Proper, and from the number taking it, seems
popular. It is certainly a wise provision for young men who will be
going into business in Chosen.
As a typical school, the writer visited the one inside the West
Gate, in the grounds formerly belonging to the French Legation.
This enrolls, in both departments, 1030 students, and will graduate
about 120 each from the Higher Primary and the Primary, and will
take in 150 in each next month.
There are 18 divisions of the 6 grades, approximating 60 in a
division, and 22 teachers, aside from clerks and office force, and
principal. Analysis of the student body shows that over one-half are
the children of officials, about one-fourth scattered in various walks
of life, with a few farmers, and one lone fisherman.
The exhibition of pupils’ work was not complete, but what
had been gathered showed great promise, particularly the drawing
and writing (Japanese) of the lowest grades. The Carpenter Shop
was a delightful place, and is popular (deservedly) with the boys.
They have 2 periods a week, one following immediately after the
other, and this way, get real work done.
Picture-frames of excellent design and admirable finish
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were being made, and on the wall was a working drawing of the
dust-pan a lower grade was to make, with samples of the various
parts, and of the completed work. The highest grade have finished a
good book-case, foreign style, in oak, well waxed, and of a general
finish that would do credit to boys much over 14 years in America.
The credit for most of the statistics in this, and other papers
of this series, belongs to Mr. K. H. Yu clerk in the Educational
Department of the Seoul Prefectural Office. He is described by Mr.
Oyama, the Secretary for Education in that office, as “our
encyclopedia” and the title is a fitting one. His accurate and full
knowledge of all the school affairs of the city, and his untiring help
in gathering the needed figures, make possible a fairly accurate and
full presentation of conditions in Seoul today, that without such
assistance would be out of the question. It is also fair to say that
though the writer’s scanty knowledge of Japanese must be a matter
of irritation to those with whom he tries to talk, he has found the
visits to various schools involved in preparing the articles,
uniformly pleasant, and has always found the school authorities
ready to answer any questions, or to give any amount of time to
showing him through.
E. W. KOONS.
THE SI-CH’UN AND CH’UN-DO CHURCHES.
(TONG-HAK).
NOTE:-The material from which this article is gathered was
kindly given to the writer by representatives of those two religious sects,
so it may be depended on as correct from their point of view.

Among the many inventions of the day in which we live and
move, and have our being, one of the most peculiar is that of a new
religion. And yet here we have it in the Ch’u-ndo and Si-ch’un
Churches, two branches of the same cult.
It has been in existence just fifty-four years and they have
now over two hundred places of meeting, in each of which there are
at least one hundred houses of believers, so reads the report.
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The Founder, First Patriarch, or Saviour (Che-se-joo) as his
title reads was a certain Ch’oi Che-oo born near Kyung-joo in
Kyung-sang Province in 1824.
We are told that at his birth the sunlight came into his
mother’s bosom, soft perfumes filled the air, and the Ku-mi Hills
that looked on, murmured their expressions of wonder.
In the year 1860, when he was 36 years of age, Ch’oi fell
into a trance and heard God speaking to him, “Fear not,” said he,
“the people of the world know me as Sangje. I am he.”
“For myriads of years I have found no way to save the lost
till now I send you forth to teach the law. Receive the charm I give
you; cure sickness; take my formula and tell men how to serve me.
By doing so you will live long and bring blessing to mankind.”
Herewith God wrote out the charm such as they use to-day.
In form it looks’ like greatly elaborated seal characters full of
symbolic representations.
Ch’oi called his son to have him read what had been written,
but the son said “I see nothing,” while Ch’oi himself could read
from it a perfect law for the universe. Its message will be given later.
God spoke again, “My heart is one with yours. Take this
teaching, write it out, and bring blessing to mankind through
unending ages.”
He also gave him the formula by which the truth could be
remembered :
Si-ch’un-joo, cho-wha-jung, yung-se-pool-mang, man-sa-ji.
(Wait thou on God, Master of Creation, Forget Him not, All things
are done through Him).
Many signs and wonders accompanied this remarkable
man’s way. Once he rode fifty li through a howling tempest, the
sunlight playing on him all the while and protecting him from every
drop of rain, while around, the world was deluged. He crossed a
flooded river on horseback, the animal scarcely wet above the
fetlocks.
His eyes flashed unearthly fires, so that evil men dropped on
their knees before him and confessed their faults. Lights
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encircled his head and shot their streamers up into the sky, which,
people seeing, bowed before in wonder. As he read the sacred words,
angels of the night come out to listen. Virtue went forth from him so
that the dead arose at his touch.
He has left three written works, Po-tuk-moon (Explanation
of Virtue), Non-hak-moon (Discourse on Learning) and Yoo-sa
(Final Words).
In his day Confucianism being the state religion, anyone not
a Confucianist was regarded aa a heretic. Christianity too, had been
introduced by the French priests and was known to the people as
Su-hak or the Western Religion.
When the persecution of the Christians broke out Ch’oi was
arrested as well, charged with their heresy and beheaded in Taiku on
the 10th day of the 1st moon, 1864.
After witnessing other signs and wonders that gave proof of
his divine mission, his followers buried his body before Dragon
Lake, by the Ku-mi Mountain of Kyung-joo.
The Second Patriarch, known also as a Master of the Great
Spirit (Tai-sin-sa) was born near Kyung-joo as well, in 1827. His
name was Ch’oi Si-hyung. For convenience sake we shall call him
Ch’oi II. In 1861 he came into touch with the Founder, Ch’oi I, and
received his baptismal name Hai-wul, Sea-Moon.
One of the wonderful signs that accompanied his way, was
the fact that a half bowl of oil served for light, and outlasted twentyone nights that he spent in meditation repeating the form Si-ch’unjoo, cho-wha-jung, etc.
He was ordained on the 14th day of the 8th Moon in 1863,
“at the hands of the Saviour,” and thus the Tong-hak religion came
fixedly into being.
The First Patriarch gave his successor the four characters
that are found still to-day written on the fantastic charm used by the
Tong-haks, Soo-sim chung-keui, Make right the heart, put straight
the soul.
As Christianity, or the Su-hak had been persecuted, so
persecution now began against the Tong-haks that increased in
intensity every day. Finally the teacher had to make his escape and
hide among the hills.
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For twenty years this Ch’oi II travelled about through the
mountainous parts of Korea preaching his strange unheard of
religion.
In the year 1893 when he was 66 years of age he sent his
disciple Kim Kwi-am with a large following to Seoul to lay a
petition before the King telling him how unjustly “the Saviour of
the world,” Ch’oi I had been beheaded, and asking that all
restrictions be removed from their propaganda. They knelt before
the palace gates and continued kneeling till they won their wish.
This did not change the minds of the country officials
however, who were opposed to the Tong-haks, and once again Ch’oi
II had to make his escape and fly for his life.
About this time an official secretary of Chulla Province,
Chun Pong-joon, known popularly as Green Beans (Nok-too), in
revenge for the death of his father who had been beheaded by the
Governor, Cho Pyung-gap, raised an insurrection and had the
oppressed Tong-haks join him. They did so, determined in mind to
do away with the existing government and drive out all foreigners
and Japanese from the country. Great confusion resulted. The
soldiers of the state were sent to put them down, but were stoutly
resisted, and for two years the Tong-haks more than held their own.
An old Korean friend tried to impress upon the writer the
theory that the Tong-haks were the cause of the world’s catastrophe
to-day. They brought on the China-Japan War, the results of which
were the underlying causes of the Japan- Russia War. The weakness
of Russia as evidenced by that conflict encouraged Germany to set
the world afire in 1914. Hence accordingly,” said he, “the Tonghaks of Korea are the dim, distant cause of Europe’s pain to-day.”
Be this as it may, the teacher, Ch’oi II, was greatly disturbed
over the confusion that existed between his true followers and the
supposed rebels. From his retreat in the Kang-wun Mountains he
sent word everywhere to warn his people against any part in the
uprising, but this failed to deliver his own soul from suspicion and
he was finally taken a Wun-Joo in 1898 and beheaded in the Seoul
prison.
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The division between the Ch’un-do Kyo and the Si-ch’un
begins at this point, the Ch’un-do Kyo claiming that Son Pyungheui is the rightful successor and the Third Patriarch, while the Sich’un people call Kim Kwi-am Tai-joo, or Great Lord.
Among their teachings are sentences like the following :
“There is a spirit in man possessing him which is God.”
“Since God dwells within you, think of Him as near at hand
and not far away.”
“In order to hold to this realization,” say they, “repeat this
formula at all times and in all places: Si-ch’un-joo, cho-wha-jung,
yung-se-pool-mang, man-sa-ji Wait thou on God, Master of
Creation, Forget Him not, All things are done through Him.”
Every night at nine o’clock as they say their prayers they
offer a glass of water as a symbolic sacrifice.
Evening and morning too, when rice is prepared, one
spoonful is set aside as an offering for each member of the family.
Sunday is observed as a day of worship, prayer is made to
God and the Teachers, after which instruction is given.
One exhortation runs thus: “When you eat, or when you
work; when you wake, or when you sleep, whatever you do, think
of God and the Teachers, and offer your vows and prayers.”
Among the twenty-one sentences on the charm appear the
following :
“Keep the heart, guard the soul.”
“If His endless spirit be upon you all is well.”
“By virtue of the waters of Heaven and Earth He heals.”
“The Holy Saviour of the Sea and Moon saves the sick.”
“Trust the returning waters with your soul.”
They observe certain holy days, as when the Patriarchs
received the truth, when they were ordained, and when they died.
Their association is thoroughly well organized, well
financed, and well established throughout the country.
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Ch’oi I, Che-oo, the First Patriarch (Il Cho), Great Spirit Teacher
(Tai-sin-sa) is popularly known among his followers as Che-se-joo,
Saviour of the World.
Ch’oi II, Si-hyung, is known as Hai-wul Sun-saing (Teacher
Sea-moon) the Second Patriarch.
Their original church is in Chun-dong, modelled in style of
architecture after the Cathedral. Here they meet for worship. Other
meeting places they have in An-dong and Ke-dong, the northern
part of the city. A year and more ago they purchased the property of
Marquis Pak Yong-hyo outside the East Gate and here they have
one of their headquarters.
The two names Si-ch’un and Ch’un-do mean respectively,
according to old Oriental renderings, Waiting on God, and The
Divine Way.
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS.
Studies in Japanese Buddhism, The Macmillan Co., New York 1917. By A.
F. Reischauer.
This very instructive book is based on a series of lectures offered
by New York University upon the foundation known as the Charles F.
Deems Lectureship of Philosophy.
It is interesting to know that Dr. Reischauer is the youngest
lecturer who has taken part in this course, though the subject he deals with
be so old.
This is one of the books, alas too few, that help to open to our
wider vision this mystery of all the mysteries of East Asia—Buddhism. Its
mental world, spiritual world, the world that is superior to the material
interests of the day, this chiefest of all worlds where the soul lives and
moves and has its being, is the theme of the author.
He touches in a very interesting way upon India’s pre-Buddhist
history, giving the setting from which Gautama’s system sprung, the
Philosophic conceptions of that day, and showing how Buddha and
Brahma came face to face.
Somewhat sparingly he refers to the rise of Mahayana Buddhism.
As a contrast to those students who would see in temples, monks and nuns,
sacred books, rosaries, celibacy, different denominations, the swastika
cross, the Trinity of Amida, Tai-se-ji and Kwannon, prayers in an
unknown tongue, images, robes, Ashvagosha’s book on faith and what not,
an indubitable reflection of Christianity, Dr. Reischauer is
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student who would investigate these mysteries impartially.
The writer feels, however, that the author with his intimate knowledge of
the subject in general, could give us more light still on this very interesting and
surprising coincidence.
He takes up the development of Buddhism in Japan, the main theme of the
book, and one of special interest to us now in Korea. Japan, in fact, is the only
country where Mahayana or reformed Buddhism can be said to be alive.
He throws much light on the great question of Amida. “Shinran,” says he,
“taught salvation through faith in the Name of Buddha Amida, and rejected the
old way of salvation through one’s wisdom and virtue.” Again he says, “Most
Amadaists regard Gautama as simply the great teacher and not the Buddha to be
worshipped. In this a wide possibility of separation is seen between the one
worshipped, and the misty historical character Siddheartha.”
On page 246 Dr. Reischauer gives a very striking statement of a very
ignorant old woman as to how she interprets Amida.
In speaking of Nirvana the author says that “in recent years” there has
been a reaction against the Nirvana of non-existence in favour of the view that it
means an entrance to a life of bliss. This raises a question as to when this view
first came into being. In a Life of the Buddha such as Koreans read, based on
ancient records, we find passages like this, “They went up to the abodes of bliss, a
realm of precious treasure and beautiful flowers, where fairy children, decked in
blossoms and buds, gathered in happy companies. Cassia trees bloomed in beauty,
while phoenix birds and peacocks graced the scene with their happy flight. It was
indeed a world of angelic light. and joy unspeakable.”
His chapter on Salvation gives an account of the journey through the Ten
Worlds, from that of Hell to the estate of the Buddha.
In trying to touch the salient features of the book, one finds its range of
compass so wide that he knows not what to select.
What has Buddhism in it that will be able to survive its clash with modern
thought? This also is taken up and discussed from the point of view of the expert.
The author being professor of philosophy is admirably equipped to deal with this
great subject. Sometimes it taxes the mere layman to follow him.
Among the ‘nuggets’ from the Buddha, that he mentions, is the following,
“Peace of mind, and understanding of the Way, are both born of goodness.
Goodness is a great armour which fears no weapon.”
Every student of Buddhism and of the Far East will be anxious to read this
book.
In a second edition, a list of names with the Chinese characters added for
explanation would be appreciated.
J. S. G.
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1st/15 Queen’s Regiment, Baird Barracks,
Bangalore, India, January 29, 1918.
To the Editor of the KOREA MAGAZINE,
Dear Sir:A friend in Dalny who has kindly kept me in touch with
matters Chinese, since I enlisted two years and more ago, has sent
me two issues of your Magazine.
May I as an old “occ.” contributor to London journals be
allowed to express my keen appreciation of your articles?
The Choon Yang is real literature of a meritoriousness that is
worthy of Fiona McLeod at his best
May I ask, since it has so deeply interested me, and it is
difficult from the Magazine’s ‘contents’ to discover the source of
your contributions, whether your articles are all translations from
the Chinese, or partly so, or contributed by authors born outside of
Chinese jurisdiction, particularly in the case of the Choon Yang
story? If this last is of Chinese origin, we Europeans have much to
learn yet of Chinese literary art
I fear I’ve expressed myself poorly, but barrack life is not
conducive to elegance, nevertheless I trust you will understand from
this letter how much I have enjoyed these two Magazines and that I
am duly grateful to you for the pleasure you have given me. Let me
hope you will command success as fully as you deserve it
Believe me, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully, PERCY HIPWELL,
We appreciate this letter from a friend whom wo have never met,
and who has seen but two copies of the Magazine. It is a real satisfaction
to be able to state that “Choonyang” as now appearing is a translation of a
famous Korean story, and the only thing about it which is not Korean is
the inevitable phraseology from which a foreigner cannot wholly escape
in making translations. We concur in the statement which indicates that all
of us have yet much to learn of Korean literary art.—THE EDITORS.
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Chart Showing the School System of Chosen
With the statistics of the Government and recognized schools, 1917

Higher
Common
Schools
Government
3
(keijyoheijyoTaikyu)
Private 6
(Keijyo 3KaijyoKankoTorai)
Pupils 1764
Course
4
years

Practical
Schools
Public 18
Private 1
Pupils
1833
(*1)
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CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the March number.)
XVII. BEFORE THE BUDDHA.
Now that the Commissioner had disclosed himself thus to
Halfwit, he took him with him to a neighbouring monastery, which
was called the Temple of a Thousand Blessings. It was to this same
temple that Choonyang’s mother had come, years ago, in her desire
for a child. She had made no end of contributions, rice fields and
the like, and had asked earnest prayers, so that in the course of time
Choonyang was born. Now again that Choonyang had fallen under
the bastinado, and was nearing death’s border-line, she had engaged
all the Priests to offer sacrifice in the main temple and to pray to the
Buddha. Thus they were rigged out in all their paint and feathers.
Some were braided, some had on headcaps; some wore cassocks;
some held gongs, some cymbals, some gong-bells; some wooden
rattleclaps, while little boys held drums and red-wood drum sticks.
The drums went, “Too-ree toong-toong!” the cymbals
“kwang-kwang;” the wooden rattle claps “do-doo-rak;” “do-doorack;” the-gong-bells “chal chal;” the gongs “jang-jang;” the pipes
“chew-roo-roo.”
The prayer was: “O, Amida Buddha! O, Buddha who rulest
in the four quarters of Nirvana with its endless heights and
illimitable distances: Have mercy, O, Amida Buddha! O, *Sokka
Yurai! O, Merciful Buddha! O, Saviour Buddha! O, †Posal of the
Earth, and thou five hundred Nahans, and you guardian of the eight
regions of the gods, hear our prayers in behalf of the unfortunate
Choonyang, whose family name is Song, who was born in the year
‡Imja, in the village of the Descent of the Fairies, in Namwon
county, east Chulla, in
*Sokka Yurai. The highest title of the Buddha, meaning
without origin or end.
†Posal. Buddhist divinity one step below the great Divinity.
‡Imja. This is one of the names of the years of the cycle, of
which there are sixty. Imja might mean 1552, 1612, 1672, etc:
Eu1chook is another of the names that make up the sixty.
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the Kingdom of Chosen. She is now in prison, and her frail life
hangs by a thread, under the awful menace of the paddle. Cause
thou that Yee Dream-Dragon, who lives in Seoul, in Three Stream
Town, come south to Chulla as governor, or secret Commissioner of
His Majesty, so that she may not die. This is our prayer.”
While the pipes went,
“Chew-roo-roo!”
The cymbals,
“Kwang-kwang!”
The drums,
“Soo-ree toong-toong!”
The rattle-claps,
“Do-doo-rak!”
With their wide-sleeved coats the priests waved their arms,
and beat a tattoo this way and that, like the fluttering moths of the
summer time, moving back and forth in Buddhist order.
The Commissioner beheld it all in wonder.
“I thought it was by virtue of my ancestors,” said he, “that I
am coming south in this capacity, but I find that it is due to the
Buddha.”
On the following day he called the priests together,
presented them with a thousand yang, then hurriedly wrote a letter
and gave it to Halfwit, saying, “I shall wait here for a time. Take the
letter and give it to the captain of the guard at Oonbong. He’ll give
you something for it in return, so deliver it carefully, and wait for
me tomorrow morning.”
“Yes, sir,” answered Halfwit.
He took it and went with all speed to Captain Oonbong.
Oonbong read it and then suddenly called a soldier saying, “Lock
this chap up in prison, will you. See that he’s well fed and cared for,
and await my order.”
“Yes, sir,” said the soldier, and so they locked up Halfwit.
XVIII. THE BLIND SORCERER.
When the Commissioner had despatched Halfwit to
Oonbong he made all haste to leave. At this same time Choonyang
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had fallen asleep and had a dream. She dreamt that the apricot and
plum blossoms before the window had fallen; that the looking glass
that she used to dress by had been broken in two; that a scarecrow
image was hanging over the door; and that the crows outside on the
wall were calling “(ga-ook ga-ook, ga-ook.”
She sat now wondering whether it were a bad or goodomened dream, her thoughts troubling her. At this moment she
heard going by the prison the blind sorcerer Haw, who read prayers
and cast horoscopes for the town folk, so she summoned the keeper
and asked him to call fortune-teller Haw to her.
He came in forthwith and sat down.
“Please excuse my not calling and making inquiry for you
before,” said the blind man. “You have had a hard time under the
rod. Let me massage you, will you? Though I cannot see, yet my
fingers are medicinal fingers. I can dispel pain from the body as one
would scatter a thousand troops: Let me see. Let me see.”
He began in a rude and immodest way to handle her, but she,
instead of pushing him off with a stroke of the hand, being anxious
to get his interpretation of her dream, influenced him thus: “Blind
Master, I want To tell you something. My mother has always said to
me that Master Haw, who lives outside the West Gate, although
blind, is really at heart a gentleman; that his behaviour is always of
the highest order; and that every-body speaks well of him. ‘When
you were a little girl.’ said she to me, ‘he frequently saw you, and
used to take you on his knee like a father, saying ‘My little daughter,
My little daughter!’ He would shake you and pat your check.” I
often wished after growing up to go and see you. It is as if it were
but yesterday that I heard all these good things.”
The fortune-teller, hearing this, changed his touch to the
gentlest, kindest and most reserved.
“Yes, that’s so, but what wretch ever beat you thus?”
The beater ‘Big-bell’ did it,” said Choonyang.
“He is a brute,” said Haw. “If he calls me to read prayers for
him at the month end, I’ll set him a day that will play havoc with his
full stomach. But what was your dream?”
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When Choonyang told all her dream, Haw cast lots with his
silver mounted divining-box. He put in the dice, held it high in the
air, and then called out his prayer thus:
“Heaven do you say nothing? and Earth do you say nothing
too? And yet you will be moved to give me what I ask, I know. For
a good man’s virtue is one with Heaven and Earth, and its glory is
like the Sun and Moon, and its comeliness is like the order of the
Four Seasons, and its luck is like that of the gods. In this year
Eulchok, in the 5th moon on the 20th day, in the land of Chosen, in
East Chulla province, in the county of Namwon, in the township of
Phoenix-bamboo, in the village of the Descent of the Fairies, we
make our petition. There was born in the year Imja, one whose
family name is Song, and whose given name is Choonyang. She is
just now locked up in prison and has suffered pain for many days.
Tell when she will be set free, I pray; when she will meet Yee
Dream-Dragon, of Three Streams in Seoul, and what her fortune
will be. As you revealed secrets to the ancients so now reveal this to
me.”
He compared the dice and gave a great laugh, “A good
throw indeed! The ‘official-devil’ meets a ‘blank.’ When the
‘official-devil’ meets a ‘blank’ it means that the case is off. You’ll
be free to-day or tomorrow. Next, the ‘green-dragon,’ the officialdevil,’ and the ‘posthorse!’ Ha, ha! That means official promotion.
Sure! We have here the highest official office in the land. The ‘tiger’
comes forth in the night from ‘Inwang Mountain’ and crosses the
‘Han River.’ He’s coming; my casts are casts of the gods. You’ll see.
Tie a knot on your apron string and lay a wager.”
Choonyang; replied, “Your words alone give me courage,
now tell me my dream.”
Haw mad answer, “I’II do so. The falling blossoms indicate
that the time of fruit has come. The broken glass indicates a sound,
a report, a ringing noise. The scare-crow over the door means that
all the people will look up to see as they pass by; and the crow on
the prison wall who went ‘ga-ook, ga-ook, means the Ga of
Beautiful, and the Ook of Mansion. You are to meet with great
fortune. When you meet a gentleman
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at the 5th watch of the night there will be no end of gladness this
kapin day. At the tenth hour of pyongjin day, you will ride in a
gorgeous palanquin, and if you don’t, may I die and be confounded.
Be not afraid,”
“If it comes thus as you say,” said Choonyang, “I’ll surely
reward you.”
“I say,” said the blind Master, “there are lots of folks, now-adays, wearing headcaps of rank, even though they have no rank.
Give me a headcap will you. It will all come about in a day or so.
Mind I tell you.”
He said good-bye and left.
XIX. AT THE HAND OF FARMERS.
At this time the Commissioner, thinking of Choonyang,
made all the speed he could, his heart in a state of trepidation. The
time of year was when the farmers were out transplanting their rice
seedlings. People in hundreds were busy in the fields, in reed hats
and grass rain-coats, making their plantings, While they worked
they sang so that the hills re-echoed :
“Too-ree toong-toong, kwang, sang-sa twee-o.”
“To start schools, and learn the sacred teachings, is the
calling of the Superior Man,
“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o;
“To live luxuriously in the mansions of the blessed, is the
fortune of high ministers of state.
“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o;
“‘To go horse-back riding and cock-fighting in the flowery
hills is the delightful calling of the sportive youth,
“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o;
“There are lots of callings in the world of the gentry, but we
poor farmers only work, and eat, and drink, and sleep,
“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o;
“Listen to me you lads. Let’s go abroad in ships upon the big
blue sea, travel far and view the world, learn this and that, and
prove ourselves first dwellers in the land,
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“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o.
One farmer would pipe out in a loud voice the leading
couplet, while others came in on the chorus.
“Oh yo-yo sang-sa twee-o;
“The Superior Man puts away the drinkings and
immoralities of the world, and with high and noble purpose meets
his fellow; treats him honestly and well in all his acts and words,
This is the manner of the Superior Man,
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o;
“To ride on a fine horse, with a wide and liberal spirit inside
of one, and a mind stored with the sacred teachings of the Sages,
and to shake the world with skill and knowledge, this is the part of
the Superior Man’
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o.;
“He who gathers the young under his kindly sway, and sees
that they are taught the sacred writings, assisting each in the
direction of his particular talent, and aiding them to become strong
and good men, does the part of the Superior Man,
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o;
“Not sparing his thousands of gold, but giving liberally to
aid all sections of society; with Heaven’s love of life and prosperity
emanating from him, so that he becomes a living Buddha, this is the
work of the Superior Man,
“Oh lol-lol sang-so twee-o;
“Looking into the ways and means of government, so as to
help the poor; keeping the national treasury well filled so that the
merchants’ prices may rise and fall at pleasure, this too is the calling
of the Superior Man:
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o;
“He who in his dealings with public affairs, when he finds a
difficulty, never retreats, but moves forward so that with due
patience and gentleness, all come right, he is the Superior Man,
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o;
“We are singing now or the Superior Man whose thought
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is deep, and who in heart outdistances the world. We are borne
down by the thought of him and our throats are dry,
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o;
“From the icy caverns, where the cold streams run
ceaselessly, drink deep, and then work as no man on earth ever
worked before,
“Oh lol-lol sang-sa twee-o.”
After a season spent thus at transplanting, they all came out
of the paddy field to have a taste of native whiskey. At one side or
the crock stood a farmer who had his hoe over his shoulder, and a
straw umbrella hat on his head. His grass rain-coat was stuffed
through his belt, and he stood before a brazier warming his
hands．He took from his dog skin tobacco pouch some tobacco,
emptied it into his left hand, wet it with his breath, spat on it,
ground it fine with his thumb, and then drew his pipe from under his
top-knot where it had been transfixed, filled it and took a long deep
puff from the ash fire, drawing with a bellows strength.
The Commissioner watched him from the side.
“Ha, ha,” said he, “he’s a strong mouthed chap yon.”
The farmer looked up at him and said, “Now that they say
that there’s a Secret Commissioner abroad, such creatures as this
one are all about us, on the go.”
The Commissioner then ventured to inquire, “Say, friend,
What about your governor’s conduct, anyway?”
The farmer laughed. “This fellow makes pretence that he is
a Commissioner, and inquires for the governor’s acts. How does he
do his work? Why he cats well, and drinks well. and hoes well, and
spades well, and even rakes well. Nobody does better than he, and
to-morrow after a big feast that is to be held in the yamen, he is
going to beat to death an honest woman by the name of Choonyang.
This rascal is only going to kill her, that’s all; but he’ll ride out yet
one of these days on a hangman’s chair.”
“Look here Myongsamee.”
“Well?”
“Did you see that round-robin?”
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“I saw it.”
“There were a thousand names from our forty-eight
town-ships alone written on it weren’t there?”
“Shut up, don’t talk like that.”
The Commissioner pretended that he did not know what
they said.
“Look here,” said he, “did this Choonyang really go off with
another man and disobey what the governor said?”
The farmer suddenly glared fierce anger at him, shut his two
fists and like a wild tiger sprang forward and gave him a fierce blow
across the cheek. “You low born runt you, will you dare to accuse a
good woman like Choonyang, and dishonor her name? Have you
seen it? Have you heard it? If you have seen it, then out with your
eyes; or if you have heard it, off with your ears. Tell the truth now.”
Then he gave him another blow.
“Say you there (speaking to a comrade) bring that shovel
here, and we’ll dig a hole and bury this creature.” He gave him such
a wrench by the scruff of the neck that Dream· Dragon thought his
last hour had come.
“ Please,” said he, “don’t kill me. I did wrong. You know it
is a saying that men born of the military class make slips of the
tongue. I did not know and so said what I ought not to have said.
Please pardon me.”
Then an old farmer came out and said, “There now, that will
do. Let him alone. He is young and has no sense. Let him go. I tell
you.”
At which all the farmers raised a laugh.
“If you say such things again,” said they, “you are a dead
man. Mind what we tell you, now go.”
Dream-Dragon, scared almost out of his wits, was glad to
leave.
“All you farmer gentlemen, fare ye well and rest in peace.”
He said his good bye thus and took his departure.
To be Continued.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the March Number.)
CHAPTER XXIII.
MARY AND ANNIE.
Again Pine Tree Knob was in the grip of mid-winter when a
courier from the city of Pyeng-yang penetrated that mountain
fastness and announced to the people that at a certain time a training
class would be held in a great city to the south exclusively for
women. The news stirred the town greatly.
“If this foolishness continues,” said the people, “there will
be schools organized for women in Korea, then what will become of
the long honored custom of exclusion of women? No, sir, no
women should go, they are stubborn enough as it is. If they take to
learning, what man will be able to manage his wife?’;
Martha held a long consultation with Mary and Annie and as
a result they secured the consent of their husbands to attend the
class provided they kept the roads often frequented by Christians
and stopped at such places as Christians were well known. They had
never visited the great city and little realized how great was the
distance, or how fierce was the cold of mid-winter. They greeted the
privilege with delight Three hundred miles walk in the dead of
winter, but what of that if they could only learn of Him?
‘“Think of it,” they said, “ten days given up to the study
of Him who had brought so much peace into their homes,”
and added in a burst of wonder, “A class for women!”
“What will you do with the baby?” asked Annie when plans
had been talked over for the hundredth time.
“Take her,” Martha replied.
“Of course,” Annie said, going to the door and looking into
the frost-filled air.” We will take turns in carrying her. Dear little
mite, a year old to-day,” she added, turning and placing her head
close to the baby’s wee face where it was held tight to its mother’s
back by a broad band that covered
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it down to its tiny, restless feet. “You will have her baptized while
we are there, won’t you? and then she will have a name. How good
it is to hear you call me, Annie! It is so different from being called,
‘a thing,’ or, ‘the-inside-of-Min’s-house.’ How wonderful it is Mary
that Christ died for women too. And, Mary, do you hear, Mary? we
may be respected because we are His daughters!”
While Annie rattled on and talked gleefully of their intended
trip, Mary was busy getting ready the little bundle for herself and
baby. She laid away a clean white skirt and also a pretty hood for
the baby. In the great city people are careful about their dress and
one must look well. The Bible, hymn book, a pad of paper, and a
curious foreign-made pencil were placed in the bundle last. The pad
was then taken out and fondled affectionately. On its white pages
she would write the wonderful story of the Christ. Her eyes grew
moist as she held the treasure. She recalled how her husband had
bought it of a Chinese in a market a hundred li to the south. She
giggled aloud when she remembered how her husband had handed
it to her and called her pretty. Until the day of her marriage she had
never seen him, and with what terror she had become his wife! but
that was five years ago; now she was glad. He had thought of her
when he bought the tablet, and had handed the bundle to her with a
bright face and kind words.
“What are you laughing at?” asked Annie.
“See the baby smile,” she replied and laughed again
contentedly, and Annie joined in the laugh.
The next day Annie, and Mary with her baby strapped to her
back, were on their way down the mountain. How fierce and pitiless
was the cold!
“Have you your tablet and pencil?” asked Mary as they
journeyed.
“Yes,” Annie replied apologetically. “You learned so easily
under Martha’s teaching, while I have learned to write but one word.
I can write the word Jesus, and tell it wherever I see it. I thought I
would take the tablet and may be some one would write something
on it for me.”
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They soon passed from the fiord leading from their
mountain home and faced southward into the world they had never
seen before. Many were the curious glances turned upon the two
women. They generally passed the plain face or the elder and rested
upon the one blooming with youth and animation. She carried upon
her back a bundle that refused to be quiet and filled its mother with
pride, making her buoyant and her step elastic. The wind was at
their backs, but how it blistered the exposed parts of their faces
whenever they met strangers and were compelled, from a sense of
modesty, to turn their backs upon them and face the north.
“Where are you going?” was constantly asked at the inns.
“We are going to find the Christ,” would be the reply.
“Where is he?” an old man asked.
Annie looked at the questioner, at the sky, the snow covered
mountains and replied, “Everywhere.”
The old man gazed at Annie with a mystified look and
muttered softly to himself, “Women are strange creatures.”
The north wind blew steadily and the trees by the way
seemed to snap and burst in the mighty grip of the frost. Mary
slipped the body from her back, and opening her clothing, placed it
next to her warm body. On the third day from home the two women
replaced their sandals with new ones, but their cotton padded socks
were worn through, and in the inn that night, Mary rolled on the
floor in an agony or pain as her frosted feet slowly thawed out.
They tore their head band in two and bound up their frosted feet and
the next day limped on.
When Sunday came they rested and Mary read aloud from
her new red covered Bible. She read, “Take up your cross daily and
follow me.” “Stop,” said Annie, “what is that?”
“I don’t know,” replied Mary.
“I know, it is suffering for Him. Are we doing that, Mary?”
Annie said glancing down at her frost bitten feet. “I don’t know,”
said Mary, “but I think we are doing this for ourselves. I have read
that, ‘His yoke is easy and His burden is light.’ We will ask the
teachers, they know every thing.”
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On a certain evening when Mary and Annie sought the
shelter of an inn they were startled by the presence of a dark face at
the compound gate keenly scrutinizing them as they entered. The
man was small and his face was burned and tanned by the winter
wind to a dark brown and his black eyes sparkled with a disquieting
eagerness. He appeared to be worn and thin from want and exposure.
The two women passed to the inner court and stood a moment at the
open door of the women’s quarters while their hostess spread fresh
mats on the floor. They overheard the voice of the stranger asking
for shelter. He was telling how that he had money at home but had
been unfortunate on the way and was reduced to beggary. But if the
innkeeper would grant him food and shelter for the night, he, would,
on his return home, immediately dispatch a courier back on his path
and settle all bills. The innkeeper asked many questions. Some of
them were embarrassing. “Why was he traveling north when his
home was in the south?” The stranger answered readily that he had
lost members of his family and was searching for them. The
innkeeper looked out upon the white road and flying frost, then
down at the miserably clad man, and with a half discourteous grunt
that meant that he did not believe a word of it, opened the door for
the wanderer.
Only a thin paper partition separated the room occupied by
Mary and Annie from that of the male guests. A paper covered door
with an ill fitting frame led into the opposite apartment. The loud
voices of men could as easily be heard as if they were in the same
room, while the smoke from their pipes poured through the cracks
of the ill fitting door.
Unselfish Annie had persuaded Mary to lie down on the mat
covering the warmest part of the floor. The arrangements placed
herself nearest the wall of the adjoining room. Long after the inn
had become quiet for the night, she lay awake, her mind plagued by
the face of the stranger who plead poverty at the inn door. At last
she fell asleep and was dreaming of her travels over the frozen road
with the chill wind upon her, and the dear voices of Mary and the
baby in her ears. Suddenly she was awakened by a voice that
seemed
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to arise from beneath the floor. It was a subdued murmur of a man’s
voice, held and guarded for fear of reaching other ears, yet intense
and impassioned carrying with it a world of yearning. Tears filled
the eyes of Annie for the pathos of it.
‘ For a moment the voice slipped the leash of caution.
“Dear Lord,” it said, “In the voice of this babe I hear their
cry. How cruel is the frost! Are they sheltered, oh, my Master?”
The heart of Annie went out to the stranger. She crept closer
to the partition and when the murmurings ceased, she tapped lightly
on the thin wall and whispered,
“Stranger do you believe in the Christ?”
The pause that followed was so long that Annie began to
regret her boldness, when finally the reply came in a low voice.
“I, of all sinners, have been the most vile.”
“But the work of Christ is to pardon,” said Annie.
“I know,” came the low reply, “else had I not been here.”
“You are then a beggar because you became a Christian,”
observed Annie.
“True,” was the reply, “still I am paying a debt of crime.
Pardon is mine, but I still reap a dreadfu1 harvest from past sowing.”
“You pronounced a name which I like well; it awoke me
from sleep. My name is also Martha; whom did you call?”
She could hear the man start and catch his breath.
“So you were baptized too,” he said after a long pause, “but
her voice, the voice of Martha, was soft and sweet. “Pardon me for
burdening you with my troubles and keeping you from your needed
rest, but it is a comfort to meet one who knows my Master. As I
came into the inn a young woman passed me carrying a babe on her
back. She reminded me of my Martha and her bright laughter and I
could not sleep.”
“Sweet,” Annie replied somewhat irrelevantly, “sure no one
ever called my voice sweet, but who was your Martha?”
“I lost her and the baby.”
“Lost her, how?”
“Threw her away.”
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“You must have been a fool, threw her away?”
“I have searched everywhere for her in heat and cold over
mountains and across plains for hundreds of li to the East where her
parents last lived. I have searched hundreds of homes of the rich
and the poor—they are lost.” Again he made a long pause, then
added, eagerly, “Does the baby belong to you, and is it pretty?”
Annie looked a long time at the crack of the door before she
replied. “Do you believe?” she asked.
“I have a Bible and hymn book,” he replied, and she heard
him fumble the leaves.
Annie carried the candle to the door and opened a tiny crack.
He understood and handed his Bible and hymn book through the
door. She could not read but the bindings and shape of the books
were familiar and they made a companion of the stranger. “They are
Christian books,” she said, “and it is well.” Then she started and
held the open Bible to the light, hastily brushed her hand across the
page, looked again with the leaf close to her face, and endeavored to
separate one page from the other in places where they were stuck
fast together.
“What is it,” she whispered excitedly, “What are the stains?
Why, it is red blood, it is surely blood!”
“Stains of blood sacrifice,” he replied through the close
fastened door.
“Whose blood?” she demanded.
“The blood of Martha,” he replied in a hoarse whisper. “She
bled for the faith and became an angel, and I became a fiend. The
shedding of innocent blood will open both heaven and hell. I may
be able some day to tell you the long story. You are looking upon
the stain of blood sacrifice. I am hunting the world through that I
may find her and ask forgiveness. I have thought that maybe with
God’s pardon and also with the forgiveness of Martha there would
be peace: nay, but why should I prattle of peace that has long since
gone.”
· Annie did not understand “blood sacrifice.” She had heard
the term used in connection with an ancient rite of the Church.
Perhaps after all it was only some strange allegory. No, for
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here were the real blood stains, and she touched them again
wonderingly. She was so long engaged in these meditations that he
again addressed her :
“Did you say the baby was pretty?” The eagerness of his
voice did not escape her.
“Wait,” said she, and unbolting the door passed the books to
the hands of the stranger. She quietly crossed the room and picked
up the sleeping child and presented her to the partially opened door.
“See,” said she, “is she not pretty?”
He stretched out his hands, took the baby in his arms, and
scanned its face eagerly while his hands shook with emotion.
“Hush,” cautioned Annie, “you may wake its mother. It is a terrible
thing for a mother to wake and not find her babe.
She loves it and loves her husband too as she loves her life.”
“That is woman’s way,” he replied, still looking earnestly
into the face of the sleeping child. “Yes, she is pretty, but not so
pretty as the baby of Martha.”
“Hush,” she warned again, glancing across the room at Mary.
“She is pretty, beautiful, and her voice,” she added severely, “is
sweet too whenever she laughs or cries.”
“Yes, yes,” said the man hastily, “no doubt when she opens
her eyes, no doubt, no doubt.”
“Tell me,” said Annie with a severe tone in her voice, “Why
do you sob and pray for Martha and her baby, why do your hands
tremble when you touch Mary’s baby? Men do not usually act in
that way.”
He raised his gaunt face to hers and in the dull light of the
candle it appeared strangely pinched and thin from want and
suffering?. “She is my wife,” he said simply, “and I will find her,”
he added with a dauntless look coming into his thin face.
“If you were not a Christian I would tell you nothing though
you cried your eyes out. To be a Christian is to be all. I may be able
to gladden your heart with news for which you have labored so
much. Are we not members of the same family?” she continued
with exasperating delay, while his eyes sparkled with a deepening
fire. “Speak, woman, speak! What have you to say?” His words
came quick, imperious.
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“They call me Annie sometimes to avoid confusion but I
was baptized Martha,” she said in her slow guarded whisper. “I
chose this name because it was worn by the most beautiful woman I
ever saw. She is good and true as she is beautiful and she has a baby
too.”
“ Where, where?” cried the stranger excitedly.
Annie seized the child, bolted the door and ran with the babe
to Mary’s side. The latter had been awakened by the stranger’s
unguarded cry, and was looking with a startled parting of the lips at
Annie. Sleepers on the other side of the partition were also stirring,
but the stranger was too excited to notice his fellow guests. “Tell
me,” he called through the closed door, “Where is she? Where do
they live?”
Annie was in a panic, she had raised the inn, and hastened to
reply to hide so scandalous a thing. “Pine Tree Knob,” said she,
“three hundred li to the north.”
“I know, I know,” he called back, and there were hasty
movements as one preparing to leave. Presently the outer door
opened and to the astonishment of his fellow guests Mr. Cho
stepped out into the cold night.
“Thank you,” he called, “God sent you to me. Ah-a-a, I will
find her.”
Annie listened in dismay to the sound of his footsteps as he
moved off into the bitter cold. “To think,” said Annie to Mary, “I
may have sent him out to his death, to freeze by the way.”
Mary and Annie had been in the class for two days. Mary
had not written a word on her tablet, and Annie had written the only
one she knew. That night they discussed the matter over and over
again.
“The Church is such a great place full of echoes, and they
talk so fast, I can not even begin to write,” said Mary.
“It is all right when you just try to listen,” said Annie.
The next day Mary listened and the following night she took
down her tablet and wrote nearly all night. She wrote till the light
filled the east, then caressed the closely written pages before
seeking the warm mat by the side of her pink
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cheeked baby. After that she listened days, and nights wrote with
feverish anxiety for fear or losing a word of the wonderful story.
“I must lake it all back lo my husband and to the women of
the north,” she said, “and my baby must learn too, bye and bye.”
The class ended and the two women prepared to return to
their mountain home. Their frost-bitten feet and faces had healed
and the baby never seemed so plump and happy. She had laughed
the class through to the despair of the teachers and many of Mary’s
classmates, but Mary did not know that. The baby was happy and
she was more than happy.
They turned their faces into the bitter north wind. It had
been rough coming, how much more so returning, and each day
they longed for the end of the journey and the warm rooms of their
own homes. Under shelter at night they rehearsed all they had seen
and heard.
“How short the time seemed,” said Mary.
“Yes,” said Annie, “but when one stops to think it over it
seems like years; at times it seems almost to have driven the
memory of all the past from my mind.”
The fourth day out the baby became fretful and began to
cough. Three days she was ill, indeed, and at the inn, Mary no
longer consulted her tablet, and Annie, fearing ill results from the
neglect, stowed the precious paper in her own bundle. The last night
of the journey, Mary placed the baby on the hottest spot on the inn
floor and hovered over her with fear-filled eyes. Late the next
afternoon they were hastening up the long fiord of their mountain
home. Mary, having said nothing all day, now hastened her steps till
her breath came in short sharp gasps, and Annie almost ran to keep
at her heels.
Suddenly Mary paused :
“Annie, Annie, Oh, Annie!” she cried, with terror-filled
voice.
“Yes,” Annie gasped with sudden apprehension and shrank
away from her companion in fear of the presence of the King of
Terrors, and dropped behind several paces. Mary
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noticed the act and the muscles of her face grew suddenly tense and
a hard look came into her eyes. Presently Annie pushed forward and
touched her arm.
“I believe in the Christ, Mary, and am not afraid. You are so
tired, let me take it. I will place it close to my own body, and I will
warm it though it be many times cold.”
“It is mine,” Mary said, her face softening and tears filling
her eyes, “though I thank you, I will carry it.”
The way was rough and Mary had carried the burden a long
time; slipping, she fell and would have lain by the way-side from
exhaustion. Then Annie opened her garments and placed the tiny
body next her own warm one.
When they reached Mary’s home it was closed. Her husband
had gone to a distant market, and would not return for some days.
The two women entered with their silent burden. They built a fire
under the floor; and through the night, the neighbors listened
wonderingly at the stifled sounds of moaning that crept out into the
wind-swept street past Mary’s house.
At last the light of dawn crept over the mountain peaks and
through Mary’s paper windows; she was kneeling by the side of the
little body wringing her hands.
“Oh dear, dear, dear,” she wailed, “I went to find the Christ,
and I lost my baby.”
Annie opened the door and looked out, “Glorious!” she cried,
“What is glorious?” asked Mary. “It fills the heaven and
floods the world, Mary.” “What floods the world, Annie?”
For answer Annie swung the door wide open and the rising
sun poured upon Mary and her baby at her knees.
“The glory of the Christ fills the land like the sun, Mary, and
it fills my soul,” cried Annie、
The drawn look of suffering on Mary’s face softened and the
tears fell freely.
“They baptized her Lucy,” she murmured, “she was so sweet,
so different from any other baby, and I wanted her so.” After a
pause she added, “He has taken her. What did you write on your
tablet, Annie?” “Jesus,” Annie replied.
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CHAPTER XXIV. A WANDERER.
Mr. Cho raced out into the bitter cold night with little
thought of its peril, obsessed with the idea that he was only three
hundred li from Martha and would not stop till he had found her and
the baby. On he ran, the keen wind cutting his face, till exhaustion
compelled him to pause. He looked out across the fields and up to
the towering mountains beyond where millions of sparkling
diamonds reflected the moonlight. The wind had sunk into silence
and not a sound save his own hard breathing could he hear; the
sentinel-like mountain peaks pierced the icy sky, and the dark
projections of grotesquely formed boulders frowned down from the
snow whiteness. There were no trees to cover the nakedness of the
plain and mountain; and he stood alone in a vast waste of death. The
cold pierced his clothing and cut his face like a knife, while frost
gathered on his beard and eyebrows. As soon as he could regain his
breath he again pushed forward. Martha’s face beckoned him, the
pleading look last seen when he drove her from the door was ever in
the path before him. He was weak from long journeyings and recent
illness. and lack of food. There was a curious singing in his ears. He
thought it was Martha’s voice in song and he stopped to listen; or,
was it the baby crying, crying for him? He pictured Martha in his
home as he had seen her, warmly housed: he would soon be there
and sit with her and the baby on the soft cushioned floor: he would
watch the lamp light flicker over her sweet face, and then they
would gel down on their knees and thank God together.
The snow under his feet gave out a harsh crunching sound,
and he stopped to listen. It irritated him as wholly inharmonious
with the silence and the pleasant picture he had painted; he would
not allow the fretful complaining snow beneath his feet to defeat
him in this race. He would find Martha and find warmth and
comfort though the cold did take on a voice of menace.
Just as the moon settling to the horizon filled the way of
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Mr. Cho with enormous shadows a glow in the east announced the
miracle of a new day, the sun arose turning the frosted world into
dazzling brilliancy and its rays warmed the road of the wanderer.
Mr. Cho passed an inn and some one gave him a morsel of
food, but he was not aware of the friendly act; he was obsessed with
the one idea that he must find his lost wife and make restitution.
Hunger and fatigue were the background of his sufferings, its
intensity relieved by a moment’s rest or a bit of food caused no
expression of gratitude as it was so infinitely trivial to what seemed
to be the world problem that rested upon his shoulders. Once Mr.
Cho had been a coward but now suffering and a great resolve had
driven fear from his soul.,
But long journeys, exposure and cold were too much for him.
As the winter’s sun warmed the way his mind took on strange
fantasies. He sought for his wife and their babe in every nook and
when he reached a bend in the road he would hasten to get a view
beyond with the expectation of seeing them.
Many months thereafter strange tales were told of a small
dark man searching the towns of the great highway for a lost
woman and her baby. He searched the compounds of the rich and
poor alike and when forcibly ejected he often assumed the necessity
of a second search. People listened to his story as they would to the
tales of the demented. News preceded him from village to village
and they feared his arrival and were glad when his thin face and
piercing eyes turned from their town.
When the sun began to sink low in the west and the frosty
air again bit through his clothing, Mr. Cho found a seat on the steps
leading into an inn. He was muttering imprecations against Bali and
a certain preacher who had stolen his wife and child. The inn keeper
attracted by the voice outside his door stepped out and looked down
upon the wanderer. “Curse you, Bali, and your black arts,” said Mr.
Cho looking up unsteadily into the face of the man above him, then
he waved his hand as would a posturing dancing girl and sang
“Happy Day.”
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“Happy Day,” repeated the inn keeper, “Hey, in there,” he
called, “come out and look at this Happy Day.” The inn emptied
itself into the street and a curious crowd gathered around Mr. Cho.
“Crazy,” said some, “sick,” said others. “Sick people die,” said the
inn keeper. “He is on your doorstep,” said a neighbor, “he is your
man.”
“Not on your life,” fairly should that gentleman. “I didn’t
invite him here. Sick in my house, die in my house? Never.” The
commotion called people from neighboring houses. “This is the
affair of the town,” declared the inn keeper. “Not this town but the
next,” some one shouted. “Ah, the next town,” was the unanimous
vote.
Two young men were persuaded to prepare a stretcher of an
old mat, and rolling Mr. Cho upon it they bore him away, while Mr.
Cho sang snatches of Christian hymns. “Peace, perfect peace,” he
repeated over and over, and ended with “Halleluiah, Amen.”
“Must have learned English,” commented one of his bearers.
“Wonder if it is catching,” asked the other. “What, English?” “No,
his sickness.” “Very likely it is,” consoled the other, “and doubtless
we shall die of it.”
On reaching the outskirts of the next village the bearers laid
their burden down while one went forward to reconnoiter. As it was
growing dark and no one was seen moving about the street they
carried their load to the center of the town which was simply a thin
line of houses stretched out on both sides of the road. They left Mr.
Cho on the litter and placed his bundle of books and sandals under
his head, then they crept from the town.
A dog set up a cry and other curs of the village took up the
call. So vigorous and persistent were they that doors were swung
open and heads peeped out to see the cause of the commotion. Mr.
Cho began to sing “Happy Day” again in a voice filled with many
croaks and squalls. Soon he was surrounded with a group of
jabbering curious people and barking dogs. A light was brought and
held down close to the face of the sick man.
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“That is right,” said Mr. Cho, “bring a light that I may see
the face of Martha and the baby,—that is right.”
“Raving crazy,” some one said.
The villagers withdrew to the only inn of the town and held
a consultation. They concluded to carry him to the next village.
They would carry him down the mountain rather than up; while it
would be a little further, yet it would be easier. They persuaded a
young gigantic fellow to take the sick man on his back. While this
discussion was in progress a little girl on her way home from the
farther end of the village passed the sick man and heard him
repeating, “Happy Day.” She ran as fast as her legs would carry her
and called up her father.
“A sick man,” she called, “is lying out on the street singing
“Happy Day.”
The father followed his daughter back to where lay the
unfortunate and arrived just as the huge youth was preparing to get
the sick man on his back. “Wait a moment,” said the newcomer. In
the light of a paper lantern, he examined Mr. Cho’s face attentively.
“ Who are you?” he asked.
“Who am I? I am the baby’s father,” said Mr. Cho, trying to
raise himself on his elbow and looking unsteadily into the face of
his questioner. When he lay back, his head did not rest on the
bundle, and the stranger stooped and took it up. The villagers were
glad enough that anyone took interest in the sick man; glad that
anyone would volunteer any responsibility that would relieve them.
The stranger took out the Bible and Hymn Book and looked them
over carefully.
He bent gently over Mr. Cho who had again begun to sing
“Happy Day.” “Are you a Christian?” he asked.
“Yes, she is that,’ said Mr. Cho, “she is a Christian, so is Bali,
but I can’t find her. I think I put her in the little red book. You will
find her in Mark’s Gospel, Mary and Martha, you know.” Then he
sat up and looked the stranger in the face and asked very solemnly,
“Do you think she will forgive me?”
The stranger took the bundle in one hand and motioning to
the young giant, lifted Mr. Cho to his feet and thus they carried
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him to the stranger’s house and placed the sick man on a warm floor
in a small room.
“This sick man is a Christian.” said the good Samaritan to
the neighbors who crowded the door. “We Christians care for each
other and for all people who are in distress.” The people were
content that it should be so.
The cold of winter was gone and the balmy air of spring had
filled the world with the music of new life and every branch and
twig was straining to put forth bud and leaf. Korea had shaken
herself loose from the sleep of winter, and the denizens of hill and
plain had poured forth to the year’s joyous toil. The sun poured
down upon the face of n brown thatched cottage on the outskirts of
a small village and warmed a lonely, sharp visaged man who sat on
a rough mat outside the door. The man was waiting for a reply to a
message to the south land. He had spent his strength and needed
money. In the past he had made his world suffer because of his
greed for money which he really did not need, now he needed it
much.
Mr. Cho’s host had informed him with Asiatic
ingenuousness that a wife driven from one’s home would most
likely after so long a period have found security with some other
protector, for, indeed, how could she do otherwise. Mr. Cho had
better, therefore, return homeward as that would be the direction
toward peace. Once the doctrine of the fatalist would have brought
to him the quietness of surrender and he would have struggled no
more. But now his new faith knew no surrender till a great wrong
should be righted, and back in the soul of him was an undying
passion for the ones he had lost, a passion which at one time would
have driven him to unmeasured excesses. Now it was an iron of
resolve. He, therefore, waited for his messenger. He had figured out
with the nicety of a mathematician jus t the points in the road where
the man should be each day, and, with a sigh of regret, added one
for each rainy day, but his skill in figures failed to measure the
personal equation of the messenger, his indifference to haste or the
many friends the messenger had alone the route.
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Mr. Cho had never been a model pupil of Confucius. The
impurturbable calm of that cult had never entered his spirit, and his
storm-tossed soul now raged within him. He looked west-ward
through the warm sunshine upon a world swiftly covering its stark
nakedness with green and the riotous colors of spring, but he saw
nothing, nor heard the music of joyous life that echoed about him.
His eyes were fixed upon the opening in a grove that lined the road,
at a point where his messenger had disappeared weeks before. Then
he lifted his eyes to the hills beyond, where they were dotted with a
multitude of mounds. “Very fitting, and quite just should I lie there
with that multitude,” he murmured, “I have consigned others in
times past to the yellow valley and the dark mound on the hillsides,
why should I cherish hope?” he added in supreme scorn of self. His
mind turned back in a remorseless review of his past. Step by step
and in exquisite pain he slowly traveled the long way that led to the
supreme act of crime when he aimed at the life of his wife. Then his
new faith arose before him and the hard lines of his face softened.
As he thus sat one hand rested upon the long staff on which he had
leaned when attempting to walk and in the review of his past his
hand had seized the staff till his fingers were blistered in the grip.
Presently voices came from the wood, familiar voices which
set loose new sensations of pain. He raised his wounded fingers and
looked at them in a detached way and his mind approved of the
wounds. The voices mingled with the footfall of men emerging
from the wood, yet Mr. Cho did not look up, his face whitened and
his body stiffened while he still gazed at his wounded hand.
Presently Pastor Kim, and Bali, stood before him. He raised his eyes
in response to their hearty triumphant greetings, then moistening his
lips said, “Like as a father pitieth his children so the Lord pitieth
them that fear him.”
(To be continued).
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Editorial Notes.
IT will be well for you to turn to “Chats With Readers” on back of
Table of Contents, and learn there about the completed plans for the
historical excursion to Songdo.
SUPPLEMENTING the article on the Railways of Korea, it is
appropriate to state here that to relieve the freight congestion the
authorities are constructing twenty-seven additional locomotives
and three hundred and sixty freight cars.
Provision must also be made for additional passenger coaches on
the main line and some of the important branch lines.

RAILWAYS OF KOREA
Korea has been thought of by many as being hopelessly behind the
times, and so much in the rear of the procession that generations
must come and go before the old lethargy could be shaken off.
A ride on the splendid luxuriously equipped South Manchuria
express train from Fusan to Mukden will convince any traveler that
in the matter of railways Korea belongs to the twentieth century,
and is right in the forefront of progress.
It was from tbe old Korean government that James R. Morse,
an American citizen, secured a concession in 1896 to build a
railway line from Chemulpo to Seoul. While the line was still under
construction a Japanese syndicate represented by Baron Shibusawa
purchased the concession and the rights connected with it from Mr.
Morse in 1897.
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The syndicate became the Seoul-Chemulpo Railway
Company in May, 1899, and in September of that year 20 miles of
the line was opened for traffic. For some months after that
passengers from Seoul travelled to Yongsan by electric car, crossed
the Han river on a sampan, then crossed the sands in two-man open
push-cars, finally reaching Yong-dong-po, where a train might be
found waiting to start for Chemulpo.
In July, 1900, after the completion of a splendid iron bridge
across the Han, the line was extended to West Gate Station, Seoul,
twenty-five miles of railway then being completed.
SEOUL-FUSAN RAILWAY
The Seoul-Fusan Railway Company commenced construction work
in August, 1901, on the line from Fusan to Seoul, a distance of 267
miles, and the line was opened to traffic in January, 1905.
During the Japan-Russia War the Temporary Railway
Department of the Army built the line from Seoul through to the
northern border of Korea, but general traffic was not undertaken
until 1908.
After the Japanese government decided to nationalize the
railways in Japan in 1906, the Imperial Government of Japan first
purchased the Seoul-Fusan and Seoul-Chemulpo lines, and later in
the same year the Seoul-Wiju line and the Masan lines were all
transferred to the Railway Bureau of the Residency General. In
October, 1910, all the lines were transferred to the jurisdiction of
the Government-General of Chosen, and in 1917 to the South
Manchuria Railway Company.
The construction work of the main line was carried through
so hurriedly that later it was found necessary to do a large amount
of reconstruction work, shortening the line, building permanent
bridges, and ballasting the road-bed.
With the completion of the Yalu River bridge and the
reconstruction of the Antung-Mukden Line the railways in Korea
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became a very important link in the communication system between
Europe and Asia, by way of the South Manchuria and Chinese
Eastern Railways.
STANDARD GAUGE.
From the beginning the railways in Korea have been standard-gauge,
with the cars broad and comfortable, end entrances. This standardgauge has made possible the gradual great improvement in the class
of engines and cars purchased, and now the 12-wheel, 120-ton
locomotives, and first-class compartment sleeping cars are in
continual use on the main lines.
Sleeping cars for both first and second class passengers are
on the night express trains, and well-appointed dining cars, under
the direct management of the Company, are found on all through
trains. Meals may be obtained at very reasonable prices, either table
de hote or a la carte, while courteous waiters anticipate your every
need. Writing tables are provided in the dining cars.
While the needs of local traffic are provided for, special
attention has been given to caring for through passengers, and no
expense is spared in equipping trains that will compare favorably
with the best appointed train service in any part of the world. Many
are the commendations heard from those long accustomed to travel
in Europe and America, and the wonder is expressed that such
service can be found in the Far East.
On the through trains all cars have electric lights, and in
summer electric fans, while in winter they are made
comfortable by steam radiators. The trains to Wonsan are now being
electrically equipped.
HOTELS,
Besides the dining cars, the Company conducts good hotels at
Fusan and Shingishu, where guests receive the best of care; while in
Seoul the Chosen Hotel, in the heart of the city, owned by the
Company, is declared to be the most luxurious hotel in the East. It
has been built and equipped at a cost of nearly a million yen. The
hotel is five-storied, fire-proof,
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with electric elevators, public and private dining rooms, parlors,
library, music room, etc., and is the pride of the entire country.
Situated within the grounds containing the Temple of Heaven,
tourists have an opportunity to study oriental art and architecture
without inconvenience. At the South Gate station a refreshment
room is open at all hours.
At the foot of the Diamond Mountain the Railway Company
has erected a chalet, for the entertainment of guests, and the same
care is given tourists from the first of June until the end of October
as they would receive at the best summer resorts in other countries.
Great pains is being taken to call the attention of the traveling
public to this Diamond Mountain country, which is considered one
of the finest summer resorts to be found anywhere in the world. It is
becoming world-famous.
DIAMOND MOUNTAINS
The Diamond Mountains may be conveniently reached by taking
the Seoul-Wonsan line to Wonsan, and then a six-hour steamer ride
along the coast brings one to within a short distance of the hotel.
This year beginning the first of June an automobile service wilt also
take passengers from Wonsan to the hotel, at the outer Diamond
Mountain; and an additional automobile service is being established
from Kozan, between the mountains and Wonsan, which will take
passengers to a hotel just now being built in the inner Diamond
Mountains, the latter service commencing the first of July.
WONSAN BEACH
Missionaries in Korea have established at Wonsan Beach, only a
short distance from the city of Wonsan, a summer resort for rest,
recreation and study. Summer Language Study Classes arc held,
Mission Meetings, Bible Conferences, etc., while there is one of the
best bathing beaches to be found anywhere, and facilities for volley
ball, baseball, tennis and golf. The Beach House is being erected
this season to care for those not owning cottages, and reservations
have already been made for guests from China, Japan and Korea.
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A GREAT DEVELOPER
A country blessed with up-to-date railways is bound to advance. At
first the Korean people were very curious, and flocked to the rightof-way to get a first view of the “steam horses,” but now they have
learned the value of the railway, and find a much better market for
all they can produce, and they can sell for cash, whereas formerly
they could only barter with one another. It is difficult for the
Railway Company to keep up with the demand for increased
facilities for transporting goods and passengers. At almost every
station great piles of farm products are awaiting shipment, with
every train loaded to the limit; and all passenger trains, even on the
branch lines, are crowded. Rice, beans, tobacco, coal, and iron ore,
are the principal items of freight, but lumber and wood are hauled in
considerable quantities.
EMPLOYEES
From the, beginning Koreans. have been employed, first very
largely in the construction of the main line and branch lines, and
later in the maintenance department, construction offices, and
workshops. From the last available report, out of a total of 9,404
officers and employees, there were 3,162 Koreans, and 7 Chinese,
together with 5,635 Japanese.
In the matter of wages, European and American railway
people may well wonder how such efficient service can be obtained
for such relatively small sums. But the work is done, and done well;
and the train service is of the best. Compared with older roads, the
Chosen Railways have made good both in the matter of service and
cost. There have been very few accidents, and trains are seldom
other than on time.
RELIEF ASSOCIATION
The employees are members of and contribute to a Relief
Association, to which the Government also makes a grant of 2 per
cent of the wages of the two classes of employees who are
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members. This association provides relief in times of sickness,
accident, and old age; and dependents are cared for when the breadwinner can no longer provide for them.
There are more than 8,000 members of this Association,
while in the last year more than 2,000 have benefitted by its funds.
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Practically 1,100 miles of standard-gauge railway are now in
successful operation in Korea, the through line extending from
Fusan to Antung, with main branches from Taiden to Mokpo, Seoul
to Wonsan, Seoul to Chemulpo, and Pyeng Yang to Chinnampo; and
smaller branches from Sanroshin to Masan, Riri to Kunsan, Koshu
to Kenjiho, and Pyeng Yang to Jido, the coal fields. The line from
Wonsan is gradually being extended north, and recently there bas
been completed on this extension the longest tunnel in Korea.
There are also several short lines of light railway, one being
in the far north-east corner of the peninsula, where in due time it
will be incorporated with the main line.
No other single factor has done so much for the material
development of Korea and its people as the railways, providing
unlimited markets for products, creating demands for better roads
and better methods of farming and carrying on business, and giving
ever-widening glimpses of the broad world beyond the borders.
A later article will give further details of work already
accomplished or contemplated.

HE KI-SAING (DANCING-GIRL.)
One of the noticeable features of Korean life is the dancinggirl, or ki-saing. You see her on the tram-car, dressed in all her fluff
and feathers, coloured like a bird in pink and green, and, I forget
whether she has touches of red in her gear or not. However, she
appears seemingly in all the
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colours of the rainbow, with ermine-tipped edges, a picture for the
eye to see, not often pretty from a Western point of view, but
striking. She rides about in the best ricsha with up-to-date
pneumatic tires, and holds her bead up like a queen.
It might seem to a foreign passer that a woman who not only
sells her gift of song, and her grace of foot to dance, but her body as
well, ought to hide her head, or be seen only lurking about hidden
corners, or dodging here and there in the twilight as do our
castaways at home.
But not so the ki-saing. She is as blithe a bird as ever hopped,
with not a shadow lying across her little old conscience, happy in
the role she is called upon to play, and feeling that she is a very
necessary and important part of what the East calls Society.
If we reckon up her ancestry according to the books and
records on hand, she is a thousand years old, and probably, as far as
society is concerned, comes down from some of the best classes of
the day in which her fathers lived.
Mr. An Chung-bok, a strict old Confucianist, who spent
some of his best strength in attacking Christianity, and who died in
1791, says in his book, Sung-ho Sa-sul,
“The official ki-saing comes originally from the basketmaker class, called in Korean yang-soo-chuk (willow-water yardmeasure).
“When Koryu conquered Paik-je in 918 A. D., one group of
people absolutely refused submission and so lost their family
records and their standing in the state, and betook themselves to the
hills, where they wandered about as gypsies, hunting, and making
wicker baskets.
“Later in their history a certain Yi Chi-yung took one of
their number, whose name was Cha-oon Sun, Red Cloud Fairy, as
his concubine. Thus they became known to the outer world. After
that date if their women were pretty and won the favour of the
official in charge of the district where their wanderings took them,
these were dressed in silk, taught music and dancing and called kisaing, or singing-girls,”
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This class to which she belongs, namely the basket-makers,
was evidently, like the “wild” Irish, “agin” the government for all
time, for we find them in 1217, or three hundred years after their
defection, charged with aiding and abetting the Kitan Tartars in an
attack upon Korea. The basket-makers petitioned the king against
this suspicion and made considerable noise about it
Korea, until recently, classed basket-makers with
executioners, butchers, acrobats, witches and shoemakers and
marked them the lowest in the land.
Thus the dancing-girl took her origin.
Mr. An goes on to say that the habit of cultivating the
dancing-girl increased and grew till she was found in every county
in the state. She became the musician not only on official occasions,
but at private entertainments as well. He adds, “The impure
language, and foul acts that attended her way put one’s eyes and
ears to shame.”
In 1430 there was a discussion in state circles as to how do
away with her, when Hu Choo, a minister of great note, and a severe
and correct man in his own life, remarked, “Such women must be
had for officials who go to far distant out-stations and cannot take
their wives with them, otherwise decent women will run great
danger,” and so the custom was maintained.
We read that in the year 1519 an edict was promulgated
doing away with the ki-saing, but the force of public sentiment was
too strong against it and it failed to carry.
You Hung-un, a noted scholar who died in 1673, writing in
the Pan-gee Soo-rook, says, “The ki-saing is an instrument to teach
men evil ways. The Book of Ceremonies reads, ‘Officials should
never speak of women.’ A word even regarding them was not
allowed, much less their near approach.
“In ancient times in the Court, in the Temple of Heaven, at
the Ancestral Shrines, in all places of the state, whether teaching,
dressing, eating, feasting or entertaining, men did everything in
accord with the laws of God, but later these
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laws fell into disuse and society gave itself up to unlawful pleasure.
Laws, regulations, and even punishments were not sufficient to keep
back the flood of evil.
“Men’s passions rise at sight and hearing, therefore the
ancients ordered the greatest care in what one saw and heard, so that
the eyes should not behold a sight that tempted, nor the ears hear a
sound that suggested wrong. Unchaste women were to be put far
away. Now, however, officials rear and breed a race of low women
that they can use in the entertainment of their guests. They dress and
adorn them and have them await the stranger who comes. They
serve to give him drink and sing him songs, so as to arouse his
passion. Because of these the heart is taken captive and the victim
drowns as in water, while state affairs go by the board and the
customs and habits of the day degenerate. Resolutions toward better
purposes in life are undermined and true service is gone for ever.
“A man who can associate with ki-saing and yet never yield
himself to them is a rare individual. Few men can do so. If there
were no singing-girls, it would be possible for many a man to live a
life of virtue who otherwise falls. Any-one overcome by passion to
the extent of taking forcible possession of another man’s wife or
daughter is a low criminal and his case falls outside the realm of
ordinary discussion.
“Laws and ordinances are intended to conserve good form
and keep right the heart, but for the sake of the lowest of the land to
prepare these creatures of evil is only another way of encouraging
vice. Is it right? As well prepare goods for a thief to steal, in order
to meet the evil bent of his thievish nature, as to legalize the
dancing-girl.
“Ki-saing, too, are human beings. If those above them never
teach them morals, but rather encourage them to sin, what hope is
there for them? Are such laws and customs just?
“When Confucius saw dancing-girls being used by the king
of No, he resigned office and left.”
All down through history we find Koreans out fighting this
evil, honest men whose names would honour any state,
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but they were crushed under the rough feet of the ruling classes one
of whose greediest aims and ambitions was to possess the dancinggirl.
She has survived all these years of a long millennium and
still moves about the capital undaunted as though her case was
above reproach.
Yi Kyoo-bo writes of her seven hundred years ago, “Have
you not heard that the glance of her eye is a sharpened blade, that
her eye-brows are a double-faced headsman’s axe, that her red
cheeks are a deadly potion, and that her soft flesh is a hidden demon
that demands the soul? With her axe she strikes, with her blade she
thrusts, with her hidden wiles she seeks my life and endeavours to
bring me to sorrow and shame. Is she not a danger? Among all my
deadly enemies can anything equal her? Therefore is she called ‘a
thief,’ ‘a robber.’ A robber means death to me, how dare I make
friends with him? So I say, Put her far away. To the eye she is a
delightful invitation, while in reality she is a fearful evil.
“There is no doubt that the beauty of the dancing-girl is
something that can overturn the world. Her fascinations surpass in
the fierceness of their intent even the tiger and the leopard. The love
of such as she is the cause of all jealousy and strife. Once caught by
her, a man’s name is gone, and his good reputation tarnished forever.
Kings and princes, ministers and men of state who have overturned
thrones and wrought ruin have done it at her bidding. She has
blinded their eyes and beclouded their understanding. By her they
have begotten disaster and woe, and dynasties have toppled to their
ruin.”
THE LAW OF RETRIBUTION.
Note:- It seems to the writer that Koreans could teach Sir
Oliver Lodge and his company many things in regard to the spirit
world, that are beyond what they have discovered, in interest, in
dignity and in definite purpose. In the following story such would
appear to be the case, Korean spirit appearances have thought back
of them, that put mere
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table-rapping, liftings and such useless antics to shame. Please read
the following, which is a translation from the Keiui-moon chongwha.
There was a certain scholar who threw down his pen in
disgust and decided to take to the bow and become an archer. Daily
outside the city at Mo-wha Kwan he practised and trained his hand.
Once, in the evening, on his return home, he saw a woman’s
closed chair passing with a very pretty maid-servant following it.
With his bow over his shoulder, and his arrows through his belt he
sauntered along, sometimes ahead., sometimes behind.
As the wind blew and swung aside the curtain, he saw inside
the chair an attractive face of a woman dressed in mourner’s white.
Seeing her comely features, the scholar wondered who she was and
where she had come from. So he followed on, till finally the chair
passed in through the West Gate and turned in the direction of South
Mountain, where it entered a well-to-do home.
He walked back and forth for some time before the door,
thinking over the woman he had seen, till the shades of evening
began to fall, and then he turned into an inn near by and had his
meal.
Later in the night, with his bow still over his shoulder, and
his arrows through his belt, he walked round the house to make a
closer inspection, but found no possible gate of entrance. However,
there was a little hill against which the rear wall abutted. This he
climbed, and looked over, and beheld a flower garden inside with
fruit trees. There were bamboos as well, and places here and there
where one could easily hide.
In the light of the moon he scaled this wall, and went softly
on till be came to the rear of the house. In two rooms, one to the
east, and one to the west, there were tights burning. He went quietly
up to the window of the east room and peeked in, and there he saw
an old woman leaning on an arm-rest, while the young woman,
whom he had seen in the chair, was reading to her from a storybook. Her voice was very sweet and low.
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The scholar kept perfectly still and watched, till a little later
the old woman said, “You’ve been on a journey to-day, you’ll be
tired, go to your room now and sleep.”
The young woman bade her good-night and retired to the
room on the west side. Following her on the outside, the scholar
slipped over to this room, and watched through the chink.
She called her servant and said, “You’ll be tired after your
journey to-day, go home now to your mother, have a good rest and
come tomorrow morning early.”
The servant left, while she herself arose and closed the
upper windows, the scholar meanwhile, watching. He said to
himself, “She seems to sleep alone, I must endeavour to make my
way in,” and he held his very breath with his eye close to the chink.
She opened the wardrobe box, took out quilts and made her
bed. Then she had a smoke under the lamplight as though she was
waiting for someone. The archer wondered what this could mean,
when suddenly he heard the sound of footsteps from the bamboo
grove. Startled, he stepped within the shadows and hid, and from
there he saw a close shaven Buddhist priest come out of the
darkness, go straight to the window and rap.
At once the shutter opened .and he went in, the scholar again
resuming his place of watch by the chink. He saw the priest take the
young woman in his arms and indulge in all kinds of familiarity.
She then took down a bottle and offered him drink. He
accepted, and as he did so asked her, “When you went to the grave
to-day did you feel sorry?” She laughed as she replied, “I have you,
what cause have I for sorrow? Why should I feel tearful over a
grave with nothing in it?”
While the archer watched this proceeding his former mind
departed from him like a morning cloud, and fierce anger burned in
his soul. He strung his bow, drew full the arrow, and let fly through
the paper window. It struck the priest square on the head and drove
through to his chin.
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The woman, in a terrible fright, gazed speechless, and then
wildly excited rolled the body in a quilt, and dragged it by main
force up the stairway to a room above.
After he had taken careful note of all that she had done, the
archer scaled the wall and took his departure. Already it was past
midnight.
He returned home, and in his sleep he had a dream in which
a young literatus of 18 or so, dressed in a green robe, came to him
and bowed saying, “I have come to thank you for taking vengeance
on my enemy.”
The scholar asked, “Who are you, pray? What enemy have
you, and how have I taken vengeance? Why do you thank me?”
He bowed and made reply, “I am the son of such and such a
Minister, and in my studies went to one of the neighbouring
monasteries where I read the Classics. When there I used to send a
priest to my home on errands, and so he often went and came. It
seems that my unfaithful wife looked with favour upon him so that
they met at times unknown to me.
“One day on the way to see my parents, when he was with
me, we were crossing the hills. Suddenly he stopped, kicked and
killed me and left my body in a crevice of the rock where it still lies.
I died most unjustly, and yet no one came to be my avenger, till last
night your shaft drove through his head and killed the criminal who
did me wrong. The woman is my wife. Thank you beyond words for
this vengeance you have taken; but I have still one favour to ask. Go
to my father, please, and tell him where my body lies, and have him
give it burial. If you do this I shall be forever grateful?”
Thus having spoken he disappeared.
The scholar awoke and it was a dream. He wondered over
what had taken place, and so went next day to this house and sent in
his card. The old Minister arose to invite him in.
The scholar asked, “How many sons have you?”
The Minister, tears flowing from his eyes, answered, “A
most unfortunate old man am I. I had no children till after 50 years
of age when a son was born to me; a jewel in my hand he was. I had
him married and sent to a monastery in
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the mountains to study, but on his way home he was killed by a tiger
and devoured, and we are just now completing his time of
mourning.”
The scholar said, “I have a question on my mind concerning
this matter. Will you not come with me please till I show you where
his body lies?”
The Minister gave a great start of terror, and inquired, “How
do you know?”
The reply was, “Let’s go and see.”
A horse was made ready, and the old man went along till
they reached the monastery, where he dismounted. Together they
went some distance up the hill to the rear, where were rocks. Here
was a cave with the mouth closed by stones and earth. They had the
servant remove these and looking inside found the dead body of the
son, his face fair still, unmarred by death, just as when he lived.
The old man on seeing it fainted away and only after some
time did he revive. He then looked at the scholar and said, “How
did you know this? You must have killed him.”
The scholar laughed and made reply, “Had I done such an
evil deed, is it likely that I would have informed you? Let’s take the
body away, get it ready for burial, and then, when you have returned
home, ask your daughter-in-law about it. There is something in the
upper story of your house that bears on this matter. Let us make
haste.”
The old Minister had the body taken to the temple, and after
due preparation for burial he returned. At once be went to the
daughter-in-law’s room and said, “My palace robe is upstairs in the
box. I want to get it out. Unlock the door for me.”
The daughter-in-law in a state of unspeakable fear, replied,
“I’ll get it, I’ll get it. You needn’t go up, I’ll get it.” A look of death
was on her face.
At this the Minister’s suspicions were suddenly aroused. He
unlocked the door and went in to where a fearful odour met him.
Behind a box was something wrapped in a quilt. He dragged it out
and here was the body of a fat young priest with an arrow shaft
through his head.
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He shouted, “What is this?” A face of ashy gray colour was the
woman’s only reply. He then called her father and brother, told them
all that had happened, and finally drove her off the place. A moment
later her own father struck her through with a knife and killed her.
The body of the son was taken and buried on the hill witl1
his ancestors.
Again the scholar had a dream when once more the young
literatus came and said, “I shall never be able to repay the kindness
you have done me. There is one matter, however, in which I may be
able to render you assistance and show my gratitude. The time for
government examination, you know, is near at hand. The subject to
be given is something that I have already written on, and so I can
repeat it to you. Listen now and catch every word, for if you attend
carefully and write it down you will indeed win the first place.”
He then recited a poem of twenty verses, the subject of
which was Ch’oo-poong hoi-sim-maing (Amid the Autumn Winds
my Repentant Heart Awakes).
The scholar repeated it over and over in his dream, and after
awaking wrote it down. A few days later he entered the lists of the
kwago (examination) when, sure enough, this very subject was
given. Inspired by the thought he wrote the poem as revealed in the
dream, and passed it in.
In this poem was the verse.
Ch’oo-poong sap-he suk-keui
An autumn wind at eventide,
Ok-oo whak-i chaing-yung
A marble hall both high and wide.
Now instead of writing ch’oo for autumn he had written
keum, or metal as that word is sometimes used as a synonym.
The examiner was the noted mm Ch’ook-chun (Kyoo-jin, )
When he saw the poem he said, “Well done, done by the gods,
surely. The spirits must be playing some trick upon us by these
verses.” When he came to the line however where keum was written
instead of ch’oo he laughed and said, “Not the gods after all, but
some man’s superior gift” He marked the writer as the winner of the
much coveted prize.
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Some one standing by asked the examiner how he drew a
distinction between what was by the gods, and what by man.
He replied, “The spirits hate keum or metal. No spirit would
ever use the metaphor ‘metal wind’ for ‘autumn wind.’ When the
results were announced the archer was the honor man, crowned
with the laurels of the day. If you look up the Kook-jo Pang-mok
you will find the winner’s name marked there, though I have not yet
made search for it myself.
THE KOREAN LANGUAGE.
“HAND”
The development of language and the formation of words
have followed along the well-beaten pathway of human effort, until
they have grown into similar expressions on this side of the wide
world and on that.
To take up the little word hand, as an example, this useful
member with its five fingers that serves for every daily occupation,
we find that in many of its metaphorical meanings it has grown to
be what it is with us at home.
We say ‘good hand’ and the Korean says 선슈 ‘good hand’
as well.
젼문으로
문에션슈가되엿소
He is a professional and so is a good hand.
That man is a good hand at the gun, (a good shot.)
션슈경쥬에일등샹을탓소
He is a number one good runner, who won first prize.
For ‘poor hand’ the Korean says, 하슈 ‘poor hand.’
오
He is a poor hand at everything.
We call an unpractised person a poor hand, and a skilled
person a good hand.
A ‘master-hand’ would be or 일슈 ‘first hand.’
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When a Korean wishes to express the idea that two are equal
he says 뎍슈 or ‘equal hands’ as,
뎍슈 리 여봅셰다
Let us try it with those equally matched.
We say ‘skill of hand’ and he says 슈교 ‘hand skill’
겟소
A man who has no skill of hand cannot repair anything like a
watch. The words 슈단 and 슈격 are in frequent use, but they
mean skill in general sense and do not admit of a literal translation.
The word 슈긔 which might be literally translated ‘manuscript,’ is
really ‘note of hand,’ also rendered by the form 슈형.
One very common word now used in Korea is 슈슐 ‘handmagic.’ What do you suppose ‘hand-magic’ could be? Surgery! Well
expressed is it not?
As for verbs in which ‘hand’ occurs we have 착슈
이일에누가몬져착슈 엿소
Who was the first to put his hand to this work?
While the Korean word 실슈 is literally ‘slip of hand’ it
means a slip or mistake of any kind as,
그날말
에실슈 엿소
When I was speaking that day I made a slip.
박슈 is a word that has more recently come into the
language in the wake of the foreign idea to ‘applaud’ by
clapping the hands.
박슈 지마시오 Don’t clap your hands, please.
The skilful way in which the Far East puts together
characters to make the required word is very remarkable. Ideas
expressed by a long English word, or by a German word that would
climb to the top of the hill and back and yet not get through, is
touched off by the man in the East with two or three characters most
deftly. Take for example ears, eyes, nose and mouth, the Korean
says 이목구비; hands and feet he reads 슈족; to wave the hands
and dance 슈무죡도. How very simple!
J. S. Gale.
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THE STUDY OF JAPANESE-III.
A PAGE OF INDISPENSABLE PHRASES.
O hayō gozaimasu. (Honorably early is.) Good morning.
O hairi nasai. (Honorably come in please do.) Please come
in.
Yoku irasshaimashita. (Well deigned to come.) I am glad to
see you.
O kake kudasai. (Honorably sit please.) Please be seated.
Komban wa. (This evening as lo.) Good evening.
Konnichi wa. (Today as to.) Good day. (Not good bye.)
Hajimete o me ni kakarimashita. (For the first time
honorable eyes on have hung.) This is the first time I have had the
pleasure of meeting you.
Mata o me ni kakarimasu. (Again honorable eyes on will
hang.) I will see you again.
Ikura desu ka? (How much is?) What is the price?
Dochira ye irasshaimasu ka? (Whither toward going?
Where are you going?
Gomen nasai. (Pardon please do.) Please pardon me.
Arigato gozaimasu. (Precious is.) Thank you.
Shitsurei itashimashita. (Discourtesy have done.) I have
been very rude.
Dō itashimashite. (How doing.) Don’t mention it.
Shikata ga nai. (Way of doing there is not.) There is no help
for it.
Yoi o tenki de gozaimasu. (Good honorable weather is.)
It is fine weather.
Warui o tenki desu. (Bad honorable weather is.) It is
bad weather.
O samū gozaimasu. (Honorably cold is.) It is cold.
O atsū gozaimasu. (Honorably hot is.) It is hol
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O jama itnshimashlta. (Honorable hindrance I have done.) I am
sorry to have troubled you.
O ki no doku desu. (Honorable spirit’s poison is.) I am sorry for
you.
O saki ni gomen nasai. (Honorable before in excuse.) Please
excuse me .for going before.
Nan-ji desu ka? What o’clock is it?
Hisashiburi de .gozaimasu ne. (After a long time it is indeed.) I
have not seen you for a long time.
O kawari ga gozaimasen ka? (Honorable change is there not?) I
hope you are well and prosperous.
Sayō nara. Go kigen yō. (If it is so. Honorable state of health well.)
Goodbye, take care of yourself.
F. H. SMITH,

WONSAN BEACH
SUMMER LANGUAGE SCHOOL
KOREAN LANGUAGE COURSE

Second Grade

First Grade
Subjects
Sentences
Easy translations
selection Bible
Household
Expressions

Hours
2
2
1

I

Teachers

Hours

Subjects

Cooper Sentences

Teachers
Cooper

2

Translation
Bible

2

Scott

Cooper Household
Expressions

1

Cooper

Scott
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INFORMATION
1. Enrollment fees Ɏ 2.00 per student.
2. Course I is for those desiring an easy course which does
not require much preparation or time. Course II is the regular course
for those who are preparing for Mission Examinations. Course III is
an advanced course for graduates of the Mission courses.
3. On every Saturday there will be a combined class at
which the students will demonstrate their powers in the language,
and special subjects will be discussed.
4. Certificates will be given to all who complete any course.
5. Each hour of study or class work will require one or two
hours’ preparation with a native teacher.
6. Any who desire to take up Course III should do some
preliminary reading. During the year the committee suggests the
following:(a) Theological World.
(b) Mail Shinpo.
(c) Gospel of John in mixed script.
(d) Some simple stories in the vernacular.
7. The school will be held from July 8th to August 5th, 1918.
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. The above course of study in the Japanese Language presumes that
the student has not had much opportunity to study this language,
and would not satisfy any who have made it a special study for
several years. We hope to plan a third year course as soon as there
are candidates.
CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the April Number.)
XX. THE MOTHER-IN-LAW
He had met with insult and yet there was an interesting side
to it, which he greatly enjoyed. He slept at Osoo Post-house,
crossed Hard Stone Hill, there rested his tired legs on a rock under a
pine tree, where he nodded off to sleep for a little and had a dream.
In it he saw a beautiful woman fallen in the long grass, that was on
fire. She rolled and tossed in helplessness, and then called
“Commissioner Yee won’t you help me?” He rushed into the fire in
great excitement, took her in his arms and carried her safe outside,
and then with a start awoke to find that it was a passing dream. But
his heart was disturbed by it, and he hurried along on his way, till he
reached Namwon, saying to himself, “Is poor imprisoned
Choonyang dead, or is she alive? Does she think of me and break
her heart? If she knew I were coming she’d dance to meet me, and
laugh to greet me, but she does not know, and all is yet uncertain.”
He saw once more the old sights that he had lived among
and known, “The hills are the same hills; the streams are the
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same streams, and the green trees line the same pleasant pathways
that I journeyed over years ago. I see again the mountain city of
Choryong. Is it you, too, Fairy Monastery, that I behold? And are
you well Moonlight Pavilion? I am so glad, old Magpie Bridge!”
He climbed up once more into the pavilion, and looked
down toward Choonyang’s house. The gate-quarters were leaning
sideways and there was nothing left worth seeing.
“It’s not quite three years since I left Namwon, why does the
place look so deserted?”
He went here and there slowly, stepping softly, and at last
reached Choonyang’s house that nestled among the trees. The
whitened wall at the front and to the rear was broken down in places,
and wild grass grew upon the terrace tops. There were few traces of
people anywhere. The hungry dog before the twig gate did not
know him, and so barked snarlingly. But the trees under the
windows were the same green bamboos and ever verdant pines.
Soon the day would fall, and the moon would rise over the eastern
hills. His heart was full of crowding thoughts, while the calling of
the birds filled him with intense sadness. He heard a low moaning
sound toward which he looked here and there among the evergreens,
where they grew thickest together, and just where he could dimly
distinguish, there was seen Choonyang’s mother before a little
shrine built to the Seven Stars (Big Dipper). She had brought a
basin of holy water and was burning incense and bowing, as she
prayed, “Oh thou spirit of Heaven and Earth, thou spirit of the Stars,
thou Saviour Buddha, and thou five hundred Nahan, thou Dragon
King of the Seas, thou kings of the Eight Regions of the Dead, thou
Lord of the city before whom I pray, please send Dream-Dragon
Yee of Hanyang (Seoul) as governor, or as Commissioner, so that
my child may be saved from death and prison. Thou Spirit of the
Heaven and Earth, be moved by my prayer and save her!”
She prayed for a time, and then half fainting away, said,
“My child Choonyang, thou precious twig, thou priceless leaf, I
brought thee up without help of father or husband, why have we
come to such a pass as this? Is it on account of the
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miserable mother from whom you are born, whose sins of past
existences have to be atoned for, that you die? My child, my child,
alas! alas!”
She cried so bitterly that Dream-Dragon was almost
overcome. He drew a long sigh and went step by step quietly to the
gate, and there coughed a loud cough.
“Come here-e-e!” he called (their way of knocking).
When he had so sung out two or three times, Choonyang’s
mother slopped her crying.
“Hyangtanee!” said she, “go and see who is calling at the
gate.” Hyangtanee went step by step, wiping her tearful face with
her frock. “Who is it?” she asked.
“It is I.”
“I? Who is I?” asked she again.
“Don’t you know me?” inquired the voice.
Hyangtanee looked carefully and then shouted for joy “Oh,
who is this?”
She threw her arms about Dream-Dragon, and cried for
delight, while Choonyang’s mother gave a great start of surprise,
and came bounding out.
“Who is it that is beating this child?”
But Hyangtanee replied, “Madame, the Master has come
from Seoul.”
Choonyang’s mother, like a person struggling for life in deep
water gave a plunge of amazement saying, “Oh, my! Oh! my!” She
flung her arms about his neck. “Who is this?” said she, “Who is this?
Can it be he? be he? God has heard. The Buddha has been moved.
Did you fall from heaven or come forth from the ground, or ride in
on the winds? Do you look just the same as you did? Let me see
you, come in quickly, come, come.”
She drew him by the hand and when they were seated in the
room, she hastened out of the door once more calling.
“Yangtance, make a fire in the next room; call Disorder’s
mother and tell her to prepare a meal; call Hook-prong also, and get
him to buy some meat at the yamen, and you, yourself catch a
chicken and make ready.”
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After she had given these orders, and returned to the room,
she took her son-in-law by the hand and looked him well over.
General stupefaction added to her already beclouded vision, and a
dim uncertain light, rendered him difficult to see, so she got up,
opened the wall-box, took out a candle case, and had four or five of
them trimmed and lit in the room, till the place was illuminated like
the sun. She sat down opposite and inspected Dream-Dragon
through her filmy eyes, and truly his face was as the gods, but his
clothes were dirty and ragged, and of the appearance of desperate
poverty. Suddenly her vitals grew cold within her and everything
went black before her eyes. As if she had been struck, she gave a
scream.
“What do you propose by this appearance, and what’s the
meaning of it.?”
“Listen mother to what I say,” was his answer. “I worked at
my books diligently, and yet for the thousand I read I got nothing. I
failed at exams. The promotion that I had hoped for has faded away,
and the means is cut off for my advancement in life. What can one
do against the eternal fates? Since I am so disgraced, I have decided
to go here and there and beg my living, and give the village dogs
something to snap at. Naturally in my plight I thought of my
relations, that they would help me out, and I specially thought of
you, mother. I have overcome all feelings of shame, and with that
my old love for you has returned, so that I have longed to see you
every day and every hour. I have no clothes or baggage to bother
with, and so I came lightly and easily, and have been a month, or so,
on the way, stopping in this guest room and that, wanting to see you
all the time, you understand, and here I am. Like frost on top of a
fall of snow, I am surprised to find Choonyang’s plight, which adds
to my misery. My throat is dry trying to spell out the meaning of
these things, and I am ashamed and don’t wish to see her.”
The mother hearing this, gave a bound into mid-air and fell
prone.
“She is dead, she is dead. We are both dead, mother and
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child,” screamed she. “Ya! Is God as mean as this? He has no love.
The spirit of the Stars too, and the Buddha, and the five hundred
Nahan, and all the rest are good for nothing. Hyangtanee! Go into
the rear garden and destroy that shrine that I built there, clean it all
out. I have built a good-for- nothing altar and worn my hands thin in
prayer. Oh my poor child, how pitiful thou art! My child, my child,
or twice eight sunny summers, my precious child, doomed to die,
away from all the joys of life. You were unblessed in your mother
and are to die thus hopelessly. How can I bear to see you, I shall die
myself first”
Her throat grew hoarse, and her heart beat a wild rattle. She
raged about deciding to take her own life, till Dream- Dragon was
really anxious about her, and put his arms round her saying, “Look
here mother, calm yourself, please.”
“Let me go,” said she, “I hate the sight of you. Get away
from me, you thief. Taking advantage of your social standing You
came like a robber to my home. You tramp from Seoul! Since I see
what you look like I wonder that you have escaped arrest. You will
surely be taken yet.”
Dream-Dragon replied, “I say, mother, don’t talk like this. I
know my appearance is against me, and that I make no show
outwardly, and yet who can tell how it may turn out Although the
heaven fall, there will be some manner of escape I reckon; and
though the mulberry fields become blue sea we’ll overcome it in
some way or other. Don’t cry, please calm yourself.”
“What way out, pray?” demanded the mother. “Become an
Osa (Commissioner), or a Kamsa (Governor) and you might; but
there is no Osa or Kamsa for the like of you, nothing but a kaiksa (a
dead beggar), I imagine.”
. “Never mind,” was the reply, “any kind of sa at all would
improve matters. I am hungry, give me a spoonful or two of rice
will you.”
“I have no rice,” was the emphatic reply.
Hyangtanee came in crying to say, “Mistress don’t take on
so, please. If the young mistress should know of this she would
throw her life away. What is the use of adding distress
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and misery to our troubles? It will do no good. Please calm yourself.
It’s not late yet so rest a little, and then we’ll go and see the young
mistress.”
Hyangtanee went out and hastily prepared the meal, brought
it into Dream-Dragon, who knelt down before it and ordered a glass
of wine.
“Please, Young Master, dine liberally,” said she.
“Sure,” was the reply, “I’ll devour every bit.”
Dream-Dragon, though a Royal Commissioner, had already
been insulted by his mother-in-law, and looked at with the wildest
of contempt, so to make himself, if possible, more hateful than ever,
he pulled the table greedily up toward him, and ate every scrap of
side-dish there was, drank a great bowl of water on top of it, and
called, “Hyangtanee!”
“Yes, sir.”
“Bring any cold rice that you have laid by will you!”
The mother’s soul was furious. “Look at the greedy parasite.
He’s full up now to distension. Really he has become a ‘rice-bug,’
and when he’s old he’ll die a beggar.”
He sent away the table and filled his pipe, while the water
clock struck “Dang, dang.”
Hyangtanee lit the dragon-lantern and said, “The
water-clock has struck the hour, let’s go now and see the young
mistress.”
XXL THE PRISONER
Hyangtanee took the lantern and led the way for the mother,
while the son-in-law followed behind, and they wended their
desolate procession to the prison. It had come on to blow and to rain,
while the wind moaned “oo-roo, oo-roo,” and gusts sent the
showers scattering here and there. The thunder roared “wa-roo, waroo,” and the lightning flashed. The spirits of the dead wailed and
cried from the prison enclosure “too-run, too-run.” There were
ghosts of those who had died under the paddle; of those who had
died under the bastinado, those who had died in the torture-chair,
those who
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had died by rods, those who had been hanged dangling from the
beams. In pairs and trios they whistled and whined,
“Whee-whee, ho-ho, ay-eh, ay-eh.”
The lightning flashed and the rain scurried by; the wind
whirled and tossed; and the loose paper on the doors flapped and
sang. The gates rattled, and the drip from the eave went “dook-dook.”
The distant crow of the cock was heard from the neighbouring
village while Choonyang lay helpless and desolate.
“How hard and cold seems my Young Master. We said
farewell and he seems to have forgotten me. Not even in my dreams
does he come any more. Bring him to me, oh ye dreams! Let me
meet him. In my twice eight summers what sins have I committed
that I should be an orphaned spirit shut up here within the prison?
Even though you are not moved by me, think kindly of my
whitehaired mother. When shall I see my husband?”
So she lay upon the unyielding pillow and slept, and in her
troubled dreams the Young Master came and sat silently beside her.
Looking carefully at him she saw a golden crown upon his head,
and a girdle of honour about his waist, while his appearance was
like the gods. So awe-inspiring was his presence, that she was
amazed and took him reverently by the hand, and then with a
sudden start she awoke and he was gone. But the cangue remained
fastened about her neck, and the husband whom she loved and wept
for, and whom she had met for just the moment, had not waited long
enough to have her tell him anything. She wept to think of this,
when at that moment her mother arrived outside the gate.
“Choonyang!” she called, “Are you there?”
When she heard the voice she gave a start, “Who is it calling
me?” asked she. “Is it the shades of Soboo and Hawyoo who dwelt
near the Key Mountains and the Yong River? Is it the Four Ancients
of Shang-san seeking me? Is it Paikee and Sookjay, who dug weeds
on the Soyaw Mountains who seek me? Is it the Seven Righteous
Men of the Bamboo Forest, who left the glories of the Chin
Kingdom to seek me? Are You Paik Mangho who went to Turkestan
to seek the
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married lovers of the Milky Way, and was taken prisoner who
comes asking that I go with him? Are you Paik Nakchon who loved
music and the wine cup who comes seeking me? Tis only the wind
and the rain, nobody seeks for me, but who is it that called?”
“Call louder,” said the son-in-law.
“Don’t you make a row here,” retorted the Mother-in-law,
“If the Governor were to hear of it you would lose your liberty and
your bones would be properly broken up.”
Then Dream-Dragon gave a great yell,
“Choonyang!”
When thus called Choonyang gave a start,
“Who arc you?” she asked.
“It is I,” replied the mother.
“Is it you, mother? How did you come?”
“I just came.”
“Why have you come? Is there any news from Seoul? Has
some one come to take me? Who did you say had come?”
“It’s turned out fine,” said the mother, “just as you would
wish, never saw the like, would delight your soul, beautiful, pitiful,
wretched, a nice beggar indeed has come.”
“But who has come, mother?”
“Your beloved, your long thought of Yee Sobang, Worm
Sobang, has come.”
Choonyang on hearing this replied, “He whom I saw for a
moment in my dream shall I actually see alive?”
She gathered her dark tresses about her neck, and turned the
heavy cangue about and about to get rest from it. “Oh, my back, my
knees!” said she. Having turned the cangue she stooped down, and
came on all fours toward the door.
“Where is my husband? If you are here please let me hear
you speak?”
The mother clipped despairingly with her tongue.
“Look at that, she is crazy, poor thing.”
But Choonyang said in reply, “Even though he’s in
misfortune he’s my husband. High officialdom and nobility I have
no desire for. I want no high pay. Why talk of good or bad
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about the one my mother chose for me? Why treat so unkindly him
who has come so far to see me?”
The mother thus rendered speechless, looked on while the
son drew near.
“Choonyang,” said he, “You’ve had a hard time, and it’s not
your fault; a thousand things have contributed toward it.”
“Put your hand in through the chink of the door, please, and
help me up,” said she.
The son in his haste pushed forward his hand to reach her
but they were still too far apart and could not touch.
“Stoop down here, mother,” said he.
“You wretch, why ask me to stoop down?”
“I wanted to rest my foot on you, so as to be able to reach in
my hands to Choonyang.”
“Contemptible creature, more contemptible than ever,” was
the only reply.
Choonyang with great difficulty reached forward her hand
and trembled as she rose.
“Where have you been so long?” she asked. “Have you been
to see the pure waters of the Sosang; or did you go to visit Soboo,
who washed his ears to rinse away the hateful Word of favor; or
have you been lost in some butterfly dream with a new love? You
have not loved me, you have not loved me.”
Dream-Dragon with her hand in his laughed at times, and
cried at times.
“God has had pity,” said she, “and I have not died but lived.
Who would have thought that we would ever meet? Have you
married again?”
“Married again? What do you mean? I haven’t even
managed to make a decent way. I, when I left you, went up to Seoul,
and, absorbed so deeply in you, failed in my studies, and my father
sent me off so that I have gone about in the guest-rooms of my
friends, getting a little here and there to eat, not hearing anything of
you but wanting to see you so I have walked the thousand lee; but
you have had it harder even than I. The world is all confused and
my heart is distressed so that I shall die.”
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Choonyang replied, “Mother, please hear me. When the day is light,
in the room where we two were united, make a fire, spread out the
mattress smoothly and attractively. From the three storey chest in
the room opposite, take some of the rolls of cloth, and make inner
and outer clothes for the Young Master. Get a good hat and
headband that fit him. The extras you will find in the tortoise shell
box. Get the thousand yang, from deputy Song, that I left with him,
and use it as is necessary. See that he is well cared for with good
things to eat, and also see to yourself, my mother dear. If, when I
am away you are in a state of fever and anxiety, how it will disturb
my husband who has come so far. He knows your disposition, but if
you treat him with contempt, not only will I be a disobedient
daughter to you, but it will hasten my death. Please help me.”
The mother heard this and was silent, but under her breath
she spoke resentful remonstrances, “The beggarly creature has
taken these fits now!”
“Are you there Hyangtanee!” asked Choonyang.
“Yes!” answered Hyangtanee.
“Will you see to Master’s sleeping and eating. His being
well cared for and comfortable rests with you. See to his meals with
every attention. If required get medicine from Yee Cho-boo outside
the East Gate, and serve him just as though I were with him. You
know my mind and I know yours so why should I tell you?”
“My husband!”
“Yes, what is it?”
“They say that to-morrow there is to be a birthday feast, and
that at the end of the feast I am to be taken and killed, and that the
keeper of the prison has orders to make many rods and bastinados.
Please do not leave me, keep just outside the prison or just before
the yamen and wait. When the order comes to bring me out, help me
with the cangue, and when they have killed me and cast me aside,
let no one else put hands upon me but just you. Come in quickly
and take my body and carry me home and after putting me to rest
call out for my spirit. Take the coat that I have worn in prison,
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and that has been wet with my tears and shake it toward heaven and
say, ‘In this east land of Chosen, east Chulla, in the county of
Namwon, in the town of the Descent of the Fairies, whose birth year
was Imja, Song Choonyang, Pok, Pok, Pok!’ tossing it upon top of
the house. Make no special shroud for me, but take something from
what I have already made, and dress me in it. Do not put me in a
coffin but let my young Master take me in his arms and go to some
quiet resting place, dig deeply and wrap me in your own great coat,
bury me and put a stone in front of my grave with this inscription,
‘This is the grave of Choonyang who died to save her honour.’
Write it in large characters so that it can be seen and read, and I’ll
not mind then even though you say that it is the grave of your dead
concubine.
“My poor mother, who will care for her when I am dead and
turned to dust. She has been so distressed and like to die. If she dies
unsheltered and uncared for, she will be at the mercy of crows and
kites. Who will drive them off, alas! alas!” and the tears flowed
from her eyes and wet all her worn and trampled skirts.
She asked “My husband!”
“What is it?”
“If I had attended my Master, and we had grown old
together, I might have asked a favour of him, but to have never
served him at all, and to die so pitifully, what could I dare to ask?
But still I must, and it is about my mother. By Your good will,
which is broad and deep as the river, please take my mother under
your care, as tenderly as you would me, and when you come to
meet me in the Yellow Shades, I’ll reward you with the ‘tied grass.’
All we have failed of in this life we will make up in the world to
come and never part again. I could talk forever to thee, but the day
dawns, so I speak only this one wish. But you will be wearied, go
quickly, sleep and rest.”
“Yes!” said he, “Don’t be anxious. I’ll wait for the day to
dawn and then I’ll know how it goes as to death or life. Let us think
only of meeting again.”
(To be Continued)
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the April Number.)
CHAPTER XXV.
MARTHA HEARS GOOD NEWS
It was Martha’s tender solicitude that finally brought peace
to the heart of the grief-stricken friend Mary. Martha alone knew of
the Christian burial rites; it did not seem out of place to see her
stand with tear-stained cheeks before the little bier and hear her
gentle voice pronounce the awe inspiring words which commit the
dead to the ground till time shall be no more. For the first time in
the North Country during the history of man, childhood was
dignified and honored with a religious burial rite; the people talked
of it wonderingly and pronounced it good.
While Martha’s heart burned with desire to hear news from
the South, she refrained from making enquiry till the solemn duties
were over. The burial was at sunrise to harmonize with the ideas and
customs observed through so many generations. At the close Martha
walked with Mary and Annie in the company of women down the
mountain side to the town. At Mary’s door, Martha’s hand held the
latch and she smiled down on Mary as the sympathetic
townswomen trouped by with their kindly farewell to suffering
Mary. Each one in passing raised her eyes from the face of Mary to
the one filled with self effacing goodness above her. They thought
of the dead babe, the suffering mother, and Martha’s face, and said
it was all good. Martha opened the door. Mary and Annie entered.
She led Mary to a warm place on the floor and seated her beneath a
paper covered window where the sun blazed through the frost
smitten air upon its white surface.
The light glowed down upon Mary and she turned her drawn
face to its rays, as will a flower long immersed in darkness, and a
far away look came into her pain-filled eyes.
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Martha and Annie retired in silence to the opposite side of the small
room. Mary was again traveling through the frost with the silent
burden on her back, again longing for the nestling head and touch of
the baby hands. Her unseeing eyes traveled from the window across
the room to the face of Martha and rested there as if held by a sense
of mutual concern until intelligent comprehension crept into her
eyes and her lips formed the word, “Martha”; the latter crossed the
floor on hands and knees and Mary whispered “He believes.”
Martha took Mary silently in her arms while a great joy burst upon
her soul.
Not many days thereafter the south wind swept the hill free
from snow and soon the life of early spring stirred and fingered its
way over plain and mountain, and the world thrilled with the
miracle of a resurrected year.
Each day Martha arose with the twilight and hastened down
into the fiord up which her husband must come to reach the town.
As the days passed and he did not arrive the buoyancy faded from
her and she drooped as a frost bitten plant. Her lips smiled back at
all who spoke to her but her eyes did not smile, they grew larger and
a heavy ring encircled them. Her voice was gentle; but her lips were
sealed as to the gnawing cankerous fear of her heart. She doubted
not that her husband had flung himself into the bitter cold of that
night with a frenzied desire to reach her and make right all the
wrong. His delay whispered of a tragedy beneath the blistering cold
of that star-lit night, where the drifting snow lightly trod upon that
she loved, covered it over and left it in silence, a silence unbroken
by the south winds and the stirring life of spring. In the
ingenuousness of the Asiatic mind, many discussed, in the presence
of Martha, the tale of Annie and Mary concerning the attempt of Mr.
Cho to reach their mountain village, and plainly declared that in
their judgment he was dead and there was no use thinking of the
matter longer. If dead, then it was the proper thing for Martha to get
another husband, and the sooner it was done the better would it be
for her father’s clan. They even told her of men who might be
willing to accept of her. To all this Martha made no reply.
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She made her daily trips to the head of the fiord and remained
scanning the south till weary, or duties compelled her return. The
people were perplexed at such silence and conduct. Till tales were
repeated of ancient constancy of wife for her dead husband, then
they spoke of Martha with awe. “Would she indeed join him in the
yellow valley?” they asked.
For weeks Martha had revolved in her mind a plan. She did
not want to believe her husband was dead. Perhaps he had returned
to his home for funds. Did not Annie say he appeared destitute? Was
it not her duty to hasten to him, for as long as he lived was she
amenable to any other on earth for her acts? She knew her brother
and relatives would under no consideration consent to her return
alone. The Clan had been scandalized in her coming, there must be
no second act of that character.
She made close enquiry of the road leading to Rocky Ridge
where was the home of Pastor Kim. Once there the matter would be
easily settled. She could learn the necessary facts, and from that
point she could forward news to her husband and await his coming.
She discovered that she must travel back upon the road she
came for at least five days, and then turn southward eight more to
reach the home of Mr. Kim. The baby had grown much since she
came to her ancestral home and she would be heavy, so heavy at the
end of a day’s travel! When Martha thought of the danger of
traveling alone among strangers she was appalled, and through
many a night stared up into the darkness weighing her responsibility
to the authority of her brother, who she knew would not hesitate to
punish her into submission to his wishes, and the real peril of the
road: against her duty to husband and baby and the call of her
aching heart. Finally she went to stupid Annie and poured out her
soul. “While Annie would never read though she studied a hundred
years she never erred in questions of right or wrong,” said Martha.
Martha found her friend sitting on the floor of her home
industrially rattling the ironing sticks, with a Bible, pencil, and
white tablet placed at her side, her eyes shifting from the
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garment she was beating into glossy whiteness to the word, “Jesus,”
she had laboriously written all over her tablet. Martha entered the
room so quietly Annie did not notice her till the former
unobtrusively took her seat on the opposite side of the ironing block
and picked up two ironing sticks. Annie would have sprung to her
feet in protest, but Martha reached for the hand that held the clubs
and pulled Annie to the floor and with lips quivering with a smile
struck the ironing block a tentative blow; her friend laughed and
accepted the invitation and immediately the swift falling clubs were
merrily challenging the neighborhood to their morning labor. One
garment followed another in rapid succession till the task was over.
With the intuition of a child of Asia, Annie sensed a crisis in the
affairs of her friend, and her eyes frequently shot a glance of inquiry
into the other’s sad face. When the ironing clubs pealed out their
last long roll and throb, Martha knew Annie understood, and she
quickly told her struggle over the problem of her future.
Annie picked up her tablet and for a long time seemed bent
on reading and re-reading the one word she had so many times
written. She then went to the door and swung it open and looked up
on the mountain side where her husband and neighbors were
struggling to wrest a living from its grudging soil. She stood in
silence a long time while a passionate song of a sky lark poured
from above over the town and filled the hut. Annie finally turned
into the room and went to the wall where was fixed a cupboard
projecting outward over the kitchen fire place. For some time her
hand moved about in the darkness with uncertainty as if their owner
was waging a warfare of debate. Presently she drew from the dark a
small bag of coin and crossing the room hastily, she placed it on the
ironing block opposite which Martha still sat watching the curious
movements of her friend. Then Martha placed her head down on the
block and wept long.
“It is mine,” said Annie, “and I can give it to whom I will.
My father was a miner,” she explained, “and he hoarded a bit of
gold dust. Soon after he died my mother died also and this is mine.
My husband has always respected my
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ownership. Not long ago, feeling that the recent silver coinage
would be less easily lost, he turned the dust into coin and brought it
back to me. Take it. Are we not Christians? I know you will return it
some day it you can, if you can not, that also will be well.”
An hour later Martha passed through the gate leading
through the corn stalk fence which surrounded Annie’s home. She
paused a moment to listen to the voice of stupid Annie singing a
Christian song to the only tune she knew, one of her own invention
that fitted every kind of hymn. “Better than real music,” she said,
“just like good Annie.”
A week later, on the fifteenth day of the fourth moon, while
the brilliant moonlight poured upon mountain and valley, two
women might have been seen skirting the outer fringe of the village
on their way to the head of the mountain fiord. Annie insisted upon
accompanying Martha to the main road five miles away. They
finally knelt at the forks of the road and gazed into each other’s eye
while they lifted their hearts to Him who cares for the helpless.
“Oh, my Father,” said Martha, “this seems light and good
for the sake of husband and baby; Annie thinks it good; keep me
from evil hands, my Father.” “Amen,” said Annie.
Shortly afterwards Martha with her baby tied to her back
disappeared down the road beneath the shadows of the willows.
It was nearly noon before inquiries were made for Martha in
her old mountain home, but her absence excited little concern till
her brother and fellow laborers came in from the field at night. The
town was then in commotion. Every Christian home was visited in
the search. Mary and Annie visited Martha’s home and Mary was in
tears, but stupid Annie said nothing. The Christians and many others
turned out to assist their townsman search the country for his lost
sister. The next day they extended their search to the forks of the
road at the foot of the fiord and later a hundred li southward.
Enquiry from travelers coming from long distances gave no
information of a lost woman.
“What,” said a pedestrian, “searching for a lost woman?
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and are you fools enough to think you could find a lost widow?
Pretty, eh?” They understood what he meant and many had already
discussed the probability of her seizure as a wife for some one
living at a distance who had learned of Martha’s charms. Martha’s
brother stormed about the village, neglecting his fields, furious at
the insult offered him and his clan. He made a long journey to the
magistrate and petitioned redress.
“Only a widow?” the magistrate asked.
“But she was my sister,” declared the man, “and my name
has been insulted. I demand satisfaction, sir.”
“Did you look into all the village wells? I have noticed that
young pretty widows have a habit of throwing themselves into wells,
and over mountain cliffs,” the magistrate drawled. “You are sure
you have looked carefully? Do you not think it would appear better
for the dignity of your clan and better for the peace of your town to
assume there was an accident, that she fell from a cliff, and the
wolves did the rest, or something of that sort? Of course, now that
you have brought to my notice the facts concerning your loss, I
shall order my runners to keep their eyes open on all their business
trips in my territory. Usually in such cases the captor is willing to
make a large settlement in cash for the woman if she turns out a
good house-keeper. You are possessed of some property I take it,
and if the man who stole your sister is some poor vagabond, a little
consideration on your part may help towards his punishment. You
understand, of course, that we usually assume that widows are much
better off married to who ever may be willing to accept of them.
Still, as I said, I may be able to do something for the dignity of your
clan provided we are able to find the widow.”
The petitioner began to wish he had not attempted to consult
the law, and hastened from the Magistracy as soon as he could
politely withdraw. He returned home and announced that his sister
was either dead or stolen and carried beyond his power or the power
of the Magistrate to recover her, and the fatalistic East dismissed the
matter as beyond remedy. The question lingered long in the mind of
the Christian community
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with much sorrow and regret. Stupid Annie alone made no reference
to Martha and continued with cheerful industry to write the one
word she knew whenever opportunity afforded.
In the meantime Martha was traveling nights and biding
daytimes among the graves that surround ancient cemeteries which
adorned the hillsides above all the villages she passed. On the third
day the food Annie had prepared for her gave out, so she traveled
during the day and bought food at the inns. She was regarded with
so much interest that she re tired to the hillside during the
midafternoon and arose with the darkness and traveled all night.
Thereafter she traveled occasionally at night to discourage search
by people she passed on the road. Late on the sixth night of her
journey she crept into the women’s quarters of a certain inn and
asked for shelter and food.
She and the baby were examined in the usual critical
curiosity by the wife of the inn-keeper. Martha announced that she
was a Christian and was going to meet her husband. Her hostess
shook her head disapprovingly.
“You Christians,” she said, “run strange chances, your
audacity is amazing. Have you organized, as have the Peddler’s
Guild, to mete out swift revenge upon any one who harms your
number? How dare you, madam, thus travel the road alone; or are
the Christian men so degenerate that they are oblivious as to what
happens to their wives?”
Martha was too weary to answer these oft-repeated
questions but enquired regarding the road that lead to Rocky Ridge.
As she had expected, her road turned from this point southward.
Her supper over, she and her baby were soon fast asleep.
Before daylight Martha was awakened by the bustling about
of the inn-keeper’s wife as she prepared the morning meal for her
many guests. Murtha sat up and prepared to leave immediately after
her meal of millet.
“The biggest one you ever saw,” confided her hostess.
“Biggest what?” asked Martha.
“Biggest man,” she replied. “Came here, he says, to carry
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away a sick man. It would be a hard day for you did you fall into his
hands, so take my word and beware. It he takes the road south you
go north for your life, that is the best advice I can give you. See,”
she added, “peep through the hole in the paper door. He is there in
the yard now.”
Martha placed her eye to the opening in the door covering
and what she saw set her teeth to chattering with fear. The colossal
form of Bali stalked about the yard with impatient step, waiting for
his morning meal. The inn-keeper’s wife had stepped out into the
kitchen and did not see Martha’s agitation. When she returned
Martha was sitting on the floor, her face as white as the jacket she
wore.
“Sick?” asked her hostess.
“Not ill,” replied Martha with her ear close to the outer door
endeavoring to catch the words of Bali who was conversing with
another person who had been hid from her view by an ugly mud
chimney. “I was listening,” she continued in a whisper, “to the
words of the giant. I thought he said he was hunting for some one.
Do you think Madam, while you laid out their meal and arranged
their tables you could find out the nature of their journey? Perhaps
you could learn their profession. At least learn the direction they
will take, for of a truth I wish not to journey their way.”
“Sure I will,” replied the hostess, “ask them straight if
necessary.”
A half hour later she reappeared. “Found out all about
them,” she said. “What I could not catch by eaves-dropping I found
out by asking. Not one giant, two of them, large enough to be
brothers, but they don’t look alike. Both going north, so you need
have no fear. They are on their way to a town called Pine Tree Knob,
hunting for a runaway woman. She belongs to neither one, but for
some reason they want her. I didn’t listen for any thing more. Have
listened to those tales so often I know in advance what they are.”
“What?” Martha asked and waited with parted white lips,
“what is it you know?”
“And you don’t know, you innocent thing? Had you known,
then would you not have taken the road alone to tempt
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such creatures as they. Do you not know that men are created to tear
and rend the weak and helpless? What would you silly butterfly do
under his mighty grasp. He would roar with delight, while he pulled
off your gaudy wings. Blessed is the woman who most speedily
grows old and ugly, for all this is woman’s lot. Ah,” she added with
a tone of disapproval, “don’t look so frightened. Did I not say he
traveled north? Unless you, indeed, seek him he will not find you,
he has other game.”
Martha remained in the inn long after her hostess declared
the giants had disappeared over the mountain road to the north, then
she left in great haste and fairly ran from the town, and many
curious eyes followed her down the street. As she sped out into the
narrow valley she paused and looked back at the town and up at the
distant mountain. On the divide three men were standing, and one
of them, a tall figure, was shading his eyes and gazing in her
direction. At the sight weakness overcame her and she sat down by
the way trembling with fear. Her staggering step seemed to satisfy
the watcher, for he presently turned with his companions and
disappeared over the pass.
The night Mr. Cho bade good night to his friends at the inn
and returned to the roof that had so long sheltered him, he passed
the figure of a woman who was carrying a babe on her back and
fled almost into the gutter in the effort to avoid him. At other times
he had invariably followed young mothers with their babies till he
had peered into their faces. The practise had frequently caused stern
rebuke from some male member of the community. Now for the
first time on the long journey, because of the gladness of his heart,
he passed her by, the pause and mechanical stare he gave her added
speed to her feet, and he absently watched her enter the yard of the
inn in quest of the woman’s quarters. The late moon was slowly
climbing the distant mountain and the long rays of light were
fingering their way over the ridge and down upon the silent village,
but the deep shadows of the forest still covered the town and Mr.
Cho failed to recognize his lost wife and child. On the morrow he
would travel to the north where, according to the information of that
cold night so long
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ago and confirmed by Pastor Kim, lived the one he sought. Further,
he would have with him two dauntless friends, one of whom had for
many years been a hunter of men, under whose keen eyes every foot
print had a meaning. If Martha still 1ived he would soon find her,
and then how good it is to live the life of a Christian!
On the following day, under the spur of Mr. Cho’s voice, the
chair bearers covered in one day twice the distance made by Martha
during the same period. How strong were his companions. It was a
tonic to look into their faces, and what a world of good news they
had to tell. Mr. Cho’s property was safe, and he had not cared
whether it were safe or not. The devil on the salt-marsh was
preaching and all his sermons were on “heaven.” His ugly face and
puffing, rumbling roar, before he opened his lips lo speak,
frightened his listeners into silence, but when he spoke he talked of
gentle things, Bali rehearsed the activities of the hermit with
infectious delight. It was evident that the hermit was the most
admired man of Bali’s acquaintance. “Not afraid of men, devils or
the magistrates,” Bali said.
Bali related how after becoming a Christian he had
presented himself to the Magistrate to receive in his person
punishment for evil deeds where he was unable otherwise to make
restitution, but in spite of all that he could say the Magistrate
believed it was a ruse to involve him in more trouble. The only
result was many presents and many protests of personal regard. He
had gone to the Governor who had more knowledge of the way of
Christians and he had finally promised to examine carefully into
Bali’s history and would surely punish not only to the satisfaction of
Bali but also the full satisfaction of all magistrates and good citizens
who had been wronged by the robber chief. This had occurred not
long before Bali left, as it had required a world of labor to meet the
demand of his conscience as well as his personal freedom to do so.
Caution on the part of the Governor had caused delay in making
Bali’s arrest. This remarkable robber carried so much power and
now it was possible he was associated with the foreigner and had
become more formidable
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than ever. Time would tell, and the East is patient. Bali knew that
the time was near when the deadly hand of unrestrained officialdom
would be laid upon his person. He smiled as he talked of the day
when he would be led forth from the governor’s prison. Then there
would be a flash of steel in the sunlight,—and the end.
“l can see,” he mused, “that He is a God of justice as well as
of mercy. I carry with me the work of His blessed mercy. Coward
would I be and deserving of my own utmost contempt, and, I think,
of His also, did I for a moment shrink from His justice.” “Think not
that it makes me sad,” said he on one occasion, reviewing the matter
with Mr. Cho. “To be sad would mean complaint, to complain
would be the whimper of a coward, no, no, I rejoice with exceeding
great joy,” and he laughed a great deep-chested laugh, the laugh of a
conqueror capable of thrilling the world with his power. Pastor
Kim’s face glowed in response and Mr. Cho slid from his chair and
ran to Bali’s side forgetful that he had been an invalid. The giant
picked up the smaller man and placed him back in the chair half
playfully, half gravely.
On the second day Bali picked up news that deepened the
gravity of his face. He learned that a Christian woman in the town
of Pine Tree Knob had recently been spirited away.
He said nothing to his companions and on the last day of
their journey he left before daylight and by noon was in the village
of their destination six hours ahead of his fellow travelers.
Announcing himself a Christian, he had immediate access to all the
facts they knew concerning Martha. His enquiries were sharp,
almost imperious. He visited Mr. Yang the brother of Martha and
pushed his enquiries with dauntless energy till he seemed to
dominate the town. Learning that Martha had last been seen with
Annie, it was not long before he had all the facts concerning her
flight and destination.
Three miles out from the town he met his companions, and
walking by the side of Mr. Cho rehearsed all he had learned. Mr.
Cho lay back in his chair white and weak. When he arrived he was
carried to the ancestral home of Martha. Annie
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immediately sought him out and told him all she knew of Martha’s
flight. The story was not without comfort. That night half of the
village gathered in the great open yard of their host, and Mr. Cho
told the story of his conversion, Martha’s faith and fortitude, and his
own long eventful wanderings to find her. It was a long story, and
many were sobbing when he closed, and Martha’s brother
announced to the gathered throng that he was going to serve
Martha’s God.
The next day the three men were hastening southward to
overtake Martha. Mr. Kim was glad the road led him to his own
home, while Bali, the ex-robber, was speeding with a light heart to
face the king of all terrors.
Six days after leaving the village where Martha’s path had
crossed that of her husband they re-entered the village for the night.
The coolies refused to trave1faster and it was only by a promise of
great pay that they were induced to proceed the next day. The innkeeper’s wife was voluble with many descriptions of Martha’s
appearance and all that she had said, how she had seen Bali and had
raced down the street in fear.
Fear of harm to his wife put urgency into the voice of Mr.
Cho as he urged his chair-coolies ahead the next day. He promised
them rewards so large, each man strove as greed will make men
strive.
“Good,” said Mr. Cho at the end of the second day. “Two
hundred and seventy li. To-morrow night we will overtake her,” and
he laughed. “Yesterday a man met her on the road and she was still
safe. One more day,” and he laughed again.
Over-speeding was too much for the coolies and the next
day noon they refused to move from the inn. Money would not stir
them, and no woman in the land was of sufficient value to have
them do so. That afternoon Mr. Cho trudged at the side of his
friends, surprised that he was not without endurance.
( To be Concluded)
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FIFTY YEARS ON THE PACIFIC
FRED J. HALTON.
(On the 12th of April the Pacific Mail, pioneer of American shipping on
the Pacific, celebrated the 70th anniversary of its founding. The following article
first appeared in “The Paradise of the Pacific,” published in Honolulu.)
As fascinating as the stories of the buccaneers who preyed upon the
Spanish galleons in the Pacific and South Atlantic waters in the sixteenth century;
as romantic as the tales or Columbus, Drake and Magellan, reads the history of
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, which as early as 1848 was engaged in
coast trade, carrying passengers and freight from Panama to California in the
early gold-rush days.
The golden jubilee of the trans-Pacific traffic occurred in January, 1917,
but the event was allowed to pass unnoticed in the stress of events connected with
the great world war.
The Pacific Mail Steamship Company was incorporated in New York on
April 12, 1848, with a capital of $500,000.00. Congress had passed an act
authorizing the opening of a new mail route between New York and Portland,
Oregon, with San Francisco as a port of call. By the act a subsidy of $200,000 per
annum was to be paid with the intention of perpetuating the American Flag on the
waters of the Pacific.
incidentally that policy was abandoned many years ago and the American
merchant marine had declined with this peculiar policy until in the year 1915
there were but six vessels in foreign service flying the American Flag.
The vessels used in the early days were side-wheelers, hardly larger than
the ferryboats of San Francisco bay today. They carried beam engines and were
built entirely of wood. The first steamers were the Golden City, Montana,
Colorado, and Constitution. The last-named figured prominently in the Civil War,
having been chartered by the government as a transport, and having on occasions
carried as many as 6,000 troops and their necessary equipment.
The Constitution was considered a remarkable vessel in her day. She was
one of the first steamers built with two funnels.
Drawing about twenty feet of water she could attain a speed of fifteen
knots per hour. She ended her days in San Francisco in 1864 by burning. The
remainder of these vessels were bought by the Nippon Yusen Knisha, forming the
nucleus of its present fleet of 102 vessels, of 480,000 tons gross. It is interesting
to surmise what might have been the position of the American mercantile marine
at the outbreak of the war if our government had aided shipping by subsidies and
subventions as did the Japanese government.
In the year 1861 the Pacific Mail Company bought the so-called
“Vanderbilt Line” operating from New York to Aspinwall on the Isthmus of
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Panama. The steamers on this run were the North Star, Northern Light, Ariel,
Ocean Queen, Quaker City, Champion and two new ships. the New York and
Costa Rica.
The Pacific Mail Company in their service between New York and San
Francisco enjoyed many years of great prosperity but with the completion of the
first trans-continental railway it was presumed that the bulk of the passenger
traffic would naturally move over the shorter over-land route. So in 1866 there
arose the incentive which engaged the thought of all transportation men
concerning the carrying of passengers and freight from China and Japan across
the Pacific and thence overland to New York. Again Congress was appealed to
and asked to bear its share of establishing a new transoceanic route covered by
ships carrying the Stars and Stripes. Congress responded with a subsidy of
$500,000 awarded to the Pacific Mail Company for carrying the mails from San
Francisco to Hong Kong. And thus was inaugurated the service that gave the Port
of Honolulu its first impetus as a shipping center.
The steamer Colorado, a side-wheeler of 3,000 tons, one of the largest and
finest of the Pacific Mail fleet at that time, was elected as the pioneer of this new
enterprise and on January 1st, 1867, under command of Captain W. H. Bradley,
steamed through the Golden Gate on her momentous first voyage.
As the first steamer to make such a trip the route to be taken and the
conditions that possibly might be encountered were thoroughly studied. Captain
Bradicy was a man quite familiar with the trans-Pacific service so far as applied
to sailing ships and was not without steamship experience, as he had served on
some of the company’s steamers on the Panama run.
The Colorado had a fair freight including 1,000 barrels of flour, $500,000
in specie for Hong Kong and $21,700 for Japan. That cargo of flour seems rather
insignificant now as compared with consignments of 10,000 to 12,000 barrels
subsequently carried by steamers of the same line. She too had a fair passenger
list.
A detour was made to Honolulu, as the Captain deemed it wiser to
replenish his bunkers rather than to essay the long voyage to Yokohama. At any
rate the call at Honolulu had not been planned when the ship left San Francisco.
Thus were the first tourists regaled with a sight that would never leave their
memory—the sight of these sun-kissed, palm-girt isles subsequently described by
Mark Twain as the “loveliest fleet of islands that lies anchored in any ocean.”
Naturally the arrival of this steamer created much excitement in
Honolulu and she was the object of much curiosity on the part of the natives. The
arrival of the first Pacific Mail liner in Yokohama and Hong Kong stirred up the
commercial circles of those ports due to the fact that she carried European
dispatches of fully twelve days later dates than those received by the English and
French lines.
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The Colorado arrived at San Francisco on March 20, having made the
round trip in seventy-eight days, including all detentions.
The Colorado was followed on February 1st by the Great Republic and
each month thereafter by the old China, Japan and America.
It was in 1868 that what is known as the "branch line" was started from
Yokohama to Shanghai via the Inland Sea of Japan. Some of the ships on the
Atlantic were sent around the Cape of Good Hope together with some new
steamers, the Costa Rica, Ariel, Oregonian and Golden Age, comprised this fleet
and was the first line of steamers to navigate the Inland Sea. At that time there
were no lighthouses buoys or other signals to mark the danger points and it
indeed goes to the credit of these old sea-masters that the feat was accomplished
with such regularity and with so few accidents.
In the meantime an extension was taking place on the San FranciscoPanama run and the steamers Acapulco, Colon, Guatemala, City of Panama,
Colima and Granada replaced the older ships while the Alaska and Arizona came
from the Atlantic and enhanced the number of vessels on the Pacific. The former
went on the San Francisco-Hongkong run and the latter on the Panama run.
When the run to the Orient was first started the ships made many
precarious voyages by reason of the fact that owing to storms, they would run out
of fuel and fresh water. On occasion they were known to burn their cargoes for
fuel.
In order to provide against such calamity, a brig was despatched in 1869
from Pennsylvania with a load of Pocahontas coal for Midway Island. At that
time the island was uninhabited, though now it is used as a cable relay station.
Some of that same coal was used by the Pacific Mail steamers when chased out of
their courses by the Russian Vladivostok fleet during the Russo-Japanese war. Up
to that time it had been forgotten, for better boats soon replaced those vessels, and
better time was made.
Though tea and silk have always been two of the most important items of
freight, in the very early days, before the Chinese Exclusion Act was passed,
when the old paddle wheels plowed the great sea troughs, Chinese coolies made
up the chief "cargo." As many as 2,500 were brought to this country on a trip and
fortunes were made for the company in this traffic.
In the year 1871 the fortnightly service was inaugurated and in 1874 the
screw-propelled steamers City of Peking and City of Tokyo were placed on the
China run. These were followed by the three “Cities—San Francisco, Sydney and
New York—in 1875, when the line was established to Australia. This marked
another era in trans-Pacific traffic and gradually the old wooden side-wheelers
were displaced.
Even the new ships were not large enough to make much of a showing
against the great typhoons which very often shook the very foundation
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of the universe along the China-Japan coast. In 1874 the Alaska was blown up
high and dry at Aberdeen on the Island of Hong Kong. An American named
Williams finally got her afloat after engineers from Europe had failed. One year
later she was burned off Amoy on the coast of China
That year was a disastrous one for the Pacific Mail as two steamers were
burned, the American in Yokohama and the Japan on the China coast. The next
year other screw steamers were added to the fleet, including the Rio de Janeiro,
Para, Columbia and Peru. The Rio de Janeiro struck a rock at the entrance to the
Golden Gate, San Francisco, in 1901 when, under captain Ward’s orders, Pilot Joe
Jordan was attempting to guide her through a dense fog that overhung the harbor.
The vessel sank, taking with it several hundred passengers and members of the
crew, and its hull, containing thousands of dollars of valuable property, was never
located.
The China of 10,000 tons displacement was built in 1890 and became the
most popular steamer in the service, and then followed the Korea and Siberia of
18,000 tons displacement. The Korea left San Francisco on August 30th, 1902,
and on December 27th of the same year the Siberia was sent across on the long
run.
Two years later came the Mongolia and Manchuria, each 27,000 tons
displacement, the former sailing on her initial voyage from San Francisco
Saturday, May 7, 1904, and the latter on Tuesday, August 25, 1904. It is
regrettable that in 1915 the then management of the Pacific Mail deliberately
threw away the best prospects of the company since its incorporation by
disposing of all the trans-Pacific fleet and the consequent abandonment to a
foreign flag of the cream of the trans-Pacific business. The alleged reason for this
act was the restrictions placed on American shipping by the La Follette Seaman’s
Act.
The American-built steamers Korea and Siberia were sold to a Japanese
company and now fly the Japanese flag. The China was sold to a company newly
formed with Chinese capital and operated by Chinese, while the Mongolia and
Manchuria were sold to the Atlantic Transport company of New York and were
transferred to the Atlantic Ocean.
Were it not for the far-sightedness of a San Francisco man, John H.
Rosseter, the American Flag would have disappeared from the foreign trade of the
Pacific completely. Out of the wreck of the old Pacific Mail Steamship company
he organized the present company and by the purchase of three ships built in
Holland, re-commenced the service of the Pacific Mail across the Pacific in 1916
with the steamers Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela of 14,000 tons displacement
each. In the year 1917 was inaugurated the San Francisco-Calcutta service with
the steamers Santa Cruz, 12,000 tons and Clousa, 15,000 tons, and the writer
hopes to live to see the day when the American Flag will be seen constantly in
every port on the great Pacific ocean.
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A few words as to the personnel of the company: This includes the names
of many famous men. The first President was Captain Allan McLean. He was
succeeded in 1872 by W. B. Stockwell of sewing machine fame, followed in
about a year by Rufus Hatch, during whose administration the screw steamers of
the “City” class were built and commissioned. Jay Gould succeeded Hatch and it
was he who negotiated the building of the China. He was succeeded by W. P.
Clyde and then followed R. P. Schwerin, who was vice-president and general
manager of the company from 1893 to the disruption of the company in 1915.
The man of large vision who organized the new Pacific Mail Company was John
H. Rosseter; he was elected vice-president and general manager of the company
in 1916, and we trust that his dreams of American supremacy on the Pacific will
be realized.
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The Korea Magazine
June, 1918
Editorial Notes.
JAPAN has led the worId so far as reports have reached us in the
advance women have made in preparation for meeting modern seafaring problems. A Japanese young woman has obtained the
necessary skill and training, and applied to the authorities for a
license as sea-captain, to command a vessel, having spent several
years under the competent instruction of her captain father.
A new magazine has been launched in Tokyo which is planned to be
for the Japanese empire what the Outlook of New York is to the
English-speaking public. That veteran statesman, Count Okuma, is
the editor, and his plans are broad and comprehensive. Count
Okuma is eighty years of age, a man of great experience in the
political affairs of Japan, and will make this magazine a fearless
exponent of what he believes to be best for his country. He purposes
to make it absolutely independent, under the dominance of no
political party, and outspoken in behalf of the public good. The first
issue contained 319 pages of reading matter, of an intensely
interesting character.
FOR the winning of the world war the foreign Community in Korea
has already furnished a good proportion of men for the various
armies, and many a place of business and home is entitled to display
the service flag. The mines have done magnificently. Information
just to hand tells of the sons of two missionaries in Korea, one of
them having just received his comniission prior to his departure for
the front, and the other describing something of the actual fighting
in the front-line trenches “somewhere.” Then the ambulance
provided
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by the Chosen Division Branch of the Red Cross is already doing
good service at the front with its driver direct from Korea. And for
those who cannot go abundant avenues for service have been
opened, from the rolling of bandages to the subscribing for the
bonds of the various belligerent countries, and contributing to the
funds of the Red Cross, the King George Fnnd, the Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A., and other public and private relief agencies.
KOREA is making substantial retums to Japan in the interest taken
by her citizens in shipping and mining enter prises, with the
consequent material gains, and now one of the millionaires of
Chosen, Mr. Seishichiro Nakamura, of Chinnampo, has presented
one hundred thousand yen to the Kyoto Imperial University for the
purpose of furthering the study of mineralogy. The gift has been
accepted by the University, a part of the sum will be used to erect a
laboratory, and the remainder will become part of a fund to be used
in carrying forward advanced study and investigation. Such gifts are
calculated to accomplish much in drawing students from Chosen to
the University, and their investigations will in turn bring further
development of the mineral resources of their land. Mr. Nakamura
has set an excellent example. There are others who may well
emulate him, and in giving their money for like worthy purposes
there should be the assurance not only of benefit to the present
generation, but an increasing usefulness to posterity.
ONE of the very best opportunities for rendering a noteworthy
service seems about to pass unheeded by the Prince Yi Household.
There has been a strong feeling that the plot of vacant ground near
the Oriental Development Company building in Seoul should be
utilized for creating a park which would be accessible to thousands
who could enjoy its shade, walks and flowers without expense of.
travel. It is almost in the heart of the business part of the city, where
tens of thousands congregate daily, and where other thousands are
so huddled together and driven with care and work and poverty that
they seldom get a chance to breathe the free pure
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air in the open. It is for just these people that the plea has been made.
That an open park be established now, on property practically idle,
is not only feasible, desirable, necessary, but it is a plan that could
be carried out now cheaper than at any time in the future. Real
estate values are sure to rise, there will be still more congestion of
population, and the time will come when this park will be
demanded by business interests, and when that time does come it
will cost a far larger sum to adequately supply the need. It would be
a simple matter now for the Prince Yi Household to set aside the
land for the park, and as has been suggested let this be a fitting
memorial in behalf of all the people in honoring the occasion of the
marriage of the heir of Prince Yi. Unless this is done at once it will
be too late, for already the streets are being prepared, and in a short
time the entire tract of land is expected to be covered with
tenements and business buildings, which will make a later change
very costly, and almost impossible. This would be a splendid work
for the Seoul Chamber of Commerce to undertake and successfully
carry through.
WITH the compIiments of Dr. Seiji Hishida we have a copy of his
address on “Co-operation Between Japan and the United States,” an
address delivered at a dinner given by the Banks and Trust
Companies of Boston at the Hotel Somerset, Boston, in honor of the
Special Finance Commission of the Imperal Japanese Government,
headed by Baron Megata. Mr. Hishida was one of the party, a
Special Commissioner from Chosen, and spoke freely concerning
the work in the East which Japan and the United States should
undertake in common. The address closes with the following
sentences: “I venture to think the prosperity of each individual
nation, the peace of the world, the progress of humanity, the
reconciliation of the East and the West, all the elements that go to
make up the great conception of the world’s civilization, would be
advanced by the cooperation of all nations which are capable of
such a mission, but not by a single universal empire such as was the
dream of Alexander the Great, Caesar, Ghingis Khan, Napoleon or a
modern Teutonic ruler. In this
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all-embracing world movement, Japan will continue to play a
significant part, in harmony with her own interest and with those of
others, and in the same chivalrous spirit in which she is now leading
her sister nations of Asia to a higher plane of political, social and
moral responsibility.”

SOMETHING ABOUT KIJA. (箕子)
Every student of Korean history is interested in whatever pertains to
the famous name of Kija, the reputed founder of Korean civilization.
We wish that the historical records concerning this famous man of
antiquity were fuller and more authentic. What records there are
indicate that he lived during the closing years of the $hang or Yin
dynasty in China which began in the year 1766 B. C. Kija was a
relative of the last emperor of that dynasty and therefore of royal
blood. He had therefore all the prvileges that go with good birth and
education.
All dynasties come to an end sometime and so did the Shang
dynasty. Whether or not the moral and political corruption of the
court was the cause of its overthrow we cannot well know but
certain it seems to be that the dynasty passed away in the midst of
great moral corruption and degeneracy. Kija was one of the three
councilors of this last monarch who was called Chu. Whether Kija
was a partaker of the general corruption of the time or whether he
stood aloof and above it there is very little on record to show.
When the Emperor Mu was firmly seated on his throne he
looked about him for a suitable prime minister and concluded that
no one was more suited to the place than Kija who was now
languishing in prison doubtless expecting every day to be his last
day on earth as the other two councilors who had shared with him
the confidrnce of the former king were already citizens of the next
world. The offer of the premiership must have been a temptation to
him that was hard to resist in view of the ingrained desire of the
Oriental for political preferment, a desire that has been a ruling
passion in
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the Orient for uncounted centuries. That Kija had the strength of
character to resist the flattering offer is greatly to his credit and is
the one thing in his life that has led to his name being written so
large in the history of this part of the world.
Kija seems to have been possessed of a high senseof honor,
for he thought that loyalty to the memory of his former master
forbade him taking office under the usurper who now occupied the
throne. Probably feeling that for his health’s sake it would be
advisable to get as far away as possible from the new court, Kija
decided to emigrate. Instead of going west as emigrants do in the
western world, true to the topsy turvy method of the Orient, Kija
decided to go east. He evidently was a man of very considerable
influence, for about five thousand persons decided to cast in their
lot with him. That was a party large enough both to be selfpreservative and to exert a mighty influence on any community
where they might choose to settle.
But now comes the difficult question. Where did he go and
how did he get there? If only some musty records could be turned
up in some old monastery that would settle this much debated
question what a boon it would be! It is certainly quite disconcerting
to the historical student to find that Kija founded his empire
anywhere from north-eastern Siberia to southern Korea. One is
sometimes almost tempted to believe that there never was such a
character as Kija anyway and that the name of Kija, which indeed is
not a family name but only a title, was the designation of some sort
of a will-of-the-wisp which appeared here and there at pleasure over
a large extent of territory, so that various peoples began to worship
him as a demi-god. That he was not quite regarded as immortal,
except in reputation, is evident in that all accounts agree that he
died and no less than seven cities claim the honor of his burial place.
Just to the north of the city of Pyengyang is a beautiful grove
surrounding a large mound which is declared to be the grave of Kija.
But even so it is sometimes said that only one of his shoes is buried
here. That he did found the city of Pyengyang and lived here is a
tradition that
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has come down through the ages. The historical traditions, such as
there are, seem to favor this theory more than any other one.
But how did he get here? By what road did he travel? Did he
come overland from the north or by water from the west? Here
again there is a variety of opinion. The writer thinks that he has run
across some evidence that Kija came to Korea by boat, coming up
the river past Chinnampo and then on up the Taidong River to the
site of the present city of Pyengyang which he founded. It is to
exploit this evidence that the present lines are written.
In Hulbert’s History of Korea, Vol. I, Chapter II, there is the
following:
“Whether Kija came to Korea by boat or by land cannot be
easily determined. It isimprobable that he brought such a large
company by water and yet one tradition says that he came first to
Suwun which is somewhat south of Chemulpo. That would argue an
approach by sea.
It is said that from Suwun he went northward to the island of
Chuldo, off Whanghai Province, where they to-day point out a Kija
Well. From thence he went to Pyeng-yang.”
The writer has discovered this island of Chuldo, which is
mentioned in the above extract as being somewhere in the Yellow
Sea off the coast of Whanghai Province. The fact that it is called
Chuldo (鐵島) (Iron Island) would naturally lead one to think that it
is somewhere in the sea but the fact is that it is an inland island and
is an island only at high tide. Chuldo is the promontory of land that
occupies the north-eastern sector of the place where the Taidong
river joins the river that comes up from the Chairyung direction to
form the bayou that goes down by Chinnampo to the sea some
twelve or fifteen miles away.
In the course of his perigrinations in the country the writer
has frequently visited this island of Chuldo. Last year, and before he
discovered the above quotation in Hulbert’s History, he learned
from conversation with people living on the island that there is a
Kija monument and well on the
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promontory. He decided that the next time he came to Chuldo he
would bring a camera along, visit the point, see what he could see,
and take a photograph of it The results are given herewith. The man
who accompanied the writer is a member of the family whose
ancestors, for fourteen generations back, lie buried on this point. He
pointed out the graves of his brother and his parents and others of
his ancestors. He and his descendants all plan to lie there some time.
Arriving at the point we found two relics of Kija, one the
well which is mentioned by Mr. Hulbert, and the other a monument,
photographs of both of which we give here. As a well is rather a
difficult object to photograph the reader will have to take the
writer’s word for the fact that there is really a well under the round
stone with a hole in the middle of it which appears in the
photograph. It is said to be very deep and certainly is full of good
water which is still used by the people who live in the neighborhood.
The inscription on the stone monument speaks for itself. It
may be translated as follows, “Monument on the traditional site of
Holy Kija.” The monument stands inside the rather dilapidated tile
covered building shown herewith. It could be photographed only
through the broken lattice work in front. No, the writer did not
break the lattice work. Other hands than his are responsible for this
piece of vandalism. The writer is one among many who are anxious
for the careful preservation of these historical monuments. He hopes
that the government will see to it that this and other such relics of
the past are preserved in a manner befitting their importance. The
local tradition is that Kija came to Korea by boat, entering the river
below Chinnampo, and came up as far as Chuldo, where he decided
to stop and build a city, being attracted to it by the scenic beauty of
the place and its easy accessibility by water in three directions. He
tarried there for a while and dug this well which is therefore older
than the famous well at Pyengyang. The trndition goes on to say
that one of Kija’s followers by the name of Uh tried to dissuade
Kija from stopping here, saying that the waters were very dangerous
by reason of the fact that tides of the two streams
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meet here causing them to be very turbulent and saying, further, that
they would doubtless find a better site further up the river. Evidently
he was rather insistent in his opposition to Kija’s plans to tarry there,
so much so that Kija had him executed. The boatmen oa the river to
this day when they pass this promontory chant the following words,
“Uh-Ka Tuh-Ka.” (어가 더가) which being interpreted
mean, “Mr. Uh (says) go further.”
It was not long till Kija discovered that Chuldo was not the
best site for his city and he repented of his hasty execution of his
faithful follower Uh and now decided to take his advice and
proceed further up the river. He did so and settled at Pyengyang
which city he founded and there, as is supposed, he spent the
remainder of his days. This is supposed to be the year 1122 B. C.
It was the twentieth day of the month on which Kija had Mr.
Uh executed and so in view of the sorrowful recollection of the fact
the twentieth day of the month became known as “Nyum Il” (念日).
The twenty-first became”Nyum Ir-il,” the twenty-second “Nyum Iil,” and so on down to the twenty- ninth. The word “nyum” means
to remember or ponder. These words are still used but now mostly
confined to epistolary correspondence.
Such traditions and monuments as these are not of course
infallible but they do bear their weight of testimony. And the writer
offers the above as partial evidence that Kija came to Korea by boat
and that he really lived and reigned in this part of Korea and not
somewhere up north in the wilds of Siberia. Whether his five
thousand companions all came with him by boat or whether they
‘hoofed’ it around by land is not a very important question. We are
only interested in knowing how the old gentleman himself got here
and in establishing the fact that he did get here in fact as well as in
fancy.
Chuldo has an interest to the·student of modern history as
well as to the student of ancient history. Back in the Sixties the Rev.
Mr. Thomas, agent in China of the Scottish Bible Society, came to
Korea aboard the ill-fated American
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ship General Sherman. The ship made her way up the Taidong on
high tide to the city of Pyengyang. When the tide went out the ship
was unable to leave. The hostile Koreans took advantage of the fact
and sent burning rafts down the stream linked together so that they
enclosed the General Sherman and the ship and all her crew
perished in the flames except such members of the crew as escaped
to the shore only to be beaten to death by the mob. Korea was then a
Hermit Nation with a vengeance and no foreigners were allowed to
enter the country or having entered to leave again. In order to
prevent any more foreign devils from entering the country the
government built two large guard houses, one at Chuldo and the
other on the opposite side of the river in Kangsuh county. Officials
were placed in these two houses whose duty it was to guard the
entrance against any more foreign intrusion. These guard houses
were kept up till the time of the China-Japan war in 1895. By that
time foreigners had found means of getting into the country other
than by boat up the Taidong, so these guards were withdrawn and
the houses demolished. The ruins of the Chuldo house are very
extensive.
These ruins in close proximity to the Kija monument
represent both the beginning and the end of the old Korean
civilization. The entrance of Kija established a civilization that
endured for many centuries. But it gave way at last. The crumbling
of these guard houses typifies the passing of Korea the Hermit
Nation and the beginning of Chosen the nation that is being brought
in line rapidly with the march of modern progress. The country is
now open to all th arts and of modern civilization.
CHARLES E. BERNHEISEL.
THE TOMBS OF OO-HYUN-LI
A very interesting caller came by the other day in the Person
of Osvald Siren, Professor of the History of Art, Stockholm. He
arrived in Pyengyang and stopped off a day in order to visit the
famous tombs in Kang-su. Already these
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ancient palaces have won the attention of the world of art. Their
mural decorations, their symbolic emblems, their weirdly ancient
yet almost modern figures are a wonder of the world just beginning
to dawn.
Recently, when the emblem of fire from these tombs was
thrown on the screen in Boston, the audience greeted it with
wondering applause. Evidently a mine of artistic worth remains to
be unearthed in these old tombs of Kokuryu.
What Professor Siren specially desired to see were those at
Oo-hyun-li. He gave the writer a hearty invitation to join him,
which he certainly would have done had duty permitted.
There are three tombs in Oo-hyun-li, situated close together,
the one to the south being called the Great Tomb, Its diameter, that
is of the outer mound, is about 170 feet, while its height is about 30.
Its masonry is of granite, cut in large blocks and built in the most
substantial way, the skill shown by the masons being of the highest
order. In the inner chamber are two tables of stone evidently
intended as stands for coffins.
The official record regarding this tomb says, “The walls and
ceilings are of granite, decorated with coloured pictures strong in
concept, beautiful for grace, and exquisitely fine in execution.”
It is considered from the general appearance of the
decorations that they belong to the times of the Divided Kingdom of
China, 500 A. D. Professor Siren remarks that nothing equal to them
of the same period exists in either China or Japan Proper.
The four mural paintings, that call the attention of the world,
are drawn according to the symbolic law of Chinese Philosophy. To
the east is the Blue Dragon, blue being the colour that pertains to
that point. Not only this one, but all the figures are magnificently
drawn with a power and wealth of imagination that leaves a great
wondering question as to whence they came.
The Blue Dragon with lifted paw, and long spotted tongue
curling upwards, a very dreadful monster, rides by us
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among the clouds. His long scaly back is curved with a grace of
motion perfectly natural, while flames of fire, like wildly driven
torches, blaze from his back.
The White Tiger, which has to do with the west, is also a
magnificent creation, the loose flung tail, the strong rear foot,
expressive of the driving force that sends the beast hurtling through
the air, the fierce claws, the wild flames of fire, the fanged jaws and
hotly glaring eye being a splendid piece of imagination. No wonder
Professor Siren came miles on miles to see it. When the war is over,
one of the artist-pilgrimages of the world will be to these tombs.
But why white tiger? Because white is the emblematic colour of the
west.
On the south wall is tbe Red Bird, another surprising
creation. It would seem to have a double body with one leg to each,
beautiful scimitar like wings, and a sweep of uplifted tail. Its highly
crowned head has a tip of red above the eye and a live coal in the
beak. While the Blue Dragon has charge of wood in the east, and
the White Tiger charge of metal in the west, the Red Bird has fire as
its element in the south. This bird, touched off by the unknown
artist’s fingers one thousand five hundred years ago, holds the
onlooker spell-bound, so spectral like and yet so graceful and real it
seems.
Touches of white ornament the body and the inner circle of
the wings. But on the north wall is the strangest creature of all, an
unimaginable turtle, lithe-limbed and long, with the snake, its mate,
wound in folds about it. The name turtle ku-pook, though a native
word, can be spelled out with Chinese characters, ku meaning to
reside and pook, north, the Turtle being the guardian creature of the
north. The snake is its mate and from these two, in union, birth
results and the new year, as the picture of the sun to the right
indicates, with life in general. This surely marks the highest
development of Chinese philosophy as pictured on the blackboard.
Other mural decorations are most interesting, clouds, fairies,
mountain peaks, racing horses, unicorns, the phoenix, angels with
long sweeping folds of light trailing behind thein,
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the genii sitting about among the rocks and hills or wonderland, odd
conventional flowers, the honeysuckle, the lotus.
These tombs remain as samples of the gilded palaces of the
days of Kokuryu, when the living were interred along with the dead,
objects of wonder they will continue to be more and more as time
goes on.
PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT SEOUL
(MANG-WUL SA).
To the north of Seoul, some eight miles along the Gensan
Road, is To-bong Mountain, one of the finest peaks that marks the
way to the coast. A cock’s-comb ridge rides across its top, and takes
on various shapes as you go by. From one point it looks like an
eagle watching from his eyrie; at another like the head and
shoulders of Dr. Samuel Johnson, wig and all, or to put it into more
modern terms, not unlike an unshaved, unshorn Mr. Taft, exPresident
The hill is a half hour’s walk from Giseifu (Eui-jung-p oo)
railway station running directly south to a little hamlet called
Chang-soo-wun. From here up the hill it is an easy hour. The road is
not specially steep, nor is it rough, and yet it takes you up 1700 feet
till you come to the temple that stands on a level platform among
the trees.
How old this site is and how many changing scenes it has
witnessed! It was first built on in 627 A. D. when the poor forsaken
borders of the earth were waking up to religion. In that year King
Edwin of Northumbria, Englishman, became a Christian and was
baptized. While a new light was dawning thus is tbe West, Korea
rejoiced in this new found faith of the Buddha.
On a rock at the side of the temple is a short historical
account cut in the year 1800 A. D. A long silence marks the period
between 600 and 1200. Doubtless many prayers were said through
these years，Om-ma-i pad-mi-hum, bells rung and gongs beaten.
We learn from the inscription that, later, a priest named
Wisdom’s Torch ( He-ko) came and restored its fallen fortunes;
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and again an echo is heard of a priest called Sul-myung who
repaired it in 1691 just about the time when the apple hit Sir Isaac
Newton in the eye and discovered for him the law of gravitation.
Again in 1800 repairs were made aud this account carved on
the rocks.
The name-board over the main hall is interesting seeing it
was written by Yuan Shih-kai in the year 1891. A young man he was
then, stepping up from the humble place of lieutenant in the army to
become China’s Caesar, till just when he reached out to make sure
of the elusive bubble that dazzled before his eyes, all burst and was
gone. The temple will ever respond to a lonely echo of this all but
famous man.
There is a lovely wood about it, and a walk of about ten
minutes behind, somewhat steep, that brings you up to the crest of
the hill, when you see all the world—the surrounding peaks, the
streams, the tiny railwny train so diminutive and slow moving.
A week-end in Mang-wul Sa (Temple of the Full Moon) will
assuredly rest the spirit from all the cares of the day, it being one of
the best ordered and interesting temples any-where about the city.

LANGUAGE STUDY.
(THE DAYS OF THE WEEK)
I am asked by a friend to explain the name of the days of the
week as Koreans now know them. How did they come about?
Sunday 일요일 (日曜日)
Monday 월요일 (月曜日)
Tuesday 화요일 (火曜日)
Wednesday 슈요일 (水曜日)
Thursday 목요일 (木曜日)
Friday 금요일 (金曜日)
Saturday 토요일 (土曜日)
The world of the East, through the Chinese character that
dominates it, is full of signs and omens pointing with
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prophetic finger toward something or other that assuredly comes to
pass. Chang-yup Chun, the name of the Table House of the Kings,
holds in its bosom the secret that twenty-eight kings, and twentyeight only would rule the land. Bell Hill was the old name of the
place where the Cathedral rings out its note today. Carriage Town
was also the name of the district where the railway trains shunt, and
bump and jostle each other outside the gate. Yang-wha, the sound of
which, not the character, means Foreign Death, is the name of the
Foreign Cemetery by the River. The East is overflowing with the
voices and whisperings that are sooner or later bound to come to
pass.
In the year 1573 the Ming Government of China gave a
special name to the reign of Sin-jong Mal-lyuk (Universal
Calendar). Why such a name? The writers doubtless chose it simply
as a suitable combination for good luck not dreaming that in nine
years’ time it would find a peculiar fulfillment in the arrival of
Matteo Ricci, the Catholic Father who came bringing what was to
be the Universal Calendar (1582 A.D.) of the world, and Western
astronomical knowledge.
China had evidently known the five planets from far distant
ages and had them named long before the Christian era, Mercury,
the Water Star (Soo-sung); Venus, the Metal Star (Keum-sung);
Mars, the Fire Star (Wha-sung); Jupiter, the Wood Star (Mok-sung);
and Saturn the Earth Star (T’o-sung). Thus it came about that the
five Roman-Greek divinities had the names of the Five Elements
apportioned to them.
Later in the forming of the names of the days of the week
this order was followed.
Our Christian forefathers, it seems, had no special names
for these and for lack of better fell into the habit of using the same
names as their non-Christian countrymen taken from the divinities
of the old Germanic peoples. They called the first day Sunday
which has now become translated Il yo il Sun shining-day; Monday,
Wul-yo-il, Moon-shining-day; Tuesday, from Tiw, the Scandinavian
God of War, corresponding to Mars, Wha-yo-il (fire-shining-day),
Fire being Mars’ symbol.
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We see the name Mars still in the French name mardi.
Wednesday, or Woden’s Day, Woden being the God of
storms, corresponding to Mercury, was named Soo-yo-il,
Water being the symbol decided on for Mercury. This name still is
seen in the French mercredi. Thursday, or Thor’s Day, Thor being
equal to Jupiter, whose symbol is Wood, was named Mok-yo-il,
Wood-shining-day. Friday or Freya’s Day, she being the
corresponding divinity to Venus, was called Keum-yo-il Metalshining-day. Saturday still retains its old Roman-Greek name
Saturn’s Day, and was T’o-yo-il, Earth-shining-day.
Hence it comes that we get our names in the following
order il, wul, wha, soo, mok, keum, t’o. Do you know them? If not,
learn them. The Christians today, in the outlying country districts,
say ye-pai-il, ye-pai-i, ye-pai-sam, just as the Christians did in the
early days of the church, but assuredly, as the early Christians had
to discard these as unsatisfactory, so it will come to pass here and
we shall have il-yo-il, wul-yo-il, etc. used just as our names are with
us.
It is not necessary to add that these names as decided on by
the astronomers of the Mings made their way to Japan, and from
Japan Proper they now make their way to Korea.”
J. S. Gale
THE OBSTREPEROUS BOY.
Note:-This is an interesting story showing the workings of
an unruly boy’s mind, and also how to handle him. It proves as well,
how a kindly bearing can sweep away the long enmity of years. It is
taken from the Keui-moon Ch’ong-wha. Vol. II; 22.
The magistrate of Hap-ch’un had a son born to him when he
was about 60 years of age. In his foolish love for the child, he
spoiled him completely, and failed altogether in his teaching, so that
at thirteen years of age the lad knew nothing and was quite unable
to read.
There was a famous priest living then in Hai-in Monastery
with whom the magisarate had been on friendly terms for a
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long time. This priest came one day and seeing the boy, said, “Your
son is growing up, and you have never sent him to school. What do
you mean by it?”
The magistrate replied, “I have tried to teach him my-self,
but he is obstinate and will listen to nothing that I say. I can not bear
to beat him, so there you have it, a very distressful case.”
The priest replied, “If a gentleman’s son is not educated, he
is of all men the most useless. To merely lavish love on him, and
plan nothing for his improvement, will surely never do. He is
handsome, and bright, and it seems a pity that he should be so
neglected. Will you give me permission to take him in hand and
teach him?”
“I would be delighted,” said the magistrate, “but it seems
over much to ask of anyone. To educate him, and bring him to a
place where he would do honour to his forefathers and be a master
of the character would of all things be most gratifying.”
The priest then said, “If this is to be decided upon, there is
one matter that must be settled. Live or die I must have the power to
command him rigorously, and for this I would ask a written contract,
properly signed and sealed. Also, after sending him to the monastery,
there must be no coming or going of servants, and you must give up
your love, here and now, if I am to undertake the task. I shall see to
his food and clothing myself, and if you have any occasion to send
messages, let them be sent by priests who come and go, and
addressed to me personally. Will Your Excellency consent to this?”
The magistrate replied, “I shall consent to anything you
suggest.”
Thus an agreement was made out, signed and sealed, and
that day the boy was sent to the hills, and all communication with
him cut off.
He began by doing just what he liked, all license dispensed
with. He answered his preceptor back, called him names, struck him
in the face; in fact, there was nothing he did not venture to do.
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The priest pretended not to see, paid no attention, said nothing, and
left him to do just as he pleased.
After four or five days of this, the master arose early one
morning, put on his official hat and robes, took his seat in the place
of command, and had thirty or forty of his priests gather before him
with their books. The strictest ordei· was maintained with the most
exacting ceremonial form. He then sent a young priest with orders
to bring the magistrate’s son before him.
On being arrested the boy screamed, and cried. and took on
in the most defiant manner saying, “You dogs of priests, how dare
you put your dirty hands on a gentleman? I’ll go back and tell my
father, and he will assuredly have you slaughtered everyone of you.”
Again he shouted, “Thieves and robbers, a thousand deaths to you,
though I die I’ll not do your bidding.”
The master then shouted out to have him pinioned and
brought by force.
A crowd was on to him at once, and, fastened like a criminal,
he was brought to the master’s presence.
The priest then unfolded the contract that had been written,
spread it out and said, “Your father wrote this, signed it, and gave it
to me, and from now on your fate is in my hand—life or death. Here
you are, the son of a gentleman, and yet you do not know a single
letter. Evil deeds only and ungoverned ways are your
accomplishments. What use for the like of you to live? Without a
definite reform, you will be the ruin of your family and a disgrace
forever. I shall have to punish you, and that severely.”
He then heated an iron barb red-hot, had it tumed against the
boy and speared his leg with it. The lad had a fit, and for a time lay
unconscious. A little later he revived and the priest again ordered
him to be speared, when all of a sudden the boy dropped on his
knees, prayed for his life, and confessed that he had done very badly,
“I shall hereafter do whatever Your Excellency commands. Please
do not spear me.” While the master had him view in terror the
threatened
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iron, he gave him a short but very impressive lecture. He then had
him unbound, and told him to sit down beside him and begin his
work on the The Thousand Character Classic. He gave him his
appointed task each day so that he had no time to idle, and from this
start, little by little, his knowledge grew and his general character
developed. On hearing one thing he learned ten, and through ten he
learned a hundred.
In four or five months he had mastered the Thousand.
Character. Day and night he was constantly at it. So diligent and
faithful a boy did he become, that in less than a year he had made
marked progress. In three years of this training at the temple he
became a young man of liberal culture.
However, as he studied he had but one thought in mind, “I
was insulted by these priests because l was ignorant. I shall study
now with all my might, and when I pass my examination, I’ll kill
tliis master tyrant, and wipe out the disgrace that I have suffered at
his hands.” With this. purpose in mind he worked harder than ever.
The priest had him taught how to write Chinese
compositions, so that he soon acquired a practised hand. One day he
called him and said, “Your attainments now are sufficient for you to
enter the examination lists as a candidate. Come with me to-morrow
and see.”
The next day he took him to his father and said, “The young
man’s progress is such, that if he keeps on,.he will be able to pass
the cxamination and hold office without shame. I herewith resign
my responsibility and give him back to you.” The father then
planned for his wedding, and they as a family returned to the capital.
For several years be was a candidate at examination contests,
till finally he graduated with honour; and some years later became
Governor of Kyung-sang Province. He thought with keen zest, “I
shall now square up my account with that priest of Hai-in Sa and
wipe out the disgrace he did me.”
He reached his official place, and from there prepared to
make a tour of the province, but before starting out he gave orders
to his officer ot justice, “Get ready special paddles and find me
three or four skilled beaters. There is a priest in
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these hills,” said. he, “whom I intend to have arrested and beaten to
death.”
He started then on his tour and finally reached Hong-yoo
Tong, where the old priest of Hai-in Sa came out with his disciples
and stood by the side of the way to meet him.
The Governor on seeing him, alighted from his chair, took
him by the hand and spoke kindly.
The priest, now an old man, smiled and said, “I still live to
see Your Excellency seated in the placeof honour, and surrounded
by all the dignity and power of office. How glad my heart is.”
He then led him to the temple and said, “The room I use
now is where Your Excellency used to live, and study, and to-nignt
you shall sleep there. I wonder. if you would mind my occupying
the same room with you?”
The Governor said, “No, not in the least, I should be very
glad,”
When the night had grown late and all was quiet, the priest
said, “When you were here and studied, you would like to have
killed me, wouldn’t you?”
The Governor said, “Yes, I would.”
The priest continued, “Till after you passed your
examination you had the same mind still, did you not?”
“Quite right,” said the Governor.
“Also the other day just before you started on your tour, you
gave orders to prepare paddles and find skilful hands to beat me?”
“Yes I did,” said the Governor.
“Then why did YourExcellency not have me killed at once
instead of dismounting from your chair and meeting me so kindly?”
The Governor replied, “I did have that thought in mind all
along till I met you. Seeing your kindly face, however, all my
resentment melted away like snow and only delight and gladness
remained.”
The priest replied, “I followed you all along your course and
noted your progress and attainment, every foot of the way.”
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NAM HAN, OR THE SOUTH FORTRESS.
No one can even pass thtough the city of Seoul without seeing and
being impressed by the great pile of blue-gray rock which towers
two thousand five hundred reet above the city streets, and the.most
casual inquirer learns that this mountain is the site of the great
North Fortress of the city, or Pouk Han. Few, however, even of the
residents of the capital, are aquainted with its sister, Nam Han, the
South Fortress.
Less lofty, less imposing to the observer from a distance,
and more likely to be only so observed because of its position
across the river and some seventeen miles from the city gate, it is
passed by. Its battlements and outworks. its massive gates and its
tiny sally-ports look out over the placid river and the green fields
with little or nothing to remind them that this is a different world
from the one which they first saw hundreds of years ago.
Yet, to a visitor, Nam Han is more than courteous, and the
great wall, which has seen bloody combats and looked on at the
surrender of a king, lends its nooks and crannies to the azaleas and
rhododendrons, the lilies of the valley and the iris, and conceals its
grimness behind the soft mantle or the ivy.
The circuit of the walls is roughly six or seven miles and
within lies a fertile valley and a sleepy little town differing only
from the ordinary country village in the ruined buildings which
once formed the King’s residence and the monasteries which still
house a few monks. The top of the highest peak climbed by the wall
is crowned by a two-story royal pavilion, guarded by several tall
spruce trees and a gnarled old pine which was ennobled several
hundred years ago and still bears its honors with dignity.
The wall is pierced by four large gates and by numerous
smaller ones and many tiny sally-ports leading to the out-works
which are carried along the ridges of hills flanking the approaches
to the walls or gates. The top of a commanding hill to the south is
further crowned by two strongly walled
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enclosures which prevent an enemy from placing cannon or
catapaults to bombard the city. To the amateur, at any rate, the
construction and layout show a considerable degree of military skill
and one is not inclined to envy any soldiers who may have been
ordered to storm those precipitous hills in the face of a vigourous
fire from behind such defences. In ancient times granaries were
provided which were supposed to hold sufficient provisions for a
long siege, and even when poorly stocked the fortress held out for
several months against an overwhelming force of Manchus.
The mention of the Manchus brings us to the history of the
place, and as the walls and gates refuse to divulge their secrets we
are forced to look elsewhere for the necessary information. The
writer makes no claim to have verified the data presented and would
be glad if it prove the incentive for a more accurate investigation.
Apparently however Nam Han made its debut in history
about the year 11 B. C. when King Onjo of Pakche established his
capital there, building a low wall and stockade, which followed the
general lay of the present main wall, early in the following year.
After an occupation of fifty or sixty years the capital of Pakche was
moved and we hear nothing more of Nam Han till about 360 A. D.
when it was temporarily re-occupied and was the base for a series of
attacks by Pakche on its northern neighbour of Koguryu across the
river. These were successful and resulted in considerable territory
changing hands. Again we lose sight of the sometime capital of a
kingdom and turn many pages of history before we meet with it
once more. But this time it is the prelude to the most important act
in the whole drama of its existence. Perhaps warned by the
Hideyoshi invasion of a few years previous, orders were given for
the fortification of Nam Han and the wall was finally completed in
the 7th moon of what in our calendar was the year 1626. It was
none too soon, for clouds were gathering to the north and after an
interval that, to a hoary headed city like Nam Han, must have been
a mere breathing space, the Manchu armies swept down over the
peninsula. As defence after defence crumbled before them the king
and
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his court determined to flee to the island of Kangwha, and in scenes
of indescribable confusion forced their way out of the South Gate
only to be met with the news that detachments of Manchu cavalry
had already seized the ferries and that that place ef refuge was cutoff. A hurried consultation, and the horses’ heads were turned and
they crossed the city through streets packed with weeping refugees
and hurried out of the Water Gate. And none too soon, for as they
issued from the east side of the city the first of the barbarian cavalry
galloped thru the South Gate. So closewas the pursuit that while the
king and his court crossed the ferry at Sonpa safely the greater part
of their baggage and retainers were overtaken while embarking and
fell into the hands of the pursuing cavalry. This the 14th day of the
10th moon of 1635 saw the entry into Nam Han in hot haste of the
king and his followers and the beginning of the siege and all the
attendant horrors.
It is stated that the Manchus constructed a wattle fence of
tightly woven branches and sticks around the entire mountain so
that not even a dog could get out. Desperate attacks by night and
equally desperate defence, sudden sallies from which none returned
and other sallies when each soldier carried back at least two
grinning Manchu heads to add to the frieze of silent defenders
mounted on poles along the wall, sickness, starvation, treachery,
intrigue, cowardice and gallantry, all took their turn during the
months which followed in the stricken fortress. Half provisioned
and suddenly garrisoned wifu a small force the result was never in
doubt and at last, when horses, magpies, roots, and all the other
expedients resorted to on such occasions had been exhausted, on the
last day of the first moon of 1637 the king and court issued in sad
procession from the West Gate and surrendered to the barbarian
invaders. The Manchus set up a huge stone at the village of Sonpa
on the road to Nam Han recounting their successes and the terms
made with the conquered king and country. This was naturally hated
by the Koreans as one of the signs of their humiliation and as soon
as was safe it was overthrown and seems to now have entirely
disappeared, whether broken up or buried no one knows.
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After the Manchus retired from the country the government
feared to put a garrison of regular troops into the fortress lest they
excite the suspicions of the late conquerors, so nine monasteries
were established and over a thousand military monks housed in
them. The abbott was given a place among the other military
officers of the country at its war councils. Drills and military
exercises of all kinds occupied the soldier-monks whose numbers
were replenished each year from among specially promising
candidates from each province. In the manufacture and use of bows
and arrows they became especially famous throughout the country.
Later Nam Han was made one of the four special garrison points of
the central part of the country, the others being Songdo, Kangwha
and Suwon.
Monks, monasteries and fortress, gradually fell into disuse,
the beautiful forests which covered its hills have been leveled and it
sleeps on from year to year with a sort of scornful disregard of time,
still watching the distant city.
Go to the Museum and look at the suits of armor, the
banners, battle-axes, swords and muzzle-loaders, and then visit
Nam Han, and as a cloud drifts across the moon picture your-self as
a sentry on those walls and you will suddenly see the horrid masks
and flashing swords of a Manchu attacking party swarm over the
walls as silently as they did three hundred years ago. Or leave your
body in the summer pavilion on the summit and let your mind
accompany a sortie stealing in single file out one of the tiny sallyports and down to fall on the besiegers where they least expect you.
Each stone of the walls could tell its story of footholds given or
refused to the besiegers and the dark recesses could repeat traitorous
parleys with the enemy or intrigues against the favorite of the
moment. The village children will show you the foot-prints of the
Tok-gabis who infest the hill to-day but these are not necessary to
make one feel that each crest and valley, each gate and out-work are
alive with the ghosts of by-gone days. It is the spell of this
conviction as well as the splendid vista of river and mountains
which is the Charm of Nam Han.
H. H. UNDERWOOD.
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PUBLIC PRIMARY SCHOOLS
FOR KOREAN CHILDREN IN SEOUL,
(KONG NIP POTONG HAKKYO).
Seoul has 13 of these schools, one for both girls and boys,
one.for girls only, the others for boys only. The total enrollment at
the end of March 1918, was 8,211 boys, and 483 girls. Beside these
schools, the various Private schools, including Church and Mission
schools, enroll some 3,910. So that Seoul has a total of 7,604
Korean children receiving Primary Education, in addition to the
2,810 or less attending the Kul Pangs, or old style schools for the
study of Chinese characters.
The ratio worked out on page 158 of the April number of the
Korea Magazine, where we found that 10 per cent of the Japanese
population of Seoul is of the age to attend the Primary schools,
doubtless holds for Koreans as well. That would mean that Seoul
should have about 16,000 Korean children in the Primary Grades,
instead of the less than 10,000 shown above.
Beginning this year there is a special tax for the Korean
schools, levied upon property owned by Koreans, as the tax for
Japanese schools is levied upon Japanese. It is very low, of course,
being 1-100 of the present land tax, and 1-10 of the present house
tax, and estimated revenue is ¥3,000 for the current year. This is a
step in the right direction, and while it is only a small share of the
total expenditure, the rate will doubtless increase till it compares
favorably with the special tax for education paid by all Japanese in
the city, whether land-owners or not. (See April number, pages 168
and 169 for details of this).
The expenditure for the past year was ¥58,291, a little les
than ¥16 per pupil. This is much lower than the ¥22.70 per pupil in
the schools for Japanese. Two reasons that are obvious are the
employment of a large number of Korean teachers (50 out of the
total or 73) and the fact that thecourse is for 4 years only, instead of
6, as in the Japanese Primary schools, so a lower grade of teacher
can be used.
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Of the 23 Japanese teachers, 10 are men. The Principal of
each school is a Japanese, so there are only 6 others, teachers of
special subjects, as a rule. Of the 50 Korean teachers, there is only
one woman. Classes for boys and girls are separate, and in separate
buildings, in the one school where both boys and girls are allowed
to attend. There is also a difference in tuition, boys pay 30 sen per
month, girls pay 20. A younger brother or sister pays half the
regular rate. The tuition for Japanese Primary schools is 40 sen, and
in the Higher Primary twice that.
The largest of these schools is the one at Ooidong (opposite
Dr. Gale’s house) and as it has both boys and girls, it gives a good
idea of the whole system. The Japanese teachers number 3 men and
2 women, including the Principal. Among the 14 Korean teachers, 4
are Normal School Graduates. All the teaching, except the Chinese
character, is in Japanese, as in all the other schools.
Divisions are large, I counted 68 in one, and none seemed
less than 40 for the boys, and 30 for the girls. Fifty-five graduated
this Spring, but not more than 100 of them are now in higher
schools, most are at work with their parents. The course is a good
one, including Ethics, National Language, Korean and Chinese
Arithmetic, Nature Study and elementary Physiology, Singing and
Gymnastics, Sewing (for girls), Agriculture (for boys), Drawing,
and Manual Work.
Equipment includes excellent parlor organs, many valuable
pieces of apparatus, abundance or charts and maps, and plain, but
strong and serviceable desks. In the lower grades some desks were
occupied by three children each, in the higher grades two each. The
neatness of the buildings is most striking, particularly as the work is
done by the little folks themselves. After each recitation, the
blackboard is immediately cleaned by the pupil whose turn it is, and
each afternoon the whole building is wiped out by the students in
turn. This, with the fact that the students do not wear their shoes in
the building, makes every room free from dust and dirt.
The order in the rooms is noteworthy, yet there is no
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lack of freedom and individual initiative. A lesson in Mental
Arithmetic in the (boys) Third Grade, with all the students standing,
and a dozen hands in the air as soon as the problem had been given,
each wildly shaken by a chap fairly bursting with the answer, was as
animated a scene as an American school would show. Most of the
answers were right, too.
Each teacher has a share in the playground work. This is the
first school I have seen where is no one set aside as teacher of
Calisthenics. Two or three divisions will be drilling at once, the girls
in their own fenced-off section of the large playground. At recess
there is a scene of wild enthusiasm, and plenty of noise amd
confusion, that subsides magically when the bell taps.
Manual Training shows results that are astonishing. The
students have a complete outfit of carpenters’ tools, and a well
equipped worshop, also an excellent blacksmith’s shop, with forge
and all the rest complete. Those who take the L. T. Course alone
give 18 hours a week to it, and in 2 years learn to make articles as
complicated as hand-carts and desks. Those who are in the regular
course make the simpler things in wood and metal, many of them
articles of daily use about the house.
There is a large garden, just begun this year, with
ornamental effects on a small scale, and a fine fish-pond, but most
of the ground is put into food crops. The season is too early to tell
of the concrete results for the year, but there is no doubt that the
boys do real work, nor is there any question as to their enthusiasm
for the farming work, which is real work, and nothing like play.
The difficulty about the Primary schools is that there are not
enough of them. And it is a question, apparently, whether the
country can ever have really enough. We read in the Japanese
papers lately that when a Korean tried to present to His Majesty the
Emperor a petition asking that Primary Education in Chosen be
made universal, as he had found it to be in Japan, he was considered
crazy, unitil “careful examination at the Police Station proved him
perfectly sane.” At ¥16.00 a pupil, which is really a low figure the
Primary
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Schools of Seoul for Koreans ought to be allowed more than a
quarter of a million yen, and for the whole country there would be
25 million yen or more needed, not less than 5 or 6 yen per
household. The country at present cannot bear such a burden, and
the standard school cannot be run for much less. What is the answer?
E. W. KOONS.
CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the May Number.)
XXII.
“Where are you going?” asked the mother.
“Where am I going? Going to your house of course.”
“Go somewhere else, hadn’t you better, to a bigger and
greater house than mine. Go to the Guest Hall (where beggars
congregate) , and act as judge among your own kind.”
“Yes,” said he “what you say is true after all. How did you
know about it? Wherever I go in any District, I have a big guest
house all my own awaiting me. Hurry home, I’m going to the Guest
Hall.”
Hyangtanee came running along and took hold of
Dream-Dragon by the hand to compel him to come.
“Don’ t be offended,” said she, “at the mistress’ words; let’s
go home.”
“Yes, but I’ve got something special to see to. Get my rice
ready and I’ll be there in a little.”
The mother and Hyangtanee went home, while the
Commissioner took his way to the Moonlight Pavilion. Hither and
thither he walked, thinking over how he was to act: and now from
the Sa hour the head secretaries, middle men, post servants and
others, began to gather, making their salutations before him.
“To-day,” said he, “you must all be present at the feast to be
given at the yamen; and you will act so and so. Wait quietly, on
hand and take the signal when I give it.”
“All right, sir,” answered they.
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When the secretaries, middle-men, attendants, and soldiers
had received their instructions, they scattered again in different
directions; while the Commissioner himself went to the gatequarters of the yamen just as the various District Governors were
coming in, in full regalia.
“lmsil,” shouted the servants, meaning the governor of that
district.
“Koksang,” is the echo.
“Yea-a-a-a!” is the response.
In the noise and shouting it is learned that the Governor of
Tamyang District has arrived, of Sonchang also, and Koon-soo, etc.,
while the trumpets blow “ Da-a-ah! Clear the way.” Now the
captain of the guard Oonbong has come. The host of the day has
given orders strictly to the different attendants to have oxen killed;
he has called his house-servants and has had tables made ready;
called the kitchen women and given orders regarding the kinds of
food; has commanded the heads of departments to see that dainties
are prepared. He has called the stewards and given them directions
for the band and music; has called the head keesang and given her
her orders about the dancing-girls; has had all the visitors appointed
to their proper places.
The distinguished guests in silk, come in, in streams. The
playing of the band was equal to the fairy music of Lake Yojee in
ancient China. Every few seconds the big drum would come rolling
in like the sound of spring thunder. The high notes of the flutes were
like the calls of the phoenix, while the whistling of the spotted
bamboo from the Sosang River awakened all one’s sense of pain
and sorrow. Through the thrummings of the harp were heard echoes
of the year of plenty. The five-stringed viol gave a flavour of the
Namhoon Palace. The smaller harps touched the chords of pity. The
voices of the men were deep and strong, and those of the women
soft and clear. Though one loves the old times, still the new ones
may often awaken the envy of Paika the great musician of China.
The Commissioner with hi5 sense of delight all aroused, went, in
his beggar garb, straight to the feast.
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“I say, you runners you, and you Boys look yonder,” shouted
the host, “see that tramp coming in, he evidently wants to pilfer
something.”
The noise of it made such a report and commotion, that the
host grew very angry and said, “Look you, kick that creature out,
will you!”
But the Commissoner held fast to a pillar near by, and was
not to be dislodged. Said he, “The man who said ‘Kick rne out’ is fit
to be my son, but the man who lets himself be kicked out is no man
at all.”
The beggar shouted at the soldiers so that Oonbong looked
at him with surprise and inquiry in his eye, for in spite of his ragged
clothes and damaged hat, he was evidently some peculiar personage
or other.
Oonbong called the Boy and said, “Yonder fellow is a
gentleman evidently, give him a place at the foot, spread a mat and
treat him well.”
“Yea-a-a!” answered the Boy as out he went.
“You runner, yonder!”
“What is it?”
“Call that gentleman to come up here.”
The Commissioner laughed and said to himself, “He knows,
he knows, Oonbong knows. Oonbong has reached his final term of
office, but he is in for promotiou of three years more.” With a bound,
up he came and sat down by Oonbong, bowing, simply.
Oonbong spoke thus: “I have something to say to you
guests.” “What is it?”
“The gentleman sitting on the last mat is a beggar, but still I
propose that we recognize hlm as a gentleman of honor, and treat
him accordingly. What do you say to it?”
The host screwed up his face and made answer, “When
creatures like that come near, look out for your fans and pipes, or
they’ll be stolen. Why treat him in any such way?”
When he had so spoken well laid tables were brought in, but
the beggar was given no fruit or dainties, so that Oonbong grew
anxious about it.
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“Boy!” said he, “Come here!”
“Yes, sir!”
“Bring in a proper table for that gentleman also.”
“Yes, sir!”
They brought it in but it was an old table, from which the
lacquer and tortoise-shell veneering had fallen off, and its legs were
crooked like dogs’ legs. A rib of beef too, on the table was only
bone. Some sprouted beans there were, and a plate of chaff like
leavings. Fish tails and a cup of mouldy spirit constituted the rest.
Dream-Dragon looked at it and then with the handle-end of his fan,
he gave it a poke and kicked it over, nudging Oonbong meanwhile
in the side.
“I say, Oonbong!”
Oonbong gave a jump. “Look here, what do you mean by
that?” asked he.
“Give me a cutlet, will you?”
“Hold up friend, if you want a rib take it, or do you want one
of my ribs that you poke me so?”
Oonbong again called the Boy, “Take this cutlet and give it
to that gentleman.”
“No, no,” said the Commissioner, “a beggar is never served
by other people in that way, he always helps himself.” So he moved
round among the tables, picked up this dainty morsel and that,
carried them back to his dog-legged table with a dancing tipsy
motion, and piled up a perfect mountain of good things. He gave
Oonbong a second poke with his fan.
“I say, fellow, are you crazy?” asked Oonbong.
“No, I’m not crazy, but since we have these dancing-girls
let’s have them give a song first before we drink.”
Oonbong called a keesang saying, “Sing a song for this
gentleman will you?”
In ancient times, as now, there was no difference, dancinggirls were dancing-girls and had to do as ordered.
One girl says, “Look at that creature, does he want me to
sing? What crazy thing is he? Why did you call me?”
Oonbong shouted, “None of that now, whoever calls you,
it’s no business of yours, do as you are told.”
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“Come here,” said the Commissioner, “and sit by me.”
“I don’t want to.” said the keesang.
“Do as you are bid,” said Oonbong.
She then sat down on the mat by the beggar and he handed
her a bone that he had been eating from and told her to share it.
“I don’t want it,” she said, “it’s dirty.”
“What, you a keesang, and you don’t like me?” asked the
Commissioner.
“What do you mean anyway? I don’t like you, you are nasty.”
“Do you say ‘nasty’?”
“Take it and eat it,” said Oonbong, “do you hear?”
Then the keesang did take it and touched it to her lips.
“That’ll do,” said the Commissioner, “now you may go.
Pour out a glass and sing to us.”
“I can’t sing,” said the girl.
“You a keesang and can’t sing, what do you mean?”
Then she poured it out and began.
“Chapjee keuryo, chapjee keuryo (a low form of expression
meaning Take the glass).
Let this glass stand for woe and tears
When this you drink,
Just let me think,
Yes, be a beggar for ten thousand years.”
“Your song is evidently a new one, improvised, eh? Great
you are.”
He did not drink anything, however, but poured out the sool
on the matting.
“Pshaw! I’ve spoiled a nice mat.”
He got his sleeves wet, too, and then sprinkled the guests
with his flourishing movements, so that they were all disturbed and
agitated.
Oonbong ordered this and that ridiculous thing, so that the
place was turned up side down.
The host thought, “This creature is surely a son of the gentry.
No ordinary young man would ever act like that. He must be some
reprobate of the better class, uneducated,
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evidently. Let’s set him a subject to write a poem on and get rid of
him in that way; so, said be, “Good friends, lead me your ears. Let’s
write a verse each, and the one who does the worst, let him bear the
brunt of it and be ejected from our midst”
He gave as rhyme characters “sweet” and “strain,” at which
the beggar also came in and sat down, saying, “I, too, by the
goodness of my father and mother learned to write verses a bit, shall
I try my hand?”
Oonbong heard this with delight and gave him pen, ink and
paper. He took them and wrote rapidly, and when he had finished he
pushed it under the mat where he sat, and said to the host, “A
beggar from far away has had a fine meal, thanks a thousand times,
au revoir!”
He then arose and left, to the great relief of the master of the
occasion.
“Go in peace, sir,” said the host, “when shall we meet again?”
“Oh, we’ll meet in a little,” said the beggar.
When he had gone, Oonbong extracted the paper from
underneath the matting and it read thus:
“Golden cups of perfumed wine!
‘Tis the blood of human swine.
Jewelled fare and dainties sweet,
Wear the smell of swollen feet.
Candle lights and laughing glee,
Mixed with sweat and tears I see.
Songs and music’s lofty strain,
Rest on inward moans and pain.”
When Oonbong read it he trembled from head to foot.
“Gentle host,” said he, “have a good time. I have something to see
to and must go.”
Imsil, too, likewise stunned, got up. “I also must go at once,”
said he.
“What have you to go for?” asked the host.
“My mother has fallen and hurt herself.”
“Pshaw! Your mother, nonsense!” said the host.
(To be Concluded.)
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BLAZING THE TRAIL.
(Continued from the May Number.)
CHAPTER XXVI. BLOOD SACRIFICE
Martha viewed the distant mountains with longing eagerness from
the moment of starting in the early morning twilight. At noon-time
they seemed as far away as when she started. She learned by inquiry
that the village called Rocky Ridge lay at the foot of the mount on
the opposite side. It must, therefore, be the home of Pastor Kim.
Once there she would be among Christian friends, and safe from her
persuers. But how slow her progress! The road was little wider than
a foot-path. It had been worn down by the ceaseless tread of the
sandaled feet of men, and washed out by the floods of summer till
in many places the bank on both sides towered fifteen feet above
Martha’s head. In other places the hard rock had resisted the wear of
feet and rains, and showed nothing more than a well-worn surface.
When Martha came to one of these deep ravines she walked rapidly
and made good progress, but when she reached the open section of
the road she made circuitous journeys to avoid being seen. Before
again plunging into a ravine, she would carefully view the road in
both directions, and if any one were approaching she would remain
concealed till the road was again free. Thus was her journey made
painfully slow.
In the late afternoon, when the shadows of the mountain
stretched far out on the plain, and the deepening shades startled the
pigeon and the quail from cover, Martha knelt at
the foot of the mountain and thanked her God for safety. Far
up the mountainside the smoke of a village unfretted by mountain
breezes curled directly skyward. “Our last stop and then safety” said
Martha to her babe, while she gazed at the distant smoke. “We are
tired, you and I,” she added, looking into the child’s brown eyes,
“and lhe mountain would be perilous at night.”
Two hours later Martha and her babe stood! on the outskirts
of the town waiting for the darkness to deepen. She watched from
behind a hedge till the outlines of the houses disappeared, and the
town appeared as one indefinable mass.
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She then entered the village, and hastened her steps into a run, and
looked sharply from side to side till she saw an inn where stood a
huge ox from whose back was being removed a load of brushwood.
She slipped unobserved around the animal into the inner court of
the inn. She then stood for some time in the deep shadows to
recover her breath and to plan for her next move. She waited, half
stooping, peeriing into the darkness, as some wild hunted thing,
every sense alert for danger. The babe, from instinct, sensing the
mother.’s fear, nestled closed to her back. Suddenly a door was
flung open and the light from within streamed out full upon her. She
fled for the cpmpound gale, but barely missed a collision with a
man who was opening it to make entrancefor his ox. She ran back to
the woman’s quarters and was confronted by the wife of the innkeeper. She was a slatternly looking woman with a shrewd race,
made hard through long contract with the public.
Without a word she motioned Martha to the door of the
woman’s quarters, and swinging the door open let the light stream
out upon her guest and deliberately looked Martha over from her
pretty face to her shabby sandals. She carefully examined the wideeyed bundle on Martha’s back; then with a grunt, suggesting that
she always took the world as she found it, motioned Martha to
follow, and leading the way to the warmest part of the floor, gruffly
told her guest to sit down; but Martha shrank into the farthest corner
of the room, much to the surprise of her hostess. Again she
inspected Martha minutely and with imperturbable face unbound
the baby and placed it on tbe floor. Martha hastened to explain that
she was travelling over the mountain to the next village and fearing
to travel after dark was seeking shelter. The woman again grunted
for reply. She was evidently satisfied with her own investigations;
and to Martha’s surprise and relief asked no questions.
Presently a babel of voices and the barkiug of dogs
announced the arrival of more guests. Martha’s face whitened with
fear. At the sound of new arrivals, Martha’s hostess hastened from
the room, and after a long absence she returned
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and sat down on the floor in front of Martha and gazed steadily into
her face. The latter trembled with agitation.
“I know you were running away, I always know that,” she
said as if such things were of daily occurence. “But who are you
and who are these men that follow you?” and she looked from
Martha to the baby. Without waiting for an answer she added,
“There are three men after you.” Then she paused to mark the
effects of her words. Martha’s face whitened. “Never fear,” her
hostess added, “I told them that there is no woman guest here tonight. They will not come here in search for you.”
“Why,” said Martha. “You lied to them.”
“Of course,” said the wonian. “I always lie to them when
they come here in search of a woman. Don’t I know them? What do
you want? Do you want them?” She asked sharply and looked
Martha steadily in the face.
“No, no!” cried Martha in great distress. “I am going to my
husband. Don’t let them find me, I pray you don’t”
There was a sound of heavy footsteps in the yard, and the
inn-keeper’s wife placed her eyes to the bit of glass fastened to the
center of the paper covered door, and motioned to Martha to keep
quiet. “He is coming,”she presently exclaimed with some show of
excitement. “I can see him in the light of the torches. He is huge, a
real giant.” Martha knew by the description that the one named was
Bali, the Robber, and she wrung her hands in an agony of despair.
Covering a section of the wall on the opposite side of the
room from the door was a curtain reaching from the ceiling nearly
to the floor, behind which was a frame work resembling a child’s
high-chair. In the seat was a small wooden tablet in which was
inscribed the name of an ancestor of the inn-keeper. It was an
ancestral tablet, sacred to that particular clan. The woman lifted the
lower corner of the curtain and motioned Martha to step behind it.
Fear put springs lo Martha’s feet, and in an instant she was behind
the curtain.. It bulged outward showing her form in an alarming
manner, and her feet could be plainly seen beneath the lower edge
of the curtain. Her hostess seized a handful of old clothing,
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such as often adorns the floor of an inn, and flung it over Martha’s
feet. Then she took her stand in front of the curtain. At that instant
the door was flung violently open and a man’s head and powerful
pair of shoulders thrust within. Martha peered through a rent in the
curtain over the shoulder of her protectress and recognized the face
of Bali. He threw a comprehensive glance about the room till his
eyes rested upon Martha’s sleeping baby.
“Grandchild?” asked Bali.
“Grandchild?” shouted the woman. “Grandchild, indeed!
What business have you putting your head into women’s quarters.
Robber!” she called, and lifted her voice in a long stream of
invectives, punctured with a frequent cry of “robbers!” Bali closed
the door softly and waited still her storm of reviling had ceased,
then said in genuine humility,
“Pardon me, Madam. I was not looking for you or for yours,
but for another, for whom to search I have the best rights given to a
man. I would restore a lost woman to her husband. The necessity of
my search is so great that I dared to impose upon your privacy.
Martha listened with bated breath, interpreted his words by
her fear of him, and trembled violently at the sound of opening
doors as the giant made his round of all the buildings in that vicinity.
A little later she heard voices in the yard and heard Bali announce
that he would search every house and every room in the town. Soon
an uproar from the dogs of the town announced that he was as good
as his word. He had been gone a long time and the town had settled
down to a quiet before she ventured from her hiding place. Her
hostess then fastened the door on the inside and proceeded to
prepare Martha’s supper.
“It is well that my husband is away to a distant market,” said
the woman. “Had he been here you would have left under the care
of the giant. To exploit helpless women is the man’s habit, and my
husband is a man.”
Later, in the evening Martha was dismayed to hear the rain
pattering on the wooden platform in front of the door. It would
make the road soft, and make it easy to follow her
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footsteps. She finally lay down by the side of her baby, but the
presence of danger drove sleep from her eyes and she re solved to
leave the inn the moment the moon should show light enough for
the journey. She listened with bated breath to the sounds about the
inn. The stamp of horses, the murmur of voices, the rustle of a
brood of chickens that crowded andnjostled each other just outside
the door filled her with apprehension. She stared upward, with
shivering fear, into the darkness while the hours dragged their
leaden steps. So deep was the impression made by these hours of
terror that for many years a voice or the rustling of the wind during
the night hours, chilled her with the sense of fear. At last she was
aroused by the early cock crow, and the moon, as if summoned by
the same call, brightened the face of the paper-covered door. Martha
arose and gently pushed the door open. The storm was over and the
town was bathed in the soft moonlight. Overhead clouds scudded
across the sky and occasionally covered the moon and dipped the
town in shadows. Martha looked long at the peaceful scene and her
sick heart longed for the tender ties, once hers, and for the
protection of home. She finally turned to her sleeping child and
hushing it into a deeper slumber fastened it to her back. She then
awakened the keeper of the inn and paid for her lodgings. That good
woman grunted with approval when Martha explained her purpose.
Martha stepped softly into the yard and closed the door.
“They will have searched the town,” she confided in a
whisper to her sleeping babe. “They will not awake till I have had
three hours the start of them. When we get over the mountain all
will be well, will it not, baby?” She brought the child’s face around
to her side and looked at it questioningly as though she expected a
confirmation of her judgment, and hoped for some inspiration for
the coming struggle. How tired she was, but she onIy half realized it,
as fear put speed to her feet. On reaching the outskirts of the town
she breathed freely. The cool night breeze on her cheek and the
stimulant of action gave her a sense of freedom and security. But
she little realized the vigilance of the sleepless Bali.
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As Martha passed the last house of the vilage, a dog set up a howl, a
long woolfish cry, primordal in its thrill of expectancy. It told of
game in full view and called the pack to bury its nose in blood. In
an instant the denizens of the kennels responded in one prolonged
howl, and the town was in an uproar.
Bali was instantly in the street looking up and down for the
cause of the outcry. He had heard and understood the first long cry
and stood in the road, his ears strained to catch and locate that
particular note. He ran from one end of the village to the other with
the only result of increasing the general hubbub. He carefully
examined the road for footprints but it had been so thoroughly
trampled after the evening rain that he gained no information from
it. At last feeling confident of the final results if it were simply a
question of a race over the mountain, he returned to the inn to wait
for the break of day. After the manner of such men, he was soon lost
in profound slumber, but at the first ray of the coming dawn he was
again in the street searching it from end to end. Soon he returned to
the inn on the run and shook up his companions, who, to the
astonishment of other guests, hastily left the inn.
“I never mistake a footprint,” said Bali when they had
reached the end of the village; “I have seen that one before,” he
added, pointing out the print of a small foot in the soft earth. Mr.
Cho broke into a run. “Not so fast,” said Bali with a laugh. “How
long do you suppose you would last at that rate of speed up this
mountain? We need you when our journey is over. Do you think,
man, that with the baby on her back she can out-speed us?”
“I fear she suffers much,” said Mr. Kim, “The road is hard
but the terror of knowing she is followed is infinitely more terrible.”
Mr. Cho again started to run, but was restrained by Bali’s
heavy hand on his shoulder. The touch was kindly and was
remembered tenderly for many years afterward. The huge hand
slipped down Mr. Cho’s sleeve and closed on his hand
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and remained there. Thus was he able to keep pace with Bali’s
tireless speed. Mr. Kim strode in the rear his face filled with
concern. Silently, the three men breasted the long mountain slope.
For three hours, Martha climbed the mountain with the
moon’s kindly rays upon her path. The long journey taught her·to
husband her strength, but when the. light sprang up in the east, she
knew that her persuers would be on her tracks and the knowledge
put speed into her feet. She hastened with the sleeping child till she
gasped for breath. Finally her feet began to falter and growing dizzy
she was compelled to sit down to recover her breath. Thus she lost
much precious time. As the path approached the summit of the pass
it was lined with high bushes and zig-zagged in its course so
frequently that it completely hid the road at a distance of fifty yards
below. While it did not permit her to see far enough to discover
whether she was persued, she was glad for the protection and
seclusion that it gave her. She often whispered to the sleeping babe,
“We are safe now, we are safe.” Yet the wind among the bushes
below her would send her ahead with a fresh spirit of panic. Her
knees trembled greatly and she prayed for strength and staggered on.
For an hour she momentarily expected to reach the summit of the
divide, but round each bend there was always another elevation
stretching far above her. As the morning lengthened the stimulus
from fear lessened, and the exhaustion from excessive physical
effort, and from the lack of food settled upon her. There was a pain
just above her eyes and the road seemed a blur. The child awoke
and cried for attention, but Martha did not know it She felt sure the
mountain was tricking her, for each elevation she climbed seemed
to be the one over which she had iust toiled. She hummed a song
and was startled at her own voice, and stopping called out, “What is
that?” She thought it would be easier to walk down rather than up
and began to wonder why she was climbing up, always up. At last
the path ecame easier and Martha sat down. She did not know it, but
she had reached the top of the divide.
Just beyond were the rocks leading down over Maiden
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Falls. A hundred yards beyond that the road dropped away leading
down the other side of the mountain. Above her towered the twin
spurs of the mountain range. They leaned toward each other in
sociable contemplation of the world at their feet. A short distance
from where Martha sat was the great black rock leading downward
to the precipice that forms a portion of the falls. The smooth surface
dipped downward so quickly that a pebble dropped on its surface
would dance merrily away with accelerated motion for a distance of
thirty feet, then, suddenly leaping into the air, plunge down an
almost perpendicular cliff to a frightful depth. Martha’s path lead
directly across this black slippery rock upon an artificial
embankment, which had been built of stone, sod, roots of trees, and
trailing vines. This mass was held, though insecurely, by shallow
nitches cut in the rock. It so happened at this particular time that a
part of the path at the center had slipped away during a recent rain,
leaving a few feet of space uncovered. A tiny stream spread out over
this exposed surface of the rock and disappeared in its darker
crevices beyond.
How long Martha sat with her head pillowed against a rock,
while the baby played at her side, she did not know for slumber had
closed her eyes. Suddenly she awoke and sprang to her feet with the
sense of peril near at hand. Her brain was clear once more. She
looked down the path from which she had come. A cool breeze
fanned her cheeks, and the morning sun shone over a scene of
infinite grandeur, and solitude reigned supreme. Suddenly, there
was a sound of footsteps just beyond the last zigzag course of the
road up which she had come. Martha swung the child to her back
and stood with nostrils distended, like a wild deer surprised in her
tracks. She gazed at the bend in the path, fascinated with fear, and
trembling in every muscle. She could hear the heavy breathing of
her pursuers. There was a stir in the bushes around the projection of
a rock in the path. Then Bali’s face appeared. She whirled and ran.
Voices called her, called her by name, but they only put wings to her
feet. She sped ac ross the little plateau leading to the head of
Maiden Falls
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and on down the precipitous path, out on the artificial embankment
and then paused on the edge of the open space where the earth had
been swept away. Benenth her was the dark shelving rock stretchiug
down to the brink of the falls. She caught the view at a glance and a
wild thought flashed through her soul. Then the name of her babe
was on her lips and she retreated a few steps to get momentum for
the leap. There were voices close at hand calling her to stop, but
with a startled cry she made the leap. Her foot touched a loose stone
on the opposite side and she swung her arms in the air to regain her
balance and for a moment stood poised over the chasm, her long
bair streaming back ward over the face of the babe as if hiding its
innocent eyes from the impending fate. The rock beneath her foot
gave way and with a cry she turned half around and fell prone on
her face on the rock below and slipped away from the path down
the steep incline toward the brink of Maiden Falls with the baby on
her back. Its tiny mouth puckered into a doubtful smile. Martha
clung to the surface of the rock, crowding her fingers into its
smooth surface till the skin peeled from their lips, but her effort
seemed only to hasten her downward course.
As Martha sprang for the opposite bank she felt the presence
of her pursuers. So close, indeed, were they that when she fell, Bali
sprang across the opening. He was an instant too late. The three
men were spellbound with horror at the sight of Martha and her
babe slipping irresistibly to the brink. Mr. Cho’s face was ashen. He
threw himself across the path and frantically reached after her. He
gazed with anguish-filled eyes and his lips moved but they were
dumb. Bali stood half bent, leaping toward the precipice in the
position he had landed when he leaned across the opening. Mr. Kim,
with hand on his knees, leaned over the prostrate form of Mr. Cho,
his face drawn and old. No one spoke. The quiet gurgling of the tiny
stream and a moan from Martha’s lips were the only sound. Just at
theedge of the precipice was a line of grecn where the little stream
seemed to enter the rock. From this seam a few grasses and tiny
shrubs protruded. From that
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line it was no more than a hand’s breadth to the brink of the falls.
Martha’s foot touched the line of green, and for a moment it held
her. Her body swayed and a bunch of moss and grass slipped over
the ledge, then Martha lay quiet with one foot touching the green
ridge and the other resting on the rock in the open space made by
the falling moss. All was silent save the sharp in-take of breath by
the three men, then from far-away came back a faint echo of the
fallen debris. Suddenly Mr. Kim came to life.
“Cling to the rock,” he called, “It is I, your Pastor calling.
Be not afraid, we will save you. Don’t move your feet! Don’t look
up! Don’t move a muscle!”
Bali had already bounded away, and when Mr. Kim whirled
about to secure some means of aid, he saw Bali up the side of the
mountain pulling furiously at a long vine which trailed over the
rocks a hundred feet away. In a moment he was back at Mr. Kim’s
side and the two men silently and swiftly twisted two vines together.
Mr. Kim wound one end of the vine around the projection of a rook
and held it there, while Bali threw the other end toward Martha. It
landed within a few inches of her hand, then from the wilful
contortions of a vine rolled away with many a wriggle and mocking
twist. Without a moment’s hesitation Bali seized it, and holding it in
his hand, backed down towards the brink of the. precipice where
Martha lay. Presently he reached her and seizing her arm bade her
not to fear. He raised her up gently. For a moment he looked over
the cliff into the frightful depth, then he glanced along the thin
thread that must now support a double weight. For an instant his
eyes sought the grave face of Mr. Kim, and he knew the latter
sensed the new peril. Then in a voice almost sweet in its gentle
solicitude, he directed Martha how to act. She began creeping
upward on her knees by pulling on the vine and working forward
hand over hand. Bali letting as little weight on the vine as possible,
kept pace with her, speaking words of assurance and kindly
encouragement. “Sorry for the mishap,” he said in a tone that
suggested how secure she now was. “You will not look up yet, but,
waiting on the bank above us is one for whom you
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have traveled so far and suffered so much. He loves your God and
he loves you.” There was a tranquil musical quality in his voice that
gave her a sense of peace, and her recent wild flight and terrible
mishap seemed far away. At last they were within ten feet of the top
of the incline. Mr. Cho was joyous. He laughed and cried and called
endearing words of encouragements.
“She is coming back, my bonny wife and the baby too,” be
shouted. “There you are, almost up! Defied death! Ha, ha! I died a
hundred times while you slid down the cursed rock. Ha-a-a-a! It
was a thousand years from here to the brink! Hasten Martha, I, your
husband am calling!”
At the sound of his voice, Martha paused and looked up. Her
face had been torn by the rough rock and the front of her jacket was
deeply soiled and touched with red from her wounds. Clinging for a
moment to Bali’s huge hand she looked into the eyes of her husband,
and her lips parted. Bali spoke to her almost, playfully, but with a
note of warning in his voice. “This is a slender thread,” he said. “Be
sure it fails not to unite you two. Did it break it· would make a long
separation.” She again obediently seized the vine and started
upward.
Mr. Cho, in his eagerness caught the vine at the point held
by Mr. Kun and before the latter could prevent the act gave it a
sudden sharp tug. Martha slipped and lay still on the rock with a
sickening sense of coming disaster.
“Wait! Wait!” Cried Mr. Kim. “One vine has parted, the
other is twisting and the bark is being wrung off. You there.” He
shouted to Mr. Cho, “Run for another vine!” He grasped the vine
more firmly and reached toward Martha as far as be could extend
his arm. Martha raised her face from the rock and for a moment
looked into the eyes of her Pastor with an appeal in their depth he
long remembered. Bali looked over the prostrate form of Martha
into the eyes of Mr. Kim, his own face as whiteas Martha’s jacket,
while on it was stamped a great purpose. “How is it now, is the bark
still twisting?” He asked as .quietly as though he had casually asked
the time of day.
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“It is giving,” Mr. Kim gasped with a hasty glance down the
ten feet of intervening space.
“You are safe, Martha,” said Bali in a tone of deep assurance
using her name for the first time. “Forgive your husband.
Remember he has also suffered greatly.”
Bali loosed his hold on the vine and spread his huge body
out on the surface of Black Rock. Down he went with increasing
velocity till his foot touched the green line of the precipice where
Martha had lain. There he paused. In a moment Mr. Kim had drawn
Martha up to the path. Reaching for her, he look Martha and the
babe in his arm, and turning placed them on the ground. With a
shout to Mr. Cho to hasten he again turned to call encouragement to
Bali. At that moment a bit of rock and soil slipped from beneath
Bali’s feet. The resistance offered by the moss and shrubs gave way,
and slowly Bali moved downward. Then his feet hung over the
brink. He struggled frantically, digging his hands and nails into the
rock and crowding his chin down onto the surface of the smooth
granite. He moved more rapidly and quickly slipped over the brink.
He was gone! No! his hands caught a projection of the rock and
held him. For a moment he dangled over the precipice and his hands
alone could be seen. With superhuman effort his grip tightened upon
the slippery rock and he brought his face above the brink and
looked up into the face of Mr. Kim over a space of thirty feet. Then
the rock made soft by falling water begnn to give under his hand.
He smiled at his companions taking them all in at one glance. Then
his head slow ly sank below the rock. As they watched, the muscles
of his huge hands bulged again and for an instant his dark hair
appeared above the brink of Maiden Falls. There was a shock of
crumbling stone and his hands disappeared. There was a long pause.
Would they never know—they held their breath and agony gripped
the heart. A dull thud came back to them from so far away. Then the
mountain was quiet. The tiny stream gurgled softly over the slippery
surface of Black Rock—that was all.
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Mr. Kim stood for a long time gazing down over Maiden Falls.
When he at last turned, Martha’s head rested on a mound of earth by
the side of the path and her face was white and still. Her husband
was chafing her hands and calling to her in wild foolish terms. The
babe, loosed from her mother’s back sat at her side laughing as she
pulled hand-fuls of dry grass and flung it from her.
“She has forgotten her trouble for a time and it is well,” said
Mr. Kim. He left them and hastened down to the foot of Maiden
Falls. He never spoke of what he saw there. His townsmen came to
bis assistance, and the horror of the scene was printed on their
minds. Stains lay on the black rock till the rain of mid-summer
again sent its flood over Maiden Falls. No one in all that country
side would approach Maiden Falls for many months, and the story
is often told that now when the wind blows hard from the south the
ex-robber can be seen riding with the ancient crew, and that his wild
voice can be heard above them all, shouting in the stonn.
The Christian community talk fondly of his memory and
when Martha heard of the stained rocks she murmured “It is the
stain of blood sacrifice.”
CHAPTER XXVII.
THE HERMIT OF THE SALT MARSH SPEAKS
Mr. Cho and Martha abode long at the home of Mr. Kim in
Rocky Ridge to regain strength and rest from the shock and toil of
their recent experience, and to readjust their relations to the new
world of moral forces. They were on God’s ground; suffering had
assured them of His high commission, but the real battle was all
before them.
When they left for their home in the south another figure
had joined the group. Madam Kim rode on a donkey at the rear of
the two chairs, while Pastor Kim strode at her side. Madam Kim’s
face and voice were just as sharp as when she first “gave in,” and
she regarded with the same pride the stalwart preacher at her side.
They had been separated only three years yet his hair was streaked
with gray. There
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was something about him she did not understand; and the mystery
sharpened her voice. He had left her an inexperienced man,
enthusiastic, blundering. He had returned to her a master of men; a
warrior challenging the word of age-intrenched wrong; carrying the
hurt of the world on his soul. She had seen the scars of cruel
beatings, and he had told her of the many scenes of sufferings and
victory. Never, again, she promised hereself, would they be
separated. If there were to be sufferings and cruelty, she would
share them all and glory in them. Some day she would be laid in the
same grave, that would be for a long rest. Now she would live his
life, share his burdens, and no power should hinder.
The people of Standing Stone heard of the approach of the
wanderers and hundreds traveled ten li from the town to welcome
the return. No magistrate was ever received more royally than was
Pastor Kim, his wife, Mr. Cho and Martha. The Devil of the Salt
Marsh headed the Christain portion of the procession. Grandmother
Pagoda was next in line, and Changdingi was at her side; the last
named joined the number as it was the most interesting event he had
known. The Christian development was altogether contrary to
reason, bewildering, and insufferably disconcerting. He had long
ago resolved never to strike at it again, now he wanted to see it in
motion. There followed a great company who had passed through
much tribulation.
An hour before tbe arrival of the wanderers the procession
lined up on both sides of the road. The Christians sang hymns and
their fellow townsmen, feeling isolated, joined in the effort to make
melody.
Mr. Kim led the little company as they entered the line., and
was greeted with a burst of song. The Hermit was master of
ceremonies. The people paid him such deference and he assumed
tbe responsibility as his natural right. He took his position on a
slight elevation which commanded a view of the two lines of people
and also of the wanderers. Turning his face to Mr. Kim he addressed
the people. No one was ever inattentive when the Hermit spoke. In
his ugly face was an insistency, almost a menace. He began with a
deep
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rumble in his deep chest that prepared his listeners for a coming
shock, but there was no jolting, his voice was rugged and harsh, yet
his words were gentle.
“Welcome home,” said he, then paused and turned his
unsmiling eyes down the long lines of waiting people, and
continued, “we are welcoming home this day, the most remarkable
man who has appeared in our generation. Since becoming a
Christian I have often left my salt-pans for weeks together and
traveled to the Capital, and to other large cities, and when I could
induce men to confide in my ugly face I have gleaned ideas and
facts relating to the change of opinions and practises of our times,
and in the light of this information I have tried to measure the new
force that has come among us in the person of Mr. Kim, our Pastor.
I again repeat he is the most remarkable man of this generation. He
will decline this statement as a personal compliment which is proper
for him to do but the Devil of the Salt Marsh never soiled his lips by
flattering. He will tell you that whatever good has come to this
community through his service is from above. That is all true, but
he is the only man God could trust with the task of telling His Truth
to the men of these mountains and plains. Like Paul he has sung
praises in a noisome prison. He received more stripes than did Paul.
As did Paul so did he overcome the subtle attacks of false brethren.
Like the Christ he loved men into the Kingdom. He went out into
the Salt Marsh and found the despised, the hated, the abhorred; the
one by whose name parents frightened children into obedience; the
one whose face and form was more ugly to look upon than the
wayside demons; the one whose heart, overloaded with hate, waited
upon the leadened footed hours for the opportunity to satiate
revenge, even the Devil of the Salt Marsh, I say, he loved the Devil
into the Kingdom.
“There stands before you another man who will speak for
himself. He on an occasion you well remember, told you how he
wound his venomous coil about the Preacher and struck at him to
kill. Today there is no serpent in his heart, he stands before you
noble, true. He is here to make right the
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wrongs of the past. By his side is Martha, a princess among women.
Listen to me. This man has been your terror for many years, so
offensive was he at one time had he crossed my path I would have
snuffed out his life as I would that of a reptile. Today he is chief
among virtuous citizens, and the latter days of many of you will be
blessed because of him. Who was the author of all this? Who?” The
hermit paused and slowly raising his long arm levelled his massive
hand at Pastor Kim.
The Hermit’s arm slowly fell to his side and his eyes
searched the faces of the two lines of waiting people. He waited so
long the throng craned their necks and jostled each other to see his
face, then the silence became tense.
“Early this morning,” he said, his voice rising with a
peculiar quality of emotion that awed his listeners, “armed soldiers
marched into our town with orders to arrest a certain man whom
you all know, with the purpose of haling him to justice for many
self-confessed misdeeds, for swift retribution. You arc all familiar
with tales of his activities to make restitution, and how he
surrendered his person to make farther atonement with his life by
meeting the demands of the law.
“Undemeath a great waterfall in the north where the stream
disappears in the dry season, the rocks are dyed red and out on the
mountain side is a lone grave, and at its head is a smooth oaken slab
on which is written.
BALI.
‘He gave his life for the helpless.’
“The Governor and other bloodthirsty men will be
disappointed when they learn that the fearless Robber Chief, the
incomparable master of men is no more. For the sake of helpless
women, in the name of his new Miaster, he tossed aside his life with
a smile on his brave lips.”
Again the Hermit paused, then lifting his mighty voice he
called long with a world of pathos and triumph it its tones till the
mountain echoed again :
“Oh, the power of the living Christ!”
THE END.
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Editorial Notes.
ONE is fortunate to be alive in these momentous days. Something
of the times and great task the world faces, will be made plain in a
great address by Dr. J. A. Macdonald, Editor of the Toronto Globe,
who will speak at Wonsan Beach July Fourth on “The Fourth of July,
1918.” This address will appear in the next number of THE KOREA
MAGAZINE.
SOME progress is being made in the attempt to increase the amount
of land under cultivation in Korea, and to improve the quality and
increase the quantity of crops raised. Both Korean and Japanese
farmers are hard workers, and their hours are long and tedious.
Considering the primitive implements and tools with which the
work is carried on, remarkable results are obtained. With more
modern methods and equipment Korea can furnish rice, beans, fruit,
wheat and cotton in great quantities for export, and it should be
done.
UNDER its able Editor J. W. Robertson Scott the New East has
weathered the storms of the first year and celebrated the event with
an Anniversary Number, which like all the preceding numbers
demonstrates the substantial character of this monthly. With120
pages of English text, a department printed in Japanese, and a large
advertising section, besides many illustrations, it has been found
necessary to divide the issues for the year into two volumes, so the
anniversary number becomes the end of Volume II. The long
experience of the Editor, together with the strong London
committee, guarantee the permanence of this excellent publication
which in large measure is fulfilling its purpose as a monthly review
of thought and achievement in the eastern and western worlds.
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EXCURSION TO SONGDO.
Under the auspices of THE KOREA MAGAZINE a party started
from Seoul by the morning train, June 8th, to pay a visit to Songdo
and do homage to the memory of the old kingdom of Koryu that set
up its capital there one thousand years ago (918 A. D. ).
It was a lovely June day and soon the intermediate stations
went hurrying by, Dragon Mount, Water Colour, One Hill, Golden
Village, Literati Mountain, Long Rapids, and we came to Pine
Capital (Songdo).
The walk to the old palace grounds, Man-wul-Tai, (滿月臺)
is through the ancient heart of the city. There are no hills to climb,
but everywhere about there are irregularities to mark the landscape
that must have ·added greatly to the beauty of the city. The
monotony of the dead level, that so frequently attends the East, has
no part or lot in Songdo. We can behold in imagination its ancient
halls and gates crowning these many hills like castles framed in
winding walls, a picture for the eye to see.
A wide avenue through orchards and among trees leads to
the main gateway of the palace. Here the company of pilgrims
joined by friends from Songdo climbed the steep stairway that led
up to the Audience Hall. There they stopped to take breath and
review something of the past.
Some of the facts mentioned in THE MAGAZINE of March
1918 tell how Songdo came into being. A great priest and a great
king had to do with it—To-sun (道詵 ) and Wang Gun (王建). A
thousand years ago Korea was broken into many fragments. Ancient
Silla still held on in the south-east; the breath of life was hardly
noticeable in Later Paik-je to the south-west. The Kingdom of
Palhai, that took in Ham-kyung Province, reached away beyond the
Amoor and included a
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whole region of Tartar tribes. North-west Korea was more or less
under the wandering sway of the Kitans, who rode camels and
fought like Bedouin chiefs. Out of this confusion comes Wang Gun,
king in name and king in nature, to piece together the distracted
fragments of his country, and make Korea’s name to shine.
He was but a general to begin with, but the people’s eyes
were on him, and as truly as David was the chosen king, he was the
man of the hour. Here was his old palace site with the huge
foundation stones intact and the bases of the pillars unshaken by
time.
The day he came to his own must have been a great day
indeed. We see the fierce warriors of those Medieval times dashing
about in ring armour with long spears and high shields, quiver on
back and bow protruding across the shoulder. It was a rattling day
of storm and stress, high hearts and fair faces. King Wang set going
one of the rarest little kingdoms on earth. Wonderful are the
paintings it has left us; how unique its porcelain; how skillfully
made its silken paper; how unsurpassed its knowledge of the art of
book-making; how sweet its poetry that rings true through all the
later ages. It invented moveable type evidently (鐵字 ) hundreds of
years before any nation ever thought of it.
Chinamen came, looked in wonder, bowed, spoke their
admiration and wrote it down.
After an inspection of the old palace site the pilgrims
wended their way to the Mission compound where a Southern
welcome awaited them and a luncheon in one of the open verandahs.
This welcome was indeed a reward for all the labours of the day,
beside the wonderful view that was impressed upon the eye.
Later, on their way to the Sun-ch’ook Kyo (善竹橋), they
called at the Temple of the Go)d of War and looked in on Kwan—”a
giant nine feet and five inches high” he was said to be.
“His face was red as a ripe date and he had phoenix eyes,
and silk-worm eyebrows—a fierce bold fellow with presence most
commanding.”
As I looked at Kwan I tried to think of what Wang Gun,
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the Korean hero, would have seemed in comparison—”a dragon
face” we are told, not a horrible scaly dragon, but a shining imperial
mien. A “sun-horn” he had on his brow which corresponds to a halo;
a “square jaw and wide forehead,” what better could there be? We
turn our backs on Kwan with his bean-curds and set up King Wang
in the place of honour.
Wang Gun’s tomb lies a short ten li to the west of the city
over the walls, but it was too great a walk for a party on so warm a
summer day. The writer made it recently and found a little colony of
latter-day Wangs nestled about its feet. One pretty lad with newly
fashioned top-knot stood by the side of the way to watch. I asked
him his name and he smiled and said “Wang.” The thirtieth
generation removed, and yet as comely as a piece of koriaki. I
would like to have carried him home, preserved him, and kept him
as a memento of the kingdom of the Wangs.
The party then went to the Bamboo Bridge (著竹橋) and
saw where the dynasty came to an end. Deep in the stone is the
mark of the blood, so they say, of the great minister Chung Mongjoo (鄭夢周) who died for king and country in 1392 A. D. He was a
scholar, a statesman, a warrior who went to represent Korea as
envoy to Japan and to China as well. When it came to casting aside
the old rule however he wrote :
Though I die, and die a hundred times, and die again,
And all my bones turn whitened clay,
With soul and spirit gone I know not where,
This heart of loyalty to my lord the King
Shall never change, no never, never, never.
Two huge stones on turtle back stand in a temple shrine near
by telling of Chung whose name will last as long as time endures.
While the East gazes upon them in a kind of misty dream, the West
asks, “How much do these huge stones weigh; whence came they,
and how were they transported?” Fifteen minutes further round the
face of the hill is Chung’s old home now marked Soong-yang Suwun (崧陽書院). The present building erected 1573 stands among
the eternal rocks unchanged and unchangeable like the memory
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of the man himself. His picture was shown us, his staff, and his
tablet, as well as the hall where his grateful disciples meet once a
month to write verses and remember his exalted name. The Koryu
Dynasty that gave us the name Korea, stands thus framed in by two
great names, King Wang and Chung Mong-joo. Who is the greater,
he who made the venture and attained to highest honour, or he who
died as a failure under the iron bludgeon and left his blood marks on
the bridge? Both are great, and great they mark their kingdom.
Buddhism with its watchword Service was the state religion
under which Koryu flourished and much of her honour goes to the
wisdom of those great teachers who guided her thoughts and held
her hand.
The pilgrim party returned home by evening train to Seoul
having recorded on the page of this late day its regard for old Korea.

KOREAN LITERATURE.
If we take the Century Dictionary’s rendering namely “the
recognition of a super-human power to whom allegiance and service
are justly due” as a correct definition of religion, then surely Korean
literature is deeply impregnated with religious thought, from its
earliest days down to 1894, when state literature ceased to be.
From the first morning of the race’s birth come voices and
echoes that speak of God and set the pace for all the ages that were
to follow.
We are infom1ed by credible historians that a mysterious
being called Tangoon (See KOREA MAGAZINE Sept. 1917), a
shin-in, angel or God-man、descended from heaven and alighted
on the top of the Ever White Mountains, where he taught the
Korean people their first lessons in religion. His date is
contemporary with Yo of China, or Noah of the Deluge, 2333 B. C.
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His contribution to Korean thought has ever reminded this
people that a great God rules over the world, and that He expects
every man to do his duty. His altar, built in the giant ages, stands on
Mari Mountain overlooking Chemulpo Harbour. A temple erected to
his honour in Pyengyang in 1429, has outlasted all these centuries
of wind and weather. A Korean house in An-dong, Seoul, has
marked over its gate to-day, “The Church of Tan-goon.” Poets and
historians, Chinese and Korean, have sung his praises.
A second set of religious ideas entered Korea more than a
thousand years later, in 1122 B. C., the most noted period in the
history of China as far as religion is concerned. Kings Moon and
Moo came to the throne, “at the bidding of God,” so reads the
record. Moon had a brother called Choo-kong who was a great
prophet and a teacher of righteousness. This group usurped the
throne and inaugurated an era of justice but Keui-ja, one of their
associates, refused to join them, claiming that he would have to
stand by the old king, good or bad. In this act he became an
example for all loyal ministers of the Far East, who swear to serve
till death only one master.
Knowing Keui-ja’s desire, the king gave him Korea as his
portion and hither the great master came.
He left an indelible religious impress upon this people and
their future history. In Pyengyang, a temple erected to his worship
in 1325 A. D. still stands. A stone recording the life and acts of the
sages was set up before it, but was destroyed in the Japanese War of
1592. A new stone erected in the last year of Shakespeare’s life has
on it the following sentences :
“Keui-ja came, and his teaching was to us, what the teaching
of Pok-heui-si was to ancient China. What was this again but the
plan and purpose of God?”
“God’s not permitting Keui-ja to be killed (at the fall of the
Eun Kingdom), was because He reserved him to preach religion to
us, and to bring our people under the laws of civilization. Even
though Keui-ja had desired death at that time he could not have
found it; and even though King Moon had determined not to send
him he could not have helped it.”
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The over-ruling sovereignty of God is something as definitely
impressed on the Korean mind as it is on that of the Scotch
Presbyterian. It came in with pre-Confucian teachers, and has had a
mighty influence on the ages that have gone by.
Following this, for long centuries, there is a blank. What
Korea was busying herself about when Confucius and the Buddha
lived no one can say. Page after page of time goes by, white and
unrecorded.
About 220 B. C. we hear of the landing of bands of
Chinamen who had made their escape from the arduous labours of
building the Great Wall and came to Korea to set up a kingdom on
the east side of the peninsula, which they called Chin-han. Other
kingdoms came into being called Ma-han and Pyun-han, three Hans
in all, and so time dragged uneventfully by till the Christian era.
Fifty seven years before it, just about the time when Caesar
was attempting the conquest of Britain, the Kingdom of Silla in the
south-east corner of the Korean peninsula was founded. A few years
later one called Kokuryu was established in the north, and another
in the south-west called Paik-je.
Here we have three kingdoms occupying the peninsula when
the greatest event in its history took place, namely the incoming of
Buddhism in 372 A. D.
The wonderful story of the Buddha and his upward
pilgrimage from a world of sin and sorrow to one of eternal bliss,
conquered all hearts. The Koreans took to it as a thirsty man to
water, and while they did not cast aside the religious ideas passed
on to them by Tan-goon and Keui-ja, Buddha ruled the day.
We are told that black men from India came preaching this
religion. It was Korea’s first introduction to alien races, a grateful
and appreciative introduction. Their visits continued all the way
from 400 to 1400 A. D. as Chi-jong one of the most noteworthy of
these priests from beyond the Himalayas died in 1363 A. D.
With the 7th Century we find Korea disturbed by internal
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troubles, the three kingdoms fighting against each other with no
likelihood of victory for any one of them. The great Tangs were on
the throne of China, and Korea had already come to acknowledge
them as the suzerain state.
A young prince of Silla by name Kim Yoo-sin (金度信),
disturbed by the unsettled condition of his native country, went to
the hills to pray about it. We read in the Sam-gook Sa (written in
1145 A. D.) that while he fasted and prayed to God and the Buddha,
an angel came to him and told him what to do. He was to seek help
of the Tangs. Thither he went to the great capital Nak-yang, where
his mission was accepted and an army sent to take Silla’s part. The
result was that in 668 A. D. all the country was made subject to Silla
and placed under the suzerainty of the Middle Kingdom.
From 700 to 900 A. D. there are no books to mark the
progress of the way, and yet it was evidently a period of great
literary activity. Many monuments remain still to tell of master
Buddhists, and master-hands at the pen, who lived through these
two centuries.
This gives in brief the foundation on which Korean
Literature rests, and on which it is built. It has grown to be a vast
accumulation of recorded thought on all kinds of subjects,
especially on religion.
Here are a few samples that show the Korean’s appreciation
of the immanence of God, and how close He is to the affairs of men :
“Ch’oi Seung-no in 982 A. D. wrote a memorial in which he
said, ‘I pray that your Majesty will do away with all useless
sacrifices and prayers, and show instead a righteous life and a
repentant spirit, with a soul offered up to God. If this be done
trouble will naturally take its departure and blessings will surely
come.’”
The following extract is taken from a memorial offered to
King In-jong of Koryu who reigned from 1123 to 1147 A. D. It
occurs in Vol. III page 148 of the Koryu Sa (高麗史 ) (History of
Korea).
“Im-Wan(林完) wrote a petition to the King in which these
words occur, ‘In these days there have been great
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disturbances in nature, and Your Majesty fearing that you may have
been the cause, has called for honest men to tell you wherein you
have erred. I take occasion, therefore, to write, regarding this
invitation as the greatest privilege. I read recently a book by one
Tong Chung-su of the Han Kingdom which said, ‘If a state departs
from its faith and is in danger of coming to destruction, it gets, first
of all, warnings from God; but if it pays no heed to these, God sends
other signs and more startling reminders still to awaken it to a
reality of where ii stands. If these all fail then destruction follows.
This proves that God’s heart is really full of love, and that He
desires to spare Your Majesty and remove from you all trouble. God
is ready to help every man, make him glad and restore him whole. If
Your Majesty truly takes warning and desires the way of safety,
your course is one of sincere repentance. The Sacred Books read,
‘God can be approached by sincerity only and not by outward form.’
“If Your Majesty truly desires to approach God you need not
pray specially, for blessing will come of itself; but if You make your
service merely a matter of form there will be no profit, and you will
win instead the contempt of the Most High. In the Book of the
Sages it says, ‘God has no special friends towards whom He is
partial, but He always responds to true virtue any and every where.
Sacrifice offers no fragrance to Him but a righteous life only,’ and
this comes from no other source than a pure heart and proper action.
Make therefore to yourself a righteous heart and see that your deeds
are in accord with the Eight Great Sages of the past.
“In conclusion I may say, God seems a long way off as
though He could not hear, but His giving of blessing to the
righteous, and punishment to the wicked, is as quick in its
movement as the shadow’s response to the form, or the echo that
follows the sound.”
Here is the prayer of a Korean wife over her sick husband
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She was grand mother of the famous Yool-gok (栗谷),
Korea’s greatest Sage who died in 1584.
“Oh Almighty God, Thou givest blessing to the good and
troubled, to the wayward. The world is full of evil but my dear
husband has been a good and honest man, and in his acts and deeds
has practiced no guile. Even when orders went out that mourning
need not be worn, he dressed in sackcloth just the same for his
mother. He ate only the poorest fare till he was thin and worn,
keeping watch by his parents’ grave, and offering his libation daily
with his own hands. He dressed in rough sackcloth for three long
years. Thou knowest how faithful he was, for God sees the good as
well as the evil. Why is it that Thou hast given him so sore a trial
as .he now suffers?
“We have each served our parents and in order to do so
faithfully have been separated for sixteen years. Only a few days
ago I suffered the loss of my dear mother, and now my husband lies
low. If he recovers not, I shall be left in hopeless desolation. As
nothing is hidden from Thy sight, great or small, Most High God
look down on me I pray Thee.”
Then she drew forth a short knife that she had brought along,
and with her own hand struck two joints off her big finger.
She beat her breast as she looked up saying, “Evidently my
faith and my devotion have proved a failure, and so I have come to
this place of distress. This body that comes down to me through my
parents we are told not to abuse. Still I view my husband as God
Himself. If he should die what would I do? Please take my life
instead. Great God, Highest of all, behold, I pray Thee this broken
finger, and this poor devotion of mine.”
An added note says that the husband recovered.
Here is still another and final extract that comes well down
to our own day by a famous literati who died in 1846 A, D., Kan
P’il-ho :
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“Thou High, Exalted and Glorious God dost condescend to
dwell in the heart of man. When first created, all men received
equally the divine light, the powers of the mind and the emotions of
the soul. These were the gifts of God. But man transgressed and
went far astray so that he was said to be dead. The difference
between a saint and a sinner is the small departure that leads
indefinitely away.
“Alas oh man, why is it that thou hast destroyed and defiled
thyself, leaving the good way to enter steep and dangerous defiles?
You have made the flesh your master and smothered out the truth.
You have turned out to be a ravenous bird or beast with only clothes
to prove that you are man. Once life departs from virtue it becomes
fiery conflict, with destruction as its end. The sins of the mouth and
ears, the wicked spirit of the eyes, and the wandering thoughts,
become diseases that envelope the whole nature. The fact that man
wholly lacks virtue is due to his sins and transgressions that cover
all. Thus have I destroyed the good gifts of God. I ought to be
ashamed to face even the light that shines into my room. Only by
humiliation can I hope once again to resume my broken communion.
“When troubles arise and dangers thicken then thoughts of
repentance fill the soul. How long this body of mine has been
immersed in evil! Let it be cleansed and never more transgress. Let
me think of the Sages how they burned sweet incense and
worshipped the Most High. Let me recount the actions of the day
and tell them over at night to God. If I do so faithfully I shall have
no shame, and by so doing a reform will surely be wrought. Tell me
my children that you will resolve to do this. A single fault cuts one
off, with a heart grieved and pained by its offence. I admit that it is
hard to give up old habits, and yet with a brave and valiant spirit we
may rise above them.”
Thus literature has been the greatest power in the land, not
that Koreans made a study of their own literature, or
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bought or sold their own books in the shops of the Capital. This
they did not do, but the study of the Sacred Books of China has
been their one greatest stepping stone to influence and office.
From earliest dawn till latest hours at night the sons of the
literati were ever hard at work grinding away at their long list of
books that ranged all the way from the Thousand Characters to the
Canon of Changes.
Twice a year long lines of pilgrims, as though journeying to
a hundred Canterburys, were seen wending, not only their youthful
way, but old age as well, up to the Capital to try their hand at the
Examination. The honour of holding the pen in presence of His
Majesty, and writing on the subject given for the day, Virtue, or the
Pine Tree, or whatever it might be, was the highest in the land. This
ambition to share in the kwaga and, if possible, win honour, held
young men steady through many generations. It impregnated their
lives with the best thoughts of the Classics, and made them
gentlemen, of the old Confucian School. As a Korean friend
remarked, it was the policeman in the soul that forbade wandering
thoughts and illicit ways.
Not only so, but it reached out in its influence even to the
lowest classes. The coolie, or the labouring man, has just as truly
had his ideals of a Confucian gentleman as the minister or the
literati, so that in a large sense Korea could be said to be a land of
gentle people. This was the law written in the heart that certainly
has had much to do with steadying the race through long years, and
while from a governmental point of view Korea was a failure, she
retained certain ideals that placed her among the highly civilized
races of the earth.
With the promulgation of the new laws in January 1895 the
Examination ceased to be and with it has gone the universal study
of the Classics. Confucianism died in a night and so the ship of state
slipped its old anchor chains and was adrift.
For twenty years she has been widening the distance from
her ancient anchorage just as the winds of fortune happen to drive
her, so that we may truly say to-day that she is far
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at sea. The old have gone and the new have not yet come to be.
Japanese ideals, Western ideals, new world thoughts, are like
wireless messages clashing through the air without anything as yet
being clearly defined.
In the many transitions the literary one is perhaps the most
momentous. One transition takes the Korean from the leisurely
world of the patriarchs into the modern age of high-pressure
competition, where every man is supposed to outdo his neighbour.
Still another transition takes him from his native world, thoroughly
ancient Chinese, into that of Japan, so that in adapting himself to
new conditions of to-day he must do so as Japan does, though he
has lived for long ages out of touch with that Empire. One transition
more is his change from the Confucian style of writing to the
unadorned modern colloquial
Today as far as the student world is concerned the Imperial
Government is doing a· great service in requiring that all studies be
taken in the Japanese language. This might seem to an onlooker as a
great and overtaxing burden, but not so. The Korean students
readily learn to read and speak Japanese .and the result is that when
they graduate they are thorough masters of the educated Japanese
world, with its thought and tradition. This, in addition to the fact
that they are also masters of their own Korean, puts them between
the ruling world and the 15,000,000 of their own people, and gives
them an opportunity for useful service such as any young man
might well envy. They become intermediaries for good in a day
when an understanding is all important. From a literary point of
view these are able to make use of all that Japan can give them.
There remains, however, the great mass of the people who
have lost the Confucian ideals and are waiting for new ones to take
their place. It must seem to even an indifferent passer that since
Buddha and Confucius, who have both been here, and in their day
have done a work of lasting service, have receded into the shadows,
that nothing but the best Cristian ideals can suffice to meet the
people’s needs. They are a people at present without the sign-posts
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and signals that hold the soul in place, so that pleasure and moneymaking are all that are left them worth the while. The 20th century
region of the soul so easily says, There is no God.

PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT SEOUL.
SEUNG-KA SA. （僧伽寺)
An hour beyond the North Gate up the easy slope of the hill
brings you to Seung-ka Monastery one of the most famous sites
about the city. It is an easy walk that can be done by even a poor
pedestrian.
The way leads past a famous pavilion called Se-keum
Chung (洗劍亭). In1831, Keum Wun, (錦園) a young woman
highly gifted at the pen, who wrote an account of her trip to the
Diamond Mountains, visited this place. “I went outside the Northwest Gate,” says she, “ to the Sword-washing Pavilion, a very
beautiful outlook that sits high above the stream. In ancient days a
noted general fought a great fight, won a victory, and here washed
his sword, and so, written in the king’s own hand, the name Sekeum Chung, still stands on the inscription board wrapped round
with yellow silk. This writing shines like the sun; no sweep of time
can ever dim its glory. At the side of the Pavilion is a great rock that
has written on it hil-yoong (converse of generals). Washed by the
wind and rain the characters have become worn away till they are
hard to read.”
So much for the way by which you journey. The hill beyond
this point is rather bare and uninteresting, but the site of Seung-ka
once reached pays you for all the trouble.
An old record that I find runs thus, “A man of Koryu, Yi O,
on repairing Seung-ka wrote, ‘In the writings of Ch’oi Chiwun he
says: It was the priest Soo-t’ai who left his spiritual impression on
this temple: He selected the site, cleared the foundation platform,
and hollowed out the cave. He also had a stone image of himself
carved here. This likeness
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of the master is indeed a light to the whole world for if there is any
trouble in the state or disturbances in nature prayers offered here are
sure to find an answer.”
When you visit this temple, gentle reader, see if you can find
Yi O’s image.
Just back of the temple five minutes’ walk is Pi-pong, (碑
峯) or Memorial Stone Peak that bears on its top the boundary mark
set up by King Chin-heung of Silla in 565A. D. For one thousand
three hundred years it has been lashed by wind and weather and yet
it stands firm on its base. Part of its underpinning has been broken
away and a crack is seen across its face, but it holds its place still
and will assuredly outlast all the noise and confusion of our day.
The monastery has a cave, where, if I remember rightly, a
little Buddha sits, and some marks of stones that were probably
broken off in 1592.
Chung In-ji, the famous author of the Ko-ryu Sa (History of
Koryu), and one of the inventors of the alphabet visited this temple
about the time that Columbus, as a little boy in Genoa, was taking
his first lessons in geography; and he was so delighted that he broke
forth into song thus:
By many a turn among the lifted rocks,
I plant my staff and hold by twig and tree.
Till by and by I glimpse a cloud-capped eave
And mark a stream that wimples o’er the way.
I call for tea, while soft the kettle sings;
I watch the spring that quivers neath my eye.
Two lonely priests live out their quiet day
And sing as into distant worlds they gaze.

AN OLD-TIME RELIGIOUS FRAUD.
BY YI KYOO·BO (1168-1241 A. D.).
NOTE:-Is there anything here that suggests Christian Science?

In the year 749 A. D. the Emperor of the Tangs was called
the “Prince of Peace,” and though he finally lost his throne,
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he was a very wise king far beyond his peers. I shall give you an
example of this: In his time there appeared in the south of China a
man named II-om, who called himself the Buddha. It is reported of
him that he could cure sickness of any kind. Even the blind, the deaf,
paralytics, and lepers were made whole at his hands. When the
people of the capital heard this they eagerly waited for his coming.
As it was difficult for His Majesty to run counter to the
wishes of so many, he sent a minister of the household first of all to
see the man, and find out if these reports were true. The minister
came back saying that it was indeed as reported. There being no
help for it the king then sent an official and had the priest conducted
to the capital and stationed in the Hong-pup Temple just outside the
East Gate.
When he first came he wore a gray cowl and rode a beautiful
horse, and he carried a silk fan with which he hid his face. The
crowd that followed and who called themselves his disciples were
impossible to number. They hid his very horse from view so that no
one could see what he was like. Officials of the capital and the
ordinary people crowded day and night to the temple, more than ten
thousand of them there must have been. They kept calling “A-mi-tapool, A-mi-ta-pool” till the sound of it could be heard off three
miles and more. There were ministers and high officials with their
wives as well as unmarried daughters who gathered together like the
trees of the forest. They used their hair as a cushion for Il-om’s feet
to rest on. They collected remnants that were left over from his
meals, and bottled up the water that he had bathed in. A crumb of
the one or a drop of the other were as precious as a thousand pieces
of gold. There was no man who did not wish to taste of these.
If at a time like this His Majesty had received him into the
palace and treated him as a special guest, the whole state would
have been carried away by his outrageous doings, and there would
have resulted a state of affairs socially among men and women that
would have been something appalling; but, wise king that he was,
he looked closely into the matter
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recognized the priest to be a fraud, and sent him off. Such was the
wisdom of the Emperor Hyun-jong.
His children and his children’s holding to the way of
rectitude may be well said to be due to this decision of his. The fact
that there was no minister at that time like Han Toi-je, who
remonstrated against the accepting of the Buddha’s bones, is a
matter of sincere regret.
Looking into the reason for such a phenomenon as this, we
find that the priest taught the peop1e saying, “The universal law is
mind. If you diligently count your beads and say, ‘My sickness is
cured’ your sickness will indeed depart. Never say ‘I am not yet
well.’ “
Because of this the blind were wont in their stupidity to say,
“‘Why I see,” and the deaf to say, “Why 1 hear.” Thus many were
deceived. Was it not a source of danger to the state? Alas! a little
more and the whole world would have gone after him.

LANGUAGE STUDY.
When children were named in olden days it was custom to
give some offensive epithet as it was supposed to safeguard them
against evil and insure a long life. The idea on the part of the betterinformed was that as inferior things last long, while things prized
are soon finished and done with, an inferior name would mean
better luck for a child than something too finished or fine.
It was the unreasonable quest after good luck that we see in
all nations. The horse-shoe over the door in the West to guard
against witches, is a similar idea. Even Lord Nelson had a rusty
horse-shoe nailed to to the mast of the “Victory.”
Various sources provide these lucky names. Dogs and Pigs
are creatures from which they are freely drawn. Pig is always a
lucky name for a boy, toi-a-ji. It suggests toi-ta, ‘to get there,’ and
that surely is everything. Ma-a-ji, colt, on
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the other hand would never do, for it suggests manghata, lost,
ruined, ‘damned.’
The Dragon, ryong (龍) very largely enters into names and
we have little Blue Dragon (ch’ung-ryong) and Yellow Dragons
(whang-ryong) and Black Dragons (kam-ryong) all over the land.
This may come about from the fact that the family lives near the sea,
or by a pool where the Dragon is supposed to be, and through a
desire to do him honour they give the little lad the name.
Tigers too, have to do with names as the Lord of the Hills,
and little boys are named Pum.
Children born with certain deformities are called Kom, with
good effect, as the Bear is a beast whose influence is supposed to
straighten out physical kinks.
Rocks and stones too, have a place in names. Their enduring
quality bespeaks length of life and far-lasting reputation, so such a
name as Ch’ul-pa-hoi, Iron Rock, strengthens the faith of the family
in the man that is to be.
Girls are named after precious stones, pearls etc.; while the
dancing-girl, who was said to be related to the fairy, is called from
flowers, fruits, blossoms, the moon, etc. The toad being associated
with long life and fairy-land finds itself among the names given to
women, Keum-sum, Ok-sum, Golden Toad, Jade Toad.
The names, again, for grown-ups are made according to a
fixed law. The Chinese character affords no end of possibility to be
juggled with, and in the giving of names it serves a lively part.
Names being mostly of three characters, one character for the clan
and two for the given name, keep one of their number specially to
mark the generation. Take for example the Han-san Yi family, and
you will find, in one case, the character kyung (慶) marking the
generation so that all the names of brothers, cousins, yes, cousins to
the tenth degree removed, all have kyung in their names, Kyungham, Kyung-ryoo, Kyung-whang, Kyung-paik, Kyung-joon.
When a generation happens to have but one character for a
name instead of two as the children of these Kyung’s had, its special
mark is seen in the radical of the character; all of
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that generation having the same radical, water for example, or rice
as the case may be.
When a father has the radical for metal appearing in his
name his desire is to give his son a name with water in it, as water
comes from metal, wood from water, fire from wood, earth from
fire, and again metal from earth, completing the circle of the Five
Elements.
The name character generally shifts places with each
succeeding generation, the father’s character occupying the second
place in the name while the son’s will come in the third.
The Cha (字) or ‘style’ is a special name that can be called
by friends without seeming to be over familiar. It is formed from
some association with the original name of the person. For example
Confucius’ disciple Cheung Ja whose name Ch’am meant Three,
had for Style Cha-yu, Yu meaning Cart. This was so given because
three people are supposed to ride in a cart, the coachman, the
footman and the master.
The nom-de-plume or Pyul-ho (別號) comes first from
scholars associating their teacher with a certain locality. Yoolgok
(栗谷), Chestnut Valley, was given to Yi I (李珥) by his disciples,
till finally it became his name. Yi Paik-oon (李白雲) comes from
the fact that Yi Kyoo-po lived in Paik-oon Village.
The name of a writer’s literary works is made up usually of
his nom-de-plume with the character chip (集) Collected Works
added, Yool-gok Chip, Paik-sa Chip, would say the Writings of Yi I,
the Writings of Yi Hang-bok, the Writings of Chung Mong-joo.
There are many other things that might be said about names
but this will serve as a lesson.
J. S. G.

MAIN STREET, AS IT WAS.
Like the dragon of the Orient it winds its slimy length along,
a highway of deep black mud, narrow as a ditch. and
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hemmed in on either side by low thatched huts, beyond which are
huts and still huts again.
At long intervals when the black mud reaches almost to a
man’s knees the road is repaved. Round stones, the size of a man’s
head, are thrown into the bog, and for a time way-farers have the
comfort of wading no more than ankle deep and slipping and
stumbling over the hidden stones till finally they sink out of sight,
This is the main artery of the city. What energies does it feed and
what activities does it reveal to us?
To a ricisha we painfully and labouriously make our way
through the narrow bog, and gaze from side to side. Perforce in this
flattened canyon the sun is blisteringly hot with not the slightest
breeze to displace the various odours and heavy miasmas that float
or hang over huts and fields. Most of these huts are shops that
supply the needs of the population. Here is a man squatting on his
door-step carving combs in simple fashion out of wood; yet he does
it with skill, for the smooth black hair of the Korean gives no
evidence of snag or snarl, or of being pulled out by the roots as ours
would if it were combed with such wooden combs. Of course we
see the hair with snag and snarl but that is the hair that is never
combed.
Over on the other side is a fish shop which we smell before
we see its wares. Dried fish tied together with strings, salted fish,
roe, ancient mussel and scallop shells compose its stocks and maybe
a little fresh fish, but Korea mainly depends upon dried fish for its
meat.
On this side is a general store with matches, straw shoes,
dried persimmons, pencils, a few cat-skins and other things of so
little value, that we wonder how the owner can subsist. Here is a
rice store and rice stores are the banks and warehouses of Korea. It
is fairly clean, for there is nothing to attract the flies, the pest of the
poor. Next comes a hardware shop with rough uncouth tools of
primitive manufacture. We are progressing very slowly as the
ricisha man is sore distressed. He is gasping and blowing like a man
who has been running for his life though he has but walked. Pity for
him
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would impel us to descend and go afoot ourselves but for the
overwhelming mire. The ricisha man eliminates this difficulty by
wearing no shoes. So on we go, seeing but little variety of shop or
industry, for the needs of Korea are few.
But here is a food-shop the sight of which would make one
prefer to eat hay if that were the alternative. A shelf protruding over
the steps serves as counter. On this reposes a large slab of glistening
white unhealthful looking dough, some of which is coloured yellow.
This is their famous rice bread. A woman presides at the stall whose
clothes are black and greasy, most unsavoury to look at even from a
distance. She is carelessly handling the dough as though she were
fondling it, while the expression on her face is a most human vacant
stare such as to make the heart sink. She is looking at us from the
depths of the “submerged tenth,” a place of despair that we cannot
fathom, the ultimate of naught. “Whence have we come and whither
are we wending” has never crossed her mind. She is simply an
instrument of dogged and fruitless toil.
On the lower step sits a woman with a child before her,
listlessly dabbing their hands in the black filth, having nothing else
to do for the moment, as she looks at us with same vacant stare.
There is not even curiosity in their faces. We feel sensitive when
curiosity presses and surges around us, but the face that looks and
sees nothing, at that we are appalled.
At one place we are forced to descend for an ox-cart is in the
way and must be unloaded before it can be removed. We step
fearfully onto the narrow foot-path which leads from the main road
eastward between the maze of thatched huts. We glance along the
footpath and remove our eyes. A rough Korean pony is pinioned on
the ground so completely that he cannot move, while a group of
Koreans are busy about him with crude irons and a fire. Some
barbarous cruelty is about to be perpetrated and we dare not look.
(Though it turns out to be only a simple case of shoeing.- Ed.)
Again we step in the ricisha and creep along at a snail’s pace
it seems.
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Again and again the same scene is repeated and we see the
same shops and the same blank faces. The ricisha man pants and
struggles and we are oppressed with a feeling of a never ending
effort that has no goal or destination, grim force being its goad and
master. Our ricisha man meets a fruit-seller. He throws him a few
pennies, snatches the green fruit and devours it ravenously. We feel
a deep compassion for these men doing the work of beasts, and
would fain give them five times their fare. They deserve more than
that for saving one from the morass.
Now we see a heavy-barred cage in which is a lark. Sweet
prisoner, your heart is breaking for the sky and fields. It is the
refinement of cruelty to keep you here where even human hearts
sink, and the slimy dragon casts his baneful influence over
everything. You are dumb with sorrow; you are no longer the
“Blythe spirit” that Shelley knew.
At last we are emerging from the murky road, “c’est le
dernier pas qui coute,” it is the last step that counts, and for this last
step we are truly grateful to the ricisha man. The road has lost its
straight and narrow contour and we are beginning to see the open.
But we have to cross a narrow path that runs beside a filthy, almost
stagnant stream. The path is broken with ruts and bumps and deep
pools of mire. Can the ricisha man balance the carriage over this
even though he is bold enough to venture it? We question it and we
add How could we ever put foot down here? But the man is both
brave and skilful; he has crossed even though the ricisha was tilted
to a perilous degree all the time.
Our journey has almost drawn to an end. We have come to
clear open spaces where we can see the green hill that overlooks the
sea. It has taken three hours, though it seems much longer. It is an
immense relief to breathe clean air once more and away from the
black mud.
If anyone would know the missionary’s courage and the
courage of the ricisha man, let him become acquainted with this
Main Street, as it was.
SYDNEY M. REID,
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THE KOREAN ENVOY’S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 1712 A. D.
PART I.
These extracts are from a diary kept by a Korean gentleman on a
trip from Seoul to Peking in the years 1712 and 1713 A. D. or the 51st and
52nd years of the reign of the famous Emperor, Kang Hsi.
The writer’s elder brother was chief envoy at the time, carrying
Korea’s yearly tribute to the Imperial Court. This gave Kim Ch’ang-up,
the author special opportunities to see and record his impressions.
Only that part of the journey from Eui-joo on the Yaloo River to
Mukden, Manchuria, is touched upon. This will be sufficient to give the
reader an idea of the delights and hardships of the way. The account of his
arriva1 on the 27th day of the 12th moon, 1712, and his stay in Peking,
will be given later in full. Anyone following the story closely will see
Peking, at a very interesting time, through the eyes of a refined Korean
gentleman, who represents one of the oldest and best literary families of
the East.
Mr. Kirn was born in 1658, or twenty-five years after Samuel
Pepys, and he died in 1721, so that he was 54 at the time of this visit.
As we are, so we are. What this Korean sees and records will give
the reader a correct idea of what sort of man he was and what ideas lay
back of his brain.—EDITORS.

26th day. Morning clear, left Eui-joo and went 8 miles to
Koo-ryun San.
After breakfast we set out on our journey. All the guards
accompanying us put on their military uniform. I also exchanged
my white coat for a grey soldier’s dress, and wore a red silken
girdle about my waist. Then I fastened my sword and pouch to my
saddle and started on my way. Ten dancing girls, dressed in uniform,
rode on horses in advance of us, and so we passed out of the South
Gate of Eui-joo and came to the tent that had been erected on the
river bank. The Secretary and the Governor arrived first, and saw to
the examination of the goods that were to be carried with us. My
brother arrived later and took a place prepared for him at the seat or
honour.
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The Second envoy followed him, and sat on the east side, while the
Secretary sat next to him. I remained outside the tent. Those who
were to cross the river, including the interpreters, numbered five
hundred and thirty-seven in all, and the horses four hundred and
thirty-five. Besides these a great company of friends and relatives
came to see the soldiers, secretaries and mapoos safely off. The
procession extended for several li, a confused mass of men and
horses. Great quantities of meat and drink were served, a sight for
the eyes to see.
The Governor had prepared this farewell luncheon, to be
given us with music and dancing. He asked me to come into the tent
as well and have a seat. I declined, however, saying that I was under
no official appointment, but he insisted, and so at last I went in and
sat down on his left hand. The glass was passed round several times,
till the day began to draw to a close.
My brother, leading the van, crossed the river on the ice.
From the bank on the other side, he watched the dancing girls,
mounted, playing polo. At last we were in the country of the
foreigner. My nephew here left us and went back, our goodbyes
being very hard to say.
The attendants had already arrived and set up the tents. One
was of felt and looked like a great bell. It was so prepared that it
could be opened and closed like an umbrella. About it was a curtain
wall with a wooden door in front, just as the Mongols use, “a House
of the firmament’’ they call it. Inside of it five or six persons can
sleep comfortably. On the floor straw and reeds were placed and
above these were hair- cloth sleeping mats. Above these again
pillows and quilts were arranged. Candles were lighted, so that on
entering, one felt that he was in a dignified and roomy chamber.
The cook brought in the evening meal. The ‘side dishes’
were exceedingly clean and nicely arranged, just such as to quicken
one’s appetite.
The second envoy and Secretary slept in tents made of dogskin. There were three in all, that were placed ten paces or so apart.
Round about these was a wall of netting to keep
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out tigers. Within this enclosure was gathered the multitude of
attendants that accompanied the envoys, with their horses. Others
went to sleep where they pleased, and lighted fires wherever they
were. The illumination from these broke in on the darkness with a
blaze of light. From time to time trumpets blew and bugles blared to
keep the guards awake. The noise of these made the mountains echo.
We slept at night with our clothes on, but still the cold air
came searching through like pointed arrows; and yet the day had not
been specially cold. What it would be like in a very severe season, I
have no idea.
After dark, three Chinese night watchmen came by. Since
crossing the river, each envoy had had ten guards or spearmen sent
to accompany him. Formerly they were rifle-men, but this year, on
account of a veto on guns, they have only spears. Here I posted
letters home by the Government courier.
27th day. Bright. The air soft and warm. 20 miles.
We arose betimes while it was still dark. At the first call of
the bugle everyone got up and the servants fed the horses; on the
second call, hot gruel was served from the kitchen, and when the
third call came we started on our way. As we journeyed, we could
see the Songkol Hills 松鶻山 to the north- west near enough to
count the peaks. This range of mountains reminds me of our own
Kwan-ak San, though for majesty and awe they are superior.
As we journeyed we passed several peaks where there is
abundance of timber and forest lands. The roads were covered with
ice and snow. Here and there were scattered the bones of horses and
other animals that had fallen by the way. We saw also marks of
fresh fires where police and night guards had halted. By the ridge
near Ma-jun-pa, close to the road, there is a very deep pool with
sharp rocks about it. These rocks greatly impeded our way. At last
we pitched our tent on the bank of the stream, where we had
breakfast. All crowded to the water to drink, men and horses, and it
looked like a battle-field as they contended together. Three
Chinamen whom I
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had seen yesterday once more made their appearance. One riding a
horse, passed along on the right, while the two who were walking
came by the envoy’s tent. One of them came where the interpreters
were seated, and seeing them smoking, asked for tobacco. His
clothes and headgear were indescribably dirty, and his face so foul,
that he was not really like a human being at all. Yi Yoo-ryang spoke
with him, while the head interpreter Pak Tong-wha, who was sitting
by and listening, said not a word. This seemed very· peculiar to me.
Yi asked him something concerning the Emperor, but he said he did
not know. He then gave him a drink of wine and sent him off.
Leaving Koo-ryun city, the hills gradually recede so that a
wide stretch of plain opens up. Very fertile it seems and excellent
for cultivation. As we went along we noticed here and there old
sites of dwellings that had been deserted. Occasionally too we saw
smoke from chimneys as though people were still living near.
This night fires were lighted on the rear hills by the
attendants to keep off tigers; and though the weather was very cold,
still the same clamour of horns and trumpet-blowing was kept up as
on the previous night
28th day. Morning clear and cold, 15 miles.
While it was still dark I got up and went outside the tent
where I found the soldier guards sitting about the open fires, some
dropping off to sleep, some warming their feet by the flames. They
were lying in heaps making use of each other for rests and pillows.
In early morning when the third trumpet blew, we set out on
our way; and when the day was fully light, the spearmen, who
accompanied us from Eui-joo, took their departure and returned
home.
Later we arrived at Hyul-am. From here on to the stockade,
it is an open plain. As far as one could see is a vast stretch of
country. The peaks of Pong-whang are the only variations in the
landscape; very majestic and beautiful they are. Before we arrived
at Pong-whang, we saw another hill called Sang-ryong (Upper
Dragon) with high and imposing
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tops. The hills of Hyul-am and Pong-whang, that we were now
approaching, were covered with pines. This was the first we had
seen of pine woods since crossing the river. Very splendid was the
sight.
The stockade ahead of us, built of great logs, skirted the
southern slope of the mountains, and circled about for three miles or
more. In it there were gates, the opening and closing of which is at
the bidding of the General of the Guard, who is stationed in Pongwhang City. These gates were formerly situated some two miles to
the east of their present site, this being about forty miles from the
Yaloo River. From this point to the Yaloo the land was left vacant, a
neutral territory, that no one was supposed to inhabit. The reason for
this was a desire on the part of the Chinese Government to stop
fugitives going from one country to the other.
Some ten years ago the stockade was moved seven miles
further east in order to make room for the increasing population of
Pong-Whang City, as well as to give people a wider pasture and
place to feed their flocks. But this approach toward the Yaloo was a
breach of the original agreement. The stockade gate was thatched
with straw and grass. On approaching it we saw the residence of the
General in charge, with inns and drinking-houses near by. There
were besides a dozen or so of private residences, all thatched with
straw. Looking forward some distance within the stockade, a white
mound stood up like a greet bank of snow. It turned out to be cotton
wool that the people had prepared in readiness to sell to the Korean
Embassy on its return with the Calendar. There were said to be
many thousands of pounds of this material.
The envoys pitched their tents outside the paling and had
breakfast, while I too put on my official robes and went with the
others to make my bow to my brother. My wish was to do just as the
others did, and so I acted accordingly. Here I prepared a letter for
home and sent it by the hand of a passer who was returning from
China. We waited for a time, when little by little, a number of
Chinese began to gather, and by means of interpreters spoke to us
through the paling. Thus
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we greeted each other with friendly faces. They were nearly all
work-a-day people who make their living by running carts from
Pong-Whang City to Yo-dong. This company, it seems, has great
influence, and possesses the sole right to trade with the Korean
envoy. When any of our horses became disabled they were the ones
who put our goods upon earls and carried them instead. They had
brought their carts along and were ready in waiting.
About noon the paling gates were opened, and hundreds of
Chinese came rushing out. When I first saw them I was afraid, for
there were many very big men among them and many magnificently
dressed, not at all like the first three China-men I had seen. Two
Chinese interpreters who were with us ordered their attendants to
bring mats, to be placed before the two envoys, who took their seats
and received the respectful salutations of the Chinese officials.
Those then withdrew and seated themselves aside with others, some
ten in all just across the way. We sent presents of wine, dried fruits,
and dried pheasant’s flesh. The Chinese, when offered drink, simply
took the glass but did not touch it to the lips.
The interpreter remarked, “Only after the Envoys have first
partaken will they drink,” so the two envoys took up the empty
glasses and made as though they drank, after which they all talked
together. A Chinese interpreter named Ma took the lead in
interpreting. One was appointed to each envoy, who afterwards
followed him all the way to Peking and back. These were called
Government Interpreters and were so used. Those who accompanied
us were O Ok-ki and Ma Pai, both Chinamen, not Manchus. Two
Chinese military officers stood by and checked off the procession as
it came through the gate of the palisade.
From the palisade to Pong-Whang City is a distance of ten
miles. In all that way there are but two or three houses and only a
very few fields to be seen. Out in the open we saw some few people
feeding horses and cattle. The road circled about Pong-whang
mountain, so that we saw the south, north and west sides definitely.
This mountain is much the
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same in size as our open Soo-rak of Yang-joo, though its peaks are
like pointed arrows and the colour of its rocks green and transparent.
All the hills seem to stand out sheer and precipitous, gentle slopes
being absent from the view. On the south side of the way is the site
of an old wall, built of grey stone. They tell me that it was formerly
Korean territory from this point east, but I have my doubts. Some
also say that it is the old wall of King Tong-myung (東明王) . I
should not wonder if it is so.
On the road there was a great procession of carts, so closely
packed that you could scarcely cross the way. Though we ordered
them to clear the track, they paid no attention whatever. This was
only one of the proofs of their very rude disposition, showing also
that they are quite familiar with and accustomed to Koreans.
We arrived at Pong-whang where there is a wide street and
long rows of shops with quantities of things to sell that I had never
seen before. Crowds of people thronged the high-way and packs of
children followed us. We came before the office of Inspection, and
there a squad of soldiers in armour slopped our way. We asked the
reason and they replied that we were all required to go to the
Inspectors’ office, and yet we could not well enter because the
ground had been dug into and made impossible for the horses to
step on. The soldiers and mapoos, however, paid no attention to this
but endeavored to force us in, and plied their whips in a way that
was most cruel. At the same time we looked for our interpreters but
they were nowhere to be seen.· It was a case of extreme
exasperation and ended in a great row. Finally we were consigned to
a special room though our attendants had been badly beaten and
some of them lost their clothing. The house where we were
stationed was on the west side of a road, about the middle of the city,
a very large building. Five kan of rooms faced south, with a wide
courtyard in the middle. To the east and west were rooms also, and
on each side numbers of heated kangs. There were double gates of
entrance in front, with gate quarters attached to each, and also
heated kangs.
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The master of the house was a pure Chinamen, whose name
was Yi. From this day on, all that we saw and heard was new and
strange to us. I was confused beyond measure and unable to utter a
word, but I noticed that the sound of the cock that crew was just the
same as in our native Korea, very strange indeed I
My servant Wun-gun informed me that there was a new
Buddhist temple near by well worth seeing. On hearing this, I went
on foot to inspect it. Colonel Chang-yup also came along. We found
ii near the main street. It was small but very beautifully built. In the
inner rooms we saw a bookcase with many things on ii all arranged
in perfect order. We sat on the chairs and rested for a little, and then
returned home and had our evening meal
Before eating, I first offered something from my table to the
master of the house by way of compliment. His wife also asked for
a taste, and when I gave her some she was greatly pleased.
Kim-Choong-wha, a student with us, was now busy at his
first lessons in Chinese, and with this in mind, he said to the master,
“Ne-ne,” meaning to say, “Come here, will you.” At this, however,
the Manchu became very angry; he jumped up and down before the
kang and beat the floor with his fist. Others exercised themselves to
quiet him. We gave him an iron baton as a present and he was at last
pacified. The people of this country call their wives ‘“Ne-ne.” So
Ne ne may mean “you,” “wife,” or “come, come.” But “come” is
always rendered by one “Ne” and never by two “Ne-ne.” Hence the
master thought the student was calling his wife, and thus offering
him insult. Because of this Kim became the laughing stock of all his
comrades and did not dare to open his mouth to anyone. Very funny
it was!
The master’s wife forbade the mapoos tethering their horses
below the hampers where the chickens were. She had lost many
chickens she said, that had been stolen and so was very suspicious.
To make sure, she had them counted safely over. Then the officer in
charge of the mapoos fiercely
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charged them, and ordered them to keep their hands off the hostess’s
chickens. On enquiry next morning it was found that none of them
were missing.
There was a small dog in this house not larger than a cat,
that the people nursed and carried about with them. Its disposition
seemed very ugly, and they admitted that it would bite.
Yong-an, Dragon’s-eyes, and other sweetmeats prepared in
sugar I saw for the first time.
Along the way rice was doled out to us according to the
distance we had to travel; also they supplied us liberally with
chickens, pork, wine and fodder for our horses.
The Interpreter Ma P’ai had one officer with him, also two
spearmen and eighteen soldiers dressed in armour. We exchanged
guards along the way, so there were never more than four or five
constantly with us. But we did not use them beyond Mukden,
because of the question of giving them presents. Ma P’ai had us
dispense with them from that point, while he himself appropriated
the gifts. Each armed soldier had a sword, but it was a poor, dull
implement, unfit for service. Their clothes, too, were in rags and
their horses thin and poor, much like our own soldiers at home.
29th day. Pong-whang. Bright and warm. 17 miles.
In the early morning I started off ahead of the party, and
again visited the temple that I had seen the day before. I did so
because I had not had a chance to see it properly. Within it there was
a gilded Buddha that had a broad grin on his face. I noticed that
every temple had just such a Buddha, but what Buddha he is I do
not know. Looking behind the image, I found a little oratory where
there was another Buddha, a smaller one. On the table in front of
him was a censer, but nothing else did I see. At the west side of the
temple was a tiled house where the priests lived. In front of this
oxen and donkeys were tethered. I entered and found two priests
lying on the kang sound asleep, so I turned and came away.
I passed along the market street till I came to an old wall.
Climbing up on the top, I could see the circumference of the ancient
town some five or six li about, but now all fallen
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to ruins. The plain about Pong-whang is very wide and the land
seems excellent for cultivation. Pong-whang is a great city, due
doubtless to this favorable region. Their means of livelihood
however, is largely gained by trade with the east. Most of the shops
were of recent construction, and business seemed brisk and
prosperous.
In front of the temple gate were two new coffins with the
dead in them. They were carved and painted in various colours, with
openings at the top by which the air might come and go. Most
startling was it to see these. On the side of the way I noticed three or
four more of them as well, some half rotted away, with stones
covering the openings in them. They looked very nasty and I
disliked their presence. In every town and city that we came to we
saw the same. I asked the reason for this and was told that it was
because there was no burial ground available for the poor. People
who die away from home, are accommodated with one of these
coffins that stand in the open.
We passed Sam-chai lake and arrived at Kan-ja P’o (乾者浦)
and there had breakfast. There was only one shop in the place at
which vermicelli was sold, a very unsavory place. The envoys sat
together on one corner of the kang, while I went out and waited by
the stream that flowed by.
From here on we went by a narrow way through the
mountains, where the wood is very dense and where two high
passes had to be crossed. The way was so narrow that we could
scarcely push through. At last we arrived at the foot, where we met
a Chinese woman in a cart. The cart had a cover of black sackcloth,
like the covering of a mourner’s chair.
Finally we reached Song-chum (松店) and entered the
official quarters. There was a wall about the place on the four sides.
Each side had some seventy or eighty rooms with a large hall in the
middle fitted with kang. The two envoys went into one room while
the Secretary and I remained in another. Our attendants went here
and there and found quarters where they could. The horses and the
mapoos came within the enclosure, but slept out in the open court.
Before
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the gate a great crowd of Chinese had brought drink to sell as well
as rice, beans, wood, fodder and various kinds of eatables. They
blocked the way. No one could enter the official quarters unless he
was acquainted with the soldiers, or was willing to give some bribe
for entrance. Thus were the gates guarded.
When we were at Kan-ja P’o (乾者浦), I exchanged a
Korean fan for two pheasants. I then had the birds cooked and
shared them with the secretaries and attendants. The flavour was
very good indeed.
I had caught a slight cold on the way, and as the the newly
made kang was unseasoned and impossible to pass the night on, I
left, and slept in one of the town houses. Although the kang there
was not what you could call cold, it was very, very dirty. Just
opposite to me on the other side, were five Chinese carters, who
used tobacco and exhaled clouds of smoke in a most disagreeable
way. The woman of the house brought their meals for them. I
examined some of the food and found it to be Chinese rice, with
grains very soft and smooth. I ate two or three spoonfuls and then
ordered a table for myself. The master brought me also a plate of
mustard and cabbage pickle, which was very nicely flavored.
My servant Kui-dong remarked, “When the old-wife of the
place saw me eating my meal she was very much delighted; and had
me come into the inner room and eat it there.”
I asked the Master for some radishes, and he brought me ten
or more red ones. He gave me also cabbage pickle which I set aside
for future use. As pay for my room I gave him two rolls of white
paper, and a pipe with a bamboo stem.
I asked the master what he did for a living, and he said he
was a soldier. I enquired again as to how much pay he received, and
he said he got eighteen yang of silver in one year. At the side of the
town was a small shrine, in which were three images seated in royal
robes. At their side were judges of Hades and demon guards. The
keeper was a man who had no pig-tail, and so Wun-gan said,
“Behold a Buddhist!” All men in this country shave the forehead,
but the presence or absence of the tail tells whether a man is a
Buddhist or not.
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30th day. Cold wind, 20 miles.
When day began to dawn we returned to the official
head-quarters, and there had hot gruel. Then we set out on our way
and after going three or four miles crossed a very high pass, the
name of which was So-jang Yung. There were many oaks upon it
and other trees that I cannot enumerate. At intervals willows were
also seen, and maples just such as we have in our own country.
Azaleas and rhododendron seemed to be missing. When we
had crossed the pass we found a large stream that came from the
west called the Ong-book River. On the bank was a small boat
called Ma-san or “Horse Carrier” by which we crossed over and
arrived at a thatched hut where they sold drink. There were two or
three tall horses tethered at the door. Ma Pai and his company
stopped here for a little, saying, “When we leave this place there is
another pass awaiting us called the Great Chang Yung. It is higher
than the one we have just crossed, but once over it there is a wide
plain with fields of maize and fertile soil.” We were ferried over two
streams, the upper waters of the Ong-book, called here the Pal-to or
“Eight Crossings.” It is so named because of the many times you
meet it on the way. On each bank there was a little hut, poor and
dirty. Here we pitched tents and had our breakfast. Many hunters
came by who had pheasants to sell, exceedingly cheap in price.
They said, that as there was snow this year the birds were dearer
than formerly. We also saw a Chinaman with a falcon on his arm,
who was going out hawking. It had no bell on it as Korean falcons
have, which I thought very strange. There were also falconers who
were riding on horseback. One man rode a white mule that was a
splendid walker. I exchanged my post horse for it, for a little, and
rode ahead. Its grace and speed were something wonderful. My
servants fell far behind in less than a mile’s distance, but the servant
of the man who owned the mule kept up and rode beside me on his
horse. It seemed but a few minutes till we arrived at Tong-wun-p’o.
The soldiers who had come to meet us were waiting in the road, and
made
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the salutation, saying, “The official Yamen of this place is very
much colder than the one you have just been in, so we have secured
private quarters for you.” I went to see what these were like and
found a large, imposing building. My brother took up his quarters in
the west room. The rooms to the north and south were warmed, as
well as the one in which I slept. The owner evidently was a man of
considerable means. On each kang were white mats, while round
about were pieces of expensive furniture. On the table was a
tortoiseshell tea-pot of about eight inches in height, while on the
walls were many books which I examined and found to be all
novels. In a little shrine on the west side the Buddha was
worshipped. Beads, a bell and a drum, were on a table in front of
him. The owner’s mother, whose age was about eighty, was a very
devout worshipper of the Buddha. She ate only vegetables and said
her prayers without ceasing. The sons and daughters of the master
all seemed very busy on our first arrival, but in a little, they came
with tables well laden with dainties which they offered to our
attendants. Also two plates of sweetmeats were sent to me. I found
among these hawthorns cooked in honey, which were very sweet to
the taste. The master himself poured out the tea and passed the cups.
I did not decline but accepted of it and drank.
1st day. Twelfth moon. Weather fine and cold. 20 miles.
We set out on our way as the day began to dawn. Passing
Suk-oo, “Stone-corner,” we reached Tap-tong, “Paddy Village,”
where we went into an inn. The envoys separated, one going to one
kang and one to another. Here we breakfasted and when we left, the
master, a Chinaman, made a fuss over the small amount we had
given him for the room. He shut the doors and refused to open them.
The Secretary’s mapoo whose name was Chik-san, could speak
Chinese well and though he disputed the point with the inn-keeper
the latter refused to unbar the door. Only after receiving a Korean
pipe did he yield to our solicitation and let us pass on our way. On
the road from Tong-wun-po here, we had come by a long mountain
valley of some seven miles, and had crossed the same river twice.
After leaving this place where we had
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had our breakfast the view little by little opened up, and as far as
one could see it was waste land with no fields or places of
habitation. It is very level like a plain of discarded rice-fields at
home. In the breaking up of spring or during the rainy season, I
imagine it would be very muddy and difficult to cross. It was called
Tap-tong or “Paddy Village” on the same principle that names are
given in our own country. We went three miles further, and reached
a hill called Poon-soo or “Dividing Waters.” The shape of the
mountains was very rough and precipitous. Great forests covered
them thick with green and smoky verdure but I am unable to say
what kind of timber it was. There is a plateau on the top of a hill
where the waters divide, some flowing west toward Yo-dong and
some east. For this reason the pass is called Poon-soo or the
Dividing of the Waters. All the hills about Yo-dong take their rise
from this ridge, so say the geomancers. Their influence comes from
the two points of the compass marked Im and Chook. As we crossed
the pass we found the country better wooded than before. Wild
pears fairly blocked our way. At intervals there were willows and
odd-looking plants growing like the mistletoe.
In seven miles of distance we crossed two low passes, and
reached Yun-san Kwan (連山關). Thirty houses or so were to be
seen here huddled together on the bank of the river. The owners had
made a palisade de of logs, strong and closely fitted, in order to
protect them from tigers. Such palisades were seen all the way from
Song-chum to Nang-san or Wolf Mountain.
We slept at the house of a Chinaman named Yi Ke-ji. From
this point on the Government soldiers grew less and less careful in
guarding us against trespassers, and so I lost my silk girdle in the
night. It was evidently carried off by some Chinese thief, and so I
had to improvise a leather one to wear instead.
My father in the year Ke-sa (1653) passed along this same
way, and one night at a certain house where he stayed, he learned
that his grand-father had come by this very route and had slept in
the same place on his way to Mukden.
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I noticed a little shrine in this village. At night the landscape
was whitened by the snow that fell. The day previous when we
arrived I saw four or five flags flying from a house. My servant said
it was a funeral party about to set out for the place of burial. But as
we came by the house in the morning the flags were gone, and only
a fire was burning before the door. I noticed four or five girls come
out dressed in white, and after shaking their dresses over the fire
return to the house. I suppose it is some method of purification that
attends the services of the dead.
The day following the snow ceased, but the morning was
cloudy. Only toward evening did it clear off and become fine.
We went five miles from Yun-san Kwan and reached a pass
called Whoi-yung, after which we went eight miles more and
arrived at Kan-soo Chun, where we slept. The room in which we
put up had a picture on the north wall of Kwan, the God of War. In
the morning the women of the house placed incense in the brazier
and bowed before it.
After breakfast we started on our way, crossed the stream in
front and the hill, and then entered a long valley of some three miles
or so. How many times we crossed the streams I do not know. The
mountains grew higher and the road more narrow. There were two
or three thatched huts by the stream that we passed, and then going
some little distance further we came to a small shrine. This was just
below Whoi-yung pass. From here on the growth of wood is very
tall and dense. We could scarcely see the sky because of the trees.
There was much snow too, for the pass is higher than that of Tongsun. The road went up by a steadily winding way so that there were
no very precipitous places. When we had gone up to almost the top,
we noticed three rocks on the right hand side of the road, sixty feet
or so high, and very peculiar in shape, not unlike huge memorial
stones. One was especially noticeable, for growing on it was a pine
tree. We climbed to the top of the pass and looked toward the north.
There were the great ranges of the Manchu Hills. I felt sorry to
think that the wild Chinaman (Manchu) possessed them all.
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For seven miles and more there was now a smooth and even
road. Those who had heavy carts took this way to avoid the hill.
Thus we arrived at Kam-soo-chum and entered the Government rest
house, which is situated outside the walls. I went in with the
Secretary, and discovered a newly built Buddhist temple, with one
gate and one hall. It was small but neat and well constructed. Within
it were gilded guards in armour, and a Buddha sitting in the place of
honour. They were very lifelike and intelligent-looking. Also there
were fine pictures on the walls. Upon a table was a box containing a
set of Buddhistic works. I looked to see what the books were and
found the Pup-wha Kyung (Law Flower Sutra). Outside the door
was a great heap of horse manure. No one seemed to be charged
with the clearing of it away. The temples and places of worship in
this country remind me of the So Wun or Literati Schools of Korea.
They desire to increase their membership but still do not look
carefully after those they already have. They certainly are amusing!
On the east side there was a small house where the priests lived. I
opened the door and looked in and it was very unsavory.
(To be Continued) .

CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the June Number.)
XXIII. JUDGEMENT.
The Commissioner’s servant hearing Oonbong read this
verse from behind the screen, came forward and gave orders, “Call
the three office chiefs,” said he; “call the heads of departments; the
chief writers, and proceed accordingly; call the guards of the
treasury; call the chief of works; call the head of the rites office and
see how the prison is; call the steward, the head runners, the head
beaters, flagbearers, workers, and see how matters stand with them;
call the jailor and inquire as to punishments; call the butcher and see
how the candle
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lights are; summon the head soldiers and the head slaves; call ‘Bigbell’ the flogger and the executioners, and have them fall in in order,
slaves, keesang，runners, waiters, soldiers, etc.”
Such wild confusion you never saw, people running here and
there, there and here.
“Look out what are you doing!” some one shouts. “Don’t
you know that a lot of you’ll get killed?” says another.
The Commissioner waited for the noon hour just outside the
yamen, The secretary, by the raised hand gave the signal “Boots and
saddles” and ordered that they should all make ready.
“Steward take these orders!” shouts some one, “On with
outer coats, red shoulder sashes and leggings.
“Saddle the horses; fasten the reins; bring the large horse for
His Excellency; shorten the girths; tack on the outer reins; on with
your felt hats, girdles, sticks and swords.”
Like tigers they rushed to make all ready, and with their six
sided batons held aloft they came sweeping in. They beat loudly on
the outer gate with noisy thumping .
“The Commissioner of His Majesty! The Commissioner of
His Majesty!” shouted they.
Two or three such calls in front of the yamen rendered the
place electrified.
“Hither the Three Counsellors!”
“Yea-a-a!” responded they.
The Commissioner then gave this order, “Ask the officers of
the Six Boards and others who were in the service of my father to
stand by out of the way,’’ then to the soldiers he said, “You soldiers,
forward!”
The soldiers heard this order and went in, smashing up the
remnants of the feast. Silken and embroidered screens went
careening over the banister. All the fancy tables, dishes, spittoons,
platters, plates, wine bottles, went crashing and splintering before
this onset of clubs and batons. Harps and fiddles, flutes and pipes,
drums and gongs went kicking and scattering their remains all over
the place. The frightened guests fled for their lives. Oonbong lost
his seal and found
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he had in hand a gourd instead; the governor of Tamyang, in place
of his hat had carried off a reed basket; the chief of Sun-chang lost
his big divided coat, and escaped in a mongdoree, while the host in
craven fear made his exit and hid in the women’s quarters.
It was a time indeed for fear for here was His Majesty’s
Commissioner with all his powers. Such noises and confusion and
reversing of commands and orders were never heard. Horses
refused to go but backed up into the face of His Excellency. The
ground seemed to roll up in front of his fiery chariot. One set of
servants seemed to have lost their heads; others went shouting and
crying about like maniacs. At a given signal an agile attendant
bounded into the place of office.
“Steward!” shouted he.
“Here!” answered the steward.
“Stop the noise will you, and get these people quiet”
“Yes, sir.”
“What is it?”
“Get these people quiet will you!”
“All you runners fall in,” said the steward.
“Yea-a-a!” was the answer.
Then suddenly every thing fell into a great calm. Those who
had played in the band ceased playing; the dogs who had barked
themselves hoarse, fell silent; the birds refused to fly and all the
noises of the hills and streams, in the fear that fell on them were
quiet
The Royal Commissioner then took his seat in the place of
office, and after making preliminary arrangements, spent his first
hour in running over the list of prisoners, a hundred or more. He
called them one by one, spoke kindly to them and let them go, so
that a prisoners’ dance resulted and praises were sung to the glory of
his name. He then called the Chief of Torture and inquired
particularly for Choonyang, and when the Chief had told him all
carefully and explicitly, he suddenly ordered Choonyang to be
brought in.
The warden called the jailer and they went together to the
prison. They summoned the attendants of the Six
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Bureaus and conferred thus, “He is an enlightened Commissioner. If
he lets Choonyang go free he will be renowned for a hundred years;
and yet we do not know just what· he will really do.” They reached
the prison and found its locked gates standing like a city wall. These
opened with a great creaking, groaning noise. They took a saw with
them, went in and set to, kokak, kokak, sawing off the cangue from
poor Choonyang’s neck.
“Take courage, little woman,” said they. “The Commissioner
orders that you be sent to Seoul, and though we do not know
definitely his commands, we are sure that he will set you free. Just
gather your wits about you and answer him clearly. God knows your
faithfulness which is like the eternal green of the bamboo and the
pine. How can it be otherwise?’’
But Choonyang’s mind was all confused. “Hyangtanee!” she
called.
“Yes.”
“Look and see who is outside the prison.”
“There is nobody,” answered Hyangtanee.
“Look again.”
“There is nobody.’’
“The hardest master in all the world is surely he. When he
came I charged him earnestly, and now noon is past and he doesn’t
come, and no message either. Where has he gone that he does not
wish to see me die? Is he tired and has he fallen asleep I wonder?
Hard and cruel master, he does not come to see me even once before
I die. Why does he not come? My tears like blood fall on my
bedraggled clothing.”
Choonyang’s mother stamped. her feel and beat her breast
“What shall we do?”
Hyangtanee cried as well. The warden and the jailer were
both in tears but they said, “Don’t cry, don’t cry. Even among the
confusion of horses and spears there are unexpected ways of escape;
and though the heavens fall there are corners and holes into which
one can fly.”
The ‘Whip’ of the yamen comes with a roar that fairly upsets
the universe, calling ‘‘Hurry up, you!”
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In the haste of it Choonyang is conducted to the yamen,
Hyangtanee helping her along while her mother follows hard behind.
Just at this time all the widows of the town have come in a group to
save Choonyang if possible. They present a petition. One beautiful
old lady with a white dress on was there. The younger women,
shamefacedly, and in comely manner have coats over their heads.
The one who spoke was tall and neat and eloquently gifted. There
were poor widows too with hoe and spade in hand fresh from the
field, also wood- cutter’s old wives from the hillsides, several
hundred of them so that the court was filled with women, and the
Commissioner said,
“Who are all these women folk? What do you want here?”
Then one stepped forward and said, “Our coming is because
we have a petition to present to your enlightened Excellency.”
He again asked, “What is it you want? Tell me now exactly.”
The widow replied, “A woman’s faithfulness to her husband
is the first of queenly virtues. All know of this Your Excellency,
lords and governors as well as common folk. Now Moonplum’s
daughter Choonyang, though born of a keesang has gentle blood in
her veins, for her father was a Minister of State. The son of a former
governor, Master Yee, took Choonyang by a sworn marriage
contract, but alas there are so many devils on earth who seek woe
and misery for people, she was compelled to say goodbye to him,
she has been faithful. The present occupant of office had this good
woman arrested and tortured in order to force her name into the
register of the keesang, and to compel her to a life of dishonour. But
she has held out so that he has beaten her nearly to death. This may
be the way, however, that God wants to show forth her faithfulness.
Her wavering thread of life hangs in the balance, and we have come
hoping as from God, that you will see how true she is and let her go.”
The Commissioner made reply, “Choonyang is a dancinggirl who has been disrespectful and disobedient to the Governor, she
cannot, therefore, be forgiven.”
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On this statement, there came bundling forth, from among
the widows, a woman of well nigh a hundred years, with well
favoured face still, hearing and eyesight intact, strength unimpaired,
having a soul gifted with a fierce and implacable flavour, and a
tongue skilled at invective. She was indeed a woman to be feared.
She came forth, bobbing her head, With her eyebrows fiercely
poised across her face, and her jaw set for immediate action.
“What do you mean by such a decision?” said she. “Because
she was faithful to her husband is that her crime? To give up her
virtue and save her life she refused; and because she refused will
this man who put her under the paddle go unpunished? You say that
her sin is one of disobedience, a ridiculous decision! And now that
Your Excellency has the power, why don’t you send soldiers to
Seoul and arrest a rascal there called Dream-Dragon or whatever his
name is. A thief and a robber assuredly, who ought to be gagged and
manacled and put into the torture chair.”
The soldiers on hearing this said “Sh-h-h!”
“Sh-h-h! What do you mean by Sh-h-h? Is there a snake
going by that says Sh-h-h? What are you anyway you craven
creatures you? If I were once in the place of this mock
Commissioner I’d make it lively for some of you folk.”
The Commissioner, delighted with all this, shook inwardly
with laughter. He said, “It will all turn out right, ladies, don’t get
yourselves worked up. Thanks, you may go now.”
As they went out the old woman said farther, “Your
Excellency, don’t you dare to do as you said, or you’ll meet with a
catastrophe that will be something awful.”
And now they all retired outside the yamen to await the
decision regarding Choonyang.
The Commisioner gave orders to bring her in.
She was helped in as one nearly dead. Her pitiful condition
was such that no one could see it without being moved to tears, so
to hide his feelings and to disguise himself he shouted loudly.
“Listen now to what I say, you, a keesang of the common
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order, have disobeyed the commands of your superior officer, and
have made a disturbance in the courtyard of the yamen.
Is that not so? You therefore deserve a thousand times to die.
You were ordered to be the servant of the Governor but you refused.
I would ask, will you be a servant to me now, the Commissioner?”
He shouted so loudly that the place echoed. She replied,
“Similar trees are all of a similar colour; crabs and crayfish are the
same in kind. All the gentry are of like mind it seems, in their view
of a low woman’s faithfulness. I am the daughter of a Keesang but
am not a keesang myself. Can Your Excellency not see that I am
innocent? In ancient times a faithful keesang served the learned
Doctor Tai; and the woman Hong-bul followed Yee Chong. Cannot
low women of the keesang class even be faithful? While they may
or not believe me, the sharpest knife may kill me, the deepest sea
may drown me, the fiercest fire may burn my soul, still I must be
faithful. Do what may be best, but know that I cannot do other wise.
If I be destined to death let me die, or if to live please let me live!”
The Commisioner after another question or two, took from
his pocket the ring that she had given him on his departure, and
called the head keesang, saying, “Take this ring and give it to her,
will you.”
The head keesang took the ring and placed it before
Choonyang; but she was so dazed and stupefied, that she simply
saw that it was a ring, but never recognizing for a moment that it
was the one that she had given to him so long ago.
Then he said, “Look up, won’t you?”
After repeating this order two or three times, Choonyang
looked up, and lo it was her husband, who had visited her in the
prison the night before. She might have bounded forward at once,
put her arms around him and wept and danced for joy. But did she?
No. One kind of human nature is such, that when it lights upon
unspeakable joy it cries out its soul in tears of tenderest emotion.
The crowd of onlookers saw falling from her eyes upon her dress
skirt tears like
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pearls. There were tears not from the ordinary affections, nor from
the six thousand joints and ligaments of the body, but tears from the
heart of hearts, the inmost of the very being. “Oh my husband is it
you? Am I dead or am I dreaming? You came last night to the prison
and saw my plight. You said to me a hundred times, ‘Let your spirit
be at peace, rest and wait,’ but I did not understand you.”
She buried her poor bruised heart in the folds of his Royal
Commismonership and wept at last her inarticulate feelings of relief
from pain, of safety, and of her entrance into bliss and joy.
XXIV.
THE LAUREL WREATH.
The Commissioner then had a four-man chair brought and
had her sent to her home. On account of the recognized prohibition
to enter the yamen without permission, her mother had been all this
time outside, going through stages of excitement. On seeing her
daughter come forth thus she simply went mad with delight, sent
her on ahead while she stayed for a time to talk it over with the
women,
Said she, “Ul-see-go-na! My beggar son-in-law, who came
last night is a Royal Commissioner! What do you mean? Is it a
dream, or am I alive? If it is a dream, may I never wake; and if I am
alive, may I live forever. Chee-hwa-ja, chee-hwa-ja.’’
“Look here, you soldier boys, open that gate, the mother of
the Commissioner is going in. She is going in. What shall I do? Buy
fields or lands? Such a day as this! All you women don’t wish for
sons, wish for daughters. This is my daughter’s gift to me, this day.”
In she went,
“I’m crazy, I insulted you, my son, last night to no end, and
treated you disgracefully. You wretched woman, what did you do it
for? Bring a knife and make an end of this woman’s evil tongue. He
is like the gods and yet he was a beggar last night. Why did he
deceive me so? This morning
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at the last cock crow, there were several runners who came in
uniform, coats and hats, peeking in at our garden gate and pointing
with the finger. Now I know they were his soldiers.
“I hope he’ll not be angry with me. However angry he may
be, what can he do with me his mother-in-law? After my son went
up to Seoul, this old woman built a shrine in the rear garden, and
prayed to the Seven Stars and lit the lights; prayed day and night
that our son-in-law might fare him well and prosper, and God heard
it and made him to become a Royal Commissioner. But I have
something to tell him, please hear it, it is this. Don’t be hard on the
present Governor. He is old and yet is greedy and revengeful.
Hearing that Choonyang was beautiful beyond all others, he called
her and attempted to compel her to become his concubine. He tried
to coax her too, in a thousand ways, till at last he took the course of
severity, and in fierce anger endeavoured to break her down. If you
were like him you would have him killed, but since now by your
favour we live, let it be extended to him likewise. If it were not for
him we should never have known of Choonyang’s worth.
“Wonderful it is! Last night’s beggar, my son-in-law and
Royal Commissioner. Wonderful it is! Choonyang who was at the
point of death is alive, alive. Wonderful it is! The woman Wolmai is
the mother of a Royal Commissioner, wonderful it is! Let’s all
dance for the joy of it, wonderful indeed! Among all the wonders
that be greatest, wonderful, wonderful!”
She and the women, hand in hand, made their way to her
home. A beef was killed and all who came were welcomed to a
share in the feast.
And now the boy Half-wit who had been locked up in
Oonbong’s town, hearing that the Royal Commissioner had arrived
at Namwon, made his escape and came flying to pay his respects to
Dream-Dragon.
The Commissioner said, “You rascal, you were locked up by
Oonbong, how did you get out without my orders?”
He replied, “Have I done any wrong to be locked up so?
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In Your Excellency’s letter there was an order to lock me up and
that’s why I was arrested. Do you treat a chap who has been faithful
to you for years in that way?”
The Commissioner laughed. “You had done no wrong, but
because you are a half-wit with a long tongue I had you locked up.”
At once he wrote out his promotion to a higher office in the
district, signed the paper, which appointed him for ten years, and
gave it to him.
At this time the Governor, pale as death, brought his seal of
office and gave it up to the Commissioner, who called him and
spake to him kindly.
“I have heard of your high reputation, but we meet for the
first time. Do you know who I am?”
The Governor bowed and said, “Of course I know.”
The Commissioner said with a laugh, “Men all like beautiful
women; and if we did not have some way to prove it, the pure and
beautiful would never be known. If it were not for you no one
would ever have guessed the worth of Choonyang. Thanks for what
you have disclosed.”
The Governor ashamed and abashed, made no reply.
The Commissioner then went on to say, “Namwon is a large
District, and in a year of famine would suffer greatly. Do your best
to govern well, be a shelter for the people, and make ready to help
them in time of need.”
When they said goodbye the Governor bowed twice and said,
“I am most grateful for your liberal treatment.”
It was now the third watch of the night, and all the voices of
the people had ceased. The noisy world had receded into the region
of sleep, so he ordered a soldier to conduct him to Choonyang’s
home. As he went along, the shadows of the trees were just as they
used to be, and the moon’s soft beams were as of yore. The tookyon
bird in the shadowy hills called to him; and there was the cry of the
heron who felt his old love return, and shook his wings to say,
“Glad to see you, sir.” In the lotus pond the gold-fish were sporting
in the moonlight, and the geese in the shade of the plants and
flowers awoke at the sound of passing feet.
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The soldier called, “Swee-e-e.”
Choonyang’s mother gave a start, ‘‘Dear me, has the
Commissioner come, I wonder?”
She came out to welcome him, and he went at once into
Choonyang’s room. She was resting and arose with difficulty and
took him by the hand. He wiped away all traces of her tears saying
cheerfully, “Of all the heroes of the ages there were none who won
the day without trial. You met me by accident but yet you have
suffered hard for me. It is all my fault, don’t ever cry again my dear.”
He comforted .and consoled her with a thousand loving
words, had all the sweet things known prepared for her and the best
medical treatment.
“Now we two are happy to live out our hundred year
agreement,” said he, “Be quick to return to health. Sell your things
here and go first up to Seoul and wait for me. As I am under His
Majesty’s orders I cannot tarry longer just now. I shall have to leave
to-morrow, but shall send you a messenger from every stopping
place. You shall hear often. The head of the Board of Rite will go
with you and prepare your way. I have written home so that servants
will be here soon to meet and escort you with a guard of honour.”
He thus gave his orders to the mother and daughter and
departed. Once again, but only for a little, they had to say goodbye.
He came at break of day, had his baggage set in order, and left.
He went through all the fifty-three Districts of Chulla
Province, like a passing cloud, making careful note in every place,
and when his records were prepared he went back to Seoul.
He became in time a Royal Secretary, the Guardian of
Literature, a Cabinet Minister, a special Adviser to the King. When
he reported Choonyang’s wonderful behaviour she was decorated
by His Majesty and recorded in the state records as one of the
Kingdom’s ‘‘Faithful Women.” Her name made all the age in which
she lived to resound with her praises.
THE END.
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The Korea Magazine
August, 1918
Editorial Notes.
THE decision reached by Japan and America to send expeditions to
Siberia, in co-operation with the other allies, will very greatly
change the living conditions in Korea, for foreigners and Japanese
and Koreans. Already the price of rice and fuel has gone much
higher, and there is every reason to believe that it will be necessary
for all to very carefully husband their resources during the next few
months.
A thoroughly cosmopolitan audience greeted Dr. J. A Macdonald,
Editor of the Toronto Globe, when he delivered at Wonsan Beach
his great speech on “The Fourth of July, 1918.” Representatives of
at least ten eastern and western nations were present, and heard at
first hand the opinions of a world-traveler on events as they are now
being shaped. We count it a privilege to present the address to our
readers throughout the world.
THE opening chapters of ‘The Crimson Dawn,” appearing in this
number, show that the writer is thoroughly acquainted with Korean
life, and Korean characteristics. The events recorded in “Blazing the
Trail” were in most instances actually known to the author. “Choon
Yang” was a translation of a most popular story by a Korean writer
of a former day, and now “The Crimson Dawn” will furnish readers
of THE KOREA MAGAZINE further knowledge of Korean
characteristics, and life among this people.
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THE FOURTH OF JULY 1918.
DR. J. A. MACDONALD, The Globe Toronto.
The Fourth of July! What a wealth of old associations crowd the
American mind, what flood of great ideas surge through the mind of
the world, at every mention of this National day of the American
Republic!
On this very day, so the morning cables tell us, the honored
President of the United States of America, and the representatives in
Congress of all the States, and the official representatives of the
Allied nations of the world, are met together at Mount Vernon,
overlooking the historic Potomac. There, at the place consecrated by
the home life of George Washington, his tomb is the shrine of the
pilgrims of Freedom from every nation under the far-spreading sky;
and there, this very day, the world’s homage is paid to the memory
of the man whom Americans, with one voice, have named “the
Father of his Country!”
And “in ancient London town,” at the heart centre of the
British Empire, the Stars and Stripes floats over the Houses of
Parliament today, over Buckingham Palace, and over Lambeth, over
all the places of old-time British pomp, over all the guardians of
war-time British power, and over all the sacred places of British
hearts and British homes, from Whitehall and Downing Street to the
ends of all the earth.
Here, too, on this rim of the eastern world, here at Wonsan
Beach, on the sand-washed shore of Broughton Bay, washed by the
salt-sea tides of the Sea of Japan—here we meet, we who carry in
our veins the blood of a dozen world nations, and fly in our hearts
the flags of a half-dozen world nations, and, under the protecting
folds of the Rising Sun, we do all honor to the Stars and Stripes, and
we celebrate the Fourth of July.
THE TIME AND THE PLACE.
The time is crowded with world events, and the ground
whereon we stand is sacred to the memory of empires and of
dynasties that flourished and were forgotten long before the
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names “America” and “Britain” were known in human speech. How
very modern our North American history is comes home to our
minds when we recall that the ancient Chinese ruler, Kija, was king
here in ancient Korea, and governed from his throne at Pyeng Yang,
during the years when David was King of ancient Israel and
governed in Jerusalem.
For many centuries the people of this ancient Kingdom were
known to the outside world as the “Hermit Nation;” and the
Koreans of today, despite all that modern world history does or says,
cherish their hermit instincts, and glory in their hermit heritage. In
very truth, this celebration of the “Fourth of July 1918,” by such a
company and in such a place, is without a precedent in any century,
without a parallel on any continent.
You loyal Americans do well to remember, what all our
American history teaches, that North America is more than a
continent of Geography. In the world’s history North America is a
world idea, a vital and stimulating World Idea. And that world idea
which North America embodies, is not of North American origin. It
was inherited by North America from the Anglo-Saxon and the
Anglo-Celtic forbears of the American people. Today that idea is
presented to the world, to the world agonizing in the brutalities and
the horrors of a world war, in the two free democracies that hold,
and that hold together, the civilized internationalism of the North
American continent, from the Mexican border to the North Pole.
That North American Idea is this: The Right of a Free People to
Govern Themselves.
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
It is in the United States and in Canada, in the two selfgoverning American nations, that the true idea of North American
freedom has had its opportunity. The American Republic and the
Canadian Dominion agree in this: they each gave a chance to the
released and irrepressible idea of freedom. It was that world idea
that disturbed the autocracies of Europe, and began their overthrow,
long before America played any part in the history of the world.
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These two democratic nations of North America are, indeed,
Europe’s second chance. And North America’s real title to greatness
must be read in the light which these two American democracies
give back to the breeding-places and ancestral homes of their ideals
of freedom and their principles of justice, North America inherited a
world idea as custodian for all the world. The United States and
Canada are trustees for all humanity. Before the world’s judgmentseat we and all privileged peoples must give account of our
stewardship. It was in their inheritance of common ideas, and not by
the blood of their common ancestry, that the American colonies of
Britain first separated in thought from their mother country, and
then united among themselves in their common struggle for
political self-government in the last half of the eighteenth century,
And so it was that the American Revolution and the American
Republic were both alike the product and the purpose of vital and
energizing world ideas.
And it is by their community of dominant ideas, and not
simply because blood is thicker than water, that the United States
and Canada are bound together, indissolubly bound together, no
matter what war spectres may hover about, for the defense and for
the supremacy of North American civilization.
More than that. It is by the ties of their world ideas, and not
by any secret diplomacies or any selfish and nationalist programs of
their political parties, that the peoples of the United States and
Canada are bound together, each with the other, and both with all
the free peoples of the English speaking fraternity over all the world.
The idea of North American freedom is the badge of North
American brotherhood.
THE WORLD BROTHERHOOD.
And wider still. When the world idea of Freedom, the idea
of personal liberty and of political self-government and a national
integrity—when that idea is made the inalienable right, the
unchallenged heritage, of all peoples on every continent—when the
day of that larger idea dawns, then shall the whole commonwealth
of the British Empire and the whole commonwealth of the
American Republic, come together into
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full membership in the world brotherhood of all nations, sharers
together in that world commonwealth of all peoples, that
commonwealth in which there is both East and West, and in which
the welfare of each shall be the common obligation of all, and the
prosperity of the greatest shall depend on the perfect freedom and
equal justice of the least: in that wider sweep of the world life, and
in that farther range or the world mind, the Anglo-Saxon idea of
government, released in the forests of Northern Germany fifteen
hundred years ago, shall have created for all peoples on all the
continents of earth a Christian Democracy of which this “Fourth of
July 1918” is but a sure word of Prophecy, and a Prelude that makes
the prophetic assurance doubly true.
These words of wide range and of large meaning I speak
with the utmost deliberateness. I speak them here in Korea at a time
when the whole sky of all the world is filled with the fierce
shriekings of a world war. I speak them as a Canadian, while all
Canada for four terrible years has been straining at every nerve, and
the sons of Canada, thousands upon thousands of them, are falling
in the trenches and at the battlefronts of Europe, fighting and falling
as representatives of Canadian life and of North American
democracy, in defense of the right of the free people of Belgium to
live their own life and to govern themselves.
And why do I so speak, at such a time, and in such a place?
It is because I would have you men and women of these Missions,
you Canadians as well as you Americans, believe this one thing, and
believe it supremely, that, in the long run and in the ultimate end,
dominion among the nations and the victory of the world shall not
be with the dripping sword, or with the eighteen inch gun, or with
the slaughtering squadrons in the trenches of death; but that the
victory, the enduring victory that overcometh the world, shall be
with the spiritual powers of free peoples, who, for themselves and
for their neighbors, are loyal to the world idea of peace and true to
the eternal social law of the world’s goodwill.
Ideas are immortal, not brute forces, and not armed legions.
When the last hundred thousand shall have fired
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their last shot and fallen into their last grave, then shall world ideas
of truth and righteousness and service gather up the shattered
fragments of the world’s civilization, and piece together the violated
enactments of world law. Out of the wreck and ruin of our
civilization there shall come a new world of free nations. It is for
that event, that far-off divine event, to make it clearer and to bring
nearer, we all unite today in celebrating the American national day
“the Fourth of July.”
There was a time in the United Stales when it was deemed
safe politics and sound educational practice to start the history of
America with the Revolutionary War. Generations of young
Americans were left to think of George Washington, not only as the
“father of his country,” but as the father of all free countries
everywhere. The Declaration of Independence was magnified so as
to be regarded as the first real protest of freedom humanity ever
made. In those days history itself was still concerned with the
doings of kings and conquerors; America had almost no war annals
of its own to provide purple patches for the makers of school textbooks; and elections fought over again the old battles of the
Revolution and of the Civil War. It is not surprising that school
histories were written with the .bias and the temper of political
pamphlets.
AMERICA AND BRITAIN.
But in reality the American Revolution was British before it
was American. The tap-root stretched far back
through England’s political conflicts into Anglo-Saxon soil.
Its efficient cause was the real cause of every great revolution in
British history.
The Declaration of Independence was indeed only one
incident in that noble series of the charters of freedom which knits
together the successive ages of English-speaking civilization. The
Habeas Corpus, the Petition of Rights, and back of all, Magna
Charta itself, were the precursors. Philadelphia, with its
Independence Hall, and its 1776, answers back across the centuries,
to Runnymede and its assembly of resolute barons who faced King
John in 1215.
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The Fathers or American Independence were indeed born in
the American Colonies, but its true sires, the Fathers after the spirit,
were the men, most of them forgotten, who kept the faith of
democracy against despots and kings, in the armies of the
Commonwealth, on the battlefields of the Scottish Covenant,
through the disheartening struggles of Irish nationality, and for well
nigh a thousand years in the assemblies and the parliaments of the
Common People of England.
The battles of the Revolutionary War were indeed fought on
American soil. The victories of the “embattled farmers” were
American victories. The ringing “ sound which was heard round the
world” carried an American accent. But the spirit of it all, the spirit
that made George Washington a world hero, was the unquenched
spirit of Anglo-Saxon democracy as it lived in the Englishmen of
England whose blood was in Washington’s veins.
When George III staked the security of his own crown on his
policy for the subjugation of the American Colonies, he committed
royal suicide because he denied the essentials of British freedom,
and defied the greatest tribune of the British people. The elder Pitt
spoke for age-long British democracy when, in the House of Lords,
in 1777, he uttered the deathless words that still ring through
history :
“If I were an American as I am an Englishman, while a
foreign troop was landed in my country, I never would lay down my
arm, never! never! never!”
The thunder of Chatham’s speech was in the same note as
that which rang through the Virginia Convention in 1775, when the
Celtic soul of Patrick Henry came to immortality in the challenge to
fight for freedom: “I know not what course others may take; but as
for me, give me liberty or give me death.”
In some of the Colonies, in Virginia, for instance, the
pioneer settlers for the most part came from England. English place
names are preserved to this day. Washington’s own family was of
uncorrupted English blood before it was of proud Virginia birth; and
it honored the Stars and Stripes, as
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its Washington family crest, generations before that emblem gave
national significance to the American flag. George Washington bore
through life the distinctive marks or a well-born English country
gentleman.
COMING OF THE CELTS
Every colony in America had received a dash of the blood of
the roving and irrepressible Scot; and the Scottish blood that came
round by way of the North of Ireland colours the life of the
American people, and gives strength and definiteness to the accent
of their theology and their politics to this day.
In one great section. of the colonies, the Celts, not the
Saxons, found their homes and established their institutions before
the Revolution. North Carolina was its centre. Celtic deposits are
found in every State, but to North Carolina the Scottish Celts by the
thousands, speaking the Gaelic language, came in the hard days that
followed the last Rising of the Stuarts,—known in history as “The
Forty-five”—and their defeat, under Prince Charles Edward Stuart,
on Culloden Moor, in 1746.
There are here, attending the meetings of the Canadian
Presbyterian Mission, those of Celtic ancestry, from the American
South and from Nova Scotia, who are not unfamiliar with the
romantic story of the Scottish heroine, Flora Macdonald, and who
are not ignorant of the part she played in fighting for the House of
Stuart in Scotland and for the House of Hanover in America. They,
at least, esteem her heroism and her fidelity, though she lost for both.
But that is another story. Its interest for us, on this Fourth of
July, is in the motive that held those Scots in America to serve on
the side of the Hanoverians. No, it was not love for George III. In
America they loved that English- born but German-bred monarch
not one atom more than they did in Scotland thirty years before. It
was the oath. After their defeat at Culloden, those Scots were
compelled to renounce allegiance to the Stuarts, and to take the oath
to the new King. They took the oath, not for love’s sake, but of
necessity. But, having taken that hated and humiliating
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oath, they kept it. They crossed the Atlantic, only in time to come
under its allegiance. But, though they had sworn to their own hurt in
Scotland, in America they changed not.
Thousands of Macdonald clansmen were in North Carolina
at the time of the Revolution. Every drop of that clan-blood in my
veins was drawn from the hearts of men whose political sympathies
were with the Patriots , but, because their oath was held sacred, they
served on the side of the Loyalists. The very man whose name I
bear was a corporal in the Royal Highland Regiment, three
thousand strong, that fought at the decisive battle of Moore’s Creek;
and his brother served under Cornwallis at Yorktown, when the
“insignia” of Hanoverian authority in the Colonies was surrendered
to General Washington.
Times have changed since then. I have made Fourth of July
addresses, and Washington Birthday addresses, and Cornwallis
Surrender addresses, oftener than most native-born Americans. Two
years ago, at an annual Assembly in Chicago, after telling this story
of Washington and Cornwallis of a hundred and fifty years ago, I,
with my unmistakable ancestry, was made a precedent in being
elected member of the “Sons of the American Revolution.”
Times indeed have changed, and with them have changed
our sense of values in the membership of the Anglo-American unity.
No man, anywhere in America, or in Britain, or in any land where
honor is kept or truth reverenced, or treaties respected, will ever
again think to express regret or to make apology because the blood
in his veins was drawn from the hearts of men, who, in the decisive
hours of life, were loyal to “a scrap of Paper.”
And so it is not unfitting that on this Fourth of July, here on
the shore of the Sea of Japan, I should meet college graduates from
America, giving their life service for the redemption of the Orient,
whose native State is North Carolina, and who speak with pride of
the institution for the education of young women in Cumberland
County, known for many Years as the “Southern Presbyterian
Ladies College.” Its name was changed in 1916, incorporated by the
State Legislature
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and, on the birthday of Queen Victoria, it was rededicated, in
memory of the Scottish heroine who served there through five war
years, as “The Flora Macdonald College.”
“THE FOURTH” IN CANADA.
It is both fitting and significant that at this unique
celebration of the great American day, your spokesman should be a
Canadian of at least five generations of Canadian ancestry. My
native country earned a place in American history long before five
hundred thousand Canadian soldiers volunteered in Canada, and
crossed to the war-zones of Europe, breaking the trail for the
million Americans there today, and the millions more making ready
to follow after.
Canada was the first colony of any empire in all the world’s
history to come to national self-government without revolution,
without separation, and without sacrificing the background of the
nation’s history.
Not by the old way of war, and not at the cost of alienations
war always brings, but by a new and living way, the way of normal
evolution and peaceful development, came Canada to share in
America’s freedom, and to hold, on the American continent, the
most strategic place of Anglo-American unity in the Englishspeaking world.
Not by inheritance alone, and not by any happy chance of
geography or of history, but by the deliberate and the persistent
choices of the Canadian people, was it determined that Canada
should stand up in North America, a free nation, giving emphasis
and authority to the democratic right of every free people to govern
themselves. Through generations of confusion and conflict,
involving fierce political struggles and sometimes armed strife, the
people of the colonies of Canada came up to the rights of national
autonomy secured through the British North American Act of 1867.
And a half-century later, when the scattered colonies of
Canada had grown into a confederated Dominion covering a halfcontinent, and when the far separated and divergent populations had
become a nation of eight millions, in the epoch-making war days of
1914, Canada was not disloyal to
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that imperial allegiance, nor disobedient to that heavenly vision.
When the grim day of testing came, when the ready declaration of
words had to be registered in blood-marked and costly deeds, the
responsible Parliament of Canada, by the consent and with the
support of all political parties in the elected House of Commons,
declared to themselves, to their constituents, and to all the world,
that the historic Anglo-Saxon principle of government means, and
must be made to mean, freedom and self-government, not for
Canada alone but for Belgium as well. That declaration of the
world-significance of the North American principle of national
freedom, Canada has endorsed in the unstinted sacrifices of all her
people, and has sealed, and to the tragic and terrible end will
continue to seal, in the strong young blood of the best of her sons.
AMERICA’S INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT.
North America’s civilized internationalism is North
America’s greatest achievement. It is the chiefest thing North
America has to show. It is the noblest expression of North American
life.
Other things have been done in America, new and great and
surprising things, which have been heralded as among the wonders
of the world, the enduring marvels of all the centuries. Lines of
transportation have been constructed which join the equator to the
poles; a canal has crossed the hemisphere uniting the oceans;
insuperable mountain-ranges are made as though they had not been.
Things have been done, as by the waving of a wizard’s wand, which
mock at the achievements of other continents.
But this that these two English-speaking nations of North
America have done, and have done together, and have done through
more than a hundred changing years, is without parallel on any
continent, without precedent since time began. It is indeed not a
thing at all. It is an idea; the noblest expression of North America’s
world idea. It is a promise: the confident promise and the matchless
prelude of the world’s Christian civilization. It is a spirit: the
embodied spirit of the International Christ.
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THE AMERICAN MARVEL.
Citizens of the United States and Citizens of Canada cross
and recross their international boundary a thousand times,
unconscious of its meaning and its marvel. But, you men of the
Orient, stand before a map of that historic boundary with open eyes,
and see what it is. Think what it means, and “the ground whereon
thou standest is holy ground.”
Westward you go from the surge of the Atlantic a thousand
miles, through the Gulf of St. Lawrence and up U1e spreading River,
past the sentinel fortress of Quebec, where Britain and France once
contested for a continent, past Mount Royal where Jacques Cartier
reared the fleur de lis and cross, past the Rapids of Lachine, sacred
through the centuries to the faith of La Salle, and on through the
Thousand Islands to the headwaters of the mighty St. Lawrence.
Westward up another thousand miles of open international
waterways—Lake Ontario and the Niagara River! Lake Erie, the
Detroit, and the St. Clair! Lake Huron, the St. Mary’s, and Lake
Superior! then down the Rainy River and out over the Lake of the
Woods! lakes greater than Europe’s seas, and carrying on their
peaceful waters the abounding commerce of both nations, from the
throbbing heart of the continent to the ocean currents of the world!
Still westward from the Great Lakes, another thousand miles
to the foothills of the Rockies, over wide open prairies, where
yesterday the buffalo roamed, his range disputed only by the Red
Man, where today the White Man has his many-mansioned home,
and where the unguarded international dividing line never answers
to the tread of an enemy army from either side!
From the foothills westward again, a thousand miles over a
billowy sea of mountains, through whose solitary passes, gleaming
in the sunlight and darkening in the shadow, no army ever files, and
whose echoing peaks give back no shriek of any shell!
And then northward up the coast, and, from the Pacific, far
more than another thousand miles to the Arctic, over a primeval
wilderness of wealth and wonder, where nation
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keeps faith with nation, and where, in the vast solitudes of Nature,
even the world’s outlaws obey the law!
There you have it! More than five thousand miles of North
America’s international boundary between the United States and
Canada! More than five thousand miles where free nation meets
free nation! where vital interest touches vital interest! where
imperious flag salutes imperious flag! where a people’s sovereignty
answers back to a people’s sovereignty! More than five thousand
miles with never a fortress! never a battleship! never a yawning gun!
never a threatening sentinel on guard! More than five thousand
miles of war’s neglected opportunity! More than five thousand
miles of civilized and Christianized internationalism! God’s shining
sun, in all his circling round, lights up no such track of international
peace, and crosses no such line of international power, anywhere
else in all the world.
And this that those two nations of America have done, this
unprecedented and unparalleled achievement of North American
peace and goodwill, is the work, not of spiritless and backward
races, but of two of the most enterprising peoples in the foremost
files of time. Other nations on other continents may boast of their
past, but with those young democracies of North America is the
future of the world.
The United Stales and Canada, two democracies with their
two flags, have. kept the peace, the peace with honor, not for one
brief spasm, or through one sudden outburst of good-will. For more
than a hundred years, a hundred restless turbulent years, while the
boundary-lines of every other continent have blazed in war and
have dripped with blood, the internationalism of North America has
held; and today, in the smitten face of Europe’s international tragedy,
North America gives the pledge, the unbroken pledge, of a far
greater peace for all free nations of the world through a glorious
millenium yet to come.
AMERICA’S MEANING.
What is the meaning of this marvelous thing done by
America through her century of international progress? It means
this, that, as between two civilized nations, war is not
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only an anachronism, disproved by life, but a barbarism, denied by
all the history of civilization. Militarism, as Germany’s war-lords
have been shouting all these years, glorifies brute force, and makes
its appeal to the discredited Caesar of Will-to-Power. America
answers back out of its proved experience of civilianism, and makes
appeal to the International Christ, with his eternal motto of Will-toServe.
AMERICA’S MESSAGE.
On this Fourth of July 1918, here in this Japanese Province
of Chosen, this ancient kingdom of Korea, and speaking from the
lips of a native-born Canadian, what message has America for Japan,
and for China, and for India, and for Russia, and for all the peoples
crowding into this storm-centre of the Orient?—What message has
the Fourth of July today? Is it not the message of the angel-chorus
over Bethlehem’s star-lit plains two thousand years ago? “Peace on
Earth! Goodwill lo Men!” There can be no peace for the nations, in
the East or in the West, unless and until there is Good-will among
their Princes and Potentates, in all the secret places of their
Chancelleries, throughout their Armies and their Navies, and in all
the Parliaments of their Peoples. Peace and Good-will is America’s
message to the Nations.
AMERICA’S MOTIVE.
And what is America’s motive? Why are there in Europe a
half million veterans out of Canada’s eight million people? Why are
there a million from the American Republic in Europe today, with
all needed millions crowding every transport, eager to join the
unnumbered millions from Britain, and from-all British Dominions
of the English speaking world, who have held, through these four
deadly years, the defences of humanity? Why? Do the bloodbaptised Allies of Belgium and France love War? No, they hate war,
hate it with an incurable and unconquerable hatred. To every last
man of them, in very truth and in terrible fact, war is Hell. It is for
Peace, for a just, a righteous, and an enduring World Peace, the free
nations of North America are in Europe today. That is America’s
Marvel, America’s Meaning, America’s Message, and America’s
Motive on this “Fourth of July 1918!”
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THE RAINY SEASON.

As time goes on and changes come, the whims and notions that
attend the rainy season in Korea seem to change as well. Surely in
the old days we can remember the kind of deluge that marked the
months of July and August, when, through every opening chink in
the tiles, came muddy water pouring over bed and board till even
husband and wife differed in their veiws as to how to meet the dire
disaster. His idea, for example, was to go to bed under an umbrella
guy-roped at the corners and let the pesky thing rain its fill. Hers
was to spend the night chasing the leaks with pots, pans, and kettles.
This illustrates a difference of viewpoint that frequently developed
during the rainy season. Says she, “My bed-spread will be ruined by
this muddy drip from the rafters.”
“Who can stop it?” answers he.
Behold him trying to sleep while lights chase each other
through all the rooms and corridors, and the airy flitting form of his
wife appears and disappears.
All this goes on while the drops in varying tones lull his
sleepy slumbers: one a big flat drop goes plak, plak two every three
seconds; another, light and more nimble, goes dook, dook, dook,
faster than the second hand can run. Another is ,heard in the dim
distance echoing pat, pat, pat. The wife listens and says, “I declare,
there’s another leak. Where do you suppose that is?” It falls
regularly and in rhythmic measure but where? Unable to locate it
she glides softly to her husband’s side, with candle in hand, and
says, “Walter,” or “William,” as the case may be, “there is a leak
somewhere that I can’t locate. Will you get up and see what we had
better do about it?”
“Sakes alive!” says he, “Have some sleep and let the
blithering thing go; who cares where it is? The whole house is
leaking.”
“But I prefer to see where I am,” says the wife, “I could not
think of sleeping in such a mess as this.” She finally succeeds in
getting her husband to ascend the unused staircase to the attic to
look for the mysterious dropping. He finds it
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in the dark by one great globule falling square on the back of his
neck and going down.
“Thunder and lightning,” says he, “When you build a house
next time please put a roof on it.” He seemed to be talking to his
wife but the point he makes is not quite clear. Thus the night passes,
and a clammy day succeeds. Every kind of musty, mouldy smell
imaginable creeps forth from the shaded comers and rides on the air.
Boots turn a grayish white, silver goes black, and kid gloves take on
a look as though infected with spotted fever. The penicillium
glaucum, an artistic fungus adorns the bread you eat, the books you
read, the thoughts you think, and the world you live and move in.
Frogs burst forth, from who knows where, as by the touch of
a button, and a roar that vies with the Western Front keeps up for
forty-eight hours after the down-pour.
Walter, worn to a frazzled edge by his past night’s
experience was in no humour or mood to stand nonsense from these
frogs. He was overheard, so I learn from his wife, to use language in
regard to them such as no missionary should ever use. However we
regard the circumstances as in a measure extenuating.
This is but the barest outline of the old-fashioned rainy
season when the clouds came down in tin-cans and buckets, with
ceilings falling, walls giving way, cockroaches and centipedes
racing for dear life to find some protected hole or corner, while
husband and wife were at it by united or divided effort to save the
fortunes of the day.
This period has passed, the rains have grown wiser and more
gentlemanly in their deportment and come now with a measured
moderation that is much appreciated. Roofs leak less then they did,
ceilings are not so inclined to fall, while walls and embankments
seem better able to hold their own, and husband and wife are left
with better changes of sweet accord.
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THE RAINY SEASON.
BY YI KYOO·BO 李奎報 (1168-1241 A. D.)
The summer rains distress my soul
And pour in torrents o’er the land;
Soon men will all be fish to swim,
And streets will serve for masted ships.
Then let us work, and build, and caulk,
Since all the land has turned a sea.
The neighbouring town seems miles away;
My south court wall has toppled o’er,
While north and west hang tipsy-wise.
No power on earth can stop the leaks;
With shade in hand I try to sleep.
My wife and weans untutored are,
And so they fuss, and fume, and fret.
I tell them that it’s God’s affair,
How can they think to grumble so?
I wonder what this storm portends?
A deluge where a town should be.
‘Tis hard to know what God will do.
Please help us Lord, we bow to Thee.
Note : This is a picture handed down from the ancient days
of Koryu. It rained then as it used to rain in this country about 1888.
It seems to the writer that the rainy season has truly lost some of its
ancient vigour and that it does not come down in spouts and torrents
as it used to. Yi Kyoo-bo was bald, without a spear of hair on his
head we are told. How startling these great drops of the rainy season
would be coming through the thatch and landing on his sensitive
pate! We see him in the midnight hours trying to ward them off with
an umbrella. Let us hope that the drip from the shade that guards
him is not landing on his wife. The poem does not leave one wholly
without this impression. A sermon in the midnight hours too, is a bit
far-fetched, no wonder she was disinclined to listen, especially
when the domestic fortifications were giving way right and left as
they seem to be here.
He returns in thought to the source of all things and adds a
prayer.
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ANCIENT KOREAN REMAINS I
Associated with Pyeng-yang is the ancient mud wall of Keui-ja.
This can be traced from behind the Mission Compound swinging
off toward the south and continuing on till it touches the bank of the
river. So distant however is the historical period of this mud wall,
and so lacking in ancient remains, that we take the tradition for
what it is worth and pass it by. Keui-ja was undoubtedly here and
his footprints dimly mark the land. It is still Keui-ja’s city after all
this long lapse of time.
In the year 108 B. C. the famous Han Mooje, Emperor of
China, who held his capital in Chang-an (長安), hobnobbed with
the Western Queen Mother (西王母), and had the fairies drop down
in their winged chariots to delight his heart with stories of other
worlds than ours, conquered Korea and divided the northern part of
it into Four Provinces, Nak-nang (浪樂 ) on the west occupying
much of modern Pyung-an (平安); Im-toon (臨屯), to the east,
where Kang-wun (江原) is; Hyun-too (玄蔸) to the north, in the
region of Ham-kyung (咸鏡); and Chin-pun (眞番) having its centre
in the Long White Mountains.
We are interested specially in Nak-nang for in this late age
its capital is found to have been just south of the present railway
station of Pyengyang across the Tai-tong ferry, in the little village of
Suk-am. The boat that plies between the islands of Yang-kak (羊角)
and Pong-nai (蓬萊) will take you straight into this ancient site of
Nak-nang’s capital.
Here under direction of Dr. Sekino were discovered in 1913
and 1914 many ancient tombs built of lofty chambers with high
brick walls. (See The Government’s Pictorial Album of Ancient
Remains Nos. 1-47) The interstices between the brick were in many
cases filled with ancient tiles and pottery that point to the kingdoms
of Han and Wi (淡 魏 206 B, C.- 237 A. D.) while from the tombs
there came forth many articles of a long-forgotten age, swords,
mirrors, finger-rings,
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jars, pots, braziers. No end is there to the ancient remains hereabout
so that this place has come to be regarded as the real site of the
ancient capital of Nak-nang.
Some of the specimens found are now in the Industrial
School in Tokyo (工科大球校), some in the College of Arts
(文科大學校), and some in Prince Yi’s Museum, Seoul. The tiles
found kicking about are as artistically moulded as a pat of butter, in
lines and curves and soft pebbled surfaces.
Reading among the old remains we can guess somewhat as
to the kind of people the Koreans were in those days a hundred
years before Christ. Judging from one tomb fourteen feel high in the
middle, with an anteroom of nine by six feet, and an inner room of
nine by ten, built of brick so substantially and well that it has
outlasted 2000 years, they were assuredly great lords and kings in
those days as compared with us ancient Britons who lived in the
spheres of nakedness and painted noses. A great splendid chamber
was this tomb. In it, too, were many evidences of high civilization.
These broken bits of tile tell of lofty halls and high palaces. The
spears and swords mark the owners as warriors; the money, as
traders. A decorated cross-bow found on one side and many
ornaments of gold give proofs of advanced culture. Finally, from
amidst these wonders that come forth to speak to us of the past, is a
mirror nine inches in diameter that has on the circles of its back two
inscriptions. One reads, 長宜子孫 Something eternal for my
posterity. Who made it I wonder? Little did he think that it would
outlive all his childrens’ childrens’ children, and last on through
millenniums to come. This inscription is mentioned specially in the
Chong-Chung Ewang-ji (鍾鼎欵識) a book that gathers up the
sayings of China as found on pottery, household utensils, etc., and is
marked as pertaining to the Kingdom of Han.
A second inscription on the back in the outer circle reads
壽如金石佳且好兮 May your life (my mirror) be eternal as the
hills (metal and stone), beautiful and good. What fair lady trimmed
her glossy locks by its shining face we can never know, but the wish
of the maker for his mirror has indeed come true. This mirror is in
the Museum of the Industrial
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School, Tokyo, a model of beautiful workmanship for all time. Let
the good people of Pyongyang take an outing beyond the railway
line across the river by the smoking power-house to Suk-am (石岩)
and they will know that they are standing on one of the most
interesting land-marks of East Asia, with the broken fragments
beneath their feet saying that they saw the days when the captured
King Jugurtha was being led in triumph through the streets of Rome.

SEVENTH NIGHT OF THE SEVENTH MOON
AUGUST THIRTEENTH.
As the year comes round the old story of the Cowboy and the
Spinning Damsel returns to memory and finds itself repeated.
The Milky Way is regarded as the great river of the sky, and
when the 7th night of the 7th Moon returns, the crows and magpies
join forces with their fluttering wings to form a bridge across which
the Herdsman makes his way to the Maiden, who has left her shuttle
and comes to meet her lover. But it is only for the night, for when
morning comes they must bid farewell and hie them back to their
world of separation.
The fairy of the Moon, Hang-a, (姮娥) who lives in
perpetual widowhood and has an evil mind, is jealous of this joy
and so makes clouds to rise, and hides the favour of the moon. She
sleeps beneath the cassia tree and guards the Wide-cold Palace
(Kwang-han Chun) with its curtained walls.
The dragon is the winged horse of the sky, and on his back
the lovers ride up to the Milky Way. Old Hang-a sprays his back and
makes it slippery so that the man and maiden like Helle of the
golden fleece may find it hard to keep their hold.
The azure pigeons are the winged messengers of the Taoist
Queen, Su-wang-mo, (See the Korea Magazine Vol. I; 295).
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Kim Keuk-keui (金克己) a great master of the character,
who lived in Kyung-joo about the year 1200 writes of this 7th Night
of the 7th Moon thus:
“The Milky Way looms up behind the clouds, where meet
to-night the fairies of the sky. The shuttle sound is still, the loom has
ceased; while crows and magpies urge each other on. They scarcely
meet to tell of partings long when once again morn breaks and they
must go. Like bursting springs adown their cheeks fall tears, while
on the wings of autumn rain-drops fall. The curtains of the moonlit
fairy’s hall hang cold and clear. She sleeps alone beneath the cassia
tree and dreams her jealous mind of others’ joy. Close fast she locks
the palace portals of the moon and lets no light to shine. The
dragon’s back is wet and hard to ride while azure birds are heavywinged to fly. When morning breaks across the darkened world the
weather clears although her lover’s clothes may damaged be.”
THE KOREAN LANGUAGE
(A Question of Honorifics)
The Korean language is surely gifted with the greatest quantity of
honorifics ever seen under the sun. The man spoken to, the man
spoken of, and the man himself all have to do with the particular
form of sentence used.
Honorifics may be illustrated by lines, or curves, downward,
even, or upward. The East especially enjoys speaking with the
downward curve, when the sentence has in it something of the
flavour of, “You uncombed dog, you, hear what your grandfather
has to say.”
This takes in servants, children, younger relations and
everyone else it can lay its hands on. A most interesting line of
communication is this downward curve that you hear in the ha-yura, muk-eu-ra, ka-ku-ra or keu-man-too-u-ra of every day. There is
nothing really malignant in it; it is like a freehanded cuff on the side
of the head suggesting that the party spoken to keep his place. No
person in Korea likes
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to be spoken to in this way, and yet in the space of a quarter of a
century the writer has seldom heard anyone resent it, or offer a reply.
Once on a time, a very voluble day-labourer told a serving-woman
we had, that he had no intention of taking her downward curves,
and that she could deal them out elsewhere. However, before they
got through she gave him such a dose of how his grandmother
would talk to him, that he bowed his head under the torrent of it and
said no more. How wonderful it is that a Korean knows just when
and how to level the shots so effectively that roar along the
downward curves. He does it by endings, by different words, or by
an entire recasting of the sentence.
Should foreigners use them? Foreigners don’t know how to
use them. They do the best they can with children and school-boys,
but they soon find that the ordinary grown-up servant resents a
foreigner’s low forms as much as an Irish Nationalist dislikes being
‘Don’t yow know’d’ by an Englishman.
The even line represents the ordinary run of conversation
between equals. This too, is very interesting as it frequently resolves
itself into a mutual give and take sansceremonie. Any student of the
language must be charmed with the surprising ease with which
equals deal with each other, by familiar touches, by shortened forms,
or by the use of a code entirely their own.
Then there are the high forms that curve upward with the
grace of a freshly launched aeroplane. The store of high honorifics
that the ordinary Korean has in his keeping surely beats all. A
tousle-head from the street if suddenly ushered into the presence of
a king will acquit himself with a curve of high regard that would put
all our best efforts to collect our senses to shame. How skilfully he
can express that graceful touch of honour; and what a world of
compliment he can call forth from among his linguistic reserves that
hang on the turn of a word or the upward swing of the sentence.
One of the uses of these higher forms is that you can deal
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out a ‘piece of your mind’, that is, say definitely what you wish, and
at the same time smooth the listener’s feathers by the gentle upward
curve of the sentence.
The writer regards Korean as one of the most highly gifted
forms of expression. It goes to show, daily, how crude we are in our
manner of speech, and how little time we have spent in thinking out
forms that would express a sense of appreciation or high regard.
J. S. Gale.

THE SCHOOLS OF SEOUL.
Various Schools below the Higher Common (Ko Tung) Grade
Earlier sketches have treated the Soh Dangs, the Kindergartens, and
Primary schools for Koreans and for Japanese. In later issues of the
Korea Magazine the Higher Common schools, and the Academic,
Collegiate, and Special Education of the city will be covered. This
article will include several schools that are more or less irregular in
their relation to the articulate Government system.
1. Government (Kwal Nip) Primary Schools for Koreans.
There are two, one for boys, enrolling 339, the other for girls with
172 enrolled. Each school is attached to the corresponding Higher
Common School for Koreans, the raison d’etre being to furnish
practical work for the students in the Normal classes. The course is
the regular Primary School one, but as the regular teachers are
members of the faculties of the Higher Common schools, and the
practice teaching by normal students is done under their supervision,
the work of the schools is said to be above the average, even of
Government Schools. Both are financed directly by the
Government-General, as are the schools to which they arc attached.
2. Schools for the Blind and the Deaf and Dumb. One
institution, located outside the West Gate, houses both schools,
though the courses are naturally different. Both are supported by the
Government-General. Blind pupils 35, 3 of them being
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Japanese. Twenty eight live at the school, and are entirely supported
by it, while the others live at home.
The blind students take a three-years’ course, modelled after
the regular Primary curriculum, but inferior to it. They study Ethics,
the National Language, Korean Grammar, Arithmetic, Singing, and
Calisthenics. They excel in using the abacus, or counting-frame. As
a means of earning a living, they are taught massage, which as all
know, is in Japan Proper a specialty of the blind. All the 37
graduates of the school are practicing this art, and their monthly
incomes range from ¥15.00 to ¥ 80.00. Some are employed in
Hospitals, others are independent, all are doing well.
The course for the Deaf and Dumb is 5 years, covering the
same subjects, substituting for massage, drawing, sewing (hand and
machine), embroidery,. and other handicrafts. The 6 graduates have
found it hard to make a living, and at present the experiment of
teaching them tailoring is being tried. An effort has been made to
teach them to speak, but it has not been a great success, though
some of the advanced students can articulate distinctly. Classroom
work is carried on by the finger alphabet. Of the 81 students, one is
a Japanese. All but 9 are supported by the school.
8. Orphanage. Western renders may be surprised to find this
listed among the schools. As a matter of fact, the 29 boys and 2 girls,
all Koreans, in the school, are only about one-fifth of the whole
number in the institution. Japanese children of school age attend the
public school. The course taught is practically that of the Primary
schools for Koreans, with special attention to Agriculture. When the
boys have finished the school, and are big enough to work, they are
sent to the school farm in Yang Ju County, where they remain till
they leave the orphanage. If one of them wants to be independent,
he can file his petition for release and if it meets the approval of the
authorities, it is granted. Already in the six years of its existence, the
school has sent out a number of such graduates, who are doing well.
It is interesting to note that while the boys usually go to the farm
when they are 15 years old, there are some who are past 20, still
staying there.
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The smaller children up to 6 years (Eastern count) are many
of them put out in Korean homes, the others live in the Orphanage
and are a sturdy, happy set of youngsters. The total present
enrollment is 107 boys and 46 girls; 3 boys and 3 girls are Japanese.
The Orphanage is located in a fine old Korean building, in
Cha Kol, one of the most beautiful parts of the city. The pictures do
it less than justice, and the whole place is well worth a visit. Taking
a rickshaw from either Chong No or the Bright Moon Restaurant, it
is a half-hour or less, all the way up-hill. The writer had some delay
in finding it, and was told by the very courteous teacher who
showed him through “You made a mistake in asking for the ‘KOA
WON’ (House of Unfortunate Children) you should have called it
the ‘YANG YUK PU’ (place for rearing children).” This name is a
happy omen for the institution, greatly needed in Chosen.
4. Elementary Industrial Schools for Boys (Korean). One of
these is connected with the Oh-I-Dong, primary School (opposite Dr.
Gale’s residence at Yun Dong). It takes graduates of the Primary
School, and gives them a year’s course in either carpentry or
blacksmithing, with some classroom work, and a great deal of
practice. The present enrollment is 54, and the annual expense is
estimated at ¥1,500.
The work turned out by the students is surprisingly good,
and graduates from this school are in demand.
At Ryuzan there is a night-school of the same grade, whose
students, 27 in all, are mostly employed in the Manchurian Railway
Shops. The head of the school is an over-seer in the shops.
5. Business schools for Korean boys. There are two, one a
night school attended principally by boys employed by day in
various Government offices, the other for graduates of the Primary
Schools, who want training for business life. The attendance is 30 at
the former and 61 at the latter. As these schools are both in
connection with regular schools, there is little expense involved in
their upkeep, the teachers give their services free.
5. Y. M. C. A. Industrial School. This “has for its purpose
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the teaching of a trade by which the student intends to earn his
living after graduation.” The courses are six: Cabinet Making, and
Machine Work, 3 years each; Printing, and the making of Soap and
Candles, 2 years each; Wicker Furniture making, 1 year; and
Photography, six months.
The courses are open only to members of the Y. M. C. A.
and each student on entrance presents a letter from a responsible
guarantor. A small wage, reaching in the last year of the course a
maximum of ¥6.00 to ¥9.00 per month, is paid after the first few
months , to students who show ability and diligence.
The present enrollment is 42, divided as follows: Cabinet
Making, 15; Machine Work, 5; Printing, 6; Soap and Candle
Making, 7; Wicker Furniture, 5; Photography, 4. Graduates of the
various courses are giving a good account of themselves in many
important positions.
6. Y. M. C. A. Night School for Working Boys. This littleknown institution enrolls at present 268 boys in 6 divisions. Those
who graduate from the highest class have finished a course more
than equal to that of the regular Primary School. The students are
boys who have no other chance of studying, and many of its
graduates and old students have gone into good positions. A marked
instance of dogged perseverance is the case of Chung Hi-chin who
graduated in 1916. He had been 6 years in the school, making his
living by selling medicine during the day, and in the whole time,
never missed an evening, though his home is far outside the gate of
Seoul.
7. Church and Mission Schools of Primary Grade. Counting
the Primary Departments of Ewha and Paiwha, the Methodist
Schools for girls, there are 13 of these schools in the city. They
enroll 904 boys and 1,020 girls, and report 47 men and 38 women
teachers. One of the men and 8 of the women are Japanese, the
others Koreans. The annual budget is ¥18,203, exclusive of salaries
of Foreign superintendents.
Buildings and equipment vary greatly, the best are not
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much inferior to the Government schools, the poorest are not much
better than the best Soh Dangs,
Last Spring the graduates numbered 147, of whom 54 went
on to Church schools, and 21 to other schools. It is only fair to say
that a large part of the 54 continued their studies in the two Girls’
Schools named above.
E. W. KOONS.

THE KOREAN ENVOY’S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 1712
CHAPTER II.
This diary written by the Envoy’s brother, Kim Chang-up tells of
the interesting things seen and the happenings by the way. It
completes the journey as far as Mukden. This will suffice to give
the reader an idea of what Mr. Kim saw and thought of as he moved
on into the wonderland of China. Of course this was the day of the
Manchoo dynasty and so the glory that had gone with China of the
Hans, the Tangs, the Songs, and the Mings was absent. Nevertheless
it was the great Mother Imperium and Kim and his company were
interested.
Next month we shall give his entrance to Peking and lead
the reader to see its mysteries through the Korean eye—Editors.
3rd day. Weather fine and warm.
We had breakfast and set out on our way. Having gone a li or
so we saw to the west a hill that stood up before us like a standing
screen. There was an interesting old stone at the top, but the writing
on it had become so blurred by age, that we could not make out the
time when it was erected. When we got to this point my brother
gave up his palanquin and rode upon a pony. I myself walked along
with the attendants. The road was terribly rough and full of stones
and ce, while snow covered all the surface, making it very slippery
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and exceedingly difficult for walking. The colour of the rocks here
is of a greenish blue, and because of this the name of the range is so
given, Green Stone Range. Looking down into the valley, I saw a
mixture of clouds and snow views.
The first light of day tipped the peaks with the tints of the
morning. In the enjoyment of it I turned and looked many times.
Three or four .Manchus were living here in a grass hut beneath the
shelter of the rocks, and were busily engaged in the work of burning
·charcoal. I spoke to them and said, “Are you not afraid of big
bugs?” meaning tigers. They replied, “There are no big bugs here.”
We went seven or eight li further and arrived at Wolf
Mountain, where there were many settlements of people. Women
came out beyond the palings to see us, among whom were some
Chinese that I saw for the first time. We slept at the Government
quartets, where a townsman called Ko Wha said he had known
Chang Hyon, Pak I-chai and Su Hyo-ram when they had come
through on former embassies. I asked him his age and he said
seventy-nine. He told me also that in his childhood he had seen the
ceremonial robes and fashions of the Ming kingdom and could
remember them well. I asked him about the Prince Imperial of the
Mings as to what had become of him. He said that he had tried to
assassinate the Manchu Emperor, and had then disappeared, while
all his friends had been killed. I inquired also as to whether they had
set free the Ming Emperor’s son, Whang. He said, “No, he is still in
prison.” He also said that the Shantung people, or pure Chinese, had
recently lost greatly in trade at the hands of the †Nan-too and that
he also had suffered as well. I told him I had heard that the people
of Shantung had petitioned the Emperor regarding the matter but
that he had submitted their difficulty to the Governor of Mukden. It
was said that a lawsuit had been entered at Mukden regarding the
matter, and so I inquired as to who was winning and who losing.
His reply was “A few days ago three officers of the Department of
Justice came from Peking to Mukden to settle the matter,”
†The Nan-too were brokers who acted as go-betweens
between Korean and Chinese merchants
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but he did not know yet definitely who had won. I desired to ask
him still further regarding the questions involved, when several of
the Nan-too came in at this point and so the Chinaman left and did
not again come back.
Five or six of the Nan-too had followed us all the way from
Pong-sung. Whenever we stopped they put in an appearance, and
took note of our surroundings and conditions. They had their spies
also among our interpreters and so were kept posted as to
everything we did or said. A wretched company! We had fourteen or
fifteen of them among us I was informed, while two of them made
the journey along with a Manchu interpreter.
4th day. Weather fine and clear. 25 miles .
Before it was light we set out on the journey, and went three
miles or more during which time we crossed five great streams.
Near the crossing of the fourth river there was a shrine, and beside it
ten or a dozen huts to which they gave the name of Shrine Village,
Myo-dong Chun. We noticed that in every hamlet that we passed
since leaving Pong-sung there was sure to be some shrine or temple
to mark the place, sometimes a Buddhist hall, sometimes a temple
to the spirit of the locality. In every village, however small, some
such was evident. In places more remote perhaps it would be only a
pile of stones that they had built up, not larger than a rice measure,
with a picture in the middle of it, and before it an earthen brazier for
incense. As for Kwan the God of War, seemingly every house
offered him worship, sometimes by a picture, sometimes by an
earthen image. Evening and morning incense was burned before
him, and prostrations were made. The forms by which they worship
the Buddha and other gods are according to what I have already
stated.
We continued on our way some three miles and then crossed
the Wang-sang pass, and again a mile further to Suk-moon Yung
(Stone Gate). The elevation was not great but the road through the
rocks was very narrow, just barely wide enough to let one cart go by.
When we had reached the narrowest part we met a dozen carts
drawn by oxen, which we got by only with the greatest difficulty;
and three miles further
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reached Cold Well. We pitched our tent here and had our morning
meal. The Well (Naing-jung) from which the place takes its name,
was at the side of the road. Its supply of water was most abundant.
It came bubbling forth from the level earth and went rushing by
twenty or thirty paces without freezing. At the side of the well I
noticed a quantity of wild celery growing, and I was told that on the
last journey the Envoy had some of it dug up and served with his
meals.
Our party had decided to go by way of old Yo-dong so as to
see the Yung-an Monastery and its white pagoda. After breakfast I
went ahead some two or three miles, crossed a valley and entered a
plain that stretched before us seemingly without limit. It was the
famous Yo-dong plain. From this point the white pagoda is visible
as it stands just outside the West Gate of the city, distant from us
about ten miles.
Four monks met us at Naing-jung (Cold Well), and
accompanied us from that point. Among them was a young man
with a very intelligent face. I inquired of him as to whether he knew
the way to The Thousand Hills (Chun San) and he answered, “If
you go south of Yo-dong eighteen miles you will reach them.” The
hills, as he spoke of them and their temples, agree with the account
given by Yi Wul-sa (李月沙) when he went to Peking as Envoy. I
then drew forth a tablet or Chum-sim Wun (Medicine for the Pure in
Heart) and handed it to him from my horse. He took it and looked it
carefully over as though he was not quite sure how it ought to be
taken.
Within bow-shot of the city we crossed a stone bridge that
had a railing on each side of it. The walls of the city have fallen to
ruin and only the heap of earth remains. Scarcely one brick is left
upon another. For the outer coating of the wall, bricks had been
used, but for the inside it was mostly earth, so. when it had lost its
outer support it had fallen to pieces. At first view it seemed a very
dirty and deserted place, but as we proceeded on our way we found
a market with crowds of people, much larger than that of Pong-sung.
On the north side of the main thoroughfare there was an imposing
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building with a high gate. I asked what place it was, and was told
that the mayor of the city lived there. Near this gate before a shop
was a wooden screen, and an inscription upon it bearing the
character Tang. I was informed that it meant a pawn shop.
We went a square or two more, and the Buddhists who
accompanied us led our way to the north toward a little hamlet and
then beyond a hundred paces or so, near to the West Gate of the city,
till we came to the Yung-an monastery. We entered the enclosure
and found a number of little houses grouped together. I dismounted
and went through the inner gate toward a high pavilion on which
was written Chang-kyung Kak, or House of the Hidden Sutras.
Beneath the pavilion was another gate, and within were houses on
each side to east and west. I entered the east side building and found
an old Buddhist priest sitting on the kang, steeping herbs. When he
saw me coming he. arose to greet me and offered me tea. I then got
pen and paper and began to make enquiry by writing. The old priest
had a serving lad reply for him, and I found the answers to be just
the same as the priest had given me whom we met on the way. I
wrote, “Next spring on my return from Peking, I wish to visit The
Thousand Hills but I do not know the way. Will I be able to find
someone in your monastery who will guide me?”
He replied, “Certainly,”
I then wrote, “If there is such an one who will kindly show
the way I’ll see that he is rewarded liberally.” Then I bade him
goodbye writing this, “Let’s meet again next spring.”
The old priest however detained me and brought tea and
fruits. The serving-man asked by pen, “What rank does your
Excellency hold?”
My reply was, “I have no rank and no office.”
He again asked, “In your country in what ways do you select
your literati?”
I replied, “Matriculated students are selected according to
their skill in writing verse; undergraduates by their knowledge of
the Classics, and graduates by their acquaintance with
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literary composition, prose and verse, and their skill in explaining
the Classics.”
He asked, “How many of the Classics do you have to repeat
by heart?”
I replied, “The three sacred books of Poetry, History and
Changes, and the four Lesser Ones, the Analects, Mencius, the
Doctrine of the Mean, and the Great Learning.”
He wrote again, “Do you not study the Ye Keui, or the
Spring and Autumn Classic?” I answered, “Yes, we do.” “They are
oftentimes a part of the Three and then we call it Five.” His answer
was, “Thank you very much for telling me so fully.” He asked again
concerning the use of the Medicine for the Pure in Heart (Chungsim) and added that his mother had some trouble in her chest and
wanted to know if I had anything special for that. So I gave him one
Chung-sim tablet and three So-hap or Reviving Pills and he was
very thankful.
I asked their names and he wrote, Tan-wun, Che-sin, Eul-lai.
I found that Eul-lai was his own name; that Che-sin was the name
of the young priest I had met on the way, and that Tan-wun was the
name of the old priest. I gave the old priest some Korean paper and
a fan and then came away to see the various buildings. They were
imposing and full of grandeur. In the meantime the Second Envoy
and the Secretary had come and gone, starting off toward the white
pagoda. I went out of the gate just in front and found the street filled
with a great crowd of horses and carts. Shops lined each side of the
way. Flags and signboards announced quantities of goods for sale.
Many things were strange and new to me, wonders that I saw for the
first time. Though I gazed to right and gazed to left I could not
begin to take them all in. In the main street I saw a man who looked
very like a countryman of my own but I did not learn his name.
The various places that we passed later, Mukden (瀋陽),
T’ong-joo (通州) and Peking were all like Laoyang with this
difference only, that some were larger, some smaller.
I went a quarter of a mile outside the West Gate where there
was a stone bridge and a moat. To the north of the
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bridge was a shrine, and outside the gate three stone pavilions. They
were beautifully decorated and gilded and within thein were two
towers of two stories each. On the left side was a bell with this
inscription “The Dragon Voice,” while on the right was a drum
marked “The Tiger Cry.” Beyond this again was another gate of
which the upper part of earth and wood was beautifully decorated.
The entrance was marked by the name of the God of War while on
the east side was a shrine erected to Chang Pi (張飛). In front were
two guards who had a prisoner in hand, while he turned his head
and gazed up at Chang Pi. His look was very impressive and I
judged that it must be General Umah or some other high officer. We
went into the main temple and the guard requested that we kow-tow.
He struck the bell till it resounded, and I went forward to the table
and bowed before the Buddha. This beating of the bell is a custom
of the place. Following this I went out of the side gate to the east,
and then north along the edge of the lake. There I met my brother.
He had been to see the White Pagoda and was now returning to
Yung-an Temple, accompanied by the Second Envoy and the
Secretary.
I arrived at the White Buddha and found it octagonal in
shape and thirteen stories high. There were three stairways leading
up to it, but how high it was I am unable to tell. With each story
there were projecting eaves on which. wind bells were hanging. It
was decorated with “Companion wheels” made fast by means of
brass wire. On each side were representations of the Buddha, most
elaborate in workmanship. One could only wonder at the amount of
labour expended on them. It looked almost as though they had been
made of the finest cement, but examining them more closely I found
that they were of white stone. Tradition says that it was erected
about 640 A. D., when king Tai-jong of the Tangs returned after his
defeat of Korea but I cannot speak definitely in regard to this.
Behind the Pagoda was a large temple, the former name of which
had been Kwang-oo Sa but it had fallen to ruins. In front of it is a
stone marking the time when it had been repaired, the stone itself
having been erected about 1520. It is now called the Shrine of
Kwan-je. A half mile or so from
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here is another large temple, and to the east of the Pagoda many
smaller ones. I could not visit them all so I returned to Yung-an Sa.
My brother at this time was in the Chang-kyung Kak, (Pavilion of
the Hidden Sutra) along with the Second Envoy and the Secretary. I
found him seated talking to an old Buddhist priest, a native of the
province of Fu-kien whose family name was Chin. His face was
very bright and intelligent, and he seemed well trained in literature
and highly skilled in the use of the pen. After a short time they got
up and took their departure, while the old priest and his disciples
seeing me come a second time seemed very happy. They came out
of the temple gate to welcome me and I followed them through the
west gate into the guest room. This I found to be the lodging place
of the old priest. On the table were many sacred sutras, beside
which I saw also the Doctrine of the Mean and the Great Learning.
There was a young priest here of about fifteen years of age,
whose name was Chung-bo, or Bright Treasure. He had an alert,
intelligent look and his whole manner was most attractive. I had
him read to me some passages from the sacred books. This he did
and his voice was like the tinkling of gems, with no hesitating notes
and no jarring sounds. From here to Old Yo-dong (Lao-tung) is not
more than three or four miles. In the night when about to retire the
Chinese interpreters sent me some Yung-an candy and other
sweetmeats. I discovered later that it came from the Nan-too, so I
declined to receive it and sent it back.
(To be Continued).

THE CRIMSON DAWN.
CHAPTER I
THE HOUSE OF OLD MAN YE.
The brown and yellow thatch of two score houses sprawled in
crooked, snake-like lines along the sandy shore of the sea. A Korean
village is so winding and the streets or alley
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ways so twisting and tortuous that a stranger visiting one for the
first time is apt to wonder how in the world the people ever
managed to make them so winding. The houses really are massed
together with as little thought or plan as the unintentional grouping
of kindergarten blocks dropped from the careless hand of a child. As
each new builder adds a house or room to the original he branches
off into whatsoever direction or shape his fancy pictures, and the
village settles itself into irregular unexpected forms. The result of
this accumulative method of village building in Saemal was true to
this custom, the paths made many unbelieveable windings and turns
between mud houses, tumbled down gray roofs and stone encrusted
walls. Except for a few well-to-do owners of the near-by rice fields
the diminishing population of this little hamlet were mostly
fishermen whose boats and nets comprised their chief worldly
possessions and the daily haul of speckled, spotted, striped beauties,
their stock in trade. The main street was nothing more than a dirty
alley ending near the mouth of the small river which flowed from
the distant hills to meet the sea at Saemal. With the receding and
advancing waters the expanse of sand widens, then narrows, with
the changing tides. Racks for drying fish are much in evidence. A
few belated women still beat their clothes by the river bank.
Scrawny pigs, mangy, blear-eyed dogs and naked children tumble
and roll together on the beach.
It was one of the hottest days of an unusually hot July; the
air was laden with sickening odours from the heavily loaded racks
and noxious miasma and from the sluggish slime-covered river.
Poor little mountain stream, you have surely lost your way! The
silvery singing brooklet of your far home is now degenerated into a
noisome, open sewer. Little stream, do you not remember the firm
hard stretch of golden sand and your many happy wanderings
between flower-decked banks? How sad then must be your heart at
this ignoble fate!
In the early twilight the fierce heat of the day had ended in a
smoky redness amid which each rock, pebble and shell wns giving
forth the heat absorbed from the pitiless blaze of
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the sun. Two small fishing smacks were lying close to the shore
securely tethered for the night. Away somewhere between the purple
hills and the sleeping river a dog howled. Out across the rippleless
surface of the sea many gray hulls and brown sails lay motionless
and calm, vividly silhouetted against the hot lurid sky.
A tall, well-built man came with swinging stride along the
brink of the river, turned the corner by the fish-racks and passed
into main street without a glance at the frolicking children or toiling
womrn. He made his way along this narrow road with bowed head,
and only now and then gave a frowning glance toward the crowded
doorways. The steaming heat of the tiny houses had driven the
majority of the inhabitants to seek a cooler place, and many of these
were sitting or lying on straw mats just outside their door. The hour
of evening had brought Grandfather Ye home from his rice field and
when he reached his familiar old wall he entered the arched gate to
the women’s quarters. With no more greeting than a deeper frown to
the busy workers there, he stretched himself full length upon the
mat spread invitingly near upon the earthen floor of the open
courtyard to take a well earned rest for his weary bones. Although
Mr. Ye was a grandfather he was by no means an old man, but to the
contrary was in the prime of a vigorous manhood. His life was
imbittered and hardened by the loss of his only son a few years past
and by the disappointing hardness of fate in giving that son only a
daughter to carry on the name and honor of the house of Ye. This
balking of his desires and plans by an unkind fate was reflected in
an unholy temper, and “Old Man Ye” as he was called by his
neighbors was known by all of them as a hard old fellow. He was
one of the few well-to-do farmers of the district but he was far too
crafty and wise to show his wealth. He protected himself alike from
official extortions and exactions on one side and from family
demands on the other by the appearance and profession of poverty.
Lying now on the cool earth he gave vent to half muttered
grumblings and complaints. The flies, the heat, the buzzing
mosquitoes, the delay of supper, all these things
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exasperated him and added fuel to his temper. His plaint was against
all humanity in general but of his “lazy, good for nothing women
folks” in particular. These long suffering ones, Mrs. Ye and her
daughter-in-law, widow or the late lamented son, flew frantically
about the courtyard and kitchen lean-to preparing the evening meal.
Kumokie, the eight year old granddaughter, was hidden from Mr.
Ye’s vision by several huge earthen jars. Bethinking himself that a
nice drink of cool water would help his feelings he raised himself
upon his elbow and bellowed with all his might :
“Kumok-ah! Kumok-ah! You little beast come here! Why
that silly mother of yours wanted to call you ‘Golden jade’ is more
than I can see, vile, disappointing creature that you are! I shall call
you ‘Kangajie,’ Little Dog,—much more suitable. Where are you?
Come here or I’ll beat more speed into your lazy body,” all of which
was entirely unnecessary and uncalled for. The trembling child had
been standing just out of sight, and at the first call was right there
before him. in her hand the big, dripping gourd of water. With a
weary grunt Mr. Ye reached out his great hairy hand, took the water
with an impatient gesture and drank long and deep. After his thirst
was satisfied he gave the vessel a sudden flirt and flipped the
remaining water over the child. Kumokie was never surprised by
any such affectionate move on the part of this man and so with
silent, unchildlike solemnity she shook the drops from her hair and
clothes while the man roared with laughter.
“Just exactly like a puppy I used to have! Kangajie! here
Kangajie!” Mrs. Ye appeared at this moment carrying the tray-like
table with the master’s supper, and as he sampled the savory dishes
thereon and lifted the chunks of snowy rice his temper improved
and he felt in a real amiable frame of mind. By the time his flying
chopsticks had emptied the rice bowl and disposed of the last of
boiled fish he felt quite able to discuss family problems and
important matters concerning the future of the house of Ye.
The bowls and fragments of the evening meal were finally
cleared away, the kitchen shed was quiet for the night.
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The tired, pale-faced woman whose only name was “Kumokie’s
mother,” silently withdrew to the tiny room across the courtyard
when the imperious call rang out from the sarang:
“Grandmother! Grandmother! Don’t you know I am waiting
for you in here? Why don’t you let that worthless mother of
Kumokie do the work of a daughter-in-law instead of doing it all
yourself? Sure, you too have to work when we are as poor as we arc,
but that lazy thing ought to do her share too,” said Mr. Ye as he
knocked the ashes from his long stemmed pipe and proceeded to
refill it with finely shredded tobacco. Timid, shrinking Mrs. Ye was
a very different type from her husband. That gentleman had peculiar
characteristics which gave this gentle little woman many hours of
care and anxiety. She was as colorless .and faded as the sea on a
rainy day. Her only desire was to remain unobserved and to keep
from displeasing her lord and master any more than she could
possibly help. He was a miser at heart and all the petty economies
and bitter hardships of the much pressed home fell heaviest on her
unprotected, shrunken shoulders. It was a matter of general
conjecture that he had many rich fields in distant parts, besides
fishing smacks and tackle, but never did he admit the ownership of
anything besides the few fields in the immediate neighborhood of
Saemal. Mrs. Ye had secret knowledge of these facts at which others
so shrewdly guessed, but only once, and that in her early married
life, had she even hinted at such a thing. Such was the tempest of
abuse and the hardness of the blows called down on her luckless
head that never again had she been so indiscreet. As for the
whereabouts of the secret hiding place of the suspected gains, she
knew no more about it than did the others and probably gave less
thought to the question, for she had more important and personal
matters to face. Another outstanding characteristic of this miser
farmer was his intense fear of the unseen. Many say that it is the
women of Korea who keep alive the ancient superstitions
concerning the evil spirits, the goblins, and folk-lore of old Korea,
but here was one man who was quite the equal with any old wife
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in his fear of offending some spirit. There was no well defined
religious belief in his heart concerning these beings whom he feared.
Some of his superstitions he culled from the Buddhists, some from
the lowly sorceress, while others which he treasured most were
those things concerning the worship of his ancestors. It was an all
important necessity to leave behind him a son to offer fitting and
proper sacrifices to these august beings. There is no doubt that the
desire to obtain for his own soul the proper reverence when he
should shuffle off this mortal coil was also a major consideration. It
seems truly remarkable that he had never taken unto himself other
wives or concubines, and he frequently gave voice to his
dissatisfaction and grudge against fate for his present son-less state.
This discontentment was written on every feature as he sat and
called his wife that evening with harsh voiced words. Mrs. Ye knew
that this interview was not apt to be a pleasant one, so it was with
visible timidity that she answered the summons and entered the
stuffy room in which he sat. She seated herself in silence. Her thin
tired hands working and twisting within the folds of her apron were
trembling evidence of the condition of her mind.
“Speak, woman! Can’t you say anything?”
“Yes, my lord, what shall I say?” was the low-voiced reply.
“Oh, well, of course! who would be so stupid as to expect
conversation from a woman? Answer my question about your
daughter-in-law. Why doesn’t she work? Everyone about this place
has to work to make a living. I really do not expect you to make
intelligent conversation, but it is supposed that you know how to
manage household matters. Hey, can’t you make your daughter-inlaw obey you? Shame!” the scolding voice rose to a perfect roar.
“Do you expect me, a poor farmer, to support a woman like
that in luxury and idleness? A daughter-in-law without a son ought
to be turned out altogether, I say.”
“Yes, Oh yes, indeed she does do all she can,” wailed the
harassed woman.
“Truly she does all she is able. Don’t you remember
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that I have told you how ill she is at times? Since it is the great
white sickness, I fear that she may die soon. Did you not say that
you could not and would not have another funeral this year?” His
injustice and seeming forgetfulness so far overcame her fear and
timidity as to make this long speech possible. Just at this moment,
as if to justify her defence there came from the room across the
court the hollow, racking cough of a consumptive.
“Oh, don’t be afraid of that, she is just playing off, I’ve seen
the like before. No danger of her dying soon, that cough is put on,
just don’t pay any attention to such tricks and she will soon stop it.”
But the uneasy look in his eyes as he listened to the harrowing
sounds from the dark room across the way belied his brave words.
After all it was easier to keep a living woman even though she was
idle than to bury a dead one, especially when she ate next to nothing,
and never had need of new clothes. When a member of the family
dies, although during life she may have been only a despised and
abused daughter-in- law, a disembodied spirit is something to be
taken into consideration, besides a funeral is a very expensive item.
To be sure it had never entered father Ye’s mind to try to win love
and gratitude from that poor tired heart while she lived. It would
have given her scant comfort to know that when her spirit was
released from that quivering, toil worn body that every mark of
respect would be given her, because, forsooth this man feared the
harm she might then do to him. Mr. Ye sat listening to these uneasy
sounds which came from the kunapang and frowned upon his wife
as though she were to blame for this too, as for all other domestic
trials, but for once her mind was so taken up with other important
things that she did not shrink from the blazing eyes, but sat quietly
waiting until the great question which engrossed her thought should
be brought up for discussion. The frown of the master deepened as
he looked al this woman, who had been his partner for thirty years
and more. Three sons and two daughters she had borne him, but
only one had escaped the dread scourge of childhood, the small-pox
demon. Now this last son, the pride and joy of his heart,
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was also dead and he was wondering again for the hundredth time
why he had been such a fool as to never take another wife. Deep in
his heart he knew that he would never do anything that would call
for such an outlay of his precious money. One household was
enough expense, two was out of the question. As for the patient
little wife, she was now as always the humble servant, there was no
question of love given or received. It is to be doubted if any idea of
wifely help above this dumb service and dog-like fidelity had ever
entered her mind, or if so such tender thoughts had been killed and
buried so long ago that they were forgotten.
After several minutes of reminiscent silence Mr. Ye drew a
long breath and asked with seeming indifference :
“Well, did the chugmae (go-between, or professional
matchmaker) come to-day?”
“Yes, she came,” this brought up the important matter which
was on her mind and the old wife sat straighter and took visible
interest in this question.
“Um, very good. No doubt those poor Kims in the city are
only too glad to have their son marry our grand-child and become
also our adopted son?” This statement was made with the rising
inflection of interrogation, but by these words he revealed another
strong characteristic, an intense egotism coupled with the
determination to connect his family with some old aristocratic blood,
that the gold he cherished and hoarded so carefully might build up a
great house to the name of Ye and do memory to him as to the
founder of such an estate.
Thus he was not merely on the outlook for some man
willing to let his son be adopted by another, but he had very definite
ideas about what kind of family it should be from which he took
this son. After his own boy died this idea took deep root in his mind
and now he was fully determined to carry out his purpose. The
Kims were certainly one of the best and most aristocratic and high
bred families in all that part of Korea, and since they had long ago
lost their money he had little doubt that they would receive his
proposal gladly.
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“This woman says that they are willing to consider it since
they have two older sons, but I am not sure that they are glad to do
it for they are asking a goodly sum of money in exchange which I
am sure you will not be willing to give, or, I mean, which you will
not be able to grant I fear. Then they are so proud and high-minded
she says that they will have very little to do with common people.”
The dark eyes opposite glittered with a dangerous light as he
snapped :
“The slave dealers! How much do they want?”
“Fifty thousand yang.” The answering voice was low and
sad.
“What? Dare you to say that again! They must know that I a
poor man have not that much money,” he shrieked in fury.
This was a very dramatic situation indeed, the clashing of
two of the deepest feelings of his heart, the desire and determination
to have a son, even though an adopted son, and the love of gold,
that miserly instinct which so far had been the ruling passion of his
life.
Kumokie, the proposed wife for this prospective son, was no
more taken into account in these plans than if she had been some
inanimate chattel on her grandfather’s farm. He wanted a son, she
was old enough to marry and by this stroke of diplomacy these two
expensive birds would be killed with one stone. There would be one
great, grand occasion instead of two and thus save money; that, as
always, was the main consideration.
Far into the night the conference continued. The pride and
standoffishness of the honorable Kim family made it seem to the
plebeian Ye a most desirable thing to form an alliance with such,
and he was beginning to fear that this aristocrat was only making a
politer refusal to his overtures by demanding a much larger amount
of money than he thought Ye possessed. This fear was increased by
the realization that it must be a secret deal, for if people heard of
such a transaction he would never again to able to pose as a poor
man, as poor as he desired others to think him to be.
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The final decision was to offer twenty thousand yang for the
privilege of adopting the third son of Kim, who should become the
husband of Kumokie, or, which according to Korean custom would
be the other way around, the husband of Kumokie would be adopted
by her grandfather as his heir. While this discussion was under way
one of those principally concerned was asleep in the stuffy little
kunapang across the courtyard. She is a tiny thing for even eight
years, almost a baby. The smooth, soft skin is a creamy pink on
throat and arms, shading into a healthy tan on cheek and brow, the
golden brown of summer sun reflected by the sea sands. With a
babyish movement she flung one plump little arm over her head.
The sad hearted, sleepless woman watching by her side stifled a sob
and gathered the beloved form to her heart.
“Oh! my baby! my baby! They would sell you, too. They
would give you in exchange for something they want. But they shall
not do it! They shall not, I swear it. There! There now, precious,
don’t cry! Its just mother. There! there now, go back to sleep.” This
last was accompanied by a light tap, tap, on her stomach, for the
passionate embraces had half wakened the child. After a while the
quite regular breathing told that the little one was again in dream
land and the mother took up her soliloquy.
“Only a girl! Only a little girl! But you are mine,—all mine!
Who else has cared for you or loved and protected you but me? You
are only a girl to them—no good to the family, only a burden and
expense. Ah! But you are my life. None shall take you from me, my
own, until they have first taken that poor worthless life of mine! Yes,
but what am I? Only a dying helpless woman.” This, punctuated
with painful coughing spells.
What, indeed, was she to take a stand against old man Ye?
Homeless, friendless, dying, to whom can she turn?
“O God of Heaven, if there indeed be such a God who cares
and loves us, have mercy upon me! Oh God I don’t know how to
pray, and I used to laugh when the people in the great city tried to
teach me about you. If there isn’t such
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a God, there ought to be because we poor helpless ones need one so
much. Help me Oh! God, help me to be a good woman. Save my
precious baby from the fate that has been mine. Please save
Kumokie, God. Don’t bother about me if its any trouble, for I’m all
worthless and am just about to die, but please save my little girl.
Amen.”
CHAPTER II.
A GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE AND POVERTY.
The honorable Mr. Kim was very nearly as poor in this
world’s goods as Farmer Ye pretended to be, which is saying a great
deal. To be as poor Ye wished others to believe him to be, was to
have few comforts and no luxuries in life. This was an
impoverished and luckless branch of a wealthy family. Noble blood
ran in the veins of Kim, blood as blue as any in Korea, and for
many generations they held themselves to be superior to ordinary
people. Marriages, particularly those of the sons, had always been
arranged with great care. Daughters, too, must be well placed in life,
that was a parent’s manifest duty. When they were married they
became part of another tribe and as such of far less importance than
the son. Aristocratic families have always held great honor in this
land of Morning Calm. No matter how tumbled down the fortunes
or depleted the treasury, still to be a Yang-ban is something greatly
prized and to be reverenced by all comers. There comes a long
dreaded day to all such when veneration for their position and
nobility, however, can no longer call forth a willing and ready loan
of cash. What a sense of the divine rights of the upper classes Mr.
Kim must possess to be able to approach a friend like Mr. Cho when
he can scarcely fail to remember that he has not returned to him the
last,—no, nor the loan before the last, or before that. Whenever, in
fact, did he ever repay anything? Such sang-froid is to be admired
even though disapproved. Be it said to the credit of our friend Kim
that he seldom held it against a man that he was unresponsive to his
need. He was more nearly angry at Cho for his refusal than he had
ever been before, because he expected better things from him.
Never before had be failed
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him. To be sure Cho was but a common fellow, but he had made
considerable money by careful investment and high rates of interest,
though he had required no interest from the honorable Kim. He
calculated that it was worth a goodly sum once in a while just to
have this autocrat as a regular visitor at his sarang, and so paid for it
as he would any other commodity he wished to buy. This had gone
on so long that it was the expected thing. Kim began to look upon it
as something of a right, and he had never asked Cho for large sums
of money, though of late his requests had been more frequent.
“Well, friend, can you let me have a few cash to-day?”
became such a common refrain that Cho tired of it. At any rate his
own position in the neighborhood was quite assured and there was
no further need of social aid. Why should he help the beggarly Kims
any more? Thus argued Cho of the money bags, and, upheld by this
righteous decision, he stammered out an embarrassed refusal.
Angry, humiliated, and surprised the gentleman of leisure
left the sarang, and as he made his way down the crowded city
street he mumbled to himself :
“Things have come to a pretty pass in this land when a
gentleman of uprightness is met with such discourtesy. It’s enough
to make my grandfather rise from the grave.” It was many years
since he had taken much thought of his resources, or rather his lack
of resources, and as long as he was able to borrow a little here and
there or to sell something of his few remaining possessions he never
let such sordid details of this world bother him. Now in this
unceremonious way Cho had forced him to regard this matter and to
think of his debts and to face the future.
“What shall I do? Of a surety I can’t work, that would be a
lasting disgrace and is not to be thought of, besides I’m too frail,” as
he pressed his soft hands together in a gesture of helplessness and
bewilderment. Cho had always been such a good friend before and
had demanded neither interest nor security, though other money
lenders were not so considerate and many and pressing were the
debts which faced him. To
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one of this man’s sanguine and optimistic turn of mind debts after
all were only abstract sort of things and need use little worry unless
they got too pressing, then to be sure they could be quite annoying
and irritating. Five years before this time Mr. Kim’s father had died
and he as the only son became head of the family. Funerals and
weddings are times of great importance here and many are the
homes which have been mortgaged, many the families
impoverished for years in order that the head of the family should
be buried with fitting honor and ceremony. Every loyal son of old
Korea is apt to say that Kim did only his duty and fulfilled his filial
obligation when he mortgaged his homestead and the one small rice
field left of his inheritance and spent it all in one grand splurge at
the father’s funeral and at the appointed times of sacrifice during the
two years of mourning. None could deny that the dying glory of the
house of Kim flared up in a blaze of brightness and splendor. Such
feasting! Such wine! Food of the best and in plenty, proper new
mourning clothes for all. This unusual grandeur brought a glow of
pride to the heart of Kim and he walked with a little extra stagger;
just a little more pride was visible in the way he held his head and it
is to be feared that he thought little of the price he would one day be
forced to pay for this brave show so long as any of it were left to
enjoy. The money-lender into whose hands he had fallen was one of
those usury sharks who flourish and thrive on just this sort of pride
and folly. The extortionate rate of interest demanded is such that
one wonders how any sane man can ever be so foolish as to accept
the conditions, but there is abundant evidence that there are
nevertheless many who put themselves thus in the power of the
usurer. According to the accounts of the latter Mr. Kim now owed
him several times the amount actually received and he now declared
that the time had come to foreclose the mortgage which he held. Mr.
Kim’s thoughts naturally took this line as he slowly wound his way
towards home. After a few turns in the crooked alley he came to a
stone bridge spanning a small stream. Below the bridge there was
an inviting shade tree and several large stones for resting places and
thither he turned
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his steps. He sat and thought back on his career. He was not given to
introspection but the shock given to his sensibilities by friend Cho
had shaken him out of his usual carelessness and lethargy. So he sat
and stared with unseeing eyes at the distant hills. He thought of his
boyhood, the years of his young manhood and of his later life. This
review took some time and the longer he thought the more
disgusted and discouraged he became. A kaleidoscopic view of his
life passed before him. The shadows of the summer afternoon grew
more oblique, the blue of the hills turned to purple. Still Kim sat
and stared and thought until out of this searching survey of the past
one leading fact took definite shape. This was not an easy path to
follow. The man was not a deep thinker, no facile analyst of self.
This was the first time in his life that he had unflinchingly faced the
disagreeable outlook and the unpleasant situation and
acknowledged that it was his fault. Suddenly this afternoon he had
been plunged into this experience and been brought face to face
with the question of failure. Had he made failure of his life? It
surely did not wear the face of success, and yet he had been wont to
meet the world with a feeling of superiority, with an exalted
“Better-than-thou” attitude towards others. He did not realize that
this failure of his was due to the inability to put the proper value on
things. From a long line of ancestors he had inherited the idea that
work was only for the common people and that the spending of
money, not earning ii, was a gentleman’s duty. But Kim was now on
the verge of losing his home, all would then be gone. How could he
hold up his head before the relations and neighbors, a gentleman
without his ancestral home? Then he would have little or no hold
longer on respectability.
“What shall I do? What shall I do?” groaned the unhappy
man as he lifted his eyes to the tree tops as though seeking aid and
instruction from them. The usual resort of the Korean gentleman
under these conditions is his relatives. The family tie is very strong,
and while any member of it has money at his command, all the
other less fortunate feel quite at liberty to call upon him. There was
none such moneyed
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member in his clan to whom Kim could go in this hour of need. He
himself was the head of this branch of the house and had done his
part with the little he had to help the other less lucky ones, but as he
thought over his list of kin-folk now, he was forced to admit that
none of them were any better off than he. No, it was useless to go to
them for help. His three sons, two daughters-in-law and his wife
would surely be turned out homeless on the cold, unfeeling world!
Then what would they do? This was a sad possibility that brought
the gentleman to his feet with a start. Hurriedly he headed in a fast
walk for home. That home was dearer to him than ever before
because it was beginning to seem so uncertain, and he wanted to see
that nothing had harmed it in his absence. When he entered his gate
he was much more humble than usual and more in the mood to
listen to the propositions of the unusual old woman whom he found
there than he would otherwise have been. Whangsi, the Chungmae,
or Matchmaker and go-between, had just been having a heart to
heart talk with Mrs. Kim, and that excellent lady had just arrived at
the conclusion that the best way to retrieve their broken fortunes
and recover the lost homestead was to drive a bargain with old man
Ye of the sea side village of Saemal who was of reputed wealth and
anxious to adopt a son from a family of the gentry. Mr. Kim entered
his wife’s room to find the two of them awaiting him most eagerly
with argument and the method of attack all carefully arranged.
(To be Continued).
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The Korea Magazine
September, 1918
Editorial Notes.
RECENT developments both in Korea and Japan have very
pointedly demonstrated the extreme importance of utilizing all
available agricultural land in Korea for the cultivation of food,
especially rice and potatoes. Rice in this country is mainly raised
where the land can be irrigated. There can be an increase in the crop
of rice in Korea by cultivating all land which can be irrigated by
present methods; by adopting more modern and better methods for
planting and cultivating irrigated rice; by a large investment of
capital in irrigation projects which cannot be financed by local
communities; and by the cultivation of upland rice. Rice being the
staple crop both in Korea and Japan, no doubt the authorities will
render assistance by providing instruction in better fanning methods
and encourage the investment of large sums in irrigation work. The
best potatoes we have seen in Korea are produced in the
mountainous sections of the country. They are large, without
protuberances, and contain no unnecessary moisture. Koreans have
only sparingly used potatoes, some seeming to think it is a disgrace
or a mark of poverty to have potatoes served. They should be
encouraged to grow them in much larger quantities, devote more of
the mountain-sides to potato cultivation, and allow potatoes a larger
place in the ordinary every day diet, instead of requiring such large
quantities of rice.
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AN OLD MAP AND ITS STORY.
I.
Some twenty miles or more N. E. of Seoul, on the beautifully
wooded slopes of Bamboo-leaf Mountain 竹葉山 in the prefecture
of Yang-ju 楊州 lies Kwang-neung 光隨 the last resting place of
the great King Syei-jo 世祖大王, who reigned over Chosen from A.
D. 1455 to A. D. 1469. True it is that the Neung, or royal mausolea,
and the Buddhist temples surrounded as they usually are by acres of
park or forest land have between them appropriated (or helped to
create) most of the beauty spots of Korea. And certainly the Kwang
Neung with its magnificent park of giant trees of every sort, is one
of the most beautiful of the royal tombs which lie scattered so
thickly over the country in the neighbourhood of Seoul. Probably
for this reason it has been selected by the “Woods and Forests
Department” of the Government-General as one of their “Auxiliary
forestry stations.”
King Syei-jo was noted for two things. First, he was the only
king of the Yi dynasty who was an enthusiastic devotee of
Buddhism, and to him it was that Seoul owed the erection within its
walls of Won-gak-sa 圓覺寺 , the great Temple, of which the huge
tablet and the beautiful Pagoda of “Pagoda Park” are the only
remaining relics. His second claim to fame is a less enviable one.
For he, like our English King Richard III, is credited with having
played the part of the “wicked uncle,” who turns up sooner or later
in most dynastic histories, paving his own way to the Throne by the
murder of the legitimate heir, his infant nephew. The boy King Tanjong 端宗大王, foully done to death at the age of 16 in the
mountain fastnesses of Kang-won-do (A. D. 1457), is one of the
most pathetic characters in Korean history. And king Syei-jo’s
latter-day devotion to the Buddhist faith is said to have
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been not unconnected with remorse for his share in the tragedy
which overshadowed his accession to the throne.
And so we find—as not unfrequently in the parks attached to
the royal tombs—a grave old Buddhist monastery 奉先寺 Pongsyen-sa, embosomed in the woods surrounding Kwangneung, Syeijo’s tomb, founded presumably as a home for religious men who
should pray for the soul of the dead king. The monastery, though its
buildings are massive and fairly extensive, is not in itself especially
remarkable, except for its great and glorious-toned bell, dating from
l469 and covered with Chinese inscriptions and charms in the
Sanskrit script. But the Poptang 法堂 or central shrine, is a
spacious and striking building, with its heavy timbers，its
elaborately carved wood work and subdued colouring, and is further
note-worthy for the fact that, in the place of the “gods many and
lords many,” usually to be found (at least to the number of three)
over Buddhist altars, it contains but a single figure of 藥師如來
Yak-sa-ye-rai, the healing Buddha, or good physician, seated in
grave contemplation, with his casket of medicine in his hands.
The object of this paper however is not so much to draw
attention to King Syei-jo’s tomb or the temple of Pong-syen-sa near
by, as to that which must surely be counted the Temple’s most
precious possession, its great Mappa Mandi, the hand-work of one
of those wonderful Jesuit priests and scientists who flourished in
Peking in the seventeenth century. How this marvellous creation
found its way to Pong-syen-sa must remain uncertain, the monks
retaining no tradition on the subject, though something of interest
on the subject remains to be said before this paper ends.
Every Korean scholar of course is familiar with the name of
李瑪竇, Yi Ma-tou, and with the great work he did in China towards
the end of the Ming Dynasty in teaching the truths of mathematics,
astronomy and geography, and amending the many errors into
which the Imperial Calendar had fallen. But not all of them by any
means are aware that Yi Ma-tou is but the Chinese name adopted by
Father Matteo Ricci, who was born at Ancona in 1552 (the very
year in which S. Francis
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Xavier died on the coast of China), and who, after throwing in his
lot with S. Ignatius Loyola’s young and flourishing Society of Jesus,
found his way to the South of China as a missionary priest in 1580,
passing thence in 1600 to Peking, where he died full of years and
honour in 1610.
Long before Father Ricci died he had been joined in his
missionary labours by many other priests of the Society of Jesus.
And yet others flocked into the Chinese Empire after his death,
carrying on the tradition which he established for close on two
centuries, until in 1773 the suppression of the Society by the Pope
brought disaster to its flourishing Chinese Missions as well as its
work elsewhere*. Among Fr. Ricci’s Jesuit successors in Peking, far
the most famous were Fr. John Adam Schall, a native of Cologne,
who arrived in China in 1622 and died there in 1655, and Fr.
Ferdinand Verbiest, a native of Flanders, who arrived in China in
1660 and died there in 1688. The former is known to Chinese and
Koreans as 湯若望 Tang Yak-mang, and the latter as 南懷仁, Nam
Hoi-in. Both were men of extraordinary scientific attainments and
were held in the highest esteem in Peking, where they were actually
raised to mandarin rank and successively appointed President of the
Board of Mathematics and Astronomy by the last Emperors of the
Ming and the earliest Emperors of the Ching, or Manchu, dynasty.
It is to Fr. Adam Schall, Tang Yak-mang (pronounced in
Chinese Tang Jo-wang), that we owe the great map of the world still
preserved in Pong-syen-sa. My own inspection of the map was too
cursory, and the space of THE KOREA MAGAZINE too valuable,
for me to attempt a minute description of this work of art in these
columns. Suffice it to say that it is painted in colours on silk, with
the geographical names and other details written in Chinese, and
that the whole is mounted on an eight-leaved screen some six or
seven feet high.
*The Society of Jesus was revived in 1814 by Pope Pius VII just forty-one
years after it had been suppressed by his predecessor, pope Clement XIV in 1773.
Their great establishment at Sicawei near Shanghai dates from their re-entry on
Chinese Mission work in 1842.
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The first leaf contains a long extract in Chinese from the
writings of Yi Ma-tou (Matthew Ricci), and the eighth an historical
account of the way in which the map came into being. The map is
there said to have been drawn in the 1st Year of the Emperor 崇禎
i.e. A. D. 1628 by the 西洋人湯若望 the “western foreigner Tang
Yak-mang, who affixed his seal to it and sent it to the eastern
kingdom,” i.e. Chosen. It is further stated that in the 34th year of
King Souk-jong 肅宗 of Chosen (i.e. A. D. 1708) several copies of
the Map were made by royal authority. And the whole of this
statement is signed by 崔錫鼎 Choi Syek-tyeng, who was (Dr.
Gale informs me) Prime Minister of Korea at the last mentioned
date. The six central leaves of the screen are occupied with the map
of the world itself, surrounded by other drawings illustrating the
principle of eclipses, the orbits of the planets, etc., and at the side is
to be seen in red ink, the sacred monogram I. H. S. and the Jesuit
emblem of the Cross and three nails. The map itself is drawn with
the Equator, the Tropics and the North and South Poles clearly
marked, and plainly represents the highest level of geographical
accuracy attained by European scientists in the first half of the
Seventeenth Century. The great continents of Europe, Asia, Africa,
and North and South America are delineated with remarkable
accuracy of outline, the least satisfactory part being that great
District of Eastern Europe and Western Asia, which is now covered
by Russia and about which, one may suppose, but little was really
known in Europe at this time. Naturally Australia is practically nonexistent and the southern parts of the globe generally are plainly
those about which our map-makers were most hazy. They have
filled the vacant spaces here with lively representation of the
Elephant, the Rhinoceros, the Lion and other strange wild beasts,
and after the manner of the seventeenth century geographers, have
dotted over the vast surface of the ocean wonderful pictures of
dolphins and whales and gallant ships employed in the commerce of
the world. Useful and interesting pieces of information are
conveyed by little Chinese inscriptions attached to the names of
certain of the countries, as for instance to Judaea, of which we are
told
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that “it is called the Holy Land because the Son of God was born
there,’’ while attention is drawn to Rome as the residence of the
Pope, and England is described as the land in which no poisonous
snakes are to be found. (An early instance this of English perfidy in
appropriating to herself what really belongs to Ireland!)
II
Now, how did this map ever find its way to Chosen, the
hermit land? As I have already said, the monks of Pong-syen-sa
have no tradition on the subject and the records of their monastery
seem to have (as is alas! so often the case) entirely disappeared.
They themselves had nothing to suggest, but that it must have been
brought back by one of the tribute Embassies from Peking, which is
likely enough. Can we get any nearer to the truth? I think we can. It
must be remembered that the years during which Adam Schall
played such a prominent part in Peking (1622-1665) were precisely
the years during which the Chinese Empire was passing from the
hands of the Ming dynasty to those of the rising Manchu power.
Even before this great crisis however, in the year 1631, we read in
the dynastic history of Chosen 國朝寶鑑 국됴보같 (as Dr. Gale
has pointed out to me) that the Korean envoy 鄭斗源 had met a
foreigner in Peking named 陸若漢 (probably Father Jean de la
Roque) who had much impressed him by his hale and hearty old age
(he was then 97 years old) and who had presented him with number
of guns, telescopes, clocks and other articles’ of European
manufacture. This however does not yet bring into direct contact
with Adam Schall. And it is a little bit difficult to piece together the
events of the next few years because they are all mixed up with the
events of the 丙子胡亂 i.e. the Manchu invasion of Korea in 16367, which the Koreans have always regarded as one of the most
shameful episodes in their history, and to which therefore but scant
reference is made in the dynastic records. Practically all we are told
there is that the King of Korea moved his court from Seoul to Nam
Han in l636 and returned to Seoul in 1637, and
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that in 1644 an envoy 金堉 was sent from Seoul to Peking, where
he is said to have met the foreigner Adam Schall, 湯若望 (A piece
of information for which I have again to thank Dr. Gale). What
really took place was this. The Manchu Emperor at the head of his
army swept down into Korea in 1636, to enforce the submission of
the Koreans, who clung to the falling Ming dynasty, with a loyalty
worthy of the Jacobites of Great Britain in 1715 and 1745. The king
had just time to send off his two eldest sons (together with his
ancestral tablets) and members of his family to Kang-wha, where
they were shortly afterwards captured, while he himself had to flee
with the rest of his court to Nam Han San Song, some twenty miles
south of Seoul where he sustained a long siege. At length being
starved out he surrendered to the Manchu Emperor, who treated him
with surprising courtesy and clemency. Among the conditions of
peace however he insisted on carrying off to Moukden as hostages
the Crown Prince of Korea, and his younger brother the Prince
Pong-nim, who remained there in a sort of gilded captivity until
1645, when they were allowed to return to Korea, the last of the
Ming Emperors having died by his own hand in 1644, and thus
cleared the road for the Manchu Emperor’s peaceful accession to
the throne of China. It was probably in connection with these events
in 1644-5 that 金堉 went as an envoy to China, where, as we have
already said, he is recorded to have met Father Schall 湯若望. And
even if we had nothing else to go upon, we should probably not be
far wrong in concluding that this was the occasion on which Father
Schall’s Mappa Mandi found its way from China to Chosen.
In pursuing my investigation however as to Father Schall’s
activities, in Peking, I happened to refer to that well-known traveller
the Abbe Huc’s book on “Le Christianism en Chine, en Tartarie et
au Thibet,” which was published in 1857. And there I stumbled
upon a narrative which shewed that Father Schall had in l644-5
entered into the most friendly relations with a far more
distinguished person than any mere envoy like (金堉) to wit with no
less a person than the captive Korean Prince, who afterwards
mounted his father’s throne as
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King Hyo-jong (孝宗大王) and reigned in Chosen from A. D. 16491669.
The facts recorded by the Abbe Hue are of such surpassing
interest that it seems worth while to insert the passage here at length,
especially as none of the many writers in Korea seem to have
noticed them†. I ought however to say by way of preface that the
Abbe is wrong in referring to the “illustrious captive” as being then
“King of the Koreans.” It was the Crown Prince and his younger
brother Prince Pong Nim who were carried off to China as hostages.
Of these the Crown Prince himself died in 1645, almost
immediately after his return to his native land; and it was his
younger brother, Prince Pong Nim, who afterwards actually became
King of Korea and reigned as Hyo-jong Tai-wang from 1649 to
1659.
Referring to the years 1644-5, when the last of the Ming
Emperors had passed away and the Manchu Emperor Syoun-chi
順治(순치) had at length mounted the throne of China, the Abbe
Hue says:
“At about this date the King of the Koreans was in Peking.
Having fallen into the hands of the Manchus as a prisoner of war, he
had been taken to Moukden, the capital of Manchuria, where the
Tartar chief had promised to set him free as soon as he had made
himself master of the Chinese Empire. No sooner had Syoun-chi
been proclaimed Emperor than he fulfilled the promise made to his
illustrious captive, who before returning to his native land expressed
a desire to visit Peking and return thanks in person to his liberator.
And it was during his stay there that the King of Korea (i.e. the
Crown Prince) made the acquaintance of Father Adam Schall. He
used to take the greatest pleasure in visiting the Jesuit Father
† Griffis in Korea, the Hermit Nation, Hulbert in his Passing of Korea and
History of Korea, Dallet in the Histoire de l’Eglyre de Coree, Longford in his
Story of Korea make no mention of the episode in question, though they all refer
to instances of Korean envoys meeting some of the Jesuit Fathers in China. Ross
in his History of Corea, Ancient and Modern has an oblique reference to the
meeting of the Crown Prince and Father Schall, quoting from the Edinburgh
Review, No. 278. but only mentions it to scout its probability.
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informally at his residence and himself entertained him with the
greatest kindness in his own palace. He was particularly anxious
that the distinguished Koreans who were attached to his suite should
profit by the instructive conversation which took place on these
occasions, and trusted that they might gather therefrom, and carry
back to their own country, valuable information on matters
astronomical and mathematical, in which his countrymen were not
very well skilled. The missionary on his side did not fail to take the
opportunity thus provided of instilling the truths of Christianity into
the minds of his new friends, in the hope that the seeds of the true
faith might thus be sown in the as yet heathen land of Korea. Little
by little they became attached to one another by ties of the closest
intimacy, and the inevitable parting, when the Prince and his suite
took their departure for Korea, brought with it a pang of real regret
to both parties. As the Korean Prince took a great interest in
Chinese literature, Fr. Schall sent him, a few days before his
departure from Peking, copies of all the works on science and
religion composed by the Jesuit Fathers, together with a celestial
globe and a beautiful image of our Saviour. The prince was so
charmed with these gifts that he wrote personally to Father Schall a
letter in Chinese to express his heartfelt gratitude. Subjoined is the
translation of this precious document:
“ ‘Yesterday,’ said the prince to Father Schall, ‘while
examining the wholly unexpected gift which you have sent me—the
image of the Divine Saviour, the celestial globe, the astronomical
works, and the numerous other books on the sciences and doctrine
of Europe—I was so overcome with joy that I am afraid I failed to
give proper expression to my gratitude. In looking through some of
these valuable works, I have observed that they contain doctrines
well calculated to perfect man’s heart and to adorn it with all the
virtues. Up to the present, this sublime teaching has been unknown
in our country, where men’s understandings have been involved in
the grossest obscurity. The sacred image which you have sent me is
remarkably impressive. So much so that when it is hung on the wall,
one has but to look at it to feel one’s soul at peace
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and cleansed from every sort of stain. The globe and the books on
astronomy are works of such indispensable importance in any State,
that I can hardly credit my good fortune in having become
possessed of them. Similar works are doubtless to be found in my
country, but I must sorrowfully admit that they are full of errors and
in process of time have drifted further and further away from
standards of scientific accuracy. You will readily understand how
happy your generous present bas made me. As soon as I have
returned to my native land, these works shall be placed in an
honourable position in my palace and I propose to have reprints
made for distribution among those who by their studious habits and
devotion to science are most likely to profit by them. By this means
my subjects will in the near future be able to appreciate the good
fortune which had enabled them to pass from the wilderness of
ignorance into the temple of erudition. And the Koreans will not fail
to recognize that it is to the learned men of Europe that these
benifits are due. How strange it is that you and I, sprung from
different kingdoms and from countries so far apart and so widely
separated by the waters of the ocean, should have met here in a
strange land and that we should have formed such an intimate
friendship that we might be supposed to be united by a “bloodcontract.” It beats my comprehension to understand by what occult
power of nature this has been brought about. And I can only surmise
that the souls of men are drawn to one another by their devotion to
Truth, however widely separated they may be from one another on
the Earth’s surface. As it is I can but congratulate myself on my
good fortune in being able to carry back home these books and this
sacred image. When however I remember that my subjects have
never heard of the worship due to God, and that they are likely
enough to offend the Divine Majesty by failure to show Him the
proper respect my heart is filled with disquiet and anxiety. And for
this reason I have thought it best, if you will allow me to do so, to
return you the sacred image, for I should be very much to blame, if I
or my people failed to treat it with due veneration
“If I can find anything worthy of your acceptance in my
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native land, I shall ask your acceptance of it as a token of my
gratitude. That will be but a slight return for the ten thousand
favours which you have showered on me.’ “
The good Abbe goes on to say that the young prince’s
expressed desire to return the sacred image (presumably a Crucifix)
was only due to his wish to conform lo the accepted standards of
Chinese politeness, and that Fr. Schall not only prevailed on him to
keep it, but asked whether he would not like to take back one of his
catechists to preach the religion of the true God to the Koreans. The
prince replied that he should much prefer to take back one of the
European fathers with him, but that anyone whom Fr. Schall sent
might count on receiving as warm a reception as would be accorded
to the missionary himself. But, as the Abbe Hue points out, the
dearth of workers in the Chinese mission made it impossible to
carry out Fr. Schall’s scheme for starting Christian mission work in
Korea.
I am endeavouring to find out whether the original of the
Korean prince’s letter is still preserved among the archives of the
Jesuit Missions in China. But even in the absence of the original,
and after making all allowances for exaggerations possibly due to
the Abbe Hue’s editorial imagination, the letter bears on its face the
marks of truth and not improbably shews how the Mappa Mandi
now in Pong-syen sa reached Korea. The prince’s embarrassment
about the Crucifix and his desire to get rid of that, without hurting
the donor’s feelings, and at the same to retain the books, etc., is a
very characteristic touch.
And the whole picture is rather a charming one. There is on
the one hand the young prince, who cannot have been more than
twenty five years old. (And we all know how delightful well-born
and well bred young Koreans of twenty five summers can be). Then
there is the old German Jesuit, one of the most brilliant scientists of
his time, who must have been about fifty five years old at the time
of his meeting with the Korean prince. The old man seems to have
been of a singularly affectionate disposition, fond of the society of
young men, and capable of eliciting from them the warmest
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feelings of friendship. The affectionate tone of the Korean prince’s
letter is all of a piece with the terms of extraordinarily warm hearted
intimacy on which the young Manchu Emperor Syoun-chi lived
with his dear old “Mafia” (the Manchu word for “daddy”), as he
called Fr. Adam Schall, The Abbe Huc has many an amusing tale to
tell of the embarrassment caused by the Emperor’s frequent and
very informal calls on the good Jesuit Fathers in Peking.† And it is
interesting to think that in the great Map of the World preserved in
Pong Syen-sa we in Korea have so solid a link with such an
interesting episode, or series of episodes, in the past history of the
Far East and its relations with the West.
MARK NAPIER TROLLOPE,
Bishop in Korea.
YI CHANG-KON 李長坤
(THE TROUBLES OF 1498 A. D.)
From the Keui-moon Ching-wha Vol, iii; 27.
In the reign of King Yun-san a great disturbance broke out in
the Capital and among others who made their escape was a certain
Yi who held the rank of Kyo-ri, Keeper of the Records.
He fled for his life to Po-sung County in Chulla Province.
Overcome by thirst as he hurried along, he saw a girl dipping water
from a stream and asked a drink. She dipped her gourd, but before
passing it to him, she stripped some willow leaves from a branch
that overhung the stream and threw them in to the water.
He thought this a peculiar thing to do and asked, “When I
am so thirsty and in so great a hurry, why do you scatter leaves over
the water that I have to drink?”
“Seeing Your Excellency so overheated I was afraid you
might take harm from drinking too fast, and so I scattered these
leaves,” was her answer.
The man, impressed by this, inquired where she lived, and
†The Emperor was only a child of six years old when he ascended
the throne in 1644 and barely twenty four when he died in 1661.
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she replied “I am the daughter of a basket-maker and live in yonder
little cabin.”
Yi followed her to her home and said to the master, “I desire
to become your son-in-law and live with you; please take me.”
Consent was given and there he lodged.
But for a son of Seoul’s ancient nobility to learn to become a
basket-maker was out of the question. Day succeeded day with
nothing done as he slept out the long hours. The father and motherin-law, both of them indignant at this, scolded him soundly. “We
took you in order that you might help us in our basket-making, but
instead of proving a help you are an abominable loss, you simply
eat your meals and sleep; nothing but a scrap-bag you are to throw
good food into.” From this day on they gave him only half the
ordinary amount, though, night and morning, his young wife, sorry
for him, brought him the scrapings of the pot unknown to her
parents. Her kindness was rewarded, for their love for each other
deepened day by day.
Thus three years passed till Choong-jong ascended the
throne (1506) and all the world was changed. Those who had been
sentenced to death were pardoned, honourably treated and
reappointed to office. Yi’s name too, was on the restored list, but he,
like others, was lost to view and no one knew where he was.
Advertisement was made to all corners of the land and the rumour
of it spread everywhere.
Yi was startled to hear the news, and as it happened to be the
1st day of the month, and the time for the basket-maker to pay his
tribute of baskets to the magistrate, he said to his father-in-law, “On
this occasion I’ll take the baskets and see them safely to their
destination.”
The father-in-law replied in a high key, “You, you lazy dog,
you don’t know east from west, how could you take these baskets to
the magistrate? I never go myself without having a terrible time
with the unreasonable creature, who constantly refuses this one and
that one and orders them back, telling me to bring better. How do
you think he would treat you? No, no, no, you can’t take the
baskets.”
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But the daughter said, “Please let him try, father, it will do
no harm.”
The basket-maker was persuaded by his gentle daughter and
so Yi took the load on his back and went to the official yamen,
where he boldly walked straight into the compound and shouted out
in a loud voice. “The basket-maker has come with his baskets,
ahoy!”
The magistrate happened to be an old soldier friend of Yi’s.
Startled by this bold announcement, and suddenly realizing who he
was, he hurried down the step-way took him by the hand and led
him up to the special place of honour, “Friend of friends, wherever
have you been, and how do you come to me in such a guise as this?
The Government is out in search for you everywhere, and a notice
from the governor’s office is here in your behalf. Go to Seoul at
once! make no delay” He had food and drink prepared, and fitted
him out with a new suit of clothes.
Yi said, “I was under sentence of death and so stole into a
basket-maker’s home and hid away, and thus I have survived these
years. Never did I expect again to see such a day as this.”
The magistrate sent word to the Governor saying that Yi
Kyo-ri was in the county of Po-sung, and made ready post-horses to
send him swiftly and safely to Seoul.
Yi replied, “But I cannot forget the kindness shown me these
past three years, by my wife whom I greatly love. I must go now
and say my word of greeting to her and to my master. You will
please come for me to-morrow morning.”
The magistrate yielded and gave his consent to the plan.
Yi again changed his dress to the old basket-maker’s garb
and went forth to his home. He greeted his father-in-law thus, “This
time he took the baskets, and all without a word.”
The old man replied. “He did, did he? Well, well! They say
that even a thousand-year-old hawk can be taught the work of a
falcon. This must be true for even my son-in-law has done his part
once as a man. Wonderful! Wonderful! Give him an extra spoonful
or two of rice,” he shouted to his wife.
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The next morning early Yi got up and swept the court, when
the old father-in-law, seeing him, shouted out, “Yesterday my sonin-law made a success of those baskets, and to-day he sweeps the
court clean as a whistle. I shouldn’t wonder to see the sun rise in the
west to-day. Ha! Ha!”
Yi then took a mat out and spread it on the ground, when the
old man asked, “Look here, what are you at, putting a good mat like
that out on the dirty ground?”
Yi replied, “The magistrate is coming to-day, so I am
making ready.”
The old basket-maker laughed an ironical laugh and said,
“What wild talk is this? The Magistrate come to such a place as we
have! Addled headed idiot! Seeing what the fool is about now, I
begin to mistrust yesterday; I shouldn’t wonder if he threw those
baskets away and came home to make an empty boast about it.”
Before he had finished speaking, however, the magistrate’s
secretary came bounding in all out of breath with a beautifully
coloured mat that he spread out in the court saying, “His Excellency
is on the way.”
The man and his wife hearing this were greatly alarmed, and
ran to hide. A moment later they heard the official criers shouting to
clear the way, when suddenly the magistrate arrived, alighted from
his horse, and went into the room to greet the son-in-law most
politely and ask him how he had spent the night. A moment later he
inquired, “Where is our sister, I pray, have her come in.”
Yi called, “Come and make your bow to the magistrate.’’
With a plain wooden pin through her hair and in simplest
linen dress she appeared and made her bow. Though evidently poor
in circumstances her face and form marked her as a young woman
of good intelligence.
The magistrate treated her with marked deference and said,
“Dr. Yi, in the days of his desperate need, found you to be his friend
and your service has proven more to him than any other person’s
could possibly have been; are you not to be honoured?”
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The woman drew her dress modestly around her and replied,
“I am a woman, the lowest of the low, and though it fell to my lot to
care for this my master, I had no idea who he was, and so I fear that
in my treatment of him there have been many defects and no end of
lack to do him honour. My failures and faults rise up before me and
render me wholly unworthy of the kind words you have spoken.
Your coming to-day to our poor home means honour beyond every
dream but I fear as being too great it may presage misfortune.’’
The magistrate, hearing this, sent a servant to call the
basket-maker and his wife, had them treated to refreshments and
spoke kindly to them. A little later other magistrates began to come
in. The Governor sent his secretary to present his word of greeting.
The court of the basket-maker’s house was crowded with the horses
and servants of state.
Yi Kyo-ri said to his friend concerning his wife, “She
belongs to the lowest class undoubtedly, and yet she and I are one,
and we cannot be separated. For these years she has served and
aided me with all her strength, and now that1 have come to a place
of honour I cannot forget her faithfulness. Please provide a chair so
that I can take her along.”
The magistrate at once acceded to this request, had a chair
made ready and saw her start with him.
When Yi went to the palace to bow his thanks before King
Choong-jong (1506) His Majesty gave command that he be
admitted at once. The king then inquired all about where he had
been, and what had befallen him, and Yi told him the story.
On hearing it the king nodded his head and said, “This
woman must never be treated as one of low station again. I make
her your wife to take the place of your kindred who have been
killed, with all the honour that goes with it.”
Long years they lived together, Yi and his beloved wife.
There was no honour of the state that did not come his way, and
many sons and daughters were born unto them. This Yi Kyo-ri was
Yi Pan-su, Chang-kon (李長坤) a great and noted minister.
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ANCIENT KOREAN REMAINS
II
The good people of Kangkei would seem to live outside the
pale of civilization, so far off are they, and so shut away from the
immediate concerns of the nation. We were inclined to pity them
until we came to look a little more closely into their world and its
surroundings, and now we rather envy them. The writer has never
seen Kangkei and yet he presumes to write something more or less
related to it.
The town itself lies within the compass of three streams, the
Tok-no to the south-west, the North Creek to the north-west, and the
South Creek to the south. There are five roads that branch out from
it, one to the north that goes toward Cha-sung (慈城) past the old
fire-signal station, one going east to Chang-jin (長津) one west to
Man-p’o-jin (麻浦津) and two to the south.
It is along the west road that he would like to accompany the
reader. Since it is the summer season and warm for walking, let us
dispense with the highway, take a boat instead, and glide gently
down the Tok-no for some 30 miles, picking up our road again at
the end of the stage. How long you would have to haggle with the
boatmen before they sang out to heave away; how many dangers
you would have to meet along the winding course of the river, I
cannot say, but hardly anything could be more inviting than a run
down its silver face, watched by the various peaks and points of
interest on either side. We have the Great Bear mountain off to the
west, 3400 feet high, and a ferry some six miles below Kangkei
with the high-sounding name “Kindness Righteousness and Virtue.”
South west we go for a time then wheel suddenly north, circling the
lowlands, where the county offices huddle together, past Choong-ji
Peak (中枝峯) that rides high up to the south 4000 feet and more.
Keeping well north from this for about 20 miles more we
come to the mouth of the Kun-p’o or Dry Creek. Here we
disembark and load our pack on a coolie and set out for a walk of
nearly 12 miles to Man-p’o chin on the Yalu. Half
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the distance is along the bank of a stream over a comparatively level
road till we come to the pass of the Three Heroes (三傑嶺) that rises
some 1600 feet, and from there we swing down to Man-p’o chin,
one of the noted guard-stations of old Korea.
Following down the Yalu a mile or so we cross the ferry and
find ourselves on the site of the old capital of Ko-ku-ryu (高句麗)
one of the most interesting landmarks of this ancient people. It is
Chinese territory but all its memories are Korean, its proofs of
greatness, its glory. In the Pictorial Album of Ancient Korean
Remains issued by the Government, Nos. 163 to 319 are taken up
with this region just beyond the Yalu. Here are the remains of the
ancient walls of T’ong-koo (通溝) that was the palace site of Ko-kuryu from 37 B. C. till 427 A. D. nearly 500 years.
Kim Poo-sik (金富軾) who wrote the Sam-gook Sa (三國史)
in 1145 A. D. was unable to locate it further than to say that it was
beyond the Yalu. Other writers are equally indefinite. It required the
expert knowledge of the modern archaeologist to definitely locate
its borders.
As we walk along the shore approaching the site of the
walled city we pass on our right a magnificent tomb built evidently
by similar hands to those that gave shape to the pyramids. It is a
vast pile one hundred feet square and forty feet high of huge granite
blocks, one layer above another, in seven terraces capped with a
kind of concrete that laughs to scorn all modern attempts to imitate
it. They call it in the Album the “General’s Tomb,” because the
people of the place so know it. Down through this valley are
grouped many tombs of kings, twenty in all. This we know without
a question for on the bricks that served in their building we find
inscribed “May the great king be peaceful as the hills, and live
eternal as the mountain tops,” “May his memory for all ages to
come never, never end.” No general would ever think of being
buried here. Where “Banzai” (萬歲) echoes today still from the
fallen bricks and tiles, we many conclude that it is a valley of kings
and kings only.
From this tomb to the site of the old city is about 15 li,,
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or 5 miles, the road leading south-west parallel to the course of the
river. About a quarter of the distance along the way brings you to
the most interesting monument that remains of ancient Korea. It is
spoken of under “Antiquarian Study” in the January number of the
Magazine, “some twenty feet high, and six feet across the face, it
was erected in 414 A. D. and is the most ancient Korean
monumental stone known today.” What it talks of cannot but be of
interest to students of Korea. The story it tells you will find outlines
in the article mentioned above.
Passing along half way to the city we come on a group of
eleven tombs one only of which we shall notice. It is the Sam-sil
(三室), or tomb of Three Chambers, built separate from each other,
and yet united by subterranean passages. The work has been done in
the same substantial way as in the case of the tombs of Oo-hyun-li
(June Magazine) and the mural paintings, like those, have outlasted
all time.
This tomb is one of the halls of the buried-alive, a grim
chamber of the dead as told of in The Korea Magazine, October,
1917. Think of it: five couples with bright cheeks and high hopes
pushed alive into this cavern to keep the dead King company, the
door sealed fast with a flat rock signet-ring, and ten thousand tons
of granite between them and the blue sky. Imagine the sensations of
these gay young birds clipped of hope and wing forever, dying in
the dark, shut away from the world for fifteen hundred years. It was
custom in these days for high officials to give their daughters, thus,
as a mark of their devotion to the dead king. Drop a tear of pity ye
who pass by for these gentle victims who had but to do and die.
The writer recalls as if it were but yesterday his first reading
of the Fourth Voyage of Sinbad the Sailor, and remembers how his
hair stood on end as he accompanied that redoubtable prevaricator
through the charnel house that had locked him in. Sinbad seemingly
had made up his story out of whole cloth, but here is the real thing
before our very eyes, among which we walk, and wonder.
Five li further brings you to the town, and ten li behind
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it leads up to the hill-fortress before which are five other tombs, one
marked Older Brother and one Younger. Other tombs lie some ten li
further to the south-west on the flat lands of the Yalu.
Surely this is one of the most interesting places in all Korea,
and yet not in Korea. When the writer has the good fortune to visit
the place he will look for a brick, or tile souvenir, marked
May Your Life Endless Be (千壽萬歲永固)
Keep sound and well, a mate for Heaven and Earth
(保固乾坤想畢)

THE KOREAN LANGUAGE
(IDIOMS)
The writer recently asked a Korean scholar who had had long
experience with foreigners and their manner of Korean speech, what
he thought their chief defect, and he answered at once, “They do not
use idiomatic Korean for the expression of their thoughts, but keep
translating English idioms at us, that we do not understand.”
This is probably a fair criticism. The defect comes from our
learning words rather than expressions. An idiom is seen, not in one
word, but through a combination of words, and so it is important
that the learner acquire his word in a phrase rather than singly.
If the student will look for a moment at the Hundred
Sentences in the book “Grammatical Forms,” he will see from the
first what I mean by idiom. For example the very first sentence. Go
quickly and see (얼는가보시오) illustrates the Korean manner of
putting words together, showing that it is quite different from the
English. Go, quickly and see are words present in each case, but the
order is different and the method of coupling them together
peculiarly Korea’s own. This secret must be thoroughly mastered
before one can be free to handle similar forms of speech.
No. 16 in the list shows an idiomatic form that departs
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wholly from the English in words as well as order. We see here how
little mere words enter into the translation. Recently a speaker in
English hung the point of his story on the English idiomatic
expression “I will.” When it came to be put into Korean there was
no such form available, no two words that could literally be
translated “I will” in Korean. A single word did it in this particular
case but it lacked the emphasis of the forceful idiomatic English “I
will.” So it is in Korean, we must find out these concentrated forms
of speech if we would make our language tell.
The writer, for want of something better, would suggest that
every student of Korean learn by heart, yes, learn to know as you do
the Multiplication Table, these Hundred Sentences. There are only
one hundred out of ten thousand possible, but they are
representative and unlock many doors to the ten thousand.
Let us take the word 먹다 to eat. We can say 밥먹다 to
dine. This is a plain natural combination, not an idiom; but we can
also say 돈만히먹엇다 it cost much. This is in a measure
idiomatic. In these hot days of August we hear of So and So who
has “eaten of the heat” 더위먹엇소 had sunstroke, or been
overcome. This is also an odd idiom. A still more striking form is
seen in 괴악
을먹엇소 He harbours an evil mind (eats a
had heart). They can also say 귀먹엇소 he is deaf. Though the
form comes evidently from 먹다 yet it is a part of the language
even to 잡섯소.
The trouble with most students is that they do not learn
idiomatic forms thoroughly. They hear them and let them go by.
Learn them as you would the 23rd Psalm, write them on the wall;
on your shirt cuffs; print them on your wife’s dimity gown; nail
them to your door-posts, until it is second nature to speak in
idiomatic phrases bound together as beads upon a string, a rosary
indeed that will abundantly serve you.
Speaking of 먹다 which is a very wide word, people say in
gaming: 남의돈 먹엇소 He won the other man’s money. In
patok and chess 먹다 means to win, while in tennis it means to
lose—as when a player misses and fails to return the ball.
J. S. G.
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TEA.
The question is frequently asked why Korea should drink no
tea when Japan and China are so devoted to its culture and to the
rites and ceremonies that attend it. One’s answer must be largely of
the nature of, I do not know.
Tea does not seem to appeal to the Korean; he prefers coffee,
or almost any other drink. So markedly is this the case that one
could easily conclude that he never really made its acquaintance.
But evidence proves otherwise. Call on Mr. Odachi, for example,
who lives near Nam San, and ask him if he has any Korean teapots,
and he will show you some. Ask him the price of one and he will
probably say two hundred yen, or thereabouts, and get it too, from
some keen-eyed passer.
Graceful as the fairy, these dishes come forth from the longforgotten chambers of the dead. Some, modelled after the bottlegourd, have the spout standing almost perpendicular on one side,
while the graceful handle balances it on the other. Some again
suggest a hen sitting on the nest, the head slightly raised to serve as
spout and the tail for handle. These pieces of pottery are frequently
ornamented with beautiful flower designs.
In museums they are marked wine-pots, but really they are
tea-pots for Korea was a tea drinking country when they were made,
and all through their history.
The delights of afternoon tea as specially known to the
Englishman, were the delights of this people long centuries before
England ever heard of tea. One feels quite a shock of surprise when
he learns that Queen Elizabeth, with all her graces of soul, never
served afternoon tea. Tea came too late for her day, but just in time
to brace up the nerves of Oliver Cromwell for the rough task he had
on hand.
We learn from the Sam-gook Sa and other sources that
Korea first became acquainted with tea in the reign of Queen Suntuk (632-647 A. D.) Wise woman, she built a high tower from
which to watch the stars, which tower still stands; and
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she introduced tea as a refined substitute for the wildly intoxicating
drinks that the old poets used to take to. Korea thus learned to drink
tea, but for two hundred years, apparently, never learned to grow it
herself.
The Sam-gook Sa or History of the Three Kingdoms also
tells that the seeds of tea were first brought to Korea by Tai-ryum
(大廉) the envoy to the Tangs in 828 A. D. These were the days of
China’s greatest glory when she beneficently over-shadowed the
smaller states, like Korea, that looked up and worshipped her. Tea
was then planted in the Chi-ri Hills of Chulla Province where it
flourished and grew.
Su Keung (徐兢), a Chinaman, envoy of the Songs, who
came in 1124 A. D. wrote a book called Ko-ryu To-kyung (高
麗圖經) Korean Pictures. He says, “The tea of Korea has a slightly
bitter and astringent taste almost disagreeable to a Chinaman. Our
‘dragon’ and ‘phoenix’ brands which are given by the Emperor as
gifts, and also sold by merchants in large quantities, Koreans
specially like. Of late Korea has become a great tea drinking
country and makes many varieties of tea-pot.
“Tea-cups are decorated with gold and flowers. There are
black tea-cups too, and small pots of blue coloured ware.
“On occasions of special entertainment they provide tea; and
as they bring it into the room they walk very slowly and say, ‘Please
have tea.’
“When the guests are seated they arrange the tea things on a
central table and cover them with a red silk gauze till it comes time
to serve it. It is their custom to offer tea three times a day.”
By way of comparison it is interesting to note that when the
envoy went to Peking in 1712 to pay the tribute and receive the
imperial gifts no mention of tea is made. Tea had died as to Korea
long ere this and was no more.
When did it die and what caused its death?
In 1470 A. D. a very famous scholar, Kim Chong-jik, went
as magistrate to Ham-yang near the Chi-ri Hills. He was interested
in tea and having read in the History of the Three Kingdoms that it
had been grown in that neighborhood made
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inquiry of the older men concerning it. Finally he found some
growing on a plot of ground north of Um-chum Temple, which land
he bought and immediately saw to its further cultivation. It grew so
abundantly that from this time on he made it a part of his yearly
contribution to the Government.
This paragraph would suggest a decline in interest regarding
tea since the days of Su Keung.
The old kingdom of the Buddha had passed away in 1392
and the silence that follows would seem to say that tea also began to
pack its “grip” and depart likewise. Scotch whiskey (Korean so-joo),
which the Buddhists are not supposed to drink, and which the
Confucianists hail as boon companion, had elbowed itself into
greater right-of-way.
The latest mention found regarding tea is in 1658 when a
special Commissioner, Min Chung-joong (閔鼎重) went to Kyungsang Province to adjudge some matters regarding tax-contributions.
It seems that Ku-ch’ang (居昌) County was obliged to pay so much
in tea each year. It was found however, that this county did not grow
it, but purchased it elsewhere, giving as much as 30 rolls of cotton
goods for one measure of tea. This had become a heavy financial
burden on the people of this unfortunate Ku-ch’ang County. The
Commissioner straightened it out by having Chin-joo (晋州) and
other counties where tea was grown, pay in tea while other burdens
of taxation that they had to bear were transferred to Ku-ch’ang.
Tobacco came into Korea about 1616 and so already there
had been a trial of skill 40 years and more as to who should win
first place in the way of after-dinner consolation. Tea is inclined to
awaken the faculties, heighten the speed, and cause the soul to
throw off sparks; while tobacco slows down the system, casts a
spell over the eyes and leads its disciple off into the arms of
Morpheus. Tobacco we acknowledge to have easily won the day.
A well-informed Korean, whom the writer asked about this,
said that Koryu was much more closely related to China than was
the succeeding dynasty of Chosen. China’s style of dress, her
method of life, her delights and luxuries became
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Korea’s as well, and so she made tea a part of her every day life.
This may be so. Tobacco, however, would seem to have had a
casting vote as regards tea so that with its entrance tea finally
departed.

PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT SEOUL.
(Pong-eun Sa and Tombs).
Passing out of the city by the electric tram that runs east along
Kokane Machi through Wang-sim-ni you arrive in an hour’s time or
less at Duk-sum. Here the tall chimney of the Waterworks Company,
ever alive, tells how the reservoir is kept replenished that sits on the
intervening hills.
Keeping well up to the east end of Duk-sum you take a ferry
across the Han River that lands you at the foot of a rocky spur.
From here a walk of fifteen minutes brings you to the temple of
Pong-eun Sa (奉恩寺) the chief monastery of the district. For
anyone desirous of seeing things Buddhistic this temple offers
unique advantages for almost all the world of the Buddha is
crowded into its narrow compass. Here is the Main Hall where sits
the Trinity of East Asia; here the Hall of the Ten Kings of Hades;
here the Spirit Hill Assembly and many other things that any
Westerner cannot but be interested in, all pointing to the travel of
Asia’s soul in its quest for satisfaction.
After a short rest at this temple a lovely pathway circling
round to the southwest through the woods brings you to the tombs
of King Sung-jong who died in 1494, and his son, Choong-jong,
who died in 1544.
These tombs are worth seeing were it for nothing else but
the guards that stand so boldly out on the landscape halting every
passer. They are fine specimens of stone-work in the days of
Edward VI.
What did these two kings, Sung and Choong, do that one
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should pay a pilgrimage to their tombs and do them homage? In the
first place King Sung-jong was a great lover of books and published
some of the most valuable, that Korea has today, the Tong-moon
Sun (東文選)or Selected Poems and Essays down to 1478; the Yu-ji
Seung-nam (與地勝覽) a Geographic Encyclopaedia, a wonderful
book even today, the Tong-gook Tong-gan (東國通鑑) the best
history there is of the former dynasties, and also a Book of Music.
One of the laws enacted in his reign was that widows should
in no case marry again.
King Choong-jong’s reign was noted from the fact that in
1512 he pulled down the monastery that stood by the stone in
Pagoda Park. Buddhism had fallen on evil days and was frowned
down on by King and courtier, hence the order to pull down the
Wun-gak Temple (圓覺寺) and scatter its ashes to the winds. While
they did this someone must have been ordered to grind off the
inscription from the stone that sits on the turtle’s back, as it is worn
down evidently not by wind and weather but by the hand of man.
For seven years or more from 1527 the House of Yi laboured
under the black spell of the Rat. It seems that to put a dead rat in
another’s pillow or pocket is equal to pronouncing a curse, and to
roast its nose and feet before doing so adds a double edge to the
injury. Some one put a roasted rat in the pocket of the Crown Prince,
In-jong, and the King’s oldest son was suspected, Prince Pok-sung.
Whatever may have been the evidence, Pok-sung died, and his
mother, and his sister, and his brother-in-law, all under the grim
headsman’s knife in order to square accounts in regard to this rat.
This dead rat might seem to some of small account but it
smeared the Palace with blood and caused a nightmare to King
Choong-jong that lasted from 1527 to 1532. The whole story would
take too long to tell.
Now the king sleeps quiet while the great stone guards
watch for him and the spirit squirrel runs up and down its flinty post
keeping away all the wandering elves and devils that ever dwell
within the wood..
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THE KOREAN ENVOY’S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 1712
(Continued from the August number.)
CHAPTER II.
5th day. Weather fine and warm, like the 3rd moon. 20 miles.
A few yards further on we met a Manchu riding a fine highstepping horse. Chang-yup exchanged his horse for this one, and I
again exchanged mine for Chang-yup’s. It was like riding the wind,
and so I reached Sim-ni-bo before all the others of the party. There I
went into the room of an inn and waited their arrival. Later I
returned the horse to Chang-yup. On the way we met eight or nine
Manchu women travelling on foot. My servant Wun-gun-i asked
them where they were going, and their reply was, “We have come to
see you Koreans.” This seemed a very unexpected compliment, and
so Wun-gun-i said, “You have done us too great an honour,’’ at
which all the women laughed heartily. We went on a little further
and saw several score of people crowded together on the edge of a
field. As we came closer we saw that they were engaged in a funeral
exercise. They had inscriptions written on gold and silver paper
with which they covered the coffin, while a quantity of sacrificial
material was placed at the side. We saw then that the women to
whom we had spoken were coming here as well.
We reached Nan-li-bo (爛沱堡) where we found houses,
half of them or more being inns. In the place where we stopped
there was a musical instrument that looked much like a pipa harp
but the body of it was round in shape and its neck long and it had
only two strings. The tunes played upon it seemed very poor and
thin.
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Six or seven of the interpreters with their chief had gone
early in the morning to the home of the Nan-too, Yi Chong-sin, and
now they joined us again saying that they had been magnificently
treated.
After breakfast the Manchoo inn-master complained of the
amount paid him, saying that it was too small, and so he took fast
hold of Sin Chi-so and refused to let him go. I gave him a fan and
therewith the difficulty was settled.
We proceeded on our way from Nan-li-bo some two miles
till we reached a new stone bridge with a railing on each side. Near
it was a tablet bearing three characters, Man-bo Kyo (Boundless
Treasure Bridge). I found that it had been built in the 46th year of
Kang-heui, (1707).
We passed several villages and arrived just as evening was
falling at Sim-li-bo (十里堡) where we entered the post house of Yi
Chak-u. Running through this village was a small river with an old
wall along the bank that had tumbled down and was in a state of
ruin. The master’s son, only thirteen years of age, had already read
the Four Sacred Books and was now engaged in the study of
Mencius. His skill at reading was very remarkable. I asked him who
his teacher was and he wrote the name, Chuk-sun. We ate bean-curd
for supper, and I found it soft and pleasant to the taste like the best
we have at home. The soup made from it was also very good.
6th day. Weather fine and warm. 20 miles.
With the second cockcrow we started on our way but only
after we had gone seven miles or so did the day begin to lighten.
During the early morning there were no stars to be seen, but clouds
only, with an appearance of snow. How-ever as the day advanced it
turned out fine and all the party rejoiced at it.
For several days the weather had been so warm that our
people put off their outer coats as they went along and the earcoverings that they wore. We passed several other villages and at
last reached Paik-tap-bo or White Pagoda.
We then entered a house near by and secured an inner room
and there had our breakfast. The master was a Chinaman, a man of
considerable means evidently, for he owned
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horses and donkeys in abundance. There were also stacks of grain in
his yard, one of millet and one of black beans. These were
surrounded with boards that were plastered on the outside with mud.
The circumference of each measured a great number of feet
and the height was over one kil. On the top were two openings for
ventilation, both of which were thatched with grass.
Since leaving Yo-dong there had been a succession of inns
and markets along the way and the passing horses and carts
increased in number. The villages scattered here and there were like
squares on a chess board. Roads and paths ran at right angles, crosswise and in all directions. There were also many forests and woods
of willows to be seen. Cattles and donkeys were going about loose,
feeding here and there, being watched by groups of herdsmen. The
fields abounded in stacks of maize, and there were numberless loads
of corn stalks in carts going by, that made an endless procession. I
was told that in Mukden they used this for fuel. Various kinds of
grains were seen in the fields as well but Indian corn exceeded all
others in abundance. There were places here and there, too, where
upland rice had been planted. I examined the soil and found it to be
partly clay and partly sand, rich and fertile in quality, from which
great quantities of grain had evidently been harvested.
On the road we met many women riding in carts, also
soldiers in armour with bows and arrows at their backs. A short
distance before reaching the wall we found a Buddhist monastery,
within which were several temple halls and several rows of outhouses. It was surrounded by a high wall, and in it was a white
pagoda with octagonal base and rounded form. Looking from where
I was I should think the height would be about thirty feet, as it stood
a few hundred paces from the road. I desired to go in and examine it
more carefully but did not have the opportunity. There I met a
young man who had on a Manchoo dress and a long robe. He
carried a bow and arrows and was riding a mule. As he went past us
six or seven attendants accompanied him before and behind, each
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carrying bow and arrows as well. They all rode fine, tall horses. I
asked who he was and was told that he was a near relative of the
Emperor, and that he was now out on a hunting expedition.
Near the walls there was a large stream of water, fresh and
clear, a branch of the Hon River (混江) I was told. At its side were
many houses and many graves likewise. Here the envoys alighted
from their chairs and rode on horses. A mile beyond this we found
still another inner wall, the height of which was twenty-five feet.
The towers of the gates were very tall and imposing, standing up
before us in a way that half hid the firmament. Outside the gate was
a protecting circular wall with an opening on each side. The leaves
of the gates were clad in armour and a moat surrounded the entrance
which was crossed by a stone bridge. After passing the bridge and
entering the double gate we found ourselves within the wall. From
the outer wall to the inner, the way on each side is lined with
markets that succeed each other like the teeth of a comb. Within the
inner wall however, it is busier still. Such a bustle as I had never
seen in my life.
The quarters where, the Crown Prince was, is now the
official yamen of Mukden. My great-grandfatl1er, Kim Sang-hun
(金尙憲) was held a prisoner here in a building some-where north of
the place where the Prince was. No one now, however, can tell me
the exact spot where the house was.
We ate our evening meal and along with it cabbage pickle
and heung-pa. It was agreeably seasoned and liberal in quantity so
that I ate with relish. There was also soup and broiled fish, a kind
unknown in our country and unfamiliar to me. In appearance it was
something like the carp and its flavour was not unlike that of
monkeys’ lips. We also had served to us the yoo-u fish, but it was
not specially good. From this point on the drinking water was very
bad.
The interpreters came to say that the lawsuit of the Nan-too
had reached a very critical stage, so that all who had received bribes
from them looked pale and alarmed except the head interpreter who
seemed quite at his ease.
Since passing the palisade the company of the Nan-too
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took charge of all our buying and arranging for pack horses. With
evident design to control this they treated our Korean interpreters to
the best of everything, earnestly requesting that they use them in all
manner of purchase. It was evident that they wanted money in order
to bribe the Mukden officials. Our people discussed the question of
profit and loss in the purchase of goods, and concluded that it was
disadvantageous to use the Nan-too. We felt that it would be good
for all parties to have them lose their case, and while we could not
bring about their defeat at law, we could at least avoid giving them
money. Their appearance and behaviour changed greatly in a few
days and we could see that it was going ill with them. If we should
give them money, and they on
their hand fail in their suit of law, from whom could we
collect the debt? It seemed best that we stand aside and watch how
they fared. If they won their case we could still use them, but if not,
not. The smallest child might understand where profit and loss lay
in a case like this, but the Chief Interpreter, for some unknown
reason, wanted to put all our money into their hands in advance. He
tried to force his opinion upon the others, but Yi Woo Yang and
Choi Sai Sang strongly withstood him. The other interpreters were
all willing to follow his lead, which seemed a great shame. I later
heard that the amount of money that passed hands was over ten
thousand yang.
The Manchoos came in great numbers to sell and buy. We
found that among the rolls of linen that we had brought for tribute
twenty four were missing. Evidently they had been stolen by the
Wi-ju mapoos and sold by them. I learned that on former
expeditions there were many such losses.
Mukden formerly belonged to Eup-noo (挹婁) Kingdom and
during the time of the Tangs it was called Sim-joo (瀋州).The Kitan
tartars again changed its name to Heungyo Koon (興遼軍). In the
days of Hong-moo of the Mings, (1368 to 1393) it was made a
prefectural city, but in the times of Chin-ke (1621-1628) it fell
before the Manchoos and became the capital of their kingdom. They
called it Pong-chun (奉天) (Worship of God) or Sung-kung (Great
capital).
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7th. day. Fair and warm. Mukden.
Crowds of Manchoos came with things to sell and bringing
money with which to make purchases from us they thronged about
the livelong day. There were also those who sold character scrolls
and pictures. After breakfast I rode out on horseback with Yoo
Pong-san along the main street and saw the display of things in the
market. We went north some distance till we saw to the east of us
four or five great gates in line. Beautiful horses were tethered before
the outer way, and we found on inquiry that this was the city yamen.
Outside the gates were protecting walls which were called
“Guardians.” Again we went some distance till I saw at the side of
the road a tower built of three stories, graceful in form and
appearance. Inside of it were four arched gateways shaped like a
cross. The circumference of the city can not be more than a mile.
On each side there are two gates, eight in all. The main streets run at
right angles like the strokes in the Chinese character for well.
Where the two running north and south met the two running east
and west there were towers erected, something like our own
pavilion in Chong-no, Seoul. Crowds of people and great quantities
of goods filled the market places to overflowing. We went some
distance westward and then turned north following the road home.
As we passed the meat-market we saw deer, stags, and rabbits
hanging up in countless numbers. All sorts of work too was going
on, cutting and sawing wood, the making of carts, coffins, chairs
and tables. Work in metal too was to be seen, preparing implements
of agriculture, brass dishes, instruments for hulling rice. Clothes
were being woven and cotton gins were hard at work.
As we came by we saw Manchoos playing ball. The ball was
made of twine. This they kicked and counted one, two, three, etc. So
they kept kicking it and he who could keep it longest in the air was
reckoned winner. It seemed like home. Here we posted letters by a
returning courier.
(To be continued).
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THE CRIMSON DAWN.
(Continued from the August Number).
CHAPTER III.
THE GO-BETWEEN AND HER WORK.
No ordinary woman was Whangsi but an unusual production of the
age and of the conditions of her country. Gifted with a large degree
of native wit and astuteness, her abilities had been sharpened to a
keenness which might have placed her among the world’s diplomats.
Shrewd and sagacious, she was a discerning student of human
nature, and in making advances was always careful that her point of
contact be the most tactful possible. The self-complacent air with
which she bore herself, the nice little house she had built, the
position of prominence given her in that part of the country, all bore
eloquent testimony to the prodigious success which attended her
efforts. It will be a much more pleasant subject to discuss this
success from Whangsi’s view-point, than from that of the many
unhappy, mismated ones who marched two by two in marriage
chains behind the chariot of her progress. She was a little bird-like
woman, quick in her movements as in her thoughts, of uncertain age;
her face having a sharp hawk-eye and beak-like mouth which added
their lines of craftiness. Of course she was not too truthful. Who
expected that? How could a person succeed in a calling like hers
and stick too close to the letter of the law? Most certainly that was
not to be expected.
This afternoon, spent at the home of the Kim’s, was the kind
which delighted her soul; such an encounter called for the high
order of intelligence which she believed she possessed, while to
come out victorious in such a battle of wits meant a neat, tidy sum
to add to her nest-egg. All signs pointed to a very advantageous
match between the third son of Mr. Kim and the grand-daughter of
the old man Ye. She had talked the matter over with Mrs. Kim, and
as she awaited the arrival of the master of the house she considered
the question. Although this gentleman might be of the same opinion
as
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herself, she was sure that he would not willingly admit it, until she
had brought up all the field artillery at her disposal and given him
the advantage of all the bombs of her argument. Well she knew that
the financial crisis in which he found himself would be the chief
inducement for such a match, true also was the fact that this could
not be advanced as a point in its favor, for Mr. Kim’s pride would be
immediately offended be such a suggestion. Thus she found herself
facing a very delicate situation as she sat with Mrs. Kim and waited
for Mr. Kim to show himself after his return from his friend Cho.
He had been pursuing the unusual operation of an introspective
survey of life. The hours spent under the willows by the bridge had
resulted in a self-condemnation as bitter as it was unprecedented. So
he took off his linen coat and made himself comfortable to meet the
visitor a truly humbler and more chastened man than usual.
With a lordly air the Master approached the shady verandah,
Mrs. Kim arose to meet him, every line of her slender form and
each delicate feature proclaiming the fact that she was a true lady of
the nobility. It is not always a fact even in Korea, that man is the
supreme ruler; not so here, for it was my lady who ruled within the
domain of this home, and no doubt things would at that moment
have been in a better condition with him if she had also ruled in
matters of finance as well. Quiet and reserved, with unusual dignity
she seemed to come naturally by the right of control and directing.
The very qualities of decision and definite purpose so lacking in her
lord were quite evident in her. Certainly he would not have made
any such admission, but, nevertheless, this quiet little woman of
refined manners was the head of the house. Without doubt one
secret of this was the fact that she never claimed or assumed any
such prerogative. She would have been the first to disavow it, but
she guided Mr. Kim with a silken cord of which he was utterly
unconscious.
Whangsi greeted the Master with a deep curtesy, prostrated
herself, bowing before him until her forehead all but touched the
floor while he acknowledged the salutation by an assent half way
between a growl and a grunt, and then
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seated himself on one of the silken cushions. Thus he awaited in the
solemn dignity of an eastern potentate, a subject’s statement of the
petition. But this did not annoy or disaffect the visitor, who
straightened out her skirt into its proper folds, adjusted her
disarranged head-dress, and proceeded to address him with the
highest honorifics and verbal endings in which the Korean language
abounds. “Pardon, my lord, that one so humble and lowly as I,
should venture into your Presence uninvited. I am but a poor,
ignorant woman, the Widow of the late Whang Young Soon, and I
crave the privilege of speaking to you concerning a certain friend of
mine in the village of Saemal,” thus she began with a subtle, veiled
flattery which pleased the proud gentleman, her words being
accompanied and accented by several deep bows.
“Say on,”—was the gracious response as he waved a lordly
hand.
“It is a matter of congratulation that you have been so
favored by the spirits as to have three beautiful children when so
many are without sons. I perceive, my lord Kim, that you have been
most careful in all matter; concerning your ancestors and that
through your faithful sacrifices they have protected you and yours.
Greatly have you been honored, your excellency, in the gift of these
lads. The spirits of my ancestors forbid that I should even suggest
that you have more than your share but I would call your attention
most humbly to the great poverty of my friend, Mr. Ye of Saemal,
who ‘tho well off in this world’s goods, having all that heart can
wish, has alas lost his only son so that earthly joys fail to bring him
aught of pleasure. Yea, great is his sorrow, and nothing can bring
comfort or peace to his stricken home.”—Here the tender-hearted
creature actually wept over the sorrows of Ye.
“Oh! well!” Mr. Kim did not like tears, even crocodile tears,
any better than most men, “what has this to do with me? What are
Ye’s sorrows to me? Why do you tell me of this?”
Even though he had seen the drift of her conversation it
would have been far from him to have acknowledged it.
“Nothing, nothing, your honor, nothing at all!” she hastened
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to add. “Nothing save that I would call your attention to the
blessings bestowed upon you by the gods; others are less worthy
and less favored. You are most blessed, but does not your heart pity
those less fortunate? It is a matter of public knowledge that your
two elder sons, Kim Noch Chun and Kim Noch Do are well settled
in life, and that you have two daughters-in-law who are models of
industry and thrift. May I be so impertinent as to ask about the third
son, and whether or not I may make a suggestion concerning his
welfare?” The only answer to this fair spoken question was a deep
grunt which the speaker accepted as assent and proceeded :
“Farmer Ye of the village of Saemal is one of the four
wealthiest men in the eastern part of Korea. This is a well known
fact. Rice fields and fishing vessels, gold and silver are his in plenty,
but the death of his son leaves him with only a little grand-child, a
woman child at that. Is it strange that the deepest desires of his heart,
and the sincerest purpose of his life, should be bent towards making
her happy and secure for the future? No, this is only natural and
right, and to obtain for her a bridegroom of high family, a son of the
nobility, he is willing to offer any sacrifice of material things
provided the prospective son-in-law becomes his adopted son and
heir to all his wealth.” The listener was now fully interested in the
situation; but such interest was visible only in the tightening of the
eye lids. As the woman talked he watched her through half closed
eyes seeking to separate the wheat from the chaff, the truth from the
vain words, of Mrs. Whang’s professional stock in trade. However
the lady was not to be daunted and she continued her story:
“It is quite a common practice in our country, when we are
so unfortunate as to have no son, to adopt one. Most usually it is
from among the children of relatives, and sometimes when one
branch of an illustrious family has several sons and another several
daughters it is frequent that they make an exchange, an adopted son
for an adopted daughter, but alas, Mr. Ye has no such relations to
whom he can go! Then there is another custom seen among our
people, when a very poor, perhaps unfortunate, or unhappy mother
leaves her
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child at the door of the rich man’s home. Many such have been
adopted into families of wealth. But this would not do for Mr. Ye,
he is a great stickler for pure blood, he holds to the old ideas of
aristocracy and fears to have common blood, or degenerate lineage,
mingle with his. That he would never stand. Some one tried this
shortly before by leaving a fine fat baby boy at his house one night,
that a tender hearted neighbor rescued.” The go-between stopped to
catch her breath. Under her skillful manipulations the sordid story
of miserly Ye of Saemal was on a tinge of romance which thrilled
her own heart, and she knew that her listeners were not untouched
by her eloquence.
“Then as you well know, your honor, there is also another
custom much resorted to in homes where there are no sons to bless:
the adoption of the husband of a daughter, and this is what Mr. Ye
greatly desires. Far be it from me, or such as I, to offer suggestions
to your excellency, but it is the earnest and sincere wish of Mr. Ye to
know what you might think of such a proposition. Certainly you
would not object since he would continue to use his own name, Kim
he is, and Kim he would remain to the end of his days. That is one
excellence about this custom of Korea. Yet Mr. Ye would have an
heir to follow him, some one to take his place as head of the house,
and the son-in-law would live at the bride’s home, instead of the girl
going to his home. Even this is of course a sacrifice; but, realizing
this, it would be the pleasure of the generous father not only to give
in return the sum which you may agree upon, but also to consider
henceforth the needs and sustenance of your home as his
responsibility and that it would be his duty to see that in the future
you have no want for things of this world. You have been blessed by
sons, Mr. Ye by material possessions, field and gold and riches in
store; so it is a small thing to supply these in return for the boon he
most desires. I am sorry to have disturbed your quiet, and to have
intruded upon your privacy.” It has been said that Whangsi was a
diplomat and that she instinctively knew just when enough had been
said. As she arose and shook out her voluminous skirts, it was with
the
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assurance that the seeds sown in this fertile soil would surely bring
forth fruitage in the near future.
Kim sat deep in meditation, puffing away at his pipe. No
heed did he give to the bows of the departing guest. Mrs. Kim
bustled to the steps of the court-yard with hospitable intent; placed
the shoes for her feet; helped arrange the veil over her head, and
was ushering Mrs. Whang towards the entrance when a ringing
voice came from the verandah :
“Yebo! Say you!” a not uncommon way to call a servant or
your wife. “Say, tell that person that this suggestion does not strike
me very favorably just at first. But I’ll think about it and investigate
matters, and if she wants to talk about it any more, she can come
again seven days hence, at which time I’ll receive her.” The
listening women then knew that the battle was half won for Ye.
Seven days had passed. During this time Kim had made
inquiry into the pretentions and conditions of the gentleman in
question and allowing for expected exaggerations and high coloring,
he believed that the go-between (Chungmae) had stated the main
facts truthfully. Mr. and Mrs. Kim then decided that this was indeed
a great opportunity for the third son, and though neither mentioned
it except casually, both counted it a god-given way to right their
financial troubles and to get a fresh start in life.
On the seventh day the house was set in order and Mr. and
Mrs. Kim waited for the arrival of Whangsi. The appointments of
this home still bore the ·marks of former oriental elegance. The
broad verandahs decorated with classic mottoes from famous
authors, the silken cushions now faded and worn, the massive
timbers such as are seen only in the homes of the gentry.
Mr. Kim sat cross-legged on the mat and drew tenderly at
the same long-stemmed pipe. Mrs. Kim took stitches in some fine
linen while the calm and quiet of the afternoon wore away in the
conscious anticipation of a visitor.
The mother had consented to the final decision not without
many anxious and sorrowful misgivings. This child was her best
beloved of all the children, the joy and pride of her heart.
The hand that held her sewing dropped to her lap as she said:
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“I do not know how he will take this, he is such an
affectionate child, and his devotion to the family and love for its old
traditions are stronger than that of the others. It’s a pity that it could
not have been one of the older boys, they would have carried it off
well, but—he is not like them.”
“Yes, that’s true, but after all it is for his sake. He is not
supposed to know as well as we, his parents, what is best for him.
He has always been obedient although such a mischievous fellow;
don’t worry about that, he will fall into line all right.” She did worry,
nevertheless, for she knew full well that consideration of his future
was not the prime motive in this matter, and that neither Mr. Kim
nor she would have considered such a match for a moment if it had
not been for the desperate condition in which they found themselves
financially. Suddenly a scraping of feet and a cough outside
announced a visitor. No knocking here, nothing so blatant or crude;
a cough or clearing of the throat, is the proper way to announce
one’s arrival. The hostess hastened to greet the guest, took her
mantle and led her to the porch, where after the preliminary
greetings they finally came to the business in hand. It was now Mr.
Kim’s time to take the initiative and he did so with the pompous
dignity of an emperor:
“I have investigated your words with regard to the family by
the name of Ye living at Saemal and they seem to be partly true; I
am willing to hear whatever proposition you have to make; just
remember, however, that this arrangement is not of my seeking. I
am not the one who is anxious for this consummation.”
Whangsi looked at him a long moment and slowly nodded
her head, as she considered the problem of how best to manoeuver
so that she could offer him sufficient money to really tempt him
without seeming to do so; and how to bring about this very
desirable end so as to make a tidy bit out of it for herself. Then with
a flutter, not unlike the bird she resembled she approached the
delicate subject thus:
“I could not shame a gentleman of your standing by the
mention of money except that in such cases as this it is the custom
and we must follow the time-honored customs of our
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fathers. When I was here before I did not mention a peculiar
characteristic of Mr. Ye’s, he wants to be thought poor and he is
very anxious that this part of the transaction should remain a secret,
though others will necessarily know that henceforth your family
needs are considered one with his. When the matter was first
brought to my attention, before even mentioning it to you, I told
Mrs. Ye that it was altogether useless to make any suggestion of
anything less than forty thousand yang,” here she paused for a
second, but a stony stare was the only response. Mr. Kim knew that
it was her professional duty to get all she could from Ye and to keep
as much of the amount as possible for herself. Although not
mercenary Kim is in need, and it is his right as well as his fatherly
duty to see that he receives all that is coming to him in this deal.
“As a matter of fact I am not even yet quite sure of the
amount which can be expected, but of one thing I am confident, this
part can be arranged with perfect satisfaction to all concerned.” This
assured expectation of Mrs. Whang was not put to shame, for after
many alternate visits, to Saemal and to Mr. Kim, tactful here,
threatening there, always diplomatic everywhere her energy and
zeal were after the strenuous efforts of several weeks finally
rewarded, by successful arrangements for the completion of the
betrothal.
Behold Whangsi at last happy and triumphant on her way to
Saemal; a written contract in her possession from the fa of the
groom saying that the son agreed hereby to take Ku-mokie as his
wife, and to live at the house of Ye as an adopted son. This precious
document, together with the parings of the toe and finger nails of
the groom, was bound with red thread, put into a red envelope, and
carried in a red napkin to the house of the prospective bride, where
it was received with due ceremony; while corresponding emblems
and promises from the grand-parents of the-bride were returned to
the house of the groom.
This groom, Noch Kung, though sixteen years old, had been
as little consulted or considered as had the tiny girl of Saemal, yet
he had very definite feelings on the subject which
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sooner or later would have to be taken account of. The morning
after the betrothal had been arranged with due formality, the
unhappy bridegroom sat near the open door of his room overlooking
the courtyard, his hair newly dressed with a top-knot, proclaiming
to all the world that he was now entering man’s estate and engaged
to be married. The sae-su-bang’s (new groom) hat is lying on the
floor by his side. He must now no longer be called Kung Saiku but
Noch Kung, for the boyhood name is done away with, the long
shining hair braid and other childish things that he loses when he
takes a man’s place. The morning was warm and sultry, the leaves
hung in languid stillness on the trees, the sky seemed of brass and
pitiless in the fierce reflection of the sun’s lurid rays; it was the
quiet which precedes a storm. This was the season of typhoons; the
great rains of summer were long overdue; the farmers prayed for
rain, and all nature awaited with hushed expectation that outburst
which would break the drought and usher in the rainy season
changma. The long morning was wearing away slowly for Mrs.
Kim. She sat in her favorite seat on the verandah and stitched away
at her never ending task, while she kept a watchful eye on the
daughters-in-law as they came and went from kitchen to store-room
busy with the noon-day meal. Many glances she directed towards
her handsome, sullen son, who sat on a mat near the open door of
the room opposite; in his listless hand was a book of Chinese
classics though his eyes took not in the mysteries of the wonderful
characters therein, but roamed about the court hither and thither,
now resting on the women as they came and went, now searching
the roof top among the broken tiles, now furtively watching his
mother across the way, careful lest he catch her eyes. One clenched
hand lay on the mat; his knees were drawn up as though he were
about to spring to the yard below. This boy was very like his mother
in looks and in disposition. One knew at a glance by his tal1,
straight face that he was a high bred lad. There is a great difference
not to be overlooked between the common people, the coolie class,
and the upper classes. The peoples of the western world are quick to
recognize this fact in regard to their own kin, though
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they are apt to forget it in dealing with the races of the Orient. But
in the eastern world as well as in the western, it is a fact that “blood
will tell,” in intellect, in habits, and in appearance. Noch Kung was
a gentleman. In every finely chiseled line of face and head, in every
delicate curve of his splendidly molded hands were to be seen the
marks of generations of noble ancestors. But now sullen anger lent a
deeper shadow to the beautiful, brown eyes; to the corners of his
handsome mouth which dropped with sulky rage. Gloomy and silent,
he looked like a young tiger, king of the mountains, caged. The
mood of nature around him was in sympathy with the suffering boy,
for his quiet was also the calm before the storm. The crash of a
falling dish in the kitchen seemed to awaken him, to arouse him to
action. With a leap he was on to his feet, the offending book tossed
with a petulant gesture into the farthest corner; two bounds and he
was across the narrow court-yard, another spring and he stood
before his mother. He was a highly strong boy. Thus far his life had
been sheltered from care and anxiety, he had been gay and free. And
this was his first sorrow. As he scowled down upon the woman
before him he was trembling all over with indignation, sorrow and
humiliation. There is no denying that the mother was worried but it
was for just such crises as this that she required that dignity and
force of calm in which she had schooled herself: This child was the
pride and joy of her heart; mischievous and daring he was, yet
obedient and kindly. His love and admiration for his lady mother
held great power over his heart but of this tenderness he was
ashamed to let any know lest it seem unmanly. Now though
somewhat startled by the unexpected dash across the yard, Mrs.
Kim seemed as quiet and undisturbed as ever, when she looked up
at her angry boy. Yes, she had thought it all out, and knew that he
was apt to have objections to his part in this matter, but knowing
their straits as she did, she saw clearly that this was the only means
of keeping the home. The only alternative was the surrender and
destruction of the whole family, this beloved son included. Hence
the sacrifice of Noch Kung was necessary for his sake as well as for
the family, and he must give
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up in favor of a higher and more imperative duty. After all, as the
adopted son of the wealthy Ye, his would be the chief gain. He was
to be given a great opportunity, while theirs was the loss in giving
up such a gifted and affectionate son. Having reached this decision
herself, her part now was to overcome his objection and make him
see the matter in its proper light; he must realize this step to be
necessary for his future as well as for theirs. There must be no
wavering, no weakness in dealing with him, though she must be
careful not to offend his sensitive nature over deeply. With a wave
of her steady, white hand she motioned him to the cushion opposite :
“My son, be seated! Here is a fan, the day is too hot to move
about so rapidly.”
“Sit down indeed! Sit down! You treat me as though I were
still a baby. I’m a child no longer. Neither am I a pig or a donkey to
be sold or bought for lands or gold. I’m a man in size, in years and
in feeling.” This outburst so surprised Mrs. Kim that she dropped
the linen to the floor and looked at him in amazement. This rigid,
infuriated young man before her was a stranger. This was no longer
the light hearted, smiling boy she knew so well, he had stepped
from childhood into manhood. Her instinct told her that he was now
to be treated as a man. The reasons for certain actions, the condition
of the family, could no longer be withheld from him as from the
child of yesterday. The opinions of this man were something to be
taken into consideration if he was to take his part in a proper
manner and carry the plan out to a successful conclusion. While she
looked into his face and marvelled at the change in him, his words
came forth in an angry rush:
“Why is it that Noch Chun and Noch Do with their wives
can live here at home, the home which I love more dearly than do
either of them, while you throw me away, sell me for money and
send me to that nasty fishing village of Saemal to become the
adopted son of a common farmer, a stranger who is not even a
relative? Thrown to the dogs!”
His fierce indignation was giving way, spending itself now
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in long shuddering sobs. Anger had given place to outraged love.
Noch Kung’s was a warm, affectionate nature and he was now
suffering as only those can who love deeply. Although his breath
came in gasps his stern, young face was white and set, and as his
mother gazed at him she realized something of his pain and
modified her resolve to be coolly judicious in dealing with him. Her
face was as white as his own as she cried out:
“No, no child! You do not understand!” He dashed aside her
outstretched hands, and with a moan sank to the floor and buried his
face in the cushions.
“Don’t touch me! You say that I am no longer your son.”
Aye, no longer a child, but a man, a wounded angry man was this
lad with whom she had to deal, and one demanding all the tact and
wisdom al her command. He must know the truth. So with hands
clenched and with a masterly effort to control her voice she
commenced with low faltering words to tell him the unlovely facts
so long and carefully withheld; the story of financial strain; the
poverty and want which had been withstood only by the mortgage
on the old homestead; the family ruin and disgrace which was now
imminent; the one step possible which stood between them and
starvation and worse. As the plain truth came from her trembling
lips, she moved closer to the prostrate form, and her tears fell fast
upon the dark head. She longed to take him into her arms and
comfort him, but there was a newborn fear and respect for him in
her heart. That fierce, indignant : ‘‘Don’t touch me!” meant that he
was not yet ready for caresses. As he listened to the pitiful tale he
grew more quiet, the storm of dark rage passed, and her tears melted
his heart as nothing else could have done. When before had he seen
this proud lady in tears? This moved him also to an understanding
of the urgency, and the grinding nature of their poverty. After a
lengthy period of quiet he raised his head and gave her a long
searching look.
“So it is a necessity to save the family that I should be sold!
I would die before I would be sacrificed for my brothers. They
would not have done it for me; Noch Chun would not,
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neither would Noch Do, neither would I wish to do it for them. It’s
like selling my soul for a bunch of garlic! But for your sake my
mother, for you I will give up home, family, all,—and become an
outcast among these common people.” With deepest emotion he hid
his twitching face against his mother’s skirt and burst into tears.
Where now was the stern angry man? He was just a little boy again,
the generous, loving child of yesterday, and with murmured words
of tenderness and endearment the mother gathered him close in her
arms and their tears mingled.
Preparations for the wedding ·and the attending excitement
aroused Mr. Kim from his lethargy. The money in his hand, he again
felt the Yangban he knew himself to be, and forgotten were all the
vicissitudes of the past in his anxiety to have this present affair
worthy of his name. The family jewelry, and many beautiful pieces
of furniture once lost again found their place in the home; heirlooms
which had long reposed amid the cobwebs of the pawn-broker were
now in the hands of their rightful owner. The pleasures and the
duties of each day brought to him sufficient responsibility; thus it
had always been in the past, and this accounted for the financial
stress in which he had but recently found himself. But for the
present there was an abundance, so why look forward with dread to
an uncertain future? Mr. Ye had promised to take care of that and
Mr. Kim, never faced unpleasant possibilities until they thrust
themselves upon him, and not even then if he could by any means
avert the necessity. Just now he was quite happy; the mortgage was
paid, and the homestead was his again; the money in hand was
enough to carry through the proper ceremony of the wedding
occasion with a little left over. Pay his debts? Oh! No that was
another matter! Unless there was a note against him, a mortgage,
who ever expected him to pay such small loans? Certainly not men
like his friend Cho, who knew him of old. With his financial
burdens removed, his home restored and the means at hand with
which to splurge and regale his friends with good wine, laughter
and cheer filled his heart once more as in the days gone by.
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The sorcerer was consulted concerning the lucky date for the
approaching nuptials, and a day in September was finally decided
upon as being propitious and advisable in every way. The fine
sewing and needlework exhibited by Mrs. Kim and her daughtersin-law, were well worthy of a bride more appreciative than poor,
frightened, little Kumokie. Poor little girl! She knew not which
frightened her most her mother’s passionate outbursts of anger and
helpless remonstrance, or her grandfather’s harsh exhortations
concerning her future behavior. He alternately lectured her about the
proper way for one in her position to behave, and threatened her
with unutterable terrors if she disgraced the family by forgetting any
one of a thousand difficult points of etiquette. Just what was about
to happen she did not exactly know, but something awful seemed
ready to befall and she was quite sure that she would forget some
one of the many things, that she would make some dreadful blunder
which would bring ruin and disgrace upon the family and make her
an outcast and a by-word forever. Day after day she went through
the ceremony of bowing as directed by Whangsi, her grandmother
acting as chief critic. Oh, dear! But it was so hard to learn to be a
bride! Those awful, trying bows! How her back and legs ached and
what little progress she made! To sink gracefully and slowly, slowly
and more slowly still to a prostrate position, her forehead on the
floor resting on her crossed hands, then to rise just as slowly, and
repeat this three times. Try it if you think it easy! But after so long a
time of practice the old women thought that she would get through
it passing well, if she could only keep her eyes shut and not cry like
a baby!
In after years Kumokie tried to remember the impressions of
her wedding day, but it was one confused idea of noise, fear,
intolerable heat and weariness. She well remembered the delight of
the women when the bride’s outfit, the presents and trousseau from
the home of the groom, arrived; the lovely inlaid chest; the many
garments of silk and linen; ornaments of gold and jade, which had
belonged to Mrs. Kim when a bride; the beautiful needlework and
exquisite embroidery—these all brought exclamations of praise and
admiration
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from the neighbors who crowded in to see the wonders of this fairy
chest. The Kims were not common, ordinary people and they did
not do things half way; the verdict of the village was that they were
true aristocrats and that the Ye family was fortunate and lucky in
making an alliance with such people. The one least interested of all
in this bridal finery was the child bride; to her it was only part of the
new ordeal, something which she could not understand. The many
days of anxiety and fright, the weariness and excitement had taken
the roses from her cheeks and she heard Whangsi say as she came in
to dress her; “What a lovely saxie she will make! So timid and pale
and frightened looking! Why we can make her look as fine a lady as
any daughter of the Kims!” Then they pasted her eyes shut, put on
the thick paint and powder; arms and neck and face were made as
white as chalk, deathly, unnatural; then was added the final glory,
the crimson spot on cheeks and brow. From the time they led her
forth to meet the groom, whom even now she was not to see, until
she was carried away in the great chair of gilt and red with the
bridal procession on its way to the ceremonial visit to the home of
the groom, it was all an indistinct blurr of tumult, heat, pain and fear.
As a blind puppet she responded to the whispered commands of
Whangsi, who guided and led her through the ordeal; she bowed
when she was told to bow; she walked when told to walk; sat when
told to sit; her hands were bound and helpless in the long silken
sleeves of the bridal robe; the swish of the heavy brocade which
might have delighted a more critical owner; the heat; the pressing,
unsympathetic crowd of sight-seers and their vulgar talk; the noise
of feasting and drinking in the courtyard,—all these things were
blended into a dim memory of those long hours of agony when she
could neither speak nor show any sign of emotion or life except as
directed by the woman beside her. Yet it was with something of
exultation that she remembered that she did not cry. All along she
had been so afraid that the tears would come, and that she would be
a disgrace to the family and receive the mighty thrashing promised
by her grandfather; this was truly a victory
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over self for Kumokie. A dreadfully big lump came into her throat,
and it ached so cruelly that sometimes it just seemed as though she
could no longer hold back the tears, till her grandfather’s voice
would sound in the outer court and the fear of him freeze the tears
from her smarting eyes. Would the day never end? Sometimes she
thought she just could not stand it any longer, so faint was she with
hunger and excitement. Very slowly indeed passed this wedding day,
which lived in her memory as one of the most uncomfortable and
unhappy days of all her life. There can be no doubt that the two
most miserable people in this affair were the two chief actors, the
bride and the groom, the two who having had least to say in
arrangements or decisions and yet nevertheless the two most
concerned; the two whose future hung on the fortunes greatly of this
day,—these two, strange to say, had little thought for each other but
were thinking of their own misery and wishing the thing well over.
Noch Kung decked out in all the finery of the occasion
arrived with his gay procession. He and she went through the
bowing ceremony in proper form. His handsome face was set and
hard, for the sight of the painted, little, doll-like thing which was his
bride awoke again his slumbering fury against his parents, against
fate and against his father-in-law; the red glitter of his eye might
have warned this new relative that here at least was one who was
not to be easily managed, and who would brook no insolence. This
hardness of the eye softened somewhat as it rested on the trembling
girl before him; he saw the soft, babyish curves of the littlie body
and thought to himself :
“Poor child! She is only a baby! I’ll be kind to her anyway,
but I can make it hot enough for the old skinflint.”
Endless as it seemed, the day was closed at last. Much to his
joy farmer Ye had a new son, his grand-daughter’s husband, and
quite incidentally Kim Noch Kung had a bride, though many years
were to pass before Kumokie became a wife.
(To be Continued ).
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The Korea Magazine
OCTOBER. 1918
Editorial Notes.
THE work done by the South Manchuria Railway in September in
transporting troops and materials through Korea is certainly to be
commended because of the limited amount of inconvenience the
traveling and shipping public had to endure. It is no small task to
entirely reorganize a whole transportation system on short notice,
send two hundred or more special trains, and then retum again to
the regular schedule without sign of friction. While the officials and
emploes are to be congratulated on the achievement, attention
shou1d be called to the congested conditions which prevail
practically all the time on the railways in Korea. Passenger and
freight business has long since outgrown the provisions originally
made for handling the traffic. On practically every division the
passenger cars are always crowded, and many are compelled to
stand because all the seats are occupied. This is particularly true in
the third-class cars. It is true that the fare is low, and it might be
argued that for that reason passengers should be willing to suffer
some inconvenience, especially for short distances. No doubt they
are willing, and they certainly do endure the hardships with little or
no complaint; but it is also true that many more people would travel
if there were room on trains for them. As for freight, it is common
knowledge that freight shipments are greatly delayed for lack of
cars, in some instances it being impossible for freight to be
forwarded before from two to four weeks after application has been
made for space. The supply of coal is also so limited that no
adequate provision can be made for winter by those who are ready
to pay cash, and when inquiry is made`the inforrnation is given that
no cars are obtainable. We venturee to suggest that it will be good
business policy to increase the number of regular passenger and
freight trains, and increase the number of cars on each train. We
believe the retuns will more than justify the additional investment.
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A PICTURE OF MODERN WARFARE.
NOTE:—Here is a letter from Mr. Alden E. Noble, born in Korea,
son of Dr. Noble of Seoul, nineteen years of age, from the great
battle front. Through it shines the spirit that is going to win this war．
He hates war and he means to see it through to a finish. When our
race breeds sons like this, we shall never be marked decadent, nor
shall we ever be mastered by the Hun or any other devil in human
form that walks the earth.-EDITOR.
JULY 18TH, 1918.
At the Base Hospital.
DEAREST ONES:-You’ve read it all in the newspapers, and by the time this reaches
you it will be an old story, but as long as I live I think it will be
impossible to produce anything for me more stirring, more horrible,
or more full of glory. Before I was wounded I had the pleasure of
seeing them on the run; but it is hard to lie here and know that my
comrades are still bearing the brunt, and are still falling. Aren’t you
proud of your American boys?
But I’ll begin at the beginning and tell you all about it. First
of all, rest assured that I am getting along fine. I was wounded so
slightly that I would never have left had not a little gas knocked me
out for a while.
As I recall each incident and each scene of the battle, it
seems like a dream; and I can scarcely realize that it is all true. So
much happened in the first twenty-four hours that I doubt if I can
remember it all. Of course we knew that it was coming, and that
night we were warned to be on the alert, but I did not believe they
would start so soon, and was peacefully snoozing in a little hole
another fellow and I had dug for ourselves when, as you’ve read,
about midnight, all the thousands of guns opened up at once. My
bunk mate, whose turn it wasto watch for gas, came tearing down to
the hole, “Hey! Noble,” he cried. “Hurry up! the Germans!” At that
moment was the only time I was at all scared. My knees and hands
trembled, but only for a moment, and, as I was litter-bearer for the
occasion, all I had to do was to put my reserve rations on my back,
sling my canteen and red-cross kit over my shoulder; and buckle my
Colt 45 and trench knife about
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my waist. My stretcher was outside where the other chap had agreed
to meet me, and I hastened there passing others on their way to their
posts. The sky was red on both sides, and of all the thundering and
booming! Before I reached the litter we all had to have our masks
on and from then on it was Hell. The bombardment lasted till dawn,
and during all that time we had those pesky false-faces on.
Everyone was cool and waited calmly. I prayed that I might have
the strength to stay cool and level-headed and do my part bravely
and I think I did. Among many horrible things I had to do, one was
this, I’ll just mention this one incident to show you that it was hell.
We were carrying a badly wounded fellow down the C.T. (cross
trench) when “Bang!” down I went, the stretcher on top of me and
on top of that what seemed two tons of rock and dirt. I managed to
wriggle out and slap my mask back on, then I had to do up the other
litter-bearer and put a bandage on his leg. All we could find of the
wounded chap was his head set up on the parapet. This went on
until dawn when the barrage crept back and played furiously on the
artillery. We then took off our masks and waited. I took a wounded
guy’s rifle and threw my litter down. When rny mask was blown off
of course I got a little gas, and our lieutenant found me sneezing and
choking a bit.
“What the hell’s the matter with Noble?” he demanded.
“Guess I got a little gas,” I told him.
“Damn the luck!” he muttered. It was the first time I ever
heard him cuss. (He was wounded later on). I didn’t think I had had
enough gas to hurt me much so stuck to it til night, when I collapsed
and found myself joy riding on an ambulance. In the meantime our
lieutenant asked for volunteers to go out and drop the barbed wire
rolls into the C.T.s in front of us, and as he looked at me I went half
running, belt sliding, stooped over and rolled the things in while
bullets spattered about me. There were some Blue Devil machine
gunners with us and they crept to their guns. Those fellows are
bricks! Give me a Frenchman to fight beside any day! I slapped one
of them on the back and gave his hand a confident squeeze as he
passed me, and when he reached his gun
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safely he turned his head, grinned and waved at us as he patted the
machine-gun.
“Here they come,” shouted someone, and at the same time
our machine-guns started a rat-tat-tatting. I looked and sure enough
at first they came running down the hill in thin lines, a dozen or so
at a time, and hid behind a ridge some distance in front of us. Our
rifles started cracking merrily all down the line. I got a good aim on
one and fired, but missed. I loaded and fired again. The German fell
forward on his face. The bullets began singing past us. Aeroplanes
flew low over our lines and spit forth a stream of steel. One Bosche
aviator leaned over and waved his hand at us. I shot and grazed him
so close he ducked. Three tanks came rattling forward. Our artillery
fired direct into them. One was blown up and the others retreated.
Our lieutenant smiled and calmly said, “I guess the fight’s on.”
There was no guessing about it. Suddenly the Germans came
running together at angles and formed a long line of crosses of
massed troops, and the advance began in earnest They withered
before our fire and fell like grass by the scythe.
While the attack was going on there were many minor
incidents, which, however, to the fellows engaged in them, were as
big as anything in the war. For instance a detachment of Germans
came sneaking down the C.T. on our first platoon. We saw them
about a hundred yards away, and five first-platoon chaps crawled
out on their bellies with their pockets full of hand-grenades, and
when the Bosche were almost directly under them they let them
have them. More Germans came running up and for a little while
we were busy throwing bombs at each other. (It was there I got a
piece of one in my hand)．Now, if you want to get out of that
trench, you will have to walk over the dead. I got a bunch of Bosche
money, about 100 marks, and other souvenirs. One fellow found an
iron-cross and one a cigarette-lighter with “Gott rnit uns” written
across it by the blasphemers. About this time we sent up a signal for
a barrage and then the smoke in front of us blackened the sky amid
a deafening roar. Before it lifted we had them retreating wildly.
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I have not told you half that happened but have only given
you an idea. Oh! the carnage! It was terrible. All the trenches
bespattered with blood and lined with dead and pieces of the dead.
We had to wade through pools of red in places.
Towards dusk the gas began to work harder on me and
finally I just collapsed. The next thing I remembar in a dazed way
was when they were shoving me on to an ambulance. Soon we were
off, and when I looked beside me who should I see there gazing
silently into my face but a wounded German!
I retumed the gaze for fully a minute. I could read the
German’s thoughts, they were the same as mine; we were
wondering why we did not reach for each other’s throats. And so we
gazed and wondered until my voice broke the silence. What I half
intended to say was “—your dirty stinking soul!” but what came out
was, “How old are you?” He evidently thought I was asking where
he was hurt and his hand went down to his left side.
“Shrapnel?” I asked. He replied with the French word for
machine-gun (mitrailleuse). I was silent again and he started talking.
I don’t know what he said, but from his gestures and familiar words
I think he meant it was the fifth time he had been wounded, and that
he hoped he would die. He said it was ‘goot’ that the Americans
were in it for it would end the war. I agreed with him and, oh! May
it end soon! I lost some of my dearest.chums out there.
The reports the wounded keep bringing in are very elating
Gee! I wish we could get a chance at “Die Wacht am Rhine.” If they
don’t get a little sense soon—we will. I am feeling fine to-day and
hope to soon be as well as ever.
Just think! I am really a lucky brute. Here I’ve been
fighting for half a year and only wounded once. l’m afraid I’ve lost
all my persoual and government propert—even the Bosche’s money,
for Fritz blew up our hole I told you about. All I now have is your
photos, Ruth’s bible, and the American flag I always carry with me.
I wiIl write again soon.
As ever your loving son and brother,
ALDEN.
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PROHIBITION IN KOREA.
“America gone dry!” Surely this is one or the most
significant messages ever flashed around the globe. In these days of
unheard of change, nothing could mean more than what these three
words imply. That the temptation which ever lures bright boys to
degenerate into ‘bar-rats’ and ‘whiskey-soakers’ should be removed
from a great continent is almost worth a war. The hideous results of
the drink-habit seen and condemned in America, are scattered the
world over. One need not enlarge on them; drunken fools made out
of some mother’s hopes, with whom bleared eyes, red noses, and
befuddled brains, do not begin to express the half. Who would not
strike it a blow as Lincoln did the auction-block and the brutal
slave-driver?
This article, however, would inquire into Korea’s past and
see if she has ever had any convictions regarding strong drink, and
just what they are. She knows all brands of whiskey, soft and strong,
and every variety of victim, from the man who takes on a full cargo
and makes a fool of himself, to the quiet guzzler who is always
ready to give a temperance lecture, forgetting that he himself is a
standing proof that his temperance is whiskey soaked. Korea knows
the science of making alcoholic beverages, some fermented, some
distilled,cured, flavoured, and bottled away. She has learned it all.
In the year 38 A., D. which is a long time ago, we read that
an edict prohibiting the manufacture of strong drink was
promulgated on account of the scarcity of food. Similar prohibitions
occurred again and again all the way down through Korea’s history
till 1876 when famine once more caused the king to order “No more
drink.”
These acts meant what they said, evidently, for as late as
the reign of Se-jo, 1465, we read that the king, when on a visit to
the hot-spring at On-yang for treatment, sent a secret messenger
throughout the province of Choong-chum to see how his recent
enactment aginst drink was being carrried out. The messenger, on
his rounds, found the Governor, Kim Chin-ji (김진지) at Prince
Hong Yoonsung’s (홍윤성) drinking.
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The king incensed at this breach of trust ordered him to be
decapitated at once, and then had his dangling head sent all round
the province for people to see, take warning from, and learn to obey
when he told them not to drink. Strong measures opposed to strong
drink surely!
The opinion of Korea regarding drink is seen very cleary
through her writings, and while there are some like Burns who sing
its praises, there has always been a great force in the state gifted
with sense and unselfishness enough to see that it was an
unmitigated evil.
In the year 1423 King Se-jong, though only a young man of
twenty-six, when urged by the Prime Minister to take a little
stimulant for his stomach’s sake, answered, “When I forbid my
people the use of intoxicants how can I think of using them myself?”
Good king he! In that same year he issued an edict against the
whole system in which he says, “The evils resulting from drink are
very great, not only in its wasteful use of grain and state supplies,
but in its destruct tion of the heart and soul of man. Under its
influence human personality becomes a thing of utter disgust.
Beneath its spell children disgrace those who brought them up in
the hope of something better. Human wrecks men become, stripped
of their diviner nature with all decency thrown to the winds.”
He cites examples of drunkards to prove his point, and goes
back in his survey to almost the year one. “Paik Yoo,” says he,
“used the small hours of the morning for the manufacture of strong
drink, and in the end had the house fired about his ears and died.
Chin Choon of East Han (206 B. C.) who used to bar his gates and
have his friends drink deep, went to the Hun Tartars as envoy, and
there, in a drunken stupor, was set upon and killed, so fulfilling the
will of the Fates.”
Chung Choong, a man of Later Han (25 A. D.) used to drink
so excessively that his intestines finally gave out and he died, so
says the record.
He, the great Se-jong, who invented the Alphabet and lifted
his country up to a high plane of civilization, was squarely set
against this evil. He might have wired round
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the world in his day, “Gone dry.” So was it many times in the
history of Korea. I wonder if any other land ever had as many edicts
issued on prohibition as she, and as faithfully carried out?
We find in 1512 a royal order issued by King Choong-jong,
who was then twenty-five years of age, in which he says, “My
ancestors sternly forbade all use of drink, and yet I realize that this
will avail nothing unless the people’s heart and soul be set against it.
My desire now is to persuade you to this decision, for unless you
are opposed to it by your every conviction, my edict will avail
nothing. I beg of you to make yourselves an example to the people,
and so lead them to better things.”
King Hyo-jong, who was carried away captive in 1636 by
the Manchoos, and lived three years in Mukden, wrote the
following, “Most of the misfortunes that befall the state as well as
the individual come from drink. Those who hold office surely know
this without my telling it, and yet I hear that there are some who
make this unspeakable evil their means of entertainment. For myself
from the time I became Crown Prince I avoided all touch of this
deadly thing.”
One of his ministers, Song Choon-kil (宋浚吉) whose tablet
stands No. 54 on the east side of the Master in the Confucian
Temple, said, “When Your Majesty, who has absolute freedom to
drink as you please, has given it up, how much more should we.”
After all, it takes character and courage to stand as Hyo-jong
did, and Korea furnishes many examples of this kind of really
superior man.
King Sook-jong who came to the throne in 1675 wrote
poems about boozers, holding them up to ridicule. He reminded the
world of how they grow confidential, how they talk as though they
were kings, and that wisdom would die with them; how they smile
one minute like a judge of the Supreme Court, and act like a fool
the next.
In 1632 under a new enactment it was decided that any man
found making drink should be punished with a hundred blows of the
paddle and three years’ imprisonment; and any
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official found drinking was given a berth in the Eui-keum Poo,
which corresponds somewhat to the American Sing Sing. A second
offence brought a double dose of punishment.
This is sufficient to show that Korea has had a conscience
concerning this great evil, and has fought against it bravely through
many centuries.
If this were one of the older ages and rice and supplies as
dear as they are to-day we should have a law passed prohibiting the
manufacture and sale of drink at once. But the modern age which
has come from the far West has no conviction on this matter, but is
in favour of strong drink from six in the morning till twelve at night,
and so unwittingly has set back the hands on the Far East’s clock of
morals and general deportment. Assuredly she has less conscience
to-day concerning this matter than she ever had before. All honour
to Uncle Sam who has the strength and courage to give the world a
helping hand in its great and crying need, by this high order that
echoes the edicts of old Korea.
LANGUAGE STUDY.
(NEW WORDS)
Not only do people travel, but words travel as well. All
people do not travel but only a few; nor are these exclusively the
rich but often the poor. Who will travel, we cannot say; nor can we
tell which words will find their way across sea and land while
others stay fast at home.
In Japan we notice that the English word match has come
over the wide ocean and made itself a part of the language of this
people, as has the French word chapeau. So to-day in Korea
combinations of Chinese Characters made in Japan, have come
across the straits and established themselves firmly in the peninsula.
We will confine our remarks to some that specially pertain
to Christianity and Christian gatherings.
In the older days of Christian propaganda we used the
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native word il-koon (일군) for worker, or office-holder in the
church, as we used chik-poon mat-heun saram, or chik-wun (職員)
for the same, but these to-day are giving way before the word kyoyuk-ja (敎役者). This is a combination that comes timely to fill a
need and serve a useful purpose.
In older days yuk-sa (役事) was a word commonly used for
work involving manual labour, while a labourer was called yuk-in
(役人). Now a labourer has beocme a yuk-poo (役夫), sometimes an
in-poo (人夫), while yuk-sa (役事) has become the common word
for effort of any kind. We even hear Sung-sin a yuk-sa ‘the work of
the Holy Spirit’ and its relative kyo-yuk (敎役), Christian work.
Kyo-yuk-ja (敎役者) means an officer of the Church while
sa-yuk ja (使役者) might be translated Christian worker, though the
two words are nearly synonymous.
We used to say Mit-nan ma-am or mit-eum for faith, but the
word that pretty generally passes current now is sin-ang (信仰),
while sin-ja (信者) is believer and pool-sin-ja (不信者) unbeliever.
The word chun-do (傳道) or kang-do (講道) pretty generally
covered the meaning of the phrase ‘to preach’ while yun-sul (演說)
was the equivalent of ‘speaking in public.’ For preaching the
Buddhist word sul-kyo (說敎) is being heard more frequently and
seen marked on notice boards. It is evidently pushing its way
forward to be the generally accepted term. It really means to teach
by preaching while kang-yun (講演) is more and more becoming
the common word for public speaking.
Words are born, live their day and die in the East as they do
in the West. The present time, marking as it does a violent transition
from an older age to the modern, is carrying down with it as in a
vortex hosts of words that had been in vogue for centuries. It is a
veritable French Revolution from the linguistic point of view. One
word is up like Mirabeau today while another goes down like
Robespierre to-morrow. Out of the confusion of these years of
transition will come forth a language enriched, in spite of its
misfortunes, with a fuller range of expression and a more definite
line of thought..
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PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT SEOUL.
YAK-SA CHUL
A delightful afternoon outing from Seoul is a trip to Yaksa
Temple located some three miles beyond the Little East Gate.
Making your exit by the motor-road cut throgh the wall, you swing
down into the lower level of the drill-ground and cross the sandy
shallow to the village of Toi-no-mi (Barbarian Over the Top). Its
name strikes one as odd and you inquire,
“Can you tell me how this place came by its name?”
“Why yes, this is Toi-no-mi, Barbarian Hill. You will
recollect that the Manchoo Keums (金), barbarians of the north,
took possession of Peking in 1618, called themselves the Chung’s
(淸) and sent an envoy to Korea to exact submission. We ordered
him about his business so that he managed barely to escape with his
life. In return the Manchoos sent an army of many thousand men to
teach Korea a lesson, and they marched by stages straight on to the
capital. Not only did they come by the road to the west of the city
but by the east as well. This was a surprise attack, and before the
Government was aware of it the barbarians were over the ridge and
gathering in this village for an onslaught on the city, hence its name.”
Times have changed and the proud Manchoo has dwindled
down into a very wobbly specimen of humanity, muddling along,
anyhere but over the top.
But to return to our outing. From Toi-no-mi we turn northwest into a rift in the hills, cross a mountain spur and proceed along
the flat land for fifteen minutes till we come to a little wood that lies
on the left-hand side in which nestles the buildings of Yak-sa Chul.
The approach is an ideal Buddhist vista leading up through the trees.
At the outer limits of the temple grounds stand two generals with
grinning teeth carved out of wood. Their names are a riddle to
Confucian scholars through they represent the regular guards who
do sentry duty night and day for the temple and ward off evil spirits.
Just what order of general they are, or how their
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names came into being, I know not. Perhaps somegentle reader can
find out and kindly tell the Magazine.
We arrive at the temple compound, pretty as a picture. It has
a bird’s nest hall perched on the face of the rocks in the bosom of
which are to be found the Eight Pictures of the Buddha.
Yak-sa Chul, or Temple of the Great Physician, is one of the
most picturesque we know of. Its site does not stand very high up,
so there is no extensive view, but the quiet of the woods and hills,
along with its artistic setting, combine to make it a very interesting
place indeed.
This temple was burned down in the year im-o (1882) when
the old time troops rose in revolt and, as a protest against the new
time troops’ being better fed than they, committed every kind of
outrage. All the way from Ryong-san to this temple they left the
marks of their devastation. They fired the Buddhist temples because
they claimed that Queen Min lavished bounties on these while the
salary of the starving soldier was ten months in arrears. We can well
imagine the monks fleeing for their lives at the news that the ruling
gentry of Seoul were murdered and that the storm was now raging
forth out of the city gates after the priesthood. Now, however, all the
fury is forgotten and an eternal calm seems to rest upon the temple.
The way back to the city is over the hills to Chung-neung
貞陵. Chung Tomb is the resting place of Queen Kang one of the
Mothers of the last dynasty. She died in 1396, and seven months
later was buried on the site of the British Consulate, all of which
region now takes its name from her tomb, Chung-dong. In the year
1409 King T’ai-jong (太宗) who murdered her two sons, his half
brothers, had her remains bundled out of the city and placed in this
hollow behind Yaksa Temple where they still rest. It is a sad
reminder of the unhappy home of these princes.
Leaving the tomb and passing Sin-heung Temple, called also
Heung-ch’un Sa, the road takes us over the hills half an hour back
to the city, one of the most interesting hill walks anywhere about.
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ONE VIEW OF THE KOREAN WOMAN
Note: This remarkable story taken from the Keui-moon
Chong-wha (記聞叢話) is evidently true for the characters are
historical and lived in the lime-light. Though the story might shock
readers in the home land seeing it has to do with polygamy, it will
be understood by those who live in the East.
The interesting fact of the story is the faithfulness of these
women to one another and their spirit of self-abnegation.
Yoo Chin-sa was a native of Kyung-keui Province. As a lad
he was specially clever at his studies and at twenty years of age
passed his first examination; but he was poor in this world’s goods,
and avoided the Capital and lived quietly near Soo-wun.
His wife was a highly-gifted woman far above her peers.
Among other things, by her skiIl at the needle, she obtamed their
daily bread.
Now it happened on a certain day that a report came to them
that there was a girl in the neighborhood who was giving
exhibitions as a sword-dancer. Yoo Chin-sa hearing this, asked that
she be invited to their house so that they all could see. She entered,
but suddenly stopped short, startled aparently as she looked at Yoo
Chin-sa’s wife. Then she stepped hurriedly up onto the verandah,
where the two clasped each other and began to cry.
Yoo Chin-sa, astonished at this behaviour asked what it
meant.
His wife replied, “She is a friend whorn I used to know very
well indeed, that’s why.” Though the stranger remained a day or two
no further word was said about the sword-dance. Then she quietly
took her departure.
Five or six days later as Yoo was standing before his home,
he saw three palanquins borne by horses making their way in his
direction. A pair of mounted lackeys rode just in front of each, but
there was no one following. They were evidently coming his way.
In doubt, Yoo sent a messenger to inquire where they were
from, and to suggest that they had evidently made a mistake in
coming to his house.
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The servants, however, without any reply, came straight in
and the chair went through the door into the inner quarters. The
horses were them unhitched and taken away.
Yoo Chin-sa, more perplexed than ever, and not being able
to enter the women’s quarters seeing women guests were there, sent
a note in to his wife asking what it meant. Her reply was, “Never
mind, you’ll know later on.”
Thus the mystery deepened. From that time on his meals
were of the very best; fish and fowl with no end of other choice fare.
This, too, added lo his uncertainty, so he again sent a note to
inquire, when the answer was, “Don’t ask, please, only dine well
and be happy. You will know by and by. I ask you as a favour not
tocome.into the inner quarters for several days.
The day following it was again a mystery as to how his
meals were so well ordered.
Some days later he received a note from his wife saying,
“Let’s go in to Seoul.”
Yoo Chin-sa had grown impatient over this procedure and
had sent a servant to ask rather sharply that his wife come out to the
middle door.
She came, when he asked, “Who are these people who are
here; and how comes the change in our fare? What do you mean by
asking that we go to Seoul? Some purpose must lie back of it. I
have no means sufficient to pay for so extravagant a journey.”
His wife merely laughed in reply and said, “Please don’t ask
any questions; you’ll know the meaning by and by. Really you need
have no anxiety about going to Seoul, all you have to do is to
simply go.”
Although more than ever mystified, there seemed nothing
for Yoo but simply to yield. So the next day the three palanquins
were all put in order with horse and saddle for Yoo to ride Thus in
the wake of the chairs he finally reached the capital and passed
through the South Gate. A little further on in Hoi-dong, they came
to a large house where the chairs entered the main gateway.
Yoo was here shown into the main hall. It was a large
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and splendid mansion with everything in perfect order, mats,
screens, tables, pens, pipe-pan etc. A man dressed as a steward
stood at the side, and servants waiting at the head of the stairway
bowed low to greet him.
Yoo Chin-sa inquired, “Who are you?”
They replied, “We are Your Excellency’s servants.”
Again he asked, “Whose house is this, tell me I pray?”
Their answer was, “This is Your Excellency’s home.”
Yoo Chin-sa again asked, “To whom does all this furniture
belong, and whose are these goods?”
“They are yours, sir,” was the reply.
Yoo, bewildered beyond words to express, thought he must
have lost his wits or be in a dream. After his evening meal was over
and he had sat some time with the lights trimmed, he received a
letter from his wife saying, “I am ser1ding a very lovely person to
be with you and to delight your heart.” He wrote back, “What do
you mean by a lovely person; who is it and what’s it all about?”
Her reply was, “By and by you will know.”
As the night wore on and all the servants had gone a
maid-servant entered his room with a very beautiful woman who
took her seat just below the light while the servant arranged his
sleeping apartment and then withdrew.
Yoo Chin-sa asked, “Who are you?” but she only smiled and
answered not a word.
Thus the night passed.
The next morning a letter came from his wife saying, “I
hope you enjoyed the friend I sent you. I am sending you another
this evening .
Yoo, more than ever at a loss to know what it meant, let
matters take their course. On this next night another person
accompanied by a servant came in, not the same person but quite
another, as he readily saw by her face. Again this night passed.
The wife wrote once more, asking, “Do you like her? I hope
so.”
About noon that day the sound of an approaching company
was heard from beyond the gate, coming with calls and
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clamour. A servant rushed in to say that His Excellency Minister
Kwun would call.
Yoo Chin-sa went out to meet him, and a moment later a
white-haired man riding on a wheeled palanquin came in at the gate.
Yoo took him by the hand and led him up into the main hall, where
he bowed low and asked, “Who may Your Excellency be; and why
have you come I pray?”
When they were seated the old man laughed and said, “You
have not yet realized the dream you are passing through, have you?
Listen to what I have to say. You are a man born to most peculiar
fortune; surely there was never such a case known as yours. Years
ago your wife’s home, my home and Hyun Chi-sa’s, all stood side
by side. In these three homes of ours on the same day of the same
year a daughter wa born to each. As this was a most extraordinary
and unusual thing it brought our homes into close relationship, and
these girls as they grew played together morning, noon and night.
They made an oath, it seems, though we knew it not, that they
would marry one and the same husband aod so never be parted. We
parents had no idea of this. When you were married your wife
stepped out of our circle and was suddenly gone we knew not where.
My daughter, as you know, is a child of my secondary wife. When it
became time for her to marry I endeavored to form plans thereto,
but she refused absolutely and said that even though she died she
would not consent, “I have sworn an oath,” said she, “that I will
marry the same man as so and so.”
“It transpired that Hyun’s daughter had the same mind, so
that though he rated, coaxed and tried to wheedle her in to doing his
way not an atom would she bend to his will, and thus matters went
on till they were twenty-five years of age.
“I then learned that Hyun’s daughter had gone in search of
your wife and that she had found her at Soowun. You will
understand then that the stranger who came to your room night
before last was my daughter and the one last night was Hyun’s. This
house with the servants, the furniture , the books, the fields and
rice-lands are set aside for you by Hyun and myself. Your fortune
has won for you two very worthy
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women besides your first wife, a bounntiful home and sufficient
supply. Not less is your good luck than that of Yang So-yoo. Such
gifts as these come only from the gods.”
“Call Hyun Chi-sa,” he shouted.
In a little an old man with white hair came stepping in. He
had gold buttons behind his ears and wore a red girdle.
He bowed to Kwun and then Kwun said to Yoo, “This
gentleman is Hyun Chi-sa.”
The three, having thus met, sat and passed the glass
together and only when night came on did they separate. This
Kwun was the famous Kwun Tai-oon 權大速 (1612-1699 A. D.).
Yoo passed many happy years of life with his three wives.
Some years later his first wife said to him, “Just now the
political situation in Seoul gives me cause for alarm. The Nam-in it
is true have all powar and Kwun Tai-oon is their chief, but danger
lurks on every side and a little later he will assuredly be defeated
and death will be the portion of them all. It may easily include us
within its circles. Let us get away while there is yet time.”
Yoo took the advice, sold out, and moved to the country
never to return.
In the year l694 when. the Queen regained her place and
power an onslaught was made upon the Nam-in who were beheaded
and driven into exile, Kwun Tai-oon among them, but Yoo Chin-sa
was far away and safe. Assuredly Yoo Chin-sa’s wife was a wise
and far-seeing woman.

THE DIAMOND MOUNTAINS,
Note: Here is an account of a visit to Pi-ro Pong (毘盧峯) the highest, and
almost an inaccessible peak of the Diamond Mountains. The trip was made in
1865 by a Mr. Cho Sung-ha (趙成夏) nephew of the famous Queen Dowager. His
account shows that there was pluck and determination in the old ruling families of
those days, and more that they were master-hands at the pen. Few travellers could
give a more vivid picture than this. Set as it is with an Oriental back-ground
makes it specially interesting - Editors.

I reached the Diamond Mountain in mid-autumn and one
morning, after breakfast, decided to ascend Pi-ro Mountain.
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I was afraid there might be an attempt to stop me, so I secretly
found a priest to choose bearers and show the way.
We passed the Myo-kil Buddha and when we had reached
the turning point in the road already noon had. come. From here we
went straight up. By clinging to creepers and taking advantage of
every stone and twig, and with the help of the men who
accompanied pushing and pulling, we made our way up. What with
bushes and stones it was a most difficult, obstructed path, dim and
overgrown, in fact hardly visible at all to the naked eye.
Thus we made some ten miles deep into the solitudes. It was
a world waste and void. I imagine there must be some regular road
to Pi-ro Peak but we were not on it evidently but instead were into
an inextricable tangle on the west side. There are in all several
hundred priests in the Inner Hills and yet scarcely one of them has
ever climbed Pi-ro, two only of our whole party could I find who
had made the journey. I imagine these men, too, led us wrongly.
We finally reached a high point and looked out but there
were three great peaks that propped up the heavens still ahead of us.
The bearers suggested that we go back and try again another day,
but I felt that to go back would be to lose all the effort we had put
forth. So we sat down and thought it over. I urged them and at last
got them to swear to see it through. One man shouted, ‘Til see it
through, live or die,” and the others followed suit.
I then tied a handkerchief about my head, put off all my
outer robes, brushed the shrubs aside and went up on all fours,
clinging to points and horns as opportunity offered. We skirted
precipices that went down thousands of feet, and skimmed by
ledges the height of which no man could measure, till finally we
crossed all the obstructing peaks. We gasped, and puffed, and blew
for breath, and at last stood on the top of Pi-ro, the top of the
topmost peak. The blue heaven was just above us with all its vast
expanse, and the stars almost touching our heads. The air I breathed
came from about the the throne of God; but oh, we were tired and
thought of how Kwa-poo had exhausted himself chasing the sun.
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I was thirsty and wished a drink, but where was there water?
We had long passed all springs and streams, and not a drop was
there to be had. We looked off toward the east and there lay the Sea
of Japan, mingling with the sky. Yonder was water everywhere but
it was like the cherries of Cho Cho, devoid of satisfaction. How
were we to come at it and cure this thirst of ours?
In their search on the high peak, would you believe it, one
man found under a stone a living spring. It was not a spring either,
nor was it water from any apparent source. It must have been the
melted snows of ages gone by and yet it looked like nectar of the
fairies. We drank of it till all was gone. No Tong drank seven bowls
and yet was not satisfied, how much less we?
We walked back and forth while the sun went down and
darkness fell upon the world. Those who accompanied me were
dead tired and reduced to a state of unconsciousness. They were
scared too out of their wits. We sought out the smoothest part of the
rock and there sat back to back and let the dew fall upon us while
we dozed off.
The priests brought some shrubs and trees and heated up a
little cold rice and cake which we ate. When this was done we had
come to nearly the fifth watch of the night. The moon had fallen.
The sound of the wind across the hill face was like the whistling of
the goblins. Its cold edge had in it points of arrows. Mists arose
from the lowlands and filled the valleys. As I thought it over I felt
that it was indeed a mad journey, an insane venture. To come here
meant really all sorts of risk to life and limb. What use was it? Still I
remembered how I had longed to see this famous mountain, to taste
of its hidden mystery, and now my dreams were realized. Here were
the fairy cloud lights about us as we squatted among the rocks and
shrubs. It was a rare and wonderful experience. I turned to this side
and that, and gazed all about me. The night stretched everywhere.
Yonder were the Seven Stars of the Dipper, and here the reflection
of the white topped hill. The dew moistened all the world. I was on
a boat sailing on ether between the Seven
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Stars and the Lovers’ Bridge of the Milky Way. The North Star had
passed the 38th degree and the Yellow Meridian was in the
constellation Soon-mi. The Red Meridian was crossing that of Great
Fire. Our position on Pi-ro was not quite even with the star of God’s
Throne.
A little later we saw a great horn rise from the sea and
mount up where the sky and water touched each other. Little clouds
appeared. A little later all the sea and sky turned a firey red, and the
great yellow wheel of the sun tipped its light over the horizon. A
little later it had cut loose from the watery depths and was free in its
upward course across the sky, a red and beaming ball. The colours
of the sun, yellow, blood red, light red are due to the proximity of
the water. It looked as though it was distant from me only a hundred
li (30 miles) and about 70 kil high (400 feet). The water of the sea
meanwhile had grown dark and the hills red. A little later the lower
world gave off numberless puffs of vapour so that all the vast
expanse beneath us was turned into a sea with Pi-ro where we sat a
little island remaining. We seemed to be lifting and falling as in a
heavy swell with Waves about us. A little after Yung-nang came
through and then in a flash Choong-hyang likewise. Then the Sun
and Moon Peaks like a pair of twins showed their heads; then Soomi, Tan-Pal, Paik-ma all appeared each in its proper place.
We looked off toward the East Sea, where I felt like rolling
up my trousers and wading in on my way to the Pong-nai Hills of
the fairy.
The day was now light and all the party bestirred itself. They
gave a sudden cry of alarm. What was the reason? Here were tracks
of a great tiger going this way and that round and round us. He had
hovered about our sleeping place evidently all the night. Then
suddenly there was a great shout on the part of my company, “The
master is a man richly blessed, for the Spirit of the hills has sent the
tiger to guard him through the night.” So each man bowed down
and said his word of thanks to the God that guards the mountain top.
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THE WOMEN OF SOUTH CHINA,
BY
CH’OI CH’I-WUN (858-950 A.D.)
Note:--Here is a translation of a poem by Ch’oi Ch’i-wun
(崔致遠) who, though a Korean, was an official in Chinese service
one thousand years ago. His estimate of the ways of the world then
finds its counterpart to-day. To say that the world is getting better
might seem in some respects ill-founded; to say that it is getting
worse would seem to contradict this poem. Evidently the human
heart continues about the same, world without end.—Editors.
“The ways of Southern China have fallen full low. Men
bring up daughters there for evil only. Their one chief thought is
dress and showy ornament, while work, like honest stitching, they
hate the very name of. The pipe and harp include their aims in life,
but never for the songs religion sings. What lawless men enjoy,
these they count most dear. They say, ‘Let’s love the beautiful and
let our youthful days be long.’ They laugh at girls who make the
shuttle’s sound their one chief joy, as they exclaim, ‘However much
they love to tread the loom the silks they weave are never theirs to
wear.’”
To My Master Kang Heui-an (姜希顔)
by
Sung Kan (成侃) (1427-1456 A. D.)
Note:--Kang Heui-an was a great artist as well as a great
scholar, while Sung Kan one of his pupils was a distinguished
member of a very highly gifted family. He died by violence
however in a great disturbance in 1456 and so did not attain to the
high place as a scholar won by his younger brother Sung Hyun
(成俔).
A poem is a picture with a song;
A picture is a poem, but without the power to sing.
Pictures and poems, from ancient times, have ever been the same;
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No shade of difference marks their worth or measure.
What store of wonders dwell within my master’s mind,
An artist shall I mark him or chief among the poets?
When joy inspires his heart he lifts the blunted pen and
strikes
And lo, a line of streams flow by and rocks appear.
From these green banks old trees reach down and touch the
water.
You surely were the Master Chung No in an age gone by;
I gaze the live-long day with soul entranced.
But colours fade and fairest tints grow dim;
If rain or smoke but touch them they are gone.
Let’s try instead a picture with a song
That enters by the ear and moves the tongue to sing;
And keeps the spirit fresh and fair through all the weary
ages.
An Ancient Thought.
By
Ch’oi Ch’i-wun 崔致遠 (858-951 A. D.)
I am told the fox can change into a pretty girl, the wildcat
into a scholar-lord or chief. When creatures doff their
forms so easily who then can tell what sort of beings really
walk around us? Again I think, well, yes it is not hard to change the
form or kind; what’s hard is how to keep the soul and mind from
changing. There is the rub. The true to false, the fair to foul, these
are the changes to be feared. Keep bright the mirror of the soul I
pray.
Note: Can some reader of the Magazine give us a history of
the Fox. His sharpened chin and long brush tail, as they cross the
stage of the Far East, have caught and held the attention of all the
ages. Among fore-footed creatures he is even more renowned than
the tiger. This great writer of the closing days of Silla had heard of
the fox, but he was not fearful or anxious, he feared more the
changing nature of the human soul.
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OLD KOREAN STORIES
BY
SYUNG HYUN (1479-1504 A. D.)
POWERS OF IMITATION.
I had a neighbour once called Ham Pook-kan who hailed
somewhere from the east provinces. He knew how to blow a whistle
wonderfully well, tell all kinds of odd stories, and act the part of a
clown generally. He could mimic anyone he saw, and speak and act
exactly as they did. He would pucker up his mouth and pipe out
sounds like a flute, clarionet or piccolo, loud and strong, so that it
could be heard a mile off.
He could also imitate the harp, and make sounds that
twanged to any tune you wished.
He used to be invited to the Palace at times and was always
rewarded most liberally.
I knew another man called Tai-mo-je who could imitate
geese, ducks, chickens or pheasants perfectly. One note from him
and all the roosters of the place would set up a chorus.
We had a servant too, named Pool-man-i who could imitate
the barking of a dog. I once took him along to Kang-wun with me,
and when we reached a town at night he would set up a barking that
put all the dogs of the place into a state of terrific excitement.
THE HUNTER.
Kim Sok-si was a Yu-jin Tartar who came to Korea with his
father when he was a young man. He was a strong athletic fellow
and knew something, too, of literature and letters. His home was
among the hills of the Oh-chong ward and the chase was his means
of livelihood. He once told me the story of how he took deer. Said
he, “In summer, when the grass is long, the deer come out early in
the morning to feed. When they have had their fill they retire to the
hills and lie down. In hunting them I took beaters along with me and
followed up these marks and tracks till I came to where they were.
We would then surround them while two or three of the heaters
would go up to the hill-top and perhaps sing, or call, or imitate the
sounds heard in ploughing a field. The
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deer, hearing this and counting them familar sounds, would merely
sit close and listen. This was the time for me to string my bow and
let fly the arrow. Though not fatally wounded he would only get
into the toils of the beater if he tried to run away.
“When the leaves and grass were gone in the autumn, my
way was to find one of their runs, lie quiet near by and shoot them
as they passed.
“As for hunting bears, I may say that the bear is a fierce,
powerful and fearless beast. If he meets a tiger he picks up a stone
with one paw and with the other takes the tiger by the throat and
then gives him a smashing blow that crushes in his head. He also
breaks off limbs of trees and fights with them. If he uses a limb and
happens to let it fall, he does not know enough to pick it up again,
but uses a fresh one instead. His turning to break off another gives
the tiger a chance to pounce upon him again.
“The bear knows how to climb trees. He sits down just as
though he were a man, reaches out, turns the limbs inward and then
picks off the acorns and eats them. He frequently betakes himself to
the edge of a stream and fishes for crabs which he eats greedily.
When winter comes he goes into his hole and sucks his paw. If he
hears thunder in the 10th moon he refuses a hole for his winter
quarters but covers himself with leaves instead.
“When the grass and leaves are abundant, in summer, I
frequently find him in a tree. On such an occasion I take off my coat
and go in as near as possible toward him but always behind so that
he cannot see. While he is busy picking acorns I let fly my arrow so
as to take him just behind the fore-leg, and then I roll over and lie as
though I were dead in the grass. Not a breath do I breathe.
“The bear shot, and with the arrow still in him, falls from the
tree. He starts on a hunt for his enemy scurrying about on all sides,
but even though he find me he has no idea of harming me as I am
dead. In his agony he cries like a human being, pitiful to hear, then
goes down to the water’s edge where he dies.
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“As for tigers, I have shot many of them. Once, in the days
of Se-jo, His Majesty went on a trip to the hot springs at On-yang
when a messenger came from one of the homes of the literati, to say
that a girl of sixteen years of age had been carried off the previous
night from her inner room where she had been sitting, the door
being open. A fierce tiger had suddenly pounced in upon her and
now the prayer was that His Gracious Majesty would do what he
could to destroy the creature.
“King Se-jo ordered his officers to follow up the beast, and
he sent me as well. I went first and inquired about the girl, and then
started up the hill. About half way up we found her red coat, part of
it torn away and hanging to the limb of a tree. A little further on we
found the body near the edge of a stream partly eaten. Later still, a
sudden roar from the pine grove startled us. Looking up I saw a
huge tiger with glaring eyes staring at us. I was wild to get at him so
I dashed in on my horse and let fly an arrow. I then turned to get out
of his way when suddenly I was stopped by the brushwood and my
horse fell. He pounced on me and caught my arm in his teeth. There
we had a fierce fight till finally the others came and despatched him
so I escaped.”
He pulled up his sleeve and let me see his arm, and there
were the marks of the brute’s teeth.
THE LITERATI AN WAN.
An Wan was very fond of dogs and falcons. While he was
young and a student of the classics he was consumed with this
delight. Once while at the home of his young wife he had a falcon
on his left hand while with the right he turned the leaves of the book.
His father-in-law said to him, “When you study put away the falcon,
and when you have the falcon in hand put away your book. Why do
you have them both together in such an unseemly way?”
He replied, “The books I study because they have come
down to me from my fore-fathers. I cannot let them go, and my love
for my dog and my falcon is such that I wish to have them always
with me, book and falcon at the same time. Does it matter?”
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From youth up till old age he was always the same. Song
Mai-tang was one day out in the country beyond the river when he
heard the sound of some one reading the classics not far from the
road. He asked his servant to see who it was, and the servant replied
laughing, “It is undoubtedly old man An.”
He turned to see and there he was holding a falcon in one
hand and with the other turning the pages of the Kang-mok while he
sat beneath the shade of a tree. They met and laughed as they saw
each other.
He was a kind-hearted gentleman, and neyer showed any illtemper in words or countenance.
When the Japanese came in and took possession of Sungjin
Poo he remained quietly at home and read his book.
His servant said, “The enemy is upon us. Sir.” His reply was,
“I can shoot with the bow, don’t be anxious.” In a little the enemy
went away
THE KOREAN ENVOY'S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 1712.
(Continued from the September number.)
CHAPTER III.
NOTE :—The following account of the Korean Embassy entering
Peking in the grim winter of 1712 takes from the expedition something of
the glamour with which one is inclined to surround the gorgeous East.
They enter but find no warm rooms awaiting them; no fresh beds done up
with Irish linen, no steaming soup or entrees, but only a grizzly haunted
house full of dust and disorder, with the January wind of 1713 rattling
through every chink. It was poor comfort to feel that they were a highly
honoured mission to the great emperor Kangheui and that the ordinary
conveniences of life could go by the board. Here they lived for two
months and more, great China not troubling her soul one whit as to
whether these top-knotted strangers from the Hermit Kingdom fared
comportably or froze to death. By following these accounts the reader will
see two things: one, Peking two hundred years ago, another, the back of
the Korean's mind with something of what he thinks and is.
Next month will describe an Imperial progress and an audience
before Kangheui.—EDITORS.
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12th Moon 27th Day. Clear. Cold Wind Blowing,
At last we entered the main East Gate of the city. Its tower
has three storeys with blue tiles on top, while the protecting wall as
well has a tower of two storeys similarly roofed. There are no
railings about it but simply a wall of bricks.
In this wall are openings for sharp-shooters who take their
station here to protect the inner gate. It is named the Tower of the
Enemy. I had heard that when the Embassy reached this gate, it
usually found such a crowd of horses and carts blocking the way,
that often half a day was spent in attempting to push through; but it
was not so in our case. The regular day for entering the city with
tribute is the 26th and this date being past our road was clear.
Within the city the street was not more than seventy or eighty yards
wide, a third wider, perhaps, than our main street at Chong No, but I
saw nothing special in the way of display of merchandise, or goods
for sale.
We had gone about a mile, when we reached a cross roads, a mark
being erected at it to indicate the distance. A gate ahead of us
looking toward the south was marked Soong-moon. When we came
within a hundred yards or so of it, we turned directly west and went
about a third of a mile further, crossing a stone bridge called the Okha Kyo. On the side of the street I noticed a large gate with three
openings said to be the entrance to a palace of one of the imperial
princes. Three or four Manchoos, with swords at their sides, were
sitting on guard. A row of spears stood before them, while their
bows, arrows and quivers were hanging on the gate. We crossed the
Ok-ha bridge and went a few hundred yards further till we reached
the Envoy's Yamen, on the north side of the road. Here the Chinese
interpreters came out to meet us. The Envoy simply lifted his joined
hands by way of response to their greeting, and we passed on into
the middle comound. Within the gate we found many outhouses
along each side, that had apparently fallen to ruin. These were the
quarters where the Korean interpreters were supposed to put up.
Passing through a small side gate we came to the main
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hall. It also had outhouses on each side, all of which were in a sorry
state of dilapidation. The rooms too were were full of dust and
lumps of clay.
The wind kept up till the night, exceedingly cold and here
we were with no place to put up at, and no one knowing what to do.
You can guess what a perplexity we were in. My brother went into
the east room of the main hall, in which were two *kang, one to the
north and one to the south. He chose the south kang while I took
that to that to the north. The windows were stripped of every vestige
of paper, so we had the bundles of tribute piled up against them on
the outside. The inside we pasted up as well as we could, but the
paste did not stick, and the paper fell off before the wind as fast as
we put it on. We tried again and again but it was to no purpose, and
only with the greatest difficulty did we stop some of the larger
openings and manage to pass the night, The Second Envoy occupied
the middle room. As he entered he found an old Buddhist priest in
possession who invited him to be seated. He poured out some tea as
well and offered it to him. On inquiry he gave his age as seventytwo. I took my servants and went to see the Tong-ak shrine situated
just across the road in front of our main gate. This shrine has two
guard-towers before it, very handsome and well built. On these two
towers are inscription boards, inside and out. One has written on it,
"Great Vacant Valley;" one, "The Three Fairy Gods," and one,
"Eternal Blessing to the State." I forget just what the other was.
There was a tower also to the south, that stood in line with the front
gate, built of marble, richly ornamented, and finished with
wonderfu skill. Inside of the front gate on each side were drum and
bell towers. Passing these I came to still another gate of three
openings with side gates to right and left. Within this I found the
main hall. It has two storeys and is covered with blue tiles, The
inscription on it reads "Hall of the East Mountain Spirit." A gilded
image sits in it wearing royal robes and crown. This is the spirit of
the Eastern Hill.
*The kang is an elevated platform of earth, with a fire beneath it, on
which the Chinese sleep.
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Boy fairies were in waiting to right and left, about a dozen in
number. Beautiful curtains hanging about on all sides served as
decoration. There were many costly dishes about, evidently used
when offerings were made to the spirit. A glass lamp stood in the
middle of the hall and before it a table beside which was an iron
kettle, large enough to hold a score and more measures, filled full of
oil. From this they fed the lamps which burned night and day. There
were wings to right and left of the main hall, that extended like
outstretched pinions, each having gates through them. The main hall
and the outhouses all stand on a well built platform as high as a
man's shoulder. On the south side stands a brazier about three feet
high. Before each gate of the outhouses there is one as well, each
having an incense stick in it, so that the odour of incense filled the
rooms. Many memorial stones stand about, so many that I could not
look them all over. Some of them had inscriptions written by the
Emperor and these were covered with yellow tiles. Last night the
whole company, men and horses, slept in the open court, and so
were almost frozen to death. The officers too sat out in the cold. It
was worse than camping in the fields on the other side of the
palisade beyond Pong-sung. As I mentioned, the room that I was
assigned to was full of holes that could not be mended, and so we
asked the guardian of the yawn to call a plasterer and have him
prepare mud and stop the openings in the kang as well. But the
house was so high, and large, and wide, that nothing seemed
possible in the way of bringing comfort. Between the rooms, where
we were and the main hall, there were wooden doors adorned with
numberless chinks and cracks through which the cold wind blew.
We were so chilled and frozen that we didn't seem to be in a room at
all but outside wholly exposed. My brother sought out one kang and
had a cover or wind-net erected over it. I undertook to make a
protection out of our baggage, piling it up so as to leave only an
opening of about three feet for one to crawl in and out of. This door
on the south side was the only means
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for the admission of light. I hung a curtain over it and had it rolled
back during the day and let down at night. Afetr what we had
experienced it seemed almost a cosy and comfortable room with a
grass mat for carpet underneath and oil paper above for roof. Inside
of it I had quilts spread out, and here also I had my books, papers
and other things, An economical and reasonable room it was and I
greatly reijoiced in it. In my delight I exclaimed, "When I leave,
what shall I do about this fair castle that I have built?" All laughedia
over it. I went to see where the officers were and found them in a
two kang room, the fires being on the north and south side. They
had repaired the fire places, and pasted up the holes in the wall, but
at best the room was small and too cramped for the number who
occupied it. I was very anxious on their account. The military
officers in charge of the Eui-joo guards, the Envoy's physician, the
accompanying merchantmen had no place whatever to go to. They
all repaired to the rear court, made a hut of the baggage and crawled
into it. With bricks they also made a stove. The soldiers, mapoos
and servants huddled about underneath the shelter of the wall, and
put up mats as a protection against the wind. With broken odds and
ends of brick they managed to build a wall, and so eked out a very
unhappy existence. Those having money sufficient had a hut erected
with felt covering. My three servants had gone to the east side of the
room where my brother was, and there they were discussing the
putting up of a felt shelter. I went to the room of the Secretary to see
how he fared and found his quarters to be a room of five kang the
fireplaces being on both sides. It was light and clean and more
pleasing than the room occupied by the First Envoy, The Secretary
had the military officer No Heup stay with him on the north kang
while his interpreter, Oh Chi-hang, slept on the south side.
In the morning the Envoys and the Secretary paid a visit to
the Office of Ceremony where they presented their credentials. The
other members of the Embassy went along while I remained by
myself. Later, on their return, I asked them about their visit and was
told that the Office of Ceremony was about half a mile distant from
the Envoy's yamen. Attending
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officials led the way for them, and had them sit down and wait in
the outer-quarters. An hour later the Minister of Ceremony and the
Secretary came to the Hall and took their places on the seats facing
south. There was a table in front of them before which the Envoys
and the Secretary now came and made obeisance. Two interpreters,
bowing low as they appeared, presented the communications. The
First Envoy took them, laid them on the table, and then retired a few
paces to the rear. When the time came for them to withdraw the
Secretary of the Department of Ceremonies who was a China-man
and not a Manchoo, had the Envoys wait for a little as he had some
inquiry to make of them.
The Minister of Ceremonies had ridden in a four-man chair
with a dark silk canopy over it. It was much like the palanquin
chairs seen in our own country, though the poles were not fastened
beneath, but at the sides, and tied with leather thongs that passed
over the shoulders of the bearers. Before them heralds led the way,
calling out much the same as they do with us. I was told that they
had borrowed this custom from Korea. Chinese may ride in chairs,
but Manchoos are not allowed to do so; they must ride on horses.
My servant, Kwi-dong, took note of everything that passed and told
me of it. The Royal Communication was wrapped in oil-paper and,
when it came to opening it, the barbarian Manchoos did not even
wait to unfasten the string in a comely way, but fought for the
wrapper and pulled and tugged furiously, all of which time the
officials paid no attention whatever. There was such a tussel that no
one got more than a mere scrap of the paper, and yet each seemed
very much delighted with his prize. What they intended to do with it
I have no idea.
The Department of Ceremony is said to be in a terribly
tumbledown condition, altogether dilipadated. I asked the official
assigned to the place the reason for this state of affairs, and he said,
"Necessary repairs for the yamen have to be paid for privately by
the officials in charge, as His Majesty will make no appropriation
for them.” Thus, things are left to go as they please. If this be true
the Emperor's rule must be a sorry rule indeed.
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Formerly when the Envoy came to Peking the Main Hall and
the side rooms to be occupied by the Embassy, were all floored with
new matting; and new paper was put on the walls; but now this has
been neglecyed, and today everything was left as we found it, not
even equal to the official quarters in the common country stopping
places. Thise in charge receive money we are told for the purpose of
repairs, but do not carry out the matters assigned them. Laws and
observances are evidently on the decline in the Imperial domain,
and our people too, I doubt not, deserved just such a reception as
they received for sins they themselves have to answer for. Alas!
Alas!
In the morning the head interpreter came and said, "One of
the soldiers of our party fell behind at Pal-li Po yesterday, and not
reporting yet the Government has ordered a party of guards to go
out and find him. This is the first trip of the missing soldier and he
cannot speak Chinese, beside the weather was so cold yesterday that
I fear if he did not find shelter he may have been frozen to death."
In a little however the guard brought him in safe and sound,
I enquired as to how he had come to fall behind; he said it was
because the day was so bitterly cold, that he had gone into an inn to
warm himself. He found a heated kang to set on and the people had
treated him most kindly to refreshments, He concluded that the
Chinese were a very liberal and good people indeed.
Our yamen had one man in charge who was General in Chief.
It had also a Directing Officer, six orderlies, six interpreters, and six
under interpreters. These all lived outside the yamen itself. There
were two guards whose duty it was to watch the gates; also twenty
armed soldiers. The gate-guards were changed daily, while the
soldiers were changed every five days. The Chinese interpreters
came and went at will. The General in Chief looked in every few
days to see how we fared. Though the soldiers never all attended at
one and the same time they came at about two P. M. to close the
gates, and only when the next day dawned did they open them again.
On the opening and shutting of the gates the soldiers never
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failed to come and inform the Envoy. Before the gates were closed
they would clear the court and see that all Mancoos were sent out as
well as the pedlars who had come to haggle and bargain. The
threatening sounds these soldiers made were very terrible and such
as to fill one's soul with fear. Every morning the guard in attendance
made their. salutation before the Envoy. The Captain along with our
interpreters showed special respect to the Chinese translators,
bowing down to the ground in their efforts to do them honor.
Colonel Choong Wha seeing this did not like it.
During the night the servants were huddled together by the
side of the kang, and passed the dreary hours saying, „I'm cold, so
cold,—I cannot sleep,"
29th day. Peking. Weather fine but cold. Later milder.
One of the interpreters, a Manchoo, sent me a plate of cut
bread such as we call cho-ak, in our country. Kim Eung-hum also
sent me grapes, oranges, thornapples, pears and persimmons. They
were all fresh, just as though picked. The oranges were like those
seen at home, very juicy and sweet of flavor, They had been kept
frozen in the storehouse, and so had lost a little of their delicacy, but
still they were very good. The larger pears were as big as one's fist,
while the small ones were about the size of a hen's egg. They were
yellow in color, the skin very thin and the flesh tender. On eating
them no pulp remained in the mouth. The persimmons were long in
shape and large. Unlike our own varieties, the skin was thick, but
the flavor very good. The hawthorns were about as big as a plum
with small seeds and no worms in them.
Pak Tong-wha and Choi Soo-chai brought me several kinds
of cake and candy, as well as sweet oranges that were of a very
agreeable flavor. Sim Chi-soon brought me chestnuts, that were
equal to the best red variety of our own country. When I saw so
many sweetmeats piled up, I thought of my children at home and
how they would enjoy them.
After our meal the Chinese interpreter led the way and we
went together to the Hong-yu Office where we rehearsed the forms
necessary for audience with the Emperor. This office is within the
east gate of the of the Department of Ceremony.
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There is an octagonal pavilion in it with a throne erected over which
is an inscription written in gold reads “May His Imperial Majesty
live forever."
Before the throne stood two criers, one on the right hand and
one on the left. The envoys then entered the ccourt and took up their
position on the west side, facing north. The twenty seven officers
and interpreters of the party stood behind the envoys, while the
criers shouted out thei order in Chinese. The Chinese interpreters
stood on the left of the envoys and translated it into Korean. Three
times they klelt and three times arose, and each time they knelt they
kowtowed three times. The ceremony is called "Sam-pai Koo-ko”,
(Three bows, nine kowtows). The slightest irregularity in the doing
of it was called attention to, and they were asked to try again. After
seeing that all was well understood, the order was given to disperse.
In the evening I made a call upon the Secretary. The New
Year refreshments were brought in and the envoys after assembling
the attendants, stepped down into the lower court, and bowed with
their faces to the earth, beating their heads upon the ground.
Ordinarily these refreshments were brought from the
Kwang-nok Office, but we waited this night till late and they did not
come. Only after the officer in charge had gone to inquire the reason,
and with orders to make haste, did they come. The character of the
food was very bad and the number of the dishes less than on former
occasions. The interpreters too, expressed themselves as displeased.
Each of the envoys and the Secretary were given separate tables, on
each of which were some forty dishes made of brass and very large,
The "side-dishes" were mostly of Chinese fruits and such like.
Among the sweetmeats was to be seen o-wha-tang (sugar). There
were also parched beans, dyed in various colours but they were
lacking in sweetness and quite uninteresting. Other things, too, were
somewhat tasteless. Among the various kinds of flesh served was
wild-goose. There were two tables sent also to the interpreters who
came in later. A small pourboir was given to the messengers who
brought
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them A Chinese interpreter here brought a message saying,
“Tomorrow you are to have audience, so make ready early," He
repeated the order several times before he left. From the time that
darkness fell the city was one roar of rockets and fire-crackers that
kept up all night.
The Ok-ha Kwan (Envoy's Yamen) was enclosed on three
sides by high walls. On the south side which was the main street
there were the houses that blocked the view. We constantly heard
the sound of horses and carts going by.
Outside the cast wall there was a small dwelling before
which stood a tall bamboo with a red lantern on it. From to-day on
this lamp was lit only to be extinguished in the second moon. The
interpreters who came with us entered and expressed their good
wishes for the New Year and then withdrew. We were all sad at thus
being exiled from home. From to-day on each one received his
portion in the way of Government supply according to his rank. The
First and Second Envoys received the same, while the Secretary
came next. After them came the three chief interpreters and then the
twenty-four guards who had charge of the tribute; then the
attendants, each receiving his set portion. Besides these others were
also served who had charge of the horses. They were all
remembered and provided for. Each man received a measure of rice
and each horse four measures of beans and two sheaves of hay. On
every fifth day the Chief Interpreter took charge of this distribution.
The dried materials were equally divided between the soldiers and
the interpreters. What the servants and horses were to have the Euijoo officers took charge of and apportioned. The dry measures used
here were more than double the size of those at home, but when the
final distribution came, they were divided according to our own
measures, while the part remaining over went to two or three
persons only. This had always been done they said. But it was unfair
and orders wore given to divide it so that all the attendants might
receive an equal portion. At this they all greatly rejoiced.
(To be Continued)
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THE CRIMSON DAWN
(Continued from the September Number)
CHAPTER IV.
A VOICE FROM THE DEAD,
Life in Saemal was a contrast to the former life of Noch
Kyung.
A literary atmosphere prevaded his father's home where
even his mother was versed in the Chinese classics, a very unusual
accomplishment for a Korean woman, even a yang ban lady.
Through her the other women of the family were familiar with the
eunmun, the vernacular script. His childhood had passed in carefree play and happy study with his wise old teacher at the shabby
school-room. He had been considered a good scholar for one so
young, and his chief aspiration had been to go to the examinations
in the Kyung-bok palace. How he had dreamed of that hour when
the subject for his composition would be given him. Ah! He would
write furiously on the wonderful essay that would bring him fame,
official position, and glory! Yes, those were happy days of boyhood,
what would he not give to have them back again, to join in that
drone and buzz as with half closed eyes the boys sing out the
characters they love! Now this was all changed; in place of the
general air of gentility and leisure there was the sordid dreariness of
a house which had never boasted a scholar. Farmer Ye never let it be
forgotten that there was work to be done if they would have rice to
eat. The sarang, a room on the outer court, in which was combined
the reception and living room for the men of the house, was
cheerless though comfortable in a way. Altogether the whole house
was lacking in that indescribable charm which he remembered of
his childhood home; these walls were yellow from smoke and
festooned with ancient cobwebs; the very dinginess of things
combined to make him miserable and home sick, though these
material discomforts were the least cause of his distress. These
people so grossly illiterate and common;
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the broken spirited, faded women; their evident fear in the presence
of the master; the illness and suffering of Kumokie's mother, her
dislike for him and her anxiety for her child; the foul smelling
village,—all these things were revolting to the fastidious young man.
His beauty-loving soul had nothing on which to feed and some
times such a longing for his own kind, his mother, his home and his
old fellows took such fierce possession of his heart that it was with
difficulty he restrained his desire to run away. That, however, would
have been dishonorable, for the farmer was keeping his promise in
all things pertaining to the family in the city, and with a regularity
unequalled the bags of grain were sent to the home of Kim YoungSuk. The thought that by the sacrifice of self he was bringing
comfort and peace to his loved ones far away, brought him small
pleasure when he mused upon their willingness to have it so. His
soul was tortured by the fact that his parents had known little or
nothing about the place to which they had exiled him, and even less
about the people with whom he had to live. These feelings of injury
harbored in his mind, grew, till they steadily developed the
moroseness of a man who has been greatly wronged. A new look
had come into his face, the tense and decisive expression of a man
who had faced the hard facts of life and was bracing himself for the
trials which he knew he must still meet. The boy who had been a
ringleader among his gay companions was now a proud, cold lad,
who had little to do with the people about him. This aloofness on
his part was a constant source of pleasure to Ye Chun-Sook whose
admiration for the high born son was unlimited. This one person, at
least, he did not try to bully or bend to his own will, he seemed to
feel that by basking in his light he himself would reflect some
borrowed glory of the gentry and his attitude of familiarity and
jocular good fellow-ship were extremely awkward and amusing.
Noch Kyung found' this almost as distasteful as the rough manner
with which he treated those whom he considered beneath him.
This too, added to his feeling of disgust, There was something
queer, as well, about the actions of father Ye,
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which made the boy suspicious and uneasy. Night trips were
common when he slipped out of the house evidently believing
himself to be unobserved, and then slink back before the dawn.
Where did he go on these sacred errands? Noch Kyung made up his
mind to find out, wondered if they had anything to do with the
mystrious source of Ye's wealth, the existence of which he seemed
so anxious to hide and to deny.
It was a lovely day in early spring. Six months had slowly
dragged their weary length since Noch Kyung had come to be an
inmate of the big thatched house in Saemal, but those nearest him as
well as the villagers felt that he was still a stranger, and that his life
was lonely. The uncouth, burly fellows of the neighborhood felt as
keenly as he the recognized difference in social cast.
A few more luxuries had been added to the plain comforts of
the house, the most notable of which was an aristocratic donkey on
which Ye rode back and forth from the fields, and at times took
more distant, unknown journeys. The little, gray beast, friendly and
kind, was fast becoming a great favorite with the silent boy. Ye
Chun-Suk was somewhat less cautious in his use of money than
formerly. Was the consuming passion of the miser giving way
before the pleasures derived from this use of his means? Were the
aspirations for respectability, and the honor of his fellows growing
stronger than his love of gold? Perhaps it was only that his income
was being secretly enlarged in some mysterious way.
By the call of the wild nesting birds on the hills, the young
buds bursting into tender green, the soft balmy fragrance in the air,
the thousand vibrant voices everywhere nature spoke of a new
awakening, an awakening to the joy and ecstasy of springtime. In
the sad heart of the young man who walked along the shining sand
of the sea shore, however, there was no spring, only the bleakness
of winter. Noch Kyung came to a sloping hill where a stony point
over-looked the changing sea; this promontory was far enough from
the village to be reasonably sure of being undisturbed, and it had
become his favorite resort for meditation. He
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came here to think and dream, Away from the vile filth and offal of
the fishery, away from the squalid meanness and commonplaceness
of the people, he could here forget his fate for a little and dream of
other days. He stood with folded arms and gazed out over the
waters, It was mid-afternoon and the sun cast a shimmering light of
silver over the faint blue of sky and sea until it merged into an
indistinct blur. The white sails of the fishing boats looked like huge
gulls poised between earth and sky. Across the radiant sheen of the
sea came the sing song echoes of happy fishermen home-ward
bound.
“Is it possible that I am the only creature that is sad and
lonely on this spring day?" murmured Noch Kyung, setting his lips
in a thin firm line. He stood there a long time and thought of the far
away home, the old comrades of his child-hood. What were they
doing in the city? Did they ever think of him and miss him, or had
some one already taken that place of leadership which had been his?
'He struggled hard to keep the tears from his eyes, but only to make
the ache in his throat more intolerable.
"How long I wonder before I can see them again!" he mused.
"I shall write to father and ask him to let me have a short visit home,
that will help somewhat!" Suddenly, as he stood thus gazing over
the sea, there came to his ears the sound of rapid footsteps on the
hard sand. Wondering if some one had followed him to his hiding
place he turned and looked down the rocky path to the beach. Who
was this? A flying figure in bright blue skirt and a vivid red jacket.
It was with astonishment that he watched her come to within a few
yards of him, her face bearing a look of distress and fear as she
stopped with an air of startled uncertainty.
“Kumokie," he exclaimed, "what does this mean?"
“Grandfather sent me to call you," she panted.
"But how did you know where I was? How did you dare to
follow me?"
How stern and angry he was now! Gone was the big brother
attitude which he generally bore to her on those rare occasions
when he deigned to notice her at all, Now his
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eyes were stern and his voice harsh, which frightenrf the child. She
put her finger in her mouth, hung her head in the shame, and dug
her sandalled toe into the damp earth. The beautiful brown eyes
were brimming with tears and she was just about to flee in dismay
when his voice came again little less severe.
"Don't be so fearful of me! I have never been unkind to you,
have I? Tell me, how did you know I was here?"
"I knew you were here!" the tears were running now, so she
thrust both chubby fists into her streaming eyes and turned her back
upon him,
"Yes, but how did you know?" his tones were kinder, more
like his usual gentle way and she turned again to look at him to
make sure whether she dare linger to tell him about the strange
happening at home or whether it would be best to flee. He was very
much annoyed that his secret place had been discovered, especially
by this despised creature, and was thinking more of this than of the
urgent matter which brought her. For her part, she decided that he
was not angry enough to beat her as Grandfather was quite sure to
do if his message were not delivered. To meet him seemed the safer,
so she lingered, though far enough away to run if necessity
demanded,
"I saw you come."
"Have you followed me before?" Poor, miserable, little
culprit! She caught her shirt in her nervous fingers and twisted it
into a rope as she dumbly nodded her head. She was naturally a
truthful child and it had not occurred to her to evade his anger by
telling a lie. After all she was such child, how could she know that it
was indelicate, and immodest, to follow her lord to the sea-shore?
This proud handsome boy had such a fascination for Kumokie. He
paid so little attention to her that he did not know that those great
eyes of hers were often on him in unchildlike tenderness, when he
thought himself alone. This anger and disgust of his cut her heart
like a knife; she was a pitiful, forlorn little figure as she stood thus
apart, and writhing under his contempt;
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but the boy's heart was too full of his own misery to pity her.
“I . . . I didn't know you cared, that you would be so
angry . . . I . . . that you didn't like it," faltered the little girl. "I won't
do it ever again,"
“Well, see that you don't," The indignant chap turned oil his
heel and was about to stride off down the beach when he
remembered that she came with a message.
"Why were you sent to call me ?"
"I don't know, Grandfather is acting very strange. He has
heard a voice calling him and he is much worried," her face was
greatly troubled.
"Voice, a voice calling? Sounds sort of daffy, He isn't crazy I
hope !" This conversation was beyond the depth of Kumokie, but
the earnest eyes that searched his were like the faithful eyes of a
dog,
"Come, I'll sit down now. Tell me what you know about this
matter," He seated himself on a huge bowlder, but she stood rigidly
at attention, her whole mind bent on saying nothing that would
displease him.
"All that I know is that Grandfather came in from the ricefield where the men were ploughing. He looked strange and
frightened, his eyes were awful to behold. I heard him telling
Grandmother that the spirits were calling him, that his father who
has now been dead a long time, had spoken to him this morning,"
"What did the voice say?" Noch Kyung was skeptical, his
father-in-law disgusted him beyond measure with his superstition
and witch-goblin ideas. He himself was a Confucianist as fitted a
gentleman of the literati; such folly as this was only fit for women
and children, Kumokie had a splendid memory, but her voice was
low and frightened
“My grave! My grave! My grave! Three times like that.
Slowly,—so, three times!"
"O rats! What stuff is this?"
"O don't you know? It might be that the grave site must be
moved. If that be wrongly placed we shall all have bad luck because,
the spirit can not rest!" Noch Kyung looked at
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the young prophetess thoughtfully and the kindness in his face made
her less uneasy.
"Huh!" He grunted, "Does he want me to go spirit chasing or
to answer this visitant from another world?”
"I don't just know. But he said that you could ride the
donkey and go tell the chiquan (geomancer) to come quickly and
find out the trouble." "So? I see! I'm to find someone who is more
capable of answering the voice! All right!” But he did not make any
move to start on this mission. His gaze was on the distant horizon.
As he looked with unseeing eyes across the sheet of silver his sad
expression of face returned.
“I wonder what trouble is brewing for us now?" The child
did not answer this query but watched every shade of expression on
his face with the light of adoration in her own. This man was like a
young god to her; he had never been cross until to-day; he was
proud and cold and distant, but that was because he was of the
nobility and he had a right to be! As she watched his expression she
saw the look of sadness and with a gesture of loving pity she took a
step closer and laid a timid finger on his sleeve:
"Say! Are you so very unhappy with us? Mother says you
are."
"Hey? What's that?" He hurriedly got to his feet and shook
off the gentle hand, "We had better go I guess." He could not endure
her pity but strode along the sand at a fast swinging gait and the
child followed as quick as she could, sometimes breaking into a run
to keep from losing sight of her hero along the curving beach. At
last they passed the few boats anchored in the river's mouth, the
grey old houses with the neighbor children basking in the sunshine,
and finally through the group of curious eyed sight-seers who filled
the door and courtyard of the Ye home. Noch Kyung went on to the
sarang and there a strange sight met his vision: the cantankerous old
man Ye, the bully of the village, the fear and terror of his family,
was weeping like a woman. Hysterical and wild his voice rang out
so that all could hear:
"My grave! My grave! My grave!—that is what it said, and I
know my father's voice. I tell you it was surely his
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voice!" The faces or those in the courtyard were filled with horror,
incrudelity and wonder. What strange drama was this which was
being enacted before them? They loved to tell the dark stories of
goblins and fairies, their myths and legends of imps, hobgoblins and
ghosts which would fill a library. In the winter nights when the wind
howls about the court and weird, unnatural sounds come from the
dim, unknown regions of darkness, they whisper these tales to each
other with a real enjoyment of their creepiness. So the people
listened with great excitement, wondering what it could mean. Was
this really Ye Chung-Sook's father's spirit, or was it some malignant
quesin or tokagabie? The master of the house stood among them,
wearing a yellowish, sickly green expression beneath his tan;
dishevelled hair, his hat gone, his clothes torn, certainly he was the
picture of fright and terror. He caught sight of the new comer as he
pushed his way through the crowd:
"Oh here he is now! There boy, take the donkey and bring
the Chiquan quickly." Noch Kyung had heard enough from
Kumokie to understand the condition of affairs, and knowing that he
could get no detailed account of the happening of the morning from
this half-crazed creature, turned away without question to prepare
for the errand. He enquired the way to the hut of the geomancer, and
was soon riding along over the hills. As he trotted along he mused
upon the belief of the people :
"Now if the dead are in paradise, and if the living by proper
sacrifice, and all due honor have cared for the souls of the departed,
how is it that the burial site and the location of the grave itself can
determine so much of happiness or woe for us? If a man's soul is at
rest,—what matter about the worn out body? I have read that in
some countries the bodies of the dead are even burned and yet
strange to say these very nations are a prosperous and happy people.
Yet they tell us that a man's prospects in life, and in business may be
blighted by burying his father's body in an unpropitious sp'ot, that
sickness, bad luck and all kinds of dire disaster are caused by this,
more than by all the other things we fear!
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Well, I don't believe it myself! But Ye does, he is more credulous
than a child! I do believe that he would spend every cash he has at
the command of any scoundrelly sorcerer!”
At the time of his father's funeral Mr. Ye had taken every
precaution possible. In order to be sure that all was right, he had
even called in consultation the famous Mo Chiquan. The large fees
paid to these greedy professionals were startling but in return Ye
had the assurance that the grave site was the best in that part of the
country,—and perfect sites are not easy to find. It lay about 30 li
north east of Saemal towards the mountains, yet not far distant from
the sea. He had been satisfied at the time as he listened to the
explanations of the knowing ones; the “advancing dragon" that is
range of hills above the grave, was perfect; the "blue dragon" and
"white tiger," those to the east and west, were equal in length and
thus their influence for evil was overcome; the spirit which
crouched behind these hills and kept an evil eye upon the tomb was
certainly thwarted for there was no "spying peak" to lend its baleful
influence, and the grave itself pointed toward no other grave. The
judges pronounced it good, what ever could be the trouble? A short
ride over the hills in the glorious spring air brought back the sparkle
of youth to the eyes of Noch Kyung, The possibility that disaster
was threatening the house of Ye seemed only a silly superstition.
Little did he dream how the events of this affair would mould his
future! Paek Chiquan, the Hermit, lived in a tumbled-down hut on
Stony Mount, a rough, precipitous path leading to the lonely heights
where it hid itself in a thick cluster of gnarled, old pine trees. Noch
Kyung left the donkey at the foot of the ridge, and slowly climbed
the steep trail till he arrived at the shabby, weather-beaten hut, the
thatch of which was of a dingy grey and brown evidence of the
storms of many winters. The mud walls leaned in sharp angles
outward as though defying the laws of gravity in the same manner
that the master of the house defied the unseen forces of the spirit
world. Yet the interior of this ramshackle dwelling was more
comfortable
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than one would at first suppose, the stone floor had a new covering
of oiled paper, and bright quilts were piled high against the wall to
be unrolled on the heated floor at bed time The room, however,
showed the untidy carelessness of a man house keeper. Here he sat
pouring over a huge, musty volume, the great text-book of his
profession,—"The Great Important Celestial Instrument." He
crooned aloud its magic formula in a sing song monotonous tone,
Every now and then he stopped, turned his head, listened intently,
then intoned the chant again. After a while he arose, pushed back
the sash of the long, high window, and took a searching look at the
road below, which lost itself in the shadows of the distant hills.
From the vantage-point of this eyrie of the pine ridge he could see
many miles of the approach to his house and yet be unseen. Was he
looking for some visitor? This strange performance he repeated
several times, and at last nodded his head in evident approval and
satisfaction, closed the sash and returned to his beloved book. When
Noch Kyung approached the tiny courtyard the old fellow was so
deeply buried in his mystic rites that it was not until the boy cleared
his throat a second time that he was roused from his abstraction to
the realities of the world. Then with a look of surprise and innocent
wonder he pushed his horn spectacles up high on his forehead,
slowly opened the door and said:
"Did I hear a noise out here as of some visitor or is it merely
the wind in the pines overhead?"
"Yes, it is I, the son-in-law of Ye Chung-Sook, of Saemal."
At this the host hurriedly arose, made excuse and apology for his
poor house and all it contained and bade the yong man enter and
rest his body after the arduous climb. But Noch Kyung realizing
that he had better hurry as he had been bidden, lost no time in
introductory or preliminary but came to the point in a business-like
manner, told Paek what had occurred and begged that he come with
him at once to the village.
Paek Chiquan was a curiously grizzled specimen, dried up,
wizen and brown; he looked like an animated death's head or what I
imagine a two thousand year old mummy
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might seem should it suddenly decide to move about in life. His
deep-set eyes grew more intense as he listened in astonishment to
this amazing tale.
"What ever can be the trouble?” he exclaimed Something is
evidently disturbing the spirit of the departed, but I myself was
present at the funeral of Ye Chung-Sook’s father, and I am quite
sure that all things from the sabgju (death carriage) to the sinju
(spirit tablet) and the chisuk (tomb stone) were in perfect order and
that there are no disquieting influences about his resting place! For
fifteen years his spirit has been in peace. What can be the trouble?"
Noch Kyung had no solution to offer this difficult problem and so
he answered
"Will you come? The donkey is waiting at the poot of the
pass and if you will be so kind, let usgo. I will walk the shorter way
across the fields."
When he arrived at home he found all in confusion and
disorder. The frantic Ye was even more distracted than ever by the
reiterated assurances of Paek Chiquan that the grave site was in
perfect condition. It looked as though there must be some other
secret and awful trouble. This terrible uncertainty was unnerving the
strong man. His whole thought was taken up with surmises as to
what could possibly be the matter with the poor restless spirit of his
father, and the neighbors were all eager to tell of some such
experience of which they had heard, and to offer advice. The
mudang, or sorceress of the village, was present too. She had
extorted many comfortable fees from him in exchange for her
influence with imps and goblins she pretended were causing him
trouble. The great spirit of small-pox which had devastated the
home and carried away the children had failed to yield to her power,
it is true, but a few failures did not shake his faith in the power of
the exorcist, but rather increased his terror of the unseen, awful
beings with which his imagination peopled all space. One of the
friends told of a case like this when it was found that robbers had
stolen the body of a man’s father as means of revenge for a wrong
done. To one of his
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superstitious and over religiously inclined nature there could he no
greater disaster than to have the grave of his father desecrated. It
would mean unlimited trouble for him both now and hereafter, and
even though it took every cash of his fortune no son who knew his
filial duty could fail to respond.
Korean history abounds in stories of robbers kidnapping the
body of the father and demanding immense ransoms in return. It is
not the living children who are stolen away, for the robbers know
very well that a man will give more for his father's corpse or any
missing part of it, than for any living children. Preparations for
sacrifice before the ancestral tablet were going forward, sacrificial
foods were being made ready and the memorial room set in order;
the family finally assembled and the shrill wailing which broke the
stillness of the spring night was heartrending in its hopeless sadness:
"The post-man is coming! There is a letter! The mail, the
mail!" The crowd of sight-seers in the courtyard took up the chorus
over this unusual occurrence. The disturbance drew Noch Kyung to
see what it meant. Sure enough, a rare thing indeed in this remote
village, a postman stood outside, a leather pouch on one shoulder
and a lantern swinging in the other hand.
"Perhaps it's a letter from home!" thought he, "I hope it tells
me that I may go home for a little visit!" and his heart took an extra
beat as he reached his hand for the letter. No, this queer letter could
not be from his home, What was it anyway? The awkward
characters of the address to Ye Chung-Sook were scrawled in
wavering, ungainly lines like the first efforts of a clumsy school-boy.
There was no envelope, the flat of the paper was doubled over and
glued down with a bit of rice. Noch Kyung took this uncouth
production and went to the room where father Ye was still
prostrating himself before the tablet. Of course he could not give it
to him just then, but a letter could wait. Thus some time elapsed
before the strange epistle was placed in the hands of the owner and
in the meanwhile the man who had played postman was getting
farther and farther away towards the hills. It was with
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scant interest that Ye received the letter, his mind being still
occupied and disturbed by the events of the day.
"It is probably from some of the Ye family in the Wun
Province," said he, turning it over and over in his hand. "By post
you say, why it has neither stamp or post mark?” He unrolled a long,
scroll-like parchment, read a few lines then suddenly the expression
of his face changed, extreme fear that agitated mind and body shook
him from head to foot, he could scarcely hold the letter, the hand
holding it dropped to his side and his eyes took on a wild, strained
look. Noch Kyung snatched the letter from the nerveless hand of the
terror stricken man and with some difficulty read
"Greetings to Ye Chung-Sook, read and tremble!
Behold the body of your father has been taken from its tomb!
Are you a true and faithful son? If so prove it now.
On the fourth day of the third moon at an hour past midnight
bring 40,000 yang to the tall pine tree on the ridge back of your
father's grave-mound. Come alone and you will then be told where
to find the missing corpse.
You are solemnly warned to keep this matter secret, We
know your every move and if you report it to the police and officials
either now or hereafter such action will be immediately fatal to you
and your family.
Woe, woe betide you if you fail,"
(To be continued),
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The Korea Magazine
November, 1918
Editorial Notes.
MORE and more Japan is facing the question of securing
an ever-expanding supply of iron ore. That her own mines can in no
wise meet the demand is well known. That China has an almost
limitless supply of ore, as yet practically undeveloped, is matter of
public knowledge. There is now a very rapid development of iron
mines in Korea by Japanese capitalists, and smelters and foundries
are being newly started or enlarged to an amazing extent. Of course
one reason for this, and a very important reason, is the prohibition
of export of large quantities of iron and steel products from the
United States during the war. And iron and steel Japan must have. If
these products cannot be obtained ready-made from America, then
steps must be taken with all speed to provide a supply very much
nearer home. Then there is the question of price and cost. It is
possible to produce pig iron in both Korea and China for
approximately thirty yen per ton, and now that it is selling for five
hundred yen per ton there is small wonder that men can be found
with ample capital for developing mines when there is an assured
dividend of from 100 to 200 per cent per annum. Many a Korean
with some money to invest has tried questionable mining schemes
and afterward awakened to the fact that he had neither money nor
mine but this could scarcely happen if the investment were in an
even partially developed iron mine. Men in China have preferred
putting their money in propositions financed entirely by Chinese but
those projects which have had the benefit of both Chinese and
Japanese capital have usually proved to be far the most profitable.
There is unquestionably room for a very great expansion of the iron
and steel industry in the East. And Japanese capital, with
government assistance when necessary, will avail itself of the
unique opportunity for securing handsome legitimate profits.
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THE last twenty years has witnessed a very great advance in
manufacturing interests in Japan, and not least among her factories
are those producing cotton and woolen yarns and cloths. For
supplying these factories it is necessary to import almost all the raw
materials. This has proved profitable in the past, but now most of
the markets for raw materials are closed, and it will be necessary to
develop nearer markets, or produce the raw materials in Japan itself.
The latter plan is not feasible, so Korea, Manchuria and China must
become more than potential sources of supply. Korea has been
producing some excellent cotton, but the amount is very limited.
Much more land could be devoted to cotton cultivation without
endangering the supply of rice demanded both in Korea and Japan.
In the matter of wool, Korea has done nothing at all. The sheep
industry in Japan is negligible. In just a few years Korea could have
and should have tens of thousands of sheep pasturing on her hills. It
is a mystery why so little attention has been paid to the raising of
sheep in Korea. If in some cases the grass seems not to be suitable,
that can be changed by the gradual substitution of other grasses. The
winters are not as severe as in some other countries where sheepraising has been highly profitable. The initiative should not be left
entirely to private enterprise but the government should lend
assistance by importing several hundred or better several thousand
of the sheep best adapted to this country, and then interest both
Korean and Japanese people in raising the sheep, both for wool
and for meat. Why bring wool from Australia and China and the
United States when it can be produced vith less effort and less time
and with more profit right here in Korea and Manchuria?
THE ambitious program announced last year when The New East
was launched in Tokyo with Mr. W. Robertson Scott as editor
seemed to be in a fair way to realization as the successive numbers
appeared month by month. Certainly there must have been more
than a mere quickening of sentiment as a result of the attempt to
interpret Japan to western lands, and to bring to Japan a better
understanding
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of the plans and purposes of western nations, and especially of the
British nation. The magazine has been broad in its outlook, the
versatile editor has worked hard, advertising patronage seemed to
be excellent, and there was a good circulation. We expected the
magazine to be a permanent asset, and to be counted on in every
effort to promote better relations between eastern and western
nations. Great is our surprise and regret therefore when an
announcement appears in the October number that with the
December number Tlic New East will be discontinued. It appears
that the financial backers have expressed an unwillingness to supply
further capital, and in consequence there is this which we must
consider an untimely death. We believe the magazine had a distinct
place to fill, and we hope that even yet it may be possible to find
those who will appreciate its distinct value and be willing to provide
the funds for its continuance, even without the prospect of interest
on the investment. In these times of soaring prices it is most
difficult for all periodicals to meet expenses, but that is all the more
reason why their worth should be recognized and their life
underwritten by both advertisers and subscribers.

GOVERNMENT HIGHER COMMON SCHOOL
FOR KOREAN BOYS.
This is, in the opinion of the writer, the most important school in
Chosen, and the one that influences the people of the country more
than any other, public or private.
It is one of three schools of the same grade. The one in
Pyeng Yang is for students from North and South Pyeng An, and
Whang Hai Provinces, and the one in Taiku for those from North
and South Kyung Sang and South Chulla. This Seoul school is the
oldest, and of course the leading one. A side light on its popularity
is found in the answer given by
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the Principal to the question "Do you not require your students to
wear uniforms, as other schools do?" He said quietly “This school
does not need such advertising, and so we let them economize by
wearing ordinary Korean clothing."
The entering class each year numbers 200, and aside from a
few who are transferred from the other two schools mentioned
above, and an occasional student who has dropped out for a year
and re-enters, no new students are received. To one who knows the
large net losses in the ordinary Korean school, in spite of receiving
students at intervals during the course, the figure of the present
enrollment will speak volumes for the popularity of the school. On
the last day of September of this year, the enrollment stood as
follows:
First Year—198, Second Yenr—182, Third Yenr—173,
Fourth Year—151. All but one or two of the 151 will surely
graduate in March of next year. 123 graduated last March. Sixth
months after graduation, every one was either studying in an
advanced school, or in a position where he was earning good money.
Of the graduates, 30 showing special fitness for teaching are
chosen by the Faculty, and given a year in the Normal Class. They
are fed, clothed, housed, and furnished with text-books, and a small
amount of spending money. There is also a class of 3 Japanese
Middle students taking a Nornal Course. They are chosen from
Japanese Middle schools, and are given the·same treatment and
support. I noted that while graduates of the Middle School for
Japanese boys in Seoul are eligible for this course, none are taking
it, all the students are from Japan Proper. The students in these two
courses wear uniforms. This year of training turns out 60 or so
qualified teachers each year but the supply for Government Schools
alone is inadequate.
About half the graduates go on to other Government Schools,
the Law College, the Agricultural College at Suwon, the Technical
College, and the Medical College. The balance go into official
positions, mostly in the country magistrscied and the Post Office,
and commercial openings, many in the banks and large business
houses.
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Of the entering class, 100 are received without examination,
on the recommendation of the various Provincial Governors, who
get their information from the Principals of the Government
Primary Schools. The number so recommended is very large, and
the records of the various candidates arc gone over with great care,
till finally the fortunate 100 are chosen. The remaining 100 are
chosen by a competitive examination held in Seoul at the end of the
school year. Last March 1090 took that examination. Many boys try
it year after year till they succeed. The requirements for entrance are
a diploma from a Government Primary School, or "equivalent
education," sound body, and funds enough for the course. Most of
the students are from the country, as Seoul boys "if rich, are not
inclined to study, and if poor, have to work" as the Dean put it
recently.
Fees are very low, 60 sen a month tuition, and 8 sen more
for incidentals, which include Athletics anti Hair-Cutting! In the
latter matter, the school furnishes the tools, and the boys cut one
another's hair, an example of economy worth following. Board and
room costs about Yl0.00 per month. There are no dormitories
(except for the two groups rnentioned above) and the boys live
where they like, mostly in groups of 8 or 10, in private boardinghouses. The teachers visit each place once a month, and if changes
are needed, order them, and if they are not made, the place is closed.
The weak point in the school is the lack of dormitory supervision,
and this is admitted by the school authorities themselves.
The location is ideal, if a school is to be inside a city at all.
The school property is on the higher ground in the North part of
Seoul, and while it lacks a field for base-ball, it has a splendid drillground, and a complete set of buildings, most of them newly built
for the school. The practical work in agriculture is done in another
part of the North Palace. A better example of what can be done by
school-boys under the right supe vision, cannot be found anywhere.
The student has his choice of Agriculture and Business, as
two courses. Three-fourths take the former, probably because
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they are from the country. Many of them are going on to the
Agricultural college after they graduate here. Also, I have a
suspicion that the business course requires more study, and certainly
the labor of digging for a couple of hours in a fine garden plot, with
plenty of good company, appeals to the ordinary boy more tlrnn
does the grind of the school-room. A student can apply to change
from one course to the other, and if his reasons are good, it will be
allowed.
Aside from this, the course is the same for all. Ethics,
History, Geography, National Language, Korean Grammar, Chinese
Characters, something of all the Natural Sciences, Arithmetic
(including the use of the Abacus), Writing, Drawing, Algebra and
Geometry, Singing, Manual Training and Calisthenics. Candor
compels one to say that boys of 12 years and over do not master all
this in 4 years, particularly as for many of them the fact that all the
work is done in the National Language is a handicap. The teachers
told me that the attainments of the Japanese Middle School
graduates in the Normal course were far above those of the Korean
boys. so that the Teachers' course is very different for the two
groups. But this is the course that admits to the Colleges in Chosen,
and the brighter boys of course get most of it. In any case, it is all
that is required by the Government, and doubtless it is, taking
things as they are, the best course possible for the bulk of the
Korean boys to-day. English is given in each grade as an optional,
but is taken by comparatively few. They cover a simple course, that
is a foundation for further study, but by itself, cannot amount to
much. The equipment is lavish, particularly the supply of apparatus,
and specimens for science. A taxidermist gives his whole time,
helped by several assistants, to preparing and caring for such a
collection of stuffed animals and other Natural History specimens as
many Colleges in the U. S. A. cannot boast. Manual Training is
required in the first 2 years, and the work is thorough, and well
adapted to Korean conditions, particularly that in wood and wire.
The boys seem to enjoy it thoroughly, and show great skill. In
addition to the Normal Classes, there is a Primary School attached
to the
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Higher Common School, for the purposeof giving practice in classroom work and discipline. The staff of the combined schools
numbers 41 teachers, beside an office force.of 4 others, and various
employes. Of the ¥76,000 annual expense, two- thirds is for salaries.
Eight of the teachers are Koreans, they teach the Chinese Character
and the National Languag (Japanese).
The largest other single item is the support of the 60
NormalStudents, and with this deducted, the budget shows about
¥11,000 for all running expenses aside from salaries, which is really
economical, though this amount alone makes the whole
appropriations of some Mission Schools look small. The
Government-General finances the whole directly.
E. W. KOONS,
FURTHER OUTLINE OF THIS SERIES.
Higher Common Schools (private) for Korean Boys.
.,
.,
., Public and Private for Korean Girls.
Middle Schools for Japanese Boys. Higher School for
Japanese Girls.
Colleges- Medical, Law, Technical (all Government Schools,
for Koreans and Japanese)
Private Colleges (Severance Medical College, Chosen
Christian Collegem College for Japanese)

KOREAN PAPER
Korea has not only excelled in the making of porcelain and
cement, but also in the making of paper. This manufacture she
developed at a very early stage in her history, and became specially
known thereby throughout east Asia. China who always assumed
the high and mighty part of the suzerain toward her smaller eastern
neighbour, had to acknowledge that Korea was more than her match
in this art that has to do with the gentleman and scholar.
Looking through the old records we come on many notes
that refer especially to the variety made from the inner bark of the
“mulberry” (Broussonettia Kazinoki)..
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The Moon-hun Pi-go (文獻備考) says, “Dwarf mulberries
grow in the south and among the islands of the sea. Paper made
from the bark is very white and smooth.”
Sung Hyun (成俔) (1439-1504 A. D.) remarks “PaperMaking in our country includes many varieties, some made of straw,
some from willow wood, some from willow leaves, some from the
fibre of Job’s tears, some from hemp stalks, and some from the
mulberry. All these varieties are very fine. At this time, however,
most of it is made from straw, hemp stalks and willow wood.”
“Kim An Kook (金安國) (1478-1543 A. D.) used to gather
seaweed and make paper of it, a choice and finished product,
though it cost much less labour than other varieties. His desire was
to make this kind of paper generally known and so he advertised it
abroad and wrote poems about it.”
The Kook-cho In-mool-chi (國朝人物志) reads, “A man
named Yoon Hyun (尹鉉) who graduated in 1537, while Minister of
Finance, gathered together all the old straw mats, straw rugs, etc.,
that he could find, and piled them up in his storehouses. People
laughed at him and wondered what he meant to do with this
collection of rubbish. Later he had it all sent to the paper
manufactory and made into paper of a very fine quality.”
We are told that in the far north where the mulberry does not
grow, they make paper of oat-straw, a yellow variety, called whangma-ji (黃麻紙). This has become of general use in official circles as
well as among the common people.
King Se-jong, who came to the throne in 1419, set up a
Paper Office and made the Department responsible for all paper
required by the Government, especially that used in the Imperial
service. They made the paper from the various materials mentioned
by Sung-Hyun, straw, willow wood, willow leaves, seaweed and
mulberry bark.
Chinese opinions regarding Korean paper are interesting to
note. In the Hai-tong Sok-sa (海東續史) these are recorded, some
few of which we mention. “The paper of Korea is of a superior
quality, very white, tough and smooth. Our
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Chinese paper has been but poorly developed and so we have had to
depend on other countries for our supply, on Korea especially. In the
poems of the Tang Kingdom (618-905 A. D.) we find many
references to Korean paper.” It was even then reckoned the best and
finest of all. A thousand years before the first patent was taken out
in England for its manufacture (1665 a. d.) it was known to Korea,
and such high skill developed in its making that it won the
admiration of the great kingdom of kingdoms the Tangs.
We are informed that in the imperial archives the finest
models of penmanship, the noted writings of kings and princes, the
masterpieces of Han, the Three Kingdoms (220 A. D.), the Six
States (439 A. D.), the Soo Kingdom (600 A. D.) and the Tangs
were all preserved on Korean paper.
The Chinese in their astonishment over its excellent quality
undertook to make a microscopic examination and see what it was
made of. The wise among them decided that it was made as silk
from the cocoon. For many years this idea was current—made from
the thread of the silk-worm. It is rather interesting to think that
Korea was able to befool the Chinaman for five hundred years in
something that his hands could handle and his eyes could see. We
are doubtless safe in saying that no other people in the world have
ever done it before or since.
The great emperor Kang-heui who seems to have discovered
the mistake says, “In days gone by we were told that Korean paper
was made of the silk of the cocoon, but now we find that we were
mistaken and that it is made of the bark of the paper-mulberry. The
skill with which it is manufactured surely surpasses everything. I
tried a piece of it by fire and discovered that it was made of the bark
of a tree, not of silk thread. Inquiring of the Korean envoy as to how
they made it he told me that it was made of the bark of the tak tree,
the white part of the bark alone being used. Tough, smooth and soft,
it glistens as though made of the finest windings of the silk-worm.”
The writer has never seen it made, much he regrets it, but his
friend Kim who watched the process as a little boy
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gives the following account: “The ‘paper mulberry’ grows best in
the south where it escapes the severe frost. There you find it
growing abundantly, planted on the hills and other waste lands. The
annual growth, six feet or so, is gathered when autumn comes and
the stalks as big as walking-sticks, are bound in bundles like ricesheaves. A number of these may again be bound together wrapped
about with matting in preparation for being thoroughly steamed.
“The next step is to dig a hole in the ground of about one
kan, or eight feet square, and six feet deep. This is filled with large
logs of wood, an opening being prepared below by which to feed
the fire. On the top of this wood, stones are piled up, care being
taken to see that none of them are of the splitting, exploding kind.
“Then the fire is kindled and as the logs settle down and
disappear the stones settle down as well. Old mats are thrown upon
the fiery mass with earth hurriedly piled on top, covering the stones
completely except the part in the centre reserved for the steaming.
“The bundles tied as tightly as possible together are placed
on end in the open centre down firm against the heated stones while
earth is piled all round close about them.
“A foot or so from the bundle of stalks holes are hastily dug
round about in the new earth and water poured in, the holes being
stopped up instantly. As it sizzles and roars down among the
burning stones the steam that generates is forced up through the
mulberry sticks fiery hot and in great quantity.
“When the boiling sound in response to the pouring in of the
water ceases the process is complete. The sticks are then hastily
removed and the bark stripped off. After the thorough steaming it
comes away with perfect ease.
“The next step is to strip the dark outer bark from the inner.
This is done by sprinkling first and then stripping off by hand. The
white inner bark is then boiled in lye made from the ashes of
buckwheat straw until it is perfectly macerated and falls apart easily.
“It is then taken out, washed, and placed on a flat rock, to
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drain off and dry, and when thoroughly dried is beaten with a switch
till it works up soft like cotton wool.
“The next step is to subject it to a soaking in a vat of water
mixed with powdered soapstone. The soft finish and velvet edge of
Korean paper is given by this process; without it its shining face
would be left hard and uninteresting.
“The root of a plant called tak-p’ool (Hibiscus manihot. L.)
is then taken and beaten up slightly in a mortar. Hot water is poured
upon it and it is well kneaded by trampling with the bare feet. The
water from this root is very carefully strained off and a set amount
mixed into the vat where the pulp goes through its final process. It
is stirred and stirred so as to insure its being evenly mixed. Without
this admixture of hibiscus glue the paper would not hold together.
“Next, the paper-maker brings his light filter-frame made
according to the size of the sheets of paper. It has a narrow border
of an inch or so, with a very fine bamboo screen for bottom. He dips
this into the vat and takes up the required quantity of watery
mixture which he shuffles backwards and forwards till the water has
slowly percolated through the sieve. He then turns it over on a
prepared stand where it strips off clean and lies flat. He places a
straw at the corner to serve as a dividing medium between this and
the next layer that follows. Thus the process goes on till he has built
up a pile of pulp layers two feet high and more. This is taken to a
place in the sun or a warm room where they are peeled off
separately to dry.
“Naturally each curls up and dries uneven, so several sheets
are taken together and given final treatment by a pulp hammer with
the iron face.
“This hammer has two arms that extend back from the
fulcrum and being exceedingly heavy requires the weight of three or
four men on each arm to keep the hammer pounding. The paper is
not placed in a hollow mortar but on a flat rock so that it catches
evenly the heavy strokes of the hammer face. The object is to beat it
out perfectly flat and smooth.”
This gives in outline, according to Mr. Kim, the process by
which Korea makes her world-renowned paper.
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PLACES OF INTEREST ABOUT SEOUL.
(EXTRAMURAL NAM-SAN)
Seoul affords abundance of walks, all well within the
compass of a smart two hours or so. North, south, east and west
they beckon to the old dog who keeps his kennel, to the frog who
croaks within his hole and to the fusty office-hand who never, in the
whole year’s round, sniffs the greenwood or knows anything of
nature’s moods or autumn’s tints.
Here is one for example: Take the Kogane Machi car till you
come opposite to the eastern slope of Nam-san. Alight and go
directly south into the valley of the Chang-ch’oong Tan (Altar to the
Praise of Loyalty) and there stop for a moment and think. This was
General Min Yung-whan’s “Arlington” once on a time. The stone
that commemorates the brave deeds of the Korean soldier stands on
the east side of the valley, while on the west side are the houses of
worship and the Assembly Hall with two large keyaki trees in front.
The stone reads, on the face, “His Majesty’s Writing-Changch’oong Tan” On the back, “Our Gracious Majesty, gifted with the
wisdom of the Sage, and favoured by high fortune, has established,
firm as the hills, his hold upon the land. But frosts and snows of evil
fortune break, and times succeed when even heaven’s high footsteps
halt and fail. Thus was it in the fated years kap-o, eul mi (1894,
1895 Tonghaks) when many of the brave among our soldiers died.
“Alas, these heroes feared neither frost nor snow, and their
fair names shine out to-day as sun and stars. The fragrance of their
loyalty will ascend forever and be recorded on the ‘silk and bamboo’
sheets of history.
“Therefore His Gracious Majesty thinking how best to
honour these, issued a tear-stained order to erect this altar, set up
this stone, and build this tablet-house, where every spring and
autumn, sacrifice could be offered and honour paid to their enduring
fame. No such royal favour was ever before
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shown or such honour bestowed. May it arouse anew the spirit of
the brave. Beautiful and fair it is! Beautiful and fair!
“Recorded and written by
Min Yung-whan
Protector of the State, Lieut-General, etc.”
“1900, 11th Moon.”
A new road running through this wooded valley leads up to
the broken wall directly east of the left peak of Nam-san. This road,
though not yet finished, offers a delightful walk through the pines
and alongside of a washerwoman’s gorge where the patter of a
hundred laundry-sticks breaks the quiet of the pine woods.
On reaching the exit, take the road immediately to your right
keeping along the city wall on the outside up the steep hill. As the
path is quite clearly defined, and there are no very steep parts, any
fairly good walker can easily take it.
A few minutes’ climb brings you to the great rocks that
shelter a beautiful spring of water on the top of South Mountain.
Here you may quench your thirst from a source undefiled by the
madding crowd. Alone with the spirits that haunt this wooded peak
it trickles forth from the rocks, just as the springs from Olympus did
when the nymphs and naiads lived.
A short step to the south-west brings you out of the ancient
world of myth and fairy-tale into the steaming, roaring, thundering
conditions of to-day. An amazing panorama opens to your view. All
along the foreground is the wide silver band of the river, with
Dooksum, Han-kang, Ryong-san and the intervening hills spread
out before you. Under the sunshine of Korea’s autumn, it is indeed a
Turner’s painting unfolded to the passer without money and without
price.
Sounds, sights and smells, what are they from this rare
outlook? Think of it, the discordant, noisy West has pushed its way
even into the eternal quiet of these hills. A distant rattling roar calls
attention to the north-bound train winding its snaky length across
the steel bridge on the river. A blatant steam whistle tells us that
near by some wretched hour or other has ticked itself off on a
factory clock.
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Far below one’s feet the unending rattle of rifles at targetpractice disturbs the air. “Pom-pom-pom-pom” is the voice of a
machine-gun that has found its way into the haunts of the Hermit.
All this noisy brood of Western thought and action has apparently
encamped itself within the circle of the sky-line.
A tall chimney at Dooksum to the left, pours forth black
smoke as it labours to pump the necessary measure of water into the
city. Other chimneys off toward Dragon Mountain (Ryong-san) to
the right blurr the landscape with their eructations.
I think it is Mr. Kipling who says he knows where he is by
the suggestion of smell better than by any other sense that he
possesses. For example he can shut his eyes, take a deep breath and
say, “Twenty degrees north and ninety five east, Burma! I smell it.”
Again a second smell will wing his way for him over thousands of
miles and land him among buffalo-hides, bear-skins, and what not,
till he has his geographic ‘chapter and verse’ down to a nicety.
The writer has no such highly developed sense but he also
knows some smells when he meets them. On the top of Nam-san to
catch a whiff of that deadly thing the man of the East prepares for
his cabbage and lettuce field seemed strange. I looked here and
there, I inquired of the coolie-man, “What smell do you reckon that
is?”
“I am not aware of any smell, sir.” he replies.
“No?”
Had the morgue found its way on to this hill-top or was it
simply some private person who had died? On second thought I
remembered that it was my old friend the ammonia factory that
works for its living outside the Water Gate. This discovery left me
quite happy, feeling that there was nothing extraordinary, but that all
was as it should be. There happened to be an east wind the day I
climbed the hill which explains it.
An extramural trip to Nam-san need have no fear of
ammonia however, for a moment later it cleared away leaving the
sweetness of the world all the more grateful by way of contrast.
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There is a good path down the south slope of the mountain
that offers a gently receding view of all the landscape. It leads one
finally through the barracks town of Ryong-san out to the electric
tram. You take this back to the city while you think over the two
hours of delightful view that has passed like a moving picture
before your vision.

A FALL REVERIE IN KOREA.
The sultry, wilting days are gone and fall is here!
The air is dry and cool, the sky is blue and clear;
The sun has lost his heat; his slanting, balmy rays
Shed their caressing warmth on earth's uplifted face.
The zephyr now released from summer's heated bowers,
Bathes all my being with the fragrance of wild flowers.
The distant hills in fall's resplendent verdure stand,
And seem as if I could just reach them with my hand.
The fields in broad expanse of grain full-ripened lie,
Their richest colours to make glad an artist's eye;
Their shades of brown and green and golden all combine
To weave a gorgeous rug of nature's own design.
Mosquitoes, with their song have left these parts at last;
The buzzing of the flies and bees is almost past;
The yellow spiders work their golden webs to stretch,
In haste the moths and gnats that still remain, to catch.
The grasshoppers care-free their skipping all hnve stopped;
The songsters of green pools to winter homes have hopped,
And deep are hidden now, next summer to await.
Cicadas only keep their shrill, untiring gait,
unmindful that their days are numbered, and ere long
The north-west winds will chill their self-contented song,
With sun-ward-lifted arms the poplars vainly pray
That for a season yet his warmth he may stay;
While heartless sparrows flock to them for play and fun,
And morn and eve they sing loud anthems to the sun.
The tiny dwellings 'neath house roofs are lone and still,
Where swallows tried so hard their fledgelings' mouths to fill.
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The coming journey now they're planning with their brood
To climes of constant spring and of abundant food.
My cozy library our garden overlooks,
Where, weary from long hours of poring over books,
I work 'midst plants and trees, and all the brain-fag flies.
Now, blending lovely hues, fruit luscious meets my eyes—
Grapes purple, blushing plums, red apples, golden pears—
Earth's gifts delectable she generously bears.
Last night sleep would not come; so resting in my chair
I mused, while gazing down upon our village fair.
The moon on house and street was pouring silvery light;
No humnn clamour broke the stillness or the night;
Ev'n sool-filled men had stopped their usual wordy battle,
And tireless ironing sticks were resting from their rattle.
The crickets softly sang; the fragrance-laden breeze
Was gently whispering to still and sleepy trees.
From yonder came the bark of some lone, sleepless dog,
And now and then the crow of an awakened cock.
Thus nature's calm repose and beauty did impart
Sweet restfulness and trust and peace into my heart.
But while I mused and things were fading all around,
Methought I heard of guns the distant, booming sound;
Of battles fierce wild shrieks, of wounded mortal groans.
I dimly saw black walls and broken, scattered stones
Where just a while ago men lived in happy homes,
And schools were thronged with youth, and churches raised their
domes.
I saw shell-pitted fields that once gave man his food,
And charred, bomb-riven stumps where lovely woods had stood.
Another vision came—a long, pathetic file
Of beings smitten by a fury mad and vile:
Wild-eyed old men, crazed maids, pale mothers stunned with pain,
Maimed children, men and boys forced into slavery’s chain,
In anguish of my soul to God arose my prayer—
"O Thou, who all men's sins Thy Son didst send to bear,
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Make strife to cease and peace on earth again to reign;
Give comfort, and of tears wipe every bitter stain.
Cause now from blood soaked fields and ashes of the towns
Faith, hope, and love to grow, and martyrs' jeweled crowns
To be laid up not just for those who gave their lives,
But also for the maimed, for mothers, babes, and wives.
And may this world, in pride and strife self-crucified,
In truth the reason learn why Christ on Calv'ry died."
A. A. PIETERS.

THE KOREAN LANGUAGE.
(A NEWSPAPER PARAGRAPH)
Here is a paragraph from the Mai-il Shin-po that students of
the language may gather some words or forms of expression from.
A careful study of a modern newspaper’s way of expressing itself
can be of great profit. Students would do well to take the Mai-il
Shin-po and read every day very carefully and exactly some small
portion. It is practically of no use to skim over a lot of the paper, but
of great use to read a small part well.
This paragraph taken from the issue of Oct. 15th runs as
follows:
1—
지다섯 동안 (During the five years since the
war began) 2—독일의편의셔 (on the side of the Germans) 3—
어지간히강 형셰를직혀셔 (they have managed to preserve a
strong front) 4— 면뎍국에싸인즁에 (so that amid enemies on all
sides) 5—왼셰샹의오분지
고 (Germany has
stood a match for about four-fifths of the whole world against her)
6— 샹젼
긔의편에유리 게 (and on the battle
field has never failed to hold a formation to her own advantage
down to the present time) 7—원톄뎍국편은 (but her enemy
originally) 8—크고만코 (was greater and more abudant in
resource)
9— 긔편은뎍국속에드러안져셔(while
she
is
surrounded by them) 10—문화의공급에비샹히곤궁
아니라
(Her required supplies
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too,
are
not
only
exceptionally
short)
11—
다른물품은 면신고
고 (but she has had
to labour on all sides to make something else serve in their place)
12—
야 (and to the last limit of
her power has economized) 13—간신히연 을계쇽 다 (so that
if possible she may carry on her part.)
No. 1 shows how the character shortens up the sentence.
Instead of saying 란리시작 지
No. 2 All readers probably know we say that the old Name
Tuk-gook (德國) for Germany came from China; while the name
Tok-il (獨逸) is the Japanese rendering of Deutsch in Deutschland.
No. 4 The expression 싸힌쥬에 surrounded by,
encompassed by is worth noting.
No. 5 The form
야 has become of very general use in
late years. It comes from the Japanese expression tai-shi-te.
No. 6 Read this phrase carefully and see if you know the
meaning of all the words in it. See also if you know how to use
them. A word is not the student’s very own till he can use it freely in
its proper place.
No. 7 What is the meaning of 원톄 and what does it come
from?
No. 10 The words and expressions used here are all of
ancient Korean use that have come down till today.
No. 11 The word 물품 used to have a slightly different
meaning, now it has come to be a synonym of 물건
J. S. Gale.
ANCIENT KOREAN REMAINS—III
(THE TWIN PILLAR TOMB).
An order from the Governor of South Pyung-an Province to
the Magistrate at Ryong-gang (龍岡) will open for you one of the
most wonderful chambers of antiquity that the world possesses,
namely the Ssang-yung Ch’ong (雙楹塚) or Twin Pillar Tomb..
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It is situated only fifteen minutes walk north-west of Shinchido Station on the Chinnampo Line. A few years ago it was but a
low dishevelled mound; today with the imprint of the
archaeologist’s hand upon it, it has become a well-ordered survival
of an exceedingly interesting age.
In the Government’s Album of Ancient Korean Remains this
tomb occupies Nos. 538 to 581 of the illustrations.
Through the kindness of the Government you have your
permit, the low gate is unlocked to let you in, and you step down
into a passage about 12 feet long, 5 feet wide and 7 feet high.
On its walls are pictures, not of the Chinese willow-pattern
order, but pictures evidently of the times then present, men, women,
horses, oxen, etc.
On the east wall is a canopied cart drawn by a bullock.
Under its outer covering, peak-roofed in shape, and hung about with
lanterns, is a yellow topped palanquin. The bull, fully accoutred, is
harnessed into the shafts with the driver on his back. A woman in a
full pleated old-fashioned English skirt walks behind.
A warrior with a pike in hand, and dressed in full armour,
rides a horse equally coated in mail, showing only his head, his tail,
and the tips of his hoofs.
Here we have a picture of the ancient days of Kokuryu, of
which so little is told in history, 500 A. D. or thereabouts, when our
wild Saxon forefathers were landing in Britannia and Vortegern and
Rowena were plighting their troth together.
On the same wall are three stately ladies with caps of white
bands, close fitting dresses, jackets and full knife-pleated skirts. A
touch of rouge still remains on each long-forgotten cheek. They
seem still to live, however, for a rather soft looking individual of the
male sex droops his eyes before their steady gaze.
On the west wall we see a gallant horseman, his quiver on
his back and two feathers in his cap riding forth, his reins in one
hand and a banner in the other. The equestrian gear
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of those days would seem to prove that the Kokuryuans were a
highly developed people. Here, too, we have a knight on foot, a
handsome gentleman with jacket much as the ladies wear though
bound more tightly about the waist.
Between the long passage and the first chamber is a small
entrance about 3 feet by 4, with yuk-sa or demon guards painted on
the walls. In the dim shadows of this underworld you can see their
rolling eye-balls flash lightning from their sockets as you go by.
As you enter the first or outer chamber you are in view of
the octagonal pillars, that give the tomb its name. They stand
between the two chambers, the outer and the inner, and are about 15
inches in diameter and 7 feet high. They each have an artistically
cut capital and base, are red in colour, and are coiled about by a
yellow scaly dragon.
On the south wall of the front chamber, in the narrow
portions east and west of the entrance, are pictures of women
dressed much as those seen on the passage walls.
Apart from the real pillars, that stand in full view, there are
the likenesses of pillars with open capitals painted at each corner.
The east and west walls of this room have the Dragon and Tiger of
Chinese philosophy painted large, the one a huge coiled monster
with scaly tentacles, the other with great claws and wide projecting
feet. The wall is slightly damaged on each side and so a part of each
picture is lost.
On the ceiling are many ornamental designs with the lotusblossom in the centre.
Passing between the pillars we now come to the inner
chamber which is about 91/2 feet by 9, and about the same in height.
Imitation pillars are painted at the corners as well. The Red Bird
appears in the south wall above the door walking like Daniel’s
companions unhurt amid the flames. Other decorations are made up
of the Seven Stars that are supposed to circle round Sang-je’s
Throne, the T’ai-geuk or origin, not only of the Two Principles, the
yang and the yin, but of all material things. There are, besides, on
the ceiling, the three-legged crow that sits in the sun, and the
squatty toad that occupies the moon.
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On the east wall of the inner chamber go a procession of
women, some in pleated skirts and some in spotted dresses, jacket
and skirt, red and black, and black and red. In the midst of these,
walks a Buddhist priest very elaborately arrayed in cassock and
stole. He carries something in his hand while before him goes a
woman with a flaming candle on her head.
It was in 372 A. D. that Buddhism first entered Kokuryu,
and 427 A. D. that Kokuryu removed her capital from beyond the
Yalu to the neighbourhood of Pyongyang. Already Buddhism had
had time to obtain a firm hold upon the state. Amid the Chinese
philosophic symbols that touch every nook and corner of these
chambers walks the Buddha, all serene. It is a picture of the
moderation that obtained in the religious world of those days. “Live
and let live” seems to have been Asia’s motto, in contrast to
Europe’s, which said, “Think my way or die.”
The west wall of the inner chamber is so marred and blurred
that it is impossible of any interpretation; but the north wall is clear
to the eye and most interesting. Here sit His Majesty and Her
Highness in a special pavilion under a wide and highly decorated
canopy. Tongues of fire flash up just over the pavilion back of the
royal seat.
The King, as undoubtedly he is, has a horsehair cap on his
head and wears a red robe. His queen likewise is in red, and so they
sit in state while the world walks in fear, or bows at their feet.
To the left of their pavilion there seems to be a pair of
dragons but whether they are holding a friendly conference, or in
mortal combat one cannot say.
A yellow matted walk leads up to the king’s seat while his
discarded boots have a prominent place on each side. The king’s
face is kindly and handsome and like the Buddha his ears are large
to hear the voices of his people.
Who was this king? Chang-soo (長壽), who removed his
capital from beyond the Yalu to Pyongyang, reigned 79 years and
died at the great age of 98. Had he been pictured
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on the wall we should have expected an old man with a white beard,
but here we have a young man or one of middle age. The chances
are that it was king Moon-ja (文咨) or An-jang (安藏).
In Moon-ja’s reign of 28 years I find that on 33 different
occasions he sent envoys to the states of China, Yang, Wi and Che
(梁魏齊) and that envoys came from them to Kokuryu as well.
They were evidently in close touch with the centre of Eastern
civilization which would account for the skill displayed and the rich
character of the decorations.
Moon-ja died in 519 A. D. In 502 A. D. Silla to the south,
decided to do away with the burial of the living with the dead,
which custom prevailed in Kokuryu as well. If we mark this tomb
519 A. D. we shall be in accord with the king’s living in Pyengyang
and with the custom of burial-alive then prevailing. We can imagine
red-cheeked maidens like those pictured on the walls with pleated
skirts and spotted dresses being locked away forever in these
chambers of the dead. A handsome stone coffin points to the place
where the king slept.
For want of space I give only the merest outline of the
wonders that pertain to this tomb. If one were to take into
consideration its architecture, the symbolic meaning of its
decorations, its relation to contemporary art in China and its full
meaning as to the actual life and conditions prevailing in Kokuryu,
a book could be written.
We leave to some better hand to step off the station at
Shinchido, study its hidden mysteries, and make them known to the
world.
HIGH-BORN PRINCE AND WORTHY GIRLS.
From the Keui-moon Chong-wha (記聞叢話)
Note: On account of his faithful service during the trying
days of the Hideyoshi Invasion, Ye Kwang-jung was made Prince
Yun-wun, or Duke Yun-wun as would be said in England. He went
as envoy to the Mings in 1602 A.D. and by his upright character and
high attainments won great respect of the Chinaman - Editors.
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Yi Kwang-jung, while magistrate of Yang-joo County, had a
falcon and a keeper who used to hunt with him. One day this hunter
went out in search of game, but did not return till the next morning.
He had hurt his foot it seems, and came limping home. Seeing this,
the master asked what had befallen him. He laughed, as he replied,
“Yesterday when I let the falcon loose after a pheasant he missed it
and let it go. After searching right and left, in vain, he finally
alighted on a tree in front of the Deputy Magistrate, Yi’s house.
With much difficulty I finally induced him to come back to me and
perch on my arm and then turned to make my way home. Suddenly
I heard voices from within the garden enclosure talking in a very
lively manner and I glanced through the paling to see what it was
about. There I beheld five strong, husky girls swinging along the
hill-side hand in hand. I was filled with fear as I looked upon them,
afraid lest they might pounce out upon me, and so I ran for my life
and in doing so fell and hurt my foot.
“It was then late in the day and growing dark. On second
thought, I wondered who they were, and what they were about, and
resolved to hide behind the fence in the long weeds and hear what
they had to say. They were talking together and one said, ‘We are
quite alone here, let's play at county magistrate.’ ‘Delighted!’
answered the others.
“The tallest among them, about thirty years of age, I should
think, then took her seat on a rock with her sisters just before her.
One she named the Deputy Magistrate, one the Secretary of Justice,
one the Public Crier and one the Constable-Runner.
“She, the Magistrate, then issued the following order,
‘Arrest the Deputy and bring her here.’
“The Secretary of Justice called to the Crier, and gave the
order that the Deputy be arrested. The Crier shouted to the Runner
to carry out this command at once. The Runner made off at full
speed and in a trice had the Deputy arrested and brought. She knelt
humbly before the Judge, when the Magistrate, in a loud voice gave
forth the charge thus, ‘Marriage is one of the first laws of society,
and yet your youngest
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daughter, we take note, is past the marriageable age and not married.
What shall we say as to her older sisters? How comes it that you
have disregarded this law of nature in such a shameful way and left
your children unmarried? Surely you deserve to die.’
“The Deputy bowed low with her face to the ground and
said, ‘How is it possible that your humble servant could be ignorant
of this fault? I know it full well, but I'm as poor as carking poverty
can make one, and so have no means by which to arrange a
marriage.’
“The Magistrate replied, ‘Marriage should be carried out
according to one’s means. All it needs is a pair of quilts and a bowl
of water across which to plight one's troth. How dare you say, ‘No
means.’ Such talk is nonsense.’
“The Deputy said, ‘Your humble servant’s problem is not
that of one daughter only, nor even two. How could I ever be
expected to find husbands for all these?’
“The Magistrate stopped her at once saying, ‘Let me not
hear a word of it. If you had any zeal in the matter you’d find them
soon enough. I have heard that Deputy Song of such and such a
place has a son, and Vice Deputy An of another place, also Deputy
Chung, and Vice Kim, and Ch’oi. They all have sons. You could
apply for any of these. They are all of your own social class; what
reason pray for not taking the necessary steps?’
“The Deputy said, ‘I'll do as Your Excellency commands,
but I am so poor that they are not likely to respond to any such
invitation.’
“The Magistrate went on, ‘You ought to be soundly
paddled for this sin of yours, but for the present, I'll let you off. Get
the matter seen to at once. If you don't you'll be severely dealt with,
rest assured.’
“She called the Runner to have the Deputy put out and
dismissed.
“The five of them laughed over this scene and with many
words and much hilarity dispersed. It was a most amusing
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performance. Leaving the place I found an inn where I passed the
night and so returned.”
Prince Yun-wun, hearing this story laughed likewise and
calling the present deputy asked about Yi as to his antecendents,
how he was circumstanced, his children, etc.
The deputy replied, “He is the senior deputy of this county,
but is as poor as poverty. He has no sons, but five daughters.
Because of his being poor his five daughters have all passed the
marriageable age without a chance to wed.”
Prince Yun-wun on learning this, sent through his secretary,
signed by him, a letter asking deputy Yi as to his health, etc. Shortly
after Yi appeared at the official headquarters, when Prince Yun-wun
remarked, “You were a deputy, I understand, of this country, and
know all the points of law. I have wanted to consult with you for
some time on important matters, but have had no chance to meet
you.” He then inquired as to how many sons he had.
The deputy replied, “My luck is surely the worst you have
ever heard of, for I have not a single son but only five useless
daughters.”
“Have you married them off?” inquired Prince Yun-wun.
The reply was, “Not a single one of them.”
The magistrate again asked, “How old are they?”
He replied, “The youngest of them is past the marriageable
age.”
Prince Yun-wun then asked the same questions that the
daughter who played at magistrate had asked, and the old deputy
answered just as the deputy daughter had done.
He then went on, “In such and such a deputy's house there
are sons, and in such and such another house . . .” just as the
daughter had said at the mock trial.
The deputy’s reply was, “I'm so poor that I am sure none of
these would consent.”
Prince Yun-wun said, “I'll be the go-between and see that
your daughters are properly married." And with that he dismissed
him. He then dispatched his secretary to the five officials referred
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to and had them summoned. “Have you any unmarried sons?” he
inquired.
The reply was, “Yes we have.”
“Have you not yet decided on their marriage?”
“Not yet,” was the answer.
Prince Yun-wun then went on, “I have heard that in such
and such a deputy’s home there are five daughters, why should you
not marry there?”
The five hesitated over this and gave no answer.
The Prince than assumed a severe attitude. “He is a county
official, so are you. Your station in life is the exact counterpart of
his. Your not wanting to marry is solely on account of his being
poor. Shall the poor man's daughters then have no chance to marry
at all? I am socially a step higher than you and yet even my good
office in this matter seems hardly acceptable to you.” He then took
out five sheets of paper and had one given to each. “Write, each of
you,” said he, “the Four Points that constitute a marriage
application.” His words were stern and full of command.
The five, fearing trouble, knelt humbly before him and said,
“We’ll do as Your Excellency commands,” and so they wrote each
his application. The Prince took them in the order of their sons' ages
and appointed them to the daughters accordingly.
He then called for drink and refreshments and entertained
them bountifully giving to each, as he left, a large roll of grass-cloth,
"have an outer robe made of this," said he. He added, “I’ll see to all
the expense involved in these weddings so you need have no
anxiety on that account.”
He had the day chosen at once and in due time the
marriages were celebrated.
He sent supplies of cloth, cotton goods, silk, money, and
grain in abundance to deputy Yi’s house, and on the day of the
wedding he himself went and took a most interested part. The
screens used, the mats, the awning were all sent from his official
headquarters. Five tables were placed side by side in the wide court
where five bridegrooms and five brides bowed toward each other
and plighted their troth.
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The sightseers were packed like walls on the four sides, and
all were most appreciative of the goodness of the Prince. Later
many children were born to these five homes who passed their
examinations and attained to high rank and responsible office. How
much this unexpected favour of Prince Yun-wun had to do with
happy homes and joyful faces.
A LETTER OF HONG YANG-HO (洪良浩)
TO
KEUI KYOON (紀昀)
LITERATI AND STATESMAN OF CHINA
(1798).
Note:—This is an interesting letter of inquiry from the
Minister of Literature, Korea, to the great statesman of China, Keui
Kyoon. The religious question was ever a live one with this
people—Editors.
In the last years of Man-yok (1573—1620 A. D.) there came
to China Western teachers for the first time, who brought with them
a knowledge of astronomy that was very remarkable. Their books
and instruments were placed in the office of the Observatory, where
they have remained till the present day. The calculations by which
they measured the heavens, however, were not superior to the law
of Heui-sii and Wha-sii, who are mentioned in the Book of History,
nor was their knowledge of the movements of the celestial bodies
based on other than the principles of Whang-je. What they taught is
but a reflection of what we Confucianists had already known and
had always regarded as but the odds and ends of knowledge.
Their worship of God too finds its counterpart in the
Confucian service of Sang-je. According to them, however, one
Jesus is the Creator of the universe and the Originator of all things.
This is a most unreasonable claim, not to say blasphemous. It makes
light of life, the fundamental laws of nature, and certainly could not
be called a religion for human kind. Right principles are lacking in
it, and it cannot even be compared with Buddhism. As to heresy it
represents the last limit..
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I made a visit once to Peking and went to a Christian church
to see it, and there were pictures hanging on the walls which the
people worshipped just as Buddhists do the Buddha. Such a
meaningless exercise offered no interest to me, but their
astronomical instruments are wonderfully and beautifully made,
such as few could hope to equal. Yes they were indeed such only as
the gods might make.
I hear also that their teaching has spread throughout the
world, and that government officers and high ministers of China
believe and follow it. Is this so? I understand that when these people
speak of the natural elements they do not refer to them as they are
spoken of in the Hong-pom, nor do they make use of the Eight
Diagrams of Pok-heui-si. What a pity! They talk of twelve divisions
of the heavens, and of the circles of the earth, arctic, temperate and
equatorial; of the lesser and greater spheres of revolution of the sun,
moon, and stars, something that we Confucianists do not understand.
They have come across a wide expanse of ocean, and say
that they have definite proofs for what they claim. Under these
conditions we can hardly call theirs a heresy that should be hastily
cast aside. It appears to me, however, that these things are governed
by an infinite law that will not admit of elucidation.
An ignorant man like myself who has never read any of their
teachings cannot say whether they are worthy of consideration or
not, but Your Excellency has good judgment, has made wide
investigation, and will doubtless have already weighed these things
carefully in the balance. May I know what you think in regard to
them? A history of the West is said to have been brought to China.
Have you seen it, and what are the principles and laws that govern
its world? The disregard they manifest for life, their lack of fear,
their contempt for goods and earthly possession would upset all
ordinary conditions of society. I hear that in the times of Yong-nak
(1403-1425 A.D.) there was a man called Chung Wha who
journeyed across the ocean and visited the West. The account of his
journey I understand too has been printed. I would like very much
to see a copy.
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HONG YANG-HO ON THE DEATH OF HIS SON.
(1724—1802 A.D.)
Since you are dead, twice have the hills been brown and sear.
The cold frosts have veiled thy face ; the sad winds have chilled my
heart.
But never mind my saddened soul, I have no strength or force left
with me.
The days and months go fleeting by ; earth and heaven stretch to
infinity,
Your little lad has learned to speak, but he knows only Mother and
Grandpapa.
So busy is he at his letters, but I cannot teach him the word for
Father.
As he grows up and asks me what it means, what shall I tell him?
Your little boy’s voice sounds more and more like yours. This ought
to be a comfort to me.
Your grave rests on the hillside that overlooks the stream.
Twas here you begged me years ago to build. The house still stands
but you are absent. Alone I am, in my old age.
You doubtless have a place of rest, but my thoughts of you are ever
restless.
Now I am off on a thousand miles of journey where the distant blue
sea murmurs.
Your brothers have come to say farewell, and all the neighbours;
drink and refreshments abound, but I have no heart to taste.
I long to go to your grave and weep but I fear to make your soul feel
sad.
I was so happy when you were young, and loved to write the
character and compose verses.
When I dictated you wrote and made my couplets for me.
But now that you are dead I have no heart for verse.
I compose this as a sad farewell but who is there to write it for me?
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To A. F., MESOPOTAMIA 1917.
(AFTER DE MUSSET).
He walked in arrogance,
If it be pride, all else above,
To glory in a mother's love
Princes might not enhance.
Scant was his courage if
To champion noisome things be brave,
Nor falter where the blatant Knave
Scales the forbidden cliff.
He was not greatly wise,
If gracious wisdom none may find
In childhood's frail pale-petall'd mind
Peering thro' wond'ring eyes.
His hate was unassoiled,
If love with self bears fettered hands:
If none but self love's alms commands,
Himself has be despoiled.
Not his to fling the stone
That laughter's ripple sets astride
The waves of care, if mirth divide
With vice an obscene throne.
No counterfeit largesse,
Where hunger huddled at the wall,
Of tears he scattered, but his all
He lavished to distress.
Piety his awry,
If holiness by saintly hymns
Unleavened with such faith as dims
The Great Recorder's eye.
He is not dead. He sleeps
Pillowed awhile on God's repose,
His fingers have let fall the rose,
But his breast the lily keeps.
PERCY HIPWELL,
· 1/5 Queen's Regiment,
Bangalore, India.
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MY SHADOW .
By YI TAL-CH'OONG (DIED 1385 A. D.)
I do dislike the shadow that I have, and try to shake him off,
but when I run, he runs. Were I not here, he, too, would cease to be,
but as I live he dogs my every step. However much I’d like to cut
adrift and have him go, I know no way to bring the wish about. A
friend said once, “If you so hate your shadow, sit beneath the shade.”
But I reply, “You fool. What is a shade if not the very shadow that I
hate.”
When form appears you’ll find the shadow there. When I am
gone my form will disappear; where then will this same shadow be,
I wonder? I shout it out and ask my shadow “Where?” but not a
word of answer does he give. He’s like the foolish An who never
oped his lips but only listened deep in thought to all the Master said.
In every act of life he imitates and does the counterpart except my
words.
I wonder if it’s because I’m overgiven to talk my shadow
does not copy this as well? He gives no answer to my call. I expect
it is; for deepest danger lies in words.
The shadow has no need to copy me, but I full sore have
need his ways to learn.
FLEETING SPRING.
By YI HON.
(Graduated in the reign ofWun-jong of Koryu 1260-1274 A. D,)
But yesterday the blossoms filled the trees,
To-day the branches hang wide stripped and bare.
Thou East Wind, tell me why such ruthless haste,
That flowers that bloom are jostled on their way ?
Let not the flower be happy o’er its lot,
Nor over-sad to think it has to fall.
For though the flower is fallen and passed away,
The time will come when life revives again.
Have you not seen within the gilded hall
How red cheeks fade and smiles are worn away ?
The wise and foolish all alike depart.
While round graves dot the surface of the land.
I’ll give it up. Let’s have a glass that cheers,
Our sorrow and our tears can naught avail.
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A PEONY SONG,
By
YI KYOO-BO ( 1168-1241)
All things are sad because the spring will go, and all unite to
bless him on his way. The gossamer web hangs high his awning’s
shade, and light-shot mists provide the curtain wall. The fallen
flowers o’er spread the festal board, like soft-embroidered seats to
rest upon. The hanging buds that hold the drops of dew weep tears
of sorrow o’er the farewell scene. The ‘wine’ flower brings us forth
new drink to cheer, that butterflies have flavoured over high, but
rain-drops fall and soften down its brew. The oriole sings his song
to show his love, while swallows skip and do the dancer’s part. The
god of spring deep drunk falls by the way, and tides the whole
procession o’er the night. He asks a maid to share the festal hour,
the peach he counts too dissolute to please, the apricot too low and
mean, but the sweet maiden peony who steps her forth so young and
fair, she’ll marry with the god of spring this night. O’ercome with
bashful fear her lips refuse to part. The prince enchanted with her
love spends three whole days to see her smiles break forth. By night
by day the sweet soul of the flowers awaits the hot oncoming of the
solstice king. How can we stay the spirit of the morn, who, when he
goes, leaves his fair love, so soft of cheek, bedewed with sorrow’s
tears?
THE KOREAN ENVOY’S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 171 2.
( Continued from the October number.)
CHAPTER III.
Peking 1st moon, 1st day (1713 A. D.) Weather bright and clear
At the fifth watch word came from the city yamen
summoning all hands to make ready to enter the Palace. I was
eating my breakfast when the officiaI interpreter came to ask that
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we hurry as the hour was late. My brother set out straight-way and I
too put on my official robe and followed, but the way was barred
against us, the gates being still closed. Out-side, soldiers were on
guard and so we called tlo them through the chink of the gate to
open, but they refused. The soldiers required baksheesh first. We
gave a fan to each of them and soon the gates were opened. Already
the road was lined with passers whose procession seemed endless.
Many were going by palanquin with lighted lanterns carried before
them. There was evidently a great audience on hand. Our man, who
carried a lantern before us, missed the way and passed the opening
that led to the main gate of the Forbidden City. We finally reached
the office of Ceremony and he then recognized that he had gone
wrong. On this we returned, but our light went out and left us in
total darkness. Fortunately a stranger coming by carrying a lantern
led us out to the main roadway. Finally we reached the main gate on
the east side of the great square before the Palace. It was packed
with horses and men, of a number impossible to estimate.
Lantern-bearers in an endle.ss procession were going and coming, I
dismounted, followed by my servant, and having gone a hundred
paces or so crossed a stone bridge. On the south of the bridge to
right and left were carved pillars marked 'Proppers up of Heaven.' It
was still so dark that I could not distinctly make out their forms but
they seemed to me to be at least twenty five feet high.
Passing the bridge we entered a gate called 'Divine Peace.'
The gates were the same in number as the bridges,and were about
thirty paces in depth.
My brother had sent a servant tofind me and so we passed
by another gate through the inner wall called the Tan Moon. I here
entered a wide court and found the envoys and secretaries seated on
the west side where I finally made my way and took my stand
behind my brother. On the two sides of the court the civil and
military were ranged up in numbers impossible to compute.
Lanterns came and lanterns went above each of which was recorded
the special rank of the holder.
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Every man kept his appointed place and no sound of
confusion attended this vast assemblage.
Our interpreters who sat near us served tea to the envoys and
also passed a large bottle of camel-milk preparation. The envoys did
not like this but I, having heard of it before, tasted it and indulged in
a couple of glasses.
After a long wait the eastern sky began to lighten. Bells rang
out from the high gate-tower in countless peals. On this signal the
officials arose and stood while the Emperor came out and offered
incense in the tablet-hall.
At this point the soldiers pushed each and everyone out of
the west gate unless he had a special permit. I too had to go and so
found a place in the outer court and sat down upon the ground.
A crowd of Manchoos circled about me making a horrible
uproar, with no possibility of my understanding a single word of
what they were talking about. They pressed around me and said, "Si
ma kwan?" which means I suppose What's your rank? Some held a
light and peered into my face in a most impudent way.
A moment later the Emperor set out on procession and the
gates were again opened. I pushed in and asked as to the manner of
the Imperial outgoing. They told me that he had taken his departure
in the darkness with horses and soldiers about him but only two
lanterns to dimly light the way. Nothing could be seen. The
interpreters said that when he came back there would be no need for
me to retire, but that I could put on a black coat, mix with the crowd
and stay. According to this suggestion I took off my outer robe and
sat down behind my brother. Again, however, I was about to be
ordered off by one of the overseers of the guard, when th chief
interpreter gave me a felt-hat instead of my own to put on my he.ad.
By this means I escaped detection. Very funny it seemed!
There were about thirty drummers and buglers in all
arranged along each side of the road by which the Emperor was to
come. They were dressed in red coats with a dash of yellow across
them. Their head-gear was of felt crowned
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with a red tassel, and above the red tassel a yellow feather.
When the day had lighted sufficient to see numbers of the
Imperial Guard came in by way of the Tan Gale. Those in advance
carried long-handled umbrellas and those behind dragon-flags. All
the flag-bearers rode on horseback each having behind him a
company of soldiers. I could not well make out the number as they
were too far off. When the flag-bearers appeared, drums sounded
and bugles began to blow. So loud were they that they fairly shook
the earth. Music burst forth, now high in key, now low, now
lengthened out, now fast and furious. The tune they played was very
different from anything I had ever heard; it seemed inspired to fill
hearers with unbounded terror. When the Imperial palanquin arrived
the officials arose, took two or three steps forward and again sat
down. A hundred or more horsemen streamed in behind the
palanquin; but no order was kept or regularity.
When the palanquin entered by the South Gate the officials
retired, east and west into the side porches, while the Chinese
interpreters led the way for the envoy into a waiting-room on the
west. Outside the main South Gate two yellow covered chariots,
with wheels painted red were waiting. the body of these was very
large, a kan I should think in size. Around each was a railed-in
passage sufficient in width for a person to pass by. The whole was
bedecked with gold, jade, gems and green ornaments. Fixed to the
shafts was a yellow flag, on each side of which a dozen dragons
were embroidered. Scarlet lines wound together into a great rope
were attached to the axles as a cable is to a ship at sea. By means of
these the chariot was drawn. Such was the gilded conveyance in
which His Majesty rode. Officers attending marched on each side,
while guards went before the elephants that drew them.
Five of these came in by way of the Tan Gate. As I beheld
they seemed like huge mounds of earth moving. On each was a
gilded howdah with yellow awnings and at the side gilded pillars
with ropes fastened that drew the cart. On each elephant's neck just
back of the ears sat a mahout with an
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iron hook in his band, by means of which he guided the beast. A
Manchoo said to me, "Even though the elephant's neck is injured by
the hook till the blood flows, by the time the stars come out in the
evening it is perfectly healed."
The elephants came as far as the South Gate, then stood
waiting three to the right and two to the left. Among them were two
specially large ones eight feet high I should think. Their length I
imagine to be even greater than the height. The long nose was such
that it came down to the ground, while on each side tusks stood out
five feet or more. Their eyes were very small, not larger than an ox's,
and their lips beneath the trunk were pointed like a bird's bill. Their
ears were as large as a winnowing sieve. At time; they lifted them
up in front or moved them from side to side as they walked. Their
skin was of an ashy gray colour; their hair short and the tail
diminutive like a rat's tail.
These elephants had their ears and tails wrapped in blue
cloth. When it came to hitching up, several men brought in a box on
their shoulders that they threw down before the elephants and
opened. In it were bridle and other necessary trappings, ornamented
with embroideries and gold. Green and red gems were set in
them as well, and other decorations as large as a persimmon. With
such things was the elephant attired. People ascended and
descended from his back but he never moved. When a sheaf of
fodder was placed before him he would pick it up with his trunk,
roll it inwards and put it into his mouth. Meanwhile the mahout
kept the people from coming too near. I asked why we could not go
closer and he said, “The eJephant hates to have people bothering
him. If you come too near he rnay suddenly give a swing with his
trunk that will kill you.''
The guards and imterpreters were all in ceremonia dress. I,
too, wore an underlings outfit with a leopard skin vest which
attracted the attention of the Manchoos. I had to put it off at last
while I drove away some of those who followed after me, and let
others see what I had taken off. To those who asked questions as to
who I was, I repl,ied "I'm a pang-ja (bastard slave).” A Manchoo,
whom we did not know, wrote in
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the palm of Dr. Kim Tuk-sam's hand asking the age of the envoy,
his rank, also what office I held. I winked to Dr. Kim to make no
answer and he at once said, "Poo-ji tao." But they kept at it and
persisted till Tuk-sam shouted, "Don't ask me, I don't understand
you." He, on the other hand, asked, "What rank are you." They
replied, "Small officers with diminutive rank."
The Manchoos usually wear dark clothing so that one cannot
distinguish rank or social standing by their dress. Their ceremonial
garb, however, included epaulettes, sleeve ornaments and breast
marks.
The cap, the belt, and the place of honour indicated the rank
to which each belonged. On the top of the cap was a mark that
showed the particular degree, a red stone being the highest. Next to
that was a green stone, and below that a smaller green stone, and
last a crystal bead. Those who had no distinguishing mark were of
the lowest rank. When the frame of the belt was of jade stone it also
indicated the highest rank. The next was a belt of flowered gold, the
next of plain gold, and the next and lowest a belt of ram's horn. The
mat indicating the highest rank was of tiger skin with the head and
claws on it, the next was a skin without the head and claws, the next
a badger's skin, the next a raccoon's, the next a sheep-skin, the next
a dog's skin, and the lowest of all was a mat of white felt. The
special ornament on the dress of the civil officials, followed the
custom of the Mings and was a bird. The undergarments they wore
were long and came down to the feet; the sleeves light, and the flaps
wide; while the outer coat came down only to the belt with sleeves
to the elbows. They wore also a garment of silk, made of one Piece
and put on over the head, with no opening in front or behind. This,
as well as the outer and inner garments, was of dark material.
Among the embroideries seen on the clothing, a four-clawed boaconstrictor indicated the highest rank. The ceremonial robe was
worn outside with the belt underneath. All those of civil and
military rank above the 4th degree were allowed to wear gems and a
breast-plate, but the exact shape of the latter I am not able to give
definitely.
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This dress as I saw it was not of Chinese origin and yet it served to
mark detinitely the various ranks and degrees so that there was no
misunderstanding or confusion.
We call oar country a land of "hats and belts," ·and mark our
rank and office by them, but you could not definitely distiuguish our
people as we gathered, here, for the 2nd envoy wore an
embroidered stork on his coat as well as my brother, and so there
was no special emblem to show who was first or who second. Very
strange it seemed.
The people of this country are very tall in stature and many
of their faces indicate affluence and power. Our people, in
comparison, seemed like pigmy dwarfs. The marks of the dust of
the long journey were still upon us, and we were all tanned black by
the winds except the envoys who had somewhat escaped. It is true
we were all dressed in coats and hats but many of them were hired
for the occasion. Some of the coats were loo long and some were
too short. Some of the caps were so big that they came down over
the eyes and left the wearer looking anything but like a human
being. Alas! alas it was a sight.
Outside of the South Gate in the west of the court was a
brick tower with a sun-dial on it. When the chin hour came the
officials went forth from the waiting porches to the South Gate.
Here they knelt down and touched their faces to the ground. This w
a salutation made in honour of the Empress Dowager. When they
had finished they divided into two lines and went through the side
gates that stood to the east and west of the main entrance, the east
rank by the Left Gate, and the west rank by the Right Gate. The
envoys following the west rank entered also. I went as far as the
gate but was stopped, and so do not know just what took place
inside. Nevertheless when the South Gate was opened wide I could
see in as far as the main gate in the Forbidden City where the
Emperor was, also the front pillars of the palace inditsinctly.
Immediately after the officials came drummers, buglers, soldiers,
and swordsmen who stood at attention along the route that the
Emperor would take. The soldiers kept back the crowds. I went out
to a place immediately behind the Sa-jik. There
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was a wall to the south-west and inside of it a thick grove of arborvitae trees, with a yellow tiled house in the midst of them, which
was said to be a place of sacrifice. To the north was a wall and
above the wall a three-storied watch-tower. The height of it must
have been thirty feet or more and the moat around it as many yards
across. There were railings of stones protecting each side. Here they
had cut holes in the ice and were drawing water so that it must have
been very deep. Between the wall and the moat was a road along
which many people were passing. I walked along this road till I
came to the western corner. Outside of the moat to the west of the
Forbidden City were the houses of the people.
While I was walking back and forth along the side of the
moat a Manchoo came out of a little house by the corner of the Wall
and invited me in. There were also two other Manchoos in it who
pointed me to a seat on the kang . They sat facing a fire and
invited me to join them at a cup of tea and some tobacco, most
hospitable they were. They inquired too, as to what rank I held, and
I answered that I was only a pang-ja bastard. On the wall were arms
and accoutrements for some ten men or so, bows, swords, etc. It
was evidently one of the guard-houses of the Forbidden City. After
a little I returned to the place where I had first taken my station but
the gates were not open as yet. A great company of vendors of
wine and vermicelli crowded about. In a little the gates opened and
I entered. The Manchoos were divided into two companies on the
east and west sides of the court, and they proceeded to go forth in
ranks. There were many who wore the red stone on the top of the
cap but as I saw their faces there was nothing remarkable about
them. Before the envoys took their departure I went to the west
porch outside the Tan Gate where I opened a small door and peeked
in. I found it was the front court of the God of the Harvest with a lot
of trees growing about it. Over the gate was written, Left Side of the
Sa-jik." Beside it also was the same inscription in the Manchoo
character. On all the gates I found the inscriptions thus written in
the two languages.
(To be continued)
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THE CRIMSON DAWN.
(Continued from the October Number).
CHAPTER V. A FAMILY COUNCIL.
Confusion and terror reigned at the house of Ye Chun Sook.
From the time he had heard the voice speaking to him in the field
until the receipt of the strange letter he had been like a different man,
no longer a bully to be feared, but a trembling, faint-hearted
weakling. Although the letter from the grave robbers had shocked
and horrified him beyond measure he found that as time passed the
tension relaxed and his mind regained composure. This at least was
something definite and tangible. His first perplexity and anxiety was
much augmented by the dread uncertainty as to which of a thousand
possible causes might be bringing this unrest to the spirit of his
father. Even the sorceress, thc Pansu, or the chiquan, with all
their uncanny knowledge of mysterious cults, might not be ab1e to
solve the problem without much difficulty and disagreement among
themselves. Yes, much better was this catastrophe, dreadful though
it was, than that dark uncertainty!
The frequency of this manner of robbery and desecration of
graves to gain a ransom, led to very stringent laws with regard to
this matter in Korea. It was one of the most serious crimes of the
penaI code. But, although a capital offence, it was very seldom
that any great amount of thought was given to the question of
catching the offenders. The great and important thing was to get
back as quickly as possible the grewsome, missing treasure. No
self respecting man of old Korea would consider his financial loss
for a moment when the honor and peace of the family were thus at
stake. Robber bands who made this work a specialty were more
dreaded and feared than all the many other outlaws in which this
country once abounded. Farmer Ye had been wise and discreet thus
far in keeping secret the fact of his large possessions, but the
transaction
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in connection with the marriage of his grand-daughter was of a kind
difficult to conceal for long. It was a much discussed fact that
provisions, bags of rice and other grain, were sent regularly to the
Kim family. Although Whangsi had been bound over to secrecy
concerning the money part of the bargain, it is nevertheless quite
true that her desire to gossip and tell of her part in the affair finally
overcame her discretion. The bandits were not in the habit of
exercising their dangerous calling save when sure of results and so
in this case also they had definite and reliable information upon
which to base their attack.
After the reading of the threatening letter little else was
thought of or discussed in the village that night Five days remained
before the time appointed. What would Ye do?
The amount of the demand was exorbitant; could he, would
he pay that amount? There were various opinions among the
neighbors; some thought that his miserly instincts were so strong
and of such long standing that they would rule even here. Others
said that old manYe's fear of the spirits and of their all-seeing eyes
was greater even than his love of gold.
The next morning fresh sacrificial food was placed. before
the tables of the ancestors, while the .anxiety and suspense in the
hearts of the inmates of the home were visible in the faces of the
worshippers at the household shrine. Between periods of wailing
and bowing, Ye Chung Sook wandered about the court-yard with
aimless feet. Catching sight of Noch Kyung in the sarang he entered
and sat down.
"Woe, woe is me! What have I done, what dread misdeed is
mine that I should be so punished? What shall we do?"
"Quite true, what are you going to do? There are only five
days in which to decide and prepare. Every moment is precious."
The boy's words were coldly judicious and showed that he had been
thinking deeply, while Ye in his frenzy and excitement was taken up
with the action of the moment.
"Do? There is nothing to do but to submit to the demands of
the rascals! What else could one do?" Now Noch Kyung had little
patience with the oId man’s fetishism,
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but when it became a question of reverence of ancestors it was a
very different matter. This had turned out to be a matter of much
more importance than he had supposed when he first heard the story
of the ghostly voice. He prided himself on being a Confucianist, and
in this great orthodox belief of the scholar ancestral worship is the
chief cornerstone. You may not be a believer in goblins, imps, evil
spirits, divination or star influences, but you must, under all
conditions, follow the forms and rites of ancestor worship.
"What shall l do?" repeated Ye in a voice of shrill annoyance.
The boy knowing very well what would be the action in such a case
in his own family gave it as his opinion of what would be the proper
thing here.
"Have I not heard you say that the elder of your family clan,
your father's oldest brother, lives in Kang Wun Province? Such an
important matter concerns the whole family. Is it not of sufficient
moment to be taken up in the conclave of the family council? If
such a calamity occurred in our Kim clan that would be the first
step. This is surely too great a matter for private decision."
This was a very sane and sensible speech for one so young
and Ye looked at his son-in-law in pleased surprise. "Very
wisely said!" replied he, then sat quietly thinking it over. At last he
looked up with something like relief in his worn face.
"I'll start to-day! There are several reasons why it will be
well They may help me raise the money. Perhaps they will counsel
catching the thieves. My uncle lives two days' journey from here,
that gives me a day for the conference and plenty of time in which
to go and come."" Having made this decision be hurried to his feet
and hustled out to get things moving. There were not many
preparations to be made for the journey. The gentle donkey was
fitted with his odd-looking, high bridge saddle. Being one of the
few well trained "bridle wise" animals, he did not need a mapu to
run along in front and lead him. Mother Ye filled a brass bowl with
flaky rice, folded it in a napkin for his lunch and tied it to the back
of the saddle.
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Much of the mountain road that he was to travel was
through wild, unsettled sections known to be infested by robbers, so
he was careful to take nothing of value except a few cash to buy his
necessary food and night's lodging. It was by no means such a route
as one would select for a pleasure trip, but this was a matter of stern
duty and Ye was not a coward. In fact he was almost a brave man
where visible, tangible enemies were concerned; only when those
fearful inhabitants of the dark world of spirits were in question did
he quake and tremble.
The noon sun saw him started on his way across the brown
hills towards the mountains of Kang Wun Do. That night he slept at
a way-side inn and on the evening of the second day neared his old
home village of San Kohl with no incident worthy of note to mark
the journey. The few houses of this remote hamlet were mostly of
the Ye family. From the general air of comfort one would suppose
that they were neither rich nor poor, and such indeed was the case.
They were middle-class people, farmers who had what they needed
to eat with sufficient produce to sell or trade in the market town for
cloth and farming implements. The tough little donkey was pretty
well spent as he over-topped the last pass and came in sight of the
gray, old rambling house, the home of Ye's childhood. But Ye Chang
Sook was far from being a man of sentiment, and just then his
attention was fully centered on things vastly more important than
memories of the past. He dismounted before the deeply thatched
gateway, left the faithful mount with trailing bridle and drooping
head, opened the ponderous gate and entered the broad court-yard
of the homestead.
The elder of the Ye clan was an old man, but hale and hearty
still in spite of his eighty storm swept winters. He heard the painful
creaking of the gate on its rusty hinges, and peeped out through a
hole in the paper covering of the door. Seeing his nephew advancing
he shoved back the sliding entrance of the sarang and greeted him.
"My son! Have you come in peace? I have not seen you
since the family gathering at the harvest festival in the eleventh
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moon. Come in, you are welcome home!" With a few words of
greeting to his venerable relative Ye entered the homely room and
before long was telling his interested, sympathetic listener the
remarkable doings of the past week in Saemal. Elder Ye was greatly
troubled by the news, and thought it was certainly a matter for
family deliberation. Of such things he had heard all his life, but
never before had anything just like this happened in his wellordered family. It was most astonishing!
The darkening sky of early evening found the nearby
members of the family in attendance. Another uncle, two more
distant relatives along with Elder Ye and himself, made a goodly
representation. Other members lived too far away and were too
scattered to have word sent them during the short time at their
disposal.
It was one of those chilly, raw nights of early spring and
the five men gathered about the cozy warmth of the brazier. The
light of the candle was reflected by the brass candlestick and the
burnished plates of the heavy chest, which were the only furniture
in the room. There was perfect housekeeping visible in the
spotless cleanliness of the oil-paper floor and the brightness of the
polished brass. The men tucked their feet under them in comfortable
attitudes, and with the scrawling characters of the letter spread out
before them filled their long-stemmed pipes from the old man's
tobacco-pouch.
"The corpse stealing robbers,—dogs! They are getting
altogether too bold! For my part I believe that they ought to be
punished. The heads of a few such offenders hung up before the
south gale of the capital would be a wholesorne warning to all such
in the future! That's the law." Thus spoke Ye Pilsu.
"But how?" this speaker was a swarthy faced new -comer.
"Don't they take every precaution for safety? And even though you
catch one or two of them, which after all might not be difficult,
there is the biggest part of the gang left and the thing of most
importance, the body of our brother still missing. What good would
it do? It would be like binding a tiger with rotten straw rope."
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"Call out the gendarmes," interrupted the first speaker,
"rouse the whole country side; have the soldiers and officials out
and clean up the entire bunch. Don't be easy about it, or dumb like a
lot of cattle, make a fight."
"Ycs, that's sooner said than done. It is not so easy to arouse
soldiers and officers of the law who have these things to deal with.
They will not move without a big fee for themselves and then
another squeeze to each of the soldiers. Their half-hearted efforts
would cost as much or more than the ransom, with that probably to
pay in the end also. Oh, they are just a crowd of hungry wolves;
take all and give nothing in return! I know these hounds of the law,
it would be better to be in the hands of the robbers themselves!"
They all looked with respect and pity at this speaker, a pale-faced
sad little man who put much bitterness into his denunciation of the
minions of the law.
"It would accomplish nothing, I tell you. What is to be
gained by poking the nose of a sleeping tiger? But granted that they
might capture some of these rogues and hang them. Even though
you accomplished the punishment of a few, the larger number who
are very sly and cunning, would be still free and their promise to
punish the betrayer would assuredly be fulfilled. What would you
gain? Your days would be numbered. If you call the officials in you
might as well call your grave diggers at the same time."
"You are afraid," said Pilsu. "Just let us think for a moment
how easily it could be done! Agree to their demands, and when you
go to the place of meeting on the ridge have a crowd of good strong
men in hiding to nab them before they know it."
"I never heard of anyone doing it in that way. That is not the
ordinary method of managing things. If you try to take any one with
you, no matter how secret you may be, they will know it and not
appear. I have heard many say that the very spirits of evil seem to
be in lengue with them. They are aware of every movement you
make. No doubt they know that Chung Sook is here now, and all
that we are discussing. They always receive the money first
before they tell you
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where to find the thing that's lost. There is no use in with-standing
them; if you do, it will surely end in death for you and misery for us
all." At mention of his name Chung Sook shivered and cast furtive,
frightened glances behind him.
"Oh it isn't that I'm afraid,—not of the robbers! And yet I
have considered it necessary all along that the ransom be paid. But
what about the money? They ask more than I've got. You will have
to help me. It is a matter in which the family must stand together,
for it isn't a personal matter you see. I'm only a farmer, we are all
poor and it is generally rich men that these swine go for as a rule.
Certainly I can not raise 40,000 yang alone."
Then spoke the elder, who up to this point had said nothing
in the discussion:
"Come now, Chung Sook, don't lie to us! A man who can
pay down 80,000 yang in cash in a bargain for a yangban son-in-law
then send rice besides to feed a family of Kims can scarcely be
called poor! This is your business and it was brought about, no
doubt, by a careless handling of that wedding. We give you the
family aid in our advice and decision but you need not ask us for
money." As the harrassed man looked into the pitiless faces about
him he knew that this decision was final. There were a few minutes
of quiet puffing at the pipes, then the swarthy one again took up the
thread of the argument:
"This robber gang is no doubt a band of desperate fellows,
as such usually are. If you try to thwart them, you pay for it with
your life. You all heard of what happened last winter in Ham Kyung
Province. They said it was this Ponto gang who were back of it, the
most lawless, fearless, gang Korea has known for years. In that
case the ransom required was so enormous that it aroused the
man to fury. He claimed that it would take everything he had and
leave him a pauper So he secretly plannccl to catch the robbers who
came for the rnoney. This was done without much trouble, but two
days later the man himself disappeared and was never heard of
again. Better be a pauper than a corpse!''
Thus back and forth, pro and con, the argument waxed
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hot and lasted far into the night. Then again spoke the man of
authority:
“Time is passing. It would be well for you to get an early
start with the dawn of to-morrow. You must yield. I have never
heard of a refusal ending in anything but confusion and disaster. A
true son would give all that he had to redeem his parent. Did not his
voice speak to you in the fields? What clearer sign do we need that
this is his will and desire in the matter. Then all will be peace and
quiet again. Fear not. Do your duty as an honest son and you will be
blessed by tbe spirits of your ancestors."
"Yes, my father, that too has been my thought from the first.
But will not my family stand with me in this trouble? I have not the
money, what am I to do?"
"You must get it, and you can. As I said before you brought
this thing upon us by false pride and folly. Now you must pay the
price!"
To remonstrate was useless, to argue folly. He knew that
his uncle was right and that if he created a breech with the family it
would only mean that he would be cast out and disowned, disgraccd.
The two wayfarers made good time on the return trip and early the
morning of the second day they arrived at the sea-girt rocks of the
familiar coast not a great distance from their home village. Ye
did not plan to go directly home, however, as would have been
natural. Instead, he tumed his course directly towards the surf line
on the beach. The Gray Friend was not a little displensed and
disappointed at this turn of affairs. In fact he tried hard to take the
bit in his teeth and make for the comfortable stable and hot beanmash that he knew would be waiting for him. It took several severe
commands and cruel blows from his master to convince him that
they were not going to those pleasures yet for awhile. With a
despondent droop to his soft, long ears and a look of feeling
very tired as well as rnuch abused, he was compelled by the same
hand to wait for long weary hours in a lonely ravine whose throat
opened to the sea. There his master left him alone till he went off on
some kind of a secret mission. Strain his eyes and ears as
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he might he could see nothing, and hear nothing but the surge and
swish of the long line of sea. After what seemed an age there was
heard the dipping of an oar, nearer and nearer it came and then the
faithful watcher gave a great bray of delight and welcome as he
recognized the occupant of the tiny craft. But what is this? Not to go
home yet it would seem. For after lifting a great heavily loaded sack
to his saddle he turned his head again to the north. As he walked he
held this cumbersome thing in place while they trudged some
distance further along the sandy beach. Before the turn of the tide it
was necessary that he reach a certain little cavern, a secret hiding
place, which lay among the rocks and sands of the sea not far from
the ridge of pines that shaded his father's tomb.
(To be Continued ).
Book Review.
Foreign Missions Conference of North America:—The volume of almost
500 pages reporting the proceedings of the 25th ennual session contains so much
of value concerning missionary work in all lands, and the subjects treated are so
varied, that it should be found in the library of every person wishing the latest
information on missionary questions. With 325 in attendance, and a free
discussion of papers presented, it is difficult to see how so much could be
accomplished in three days. The report of the Committee of Reference and
Counsel including the reports of a number of sub-committees, Missions and
Governments, Principles and Methods of
Administration, Finance and
Headquarters, Cultivation of the Home Church, Medical Missions, Missionary
Research Library, and Opium and Drug Traffic in Far East, presents the
activities of the Executive Committee of the Council for the entire year. The
Religious Needs of Anglo-American Communities on the mission field are
discussed by a committee which assists in securing pastors for English-speaking
churches, and providing part of the funds for their support and travel expenses.
Six of these churches are here in the East, at Manila, Hankow, Peking, Yokohama,
Kobe and Tokyo. The need of radical changes in methods of Missionary
Preparation was discussed, and like several very important questions was referred
to the Committee of Reference and Counsel. Papers on the salaries of
missionaries and on mission statistics contain some very interesting material. Dr.
O. R. Avison of Severance Medical College, Seoul, so forcefully presented the
present needs of Medical Mission work that a motion was passed which is hoped
to accomplish something for the medical situation even before the close of the
war. The book will be wanted by many who are not missionaries, or connected
with missionary work, and can be obtained of Committee of Reference and
Counsel, 25 Madison Avenue, New York. Price 50 cents.
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Editorial Notes.
MR. Arthur Hyde Lay, British Consul General in Korea, and Mrs.
Lay will start in a few days for England via the United States and
Canada for a well-earned furlough. They will see Miss Helen in
Seattle. It had been the fond hope to see Arthur before he left the
training camp for the front; but now that the war is over there will
no doubt be opportunity for a more extended visit. In about eight
months we will have the pleasure of welcoming Mr. and Mrs. Lay
on their return to Korea.
FULL particulars are not yet at hand regarding the return to China
of the unpaid balance of indemnity funds accruing to Japan, but the
information given out is that the full amount is to be remitted,
unconditionally, and that principal and interest will total fifty
million yen. Nothing is better calculated to produce a friendly
feeling between the two countries, and no investment of twice the
sum could bring as much benefit to Japan, not only in a moral way,
creating a good feeling between the two peoples, but financially as
well, in affording new opportunities for trade and investment which
under other circumstances would forever remain closed.
KOREAN cattle are being used to keep down the tide of rising
prices in Japan. And this is as it should be. But has not the time
arrived when Korea should raise cattle not simply as beasts of
burden and for their hides, but for
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their milk and butter qualities as well? The Korean people would be
healthier if they understood the value of milk and used it in liberal
quantities. Where there is now one cow in Korea giving more than
sufficient milk to nourish her calf there should be a thousand, and
every village should have its small herd of real dairy cattle. As yet
almost nothing has been done in the way of developing the
possibilities of soil and animal products.
The East may have seen larger foreign celebrations of the
termination of the great world war, but certainly none more heartily
entered into by all the representatives of all the Allied nations than
the celebration held in Seoul November 25. Particular effort was
made to furnish the children with a never-to-be-forgotten holiday,
which included a whole day’s freedom from school, an afternoon
parade in gaily decorated automobiles, with a visit to the
Government General Head-quarters, with “Banzai,” a ride through
the principal streets, and a feast and entertainment provided by the
ladies at the Y.M. C. A., with tableaus “Over the Top,” “Red Cross
in Action,” and a “Joyful Homecoming.” In the evening at the
Chosen Hotel two hundred guests partook of a bountiful repast amid
a profusion of flags, and with music by probably the best brass band
in the entire East, the celebrated Korean Band connected with the
Prince Yi Household. Nothing could restrain the spirits of these
Allied nationalities, just beginning to experience a little of having a
world at peace. National anthems, toasts, yells, reading of telegrams,
addresses, popular songs, good food, beautiful ladies and handsome
costumes all helped to made the occasion memorable. This part of
the East has not before seen such a unanimous expression of good
fellowship. Japanese subjects held a similar celebration a week
earlier, and there were numerous smaller semi-public and private
celebrations.
COMING as it did on the heels of the armistice announcement it
was thought by many that the War Work Drive in Korea could but
result in failure, because many givers would feel that there could be
no further need for large sums,
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and a tendency to let the other person do what might under other
circumstances be considered the duty of all. Furthermore, the Red
Cross had from the beginning of the war been receiving generous
gifts both as single subscriptions and in regular monthly
contributions; and the Britons’ Over Seas Fund, Belgian Widows,
and other worthy appeals have been honored as presented.
Nevertheless the War Work Drive not only received the wise
counsel and planning of a strong committee; but when the appeal
was made to miners, business men and missionaries there was a
most generous response, many not only giving until it hurt, but in
some instances making personal sacrifice that could only come
voluntarily from fully sympathetic hearts. In proportion to
population the foreign community in Korea has nobly answered the
requests for help.
THE AMERICAN CONSUL GENERAL.
THE KOREA MAGAZINE takes pleasure in welcoming to Korea
the Honorable Leo Allen Bergholz, American Consul General. The
long and distinguished Consular service of Mr. Bergholz gives
added satisfaction to his appointment to Korea.
Mr. Bergholz was born in Burlington, Vermont; studied in
Europe 1872-1876; graduated from the Wesleyan University,
Middletown, Connecticut, 1882. He was private secretary to the
American Minister to China 1882-1883; Acting Consul at
Chinkiang, China, 1883-1887; Secretary New Rochelle Railroad
Company, New York, 1888-1890; Agent Colorado Humane Society
1891-1894; Correspondent for a Law Firm, New York City, 18941896; Appointed Consul at Erzerum, Turkey, 1896. Consul at Three
Rivers, Canada, 1903; Dawson City, Canada, 1904; Appointed
Consul General at Tientsin, March 1905; Consul General at Beirut,
May l905; Consul General at Canton 1906; Consul at Kingston,
Jamaica, 1912; Consul General at Dresden 1913;
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detailed to the Department of State in December 1917. Mr.
Bergholz was decorated by the Shah of Persia with the Order of the
Lion and Sun. Mr. Bergholz is accompanied by his mother, a
vigorous lady of eighty-two, who for many years has shared the
diplomatic life of her son, and who not only has a warm heart for all
Americans, but an open house for all nationalities who cultivate her
gracious acquaintance.

THE JOYS OF NATURE.
BY
YI TAL-CH’OONG (Died 1385 A. D.)
NOTE:— The Korean has always been a great lover of nature, and
one of his sure retreats in time of trouble was the woods with its
sound of bird and bee, its murmuring of the pines and the rythmic
note of its passing water.
Here is the translation of a poem written by a Korean about
the same time that Chaucer was trimming off his lines:
“When that Aprille with his showres swoot
The drought of Marche had perced to the root.”
“How green these pine clad hills: They circle round the
home where all the solitudes combine. I see the world with sadness
sweeping by. The chittering of the spring is heard, when lo, the rice
is ripe and autumn’s here. I am an exile from no choice of mine, ‘tis
simply no one comes to call on me. The laughing flowers look from
among the grass, and red smiles greet the green.
“Whence comes this yellow-coated bee? He hums his song
of comfort and of cheer. The jaunty high hole with his gilded dress
rings out his hammer notes throughout the wood. His work is no
concern of mine and yet he makes my eyes to shine. Since I came
here to dwell the world and all its fuss have ceased to be. I cannot
meet the friends whom I recall for woodmen are my only guests.
But they are busy with the fields and have no time to spare. Let
them keep at it lest they miss the day, and so alone I think my
thoughts and live. I sow the millet in my stony field, and wait and
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wait until the harvests come. The yellow bird thinks naught of mine
or me, and I spend hours in driving off his brood. You did not till
this field or sow the seed, what call have I to fill your stomach, pray?
Though you fill out and fatten on my field your end will be the
hawk who’ll pick your bones.
“Yon lonely cloud without a thought in mind floats softly
through the wide expanse. He has no anxious care and yet he wears
the purest whitest silk. He cannot bark and still his name is
“Heaven’s Blue Dog.” To west he goes, then swings him toward the
east; without a care he halts, he vanishes. Yon cloud and I are just
alike, both free from care, and friends of deepest heart are we.”

CHRISTIANITY IN KOREA
A series of seven articles dealing with Christianity appeared
in the Mai-il Shin-po from Oct. 11th to the 17th written, we are told,
by a Korean student of Waseda University who signs himself
Ch’oon-wun (Spring Garden). He is said to be a member of the
Presbyterian Church Tokyo, though he comes originally from
Chung-joo, North Pyeng-an, and was formerly a teacher in the Osan Hak-kyo.
These articles are not an attack on Christianity in general, so
much, though that element is not lacking, as a definite
condemnation of the kind of church developed among his own
people. Indirectly the writer scores the foreign missionary.
In the first article he takes up the question of Protestant
Christianity, its numbers, its influence, its relation to the state and to
society. His conclusions seem to be that 300,000 members and
adherents form an organized body that has much more influence
than it ought to have, and that the whole question of its place in the
state is one that should be thoroughly considered. He remarks that
the only time Christianity received a consideration was at the hands
of the Regent (Tai-wun Koon) when the Roman Catholic ‘rabble’
(Ch’un-joo Hak-jang-i ), so he puts it, were slaughtered.
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He also adds that religious liberty under the Constitution
means only liberty within a defined limit, but that when it interferes
with the wishes of the state, or the convictions of society in general,
it is quite another matter.
He goes at his subject with all confidence, not hesitating to
stride boldly in where angels might fear to tread.
He wonders if the Confucian is about to change into a
Christian just as the Buddhist world changed into a Confucian at the
beginning of the 15th century.
In articles two and three, he takes up the reason for the
success of Christianity. He states that Confucianism lost its hold
upon the people because its teachings were confined to the learned
classes, and held within the limits of the conservative Chinese
character, so that the mass of the people were left without mental or
spiritual satisfaction. Confucianism failed to give any hearing to the
common folk and Christianity came at a time when a universal
demand was made for something that would satisfy the religious
longings of the soul. He contrasts the Confucian method with the
Christian, showing how the missionaries set about by a simple
literature in the native script, to win their way. He says that people
“who for several hundred years, yes several thousand years, had not
used their mental faculties, found in Christianity, science, literature,
an explanation of creation and the laws of nature, comfort and peace
for this world, and a life of happiness hereafter.”
He cites the various native sects that have arisen during the
last hundred years, the Tonghaks, the Paik-paik Church, the Koongkoong Eul-eul Societies as a proof that Korea was looking for some
sort of spiritual light that Confucianism failed to impart.
If the people had had any faith of their own, Christianity
would have had a much harder task, but having no faith to oppose to
this new religion they took to it at once.
He draws a contrast with Japan and says that while
Christianity has been there much longer it has gained no such hold,
the reason being that Japan has her own religion, shinto, a religion
that Confucius and Buddha have formed a compact ·
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with, and so Christianity found it a very difficult matter to make any
headway.
“The Christians maintain,” says he, “that the reason for the
greater advance of the faith in their peninsula than in either China or
Japan, is due to God’s special grace, and the fine order of their own
faith. To hear words like these makes one ashamed; and one can
only regard the ignorance of such a boast with pity.”
He then goes on to give a dark picture of the closing days of
the Yi dynasty, “every kind of evil increased and grew, deceit,
jealousy, wine and women, buying and selling of slaves, bartering
of office, oppression and extortion, with poverty, death, and misery
everywhere.”
The people disgusted with the low life of the day longed for
religion, and Christianity came at this much needed time. The
Tonghaks failed to give satisfaction, while Christianity, tried as it
had been through several millenniums, met the need.
The people of Korea, he maintains, even from the days of
Tan-goon, have cherished a desire to know of God and of the life to
come. These two thoughts are born with the race and have found
their answer to the question in Christianity.
In articles four, five, and six, he goes on to explain the
character of the Korean church. He speaks of the great number of
pastors, elders, leaders scattered all over the country, and how they
might, as far as numbers go, carry on the work themselves. Among
the Christians are some who have studied in the West, some in
Japan, and yet he questions whether Christianity has really entered
their bones. He says you cannot judge of this by any sort of
competitive examination, but you can guess pretty correctly by the
kind of literature they put out, and the kind of sermons they preach.
“If they have a warm living faith it will be seen in the poems and
songs they write; but if there be no such sign or proof, what then? St.
Augustine’s faith was one that could not be stifled. I have seen no
such faith yet among the Koreans.”
He says of the hundreds of pastors who preach, no printed
volume of sermons or confessions appears to bear evidence
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of their genuineness. He feels that the real faith of the Korean
church is greatly to be questioned. No commentary on the Bible is
as yet forthcoming written by its members. Among 300,000
converts, and during 30 years of time, no books appear that would
explain the Scriptures. This seems a very strange thing indeed.
He speaks of the meagre literature prepared by the foreign
missionary such as Sunday School Lessons, and yet all ranks of the
church make this their vade mecum for the period covered.
They ignorantly think such notes and comments the only
possible explanation of the Scriptures, forgetting that Luther and the
Pope each had his view. They follow these helps as unquestioningly
as did the Confucianists Choo-ja and Chung-ja. He claims that the
Christianity of the Korean church is not in touch with the present
age at all, that it is an antiquated form that corresponds to that of the
Puritan Fathers three centuries ago. It thinks far more of doctrines
and tenets than it does of good-behaviour and its proper relation to
society. Rather than deal with reason and facts it deals with
experience and spiritual happenings. It talks familiarly of the ‘virgin
birth’, ‘the miracles of Jesus,’ ‘the Ascension and Second Coming.’
Heaven, hell, rewards and punishments, healing sickness by prayer,
are questions that it counts of greatest importance. It looks down
upon all those outside its own circles as hopeless heathen. It treats
with contempt all studies not purely religious.”
If any member ventures on an independent view he is treated
as was the Sa-moon sect by the Confucianists and expelled at once
as one under the power of the devil. “Korea,” he says, “got rid of an
overbearing Confucianism only to fall a victim to an overbearing
Christianity.”
In the sixth paper he divides the Christians into three classes.
First the orthodox whom the Church praises. They take what is
taught them and have no mind or will of their own. “Only the will
of God,” is what they say, and yet they make no definite effort to
find what the will of God is. The dregs of the church of three
thousand years are given to the
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Korean Christian and so he lives his meaningless life without
thought or ambition. He says his prayers and goes to church
Sundays and Wednesdays. He writes in his letters about ‘the grace
of the Lord,’ etc., etc. On occasions of weddings or funerals he calls
the pastor. His ailments he expects to have cured by a miracle.
Evidently he has the same idea of God that formerly he had
of the hill gods, or god of the kitchen. Since the Christian God is
stronger than the hill gods he has cast in his lot with Him, so says
the writer. Such is the orthodox Christian.
The second class includes the educated man who has many a
question he would like to ask, but does not dare to, lest it arouse
suspicion as to his faith. He comforts himself by saying that all
religions have their unreasonable and superstitious elements. He lets
his doubts go by the board while the world wags on. If he spoke
honestly he would say, “I have no faith at all, or if any it differs
greatly from that of others.”
The third class includes those who have been caught by the
habit of going to church, find friends there like minded with
themselves and keep it up, though they have really no heart or mind
in it.
In the seventh paper he deals with the attitude of the Church.
Just as the Confucianists, says he, thought Confucianism the only
religion on earth so these Christians think of Christianity. The nonChristians they regard as heathen whom they want nothing to do
with, all lost sinners, every one of them. They think of blessing and
prosperity in this life as something to be despised. They count
prayer, Bible reading and preaching as the only things that God
cares for. The rank and file of the church long to study and become
preachers while they regard with contempt all other lines of work.
They think of the prosperity of Britain and the United States as
wholly due to Christianity; modern science, in their estimation
having nothing to do with it.
He concludes by saying that the Church of Korea has three
serious defects in its attitude. First, it has a spirit that thinks highly
of itself and condemns others. The more the individual members of
the church love each other the less they
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care for other people. This is just like the old Confucian group.
Second, it treats with contempt all literature outside its
sacred books just as the old Confucianists did.
Third, it regards as nothing all this present world while it
lives off it. A bank or a public hall is an object to be despised in the
eyes of its members compared with a ye-pai-dang. It pronounces a
curse on train or ship that goes on Sunday.
The soldier too who gives his life for his country or for
others is also anathema to it. Government and all that goes with it
can expect no better treatment at its hands.
The President of the United States and the Emperor William
both call on God, but when you come down to hard
facts Christianity has nothing to do with the strength of
either, but modern science only.
Note —This is we think a fair summing up of the seven
articles that appeared last month in the Mai-il Shin-po, and that
were read by thousands of people throughout the country.

THE TOMB ON THE COLLEGE GROUNDS.
Those who have visited the site of the Chosen Christian
College outside of the West Gate have noticed a tomb on the right
hand side of the main driveway, about half way between the new
railway line and the part surveyed for the college buildings. The
question has been asked, whose tomb it
is and when it was placed there.
One hundred and fifty four years ago a long procession of
mourners might have been seen wending its way out to this quiet
region in the hills where Yi-si, Bright Princess (暎嬪) secondary
wife of King Yung-jong (英宗), found her place of burial.
King Yung-jong, who come to the throne in 1725 and
reigned 52 years, longer than any other king of the last dynasty, had,
apart from his two wives, this specially beloved concubine. She was
born in 1696 while the king was born in 1690.
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For thirty-eight years she was his faithful companion and
friend, and so completely won his heart that the old king, then 74
years of age, composed this inscription and wrote it with his own
hand.
He goes on to say: “On the 26th day of the 7th moon in the
year kapsin (1764) she left me and took her long departure.
“For thirty-eight years we journeyed together and now it is
all a dream. My sorrow is that she did not live five months more till
she was 70. Who knows what life means? Her natural disposition
was most gentle and loving and she devoted her soul to me without
reserve. She had no special favourites among the children but loved
them all. In the troubles of the year imo (1762) it was she who
really saved the state. This is not overpraise, for she truly deserves it,
as the Ministers of State know full well. She lived three years more,
saw the sacrifices to her son completed, and the next month passed
away. Her faithfulness to the state was perfect as well as her
mother’s attitude toward her son.
“Alas, alas! For three days I remained by her failing form,
and in the evening when she died I had her remains carried to her
own home in Chung-dong and there I performed the ceremony of
wrapping her in her coffin.
“On the last day of the 8th moon I came and wrote this
inscription and got some relief from my sorrow. On the 27th day of
the 9th moon we buried her here by the Yun-heui Palace in this
tomb that faces a little west of south.
“I, an old man approaching eighty (74), have with my own
hand written the front inscription for this tablet and the rear, as well
as those for the buried tablets and the banner.”
Bright Princess had a son who was born in 1734, Prince
Chang-jo. He was a great athlete and full of new and daring ideas.
One of these was to beat off China and make Korea independent;
another rumoured plan was to get rid of his old father who was then
seventy-two years of age and rule a new kingdom in a new way.
King Yung-jong who was no more inclined to have his
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will thwarted or crossed than was King Saul of the Jews, or the
Kaiser to-day, heard that his son had planned to definitely ruin the
state.
The order went out for his death. It was quite impossible,
however, to behead him, he being the king’s son. Usually the
hemlock was administered as was given to Socrates, but in this case
the king’s son evidently refused to drink. So the order was issued to
nail him up in a coffin. Long spikes were driven in and his cries
were heard from the inner regions of the horrible box for days, they
say. They piled grass on top of it to deaden the sound, while Bright
Princess looked on at the tragedy of the death of her only son. His
little son, later King Chung-jong, then ten years of age, wept to hear
the last cries of his father who is known to-day as Coffin King (Twiji Tai-wang).
The writer has heard that Mr. Hutchinson’s old home is the
place where the deed was done.
However this may be, the lady who sleeps on the college
grounds is the Bright Princess, mother of Coffin King. It is reported
that she died by poison. First of all she saw completed the sacrifices
that would rest the spirit of her boy and then she took her long
farewell.
When all this happened Napoleon was not yet born, nor
Wellington, and Robbie Burns was a little lad of only five.
THE KOREAN LANGUAGE.
The following sentences taken from the Daily News may be
of interest to the student:
1
샹계에현
져 영향을쥰거시업셧고
2
삼십년긔겸을년젼에츅하
신도를엇어대소를물론
3
삼십만이라 면죠션젼인구에오심분혹은륙십분지일에
불과
직 일이오
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4
식동일
각 면그셰력
과영향이엇더케위대 거슬가지 것이외다
This is a good sample of modern speech, writing and
thinking. The older scholars of the Korean language have difficulty
in spelling their way through, and yet this is the language of the day.
The educated man more and more expresses himself thus, and those
unable so to do will be relegated more and more to the limbo of the
illiterate.
Familiarize yourself with these four sentences if you never
learn any others. Every such line counts in these days of language
transition.
No. 1 샹계헌 world of thought; 현져 evident, manifest;
영향 effect.
No. 2 츅하 congratulations; 삼십만이샹에 over
300,000; 도회란도회 every place called a town.
No. 3 This sentence is quite simple.
No. 4 게다가? 동인 규률 under one law;
식 once every week; 셜교 preaching; 위대 great;
가지 well known
J. S. G.
PRIVATE HIGHER COMMON SCHOOLS
FOR KOREAN BOYS IN SEOUL.
Schools holding Permits Granted under the Educational
Ordinance of March 24th, 1915.
There are three of these, the Po Sung, Hui Mun, and Pai-chai.
The two former are supported by Korean funds, the latter by the
Methodist Church in the U. S. A. There are also two others of the
same grade, that are operating under Permits granted before March,
1915. These are the Chung Ang and Kyung Sin (John D. Wells); the
former is supported by Koreans, the latter by the Presbyterian
Church in the U. S. A. These two will be treated in the next article
of this series.
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As the writer of these sketches is Principal of one of the
schools, which are in a sense rivals, he found himself in a quandary.
He prepared a questionnaire, as full as possible, and with it as a
basis, visited each school, and asked questions. The answers to
those. questions form these articles. Allow him to add that the
experience of visiting these schools was a most. pleasant one, and
that the attitude of the school authorities was most cordial and
helpful in every case. Any visitor to Seoul could well give a
forenoon, or longer, to visiting the Private schools, and seeing what
they are accomplishing. It goes without saying that no one who has
not inspected the Government Schools is in a position to pass
judgment on the present Administration.
PO SUNG SCHOOL.—The name means “Wide
Achievement,” and the school draws its students impartially from
all Chosen. About one-fifth are from Seoul. Its enrollment in the
Spring was 420, this Fall it is 373. The falling off is ascribed to high
prices. There is no dormitory, and the school has no responsibility
for the housing or feeding of any students. The boys room in private
houses, each paying from ¥11.00 to ¥12.00 a month for room, meals,
fuel and light.
The school was founded in October, 1905, and graduated its
first class in 1910. The class of 1918 was the ninth, and brought the
total number of graduates up to 400. They arc divided as follows:
Merchants, 100; Teachers and Officials,
70 each; Students in Japan 28, in America, 2 or 3, in higher
schools in Chosen, 20; 10 have died, and no report is available on
the other 100 or so.
The present enrollment of 373 is in 4 classes; the First Grade
numbers 138, and is taught in 2 divisions; the Second Grade, also 2
divisions, is 106. The Third and Fourth Grades, 78 and 61
respectively, are each taught as a single division.
When one of the teachers, an old friend of the writer, was
asked how it went to teach 78 at once, he answered, “It is very
trying, but there is no other way.”
Uniforms, foreign style, are insisted upon. The neat Winter
uniform of black woolen goods, with brass buttons
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bearing the school insignia, costs ¥7.50. The Summer uniform, of
light cotton, is less expensive. The entrance fee is ¥2.00, and tuition
¥l.00 per month, for the 11 months of the school year, with an
additional 10 sen per month for athletic dues. A few poor boys do
not pay, but these cases are rare.
Tuition brings in ¥ 3,500.00 per year. (Note. This falls short
of what 400 boys should pay, at ¥ 11.00 each, to say nothing of
entrance fees for a First Year class of over 100, but no explanation
was asked for or offered). The balance of the budget is provided by
the Chundokyo, a Korean eclectic Church which was described in
the KOREA MAGAZINE for April of this year. The total budget in
ordinary years is about ¥ 12,000.00 and this year it will be more.
The exact figures are not at hand. The Church does not try to
control the school, or have any of its doctrines taught there, or
otherwise propagated through the school. (Most of the teachers are
members of the Chundokyo). Salaries amount to ¥9,500.- 00, the
highest being that of the Principal, ¥122 a month, the lowest ¥50.00.
There are four Japanese and 13 Korean teachers, all giving full time.
Most of the teaching is done in Japanese, and as this has been the
rule for the past 3 years, the students are able to understand well.
English is taught in every grade, and is taken by all students. The
graduates finish the National Third Reader.
The school received its permit as a Higher Common School
in July, 1917, and has graduated one class of 41 under this Permit,
in March, 1918. Attached to it is a Primary School of nearly 800
students. There is also a Private College, teaching Law, which goes
under the name Po Sung, and was formerly a part of the school but
now has its own building in another part of the city, with its own
faculty and budget. It will be written up in the article on Colleges
later in this series.
The school is rather cramped for land, having a small playground only, and no space for Agriculture. No Manual Training is
given, the course in Commerce being required of all students. The
equipment is good, but in no sense lavish, and is valued at ¥6000.00,
while the building, a wooden
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structure erected in 1915, is put at ¥ 17,000.00 and the land, which
is near the center or the city, and so valuable, is put at ¥20,500, a
total investment of ¥43,500.00, a little over ¥100.00 per pupil, at the
present enrollment, which seems about the full capacity of the
school.
HUI MUN EUI SUK—The name means “School of Literary
Enlightenment.” More than half of the 322 students are from Seoul,
the balance represent all the Provinces of Chosen. The Spring
enrollment was 360. This school, also, does not provide dormitory
accommodations, though the experiment was made some years ago,
with unsatisfactory results. Board, with room, fire, and light, costs
¥10.00 to ¥ 12.00 a month.
This school is the successor of a smaller one called the
Kwang Sung, established in 1903. The present name was taken in
1905, and the first class graduated in 1910. The class of 1918 was
the 9th, and the number of graduates to date is 320. Of these, 50 are
teachers, 20 officials, 30 merchants, 40 farmers, 30 employees in
banks and similar business houses, 30 are studying in higher
schools in Chosen, and the same number abroad, all but one in
Japan. The exception is the son of the Founder, who has completed
his education in England, and will soon return to Chosen. Seven are
dead, and the remainder unaccounted for. It is only fair to say that
the inquiries were made soon after the death of the School Secretary,
and so at an unfortunate time. This accounts for these round
numbers，which are probably not exact, but were the best available.
The present enrollment of 322 is in 4 classes. The Firs t and
Second Grades, with 10 and 87 respectively, are each taught in 2
divisions, the Third and Fourth, with 69and 66, in one division each.
Here, as in the Po sung and at Paichai,
there is the excellent custom, copied from the Japanese
Government schools, of having the students of each division take
turns in sweeping the room each afternoon, and otherwise caring for
the building. This was not a welcome idea in
some of the schools when it was introduced, but has how
become a matter of course, and is done regularly and cheerfully.
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In the Po Sung and the Hui Mun Schools, the students
remove their street shoes, which are mostly foreign style, and either
put on slippers, or go in their stocking feet. It goes without saying
that this greatly simplifies the work of cleaning the rooms, and is
conducive to the elimination of noise in the buildings.
The teaching staff includes 8 Koreans and 4 Japanese, all on
full time, and 4 Koreans on part time. The largest salary is ¥122 per
month, the smallest ¥ 34.50. This includes a recent allowance made
in view of the high prices prevailing in Chosen, the increase
averaging about 20 per cent. Salaries for the year amount to
¥ 9,000.00, out of a total budget of ¥ 11,600. Of this, ¥ 3,000.00
comes from tuition, and the remainder is provided by the generosity
of the Founder, a well-known Korean nobleman, Viscount Min
Yung Hui. This school is but one of many ways in which his public
spirit and altruism manifest themselves.
Students pay an entrance fee of ¥1.00, and tuition is ¥ 1.00
per month, with 10 sen additional for athletics. Here again the total
tuition received is smaller than the enrollment would lead us to
expect. A uniform similar to that worn at the Po Sung, costing ¥7.60
per suit for the Winter, and half that for the Summer, is required.
Most of the teaching is done in Japanese, though “when the
students fail to understand an explanation in Japanese, it is repeated
in Korean” was the report of a Korean teacher. Agriculture is a
specialty of this school, and practical work is done, including a
successful venture in bee-keeping. The laboratory is well supplied
with apparatus for Physics, but weak on the side of Chemistry. The
teacher of Zoology and allied sciences, a Korean, is most
enthusiastic, and is gathering an excellent set of Specimens in his
department, that will be of more use than one of the ready-made
outfits that are so attractively set forth in the catalogues.
English is elective, and most of the boys in the lower classes
take it, though it is less popular in the higher grades. The National
Third Reader is studied by the fourth grade, but not completed. Two
periods a week are allowed for English.
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A period is 60 minutes, with an intermission of 10 minutes
between classes. This is the rule in all the schools covered in this
sketch. All have 34 hours per week, being six hours on the first 5
days, and 4 on Saturday.
The new building was erected in 1918, just before the
Permit as a Higher Common School was received. The cost of the
building was ¥ 13,000.00, and there is also an administration
building, and a smaller recitation hall. The total invested in
buildings is ¥20,000.00, equipment stands at ¥4,000.00 and the land,
including a small athletic field, at ¥ 7,500.00. The total investment
is thus ¥ 31,500.00, less than ¥ 100 per pupil.
As in all the Private Boys’ schools of Seoul, athletics receive
a great deal of attention. Track events have not become standardized,
and an inter-school track meet is yet in the future. But this fall Seoul
saw its first Marathon, over a course of about 10 miles, with more
than a hundred entries, Japanese and Korean. Foot-ball, of a sort
indigenous to Chosen, but distantly related to Soccer, and tennis
o[ the ping pong variety, played with great zeal and skill, but with a
soft rubber ball, give exercise to scores of lads. Base-ball is played
according to the latest American rules, and rouses great enthusiasm,
that sometimes runs into a row.
Far gone are the old days, when, as a Korean scholar and
gentleman of the old school told the writer “Students took their
recreation by climbing a hill and sitting down to compose poetry.”
Incidentally, this remark was made at a base-ball game.
PACHAI HIGHER COMMON SCHOOL—This “Hall for
Rearing Useful Man” is the oldest School in the city, as it was
founded in 1886. The first class to formally graduate was that of
1907, but 28 students who had received their education in the
school before that time have since been given Honorary Diplomas,
and are included in the list of graduates below.
The class of 1918 was the tenth to graduate, and the total of
graduates is now 138. This includes two classes from the Higher
Common School, numbering 5 and 18 respectively, the others are
graduates of Paichai Haktang. There is .still
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one class, of 11 students, who will graduate from Paichai Haktang
in March of 1919, and if there are applicants, the work of that
school may be continued. Of the graduates 7 are teachers, 30
officials and employees in commercial houses, 10 are students
abroad (6 in Japan and 4 in the U. S. A.) 5 students in Chosen, 6
church workers on salaries, 62 are at home, either farmers or
merchants, 3 are dead, and the remaining 15 are unclassified.
The Permit for a Higher Common School was given by the
Government-General in 1916, and the first class graduated under
this permit in 1917. The new recitation building was completed in
1916, at a cost of ¥ 20,000.00. The old building now temporarily in
use as a chapel, with another building attached, is valued at
¥ 10,000.00. The Dormitory, a new brick building, two stories,
foreign style, is worth ¥ 6,000.00. Equipment is set at ¥ 5,000.00.
and the land, amounting to over 6,000 tsubo (five acres) in the heart
of the city, is valued by the Government at ¥ 11.00 per tsubo, or
more than ¥ 70,000.00. This makes a total investment of
¥ 111,000.00 or about ¥300.00 per student.
Tuition is one yen a month for 11 months, and athletic fees
are 25 sen a term for each of the three terms. The entrance fee is one
yen. A uniform is required. This Fall the Winter one can be bought
for ¥ 5.75, a great bargain, for it is practically the same as costs a
third more in other schools. There is a Dormitory capable of
accommodating 45 boys, 8 in a room. Room, light, and heat cost
¥ 1.20 each per month, and the school expects to lose money on this.
Board is ¥ 8.00 per month, the school furnishing the utensils, and
collecting the money, which is turned over to a manager who
furnishes the food, and makes what profit he can. Forty students are
now in the Dormitory.
The enrollment in the Spring was 400, this Fall it is 369. The
largest division is 55, the smallest 47. The First Grade is in 3
divisions, the Second and Third in 2 each, and the Fourth in one,
with Paichai Haktang making the total up to 9. There are 14 full
time and 3 part time teachers, including the Principal. Three are
Japanese. Most of the teaching is in
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Japanese, English is taught 3 hours a week in each grade of the
Higher Common School, and 5 hours in Paichai Haktang.
The day begins with breathing exercises in the athletic field.
Paichai is the only private school in. the city with a field big enough
for base-ball and regulation Soccer foot-hall. After the breathing
exercises there is a short Assembly which practically all attend,
though it is voluntary. Many, if not most, of the students also attend
the voluntary Bible Classes that arc held at various times outside the
school hours, and there is a flourishing Y. M. C. A., which carries
on various religious activities, both for the students, and for those
outside the school.
One-third of the students come from Seoul, and almost
another third from Kyung Kui Province, the remainder from all over
Chosen, more from Pyeng An than from any other. The number is
also almost equally divided between graduates of Government
Schools, Church Schools, and other private Schools.
Teachers’ salaries, aside from that of the Principal, run from
¥ 93.75 to ¥ 40.00 per mouth, with a total of about ¥8,000.00 per
year. This includes an increase of 25 per cent recently granted. The
whole budget for the year is ¥ 12,000, excluding the Principal’s
salary. Of this, ¥4,750 is from tuition, and the Mission makes a
grant of ¥4,000.00. The balance is made up by friends of the
institution, from various sources.

THE JAPANESE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
FOR KOREANS.
W. CARL RUFUS, PH.D.
In September, 1872, the Japanese Emperor promulgated the
first Education Code. In the preamble he lauded the value of
learning, and set forth the ideal of the new national system
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of education : “It is intended that henceforth universally, in a village
there shall be no house without learning, and in a house no
individual without learning.” An ambitious program for abolishing
old schools and founding new was adopted in order to provide equal
educational opportunities for all. The propagation of the new
education became one of the most important functions of the state.
Unforeseen difficulties were encountered, but with characteristic
loyalty and devotion, the Japanese people have provided within fifty
years a comprehensive national system of education which
compares favorably with the best the world has produced.
Imperial rescripts determine the main features of the system
and the Department of Education under a Minister of State directly
responsible to the Emperor controls the details. The famous
Imperial Rescript on Education published in 1890 forms the basis of
all Japanese education of the present day. Its fundamental
importance may justify quoting the entire text.
IMPERIAL RESCRIPT ON EDUCATION
“Know ye, Our subjects:
“Our Imperial Ancestors have founded our Empire on a
basis broad and everlasting, and have deeply and firmly implanted
virtue; Our subjects ever united in loyally and filial Piety have from
generation to generation illustrated the beauty thereof. This is the
glory of the fundamental character of Our Empire, and herein also
lies the source of Our education. Ye, Our subjects, be filial to your
parents, affectionate to your brothers and sisters; as husbands and
wives be harmonious; as friends true; bear yourselves in modesty
and moderation; extend your benevolence to all; pursue learning
and cultivate arts, and thereby develop intellectual faculties and
perfect moral powers; furthermore, advance public good and
promote common interests; always respect the Constitution and
observe the laws; should emergency arise, offer yourselves
courageously to the State; and thus guard and maintain the
prosperity of our Imperial Throne coeval with heaven and earth. So
shall ye not only be Our good and faithful subjects,
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but render illustrious the best traditions of your forefathers.
“The Way here set forth is indeed the teaching bequeathed
by Our Imperial Ancestors, to be observed alike by Their
Descendants and the subjects., infallible for all ages and true in all
places. It is Our wish to lay it to heart in all reverence, in common
with you, Our subjects, that we may all attain to the same virtue.”
The spirit or the rescript represents not only the educational
ideal, but also the determining feature of the national life of Japan;
and what is more significant it shows that the two are identical. The
glory of this “fundamental character” set forth in the rescript, or the
real essence of the Empire, consists of the relation between the
Imperial Line of beneficent paternal sovereigns and united loyal
filial subjects. Furthermore, according to the rescript this
relationship contains the source of Japanese education, i.e., it
supplies at once the educationa1 motive of the sovereign and the
educational ideal of the subject. Thus the central principle of
government education coincides with the intense national spirit of
the race and reaches fruition in deeds inspired by the patriotic
principles of loyalty and filial piety.
Another word of introduction seems necessary before we
come to our main subject.
The national policy of Japan in Chosen is the complete
assimilation of the Korean race, and every agency of the highly
centralized Government General is directed toward that end.
Military administration in the peninsula has achieved political unity
with Japan proper. Extensive administrative and judicial reforms are
leveling the civic status of the two races altho this work is not yet
complete. Government ownership and operation of various
monopolies, its control of other industries under the Monopoly
Bureau, and its paternal attitude toward al private enterprise are
rapidly unifying the economic conditions.
Students of social conditions realize, however, that complete
assimilation can not be effected by these outward forces alone, but
depends upon inner and more vital forces for final achievement.
External bands of iron may hoop a barrel of
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staves, but a solid block adheres thru inner vital power. Thoughtful
Japanese officials realize the necessity of moral union, or in western
phrase spiritual union, as a basis for harmonious and permanent
assimilation. At the present time Japanese religious organizations in
Chosen have comparatively little influence among the Koreans and
can not supply the necessary moral basis for union, so the
government is dependent upon its educational system to provide the
moral or spiritual cement.
The vital principle of the national system of education, as set
forth in the Imperial Rescript, provides an ideal basis for successful
assimilation. Accordingly, the Chosen Educational Ordinance,
enacted by Imperial decree, August 23, 1911, sounds this dominant
note: “The essential principle of education in Chosen shall be the
making of loyal and good subjects by giving instruction on the basis
of the Imperial Rescript concerning Education.” And Governor
General Terauchi laying down the guiding principles to be observed
in the development of education for the Koreans emphasized these
essential characteristics: “The future education of Koreans should
be based on the fundamental principles laid down in the Imperial
Rescript concerning Education in order to build up in the younger
generation character and knowledge that would fit them to be loyal
subjects of Imperial Japan; that the common school system should
be primarily founded on a solid basis which would make the
annexed subjects assimilate healthy mental development, suited to
the actual conditions of Korea; that practical education, such as
technical training, should be encouraged; and that higher
professional education should be gradually provided for. Thus the
educational system of Korea is intended to make the younger
generation loyal subjects of the Empire by serving the State and by
elevating themselves or their families according to their abilities
acquired by education.” (Annual Report, December 1911 , Page 8).
These three features are continually emphasized; the making of
loyal subjects, the adaptation to the times and conditions, and the
importance of vocational education. Concerning the first two Mr.
Sekiya, Director of the Bureau of
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Education, says: “These two items are most important in connection
with education in Chosen. Consequently, all persons, irrespective of
their being official or private who concern themselves with the
Korean education shall not neglect them for a moment.”
Following these .guiding principles the Ordinance of 1911
outlined a new system of education for the Koreans, instead of
transplanting the Japanese system in Korean soil. Provision was
made for common, industrial and special education. In the main the
common education is an adaptation of the Japanese elementary
system to the needs of the times and the conditions in Korea. It
consists of the Common School of four years for boys, which
corresponds roughly with the primary schools of six years in Japan,
and the Higher Common School of four years, which corresponds
with the Japanese Middle School of five years. The Proclamation of
the Governor General states: “The proper object of common
education rests in that children shall be taught in the national
language, moral virtues inculcated, the acquisition of a personal
character suitable to a member of our nation, and additionally to
give such knowledge and art as are essential for the gaining of a
livelihood.” Industrial schools with a curriculum of two or three
years are open to graduates of the lower Common Schools. “The
industrial education shall have as its aim not only the training in
knowledge and art required in the branch of industry concerned, but
also [it shall] undertake to accustom pupils to the habit of diligence.”
Normal courses supplement the Higher Common School course for
the training of teachers for Common Schools. Provision was also
made for the organization of Special Schools. The Ordinance states
that, “A Special School gives to boy students education in higher
branches of science and art.” “As for the institution of a school
belonging to this category, it is considered to be the natural order of
things to take it up after due development of common education.
For this reason the preparation of detailed regulations for such a
school has been reserved for the future.”
The Ordinance recognized the existence of Private Schools
and urged that, “Those concerned should be induced to understand
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and appreciate the essential principles of education in Chosen and
the ways and means of carrying it out, so that they may not commit
blunders in the management of their schools.” During the four years
succeeding annexation a large number of public Common Schools
were established by subsidies from the Imperial Donation Fund, so
the total number in 1914 reached 368. Two Higher Common
Schools for boys and one for girls, and one Special Law School,
were also maintained at that time. The time seemed opportune to
take a step in advance, so a new ordinance was promulgated March
24, 1915, containing regulations for Special Schools, and additional
regulations for Private Schools. In accordance with the program
outlined at that time the number of Special Schools was increased
so there are four at present, Law, Medicine, and Technology in
Seoul and Agriculture in Suwon. These schools are open to
graduates of the Higher Common Schools, i.e., at the end of eight
years of common education. These are the schools now depended
upon to make loyal and good subjects,—Common, 400; Higher
Common, 3; Industrial, 80; and Special Schools, 4. To accomplish
the purpose three features are emphasized, the teaching of the
Japanese language, the inculcation of national virtues through the
national system of morals, and the encouragement of industrial
education.
The national language occupies a large place in the common
education, ten hours per week for four years in the Common School,
and eight hours per week for the first two years and seven per week
for the last two years of the Higher Common School. In other words
over one-third of the Common School course and just one-fourth of
the Higher Common School course is devoted to the study of
Japanese. The value accorded to this subject in education and in the
process of assimilation appears in the following quotation from
instructions to Private Schools: “As the Japanese language is the
dwelling place of the spirit of the Japanese people and can not be
omitted in obtaining knowledge and ability it is expected that the
correct use and practical application thereof will be unrestricted in
any curriculum.” The Japanese language is used exclusively in the
Government Higher Common Schools and
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in some of the lower schools. All of the text-books for the Higher
and a part of those prepared for the Lower are in the national
language. To emphasize the importance of this subject the revised
Regulations for Private Schools, 1915, requires that: “Teachers of a
private school giving a common, industrial or special education
shall be those well versed in the national language.” A period of five
years was given, however, in which preparation may be made. Not
only in the common schools but also in the industrial and special
schools great emphasis is placed upon the national language.
The subject of morals stands in first place in every
curriculum, altho it is not first in number of hours. The national
system of ethics or secular morality is the unique feature of
Japanese education. The teaching of morals emancipated from all
religious influences, and enforced by the State, is the Japanese hope
of moral betterment. Text-books based upon the principle of the
Imperial Rescript on Education have been compiled by a special
commission. In Korea an adaptation has been made and books have
been prepared for use in the lower Common Schools. The lessons
are as follows:
Book 1. School, Good Pupils, Be Active, Friendship, the
Story of Sama On-kong, Do not Quarrel, Falsehood, Washington
and his Hatchet, Parents’ Joy, Our Bodies, Possession of Self and
Others, Care of Personal Effects, Appreciation of Material Things,
Promises.
Book 2. Kindness to Living Things, Neighbors as Cousins.
Do Nothing to Injure Others, Politeness, Friends, Faults of Others,
Harmonious Family, The Virtue of Patience, Treatment of Servants,
Uprightness, Cleanliness, E-koong Chun-duk, (Overcoming
Difficulties).
Book 3. Regulations, Manners, The Peacock and the Crow,
Work while you Work and Play while you Play, Franklin,
Reputation of Others, Emulate Perfect Man, Generosity,
Superstition, Benevolence, Economy.
Book 4. Self-help, Vocation, Cooperation, Public Service,
Sanitation, The Imperial House, Taxation, Difference between
Public and Private Affairs, Charity, Treatment of Animals, Red
Cross Society, Friends,
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The story of Sama On-kona is typical of the material and the
method of presentation.
“Once upon a time there was a wise man, whose name was
Sama On-kong. When he was a young boy, one day as he was
playing with his playmates, one of them fell into a large earthen jar
full of water. The other boys were frightened and cried loudly, but
they did not know what to do. Sama On-kong ran quickly and
brought a large stone. What do you think he did with it? He broke
the large jar with the big stone. The water ran out quickly and the
boy came out safely. The boy shed some tears and thanked him
many times for saving his life. All the playmates were happy
because the boy’s life was saved, but they were sorry that the jar
was broken; so Sama On-kong said, ‘Life is more precious than the
earthen jar.’ “
The text books for Korea omit many lessons on patriotic
subjects given in Japan proper such Their Majesties, the Tennyo and
the Kogo; Ancestors; Loyalty; Patriotism; Duties of Subjects; The
Flag of the Rising Sun, etc. The lesson on The Imperial House is
inserted and may be of interest. The translation was made by a
Korean and is left without correction.
THE IMPERIAL HOUSE.
“Our country is an empire which has an Emperor of one line
ten thousands of generation. .
“The period from the first divine Emperor Chun Cho down
to the present Emperor is extremely far. The Emperor Sin Moo of
the human dynasty settled his capital in the mainland (Pon Ju) and
henceforth more than 2500 Years were passed.
“The Imperial Lineage is eternal with the heaven and the
earth, and it is not discontinuous like the cotton thread. The
obligations of the Emperors and ministers were fixed and
unchangeable. This is a unique thing in the world and the majesty of
Japan is become of this unique thing.
“Thus the Japanese Imperial House has been governing the
nation from its foundation.
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“The Emperor Yuk Tai loved his people like little babies and
the people served him as their kind father. Long ago In-duk
Emperor saw that the curling up of the smoke of the houses was
rare and freed them of their taxes of three years. The Emperor Che
Ho took off his purple robe at night and looked after his people
going to death of hunger and cold. There were many such cases in
the lives of the old Emperors and we can not tell about them all.
“Since the foundation of Japan she has never received any
negligence from the foreign countries because of the majestical
virtues of her Emperors in succession. Now her civilization is
progressive and her fortune is increasing so she sat down on the
seats of the powers of the world. This is due to the majestical
morality of the Emperor. The Present Emperor has both literary and
military ability and his kindness is very deep so his people are very
grateful.
“He published an edict of the Korean peers and gave
honorable rank to the noble men and made the land taxes light and
foster the strength of the people. Sometimes he gave rewards to the
filial sons and devoted widows. He published an edict of amnesty
for the prisoners．Besides, he also established charity hospitals in
every province and healed the people who are sick. He gave funds
to every district and had the people prepare their properties,
education, and relief for the famine.
“Thus he strove to get the permanent welfare and profit for
the Chosen people, and will there be anyone among us who became
citizens of this country, ungrateful for such greatest and kindest
benefit?
“We carried on our heads the unique Imperial House in this
world and since we became the subjects of the Great .Japanese
Empire, we may decide to respond to the greatest mercy and virtues
of the Imperial House and become good subjects.”
Patriotism is emphasized upon school holidays by the
ceremony of reading the Imperial Rescript, singing national songs
and bowing before the Emperor’s picture. This last act has been
branded as worship by some parties in Korea;
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but the idea seems to be growing that it is merely reverence due to
the recognized ruler of the nation. In the lesson on the Imperial
House, however, there does seem to be sufficient material for
teaching the divine origin of the Imperial Ancestors and thru the
unbroken (?) succession, the divinity of the present Emperor, giving
a basis for promoting the Emperor cult.
The lesson on Superstition or the Belief of Fools is directed
against ghosts and goblins, but it leaves little foundation for any
form of religious faith. Superstition here seems to mean belief in the
supernatural. The whole trend of the teaching is materialistic and
ends with the Confucian quotation, “Wise men are not superstitious,”
i.e., do not believe in spirits.
All private schools as well as government schools must
include the national system of morals in their curricula under the
new regulations and all religious teaching must be excluded. This is
in accordance with the second emphasized feature of the system, the
inculcation of national virtues.
The third special feature is the emphasis upon practical
subjects and vocational training. Effort along this line is greatly
needed and is meeting with remarkable success. The Ordinance says:
“The education given in an Industrial School should lay special
importance on practice and should avoid too much teaching of
theories. It should agree with local needs and conditions and be
practical, so that the pupils may acquire knowledge and art
indispensable to daily life and afterwards contribute to the
improvement and development of industry.” The utilitarian aim of
the national system of education is here seen at its best. The
Japanese deserve great credit for the excellent educational work
begun looking toward better industrial and economic conditions
among the Koreans, and in giving to this people the kind of training
greatly emphasized and highly prized in Japan proper.
Elementary agriculture and commerce are taught in the
Common Schools. These subjects with industry, law, economy, and
manual work, are also given in the Higher Common Schools. Wellequipped industrial and technologica1 schools have been
established, as well as the Law, Medical, Technological
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and Agricultural Colleges. Thus we see that proficiency in industrial
and vocational subjects and the habit of diligence are given due
prominence in the educational ideal and are considered
indispensable in suitable subjects of the Empire.
We now turn from the three emphasized features of the
system to note an apparently neglected field. No provision has yet
been made for higher education. The Report of the Governor
General for 1911 says, “A higher education than that obtainable in
the peninsula is open to Koreans by proceeding to Japan as hitherto.”
The common educational system for the Koreans, however, does
not articulate with the national system for the Japanese, so a student
can not pursue his course above the Higher Common School
without serious loss thru readjustment; moreover, whereas
admission to Japanese higher schools is obtainable only thru
examination and candidates .are far more numerous than the
capacity of the institutions, the Korean student with the double
disadvantage, an acquired language and preparation not specially
adapted to the system, find it practically impossible to enter the·
government institutions in Japan, unless they are sent upon the
recommendation of the government officials. Private schools may
be found willing to admit them, but this does not give them access
to the Imperial Universities, the crowning feature of the national
system, which should be made equally accessible to every
competent subject of the realm before the process of assimilation
can be considered to be complete
Time alone will prove the wisdom of the educational policy
of the Government for the Koreans. The ideal is plainly utilitarian
with special emphasis upon loyalty to the Imperial House and
vocational efficiency. This ideal may seem rather narrow to the
Westerner, whose educational ideal has been modified in turn by the
historic ideals, culture, efficiency, discipline, knowledge,
development, character, citizenship., altruism, and is at present a
product of these various factors synthesized under the term worIdcitizcnship or christianized into brotherhood. Emphasis upon the
national language, national morals, and industrial training, may be
expected to
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produce good subjects, but it can scarcely be expected to produce
intelligent world-citizens possessing initiative and character. Rather
it magnifies the materialistic and utilitarian, is content with
mediocrity instead of aiming at the highest achievement, exalts
service to the state above service to humanity, emphasizes loyalty to
the Emperor rather than loyalty to truth and righteousness, and aims
at a selfish patriotism instead of world-wide altruism. The policy is
undoubtedly right in adapting the education to the times and
conditions, and a visible goal attainable within a few years may
prove to be of greater value than a higher ideal so far away that
years of effort would be necessary to attain only partial success.

THE KOREAN ENVOY’S JOURNEY TO PEKING IN 1712.
(Continued from the November number.)
CHAPTER IV.
Peking 1st moon, 1st day (1713 A. D. ) Weather bright and clear.
The Palace in Peking was built in the days of Yung-nak
(1403-1424 A. D. ) but was burnt down in the rebellion of Yi Chasung in the year 1644. It was restored shortly after according to the
style of ancient architecture, beautifully ornamented, a fitting place
for kings and emperors to dwell in. The South Gate is especially
noticeable, for it has a foundation terrace of about 25 ft. in height,
and it measures some 60 paces from east to west. There are in it
three wide arches while its towers are of two storeys each, and of
nine kan.
On each corner there are watch-towers three storeys high.
Between the upper storeys of the gate and the watch-towers are
passages joining them covered with yellow tiles.
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The watchtowers, too, have gilded tops and shine with great
brilliance. I heard, however, that this was not gold but some other
kind of metal brought from abroad, more precious even than gold,
and that it grows brighter and more brilliant by the action of wind
and weather.
The court of the palace from the Tai-chung Gate inwards is
paved with bricks, some of them out of place standing on their ends
or pushed sideways. The Manchoos exercise their horses here and
so the pavement is spoiled by it and rendered unfit to walk on.
From the Chang-an Gate to the O Moon is a long distance, a
very difficult part for old officials to walk over. Our Second Envoy
had to rest here on his way out. I heard that there was once a very
noted officer who came to Peking as secretary of our Embassy who
could scarcely walk at all. The Chief Chinese interpreter urged him
on, but the Korean attendant said he was ill and had to go slowly.
The Chinese Interpreter grew angry at this and shouted, “Has your
country no men of health that you send such a creature as this?”
Now this Secretary was a man of very quick temper, and when he
heard this his face grew furiously red. The Interpreters all laughed
over it and to this day they tell the story.
We passed out of the East Chang-an Gate and returned to
our quarters. It was then about noon, so we had our breakfast and
lay down, tired out, and slept till evening.
A secretary of the Seung-moon office named Kang Oo
Moon came to me and said, “Outside of the west wall is a camp of
Mongols. These people eat lice off their body.” I went to one part of
the wall and piled up our saddles one above another until I could
see over. There I found a wide open space in which were several
score of Mongol tents, with eighty people or more to each tent.
They all had high cheek-bones and differed markedly in features
from the Chines. Their dresses seemed to me to be mere rags so that
they did not look like human beings at all. One barbarian among
them had his clothes off and was catching lice. As he caught them
he eat them, the dirty wretch! But not only are the Mongols guilty
of this filthy act but the Chinese themselves
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There were over a hundred camels about and many fine horses.
Some fifty families of the Mongols it seems have just now come to
Peking. Beside this encampment there are also many other places
where they have their tents fixed. There are said to be women
among them as well but I did not see them. Their dresses I
understand to be like those of the Manchoo women, while they do
up their hair much as Korean women do. They go about without any
fear of the men and are indeed not far’ removed from the brute
beasts.
Our New Year bread was brought in from the kitchen, but
the flavor of it was very bad, and it was impossible to eat it. This
was due to the bad water, and besides we had no tables to eat it on.
Peking, 1st moon, 2nd day (1713). Weather fine and not cold.
After breakfast the Second Envoy and the Secretary came to
see my brother. I was suddenly awakened in my little mat house as I
lay behind the felt door by a large dish of fruit being pushed in to
me, a gift from the Second Envoy.
For evening meal we had a pig’s head boiled and I invited
Dr. Kim and others to share it with me. We also had oranges and
pears which I divided among them. On this day for the first time I
ate Chinese crab-apples. They were quite agreeable to the taste but
quite different from anything in our own country. My brother didn’t
eat anything at all, so that I was somewhat anxious on his account.
In the middle of the night I heard the sound of a flute from behind
the east wall, but it was very badly played. The sound of
fire-crackers, too, ceased not the livelong night. The Emperor and
Empress had come in from the Summer Palace to receive the
congratulations of the court, and now had returned again.
Peking. 1st moon, 3rd day. Fair and not cold.
After breakfast Chang Wun-ik came and said, “Two visitors
have come to call who are descendants of Chung-chai and Chungkeui.” I met them and gave them Yi Tong-pai’s writing and a picture
of Yi Yu-paik.
Among others who came to call on me at this time was
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a certain Master of Ceremonies named Pan Tuk-yu. He seemed a
very interesting person and I found him a skilful master of the pen.
As he came in I rose to meet him. We passed the time of the day,
and I saw at once by his manner that he was quite out of the
ordinary. I asked him about his native state, also his name and how
old he was. He replied, “My home is in Che-kiang, my family name
is Pan, my given name is Tuk-yu, and my age is 27.” I asked again
how long he had been in Peking and he said he had come in the
47th year of Kang-heui (1708); inquiring as to the language spoken
in Peking as to whether it was the same as that of Che-kiang, he
replied, “No, very different.” I then asked him how long it took to
learn Pekinese. “Half a year,” was his answer. “Then you have great
ability in languages, surely,” I said, “for your replies are most clear
and distinct. I like you. There is something more that I should like
to ask. Among the elder statesmen rated first for virtue and literary
excellence, and among the generals, who is wisest and bravest?”
Tuk-yu replied, “I am sorry we never met before, for you are
a friend worth knowing. One ought never to deceive, and should
only speak the truth, yet the affairs of state are such that I have no
heart to tell you. You ask concerning the elder statesmen, they are
all brothers of the rice-table, and know only how to eat and drink;
and as for brave generals, no such exist.”
Again I asked, “I hear that the general in command of the
East Gate of the city has done some wrong and has been arrested,
what is the reason for this, pray?” He replied, “The General’s name
is To Wha-keui and his evils are countless in number, I could never
relate them all.”
I asked, “Has he really been killed or not?” He answered,
“He is in prison, but not yet executed.”
I said, “I imagine he has little chance of getting off. “Very
little,” was the reply.
The General of the Gates who is the master of all the
approaches of the city, I had been told had received bribes, and the
Emperor had had him beheaded, and so I wished to know if this
were true or not.
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Again I said, “When at audience I saw that the uniform of
the soldiers was worn and ragged, and that their bows, arrows and
swords had not been cleaned or put in order for many a day. Some
tell me that this is a custom that prevails during peace, but that
when war comes it is altogether changed, new uniforms are given
and everything put into ship shape. Is this so?”
He replied, “Why should one wait till he is thirsty to begin
digging a well? Think it over and you will know.”
Again I asked, “I notice that the Imperial musicians are not
dressed alike in red uniform but have different outfits, some new
and some old. This is evidently due to the economy exercised by
His Imperial Majesty.”
He replied, “It is not economy on the part of the Emperor,
but miserliness.”
“But what use has the Emperor for money, that he should do
so?” I asked. He replied, “I am sure I do not know.”
I inquired again, “I hear also, that His Majesty does not keep
the palace or the parks in order. Is that true?”
He replied, “Yes, that is true.” lf that is really so, surely there
was never such an economical emperor as his majesty seen before.
The reply was, “The Emperor’s virtue in the way of
economy is not something superior to all the past, but merely a
proof that he wastes money on other things and is always hard up.”
I asked, “What does he spend it on?” His reply was, “He
makes ‘silver-shoes’ and gives them away to his barbarian relatives.”
I asked where these relatives lived and his answer was,
“Away beyond Yong-go Tap (Manchuria).”
“For what reason does he give silver shoes to these people?”
He replied, “I am sure I do not know.”
“Are these barbarians Mongols?” He answered, “Yes.” I
Asked, “How many Mongols are there here in the capital and why
are they here?” He replied, “Forty-eight tribes in all
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are here, and continue to stay, but I have no idea why they remain
so long.”
“How much does he give them yearly in silver?”
“Each year the amount that goes to these forty-eight tribes is
four or five thousand sycee.”
“Does he give silks and so forth as well as silver?”
“Yes, he gives them all sorts of things.”
I went on, “What do the Mongols give in the way of tribute,
and how much does it amount to?”
He replied, “These things are all in the hands of the Foreign
Office, we in the Ceremonial Office know nothing whatever about
them. I have never heard definitely.”
But I said, “Even though this is not a matter that concerns
the Ceremonial Office directly, still you must have heard and must
know.”
His reply was, “I have heard that their tribute is made up of
ginseng and skins.”
Again I asked, “Do Mongols inhabit all the region from
Shen-su to Mukden, and why did you refer to Yong-go Tap as
specially Mongol? Do the Mongols of Shen-su offer no tribute or
render no service?”
The reply was, “These. barbarians formerly lived in Kee-wei,
a region that has no end of special names, one could never learn
them all.” “Then are these Mongols who are here in the capital all
from Yong-go Tap?” He replied, “I understand they are all from that
district or thereabouts.”
I asked again, “I hear that the pirates about Kin-chowlaotung have a king of their own, is it so?” The reply was, “Yes,
there is a certain Chin Sang-eui who claims to be such.
My question then was, “Is it well to let such things
continue?”
The reply was, “It keeps Shantung and Che-kiang in a state
of unrest. In fact five provinces in all. These pirates make their
escape on the wings of the wind and so cannot be caught or located.
Last year in the tenth moon the General of Manchuria, Pai-wha,
Nak-chung, presented a memorial concerning them.”
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I asked , “Then why did they not send troops and have them
broken up?” His reply was, “ Pirates are the most difficult of all
robbers to locate. Besides, the Government troops are afraid of them,
afraid that they may get killed, and so when they set foot on ground
where the chances of life are only one in ten they have no heart to
fight with pirates.”
I again asked, “How many soldiers have these pirates?”
“I have heard said that they have three or four hundred
thousand.”
I asked, “Are you married?” His answer was, “No, not yet.”
It seems there are very few people in Peking who are well
versed in the character. On account of this pure Chinamen are
generally used as secretaries and so six of them had been
commissioned to act for the Korean Envoy’s Yamen. They are all
men from the south and have not the round fat faces of the
Manchoo race. Though they are paid a salary, they are paid very
poorly. In the thousands of miles that they have come from their
homes they have endured all sorts of hardship, and one can read in
their faces evidences of many a trial. These men take charge of the
selling or buying of books that the envoy requires. If a Korean
wishes to find out the inner workings of the Chinese Empire, he
need only inquire of these secretaries, they frequently however tell
falsehoods to deceive our interpreters, speaking of times perfectly
quiet as greatly troubled. They magnify the slightest matter into
something exceedingly important, so that one finds little reason to
put faith in what they say. Thus, in the conversation that I had just
had there were evidences of these defects, and many of the answers
would bear correction.
Colonel Pak Tong-wha came bringing me half of an Arabian
melon. He said, “This is a sample of what is offered to His Majesty
the Emperor.”
It looked like one of our squashes though a little smaller.
The outside was blue in colour while the inside seeds were yellow
like what are called “ox-horn” melons in our own country. The
flavour was sweet and fragrant and far superior
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to anything of the kind found in Korea. The skin was thick like that
of a water-melon and yet I found on peeling it off that the inner part
was soft to the teeth and tender. A crunching sound accompanied the
eating of it. The flavour of the outer part I found superior to the
inner, but as it was cold to the mouth one could only eat a little at a
time.
It was four days since we had had water brought from the
Temple of Heaven. This was better than water brought from
elsewhere and yet it was very bad. From this day on we had it
brought from a place near Pal-li-po outside the East Gate. In
comparison with the water from the Temple of Heaven it was a little
better, but the gruel made from it was not good as it had a salty taste,
more marked even than water from Chong-no in Seoul. The more
you drank of ii the saltier it seemed to grow. The most disgusting
thing about it was that in the midst of the salty taste there was a
sweetish flavour as well. Actually it refused to go down one’s throat.
If you washed in it your face grew wrinkled and cracked while ragnails came out on your fingers ends. After washing my towel in it
for three or four days, it became as stiff as the limb of a tree, but for
what reason I could not make out.
About 13 miles beyond the East Gate there is good water.
When Minister Yi (Wul-sa) of Yun-dong came as envoy to Peking
he called for this water, but he had to pay a great price for the
bringing of it.
To-day I had some minced meat from a sealed bamboo. On
the way here the interpreters had told me that the minced meat
would spoil and that it would not be fit to eat, so I had a large
bamboo opened, filled carefully and sealed tight, joining the ends
together, and binding them with paper. To-day as I opened this and
ate I found the flavour perfectly good.
The servants had made a kang floor in the shelter where they
were and from now on they slept on the warmed earth and were
quite comfortable.
Sin Chi-soon asked from the person in charge an inkstone, a
pen, and a penholder, and so we managed to get the necessaries for
writing. We got candles daily from the steward, and as my room
was crowded with people during the
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day, I let my blanket down and by one of these candles did my
writing at night. In the midst of this hardship I found a certain
delight and comfort. The nights were long; and there was no chance
to sleep and so it was an ideal time in which to read and write.
Peking, 4th day. Not cold, cloudy toward evening.
After breakfast I went to the office of the secretary, and
there I found that Colonel Yoo Pong-sam had got hold of two books
on military matters. One was called Moo-pi Chi-rak (Extracts from
Military Requirements) and was made up of 5 or 6 volumes. One
was called Moo-pi-chi (Requirements for the Soldier) of which
there were seventy volumes in all. Everything pertaining to military
matters is said to be recorded in this book.
Since yesterday morning many volumes had been bought. In
each case however, they would bring only one volume, and demand
that we buy the whole set before we could see the others. Once
having decided, there was no help for it but to take them as they
were. Thus it was that I could not see the books I wanted before
buying them, a miserable practise.
The soldiers formerly forbade the bringing of books.
Only when bribed would they allow them to pass in secretly;
volume after volume being hidden away in the folds of the clothing.
The only way to get a whole set was to have it brought in by night
over the wall.
My servant, Kwi-dong, had gone with the captain of the
northern guard to Pal-li-po, in order to wash rice to make drink
from and on return said to me, “On the way we met the Emperor’s
daughter as she came with her retinue in three covered carts. There
accompanied her a dozen guards or so who rode on horseback
ahead, while behind there were a score and more of other soldiers
also mounted. Those ahead shouted out to clear the way.” Kwi-dong
and the captain dismounted and stood on the left hand side of the
road to let them pass. “Suddenly from the inner quarters of the cart
came the sound of a girl’s voice, and an attendant lifted up the
curtain when lo, a young girl appeared in the inner recess of the cart,
looking out upon us. Her head was covered with
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gems and jewels that sparkled till our eyes were dazzled to behold
them. The two carts to the rear held the servants and attendants of
the .Princess.”
To-day Cheung Se-t’ai sent me a pot of narcissus flowers. It
had a dozen or more stalks and flowers that were out in the richest
sort of bloom. The flowers were as large in their bunches as peach
blossoms, and the soft white of the petals was most delicate and
beautiful to behold. I had bought a number of them before but they
had never bloomed for me. Now I saw them at their best and was
delighted.
The side-dishes sent us from the yamen kitchens along the
way were very good as far as Mukden, but from Mukden on they
grew poorer in quantity and quality. Since coming to Peking we
have not found a thing in the way of side dish that is fit to eat. The
things that we brought with us had not only lost their flavour, but
the man in charge, the careless rascal, has taken no interest in
flavouring them whatever, lazy and indifferent mortal he is! Our
rice too was spoiled by the bad water of Peking, and an inferior
quality of Chinese rice had been mixed with it so that it was wholly
unpalatable.
The rice that we had brought all the way from Sun-ch’un
and Kwak-san was of the very best quality. The cook, however,
used it to feed to the soldiers and interpreters who were special
friends of his, while the wretched stuff that he left for us to eat was
upland, or dry-field rice. Because of this our meals are very far from
being a delight, and as there is no way of setting matters straight we
have to make the best of it. I usually have for breakfast and tiffin a
dish of eui-i, or water-lily seeds, and some dried beef that I brought
along with me. When I go out, I usually take half a glass of wine to
stay my appetite. At such times too, I constantly make use eui-i seed
and frequently eat rice gruel. Altogether in a single day I have only
a few spoonfuls of rice. Were I to reckon up my eating on the whole
journey it would certainly not exceed three or four mal. As for sidedishes, it meant that when I had anything at all my brother had none.
Among the things on my table were vinegar and soy, as well as fish
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and some other kinds of meat, three or four dishes in all. But there
is really nothing fit to touch my chopsticks to. It all goes to Kwidong who eats it for me. If a better sample appears I pick it out and
send it to Interpreter Yi Yoo-ryung, who is old and is feeling ill. I
also send some at times to Dr. Kim Tuk-sam and to my cousin,
Ch’ang-yup.
What the officers have to eat is very poor and spare, worse
in fact than mine. Colonel Yoo Pong-san, unable to endure his,
whenever he visits me asks for a little dried fish and beef that he
carries away. I have one jar of salt pickle with me which was made
of radishes, squash and melons mixed together and cured in soy.
From to-day on I have decided to use this, for while it is nothing
very special it helps the general flavour somewhat. I divided it
among the officers, who were most grateful for a share. The cook
had bought white-fish for us and made soup. It is very much like the
same kind of fish that we have in our own country, and has quite an
agreeable flavour.
One of the interpreters brought us word that the 7th son of
the Emperor was ill at the Chang-ch’oon Palace and that they
desired the services of the Korean physician who was in attendance
on our party. Tomorrow or the day after the Chinese interpreter said
he would come and show the way.
(To be Continued)

THE CRIMSON DAWN.
(Continued from the November Number).
CHAPTER VL
A MIDNIGHT TRYST.
The setting sun was casting a glimmer of molten gold over
the western sea as the wearied travellers passed by the fishing nets,
up the winding lane to the heavy, iron-studded gate. This was the
third moon, first day, and the fateful hour for
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the midnight tryst was drawing near. Ye heaved a great sigh of relief
as he thought of what he had already accomplished in readiness for
that time. The family rushed out to greet him after the long and
dangerous journey. Noch Kyung took the tired little donkey to feed
and to attend with the loving hand of which the little gray friend had
been dreaming for many trying hours. The news or the return spread
like wildfire throughout the village, and soon a crowd of curious
neighbors were flocking towards Ye’s house and crowding closely
about the door to hear what he had to say. They were anxious to
know who among them had read him aright and prophesied truly.
The family awaited his words with earnest desire to know the result
of the trip.
“Clear out, every body now, and give me a little rest. I’m
weary unto death! Whew, can’t get my breath in this crowd!” The
visitors scattered to their homes but they understood his silence on
the point of interest, and they guessed also the decision of the
family clan.
“Of course,” said the knowing ones, “it is quite natural for
Mr. Ye to be nervous and somewhat cross, think of the burden on
his heart!” Thus, for the time being, the uncouth fellow became
quite the hero of the village and the lack of courtesy and scant
welcome to his neighbors was excused.
Pack Chickquan came at dusk to pay his respects and to
learn the results of the trip to Kan Wun Do, a very fitting and proper
thing for an old retainer of the family, and one who had such a
personal interest in the burial sites and all that concerned them,—so
thought Mr. Ye. He stayed but a short time and when he left his
wizen, dried-up face was more monkey-like than ever, so distorted
was it with pained sympathy for his client’s misfortune. Perhaps Mr.
Ye would have been less certain of his fidelity had he seen this look
of pained sympathy turn to a leer of triumph as the Chiquan left the
narrow alley of the villages.
Reaction was setting in for Ye; as he saw events shaping
themselves, and became sure of the way in which he would meet
the present crisis, his calmness returned. The strong
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mind was again on the throne, and the awful fear and distracting
terror which had gripped him relaxed its hold, as he realized that he
could overcome the present circumstances. During the quiet days he
had been riding along on the sure- footed donkey, he had been
considering the situation in all its relations to his every-day life. He
saw now how his folly and pride had led him into the very snare he
had tried so long to avoid and he made a firm resolve that the future
should see no more such foolishness. It would never do to let people
think that he had invisible means wherewith to defray such
enormous and unexpected expenses as this. If he did, his life would
henceforth not be worth a cash piece, and the extortion of officials
and demands of robber bands would make it a constant burden.
No, that would never do! It would be necessary to make all
the neighbors and relatives think that he had been beggared by this
affair. So he said to his family:
“I must sell all that I have. All these fields and my farm, all
my worldly possessions go to meet this demand. Neighbor Han has
long wanted the land and it will just about bring in the amount
needed.” They listened in pained silence not knowing just what this
meant but fearing that it foreboded some. dire calamity.
There was much to be done, and little time in which to do it.
To-morrow was the fated day, but it was now the duty of Ye to
manage these preliminary affairs in such a way that the members of
his clan would not again taunt him with having brought disaster
upon them by carelessness and sinful pride.
During the day following the return of Mr. Ye an atmosphere
of mystery pervaded the house; the villagers spoke in subdued tones
as they passed the door, then gathered in groups to discuss this
unprecedented occurrence. They knew that Ye was selling his farm;
some of the best and most fertile land in that part of the country was
going into the hands of Han Comchil who had long cast covetous
eyes upon it. To be sure 40,000 yang (about $400) could not be
easily raised in this part of Korea in those days. Currency was
scarce;
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farm products, especially rice, passed as legal tender and the
merchants were the real bankers of the country. The very real and
ever present danger of robbers made it unwise to keep even a small
amount of coin in the house. The unwieldy bulk of the money was
also another reason for handling as little as possible. The greater
part of it was in ponderous copper cash, so heavy that even an
amount equal to Yen 20.00 (or ten dollars American money), would
have made a burden too great for a man to carry without much
inconvenience. There was no Korean money larger than the nickle
piece, which although much better than the copper was still difficult
to handle, especially if secrecy was required. Thus it was all but
impossible in a country fishing village to bring together so large a
sum as Ye found necessary with only a few days’ warning. With
much flurry and bluster he made the wining Han swear that he
would never tell the price of the land nor the details of the
transaction. He wanted the people to believe that this was the
ransom money paid to the robbers, but when he remembered a
certain cavern and that which was hidden there his heart lost much
of its heavy burden and a glow of satisfaction flooded his being. Yes,
in his own way, and a very sly way it was too, he would get even
with the dastardly rascals!
At sunset the patient partner of his nocturnal adventures was
brought forth. The assembled family stood about to bid farewell, but
to their respectful greetings his reply was scarcely more than a deep
growl, which might have meant much or nothing. He rode away
with his face turned to the challenging blue of the eastern hills. The
king of day gave the earth a lingering kiss of glory, then dropped
like a ball of fire beneath the western waves, while a thousand
shafts of opal light flashed between sky and iridescent sea, but his
eyes saw none of this wondrous beauty about him. After a steady
trot of an hour the donkey was reined up while they turned from the
well-trodden highway into a trackless maze of wilderness. At the far
end of lonely, rock strewn valley he came to a chestnut grove which
he sought. There he tied the beast and proceeded on his way on foot.
Time was precious for he had
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a long way to walk before midnight; he feared to ride lest they track
him. On foot, he could defy even the hounds of the mountain to find
out his secret. The near cut , the unused trails of the hills and vales
about here for many li were all precious to him. Leaving the grove
and its lone occupant he made his way with the same sure-footed
tread over hills and through valleys, by fields and woods back in a
westerly direction, to the sea-coast. His feet were as light and as
stealthy as a red Indian’s, and anyone disposed to follow him this
night would have needed all the cunning with which nature has
endowed the inhabitants of the forest.
He stopped and listened carefully every little while. When
he came at last out of a patch of woodland in full view of the great
waters a crescent hung, a thread-like line of silver, over the sullen
waves. Keeping still to the hills above the irregular beach, Ye went
steadily towards the north until the pale moon went down in a faint
gleam which was soon swallowed up in the all-embracing darkness
of the night. He was glad of its friendly aid for now he dared at las!
turn to the hard sand of the beach where he made faster progress.
With long swinging steps he pressed onward till he reached a place
where he stopped and made a careful survey of the heavens. The
stars told him that it was about the second watch of the night, or the
hour of the Pig (which is shortly before midnight) and here was the
familiar pile of rock which hid his treasure.
“Well timed,” said he, observing that a certain flat rock was
just uncovered by the waves.
A long, searching look up and down the beach, listening
keenly as he peered out through the soft, pulsing shadows of the
night revealed only the swish, swish of the water and the purling
wash of the tide as the waves broke in smooth widening circles on
the yielding sand.
After some moments of tense watching he gave a sigh of
relief, put his shoulder to the great flat rock and exerted all his
enormous strength against it. Slowly it yielded and swung back as
though on a pivot, revealing an opening large enough for a man to
enter. With the furtive, stealthy
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manner of a thief he entered this dark cavern, drew out his hidden
treasure and carried it to the entrance. With much less exertion than
it took to open it the pivot rock was swung into place again. The
man stood a moment watching the lapping waves creep nearer the
rock with a satisfied knowledge that his tracks in the sand, with all
evidence of his visit, would soon be obliterated by the spreading
waters. The bag before him was large and very heavy. Vainly now
did he long for his faithful, surefooted friend but the delicacy of this
task made that companionship and assistance impracticable. With a
strenuous effort the burden was taken upon his back, and bending
almost double beneath the load, he made his uncertain way. Ye
Chung Sook waded into the water and with slow deliberate steps
followed along the shallow edge of surf, leaving no footprints in the
sand. After half an hour of this slow trudging he left the water,
turned to the west and thus approached his destination, the ridge of
the tombs, from a point quite remote from his secret cavern.
“In very good time,” mused Ye as he toiled up this steep
ascent. Every little while it was necessary to put down the burden
and rest his tired back. That he was now within the range of many
unfriendly eyes he knew to be quite probable, but he knew also that
he was now safe from attack or robbery. The honor of thieves is
proverbial in Korea and if this were indeed the well known Ponto,
as many believed, then, he, the most terrible of all bandits was also
most scrupulously careful of his honor, the honor of his word. Did
he threaten to kill a man who disobeyed his commands? Then kill
him he surely would! Did he promise devastation and destruction?
Then woe betide the helpless victim! But if the object of his threat
yielded in a quiet and obedient manner he could be quite as
confident that the robber chief would keep his part honorably and so
had no need to fear approaching him with the ransom.
Tugging and panting the weary man at last reached the
summit of the ridge where stood the tallest pine. Many other pines
grew as sentinels in a grove about its feet, but this magnificent giant
reached its long branches to the sky in
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brave fearlessness of wind and weather. The soft zephyrs of summer
and the frigid blasts of winter for many cycles of years had passed
over this proud prince leaving it standing still undisturbed Monarch
of the Pines.
Well nigh spent, bending low beneath the load of metal, Ye
shuffled along until he came to this place of rendezvous. He slipped
his bag to earth not far from a fallen log and fell beside it panting
and gasping with exhaustion. Here he lay motionless for some time,
waiting for the meeting which he knew to be not far distant. To his
straining ears came night voices; the whispering wind among the
pines; the startled cry of some wild bird in the trees near his father’s
rifled tomb; the distant baying of a watch-dog; the hideous scream
of an owl,—these sounds only, no foot-fall, nor echo which told of
human nearness. After a time of waiting which seemed endless,
though in reality not long, he felt that he had been there waiting for
many hours. He had that weird, uncanny feeling that others, unseen,
were watching him; that eyes were upon him; a sense of some
terrible, unknown presence. Brave though he had thought himself
he knew that he was trembling from head to foot. That fear of the
unknown which is so much worse than the most painful certainty
took hold of him. Cold sweats broke out .all over his body as he
remembered the horror associated with the mounds below, and he
would not even have been surprised to have heard the awful voice
itself which had called him to this labor of filial duty.
Why did they not come? The thickness of the matted leaves
overhead hid the stars from view but he felt positive nevertheless
that it was long past the appointed hour. Could he have made a
mistake in the date? He wished that he had not destroyed the letter
so soon. His mind was so occupied with this dire possibility that he
did not see the dim figure which moved stealthily from behind the
fallen log, as silently as a cat stalking a mouse. The fearsome
creature was almost opposite Ye before he realized its nearness.
Then the stillness of the night was broken by a long, shrill whistle.
With a scream Ye leaped to his feet shaken and trembling. What
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new horror was this which confronted him so silently from nowhere?
Then the human voice which spoke reassured him. At midnight, by
a mountain grave-mound, a robber, even a desperately notorious
one, is a much less fearsome companion than a ghost. The voice had
the monotonous strained tone of disguise:
“Did you bring it all?”
“Yes, it is all here.”
“That is well, the worse for you if you had not.” The speaker
was dressed in black and his head was bound about in turban
fashion. In answer to his whistled call two other men appeared as
noiselessly as himself. Obeying a motion from their leader they
took up the heavy bag, tied an extra rope about it, thrust it through
with a pole and slung it between them. Then they started down the
opposite side of the ridge from which Ye had come. For perhaps
twenty minutes the two men faced each other without a word; there
was nothing to be said. Ye felt that the worst was now over, and he
was truly much more comfortable with this strange companion than
he had been before. By the time the men with the ransom money
were safely far away, the impressive stranger spoke again:
“If you will dig just by the north side of yonder tall pine
beneath a flat rock you will find that which you seek!”
With no more ceremony or greeting the dark visitor turned.
No look did he cast behind him, but with ca1m, majestic strides he
took the measured pace of conscious victory down the side of the
ridge. Ye waited spell-bound until he heard the last faint foot-fall
die away; then shook himself as if awakening from a nightmare.
“Well, I never! Ponto the Terrible!”
His eyes turned in question to the great pine tree. What was
hidden there? His nerves were too jumpy and unreliable for further
investigation that night, so, this would have to await a more
convenient season. Feeling again that overwhelming sense of an
unseen Presence, and with an agony of helpless fear gripping his
heart Ye turned and fled.
(To be Continued).
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“Hand" (Language study) J. S. Gale 298
High-born Prince and Worthy Girls From the Keui-moon Chong-wha
503
Hong Yang-ho on the Death of his Son 509
Hunter, The Syung Hyun 455
Idioms J. S. Gale 404
Imitation, Powers of Syung Hyun
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Imperiål Rescripton Education 549
Indispensable Phrases F. Herron Smith 210
Iron and Steel Development 481
Japan "Outlook" 241
Journey to Peking in 1712, Korean Envoy's 311, 363, 411, 458, 512, 569
Journey to South Korea, A Yi Kyoo-bo 14
Kan Chang (Soy) 51
Kija, Something about Charles E. Bernheisel 244
Kijas Well, Chuldo Island (Illustration) June
Kindergartens in Seoul 96
Kong Nip Potong Hakkyo E. W. Koons 264
Korean Cattle 529
Korean Customs of the Year Kwun Sang-yong 106
Korean Doctor, The New Spectator 149
Korean Envoy's Journey to Peking in 1712. 311, 363, 411, 458, 512, 569
Korean Literature 293
Korean Paper 487
Korean Pottery, Ancient (Illustration) Frontispiece, July
Korean Woman, One View of 445
Korea, Prohibition in 438
Lay, Arthur Hyde, 529
Language Study J. S. Gale 397. 305, 441
Law of Retribution 302
Letter from India Percy Hipwell 167
Literature, Korean 293
Macdonald, Dr. J. A. 529
Main Street, As It Was Sydney M. Reid 307
Map and Its Story, An Old Nark Napier Trollope 386
Medical College, Severance Union (Illustration) Frontispiece, September
Modern Manufacturing in Korea 146
Modern Warfare, A Picture of Alden Noble 434
Monument House, Chuldo Island (Illustration) June
My Shadow Yi, Tal-ch'oong 511
Nam Han, or The South Fortress
Nam San, Extra-mural 492
New East, The 289, 482

H. H. Underwood 260
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New Words J. S. Gale 441
Noun, Regarding the J. S. Gale 116
Obstreperous Boy, The 255
Old Korean Stories Syung Hyun 455
Old Map and Its Story, An Mark Napier Trollope 386
One View of the Korean Woman 445
Orphanage School and Farm (Illustration) Frontispiece, August
Outside South Gate. Nam Han (Illustration) June
Pagoda. Pool-gook, Kyungju (Illustration) January Frontispiece.
Paper, Korean 487
Peace Celebration 530
Peach Garden, Fairy Paradise 154
Pilgrimage to Songdo 97
Places of Interest About Seoul 302, 409, 443, 492
Plague Pneumonic 145
Pneumonic Plague 145
Pong-eun Sa and Tombs 409
Pool-gook Pagoda. Kyungju (Illustration) January Frontispiece.
Ports for Cannon, Nam Han (Illustration) June
Potatoes 385
Potong Gate, Pyeng Yang (Illustration) January Frontispiece.
Pottery, Ancient Korean (Illustration) Frontispiece, July
Powers of Imitation Syung Ryun 455
Prince Yi Household 242
Private Higher Common Schools for Korean Boys in Seoul E. W. Koons
541
Prohibition in Korea 438
Prophecy from the Diamond Sutra 52
Proposed Park 49
Railways Of Korea 193
Red Cross 242
Regarding the Noun, J. S. Gale 116
Remains, Ancient Korean 354, 400, 498
Rescript on Education, Imperial 549
Retribution, The Law of 202
Reverie in Korea, A Fall A. A. Pieters 495
Rice 385
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Scenes along the Chosen Røilways (Illustrations) May
Schools of Seoul, The, A Survey E. W. Koons 55, 98,157, 264, 369, 483,
541
Seeking Knowledge
1
Seoul Chamber of Commerce
97
Seoul, Places of Interest 302, 409, 443, 492
Seung Ka-sa 302
Seventh Night of the Seventh Moon, August Thirteenth 356
Severance Union Medical College (Illustration) Frontispiece. September
Sheep Raising 482
Si-ch'un and Ch’un-do Churches 160
Something about Kija Charles E. Bernheisel 244
Song-do, Excursion to 290
South Fortress, Nam Han H. H. Underwood 260
South Manchuria Railway 433
Soy, Kan Chang 51
Spectåtor, Article by 145
Studies in Japanese Buddhism (Review) J. S. G. 165
Study, Language J. S. Gale 305
Summer Language School, Wonsan Beach 211
Tea 406
Teeth 114
The American Consul General 531
Crimson Dawn 337, 370, 417, 468, 520, 569
The Days of the Week (Language Study) J. S. Gale 253
The Diamond Mountains Cho Sung-ha 449
The Flag of My Country Alden Noble 49
The Fourth of July, 1918 Dr. J. A. Macdonald 338
The Hunter Syung Hyun 455
The Japanese Educational System for Koreans W. Carl Rufus 548
The Joys of Nature Yi Tai-ch'oong 532
The Kang (On-tol) 62
The Ki-saing (Dancing Girl) 198
The Korean Envoy's Journey to Peking in 1712 311, 363, 411, 458, 512,
569
The Korean Language J. S. Gale 53, 116, 153, 208, 253, 305, 357, 404,
441, 497, 540
The Kwaga W. Carl Rufus 64
The Law of Retribution 202
The Literati An Wan Syung Hyun 457
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The Neglected Wife Yi Tal-ch'oong 12
The New Korean Doctor Spectator 148
The Obstreperous Boy 255
The Offer of the Fairy Yi Saik 156
The Rainy Season 351, 353
Schools of Seoul, A Survey E. W. Koons 55, 98, 157, 264, 359, 483
The Si-ch'un and Ch’un-do Churches 160
The Study of Japanese F. Herron Smith 59, 118, 210
The Tomb on the College Grounds 538
The Tombs of Oo Hyun-li 249
The Twin Pillar Tomb 498
The Use of Romaji F. Herron Smith 118
Tbc Woman's Academy, Yun-dong, (Illustration) September.
The Women of South China Ch'oi Ch'i-wun 453
Thought; An Ancient Ch’oi Ch'i-wun 454
To a Buddhist Friend Yi Kyoo-bo 12
To A.F., Mesopotamia 1917 Percy Hipwell 510
Tokyo Vegetable Market 146
Tombs of Oo Hyun-li 249
To My Master Kang Heui-an Sung Kan 453
To-wun, Peach Garden 154
Typical Mission School Buildings in Seoul (Illustration) Frontispiece
September.
Vegetable Market, Tokyo 146
War Work Drive 530
Wife, The Neglected Yi Tal-ch'oong 12
Woman Sea Captain 241
Women of South China, The Ch'oi Ch'i-wun 453
Wonsan Beach Summer Language School, 211
World War 241
Yi Kyoo-bo 12, 303, 353, 512
Yi Chank-kon 390
Yak-sa Chul 443

